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FOREWORD

This technical paper is a collection of some of the more important papers, newsletters, and
references that have been published by the Vetiver Network since 1987 referencing the use of
Vetiver Grass for soil and water conservation, land rehabilitation (degraded lands, mines, etc.), and
embankment stabilization. It brings together under a general index most of the important
information, research, and user feed back relating to Vetiver Grass. Its purpose is to provide
readers throughout the world with a comprehensive collection of facts from which they can draw
their own conclusions as to Vetiver's application and utility to their own needs.

At a time when there is a great concern about accelerating soil erosion, and the need to
conserve, in-situ, rainfall, before it leaves the site of its initial impact, vetiver grass grown as
contour barriers across sloping lands, provides a low cost and sustainable system that enables these
needs to be met. It has been tested, and is now in use in practically every tropical and semi-
tropical country of the world, and generally the "feed back" on its utility has been good. The
potential for accelerating the adoption of the technology is enormous, and will depend on the
development of effective user training and promotional programs, and the forcefulness and tenacity
of government policy makers and managers in overseeing its introduction through as many
channels as possible. A new use for Vetiver Grass is emerging for dealing with point source sites
of sedimentation export, such as new highway embankments, mine dumps, quarries, etc. and for
the remediation of polluted sites where the grass's ability to grow in areas containing high levels of
toxic substances will prove important for the removal of heavy metals and other toxic materials.

This publication comes at a time of change in the World Bank when "sustainable
environmental actions" are being given a high profile. It has been easy to identify problems, but
much more difficult to find low cost and sustainable solutions. The Asia Technical Department is
proud to have initiated and promoted the use of Vetiver Grass, as one of the solutions to dealing
with a broad and ever increasing range of environmental problems. The Vetiver Network, for the
last seven years, has been placing information in front of the highest policy makers in client
countries, as well as to small and poor farmers, and it is gratifying to learn that the thousands of
users have made use of the infornation provided, and have found it effective. A common response
is "we read, we did, and it works." There are not many simple and low cost technologies that have
such a wide adaptation and application in meeting environmental concerns; however, Vetiver Grass
is one of them.

In putting this publication together we have to thank original authors such as John
Greenfield, Dick Grimshaw, Jim Smyle, Bill Magrath and the scores of Vetiver Grass users
(researchers, farmers, and engineers) who have contributed to the Vetiver Newsletters. We also
have to thank Larisa Helfer for the tedious and sometimes painful task of editing and bringing this
publication together.

Harold W. Messenge
Director

Asia Technical Department





Abstract

This technical paper is the result of seven years of research
and development on the use of vetiver grass as a promising - and
proven - agricultural technology to prevent soil erosion and conserve
precious rainfall moisture. The information contained herein is
intended for both present and potential users of vetiver, so that they
might assess its usefulness and applicability. This technical paper
includes the ten newsletters of the Vetiver Information Network;
Vetiver Grass: The Hedge Against Erosion, the technically-oriented
handbook providing step-by-step instructions as to the use of the
technology; "Vetiver Grass: The Ideal Plant for Vegetative Soil and
Moisture Conservation," a monograph by John Greenfield detailing
the history and potential of vetiver grass; "The Role of Vetiver Grass
in Sustaining Agricultural Productivity," a summary paper by
Richard Grimshaw "debunking" some of the myths, and confirming
others, commonly believed about vetiver; a detailed index; and a
selected reading list on this topic by the National Research Council.





VETIVER GRASS
(Vetiveria spp.)

THE IDEAL PLANT FOR VEGETATIVE SOIL AND
MOISTURE CONSERVATION

John C. Greenfield
World Bank
Washington, DC.
June 23, 1989
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* The enormous productive potential of the developing the system.
Black Cotton soils (Vertisols) can be realized for
the first time with vetiver hedges to control * The history of Vetiver grass.
erosion.

* Slope tables gives a guide to the degree of
* Vetiver hedges control roadside and bridge slope, percentage slope, gradient; and surface
approach erosion. distance between vegetative hedges.

* Vetiver hedges protect irrigation canals from * What is an essential oil?
erosion, dams from silting up, and produce better
hillside orchards.

Conclusions And Recommendations
* Why vetiver grass ? Trials with other species,
show no other plant is as effective for soil We have been able to demonstrate a
conservation. better way to prevent erosion, by using vetiver

grass in the form of a dense, permanent hedge.
* A list of essential criteria for a soil The grass opens up the opportunity of protecting
conservation plant. the soil from being totally depleted.

* Constructed methods to prevent erosion Previous soil conservation methods,
pay little attention to the soil loss caused involving earthmoving, have been reasonably
by sheet erosion. effective in developed nations but totally inap-

propriate in developing nations. These high cost
* In contrast to constructed methods, vegetative structures were temporary and did not conform
hedges only filter runoff, and do not convey to the natural environment.
water,cutting down on the number needed for
control. In the next five years, the vegetative

system of soil and moisture conservation will
Vetiver hedges, unlike soil banks, can be demonstrate its effects sufficiently to leave no

safely breached to provide access for equipment. doubts that this is the system of the future. It is
The special feature of soil conservation with cheap to install, replicable, and sustainable.
vegetative hedges is that it filters runoff and
retains soil. The vetiver system developed by the

World Bank's Asia region technical staff over
* Vetiver grass nurseries are easily established the last four years shows the way to higher
and have a multiplication factor of 1:100. standards of living in rainfed areas. The changes

in soil management reduce the serious effects of
* Vetiver grass covers an exceptionally wide drought, increase the slope for successful and
range of soils and climates. safe crop production, protect irrigated areas from

the problems of silt and increase yields per
* Once established, vetiver hedges require no hectare through better moisture conservation.
maintenance.

The recent work in India proves quite
* Research data is needed to quantify field conclusively that the system not only prevents
observations. erosion, but, when used with contour plowing

and planting, can go a long way towards improv-
* The hectare budget shows the costs of ing agricultural production in areas afflicted by
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drought. agriculture, and limit our ability to feed our-
selves. Yet, because it is a silent problem, few

INTRODUCTION give it the attention it deserves. It is not an issue
that excites public opinion. Europe, the conti-

Degradation refers to the physical and nent least affected by erosion, is estimated to be
biological processes that diminish the usefulness losing one billion tons of soil a year, while Asia,
of land. Typical environmental effects are the worst affected, could be losing 25 billion
accelerated soil erosion, loss or degradation of tons. The United States loses well over one
vegetation, over-exploitation of groundwater, billion tons a year (net of natural replacement)
salinization of soils, waterlogging of irrigated from its grainlands - equivalent to more than
land, and a deterioration in water quality. The 300,000 hectares of crop-growing potential.
physical environment is deteriorating. Per capita
food grain production is falling. Population BACKGROUND
growth is uncontrolled. And international
assistance in real terms is moving sharply down- Thirty years of testing Vetiver grass as a
ward. The grim warning in these facts is un- soil conservation measure and over 100 years of
avoidable. Further delays, in reforms, and a experience with the grass as a boundary hedge
further weakening of external support will has shown it to be the ideal plant to prevent soil
condemn entire continents to human misery. A erosion, and rehabilitate eroded farmland.
similar warning in 1985 by Robert McNamara
on sub-Saharan Africa, presented at the Sir John In the 1930s technical and structural
Crawford Memorial Lecture, is moretrue today solutions were developed to cope with the
than it was then. Still, in the international devastating effects of the Tennessee valley's 'dust
community, little is changing. bowl.' These included a system of contour

banks; diversion banks; absorption banks;
But there are a number of interesting grassed waterways and so on, to slow down the

technologies to stop land degradation, improve runoff, and divert it to a natural drainage outlet
productivity, and reducethe risk to farmers by or a man-made waterway that would lead it to
sustaining agricultural production. The most the natural drainage system or to a specially
outstanding of these is the use of vegetative soil constructed dam. This system has worked well
and moisture conservation measures that are in developed countries where the farms are large,
cheap, replicable, sustainable, and fully effective and where there is a strong element of grazing
in stopping erosive degradation and increasing control, in particular, and landuse in general,
crop yields. This is a system that meets the where farmers are educated and have full access
needs of the present without compromising the to resources, institutions and the law. But when
needs of future generations. studied closely, this system is not the answer for

soil conservation. In reality it is an attempt at a
THE PROBLEM 'quick fix' involving money, manpower and

equipment to address a major agricultural prob-
Few resource problems are so important lem. Using bulldozers in the West and a large

and so little publicized, as the disappearance of labor force in the developing countries, engi-
soil. Each year billions of tons are washed away neers can construct diversionary earthworks in a
to the sea or carried away with the wind. matter of days. In the West these systems are

There is no way we can replace this soil. generally monitored and maintained, but in the
If we wait for the natural processes to do the job, developing countries maintenance is seldom in
it would take centuries, if not millennia. The the budget and is usually neglected; the system
disappearance of soil threatens to undermine breaks down and often causes more erosion.

6



that erosion not only brings about longterm
CONSTRUCTED SOIL CONSERVATION detrimental changes in the soil, such as a reduc-
METHODS tion in soil depth, but also has an immediate

influence on soil fertility, productivity, and
Constructed methods of soil conservation farming costs. Most farmers in rainfed areas are

are unnatural interventions that alter natural estimated to be losing the equivalent of more
ways of draining the land. They are static than half the fertilizers applied and, at the same
measures trying to contain a dynamic system. time, are reducing the effectiveness of rainfall by
The drainage system changes under the force of at least a third by not making any attempt to
excessive storms; the watershed changes as the conserve moisture. This is generally due to a
forces of nature act upon it ; denudation conveys lack of understanding by the farmers, and the
more silt, ultimately filling the channels of the absence of any reminder such as a contour
conservation banks, and destroying them, and guideline, that can be seen when plowing or
finally silting up dams or rivers. planting.

Diversion banks convey water from one In Zimbabwe, a country of 150,803
micro watershed and concentrate it in another. square miles, and only six million inhabitants,
In many cases this accelerates the erosion of the researchers have estimated that the country is
particular drainage line. Water is diverted away losing, a staggering $2.5 billion worth of nitro-
from its natural outlets before it has had a chance gen and phosphorus a year, along with 15.6
to soak into the ground because the constructed million tons of organic carbon, essential for soil
system is designed to move runoff rapidly and fertility, which cannot be directly costed or
'safely' to a disposal outlet. This can also replaced. Yet, Zimbabwe has had one of the
interfere with the natural recharge of groundwa- most active soil conservation programs in the
ter aquifers. Moreover the system does not developing world. This program, which dates
address the massive loss of soil nutrients by from 1934, is based entirely upon traditional
sheet erosion. Soil conservation diversion banks structural methods.
are actually designed to move the runoff fast
enough so that it will not silt up the channel - Elwell's analysis found that the loss of
meaning they are actually designed to run the silt nutrients was not directly related to the type of
off the farm. crop nor the land slope, but was related to the

rate of soil loss. The structural solutions do not
In Zimbabwe, H. A. Elwell, has been address this soil loss which is directed instead as

working on the problem at the Institute of Agri- runoff. Elwell claims the loss of nitrogen,
cultural Engineering, Borrowdale, Harare. He phosphorus, and organic carbon can be calcu-
states that "Although the value of contour banks lated (kg/ha/yr) by multiplying the estimated rate
in protecting arable lands from rill and gully of soil loss (kg/ha/yr) by the appropriate factor.
erosion has been appreciated since the early
1930s, the benefits of controlling sheet erosion Well-drained sands Other soils
on the land between the contour banks are not Nitrogen 0.00097 0.0021
well understood." New evidence in Zimbabwe Phosphorus 0.000155 0.000155
(representative of most of the developing world Organic carbon 0.0107 0.0154
but better documented), shows that sheet ero-
sion has a major impact on soil fertility and Multiply these factors by India's esti-
fertilizer waste. The data show that large mated six billion tons of annual soil loss to get
amounts of essential soil nutrients are carried some idea of the scale of the disaster in a densely
away with eroded soil particles. It is now clear populated country.
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This means that the nutrients are being drawn
The study found a close correlation from the natural reservoir of nutrients every soil

between soil loss and the amount of rainfall lost possesses, and that the inherent fertility of the
as surface runoff. The vegetative system, in soil will degrade very rapidly. Lands on which
contrast, by filtering the runoff, prevents almost this has been happening soon become so infertile
all of the soil loss, and by slowing down and that they are of no use for cropping or grazing.
spreading out the runoff, improves rainfall They merely add to the growing pool of aban-
infiltration over a much greater area. By plow- doned lands. When this point is reached, applied
ing and planting parallel to the vegetative hedges nutrients are proportionally less effective and
(using them as contour guidelines) more precipi- amounts of inorganic fertilizer have to be in-
tation is retained, and in moderate storms, runoff creased just to keep yields static.
is prevented. If fertilizers are moved by runoff,
they are filtered out by the vegetative hedges and The prevention of these scenarios is one
not entirely lost to the farmer. Rainfall and of the challenges facing researchers. We need a
nutrients are vitally important to crop growth. system that is literally foolproof. Experience
Nitrogen and phosphorus are the two most with vegetative hedges over the past 30 years
common nutrients purchased by farmers, and shows that bioengineering techniques are not
constitute the major costs of production. And it only the latest advance in a long history of soil
is quite evident that the yield of dryland crops is conservation measures but also, could consoli-
closely related to the proportion of rain absorbed date productivity gains and provide sustainable
by the soil. Obviously, the higher the runoff, the growth. Rainfall and nutrient losses can be
less is absorbed. reduced to negligible levels by plowing and

planting on the contour following a vegetative
Unfortunately, the present system of guideline - called here the vetiver system. This

structural soil conservation is not working. The method depends on retaining the rainfall which
problem is far greater in the developing world, would normally run off and storing it in the
where there is less control and supervision, and furrows made by following a contour line.
no maintenance. In India it is difficult to find a Since the runoff is greatly reduced, other losses
soil conservation bank that has been constructed are also reduced. The vetiver grass hedge
along the contour, meaning that farmers are not stabilizes the system, stops erosion, and makes
aware of the sound benefits of contour cultiva- yield increases sustainable.
tion.

In Zimbabwe, one of the few countries
Current levels of soil loss from small- where reliable measurements have been made,

scale farms in the communal areas of Zimbabwe some idea of the enormity of the problem can be
have been estimated at 50 tons per hectares per demonstrated (despite years of intensive struc-
year ( Elwell 1985). At this rate about 30% of tural soil conservation interventions). Elwell
the available rainfall is also lost in the form of 1988, states "The silt load carried daily by the
surface runoff. The effect of this loss is equiva- Mazowe River from a predominantly cotton
lent to moving the farm from a 650mm to a growing area has been measured during the early
455mm rainfall area, or from an area suitable for part of the growing season at 11,000 tons, which
cropping to one unsuitable for most crops, has been estimated to represent the equivalent of
including their staple: maize. six to seven hectares of top soil being lost every

The real victim in this circumstance is the day."
farmer who cannot afford to purchase fertilizer,
and uses farmyard manure, which is excessively When soil erosion was first recognized as
light and floats away at the first hint of runoff. a national problem in the United States (circa
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1930), only engineered methods of control were and other contiguous blocks on its way out.
considered. In the developed world the system These systems cost more than the peasant farmer
has done a reasonable job of slowing down can afford. They involve a technology that the
erosion, but it cannot be said that it has done an average farmer does not understand. Their
effective job - soil loss has not been stopped, it construction requires labor or heavy equipment
has only been effectively slowed down. that is above the farmers' means. Ultimately,

when they break down, the farmers cannot - or
The worst feature of man-made interven- will not - repair them. This pattern can be seen

tions is that they are only temporary, and unless in India where farmers never maintain soil
properly surveyed and constructed, have a very conservation structures, because they can see no
short life. In India it has been calculated that to tangible benefit from the system.
cover all the eroding areas with physical struc-
tures at the present speed of implementation Although a considerable amount is
would take 200 years and cost billions of dollars. known about the physical causes of erosion little
And as fast as banks and waterways are con- information is available on the important subject
structed, they are destroyed by the forces of of how farming practices alter the natural resis-
nature they are designed to resist. Conservation tance of soils to erosion. While this is obviously
banks breach in storms, creating gullies; terraces the case, rather than analyzing each scenario it is
collapse, causing a domino effect down the more useful to devise a system of managing all
slope; waterways erode and cause gully erosion; soils for maximum yields at minimum cost. This
all these structures deposit silt in dams or is the basis of the vegetative system.
elsewhere. Sedimentation has a number of
repercussions. The capacity of streams, channels THE VEGETATIVE SYSTEM
and reservoirs is reduced, causing flooding, and
destroying cropland. The deposits of sediment In nature, the undergrowth prevents
and other debris are expensive and veritably erosion. If we create a system that behaves like
impossible to remove. Sediment also destroys undergrowth, will it give the protection con-
fish spawning grounds by covering up the structed banks will not, and will it be permanent?
essential gravel beds. The present solution to
this dilemma seems to be a bigger bank. This The sugar industry has used vetiver grass
simply uses more precious top soil and takes as a vegetative soil conservation measure in
more land out of production. isolated parts of the world for the past 50 years,

but it has gone unnoticed by government re-
Structural solutions not only are contrary searchers, even in the same countries. It has

to natural systems of drainage, they also inter- been overlooked by lecturers and professors
cept the runoff before it has had a chance to teaching soil conservation; it has even been
infiltrate the soil. Thus the farmer is not getting ignored as a way to increase production by the
the full value of the rainfall, and needs to build a International Agricultural Research Organiza-
variety of dams and water-harvesting structures. tions. Strangely, it has never been the subject of

any research. Yet for over 200 years, it has been
Finally, the economics of the present used by more than 1,000 farmers in India as a

method are difficult to justify. Because of the permanent hedge. It has been free of problems
system's size and ramifications, other farmers in and dense enough to effectively filter silt out of
the area must cooperate for the system to work. runoff. The sugar industry in the West Indies
They must agree to have banks constructed and the Fiji Islands has been using vetiver grass
through their fields as part of the system linking barriers for years.
them to a waterway running through their farm
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THE ADVANTAGES OF VEGETATIVE Islands, sugarcane is grown on 100% slopes (45
HEDGES degrees) without any erosion problems. In fact,

over the 30 years the hedges have been in effect,
Vegetative hedges have many advantages they have built up almost level terraces, four

because they filter the soil and retain it, they meters high, behind the hedges.
build up natural terraces. If all cultivation and
planting is parallel to the hedge and the hedge is In Ethiopia, the government has decided,
placed at the correct vertical interval indicated because of the problems of erosion, to move all
by the point where rilling commences (and not the farmers on slopes 30% and above. This
by some theoretical formula), far more land on means moving four million people. If vetiver
steep slopes can be safely brought under cultiva- grass hedges were established in this area, these
tion. farmers could become high producers without

the threat of erosion! The Ethopian government
It is not possible to predict erosion based made the decision because of the limits of the

only on the incline and length of the slope. The presently constructed erosion measures.
concave or convex curvature of the slope must
be kept in mind as well as the vegetation. The On Black Cotton soils (Vertisols), form-
geological conditions, the texture and structure ing some of the world's most potentially produc-
of both the top soil and subsoil, the type of soil, tive plains, cultivation is severely restricted
the intensity of rainfall, how the land is treated because of the effect of poor drainage. These
following clearing and other unknowns make it a montmorillonite clay soils swell when wet (and
meaningless exercise to use a simple formula. become impossibly sticky) and shrink when dry

(becoming brick hard), and break into wide
In many countries, land scarcity and cracks that go down for meters. Because of

population pressure effect the slope that is these characteristics production is greatly re-
considered acceptable for arable land. The stricted: earth structures cannot withstand the
maximum acceptable slope for cultivation in pressures, even concrete, brick and wood are
parts of central Africa is 12%, in the Philip- torn to pieces, or swung about as the soil goes in
pines, 25% and in Israel, 35%. These limita- to it's "Gilgai" undulations.
tions of slope are directly tied in to the structured
system of soil conservation. The steeper the Soil conservation services around the
slope, the more complicated the engineering, world have been totally flummoxed by the
and, consequently, the more difficult it is to behavior of these valuable soils; soil loss is
build. Further, the structures have to occupy massive no matter how flat the soils may appear.
more land as the slope increases. Because of If large section contour banks hold up, they
population pressure, however, cultivators take impede drainage. If this happens, the cotton crop
little notice of these slope limitations and most these soils are so famous for will be drowned out
governments are either unable or reluctant to because it cannot tolerate wet conditions. In
enforce them. The result is that government soil India, black cotton soils, representing over 70
conservation measures stop at their slope limits, million hectares of potential production, are only
but cultivation does not, and erosion continues cropped once annually during the dry season.
uncontrolled. If these areas were compulsorily With the introduction of vetiver hedges, how-
planted by farmers with vetiver grass barriers, ever, it will be possible to double crop these soils
erosion would be controlled. Providing the for the first time. The vetiver grass is not
cultivators follow the contour guideline, slope is affected by the movement of the soil, and works
not a constraint. This means that food crops can perfectly in spreading the runoff over the whole
be grown safely on 50% slopes - in the Fiji length of the vegetative barrier. This allows the
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rainfall to spread out and infiltrate without 50%, (average increase in yields using the
creating a drainage problem. This means that vetiver system have been over 100%) and that
vetiver grass hedges have given India another the cost is minimal, you will immediately get his
40 million hectares of potentially productive attention.
land.

The system can be introduced to farmers
To plant vetiver grass in flat arid lands, it in the field. Show them the signs of sheet

is necessary to construct a wide-section contour erosion, explain the vetiver system, take them to
"V" ditch, with about 160 degree inside angle. an area that has already been protected or show
At the beginning of the rains, the slips are them the visual aids covering the system. Ask
immediately planted in the bottom of this ditch for volunteers to lay out the contour guideline
10 cm apart. The idea is to harvest as much of with vetiver grass (or mark it with a 'dead
the meagre runoff as possible (In Jordan we were furrow' if no grass is available), and show the
able to capture sufficient water to establish olive farmer how to plow and plant parallel to the
trees without the usual initial irrigation in a contour. It is a simple change of management.
300mm rainfall area). A 6mm rainfall should put Do not introduce any other packages or prac-
20 cm of water in the ditch, meaning that the tices at this time. When the farmer sees the
vetiver slips are receiving somewhere in the increase in yields he gets, by retaining all the
order of an equivalent 600 mm, more than moisture and fertilizers, it is clear that the only
enough for their establishment. Once the con- explanation for these increases is plowing and
tour hedge is established it is self sustaining. planting on the contour. If you introduce a

package of practices you confuse the farmer. If
In an arid area, a hedge can extend for 10 he cannot determine exactly what was respon-

or 100 km across the desert. As it does not carry sible for the yield increase he is likely go back to
water but filters it, there are no restrictions on its the old ways of plowing up and down the slope.
length. Cropping could commence on a one-
meter-wide strip along the length of the hedge, Once the vetiver hedges have been
taking full advantage of all the moisture and established, the extension worker can show the
natural organic matter the hedge traps. As the farmer how the hedge is filtering out soil from
hedge slowly builds up a terrace, the cropping the runoff and building up a terrace. Until the
strip could be widened by another meter. farmers actually see this, they have no concept of

what they were losing to sheet erosion.
There is now no question about the

merits of using vegetative hedges despite the VEGETATIVE CONTROL OF ROADSIDE
slope - and on flat land as well. In rainfed areas EROSION
all land must be protected, right down to the
river's edge. It is imperative to understand Economic policy has often been accused
though that the land users will only voluntarily of causing environmental damage. This is
adopt conservation practices when these prac- especially true in the case of the environmental
tices are perceived as being in their own best damage associated with pioneering new roads.
interests. Is conservation in the best interest of In the case of soil erosion, policies that disregard
the land user? The constructed system of banks agriculture tend to cause land to be undervalued,
and waterways has caused many subsistence and there is less incentive to husband it and to
farmers problems. If you try to introduce a new protect and raise its productivity. Such is often
system of soil conservation to such farmers, you the case on the down hill slopes of a road.
will not gain their interest. But if you tell the 'Cuts' are usually dumped without any discre-
farmer that you can increase his yields by at least tion over the edge of the road to tumble down
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the slope, establishing new areas of instability. nized. Protecting roads, from super highways to
Culverts are placed under the road to spill out on mere tracks can, in the tropics (where the need is
to the land below. Table drains run down to the the greatest), protect the area from erosion and
bottom of the road gully before entering a maintain an all-weather road.
culvert, at which stage they are often carrying far
too much water, and cause considerable erosion. OTHER IMPORTANT USES FOR
'Fills' are made so that the soil finds its own VETIVER GRASS
angle of repose, but the the side-slopes remain
exposed to rill erosion. The cost of treating Irrigation: Vetiver grass has now been success-
these problems with engineering solutions would fully used to prevent the erosion of canal banks.
be prohibitive, and would possibly preclude the It can be planted along the top of the bank to
road's construction. protect the edges, or along the waterline, espe-

cially on curves of unlined canals. It will protect
The solution which has been used very both the upper and lower slopes of secondary

effectively in the West Indies, the Philippines, and tertiary canals as well as aqueducts leading
and in one site in Tanzania is to plant vetiver back from the main canal, around the foothills to
grass along the edge of the road. The results the upper reaches of the command area. It will
have been so impressive in Trinidad that officials protect the bunds of rice paddies, and should
are considering the possibility of designing road keep them free of rats, it may even rid them of
drainage around a vegetative system. crabs, though this is untested.

One option is to design the road with a Dans and their approaches: Vetiver grass
slight fall to the outer edge, so that the runoff hedges around the perimeter of a dam will
could be continually channeled to the vetiver prevent silt from washing into the dam, and give
hedge lining the road. Instead of a culvert, a the dam a much longer life. It should also be
small masonry apron 10 meters long would cross planted as hedges, one meter apart for several
the road to the vetiver hedge. The water from rows back, protecting the inlet to the dam and
the table drain at the base of the cut slope, could filtering the silt out of the water before it enters
be conducted across the road at this apron and the dam. Such areas can be used for nurseries to
delivered straight to the hedge. The excess water supply planting material to local farmers. In
would run down along the hedge until it filtered China, a farmer is using it not only to stabilize
through. All 'fill slopes' would be stabilized the wall of his dam, but as a fence to keep his
with vetiver hedges. ducks from getting out of the dam. Traditionally,

All bridge wing-walls would also be split bamboo pickets were driven into the
stabilized with vetiver to prevent floods from ground, to contain the ducks although this was
damaging the approaches to the bridge. I ob- expensive and time-consuming. The grass has
served this form of protection in Tanzania where many other uses to stabilize soil. To the engi-
it had been tried many years ago. Two opposing neer, grasses are invaluable for stabilizing sand
wing-walls of the bridge were planted with dunes, road verges, and other raw soil surfaces.
vetiver grass, and the other two wing-walls were
made of concrete. By 1983, the concrete walls Orchards and tree crops on steep slopes:
had long since fallen into the river, and the Orchards have shown remarkable response to
approaches they were supposed to protect were being planted behind a vetiver hedge on very
badly damaged by erosion but the two vetiver steep slopes (>100%). In Trinidad, on the
walls were in perfect shape. This experiment university farm, mango trees planted behind the
stood the test of time, but like so many natural vetiver hedge have outgrown the trees planted
phenomena, remained unnoticed and unrecog- away from it. We recommend that in rainfed
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areas with steep slopes, all orchard planting Company's agricultural experiment station were
follow the contour behind vetiver hedges. By given the job of solving the problem. The first
filtering the runoff, the trees obtain the full steps were the accepted methods - engineered
benefit of runoff products. In this case, the trees contour banks, diversion banks leading to
can be planted closer together, and the rows grassed waterways. Under tropical rainfall
farther apart. When the rains stop and the dry conditions these structures did not last a season.
season sets in, the hedges can be cut to the The search then turned to vegetative systems. Of
ground and their leaves used as a mulch around all the plants tried, only vetiver grass was suc-
the base of the trees. Vetiver mulch is very long cessful, and is still preventing erosion on slopes
lasting. The leaves also make an excellent today.
thatch. In Fiji it is considered the best thatching
material, and lasts for at least three years. Other species that have been tested include:

Plant protection: Vetiver grass in India and Cynodon dactylon
Zimbabwe is used to keep rhizomatous weeds Saccharum Bengalense (munja)
out of fields. The rhizomes of Cynodon dactylon
cannot penetrate the deep curtain of vetiver roots Eragrostis curvula
and farmers say that once all the rhizomes are Panicum clandestinum
dug out, they have no more problems. In Zimba-
bwe, it has been used to protect tobacco fields Festuca arundinacea
from couch grass. Eulaliopsis binata

WHY VETIVER GRASS ? Leucaena spp.
Brachiaria brizantha

In their struggle for survival, certain
plants and animals have evolved fantastic, Paspalum notatum
sometimes unbelievable, adaptions. Vetiver Saccharum spontaneum
grass is one such plant. It is a climax plant
capable of growing over an extremely wide Paspalwn vaginatum
range of soils and climate. It meets all the Tripsacun laxum
criteria of a vegetative soil conservation plant.
Vetiver grass is not just another grass, it is a Pennisetun clandestinum
apdial grass - like bamboo is a special grass. Setaria sphacelata
When people think of grass, they think of their Panicum maximum
lawns, or fodder grasses, or tall tussocks, pam-
pas, etc., but none of these match up to vetiver Pennisetun purpureum
for persistence and freedom from problems. Cymbopogon nardus

In the early 1950s, Fiji officials decided None of the above grasses or shrubs
to expand the sugar industry to the hills to help proved effective for runoff. The majority of
meet the country's quota under the international these plants were sown as seed. Cultivars grown
sugar agreement. As soil erosion on the rolling from seed are individuals and will never join
country was already a problem, moving the together to form a dense hedge, there will always
industry up into the hills would certainly create be gaps between the individual plants. Even
major erosion problems that would be felt some species planted vegetatively will not grow
throughout the cane growing areas. Research together. Unless they form a dense hedge, the
agronomists at the Colonial Sugar Refining runoff channels between the individual plants
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leaves them standing on a pedestal of their own * It must be totally free of pests and
roots. They will eventually be undercut and diseases, and must not be an interjnediate host
eroded out of the ground they were meant to for pests or diseases of any other plants.
protect. But this does not preclude other plants X It must be capable of growing in all soil
that we may not yet have found that could be as types, regardless of nutrient status, pH, or salin-
hardy, diverse, and useful as vetiver. One ity. This includes sands, shales, gravels, and
should never stop looking for a better plant, but even aluminium toxic soils.
until it has been found and tested we can only * It must be capable of growing in a wide
recommend vetiver grass. range of climates - from 200 mm of rainfall to

6,000 mm - from temperatures of -9 degrees to
CRITERIA FOR A VEGETATIVE SOIL more than 50 degrees C.
CONSERVATION PLANT

These characteristics describe Vetiveria
For a plant to be useful in soil conservation it zizanioides. It is a remarkable plant and no other
must have the following characteristics: is known to share its hardiness or diversity.

* It must be capable of forming a dense, SOEL CONSERVATION WITH VEGETA-
permanent hedge, resistant to the harmful effects TIVE HEDGES
of overgrazing and fire. Only species planted as
clones will grow in to each other to form such a Soil erosion starts as sheet erosion. As
hedge. the sheet of water moves down the slope gaining
- It must be perennial and permanent, speed, it breaks up into individual streams or
capable of surviving as a dense hedge for centu- rills. If uncontrolled, the rills combine to form
ries streams and cut out gullies. As the gullies are
* Its crown must be below the surface, to cut, their depth increases the slope and speed of
protect it from fire and overgrazing. the runoff, and these gullies go from the bottom

It must be sterile, also producing no to the top of the slope. Once they can go no
stolons or rhizomes so it will not become a further, they get deeper and create side gullies,
weed. until the whole dendritic pattern of erosion has
* It should repel rodents, snakes, and so developed.
on. The sharp leaves and aromatic roots of
vetiver keep it free of vermin and other pests; On arable land, sheet erosion is the
and relatively unpalatable to livestock. major problem, and the one least recognized.
* It must be both a xerophyte and a The present means of control is more oriented
hydrophyte if it is to survive the forces of nature. toward the secondary and tertiary stages of
Vetiver grass, once established, is not affected by erosion: rilling and gullying. The silt load
droughts or floods. carried by the sheet erosion is merely diverted to
* It must have a deep penetrating root drainage. If rills or gullies are obvious in an
system, capable of withstanding tunneling and area, conservationists get concerned, but little
cracking characteristics of soils. Roots must attention seems to be paid to the irredeemable
penetrate to at least three meters. loss of topsoil and nutrients.
* It must not compete with the crop plants
it is protecting. Vegetative hedges, on the other hand,
* It must be cheap and easy to establish as form a protective barrier across the slope, which
a hedge and easily maintained by the farmer. It slows the sheet erosion and deposits the silt
must be easily removed if the farmer no longer behind the vegetative barrier. The vetiver grass
wants it. tillers growup through it, ready to filter the next
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load, and so it goes on building up natural level with a single line hedge. In areas where the
terraces and maintaining the fertility of the area. gullies have cut in deeply and there is little soil,

it will be necessary to place a small masonry
Since the hedge only filters the runoff check to collect some silt to establish the vetiver

and does not convey it, there are no problems grass. Under these conditions, it may be neces-
arising as to 'channel' design or capacity and far sary to place some stones at the back of the
less of the hedges are required per hectare. planted slips, to protect them from a torrent and
Because they are natural, they do not necessarily give them a chance to establish. Once they are
comply with any formula; vertical intervals can established they will not be washed out.
be more accurately decided by observation. This
is something the farmer can do if rills start to Once these gully checks have been
develop below or above the hedge -- another established, they need no maintenance except for
barrier can be planted to intercept them. an occasional inspection to ensure that they have

not been damaged. They will filter all the silt
This feature makes the system very user out of the runoff year after year, building up

friendly. One of the main complaints with the terraces that never need increased capacity, as
constructed system, whether it was in Australia do masonry or brush wood gully checks.
or Zimbabwe, was, " how do I cross it with my
tractor or oxen, combine or cultivator" as the The watershed can be divided into three
banks could not be breached for temporary levels of slope: steep, medium and the base
access. With the vetiver system, a track can be slope, where the gully enters the natural stream.
cut where you want it. Once planting is finished, These slopes can be tackled one at a time, start-
the gap immediately grows back again from the ing at the very top in the first year and planting
grass root reserves. Even if it rains while the gap the vetiver down to the middle level. After they
is open, there will be no erosion, as the runoff is are established in the first rains, it will be easier
not being moved sideways to pour through the to establish the mid-level the following year, as
gap. there will be less runoff to cope with. Finally, in

the third year, the most difficult lower slope will
This is a major advantage for the devel- be more easily handled because the pressure

oped countries, especially on prairies, where from runoff will have been greatly reduced. At
vetiver grass can be established. On the black the same time, the two preceding years' work
soil plains (the Vertisols) where high capacity can be maintained. Watershed stabilization must
equipment is essential to do the necessary culti- always start from the top down.
vation before being 'rained-out,' many of the rigs
are up to 20 m wide, which makes crossing the ESTABLISHING A VETIVER GRASS
contour banks a constraint to production. But it NURSERY
is no problem to run a rotary slasher down the
vegetative line and open up a 25 m gap that will To find a source of vetiver grass, first
re-grow just as soon as the equipment moves out. check with the local herbarium (located in the

university, or botanical gardens, or agricultural
In the watershed, the vegetative system is department) to determine if it has any specimens

the ideal means of controlling erosion. Starting of Vetiveria zizanioides. If they have, withdraw
at the very top of the erosion gullies, single lines the specimen sheet, and in the bottom lefthand
of vetiver grass can be planted at right angles to corner there should be a small map showing
the gully starting at a level of two to four meters where this particular specimen was collected.
above the gully floor on one side, running down This will show you what the plant looks like;
to the gully and up the other side to the same give you the locality where it was found, and if
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the collection was done correctly, it will tell you nursery beds. The more optimum amounts of
the local name of the plant. If the plant is un- fertilizer applied according to the needs of the
known, contact a World Bank agricultural staff soil, the more planting material will be produced
member for planting material in six months.

Assuming you have a source of planting In the first two months, when the plants
material, dig out the clumps of vetiver, cutting are getting established, weed the beds to keep the
the roots off about 20 cm below the surface. Cut weeds under control. Once the plants have
off the leaves about 30 cm above the roots, and started to grow vigorously, keep them trimmed
break the clump into planting pieces, or 'slips,'of to about 50cm, and use the cut leaves to mulch
about five tillers per slip, taking care to discard between the rows and keep the weeds down.
dead or seeded tillers. Single tillers will suffice Trimming encourages 'tillering' and produces
if you are desperately short, but it is better to more planting material in a shorter period. If the
plant a small clump. The nursery is best located plants are allowed to flower, tillering is reduced.
in an irrigated field,which will encourage the
plants to grow very rapidly. Within six months After six months there should be between
you should have enough planting material to 80 and 100 tillers per plant, which can be used as
protect 100 ha of land (20 km of vetiver hedges). planting material. Thoroughly soak the plants to

make it easier to lift them out of the ground.
Prepare the nursery bed as you would for Quite often, it takes a two-man team using a

any field crop: plow it, cultivate it, and get rid of strong fork, or pick, or even a bar (crowbar) to
the weeds. The seed bed need not be smooth, as remove the tillers from the ground. One man
the vetiver seedlings (slips) are extremely hardy. levers the plant out of the soil, the other pulls the
Irrigate the plot thoroughly, then transplant the top of the plant toward him. Once sufficient
slips as you would transplant rice, except the roots are exposed, they can be cut 20 cm below
vetiver slips are spaced 40 cm apart. It does not the surface, and pulled out by the other team
matter if it rains after planting and inundates the member. Now the clump can be broken up into
slips. The plant will not be affected. This wide planting pieces for transport to the field.
spacing gives each plant ample room to 'tiller,'
or produce more planting material. There is no When harvesting, leave three or four
set planting distance and with experience you tillers in the ground from each clump to renew
may develop a planting distance suited to local the planting material. Fertilize and irrigate the
conditions. The planting material should be remaining plants, using all the trash from the
brought to the nursery at least six months before harvest to mulch the beds. Succeeding harvests
the planting season so that it is available at the may be possible in four to five months.
beginning of the wet season.

Transporting the material to the field is
Once all the slips have been planted in no problem. Trim the slips as stated above - 30

the nursery, fertilizer can be applied if necessary. cm of leaves/20 cm of roots, both trimmed with
Plants grow faster and produce more tillers in a machete - put them in grain bags or throw them
less time if they are fertilized. Generally we use in the back of a truck. The plants can stand a lot
phosphate fertilizers in combination with some of rough handling, and can be left unattended for
form of nitrogen; for instance, sulphate of 10 days. It is always better if you can plant them
ammonia super phosphate, or urea super phos- the same day, but if they have to be transported
phate, or diammonium phosphate, whatever is over great distances or stored, the losses will be
available and cheap in the nitrogen-phosphate negligible. Planting should be done at the very
range. In India, farmers use manure on the beginning of the wet season.
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seasons of the trial all the plants have survived,
In India, nurseries are now being con- despite the worst three-year drought in many

tracted out to farmers with some spare irrigation years. But more impressive, plant scientists
land, that, while not being ideal for food crop- planted a single line hedge of the grass on a soil
ping, is certainly good enough for the production (a substrate of mainly quartz gravel), where it
of vetiver planting material. could not possibly survive, to establish a datum

point where it would not grow. This was on the
SOILS AND CLIMATE inside excavated wall of a dry dam. Not only did

the vetiver survive, but it formed a hedge and
In India, vetiver is grown for its oil. stopped the rill erosion, slowed the runoff, and in

Although the plant grows in all kinds of soil, a two seasons natural grasses and plants estab-
rich well-drained sandy loam is considered best lished behind it, rehabilitating wasteland at little
for harvesting the roots. The grass grows luxuri- or no cost.
antly in areas with an annual rainfall of 1,000 to
2000 mrnm at temperatures ranging from 21 Wherever V. zizanioides has been
degrees C to 44.5 degrees C (although it will planted, it has grown. It had been thought that
grow at much higher and lower temperatures as nothing would grow in aluminum toxic soils.
noted above). Through recent efforts, a network The 'borrow pit' of a dam in the Kandy Hills of
has been established that offers better informa- Sri Lanka was eroding into the dam and there
tion about where the plant will grow, and updates seemed to be no way of stopping it. As a trial,
previous references to the grass, which were vetiver grass was planted in the area, using
limited to its usefulness in producing the essen- crowbars to make the planting holes. The grass
tial oil. has not only survived but it is growing well.

Vetiveria zizanioides has been success- Previous reference materials give vetiver
fully established at 42 degrees N. Lat., north of grass a very narrow ecology. If grown for its
Rome, where it has survived snow for 18 days, essential oil, it is only suited to its natural habitat
and -11 degrees C (including eight months when humid to sub-humid tropics, and alluvial or
the minimum temperatures periodically dropped recent Andosols (volcanic ash soils that release
below freezing), at an altitude of 650 m with the roots easily). By taking this plant from its
winter rainfalls of 1100+ mm. (Climatic Table natural habitat, where as a hydrophyte, it put all
for Cantalice, Italy. Rome-Ciampino 1946- its energy into seed production and planting it
1965). It has been successfully established at an from the semi-arid tropics to the temperate zone,
altitude of 2,300 m in the Himalayas (Pauri. UP. it functions like a xerophyte, putting all its
India), where it not only withstood extreme cold, energy into its deep root system to survive.
but survived heavy grazing by goats, deer and
other livestock on poor, eroded mountain soils. In the watershed management program in

Andhra Pradesh, India, we have planted a line of
At ICRISAT, in Andhra Pradesh, a trial vetiver grass behind all the masonry gully

was established to test V. zizanioides's ability to checks. These will fill with silt and become
survive under various treatments on red Alfisols. redundant but the vetiver grass will continue to
The treatments included form terraces, trapping the silt and taking over
- cutting monthly to ground level from the static check as a permanent feature.
- leaving uncut The young hedges we established were com-
- irrigating pletely submerged to a depth of over one meter
- not irrigating for 45 days. When the water eventually drained
as a randomized block design. Over the four away, the hedges grew again without any sign of
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stress. plants to tiller and thicken up the hedge. There
is no harm in letting the plants flower as the

As for rainfall, from 300 mm to more seeds are sterile but trimmed hedges are more
than 6000 the grass has no problems. In fact, as effective, especially on crop land, and reduce
it gets wetter, the plant grows faster and thicker. any shading of crops.
Below 300 mm it requires special treatment - it
must be planted in the bottom of a two meter With mature, established hedges, there
wide "V" ditch, having a 160 degree inside should be no need to fertilize as they filter
angle. This 'V' harvests the runoff needed to get nutrients from the field and seem to be capable
the grass established. Once established, it will of maintaining a high standard of vigor regard-
harvest its own runoff and nutrients. less of soil type. The same applies to water

requirements; all the runoff water accumulates
PLANTING behind the hedge waiting to filter through,

meaning that there is more water at the base of
All methods of planting in South India the hedge than the average amount of rain in the

recommend prepared beds, to allow for harvest- area, which is why the hedge is so drought-
ing the roots. In the most popular method, the tolerant.
land is laid out in beds 30 cm high, 68 cm wide,
and 45 cm from edge to edge. The slips are The thing to remember is that once the
planted in two rows 22 cm apart, leaving 22 cm hedge is established, it is maintenance free. To
on either side. Planting is usually done in the keep the hedge from spreading laterally into the
rainy season just before the monsoon, and should field, simply plow along the boundary of the
be completed by the end of August. The slips field to remove any tillers that are encroaching.
from harvested clumps of the preceding crop are To remove the hedge just plow it out.
used as planting material to keep the nursery
viable. They are planted five to eight centime- PROBLEMS WITH VETIVER.
ters deep using a pointed stick. Two or three
slips are planted in each hole to account for In the literature and in discussions with
causalities and insure a thick stand. One hectare farners who have had vetiver on their farms for
requires 150,000-225,000 slips for planting. more than 100 years, the grass has never caused
Three or four weedings are necessary in the first any problems. In a 1982 article by Iain Gordon
year and two to three in the second year. and Patrick Duncan, however, "Pastures New for

Conservation," they state:
MAINTENANCE

"...in the Keoladeo National Park, a
Maintaining the hedge is simple and World Heritage Site at Bharatpur in India, the

cheap. When the hedge is planted, any slips that populations of water birds have suddenly de-
have died or been washed out are simply re- clined. There are several reasons, but the re-
placed. In gully plugging, the new plantings are moval of domestic livestock is probably the most
quite often washed out as they have not estab- important. In 1982 when Keoladeo was created,
lished a root system, so after each rainstorm it the park authorities banned grazing by cattle and
pays to check for gaps. Often, the material domestic water buffalo because they thought that
washed out can be retrieved and replanted. It is the area was overgrazed. A conflict broke out
hardy, and if it has not been too damaged, it will between the park authorities and the local gra-
grow. Once the hedge has been established and ziers. At its climax, the Indian police arrived to
there are no gaps, it should be trimmed each year evict the graziers; eight people died. In a recent
to keep it from flowering. This encourages the report by the Bombay Natural History Society,
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the late Salim Ali (founding father of natural drought-proofing the crop, and making the
history and conservation in India) documented rainfed farmer a better risk for credit.
the rashness of the decision to stop grazing by * Vetiver acts as a barrier to the rhizomes
domestic stock, particularly buffalo. Since 1982, of cultivation weeds, which cannot penetrate its
the park has been inundated with aquatic grasses root system.
favoured by buffalo and cattle. Two grasses, * Vetiver hedges in wasteland watersheds
Paspalun distichum, and Vetiveria zizanioides, not only prevent gully erosion, but increase
have spread most. The invasion of these grasses infiltration, once again creating streams that had
has reduced the area of open water and therefore, long since dried up and replenishing groundwa-
the submerged and floating vegetation that the ter reserves.
water birds need. The fish that many of the birds * Vetiver hedges protect raw soil surfaces
eat have also declined in number..." in dams, canals, road cuttings, and roadsides,

thus increasing the life and usefulness of these
The only place that vetiver can survive structures.

without man's help is in natural swamps. The * Vetiver hedges are cheaper, more per-
problem here developed as a result of govern- manent and far more effective than structural
ment interference. methods of erosion control.

* Vetiver hedges are easily controlled and
RESEARCH NEEDS only grow where planted. They make excellent

permanent fences or boundary markers.
The vetiver system is a field-oriented

technology developed specifically for farmers. These are some of the features of the
The approach we use has been successful and is grass that can be easily observed in the field, but
not misleading. Farmers that have volunteered at this stage we have no scientific data support-
to try the system, and their neighbors, who have ing any of these observations. Data is essential
observed the results, were amazed at the in- to planners and policymakers that cannot get out
creased yields received by plowing and planting to see the results in the field. Simple research
on the contour. The farmers that practice the trials, socio-economic field studies, soil loss and
vetiver system in India need no more convinc- runoff trials, detailed studies of the plant, and
ing. It is a simple, cost effective, and sustainable documentation of yield results need to be col-
method of increasing productivity. On Black lected now. Without data, the wider acceptance
Cotton soils, it is the only way the farmers can of this effective system will be unnecessarily
double-crop the land. There are many obvious delayed, and the soil will continue to be washed
advantages, including: and blown off our farmlands, to be lost to the
* Vetiver hedges filter the runoff, remov- oceans, or to silt-up expensive dams. Research
ing its silt load and building natural terraces. is essential to accord this new technology its
* Because the runoff water is spread out rightful stamp of approval.
over the length of the hedge while it is filtering
through, the delay allows it to be absorbed into ECONOMIC ISSUES
the soil. This improves ground water supplies,
due to the system's wider exposure to aquifers. Vetiver technology is a revolutionary
* The hedge needs no maintenance, is system that will dramatically improve rainfed
permanent, and cannot be washed out, giving agriculture in developing countries. There is
constant protection from erosion. justification for work exploring its economic
* Plowing and planting in furrows parallel dimensions. Several topics seem particularly
to the vetiver contour guideline increases yields significant:
due to increased moisture conservation, virtually * Assessing the system's farm-level
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private and social profitability. Adoption:
* Predicting the rate, extent, and determi-
nants of adoption. Essentially all the work on adoption is
* Program planning, including the optimal ex-post. There is an enormous quantity of this
rate of nursery establishment and allocation of literature, but it provides little guidance on the
planting material. quantitative prediction of adoption rates. One
* Assessing the regional and market generally presumes that existing patterns of
impact of widespread adoption of vetiver hedg- adoption are based on farmers' perceptions of
ing, especially as it applies to new crops made what is or is not profitable, or on some failure in
possible by better moisture conservation or the flow of information. The question is to try to
double cropping. identify which farmers adopt and which do not,
* Exploring the consequences of rent- and to see if there are instruments available to
seeking on the choice of soil conservation change nonadoptors to adoptors. Has the vetiver
technology. system been promoted long enough to show

whether interest by farmers is a particular prob-
Private and Social Profitability lem?

This is essentially a straighfforward Program Planning:
benefit-cost question. Before much more work
is justified on profitability, better physical impact An interesting economic characteristic of
data is a prerequisite. Otherwise, there is the vetiver is that, much like trees, it is both capital
potential that a great deal of poorly structured and product at the same time. An individual slip
sensitivity analysis of quite limited utility will be can be allocated to the nursery where it will
undertaken. multiply fairly rapidly, or it can be allocated to a

program of land treatment where it will start to
At a more aggregate level, the impact of generate direct benefits and multiply at a slower

vetiver on district yields and income might be rate. There is an optimal policy to solve this
studied using Kabal Nala (Karnataka, India.), allocation problem and it depends on time
versus surrounding areas where vetiver has not preference (discount rate), differential growth
been planted (providing those areas are represen- rates, cost of nursery management and planting
tative of the vetiver areas in soil, climate, and out, and impact on farm profits. An extended
cropping). If these conditions are met, and if the formulation could take in to account the fact that
way in which vetiver is grown approaches the farmers' demand for planting material is also
proposed system, there may be enough discern- partly a function of the area already treated (as
ible differences in yields, fluctuations over time, they see their neighbors' benefit), and that as
and so on, to allow testing of some hypotheses larger and larger areas are treated, the hedges can
about the profitability of the system. become a more significant source of planting

material. This model might recommend more
Regional and Market Impacts: concentration in early years on nursery expan-

sion, and eventual liquidation of nurseries as
Among the questions of interest are: what treated land becomes a main source of supply.

impact would greater yields and double crop-
ping have on prices, quantities, and trade in
oilseed crops? what will be the impact on Rent-seeking:
demand for inputs, such as transport logistics,
labor, and fertilizer? A fancy term for corruption, analyzing

rent-seeking as a factor distorting farmers'
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choice of technology seems very relevant to the enable estimation of parameters, such as farm
Bank's experience in many countries. If corrup- level profitability, costs, and so on.
tion accounts for the reluctance of institutions to
promote vetiver because there is no 'money' in
the system, compared with the amounts needed
to implement constructed systems, it raises
several questions. From the perspective of
society, what is the cost of pursuing the con-
structed technology? It includes the costs of
constructing and maintaining these works, less
the "take" of corrupt officials. What would be
the advantage of moving to a vetiver system?
The savings to the government, plus any increase
in farm profits, plus the reduction in decline of
the resource base. Basically, if the benefit of
moving to vetiver exceeds the value of rents
transferred to officials under construction of
contour banks then, aside from ethical consider-
ations, there is justification for a policy to com-
pensate them for the reduced value of their
positions. In other words, does it make sense to
pension off the old line soil conservation people
in return for a stop to technological obstruction?
If so, how can this be done?

Recommendations

A case can be made for proposing any
one or a combination of these issues in a pro-
gram of research on Vetiver grass. All need
attention in some form or other and each could
be tackled in one project if funds and time were
not factors, assuming that a reasonable program
of field trials can be designed to demonstrate the
effects of vetiver on farmers' fields. Assessing
the profitability of vetiver should receive first
priority, but it should be done in the cheapest
way possible, relying on an absolute minimum
of survey work. It will be difficult to make a
case for carrying out original expensive, time-
consuming, and difficult survey work for this
purpose. But the proof of the profitability of
vetiver will be in the farmers' ultimate decisions.
There is a need to design an optimal program,
for if large sums are devoted to developing
vetiver then some logic must be given to the
establishment of nurseries and out-planting, to
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Annex 1

HECTARE BUDGET FOR DEVELOPMENT OF VETIVER GRASS
NURSERY. INDIA. 1988.

Labor/Machinery Costs Units Cost/Unit No.Units Total/ha

Plowing Oxen 45 10 450
Breaking clods Man/days 12 50 600
Spreading farmyard manure Man/days 12 10 120
Forming ridges and furrows Oxen 45 5 225
Loading /unloading slips Man/days 12 10 120
Treatment/dressings Man/days 12 15 180
Pruning and sorting slips Man/days 12 20 240
Planting of slips Man/days 12 75 900
Weeding Oxen 45 15 675
Weeding and topping Man/days 12 150 1,800
Uprooting clumps Man/days 12 25 300

Subtotal Rs. 5,610

INPUT COSTS

Purchase of slips '000 10.0 62.5 625
Farmyard Manure Tonnes 50.0 25.0 1250
Diammonium Phosphate
(DAP) kg 3.5 250.0 875
Urea kg 2.6 375.0 975
Atrazine (ai) kg 167.0 1.5 250
BHC (10%) kg 2.0 25.0 50
Irrigation Total 250

Subtotal Rs. 4,275

BASE COSTS 9,885

Contingencies/losses .. % 25.0 2,471

TOTAL COSTS 12.356

Note: Based on the actual costs of a government nursery. A farmer could do the work much more
cheaply, using less labor and inputs. These costs are for a commercial nursery, which will be 'har-
vested' (for slips) two to three times per year and possibly over several years. (Once farmers have
planting material, they do not need the services of the nursery again.)
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OUTPUT FROM THE NURSERY:

@ 20 slips/clump (at a planting rate of 62,500/ha) would yield 1,250,000 slips.
@ 30 slips/clump 1,875,000 "
@ 40 slips/clump 2,500,000 "
@ 60 slips/clump 3,750,000 "

ASSUMED SALE PRICE/SLIP = One paise/slip (1/1500 US$) therefore at 60 slips per clump
the nursery farmer would make a return of $US 2,500/ha on each harvest.

NB. Cost in Rupees per hectare - 15 rupees = $1.00

FIELD COSTS FOR ESTABLISHING VETIVER HEDGES
(Indian Rupees)

Items: Note Units Cost/No of Units Year of Establishment
Unit Yr. I Yr.2 Year 1 Year 2. Total

Labor:
Opening furrows 1 2 oxen 45 0.5 22.5 0 22.5
Forming V ditch 2 M/days 12 5.0 60.0 0 60.0
Pruning/separating
loading & unloading M/days 12 2.0 0.4 24.0 4.8 28.8
Planting & fertilizing M/days 12 4.0 0 8 48.0 9.6 57.6
Weeding M/days 12 2.0 24.0 0 24.0

Subtotal:- 178.5 14.4 192.9

Inputs:-
Purchase cost of slips:- 3 '000 10.0 40.0 8.0 400.0 80.0 480.0
Transport of slips 4 % 10.0 40.0 40.0
DAP kg 3.5 20.0 70.0 70.0
Urea (3 split dressings) 5 kg 2.5 60.0 150.0 150.0
BHC (10%) 6 kg 2.0 40.0 4.0 80.0 8.0 88.0
Contingencies % 10.0 10.0 74.0 8.8 83.0

Sub. Total 814.0 96.8 910.0
TOTAL (Rounded) 993.0 111.0 1100.0
TREATMENT (Cost per hectare.)
Labor 44.6 3.6 48.2
Inputs 203.5 24.2 227.7

Total (Rounded) 250.0 30.0 280.0

Notes:
1. Costs entered as Oxen-pair days.
2. Opening 'V' ditches, necessary in semi arid/arid areas to accumulate water to plant slips in to
ensure their survival.
3. See nursery cost table.
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4. From nursery to field site
5. Use of fertilizers is optional. Obviously the plants will form a hedge faster if fertilized, but it is
not essential.
6. BHC was used to protect the young slips from white ant attack, but it is not essential.

These budgets are based on a 40 m Horizontal Interval (HI) between hedges, equivalent to
250 m of hedge per hectare. There are no hard and fast rules about horizontal intervals, this is a
natural system and is not governed by formulae. The HI is determined by observation - the point
where rilling would start again down from the protection of the hedge. As a guide to slope, vertical/
horizontal intervals and so on, see Annex 2.

CHINA
(1989)

Farmer-owned nursery
Cost of production of vetiver slips per Mu

Yuan 6/day(1) Yuan 3/day(2)

Labor 22 man days 132 66
Fertilizer Urea 25 kg.@ Y1.4/kg 35 35

Phosphate 25kg.@ Y0.4/kg 10 10
Water charges(3) 30 30
Planting material 4,000 slips(@ 1 Fen.) 40 40
Chemicals 20 20
Packing 100 50

Total cost Yuan 367 251

Average output(4) of slips per Mu(5) at 30 per clump
= (30 x 3,900) = 117,000 @ 1 Fen/slip

1.170 1.170
Gross margin Yuan(6) 803 919

(1) Fujian labor rates.
(2) Jaingxi labor rates.
(3) Planted at 40 cm X 40 cm = equivalent to 3900 planting/growing clumps.
(4) Note it is possible to produce 60-100 tillers (slips per clump) resulting in significant profit
increase.
(5) One Mu = 1/15 ha.
(6) There are 3.68 Yuan/US$ and 100 Fen to the Yuan.
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Annex II intermedia, V. pauciflora.
VETIVERIA ZIZANIOIDES (Stapj) Madagascar: V arguta.

Synonyms Africa: V nigritana, V.

Andropogon zizanioides (Linn.) fulvibarbis.

Andropogon squarrosus (Hack) There is an overall account of the genus
at the Royal Botanic Gardens herbarium, Kew,

Andropogon muricatus (Retz.) England, where most of the species have been
described in one flora or another. Unfortunately

Andropogon nardus (Blanco) these descriptions are not strictly comparable,
and it would take some research to construct a

Andropogon nigritanus (Stapf.) reliable diagnostic key.

Andropogon festucoides (Presl.) I feel the specific name 'zizanioides,'
from what we know about the grass, is inappro-

Andropogon echinulatum. (Koenig) priate. I can understand this name (meaning "by
the river" - or "riverine") given by by the bota-

Anatherum zizanioides (Linn.) nist who discovered the plant in India, where it
was cultivated in the 'silty alluvium' of the river

Anatherum muricatum (Beauv) banks to make it easy to harvest the roots for oil.
Two hundred years ago nobody considered it an

Agrostis verticillata (Lam) ideal plant for soil conservation. I think a more
appropriate name for the species would be V

Phalaris zizanioides (Linn.) ubique - but that is up to the botanists.

TAXONOMIC POSITION REFERENCE DATA ON VETIVERIA SPP

Family Gramineae V nigritana: Stapf = Andropogon nigritanus,
Subfamily Panicoidae Sahara, Sudan,. The scented roots are used
Tribe Andropogoneae locally for perfuming clothes.

To find vetiver in a Herbarium collection it is V odorata: Virey = V zizanioides
necessary to check out previous given names.
There has been a great deal of confusion over the v zizandoides. Stapfu = V odorata =
naming of both the genus and the species. As of Andropogon muricatus, (khus-khus, vetiver),
March 1987, there were currently 10 species of Tropical Asia, especially India, Ceylon, and
Vetiveria recognized at Kew, and distributed as Burma. A heavy essential oil is distilled from
follows. the roots and is used in perfumery, mainly as a

fixative. The roots are also used to make per-
Indochina: V nemoralis (poorly known, sta fumed mats, baskets, fans. and so on. The plant

tus doubtful) is cultivated.

India: V zizanioides., V lawsonui. In Malaysia, D.H. Grist, writing in the
Malayan Planting Manual No. 2, "An Outline of

Australia: V elongata, Vfilipes, V. Malayan Agriculture," refers to V odorata as
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"A perennial grass, about four feet high (1.2 m.) Indonesia (Java) the principal producers. In
with stiff erect leaves and aromatic roots. The general, the yield of oil is low, varying from
essential oil is obtained from the roots by distil- 0. 1% in India to a maximum of 2.0% in Indone-
lation and is used exclusively in perfumery on sia. Interestingly, the oil (like the grass) is one
account of its fixed properties, as it prevents of the most complex of the essential oils. Its
other essential oils from volatilizing too rapidly. chemistry is very complicated and not yet fully
This grass is propagated by divisions of the root, understood. Five kilograms of roots produce 25
which are planted in rows three feet (0.91 .m.) to 50 grams of essential oil (Attar).
apart. The plants are ready for lifting after six to
eight months, or just before flowering when the EARLY HISTORY
oil content is at its maximum.

For over two hundred years there has
"The yield of oil is highly variable and been a controversy over both the naming of the

ranges from 0.5 to 3.3 % according to the condi- genus and the species of this grass which has not
tion of the roots when lifted. With two crops per been resolved. There is a need for more study
annum, each yielding about 1,000 pounds (454 before the species is sorted out, redefining the
kg.) of dry roots per acre (0.4 ha), and with an genus is academic. The following abstracts
oil content of 2%, the yield of oil approximates show centuries of trying to get this extraordinary
to 40 pounds per acre (45 kg/ha)." grass into the right category.

"Owing to the ramifications of vetiver From the The Royal Botanic Gardens,
grass roots, it is an expensive crop to harvest and Kew's "Bulletin of Miscellaneous Information;"
on this account it is very doubtful whether No.8; 1906.
its cultivation with paid labour would be a XLVI.-THE OIL-GRASSES OF INDIA AND
profitable undertaking under local conditions. CEYLON.
The grass is of value for the purpose of holding (Cymbopogon, Vetiveria, and Andropogon spp.)
up silt-pit bunds on steep and undulating land. Otto Stapf.
The root system is very vigorous and assists
materially in forming a compact bank of soil (a "Around 1896, because of the confusion
natural terrace)." arising among manufacturers of volatile oils as

to the type of oils; their volatility; what plants
"Wealth of India" states: they actually came from etc., they commissioned

Messrs E. Gildemeister, of Leipzig, and Fr.
"V zizanioides. A small genus of peren- Hoffmann, of Berlin, to prepare a 'treatise on the

nial grasses found in the tropics of the Old entire subject of volatile oils.' The result was a
World. Two species are found in India, of volume of over 900 pages (with maps and
which V zizanioides, commonly known as numerous illustrations), under the title ""Die
Vetiver, is the source of the well-known Oil of atherischen Ole." The work was considered "
Vetiver, which finds use in medicine and perfum- remarkable and unfortunately all too rare in-
ery. Vetiver Oil was the original product making stance of cooperation between practical and
this an essential oil plant, but due to the extreme scientific men." They found that there was an
difficulty in dig,ing up the roots together with unsatisfactory state of knowledge of the botany
the cost of the operation, vetiver oil is not being of the grass oils. The 'Semi-Annual Reports'
produced in any quantity today." published by one of the big essential oil compa-

nies of the time, Schimmel & Co., contained
World production was estimated at about direct and indirect references to the uncertainty

140 tonnes, with Haiti, Reunion Island, and of the taxonomy of the grasses involved.
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evidence, in the older herbaria."
In Schimmel & Co's April-May Report

for 1903, p.23, two passages are worth quoting Finally, Stapf states that even after his
in order to shed a little light on the mixed taxo- efforts there could still be some confusion in the
nomic history of vetiver grass: "...It has repeat- taxonomy of these grasses. "In this paper I have
edly attracted our attention, that when it is a endeavored to embody the results of my re-
question of their origin, the Andropogon grasses searches into the history and taxonomic position
are frequently confounded with each other.. .there of the oil - grasses of India and to introduce the
are some exactly defined species indicated as the necessary changes in to their nomenclature. I
mother plants of oils which, according to our hope I have laid the foundation for a more
information, could not possibly be produced satisfactory conception of those grasses as
from them"; and again in the October-Novem- taxonomic units. At the same time I am well
ber Report for 1905, p.52, "On a previous occa- aware of the incompleteness of my work and the
sion we have already pointed out that the inevitable defects of research carried on to a
Andropogon grasses, where their origin is great extent with material which has been col-
mentioned, are frequently mistaken one for the lected casually or at least without consideration
other. This inconvenience is all the more felt as for the requirements of the problem as it presents
the uncertainty of the botanical nomenclature itself today. Moreover, certain questions, some
also exists in scientific work." of them of great theoretical and practical impor-

tance, can, at the herbarium table, only be ap-
At Kew the experience has been the proached by a method of inference. The conclu-

same. The incongruous application of the names sions arrived at in this way will carry more, or
'Andropogon Schoenanthus' and 'Lemon-grass' less weight according to the number and preci-
and the obscurity of De Candolle's Andropogon sion of the data which the specimens present. I
citratus have been among the principal sources have in view, more particularly the question of
of trouble. Even the 'composite' species. "Un- 'variability' on which so much depends for the
der the circumstances a thorough overhauling, correct coordination and subordination of forms.
from the taxonomic standpoint, of the grasses The notes we have on this point from collectors
involved was essential in the interests of the and others who have had the opportunities of
grass oil industry." Otto Stapf goes on to say observing the oil - grasses in their natural sta-
"[h]aving been intrusted with this task, I revised tions or in cultivation are few and extremely
in the first place the material in the Kew Her- meagre. Systematically conducted experiments
barium. Rich as it was in some respects, it was there are none. (even today; 1989.) When this is
sadly lacking in others. A fine collection of oil- the case the taxonomist has generally to fall back
grasses made in Southern India at the instigation on his 'tact'; but valuable as this somewhat ill-
of Mr. C. A. Barber, Government Botanist at definable quality in certain circumstances may
Madras, went a long way to fill the gaps, so far be, conclusions based on it cannot be accepted as
as the Madras Presidency and the Travancore final so long as they have not been confirmed by
were concerned, whilst Dr. Lotsy, of the Rijk's extended and direct observation in the field, and
Herbarium at Leiden, and Dr. Treub of by experiment. Work of this kind must therefore
Buitenzorg, supplied useful material from Java. necessarily be more or less incomplete and
Convinced that no scientific problem should be preliminary."
approached without due consideration of its
historical development, I have endeavored to get So it is obvious that Stapf had plenty of
a good grasp of the history of the subject. This problems sorting out the taxonomy of these
has entailed a great deal of library work and grasses and was not at all convinced that he had
search for original specimens, as documentary really done a thorough job. That the cultivars of
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vetiver found in other parts of the world were importance long ago the authors of the
named individually by the different botanists that 'Pharmacographica Indica'(vol, iii., p. 572) also
originally found them could have also lead to refer to the discovery of some other copper
confusion. What is called V. nigritana in Nige- plates in the village of 'Basahi' in the district of
ria, could in fact be V. zizanioides, and until we Etawah, south east of Agra, it being stated that
have some better means of distinguishing the on these copper plates, which are dated A.D.
species from each other, we would only be 1103 and 1174, the grass is mentioned among the
guessing. articles subject to royalties. The actual term

used is 'turushka-danda', which Babu
If we admit certain deductions of the Rajendrala'la Mitra interprets as meaning 'aro-

Sanscritists - and there is no objection to them matic reed' (turushka = aromatic substance,
from the botanist's point of view - this grass best danda = stick), and hence also 'Khas Khas'. The
known as 'Khas Khas' or "Vetiver," must have latter term, now so commonly used, is supposed
been popular with the peoples of Northern India to be of Persian origin, but this appears to me
for a very long time. W. Jones. [Jones in Asiat. very doubtful. It is mentioned in the Makhzan-
Research. vol. iv, (1795), p. 306.] indentified the el-Adwiyah, as a kind of 'Izkhir' used in India
Urisa of Kalidasa with 'Khas Khas', and Hessler also known as 'Izkhir-i-Jami',(Izkhir-i-Ajami,
in 1850, did the same in his translation of the foreign Izkhir), and called by the Persians 'bikh-
Ayurvedas, while the more recent interpreters of i-wala' (wala = root).
Sanskrit plant - Dutt (1900) - have come to the
same conclusion. Other Sanscrit names which The 'Khas Khas' was long ago equally
have been interpreted in the same sense are well known to the Dravidic peoples of the South.
'Virana, Lamajjaka, (or Lamaja) and 'Bala'. Rheede (1703) described and figured the grass
According to the "Pharmacographia Indica (vol. under the Malayalim name 'Ramacciam', which
iii., p. 571), "In Vedic times the ancient Hindus is still in use in Travancore (and still in use in
were instructed to build their houses in a place Kerala in 1989) [Ramach-cham, Moodeen
where Virana and Kusa (Desmostachya Sherif; Ramaccam, Stolz). He states that the
bipinnata, Stapf) were abundant." Lamajjaka is roots, (but not the leaves) are fragrant and sold in
in the same work (l.c.,p.562), referred to as the bazaars for medical purposes to prepare
'Camel's Hay' (C. Schoenanthus) but the syn- lotions, infusions and decoctions. It is, he
onyms 'Dirgha-mulaka' (long rooted) and remarks very common throughout Malabar and
'Jalasaya' (aquatic) with which Lamaijaka is diligently cultivated by the natives, who propa-
connected in the Nighandas, are much more gate by dividing the tufts and planting them in
descriptive of Khas Khas and Heyne's (In- loose soil. He further observes that the best
dia,1814) and Elliot's (A.P India 1859) interpre- 'Ramaccian' grows near Tutocorim, the port
tation of the term as connoting the latter is which in our own day is still the principal place
therefore more plausible. Hessler also renders of export of the roots of 'KhasKhas' or 'Vetiver'.
the 'Bala' of Susruta with Andropogon Rheede's figure represents a leaf-tuft with the
muricatus. According to Dutt, it stands for leaf tops cut off. Although somewhat crude, it is
Pavonia odorata, another plant whose aromatic perfectly characteristic, and it is difficult to
roots are frequently used in Hindu medicine. understand how the 'Ramaccian' of the 'Hortus
But the fact that 'Bala' in Hindi also denotes the Malabaricus' could ever have passed - as it so
roots of 'Khas Khas', and that the Bengali, frequently has done - for the 'lemon grass'.
Gujerati and Maharati synonyms 'Vala' and Hermann (1672-1677) also found the roots in
'Valo' are applied in the same sense, supports similar use at Colombo in Ceylon (Sri Lanka),
Hessler's identification. In proof of the assump- where they were known as 'Lumbutschi-veru'
tion that 'Khas Khas' was an article of some (radix odorata) and the grass itself as
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'Saewaendara', which name has survived to the being the earliest specific epithet. it will have to
present day. About 25 years later (in 1700), Dr. be adopted or 'Khas Khas' so that its name
Bulkley sent it to Ch. Du Bois from Madras under Vetiveria must be V zizanioides."
under the Tamil name "Vettyveer' (=Vetiver), Use of the Roots: The property of the Khas
the vemacular name by which the grass is best Khas roots emitting a pleasant odor as often as
known in Europe. Petiver they are wetted, Staph states, was also mentioned
[Petiver, Mus. Petiv. (1699 ) p. 53, no. 559.] also by Jones in 1795. It has led from early times to
received specimens of it from Samuel Browne of their being woven into screens and mats (tatties)
Madras at about the same time and announced which are hung over doors or set in windows; in
them in his 'Museum' as 'Gramen hot weather, when frequently sprinkled with
Madraspatanum majus cujus locustae spinulis water, they cool and perfume the air. The fans
eleganter armatae sunt." Some of them he sent (Tamil, 'visri') mentioned by Koenig, act in the
to Scheuchzer (1719) who from them drew up same way. The root in the powdered state, enters
one of those classic descriptions which for into the composition of an 'Abir' or perfumed
completeness and accuracy remained long powder used by the Hindus' at their 'Holi'
unequalled in agrostological literature. festival. Such an Abir, Abir Izkhir, is already

mentioned in the 'Ain-i-Akbari' (1904), the
FOUNDATION OF THE SPECIES - Annals of the Emperor Akbar, the appellation
SYNONYMY. 'Izkhir', standing here for 'Izkhir-i-Ajami', that

is 'Khas Khas'. The 'Schoenanthus'powder
No notice was taken of Scheuchzers which Herbert de Jager (1732) found in use at

description or of Petiver's and Du Bois's speci- Golconda in the second half of the 17th century
mens, and when Linnaeus, circa 1770 [Linnaeus, was also most likely 'Khas Khas' powder. For
Mant. Alt. (1771), p. 183.] received the grass what he says is this: "In Golconda, this
from Koenig. He described it as something new 'Schoenanthus' is used in powder form for
under the name Phalaris zizanioides. Koenig, washing hands on account of the very pleasant
however, also sent specimens of the grass to odor it imparts very quickly to the water, but the
Retzius, who published it as Andropogon odor ceases as soon as the hands are dry."
muricatus in 1783. This name, which was
suggested by Koenig himself, was subsequently Stapf continues: "While the use of the
adopted by Roxburgh and most other botanists. roots of Vetiveria zizanioides for medicinal
More recently, however, it has been replaced by purposes and in perfumery has been universal in
Andropogon squarrosus, a name adopted by the India for a very long period, I have failed to find,
younger Linnaeus in (1781) for a plant also among the earlier writers, any definite and
communicated by Koenig, who found it "circa indisputable reference to the extraction of an oil
Zeylonam natans supra stagna profundiora," and from them. Indeed, the distillation of vetiver oil
entirely distinct from Andropogon muricatus. in India seems to be very limited and there is
The specimen is still in Linnaeus' herbarium and hardly any export (1905). The oil was mainly
was correctly identified by R. Brown (1810) produced in European distilleries from the
with his Panicum abortivwn that is imported roots; but even the import of the roots
Chamaeraphis spinescens, a characteristic as a regular article of commerce appears to be of
floating grass of the Indo-Malayan region. comparatively recent date."
Retzius (1789) himself is responsible for the
erroneous reduction of Andropogon squarrosus Natural Area and Cultivation: The natural
to Andropogon muricatus, which recently has area of Andropogon muricatus in India and
been revived, although Roxburgh (1820) long Ceylon includes practically the whole country, in
ago drew attention to the confusion. Zizanioides the North up to 600 m. Although common in
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many parts of the country, particularly on the against these pests of nature, a great loss was
banks of rivers, and in rich marshy soil, it is also wrought against the strawberry crop. We have
at present occasionally cultivated, as for instance found from experimental work that the tops, in
in Rajputana and in Chutia Nagpur. Eastward, the same formation of mixture with the residue
the area extends in to Burma. Throughout the of the roots, will make an absolute repellant for
Malayan region, it occurs only in the cultivated the insects that may hurt the crop"
state. It has also been introduced into the
Mascarenes, the West Indies, and Brazil, but it In "A Dictionary of the Economic Prod-
seems that in these countries oil is not distilled to ucts of the Malay Peninsula," by I.H-. Burkill,
any appreciable extent, except perhaps in Re- (who was from 1912 to 1925) the Director of
union. The grass here must have been in cultiva- Gardens, Straits Settlement, and prior to that he
tion for at least 100 years, as the first sample of the Officiating Reporter on Economic Products
vetiver oil that was examined in 1809 came from to the Government of India) stated that vetiver
here. was,

V. zizanioides: Early American History: "[a] very tough , wiry grass, found in a
wild state across northern India and Indo-China,

Vetiver roots have been used in Louisiana and now cultivated throughout the tropics. Its
since the state was settled, for perfumed sachets cultivation in India is very ancient, for appar-
to be placed with stored clothing, thus protecting ently it was used in Sanskrit times as a perfume,
it from moths and other pests. Many years before and was known as 'usira', 'virana' and probably
the Americarn civil war, planters in New Orleans also 'bala'. "Bala" has given rise to a series of
imported it from India. names now employed in India; but none of the

three sanskritic names seem to be represented in
An old document from Louisiana states, Malay, though a series of Sumatran names -

"[tihere are many plants, minerals, and other 'useur', and 'usa' extending as 'usar' in
nature products in this universe, that more or less Sundanese, has a similarity to the Sanskrit
protect the human race against the bothersome 'usira'. The Malay name 'nara wastu', came to
insects of life." Malaya from Sumatra, and, in a variety of forms,

it is met with through Java to Celebes.
"It seems that the insect life has an

absolute distaste for vetivert. We have found in There is in these names no clear indica-
the growing of this plant that no insects of any tion of the introduction of the grass from India;
kind ever came it. We also find that in the yet it certainly was introduced from outside. It
powdered form the tops mixed with the residue occurs wild near Batavia (Jakarta) and on the
of the oil repel any and all insects. Kangean Islands; but there, as in other parts of

the world, we must regard it as only run wild. In
It is for that reason, so important that this the Malay peninsula, it has been found in gar-

plant be given every consideration and not be dens for some time. It is clear that by the name
allowed to grow wild as heretofore has been the Andropogon echinulatwn, Koenig indicated it in
case in this country, It is as necessary to have the diary of his visit to Malaca in 1778. He
vetivert as it is to have salt in your food." recorded that the roots were used for making

fans and the roofs of palanquins (see Fans.
"Strawberries that were grown in the Jour.Roy As. Soc. Straits Branch, 26, 1894 p.

Southland have been more or less contaminated 103). These uses had been borrowed from India,
by insects, and although pine needles and other and just as the palanquin has gone out and with it
things have been used in order to safeguard a demand for the grass for its roof, so also, these
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fans seem to have gone from Malaya, but fans heavy, so distillation is slow; and, being heavy,
are still made in the Philippine Islands. As the its place in perfumery is to fix more volatile oils.
scent suggests, sandalwoods, fans, sent from the Because it is heavy, it is easy to transport the
Philipine Islands to America nowadays, are roots without its loss, to distant stills; and dried
offered as "sandalwood fans." roots were in the past, shipped as far as Europe.

In distillation, specially designed separators have
The Malays are not recorded as using the been used, as the viscous oil is difficult to ma-

roots internally, but use them to give scent to a nipulate with the usual apparatus. The demand
lotion and to powders applied moist to the body is not great.
after childbirth (Ridley in Journ. Straits Med.
Assoc 5, 1897 pp. 137 and 138). In the Philippine Islands, the flower
Used internally in stomach complaints, the roots stalks are made into hats. They are dipped into
have but little power. However, Guerrero (Bull. boiling water and dried in the sun, scrapped
22 For. Philipp. 3, 1921 p. 170) calls the decoc- clean and woven. Brooms, also, are made from
tion of them an efficacious litho-triptic, used for them (W.H. Brown in Bull. 22, Bur. For. Philipp.
breaking down stone in the bladder. 1, 1920 p. 338). As a paper-plant, its leaves are

second-class (Bull. Imp. Instit. 12, 1914 p. 136).
Distillation seems too have been first Though cattle will eat the young leaves, when

done in southern India, but it is not easy to do, old they are too harsh to be used as fodder, but
and requires patience, so that it took little hold make litter for animals.
there. In 1893, it was tried on the 'Perseverance
Estate' in Singapore and soon after this there DISTRIBUTION OF
was a demand for the grass by planters prepared VETIVERIA ZIZANIOIDES
to try it.

India
In 1908, a plot was grown experimentally Southeast Asia (Thailand, Malaysia, Philip-

at Kuala Lumpur (Agric. Bull. Straits and F.M.S. pines, Indonesia)
7, 1908 p. 600), where the grass is easily raised. Pakistan
It is still grown, as at Serdang (Bunting and Polynesia (Samoa, New Caledonia, Fiji, Tonga.)
Milsum, Guide Gov. Exper. Plant. Serdang, 1931 Nepal
p. 84), where it is used for holding up steep Tropical Africa, as well as South Africa
banks. It is well known to be good for this Burma
purpose. Sri Lanka

Guyana
Georgi (Mal. Agric. Jour. 12, 1924 p. New Guinea

197) made an experimental distillation of roots French Guyana
grown at Serdang. He obtained 0.5 to 0.65% of Argentina
oil from fresh air-dry roots, which, valued in West Indies (Haiti, Cuba, Jamaica, Puerto Rico,
London was regarded as of good quality, like Antigua, St. Vincent, Martinique, Barbados,
Reunion oil and better than Indian oil. It is, Trinidad)
however probable that the optimum climate for Colombia (Santa Maria)
oil production is one that is drier and less forcing Brazil (Rio de Janeiro, Para, Bahia)
than that of Malaya, but data are wanting. Paraguay (Central Paraguay)

No oil industry was developed in the NOTE: The above locations are noted from Kew
Straits after the 1893 trial, but in the mountains Gardens Herbarium specimens. China (Fujian
of Java success has been obtained. Vetiver oil is and Jiangxi provinces; Hainan Island)
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tion of 'arak obat' (a local pharmaceutical) and
Zimbabwe: Introduced early 1960s from that its concoction (brewed product) makes you
Mauritius. Now growing at Chiredzi, Chipinga, feel 'hot and sweaty'. Oil distillation is not easy
and Harare. Available from J.Logan, Coffee according to Schimmel's October news of 1913,
Growers, Association, Box 4382, Harare. and would almost always have to be done in
Kenya: Introduced to Kenya Nov. 1987. Avail- Europe. Root export statistics (from Customs
able from P. Neylan, South Lake Rd., Naivasha, reports) indicate varying levels; from 2.3 tonnes
Box 356. in 1918, to almost 143 tonnes in 1925 (with most
Somalia: Introduced to NWRADEP Hargeisa, years less than 50 tonnes.). According to De
April 1987. Jong (Bericht No. 7 of the Colonial Institute p.
Nigeria: Introduced to Kano October 1987. 102.), oil cells are only found in the 'bark' of the
Now growing on Mambilla Plateau, and at roots and a special pretreatment is needed to
Greenland Farrn Kabba, also N.T.C. farm at obtain the highest extraction rate. He mentions a
Ilorin. yield of 0.4 to 1.0% of the weight of the dry
United Kingdom: Introduced Nov. 1988. Now roots, sometimes increasing to 2.0% depending
under micro-propagation. Some plants estab- on the climate and the time of harvest.
lished 'in the garden' at Wokingham and near
Evesham, May 1989. The oil is used because of its low volatil-

ity as a fixative (in other old articles on the
Near Jakarta and on Kangean Island, it is subject, especially those from Louisiana, they

found growing wild at an altitude of 5-100 m state that the oil was very volatile and therefore
ASL. in swampy terrain in the West Monsoon. difficult to handle, who is correct? The consen-
The (seldom flowering) unawned species is sus seems to be that of low volatility.) for the
found in Central Java up to an altitude of about preparation of perfumes and is considered
900 m, often along the edge of strearns. In West absolutely necessary for the preparation of fine
Java, it is found along natural water courses soaps. The quality of the Indonesian vetiver oil
where it has been planted to prevent scouring, has been found superior to that of other coun-
and in tea gardens. it is used to protect the edges tries.
of terraces.

Common Names
An article on page 816 of the 'Indische

Mercuur', the grass 'Djokoet wangi' (the local INDIA
name of vetiver grass) is strongly recommended Sanskrit:- Abhaya; Amrinala; Avadaha; Bala;
for planting on steep slopes and along furrow Dahaharana; Gandhadhya; Haripriya;
edges, because of its easy cultivation and the Indragupta; Ishtakapatha; Jalamoda;
formation of a dense hedge with a very extensive Jalashaya; Jalavasa; Katayana;
root system, which prevents breaking of the soil Laghubhaya; Lamajjaka; Nalada;
in the dry season and prevents erosion within the Ranapriya; Rambhu; Reshira;
furrows. Due to the coarse nature of the grass, it Samagandhika; Sevya;Shishira;
is of little use as a fodder, according to Backer, Shitamulaka; Sugandhimula; Ushira;
the author of the article. Vira; Virabhadra; Virana; Virataru;

Vitanamulaka
Concerning the use of the roots, this old Hindi:- Bala; Balah; Bena; Ganrar; Khas; Onei;

article from the "Dutch East Indies," goes on to Panni
say: "Vorderman (Geneesmiddelen I.) mentions Urdu:- Khas
the roots as a pharmaceutical item of trade. V.D Bengalese:- Khas-Khas
Burg mentions that they are used for the prepara- Gujerati:- Valo
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Marathi:- Vala; Khas-Khas SAHEL
Mundari:- Birnijono, Sirum; Sirumjon Bamb:- babin, ngongon, ngoko ba
Qudh:- Tin Sohghai:- diri
Punjab:- Panni Ful:- kieli, dimi, pallol
Sadani:- Birni Sarakole:- kamare
Santali:- Sirom; Telugu; Avurugaddiveru; Mosi:- roudoum

Kuruveeru; Lamajjakarnuveru Vattiveru; Gourna:-kulkadere
Vidavaliveru

Tamal:- Ilamnichamver, Vettiver; Vilhalver; SENEGAL
Viranam Wol:- sep, tiep

Kanada:-Vattiveeru; Laamanche; Kaadu; Falor:- toul
Karidappasajje hallu Tuk:- semban

Malayalam:- Ramaccham; Ramachehamver
Vettiveru GHANA

N. Terr. Dag; kulikarili
SRI LANKA
Sinhalese:- Saivandera; Savandramul N. NIGERIA

Hausa:- jema
IRAN Ful:- so'dornde; so'mayo; chor'dor'de;
Persian:- Bikhiwala; Khas ngongonari.; zemako

CHINA SIERRA LEONE
Xiang-Geng-chao M :-pindi

3usu:- barewali
MALAYSIA Ti:- an-wunga ro-gban

Nara wastu; Nara setu; Naga setu; Akar
wangi (fragrant root); Rumput wangi DISEASES:- Vetiver has been reported to be
(fragrant grass); Kusu-Kusu attacked by, but not affected by, the following:

INDONESIA Fusarium spp. Particularly during the rains
Aga wangi; Larasetu; Larawestu; controlled with 0,1% Ceresan.
Raraweatu; Sundanese; Janur;
Narawastu; Usar Curvularia trifolii . Has been reported attacking

vetiver causing leaf blight, tan to dark spots
PHILIPPINES which later turn black. Can be controlled by

Ilib (Pamp.); Mora (Bik, Bis); Moras copper spray.
(Tag.,Bis.,Bi.); Moro (Tag,), Narawasta
(Sul); Raiz de moras (Sp); Rimodas (P, Gloeocercospora sorghi. This shows as diffuse
Bis); Rimora (Sbl); Rimoras (Bik); Tres- brown spots with irregular margins.
moras (Bis) Vetiver (Eng.); Amoora (C.
Bis); Amoras (Ilk); Anias de Holotrichia serrata. These bugs have been found
moras(Pamp); Giron(P. Bis); Muda in the roots of vetiver.
(Cebu - Central Visayas).

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES
LAOS and THAILAND

Faeg V. zizanioides (L.) Nash
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Distribution (in Africa): Gabon; Ghana; Tanzania Contour plant and cattle fodder.
Liberia; Sierra Leone; Nigeria; Senegal; Congo; Kew Herb. Coll. Nicoll, W.D. 267119
Central African Republic; Uganda; Tanzania; Zimbabwe. Cultivated, possibly for use as a
Zimbabwe; South Africa (Natal; Transvaal), and mulch in coffee plantations.
Tunisia. Kew Herb. Coll. Pollitt. 27962 Zimba-
Extracts from the bibliography, gives a brief bwe. Cultivated for its aromatic root.
description of past uses. Kew Herb. Coll. Pole-Evans, I.B. s.n.

Natal. Cultivated extensively by Indians in
Uses: Holland, J.H. 1922. Known in Africa Natal as a wind break.
from the French Congo (Congo) and Belgium Meredith, D. 1955. Cultivated to a
Congo (Zaire), further spread in to Nigeria. limited extent in South Africa. The species does
Known for its aromatic roots. not, apparently, flower under cultivation.

Raponda-Walker, A. Sillans, R. 1961. In Sect. Neurobiol. Behavior, Cornell
Gabon it is planted along the ditches and road- Univ., Ithaca, N.Y. Insect Repellents From
sides to conserve the soil: de-limit field bound- Vetiver Oil 1. Zizanal and Epi Zizanal: Jain,
aries etc. The roots are used to perfume cloth- S.C.; Nowicki, S.; Eisner, T.; Meinwald,
ing/materials and preserve them from insect J.;Subfile BA (Biological Abstracts) On the
attack. basis of spectral data and partial syntheses,

Dalziel, J.M. 1937. Cultivated in the structures 1 and 2 are established for zizanal and
tropics for its fragrant roots. In West Africa it is epizizanal, 2 new insect-repelling aldehydes
used as a border for roads, gardens and culti- isolated from Javanese vetiver oil (Vetiveria
vated fields etc. to prevent the extension of Dub zizanioides.)
grass' (Indian Dhoub = Cynodon dactylon ).
Samples from Ghana yield a high percentage V nigratana (Benth.) Stapf.
(2.25%) of volatile oil. The leaves are odorless
and can be used in their young state for cattle Distribution: Senegal, Guinea Mauritania,
fodder. Gambia, Guinea Bissau, Sierra Leone, Ivory

Hepper, F.N. (ed) 1968. Cultivated in Coast, Burkina Faso, Ghana, Togo Republic,
West Africa for its aromatic roots, and some- Dahomey, Niger, Nigeria, Gabon, Benin,
times maintained as an ornamental. Cameroon, Central Africian Republic, Sudan,

Meredith, D. (ed) 1955. Roots, source of Zimbabwe, Zaire, Malawi, Tanzania,
vetiver oil for perfume. Mozambique, Botswana, Namibia, Angola.

Trochain, J. 1940. Introduced in to
tropical and subtropical Tunisia by the Europe- Uses: Diarra, N. 1977. States that the roots
ans (the essence vetiver used in perfume, is ("gongo dili") are used to perfume drinking
extracted from the roots) and is sometimes water and that the stems are used to make
planted along tracks to conserve soils. "seccos" (large mats used to make enclosures or

Kew Gardens; Herb. Coll.: Akpabla, cover out-houses/sheds etc.).
G.K. 565. Ghana - common hedge plant. Trochain, J. 1940. Used to perfume water

Kew Herb. Coll. Irvine, F.R. 1638. in Senegal.
Ghana - roots used commercially. Adam, J.C. 1958. Mediocre forage

Kew Herb. Coll. Fay, J.M. 4494. Cen- species when young. Numerous domestic uses -
tral African Republic - used for stuffing mat- mats, cabin/animal store roofs, enclosure walls
tresses. and basketry. The roots are more or less aro-

Kew Herb. Coll. Wingfield, R. 3394. matic, being used as a perfume by children and
Tanzania. Cultivated as a border hedge. adults and for scenting garments. Also used to

Kew Herb. Coll. Hill, W.G. 5901. make necklaces. It is taken in infusions and used
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in the treatment of certain animal diseases Ferry, M.P. et al. state that the "Tenda"
("gorli" - Ghana). The plant is sometimes used (SenegalVGuinea border) use the roots to per-
as an ornamental. fume clothes Furthermore, the "Basari" also use

Adam, J.C. 1958. Only grazed after it to perfume drinking water.
bush fires. (the regrowth). Kew Herb. Coll. de Lomos, F.,

Innes, R.R. 1977. Much used by Macuacua, L. 135. Mozambique. Used in hat
Farafara (Ghana) for weaving hats, baskets and making.
mats for domestic use and the tourist trade. Kew Herb, Coll. Lawrence, E. 2.

Dalziel, J.M. 1937. Used for coarse Nysaland (Malawi). Planted as a border fence
matting and for plaited armlets and rings, toys, (hedge) round fields. Also used to thatch huts.
hats, baskets etc. The split stems are twisted into Kew Herb, Coll. de Winter, B. , Wiss,
head bands and used by youths at marriage. H.J. 4125. Namibia "used in Okavango Native
Stems and leaves are also used for thatching. Territory for thatching".
Roots are not often distinctly aromatic but Kew Herb Coll. Rodin, R.J. 9133.
probably vary according to habitat,. They are "...used for making hats."
eaten by warthogs. Women use the roots like Kew Herb Coll. Passett 50958 Zimba-
lavender, in sachets, or as a body perfume, or bwe. "Roots commercialized by natives as a
made in to necklaces. The fibrous roots sold in scent."
Salaga, Kumasi etc. under the name "Sansan"
are used like loofah scrubbers. An infusion of Ecology:-
the roots is taken as a beverage. In Ghana; it is a Adam, J.C. 1954. Tufted perennial grass
treatment of the cattle sickness "Gorli." to 2.5 m. Flowers August to January (Cap Vert,

Holland, J.H. 1922. Used in Nigeria for Senegal). Habitat - temporary inundated flood
thatch, hedges used as fences; plaited straw for plains.
armlets. Meredith, D. 1955. Grows in water or in

Raponder-Walker, A. Sillans, R. 1961. wet, usually swampy ground, especially on black
In Gabon the aromatic roots are sun dried, turf soil (Vertisol).
powdered and mixed "'a l'huile de Polhill, R.M. (ed.) 1982 Flood plains
toilette"(cosmetic oils). Roots also used to make and other seasonally flooded places; 0-1100m.
infusions. Rattray, J.M. 1960. In the Sudan, V

Baumer, M.C. 1975. States that in nigritana occurs on edaphic grassland subject to
Kordofan, Sudan, it is eaten by all animals, but various periods and depths of flooding. In
especially selected by cattle who do not hesitate Angola it is found in swampland and areas with
to enter the waters during the rainy season to impeded drainage. In Nigeria (ppt.< 750mm) it
browse it. After a bush fire, the regrowth is occurs naturally in swamp land.
rapid, and the fresh green parts are sought after Innes, R.R. 1977. Occurs on alluvial
by animals. flood plains (in Ghana), extending along small

Rodin, R.J. 1985. Reports that the seasonal streams and channels in marsh grass
Kwanyama Ovambos cut the aromatic stems, in and tree savanna, also relict in wet spots in
short sections which are strung as beads and heavily farmed areas.
worn around the neck. Furthermore, the pow- Trochain, J. 1940. Flourishes on wet
dered roots are boiled in water, cooled and then soils. Tolerates, along with Sporobolus
used as an enema for the treatment of gonorrhea, robustus, slightly saline soils.
and also that the powdered roots are boiled in
water, but the purpose, other than for "alimen- V. fulvibarbis (Trin.) Stapf.
tary disorders" is not made clear - presumably
for constipation. Distribution:- Senegal, Ghana, Togo Republic,
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Mali, Nigeria, Cameroon Africa. London, Crown Agents.
Holland, J.H. (1922). Useful Plants of Nigeria,

Uses:- Diarra, N. 1977. States that in Mali the Part 4. (Kew Bull. Add. Ser. 9).
roots are used for perfuming drinking water. The Innes, R.R. (1977). A Manual of Ghana Grasses.
stems are used to make "seccos" (strong mats for Surbiton, Ministry of Overseas Development,
walls). Land Resources Division.
Ecology:- Hepper, F.N. (ed) 1968. Robust Meredith, D. (ed), (1955). The Grasses and
perennial to 2 m. Occurs on flood plains. pastures of South Africa. Cape Town, Central

Innes, L.R. 1977. Occurs on alluvial News Agency.
flood plains. Polhill, R.M. (ed), (1982). Flora of tropical East

Rattray, J.M. 1960. In Ghana, V Africa: Gramineae (Pt.3), by Clayton, W.D.
fulvibarbis forms a consociate on the huge area Rotterdarn, Balkema.
of black clay soils on the plains between Accra Raponda-Walker, A. Sillans, R. (1961). Les
and the Volta river and is also dominant on many Plantes Utiles du Gabon. Paris, Editions Paul
of the sandy soils in the same area. It is also an Lechevalier.
important constituent of the black clay (Vertisol) Rattray, J.M. (1960). The Grass Cover of Africa.
grasslands east of the Volta. Rome, Food and Agricultural Organisation of the

United Nations.
REFERENCES: Rodin, R.J. (1985). Ethnobotany of Kwanyama
Adam, J.C. (1954). Note sur les graminees Ovambos. Missouri, Missouri Botanic Gardens.
fourrageres de la presqu'ile du Cap Vert Trochain, J. (1940). Contribution a l'etude de le
(Senegal): Observations et reuseignements sur vegetation du Senegal. Mem, de l'Instit,
leur repartition, ecologie et valuer fourragere. Francais d'Afrique Noir.
Paris, Rev, Elev. 7.
Adam, J.C. (1958). Principales graminees Holland: The Useful Plants of Nigeria.
naturelles fourrageres de L'Afrique Occidentrale
ayant en interet economique pour I'alimentation
du betail. Notes Africaines. Bull. d'Inform. et
de Correspondence de l'Instit. Francais
d'Afrique Noir, 80.
Baumer, M.C. (1975). Catalogue des plantes
utiles du Kordofan (Rep. du Soudan)
particulierement du pont de vue pastoral. J.
d'Agric. Tropical et de Bot. Applique: Travaux
d'Ethnobotanique et d'Ethnozoologie 22 (4-5-6).
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Colonies.
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Ferry, M.P., Gessain, R. (1974).
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Centre de Recherches Anthropologiques du
Mussee de l'Homme.
Hepper, F.N. (ed), (1968) Flora of West Tropical
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Annex III (* these figures are for a one meter vertical
SOIL CONSERVATION TABLE:- interval V.I. therefore

multiply the surface run by the VI eg. 3 m VI on
Degree of Percentage Gradient Surface run a 70% slope the
Slope: o Slope: % I in - per metre V-1. distance between vegetative barriers = 3 x 1.7 =

5.1m

Idegree 1.7 % I in 57.3 57.3 m.
2 3.5 1 " 28.6 28.7
3 5.3 1" 19.1 19.1
4 7.0 1 " 14.3 14.3
5 8.8 1 " 11.4 11.5
6 10.5 1" 9.5 9.6
7 12.3 1" 8.1 8.2
8 14.0 1" 7.1 7.2
9 16.0 1" 6.3 6.4
10 17.6 1" 5.7 5.8
11 19.4 1" 5.1 5.2
12 21.3 1" 4.7 4.8
13 23.1 1" 4.3 4.5
14 25.0 1" 4.0 4.1
15 27.0 1" 3.7 4.0
16 28.7 1" 3.5 3.6
17 30.6 1" 3.3 3.4
18 32.5 1" 3.1 3.2
19 34.4 1 " 3.0 3.3
20 36.4 1" 2.8 3.0
21 38.4 1" 2.6 2.8
22 40.4 1" 2.5 2.7
23 42.5. 1" 2.4 2.6
24 44.5 1" 2.3 2.5
25 46.6 1 " 2.1 2.4
26 48.8 1" 2.0 2.3
27 51.0 1" 2.0 2.2
28 53.2 1 1.9 2.1
29 55.4 1" 1.8 2.1
30 57.7 1 " 1.7 2.0
31 60.1 1" 1.7 2.0
32 62.5 1" 1.6 1.9
33 65.0 1" 1.5 1.8
34 67.5 1" 1.5 1.8
35 70.0 1" 1.4 1.7
36 72.7 1 " 1.4 1.7
37 75.4 1" 1.3 1.7
38 78.1 1 " 1.3 1.6
39 80.1 1" 1.2 1.6
40 84.0 1" 1.2 1.6
41 87.0 1 " 1.2 1.5
42 90.0 1" 1.1 1.5
43 93.3 1" 1.1 1.5
44 96.6 1" 1.0 1.4
45 100.0 1" 1.0 1.4
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Annex IV

WHAT ARE ESSENTIAL OILS?

There seems to be some confusion about the term 'essential oil.' It applies to a volatile
substance, an essence or constituent of a perfume, and not to essence, something that exists or is
essential to life. Essential oils are also called 'volatile oils.' These volatile, odoriferous substances
are widely distributed through the plant kingdom. These oils are distinguished from fatty oils by the
fact that they evaporate or volatilize on contact with air. They occur in some 60 plant families. They
are typical liquids, and have a pleasant taste and strong odor. Almost any organ of the plant may the
the source of the oil: flowers (rose), fruits (orange), leaves (eucalyptus), bark (cinnamon), root
(vetiver), wood (sandal), or seeds (cardamom). The amount of oil ranges from a minute trace to as
much as one or two percent, or even more.

The utility of essential oils to the plant itself is obscure. They appear largely to be by-prod-
ucts of carbohydrate and fat metabolism. They occur as a rule in small concentrations in special
cells, glands or ducts, either in one particular organ of the plant or distributed over many parts. The
common essential oils are:

Turpentine, Eucalyptus, Lemon-grass, Cinnamon, Sandalwood, Ginger-grass*, Palmarosa,
Citronella**, Vetiver, Peppermint, Ginger, Geranium, Clove, Camphor, Cedarwood, Keora***
(*Ginger-grass oil is Cymbopogon martini; **Citronella comes from Cymbopogon nardus; and
***Keora oil from Pandanus tectorius)
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VETIVER NEWSLETTER
Newsletter of the Vetiver Information Network,
ASTAG*, World Bank, Number 3, March 1990

LETTER FROM THE
PUBLISHER letter. Alexander at the World Bank

and Dr. Seth of the Ministry of
This is our first Vetiver The demonstration Agriculture, both located in
Network letter using our new and use of Vetiver as a biologi- New Delhi, are the Vetiver
MacIntosh Pagemaker soft- cal barrier to reduce soil and anchormen for India, with some
ware. I hope it's more read- rainfall losses is being tried in exceptional good field work
able. Since the last letter in many countries particularly in and research being done in
July 1989 much progress has Asia and Africa. Notably the Karnataka by Drs. Shastri and
been made. There are now States of Karnataka and Andhra Hegde; and similar teams at
about 900 interested people on Pradesh in India, the Provinces PKV University in Akola,
this network and many more of Jiangxi and Fujian in China, Maharashtra working under Dr.
who get the information second some of the northern states of G.M. Bharad on the black
hand. Recently the Bank's Nigeria and in Madagascar. In vertisols, at Andhra Pradesh
Environmental Department addition good work is being Agricultural University work-
Director - Ken Piddington - done in the Philippines, Indone- ing under Dr. A. Padme Raju,
kindly gave us some funds to sia, Nepal, Sri Lanka and and at R.A.K. College at
hire Jim Smyle who has since Tanzania. It is reported that Sehore under Dr. Raghu previ-
October been coordinating the New Zealand has imported ously, now under Dr. Saran. In
network on my behalf, and who some tissue cultured plantlets! China, Mr. Zhang Xiubao of
recently made an extensive visit The latter must be the influence the Institute of Mountain
to India and Nepal and conse- of John Greenfield now retired Disasters and Environment,
quently collected a lot of at the Bay of Islands, New located at Chengdu-Sichuan
information relating to Vetiver Zealand. Province, coordinates a China
management which is described Vetiver Network that was
in this publication. And we can In India, Jim established last October follow-
thank him for this interesting
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ing a joint workshop sponsored conclusions because those are and study it, of course problems
by the Ministries of Agriculture still the best information we emerge that have to be dealt
and Water Resources; in Nige- have available to us as we wait with through management
ria, Mr. Sreekantiah, respon- for the complete picture to practices specific to the loca-
sible for extension at the World evolve. A lot of work is going tion. However it is reassuring
Bank's Lagos office, is our key on now and will soon be started that to date we can still not find
link for Vetiver in that country. without the benefits of your any really serious biological or
Tom Bredero working for the experience if you do not let us physical problem with the
Bank in Madagascar where he know. technology; in fact because one
is developing Vetiver fast is always comparing it with
would be an important contact. In March the Bank traditional conservation sys-
There are many others (see will formally publish the 3rd tems and other grasses, prob-
attached network participant edition of the Vetiver field lems relating to these tend to
list). Ed Coloma of the Na- handbook - to be titled: Vetiver surface more often. Two as-
tional Irrigation Authority in - A Hedge Against Erosion. We pects are emerging: First, users
the Philippines has good expe- can thank MASDAR, U.K. for will be disappointed in the
rience with the technology, and this name. The book will be technology when applied
Mr. P.K. Yoon of the Malaysia sold worldwide and will be incorrectly. Correctly means
Rubber Research Institute at available at most outlets that planting on the contour (or
Kuala Lumpur is busily finding sell Bank publications; a free average contour) at 10 to 20 cm
ways to propagate the planting copy will be sent to all mem- within line spacing. Secondly,
material at a faster rate (inside bers of the network. We must we are finding large differences
of seven months he was able to thank Jim Feather, Director of in planting material. In
produce over 16,000 plantlets Publications, for his support, Karnataka at least six cultivars
from an original clump of 57 !). and Vicky Lee who worked on have been identified. One of
And so the interest grows in John Greenfield's update to them known as the "local"
this age old technology. produce a very readable new cultivar selected by farmers

edition. It is not copyrighted over many years appears
With any technology, it and we encourage translations superior over others for hedg-

is the user who keeps the new into local languages. The ing ability and for fodder. I
users and policy makers in- second edition has been trans- would urge serious Vetiver
formed about the usefulness of lated by Jiangxi Province users to start identifying differ-
the technology, as well as the Agricultural Development ent cultivars and testing them
best ways to manage it to get Corporation into Chinese. out, and importing those that
the full benefits. So far we Uttar Pradesh Irrigation Depart- they don't have for testing.
have the example of the re- ment has translated it into
searchers and field people Hindi (good for the Irrigation Readers who are with
mentioned above who have engineers!), and the Land NGOs (Non-Governmental
been kind enough to share their Development Corporation - Organizations) or who work
experiences and research Gujarat into Gujarati. Other with NGOs might be interested
information with us. We ask pamphlets have been produced in an excellent report by the
that you share with us and then in Sri Lanka and Nepal. A Asian Development Bank
by extension with the hundreds French translation is available entitled "Cooperation With
of others worldwide, your in North Africa. NGOs in Agriculture and Rural
findings on vetiver. We even Development". The report
want to hear of your prelimi- As the technology confirms the need to introduce
nary results and tentative spreads and more people use it very low cost, simple technol-
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ogy to the weaker (poverty) ing low cost and effective Vetiver hedges may be
section; technologies that have solutions for wide scale appli- one of a number of key tech-
minimal investment require- cation of soil and moisture nologies to provide a practical
ments for the assetless poor. conservation techniques are and low cost solution to current
The vetiver hedge technology essential if we are going to environmental challenges, and
meets these requirements after come to grips with declining we should not forget that in the
initial introduction of planting soil fertility issues, depleting heat of the debate on the envi-
material. Particularly as it has ground water, and the widening ronment that the part dealing
minimal dependence on gov- and more perverse effects of with land based natural re-
emnment institutions. We are increased flooding and reduced sources can mainly be resolved
sending this newsletter to all dry season river flows. Pre- through good agricultural
the major NGO groups identi- liminary research results from practices and management.
fied by the ADB that work in India are now supporting our
the Asian countries that it visual field observations and Please let us hear from
reviewed. Writing about the the farmer's experience is now you regarding your knowledge
poor, an example comes to showing that Vetiver hedges are and experience with not just
mind of a village in the Achlow significantly superior to other vetiver, but any vegetative
Project Block of the Kabbalnala systems that were tested. barrier systems which you have
project in Karnataka. The That's why it's so exciting. found to serve the dual pur-
village was comprised of the poses of soil and soil moisture
poorest mnigrants from the For those of you conservation. And don't forget
neighboring state of Andhra working in drought prone to send in your Vetiver Net-
Pradesh who had taken up areas such as South India or work Information forms so that
residence on what was the the Subsaharan Africa (average we might stay in contact with
area's worst agricultural soils. annual rainfall areas of 500 - you.
After once convinced through 800 mm), vetiver grass hedges Dick Grimshaw****** *
demonstration of the vetiver or their equivalent may be the
hedge technology, the whole key to retaining sufficiently FOR NEW READERS:
village population was self- high soil moisture levels and WHAT IS A VEGETATIVE
mobilized and in less than one thereby reducing drought risks. BARRIER ?
day planted and protected their Technologies, such as vegeta-
farm lands with vetiver. The tive barriers, which are aimed The idea of using
project provided the planting at enhancing soil moisture and plants to protect the land is
materials and the villagers did increasing crop security in anything but new; people have
the rest at no cost. rainfed agriculture need to be been replacing plant cover or

given high priority by farmers leaving plant cover undisturbed
A technology such as and researchers. By enhancing to ensure the integrity of their

"Vetiver hedges" is a wonderful moisture levels we capture a land and its benefits for thou-
way of concentrating the mind, greater portion of the genetic sands of years. Over 5,000
and I for one have started potential of improved crop years ago a Sumerian king
paying a lot more attention to varieties and make greater use codified the protection of
soil and moisture conservation of other farm inputs (such as vegetative cover for irrigation
issues and their relationship to fertilizer) that otherwise would works and water supply protec-
other agricultural, water and not be used because of risk of tion. We have also known for
land resources issues that are crop failure and related eco- thousands of years that replac-
often bundled together under nomic losses. ing or leaving a complete
the environmental label. Find- vegetative cover is not always
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an option. Land is cleared for flow so as to cause more update on work with different
many purposes, and where it is cutting around it. Grasses cultivars of vetiver in India.
improperly used following provide these characteristics, Planting material, if vetiver is
clearing, it become, barren and anid among the grasses Vetiv- unknown in your area, may be
infertile. In cleared areas, one eria zizaniodes provides these tracked down through your
very effective practice that local Herbarium (in a Univer-
people concerned with good sity, Botanical Garden, Agricul-
stewardship have been using is tural Department, etc.). If they
the creation of vegetative strips; '\t, , have a specimen, the specimen
for example the hedgerows of sheet should specify a location
Britain that have been protect- from where it was collected.
ing the agriculture there for
hundreds of years. These same
hedgerows are now being
removed and increased soil loss "a-

is beconming a problenm. Veg- t__
etative strips, whether of grass, ' I -'
shrub, or tree species can fomi
effective barriers when they are
densely planted and well '-..'
maintained. But the purpose _ -
for which the hedge is to be \ X 

planted must decide the species
wltich is to be used. If, as is
our concerin, you wish to create Illustrationfrom Vetiver Hand- ;7
a barrier to the loss of soil and book s/wing lwui the grass
loss of moisture or if you wish functions to trap silt and spread i> li
to stabilize eroding areas suIch runoff
as streambanks and gully , . rt /
headcuts, then you will have to aild many other chlaractenstics
select a species that creates a that tnake it a good vegetative
dense barrier at the ground barrier; not only the physical, Itdianfarnierfroin area of
surface. That will preclude bLit social and economic as Mysore District where vetiver is
trees and most shrubs - unless well. For these reason tltis a traditional field boundary
you wait long enough for newsletter is promoting the use planting and used as fodder.
sufficient material (e.g. of vetiver grass. If your inter- This hedge was phtnted by the
branches and leaves) to accu- ests lie it natural resources or man's fatlher, at mid-field, for
mulate and create mechartical agriculture, please read on. * * soil conservation. AVote the
barriers. To slow dowin and elevation differences on either
spread surface rutioff from ACQUJIRING PLANTING side.
rainfall, you need the same MIATERIAL
characteristic of density at the The acquisition of the plant is unknown, check
ground surface. To stabilize Veliveria zizarniodes for plant- either with the Vetiver Infomia-
active water cutting areas you iny material has been covered tion Network, the Royal Bo-
iteed somethinig that establishes in previous newsletters so we tanical Gardens at Kew in
quickly, has a strong, deep root will just give a quick synopsis Lotidon, or with a World Bank
system and does not create of the infornation and an agricultural staff member to
undue turbuleitCe in the water
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locate material. out on vetiver by the National projects it would be wise to
Bureau of Plant Genetic Re- attempt trials in your area on as

When collecting sources, Pusa Campus, New many different provenances of
material it would be well to Delhi. In a March 1987 article vetiver as possible. This is not
bear in mind that there may be in Indian Farming, Dr. K.L. to say that a start cannot be
more than one cultivar of Sethi, et al reported that a new made with the planting materi-
Vetiveria zizaniodes available variety of vetiver had been als on hand, rather that for long
to you. In India, the Opera- bred, Hybrid 8, that produces term promotion of vetiver as a
tional Research Project compo- an average of about 50% more conservation species it would
nent of the Kabbalnala Water- root then the local varieties to be prudent to ensure having the
shed Development Project in which it was compared in 5 best material possible for your
Karnataka is carrying out trials locations. Hybrid 8 is a cross area and conditions.
on cultivars of vetiver from six between two distinct types of
provenances: 1 from a coastal Vetiveria zizaniodes : the Finally, when collect-
zone (Coondapore, Karnataka), northern India stock (repre- ing material, care should be
2 from a dry zone (Jhansi, Uttar senting wild populations taken to avoid taking tillers
Pradesh and Chikkabalapur, possessing better quality oil) from source material parts that
Karnataka), 2 from a transi- and the southern Indian type have flowered or seeded. Once
tional zone (Gundalpet and (representing cultivated mate- having flowered and gone to
Hassan, Karnataka), and 1 from rial found in Kerala, Karnataka seed there is dimninished vigor
a humid zone (Koppa, and Tamil Nadu). This hybrid in vegetative production in
Karnataka). Differences in is reported to produce a greater plants, generally. For a good
growth rates and timing of root mass (of "medium length return from investment in a
flowering are already apparent roots") due to its profuse nursery, young and vigorous
in these trials; physiological tillering. Requests for clonal tillers should be selected for
differences in degree of leaf material may be made to the planting. The lack of selection
erectness, of leaf toughness, Director, National Bureau of may explain the conflicting
leaf blade width, strength of Plant Genetic Resources, Pusa field reports that have been
leaf margin and midrib serra- Campus, New Delhi, 110012. received indicating that vetiver
tions, and presence or absence The article also recognizes stock from nurseries establishes
of a slight reddish cast to the different varieties of Vetiveria better than wild vetiver planted
leaf margin are also evident. zizanioides from Indonesia, on the main field and concur-
One cultivar, the local one from Haiti, and Bourbon. Another rently, that wild vetiver stock
Gundalpet, has been selected interesting note in the article is establishes better than nursery
for by farmers over time (50 to the report that all the tested stock (in all cases the nursery
200 years or more) for use as a vetiver varieties showed dimin- stock was derived from the
fodder species. It is a softer, ished root production in alka- wild stock to which it was
more palatable grass that grows line soils; this is in light of compared). Better establish-
well, forms excellent hedges, statements found within some ment from wild stock was
and the individual clumps of the older manuals of grasses attributed to its being hardier
produce less dry matter during stating that the natural distribu- from exposure to moisture
the dry season (perhaps evi- tion of Vetiveria zizaniodes is stress, trampling, and grazing.
dence of superior drought only within areas of alkaline Constant grazing would have
resistance), which results in soils. ensured flowering did not take
fewer white ants (termites) in place, thus preserving vigor in
the hedges. Also, intensive For soil and soil the grazed versus ungrazed (or
breeding work has been carried moisture conservation unpruned) stock. *
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plots are well irrigated and slips moisture and cut down on
NURSERY MANAGEMENT with 2-3 tillers each are planted weeds. In following these

in a plowed furrow that is 15- practices an average of 50
Nursery establishment should 20 cm deep. A spacing of 40 tillers/plant is expected in the
take place at least 6 months cm x 40 cm between and within semi-arid zones of south India
before the desired outplanting furrows has been recommended at the end of 6 months.
dates or 1 year in advance if the though some Indian nurseries
purpose is to supply material are now using a spacing of 20 Alternative methods of
for other nurseries; this will cm x 40 cm and plan to try vetiver propagation also exist:
ensure a good return of planting spacings of 20 cm x 30 cm and - Stem and root cuttings of
stock in exchange for the 15 cm x 40 cm. Urea is also vetiver reportedly will sprout
nursery establishment costs. applied in three split doses of and it has been suggested that
Once you have a source of 50-125 kg/ha each at 45, 75, planting them in well watered
planting material for your and 105 days after planting. soils under slightly raised
nursery it should be planted Irrigations are given every 4 to plastic sheets (a mist chamber)
into an area that has been 5 days for the first two months might provide an inexpensive
prepared as if for any field crop and about every 7 days thereaf- way to multiply vetiver.
- plowed, cultivated, weeded, ter. After 35-45 days any plants - In West Malaysia, Dr. P.K.
manured, and clods broken up. which have not established are Yoon reports that after finding
Sandier textured soils are replaced. In addition, intercul- one clump of 57 tillers he
preferred for greater ease of tural operations are carried out proceeded to plant them one
lifting at harvest, however 3 times over the 6 month each in polybags under irriga-
some balance between adequate nursery cycle to control weeds. tion and, using slow release
water holding capacity for good Unweeded nurseries in Andhra fertilizers, multiplied his 57
growth and easy lifting is Pradesh, India were reported to bags to more than 16,000 bags
necessary. produce 60% less tillers than in about 7 months. At four

weeded nurseries. Once estab- months he averaged 17 tillers/
In south India, current lished and growing vigorously, plant in 7"xl5" polybags and

practice is to apply 1.5 kg/ha of the vetiver should be kept 26 tillers/plant in 10"x20"
Atrazine (a weedicide), 25 tons/ pruned back to 30 cm-50 cm. polybags.
ha farm yard manure, a basal If the nursery is unirrigated,
dose of 250 kgs/ha di-ammo- pruning should only be carried Vetiver propogation in polybags.
nium phosphate, and 25 kg/ha out while the soil moisture (photo courtesy of Dr. P.K. Yoon)
of 10% BHC for soil grub and status is good. Enhanced
white ant (termite) control. tillering as a result of pruning
Concerning the application of has been reported from China,
BHC, there exists confusion India, Nepal, and Madagascar
over whether or not white ants among a few, it has also been
are a problem on vetiver grass; demonstrated by controlled
some indications exist that the experiments at ICRISAT in
whiteantsonlyremovethe Hyderabad, India. Beside
dried material and do not hurt enhanced tillering, pruning
the plant. In a regularly irri- will stop the loss of vigor in
gated nursery, where vigorous, production of vegetative
green plants are maintained, material associated with
white ants should not be a flowering, and provide mulch
problem. Prior to planting, for the nursery to conserve
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- Gullies are suggested for ence in India (pers. comm., Mr. nursery practices are those that
informal nurseries as they have G.V. Nagraj Naidu, Mahesh- have been found suitable for
higher soil moisture levels and waram project) has shown that local conditions in four areas of
can produce material while with 10 cm tops there is less south India. Best management
stabilizing the gully. Obviously likelihood of the slips being practices under other climates
all the planting material would kicked over by the farmer or and soils may differ and require
not be uprooted, clumps can be grazing animals prior to root adjustments. In general, a good
split and tillers removed from establishment. Roots should start will be achieved if: plant-
the downslope side. also be pruned to about 10 cm. ing material is selected to avoid
- MASDAR in the U.K. and Preliminary experimental data taking tillers from source
GKVK University in Bangalore (Dr. A.P. Raju, Andhra Pradesh material parts that have flow-
have both tissue cultured Ag. Univ.) showed that over the ered or seeded; well prepared
vetiver. first 70 days after transplanting, beds are made in soils that are

slips with 10 cm roots had neither excessively drained or
Lifting operations can about 40% better establishment poorly drained (sands and

be carried out after six months rates after 25 days and about clays) to avoid moisture and
. Thoroughly soak the nursery 18% better growth after 70 lifting problems; some fertiliz-
and have two man teams with a days than slips with roots ers are applied (organic or
strong fork, pick, or bar carry pruned to 5 cm (often recom- inorganic); weed infestation is
out the lifting. While one man mended). Longer roots are not avoided; and regular irrigations
levers the plant out of the soil, recommended to avoid J- are carried out. If irrigation is
the other pulls the plant over rooting caused by careless not possible, nurseries can be
toward him exposing the roots. transplanting. Transport to the planted at the beginning of the
When 20 cm of roots or more field is simple as vetiver can rainy season for lifting early in
are exposed the man with the withstand rough handling and the next year's rainy season
lever can cut the clump loose. can be left (in the shade) after green shoots begin to
The clump can then be broken unattended for long periods.
up into pieces for transport to Reports of good establishment Tillers should be pruned before
the field. Two or three tillers rates achieved with vetiver that transport to thefield and outplanting
can be left in the ground from was transplanted 10-30 days
each clump to provide material after uprooting have been
for the next nursery; as these received. Preliminary results
'secondary' nurseries have from one experiment (Dr. A.M.
plants with already established Krishnappa, Operational L

root systems they can be ex- Research Project, Kabbalnala)
pected to be better producers on showed no difference in estab-
the next rotation. lishment rates between vetiver

transplanted the day of uproot-
Following lifting, the ing and vetiver transplanted at

plants should be pruned for 2, 4, and 6 days after uprooting
outplanting. This can be done when left with no water in the appear. If fertilizer is not
before transport to the field to shade. Best practice, however, available, the vetiver will still
avoid carrying the extra weight would still be to plan for establish and grow well without
and to provide mulch to the transplanting as soon after it though tillering will be
nursery. Tops should be pruned lifting as possible. reduced to some extent. Pre-
to 10 cm to 30 cm to cut down liminary information from one
on transpiration losses. Experi- The abovementioned set of fertilization trials carried
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and the easiest to use, as well
AAM96- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~as one of the least expensive,

- -iI I_ _ is a small plastic level that
_ump""PPI_ _ costs around US$ 10.00. It is

niade by David White Instru-
; ments of Menomenee Falls,

- ~~~~~~isconsin, 5305 1, U.S.A and
i 1 ¶! 1; ;;_ 1 1 : is available through their

Intemational Depanment.

As long as the soils are
wet when vetiver is planted it
will withstand long periods
without rainfall; it has been
suggested that in dry areas a
nmiinimuni of 1.5 cm of soil

A 2 year old hedge of vetiver grass, the 'farner selected" cudivar, GKVK water should be available at
Universityfarc, Bangalore, India te ofldsb availablerat

time of first planting (pers.
comm. Dr. A.P. Raju). Expe-
rience related by field person-

OUt on vetiver grass (Dr. A.P. in the year. It is extremely nel in the dry areas of
Raju, Andhra Pradesh Ag. important that the vetiver is Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh,
Univ.) showed no difference in planted along the contour, or if and Bangalore in India indi-
growth response between the contour is so tortuous as to cated that survival rates began
fertilized (40 kg/ha N and 40 make cultivation unacceptably to decline if no rainfall oc-
kg/ha P) and unfertilized difficult for the fanner, an curred within 15 - 25 days after
vetiver in one plot (at 70 days) "averaged" contour. The planting, declining to anywhere
and no response until about importance of contour faminhg between 45% (in shallow,
week 8 in a second plot. cannot be understated here. sandy Alfisols) and 70% (in
Vetiver has also been reported One function of the vetiver is to Vertisols). Planting early on in
by the same source to establish provide the farmer a "keyline" the rainy season will avoid this
well in soils that are character- so that his operations will take problem dufing most years as
ized as phosphorous deficient; place along the contour. Con- once the roots establish vetiver
this observation is supported by tour farming is one of the few is, as experience has shown,
the experience from China in ito cost practices available to drought tolerant.
the acidic, phosphorous defi- poor farmers rhat has the
cient soils of Jiangxi and potential of showing immediate Planting is carried out
Fujian Provinces.*********** and widespread benefits. by opening a 15 cm-30 cm

Studies have shown that farm- deep furrow along the contour
HEDGE ESTABLISHMENT ers do not do well when they (or if too tortuous, an averaged
AND MAINTENANCE lay out contours by eye, com- contour) and the pruned slips

monly missing by 20% or with 10 cni-30 cm of tops and
Outplanting of nurs- more. For this reason it is 10 cm of roots are placed in the

ery stock should take place as strongly recommended that furrow. If roots are longer, care
soon after the onset of the rains contours be laid ouit with at must be taken that the slips are
as possible, this means contour least a hand level. Many types not J-rooted, that is, planted so
lines should be laid out earlier of hand levels have been tried that the roots do not go straight
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been to plant 2-3 tillers per
slip every 15 cm-20 cm.
In controlled experiments

-* ^, , (Dr. A.P. Raju, Andhra
! ,^ _ ' - ~~~~~~~~Pradesh Ag. Univ.) found

that over the first 10 weeks
that 4 tillers per slip
planted every 7.5 cm had a
significantly greater mean

WI- ' ,,^; daily growth increment
(2.8 cm/day) than 4 tillers

' ;'- ; S . . ............ per slip planted at 15 cm
(1.6 cm/day) or 2 tillers

A well established and maintained veliver hedge planied to control sediment and per slip planted at 7.5 cm
runofffrom a dirt road in Africa. PhoLo co.sy of MASDAR (1.9 cm/day) and 15 cm

(1.4 cm/day). Also, 4
tillers per slip per planting

down, rather curve back up or lishment. In the long term, if spot had a greater establishment
to the side. One technique to the amount of planting material percentage than 2 tillers per slip
avoid this problem is to plant is a problem, it would be best to per planting spot, 74% versus
the slip slightly deeper, place be less conservative and strive 57%, respectively. Fertilization
the feet on both of the slip and to establish good hedges over does not appear to have any
pull it up slightly. Slips for smaler areas (to ensure farmer effect on plant survival and
planting should be selected for acceptance) while more nurser- while it may increase the rate of
a maximum amount of succu- ies are being established. growth, it will also increase
lent material; slips from older Plantings that are too widely weed competition within the
parts of the plants with a lot of spaced will not provide any hedge. In establishing a hedge,
dried material or from plants benefits for many years. Ide- individual plant survival is not
that have been allowed to ally the number of tillers per as important as the spatial
flower in the nursery will not slip and their planting densities variability and distribution of
give as good establishment. should be based on the desire to mortality within the hedge. If a
When planting the soil must be minimize, or avoid all together, vigorous plant can be estab-
well compacted back around the necessity to come back and lished every 20 cm-25 cm in
the slip to ensure good soil carry out gapfilling in the poor soils and every 30 cm in
contact for the roots. Reports hedges at the end of the first, good soils, then an established
of poor establishment of vetiver second, and possibly, third hedge can be achieved in 3-4
have often been traced to poor years and to achieve an effec- years (pers. comm. Dr. AP.
planting practices. tive hedge in the minimum Raju). If an established hedge

amount of time possible. The is desired more quickly than
The number of tillers practice in the semi-arid dry that then planting densities will

per planting spot and the zone of India on sandy soils have to be modified to achieve
spacing between planting spots has been to plant 3-4 tillers per this goal. Current experience
will be dependant on the slip every 10 cm- 15 cm and on suggests that in good soils
amount of planting material clayey soils to plant 2-3 tillers within a humid zone, hedges of
available, the soil, the climate, per slip every 10 cm. In the vetiver can be established in 1
and the amount of time that you humid areas of China and year based on selection of good
wish to wait for hedge estab- Madagascar the practice has planting material and good
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planting practices with 2-3 side. The ditch will harvest saturated soils. Observations in
tillers per slip every 10 cm-15 water to aid in the initial estab- India have shown that where
cm; in good soils in the semi- lishment of the vetiver, after vetiver has been planted into
arid zone within 2-3 years with establishment the vetiver will waterlogged areas at the toe of
3-4 tillers per slip every 10 cm; continue the function of in- improperly laid out soil bunds,
in poor soils in the semi-arid creasing on-site soil moisture establishment has been poor.
zone in 3 years with 3-4 tillers long after the "V" ditch has The same observations have
per slip every 7.5 cm. become non-functional. been made in low lying spots of

In areas of moisture Establishment and poorly drained fields. These
stress (which includes dis- growth of vetiver grass in observation are only pertinent
turbed lands in humid areas) shaded areas is not as good as it to the establishment phase, i.e.
one of three supporting prac- is in unshaded areas. Where when the newly planted slip is
tices for vetiver hedge estab- vetiver has been planted for the placed in the ground. Once the
lishment are recommended. first time along with crops such root system establishes vetiver
When plowing the furrow for as sorghum or pigeon pea can survive waterlogged condi-
the planting of vetiver, a small (Cajanus cajan) it has been tions; in India vetiver has
ridge immediately downslope suppressed due to a lack of survived weeks underwater in
of the vetiver furrow can be sufficient sunlight. Once gullies. Growth rates of vetiver
created using some of the soil established the grass has no under waterlogged conditions
from the furrow, or after the problem with shading by trees were, as reported from Jiangxi
vetiver has established (about or crops, but in the early Province in south China, lower
30 days after planting) a furrow months after planting optimal than growth rates of vetiver
can be plowed adjacent to the management would be to allow growing slightly higher up next
vetiver on the downslope side, it to have sufficient light to get to a duck pond. The vetiver in
or the planting furrow for the a good start. If possible, adjust the waterlogged soil was about
vetiver can be plowed to 30 cm the planting programs to have two-thirds the height and had
and only partially refilled after the on-farm vetiver plantings one-half the number of tillers as
planting. Any one of these coincide with the low growing the same age plants that were a
three practices will enhance component of the crop rotation. bit higher up on the bank.
infiltration and soil moisture If this is not possible, leave Tillering will be in-
along the vetiver line for about 75 cm-100 cm of un- creased and hedge establish-
optimal establishment and planted space on the south side ment time reduced if the newly
growth through the first season. of vetiver lines that run more established vetiver hedges are
In drier areas and/or in severely east and west and leave about kept pruned back to 30 cm-50
eroded areas it would probably 50 cm unplanted on both sides cm. This will provide not only
be beneficial to carry out one of of the line if the rows run more large amounts of fodder, but
these three practices in the north and south. Alternatively, material for animal bedding and
second season as well. If mean mixed cropping could be mulching. According to rough
annual rainfall is below 300 carried out with a low growing estimates from Jiangxi Prov-
mm per year a more specialized crop along the vetiver line. If ince in south China, 500-1,000
treatment is required to estab- none of the above are feasible, kg of leaf (green weight) was
lish vetiver. A two meter wide the vetiver can still be planted, harvested in the first year from
and (about) 30 cm deep "V" but expect reduced establish- a 200 meter long vetiver hedge;
ditch having a 1600 inside ment and slower growth. greater production can be
angle should be constructed Though a semi-aquatic expected in succeeding years.
along the contour with a small species, establishment of From the same report, tillering
ridge formed on the downslope vetiver may be a problem in of vetiver was shown to de-
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crease following regular prun- high. Several suggestions have scour/soil loss within the gaps
ing of the hedge during the dr also been received on how to between clumps has only been
season when moisture is limit- overcome this problem. First, noted in one isolated case on a
ing; growth rates of the leaves, gapfilling should be carried out Vertisol in one area where less
however averaged 4.5 cm/day as a priority item very early in than 10% of the gaps showed
during the second month of the the rainy season. Prune the scouring. More commonly
dry season. When moisture is plants on either side of the gap there have been observations of
not limited during the wetter to ground level and save the reduced soil loss in the gaps
times of the year, pruning cuttings to mulch the newly caused by subsurface root
should increase tillering. planted slips. Cultivate the gap grafts that bridge the gaps and
Pruning of the hedges is not to 20 cm-30 cm to break up any hold the soil in place.
strictly necessary, but trimmed feeder roots from the adjacent Concern about the
hedges are more effective, plants and plant a clump of harvesting of vetiver roots for
especially on crop lands, and vetiver rather than just a few their oil and the resulting
reduce shading of crops. tillers. Planting material may damage has been expressed by

Gapfilling is part of a be removed from vigorously several sources. While some
good management system for growing plants in the hedge but vetiver may be harvested to
the establishment of vetiver remember to select tillers from meet local demand, widespread
hedges and should be carried parts that have not flowered or damage from harvesting is not
out at the beginning of the next seeded. Another suggestion likely. This is the conclusion
rainy season following the which has great potential for from L.J. van Veen's 1989
initial planting. As stated solving gapfilling problems paper for the International
before, planting should be came from a commercial Agriculture Center entitled
carried out with the intent of nurseryman, Mr. M.Z. Notes on the Production and
minimizing or avoiding Hussain, in Hyderabad, India. Marketing of Vetiver Oil. Mr.
gapfilling altogether, but with Mr. Hussain reports that vetiver van Veen reviewed both the
any biological system there will can easily be layered and historic and current demand for
be mortality. To the extent that suggests that if the plants on vetiver oil worldwide and
mortality is associated with late either side of the gap are concluded that "Because of this
planting, poor slip selection, allowed to flower, then the (declining demand and current
careless planting techniques, or culm (the shoot on which the production levels) it seems very
inappropriate planting locations flower is located) can be bent unlikely that vetiver hedges
(e.g. on the top or downslope over and buried in the gap, planted for soil and moisture
toe of bunds versus the upslope mulched (with vetiver leaves) conservation will be uprooted
toe), it can be avoided. To the to conserve moisture and a rock by its users in a later stage for
extent that it is caused by slips placed on top to hold it all in production of vetiver oil.
being kicked out prior to root place. The culm, which re- Hence in the opinion of this
establishment, farm implements mains attached to the plant, will author this aspect does not pose
not being lifted over the hedge, then sprout from the nodes. At a serious constraint on the
vertic cracking running through least 2 or 3 nodes should be continued introduction of
the newly planted hedge or buried in the gap. vetiver grass for vegetative soil
some other cause, gapfilling Some effect on soil loss and moisture conservation".
must be carried out. Many from hedges that have yet to This conclusion is supported in
reports of difficulty in replant- achieve closure has been noted. a 1986 publication entitled
ing gaps have been received. Silt deposition behind estab- Essential Oils and Oleoresins
Slip growth in gaps is reported lished clumps has been widely from the International Trade
to be very slow and mortality observed, and incidences of Center UNCTAD/GATT. "The
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prospects for new producers (of leucaena, with contour of soil loss from the across
vetiver oil) can only be de- bunding, and with contour slope, leucaena, and bunded
scribed as poor, the existing hedges of vetiver grass. The plots are very similar. The data
producers being more than vetiver and leucaena hedges from the leucaena plots is more
capable of meeting any likely were about one year old at the usefully thought of as data from
level of demand in the foresee- start of data collection. A 1 contour cultivated plots as the
able future." meter vertical interval was used leucaena hedges were uni-

Local demand for for the layout of the hedges and formly sparse and probably not
vetiver may best be met by a bunds. Combining the data very effective.
few small producers managing from two sets of experiments Relative to the other
specifically for oil or roots. carried out in proximity to each treatments, the vetiver plots
Site damage could be mini- other on two different crops showed a lower soil loss on a
mized by leaving contour lines (pearl millet and sorghum), per storm basis. Using the
of vetiver intact after harvest; simple linear regression models assumption that the effects of
concurrently, if 10 cm or so of were made to estimate the the leucaena hedges was mini-
root were left on each clump relationship between surface mal at this stage of the experi-
after harvest, the clumps could runoff and soil loss from the ments, the slopes of the regres-
be broken up for planting vetiver plots versus the "other" sion lines show:
material to be sold to soil and treatment plots. The regression - a 12% decrease in average
soil moisture conservation equations, based on 49 rainfall- per storm soil loss from the
projects. event observations (excepting contour cultivated (leucaena)

contour soil bunding for which plots versus the across slope
RESEARCH RESULTS only 10 observations were cultivated plots;

available), were of the form: - little or no difference in the
Preliminary research Yi = f(X) + E (1) average per storm soil loss

results recently obtained from where, X = soil loss or runoff from the contour cultivated
India show some interesting from the vetiver treatment plots and the contour cultivated
patterns in the impacts of plots, Yi = soil loss or runoff with soil bunding plots;
vetiver grass. In particular, a from one of the other treatment - a 56% decrease, a 51%
set of data from the work of Dr. plots, and E = some error term. decrease, and a 50% decreas
G.M. Bharad in Akola, Mahar- Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the in the average per storm soil
ashtra provides some insight. regression lines comparing soil loss from the vetiver plots
Dr. Bharad has been carrying loss, surface runoff, and peak versus the across slope, contour
out small plot experiments, runoff from vetiver and the cultivated, and contour culti-
collecting surface runoff and other treatments, respectively. vated with contour bunding
soil loss data. The plots, which The lines on the graphs labelled plots, respectively.
average 0.35 ha in size, repre- "vetiver" are the vetiver: The implications from
sent Black Cotton soils (Verti- vetiver comparison lines; the these data being that contour
sols) in a low rainfall area deviations from those lines cultivation by itself reduced
(mean annual precipitation shows the difference between soil losses from each runoff
861 mm). The plot slopes are vetiver and the other plots. The producing storm by an average
less than 2% and the treatments r2 for the regression lines of 12%, adding contour bunds
are across slope cultivation (i.e. ranged from 0.92 to 0.97 for to the contour cultivated system
cultivation parallel to the major soil loss, 0.94 to 0.96 for made no difference in soil
slope), and contour cultivation surface runoff, and 0.64 to 0.72 losses, adding contour hedges
(i.e. cultivation parallel to all for peak flows. of vetiver grass to the contour
slopes) with contour hedges of In Figure 1, the patterns cultivated system reduced soil
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losses, on the average, an effect of contour cultivation by times of higher antecedent soil
additional 51%. itself was to decrease the moisture conditions from

The average total soil number and magnitude of soil storms of greater depth, dura-
loss over the cropping season loss events. The addition of tion and intensity, in which a
from the plots was 25.5 t/ha vetiver, which plots had ap- large percentage of the annual
(s.d. = 13 t/ha), 16.9 t/ha (s.d. = proximately the same soil loss precipitation occurs and is lost
1.7 t/ha) and 7.6 t/ha (s.d. = 1.0 distribution as the contour as runoff. The opportunity to
t/ha) for across slope cultiva- cultivated plots, was to de- recharge soil moisture storage
tion, contour cultivation with a crease the magnitude of soil is greatest during these events.
contour hedge of leucaena, and loss but showed no effect on Also, these represent those
contour cultivation with a the number (or distribution) of events causing the greatest soil
contour hedge of vetiver, soil loss events. Both sets of loss; providing for the off-site
respectively. Data on the plots, contour cultivated (with transport of eroded soil par-
contour cultivated plot with leucaena) and contour culti- ticles. In the larger runoff
contour bunding was not vated with vetiver, had 90% of events the difference in
available for the entire period their total soil loss within the stormflow between vetiver and
of study, but during the time same runoff events, but the the other treatments is obvious;
over which data is available, average total soil lost as a result compared to the other treat-
the contour bunded plot showed of these events was 6.8 t/ha for ments, the vetiver plots showed
a soil loss of 13.5 t/ha to the the vetiver plots and 15.2 t/ha less surface runoff on a per
vetiver plot's 8.0 t/ha. for the contour (leucaena) plot. storm basis. The bunded plot

An indication of the The difference in the magnitude responded with the greatest
"buffering" effect against soil of soil losses is the effect of the amounts of runoff in the larger
loss conferred by the different vetiver in retaining sediment. storms; in keeping with the
treatments is obtained from the Comparing the regres- function of the bund to channel
distribution of soil loss from sion lines for storm event water off of the field. Assum-
the plots over the entire crop- surface runoff (Figure 2), the ing that the effects of the
ping season. In the across runoff from the smaller events leucaena hedges were minimal
slope cultivated plots, 90% of is fairly similar for all treat- at this stage of the experiments,
the season's soil loss occurred ments; this is as much an the slopes of the regression
during 50% of the seasons's artifact of runoff sampling from lines show:
runoff events. In the contour small plots as it is a result of - a 10% decrease in the
cultivated plots, with leucaena treatment. In smaller runoff average per storm surface
and with vetiver, 90% of the events the main source of runoff from the contour culti-
soil loss occurred during 22% runoff water is from the area vated plots versus the across
of the runoff events. The immediately upslope of the slope cultivated plots;
significance is that the across collector; in these experiments - a 31% increase in the aver-
slope plots were more likely to the vegetative hedges and age per storm surface runoff
lose soil during any storm event bunds are at some distance from the contour cultivated
that caused runoff versus the upslope. Storm events which with soil bunding plots versus
other two plots where less than generate greater than the contour cultivated plots.
half of as many runoff-produc- (about) 15mm of runoff begin to The increase was due to a
ing storms generated 90% the show greater differences be- greater runoff response during
lost soil. Assuming that the tween treatments. It is the the larger storms; in the lesser
leucaena plots were more larger runoff events that are of storms runoff from the bunded
representative of contour the greatest interest as these are plots was generally less than
cultivation alone, then the the events, occurring during the from the contour cultivated
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plots; that has been abstracted from in runoff are consistently seen.
- a 31% decrease, a 23% research carried out not only in The greatest difference occurs
decrease, and a 46 % decrease Akola, but also in Andhra in the comparison with contour
in the average per storm surface Pradesh and Karnataka (see bunding; underscoring the bund
runoff from the vetiver plots Acknowledgement at the end of function of concentrating
versus the across slope, contour this section). It shows the runoff and channelling it off the
cultivated, and contour culti- difference in surface runoff as field.
vated with contour bunding measured from areas treated - The relationship
plots, respectively. with contour hedges of vetiver between vetiver and the other

The average total versus other types of treat- treatments holds constant over
surface runoff over the crop- ments. The percentages given the different time scales repre-
ping season from the plots was shows the difference between sented in Table 1, with the only
317 mm (s.d. = 34 mm), 261 them, e.g. total runoff from the exception being the large
mm (s.d. = 49 mm) and 197 vetiver treated areas was difference in runoff from the
mm (s.d. = 43 mm) for across measured to be an average of bunded plot during the maxi-
slope cultivation, contour 45% less than surface runoff mum 24 hour runoff event. The
cultivation with a contour from the areas treated with significance is that the differ-
hedge of leucaena, and contour along the slope cultivation. ences remain consistent be-
cultivation with a contour The percentage in brackets tween when the soils are at or
hedge of vetiver, respectively. below the 45% shows that the near saturation (maximum 24
Data on the contour cultivated range of the observations, i.e. hour runoff and maximum 7
plot with contour bunding was surface runoff was observed to day runoff), to when there is
not available for the entire be between 30% and 60% less little or no crop cover to protect
period of study, but during the in the vetiver treated areas. soil and stop surface sealing as
time over which data is avail- The results presented here (and a result of raindrop impact
able, the contour bunded plot other tables) are from across (runoff first 4 weeks), and over
had surface runoff of 174 mm soil types (Vertisols and the entire cropping season.
to the vetiver plot's 115 mm. Alfisols) and crop types on Table 2, drawn from

Figure 3, which com- slopes less than 5% in the semi- the same sources as Figure 1,
pares peak runoff rates (i.e. the arid zones of south India. In all shows the difference in total
maximum rate at which surface cases the vetiver treatments soil loss over one cropping
runoff left the plot during a rain were either in their first rainy or season. The figures are per-
storm) and shows that there is second season since out- centages comparing vetiver to
very little, if any difference planting. The data comes from the other treatments. For
between any of the treatments. a small number of samples and example, over the entire crop-
This observation is not surpris- represents preliminary results ping season 73% less soil was
ing. In large storms when soils from ongoing experiment. In lost from the vetiver plots than
saturate even a forest area will the data comparing vetiver with from the plots cultivated across
respond very similarly, for a leucaena hedges, it would be the slope. Again, the vetiver
short period, to a poorly vege- more useful to use it as a plots consistently showed less
tated area. In agronomic comparison of contour cultiva- soil loss in comparison to all
situations, this will be even tion as the Leucaena hedges treatments. The maximum 1
more obvious as there is less were uniformly sparse and day soil loss figure is important
soil and little or no surface probably not effective. From as it is the extreme events
residue storage available to Table 1 the most interesting which cause the greatest dam-
dampen peak flows. information on surfacerunoff is: age; the differences between

Table 1 contains data - In all cases decreases the vetiver plots and the other
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treatments is still apparent. magnitude of the plot runoff tively). Wilting point for the
The conclusions that from large storm events have soil (sandy, red Alfisols) was

can be drawn from the prelimi- implications worth exploring in about 4% volumetric moisture
nary data provided by Dr. regards to increased moisture content; this was reached on
Bharad and the other research- stress. day 7 in the control and day 22
ers (see Acknowledgements) Greater infiltration in the contour cultivation and
are that the greatest value of should translate into increased vetiver treatment.
vetiver, on these plots, for soil soil and plant available mois- - Dr. Bharad, PKV
loss protection was the protec- ture. A few observations from University, in Akola, Mahar-
tion provided during the larger India lend support to the hy- ashtra carried out a series of
storm (or runoff) events. Even pothesis that such increases water balance studies compar-
though peak flows were similar may be expected following ing treatment plots with vetiver
(and soil loss is generally well treatment with contour hedges to various other treatments
correlated with peak flows), of vetiver. The observations under different crop types, he
soil losses from events that comprise: reports: A) under pearl millet,
produced higher flows aver- - Drs. S. Subramanian the vetiver treatment's esti-
aged about 50% less from the and S. Senthhil, Tamil Nadu mated total soil moisture
vetiver plots, while soil losses Agricultural University, moni- recharge was 14% greater
were similar between the other tored soil moisture over 18 versus across slope cultivation
treatment plots. The average weeks on similar plots with and and 6% greater versus contour
per storm surface runoff from without vetiver hedging on a cultivation with leucaena
the vetiver plots was about 26% Vertisol with 1.2% slopes in hedges; B) under sorghum, the
less than that from the leucaena Coimbatore, India. Over the 18 vetiver treatment's estimated
and across slope plots and 46% weeks, which began on October total soil moisture recharge was
less than that from the bunded 27, 1988, the vetiver plot had 16% greater versus across slope
plot. The average total runoff an average of 13.4% greater cultivation and 9% greater
for the cropping season showed soil moisture (s.d. = 10.7%) versus contour cultivation with
the greatest differences were with a maximum difference of leucaena hedges; C) under pearl
between vetiver and the graded 33%. millet, the vetiver treatment's
bund plots, next was the along - Dr. A.M. Krishnappa estimated total soil moisture
and across slope cultivated of the Operational Research recharge was 81% greater
plots (which were similar), and Project in Karnataka reports versus along (up and down
last was the contour cultivated that based on field measure- slope) cultivation.
and leucaena plots (also simi- ments, 12 to 15 days more - Spot readings of soil
lar). The data support the moisture was crop available on moisture taken with a KEL
hypothesis that vetiver hedges, plots treated with contour Soil Moisture meter outside the
by slowing down surface runoff cultivation and vetiver hedges village of Achlu-thotahalli,
and spreading it evenly over the than on the untreated control. Karnataka, recorded an average
slope, create greater infiltration Data obtained from gravimetric 38% greater reading of soil
opportunity both in space and sampling showed the vetiver moisture in the top 10 cm of a
time which results in greater plots to have 50% greater contour cultivated field with
infiltration of rainfall. The data volumetric soil moisture than vetiver hedges versus a tradi-
also raise the question of the the control 3 hours after a tionally cultivated plot.
impact of soil bunding on soil rainfall event (24% and 16%, There still remains
moisture. Though the sample respectively); 212% greater quite a bit of research to be
for contour bunded plots is too volumetric soil moisture after 7 done to spell out the impacts
small to be significant, the days (12.8% and 4.1%, respec- and expected benefits from
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Figure 1. The Effects of Contour Planted Vetiver on Soil Losses Versus Other Treatments (top)
Figure 2. Effects of Contour Planted Vetiver on R unoff Versus Other Treatments (bottom)

vegetative barriers of vetiver, extensionists and other grass page 1 in this newsletter.*****
particularly in uplands on roots workers or they are not.
hillside agriculture. However, We need to benefit from PESTS AND DISEASES OF
every day research is going on everyone's experiences. Please VETIVER
with vetiver in thousands of pass on your comments, obser-
farmers field and in dozens of vations and data, we will Common reports of
projects worldwide. This is the publish them here. Send any vetiver's resistance to insects
research that is carried out by information on vetiver or any and disease and its repellant
doing and the results are either other species you have found properties towards rats and
convincing farmners, useful to the address given on insects have been widely
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Figure 3. Effects of Contour Planted Vetiver on Peak Surface Runoff Versus Other Treatments

reported both from the tropics termite nests are not any more with other cultivars has shown
and temperate zones. These likely to be located in a vetiver that the Gundalpet cultivar
reports span at least 30 years of hedge than in any other part of remains green almost through
experience. At the same time the field where a food source is the entire dry season and
it is inconceivable that a bio- available, i.e. vetiver hedges do produces very little dry material
logical entity could be pest and not attract termites per se. In relative to other vetiver culti-
disease free. Perhaps the best areas with termite populations vars that dry out earlier and
explanation that will reconcile the dry material in the hedges is produce significant amounts of
30 years of experience with an ideal food for the nests and dry material. Termite nests
common sense is that vetiver nests are common. Whether or have not been observed to be as
has not yet been found to have not the termites create damage common on the Gundalpet
pest and disease problems that or mortality (and gaps) is a cultivar as they are on the other
are of practical or economic subject under debate. It is cultivars.
importance to the farmer. The certain that where nests have - White grub (Eupledia spp.)
recent worldwide increase of covered over entire leaves or attack on the roots of vetiver
interest in vetiver has led to clumps so that light is cut off, has been reported as "severe"
closer inspection of the plant that leaf or clump has died, but in one case in Zimbabwe by
over the range in which it is that occurrence is rare. At Mr. A.G. Allison, the director
used. This inspection has present insufficient evidence of agriculture for Management,
generated some information on exists to conclude if termites Agricultural Services, Develop-
vetiver and pests and diseases: are a practically significant ment and Research (U.K.) Ltd.
- Termite (white ant) nests problem to hedge establishment Mr. Allison states that in
have commonly been observed and maintenance. If the evi- Zimbabwe "the white grub is a
in vetiver hedges in the semi- dence should come down on serious pest of sugar cane and
arid zones of south India, the side of termites as a prob- napier grass", but that he does
except in the Black Cotton soils lem, there already exists a good "not expect this to occur very
(Vertisols). Casual observa- start at a biological solution. A widely but it is well to know
tions have resulted in the comparison of the Gundalpet, about it."
tentative conclusions that India (farrner selected) cultivar - Stemborers have been
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observed in the culms and through the roots to create new that attempts in the laboratory
midribs of leaves of vetiver burrows, but insufficient to to cross-infect sorghum, maize
plants in south China and the repel the rats whose burrows and millet (the areas major
Terai in Nepal. Currently already existed. This same oil cereal crops) failed and early
unidentified, the stemborer content and rats hypothesis has indications are that the smuts
larvae seemed to have been been put forward in Madagas- may be host specific.********
suffering a high mortality rate car as well (pers. comm. Tho-
and no pupae could be found in mas Bredero). From the same VETIVER AROUND THE
either of the countries. Identifi- source in Madagascar has come WORLD
cation of the borer is being the report that farmers there are
carried out and further inforrna- not terribly concerned about the Much of the news and
tion will be forthcoming. rat repellency of vetiver as they information on vetiver grass
- Holotrichia serrata, an insect, normally burn their fields to rid (as a soil and soil moisture
has been found in the roots of them of rats, it is for that reason conservation species) has come
vetiver. they prefer vetiver to other from India, but that is not to
- Insect herbivory has been hedge plants because it survives indicate that India is the only
observed on leaf margins of the burning and grows back country interested in this grass.
vetiver in the Terai of Nepal. rapidly. Internationally quite a bit of
No insect(-s) was identified as - A "Brown Spot" disease of interest in vetiver has been
being responsible and the level vetiver has been reported from generated; most recently, the
of damage was not significant. several countries. The "spot" Vetiver Network has learned of
- Rat burrows have been found disease in Andhra Pradesh, the use of vetiver in the follow-
in the GKVK University farm India has been identified by the ing locations:
in Bangalore, India existing Agricultural University as - In China, under the Na-
under established vetiver Curvularia trifolii, endemic to tional Soil and Fertilizer Sta-
hedges, but only where the that area, this fungus is neither tion Headquarters of the Minis-
hedges were planted on old considered to be an economic try of Agriculture, various other
bunds with what were most problem of crop plants nor to agencies will be carrying out
likely pre-existing rat burrows. have any significant impact on work with vetiver in Fujian,
Rats are also reported in vetiver the vetiver. The fungus causes Jiangxi, Sichuan, Hunan, and
in Madagascar. Concurrently, a dieback from the tip of the Guizhou Provinces for soil and
the rat repellant properties of vetiver leaves. Another water conservation on tea, fruit
vetiver have been reported from "Brown Spot" of vetiver, and cultivated slopes and
sufficient and diverse sources identified as Gloecercospora terraces;
to lend credence to those sorghi, has been reported. - In China, under the Minis-
reports. The conflicting reports - Fusarium spp. (a rust), try of Water Resource's Depart-
are probably the result of the particularly during the rainy ment of Rural Water Conser-
repellant properties being a season, has been found on vancy and Soil Conservation is
function of the oil content (and vetiver. working to extend vetiver grass
therefore odor strength) of the - Two smuts have been found into the provinces of Jiangxi,
root. The oil content varies growing on vetiver in the Hainan, Guangdong, Fujian,
widely between cultivars and GKVK University farm in Zhejiang, Shanxi, Gansu,
possibly within cultivars and Bangalore. The smuts are Sichuan, and Henan. Also, the
between sites. On the GKVK being identified, but meanwhile Institute of Mountain Disasters
farm it may be that the oil it has been reported (pers. and Environment of the Chi-
content was sufficient to comm. Dr. P. Ramanagowda, nese Academy of Sciences is
discourage rats from chewing Operational Research Project) proposing research on vetiver
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for use in mountainous areas; active in agriculture and natural State and other localities
- In Madagascar the vetiver resources for usage in river including the Mambilla Plateau
contour hedge system has been cutting areas, land slide stabili- and Gongola;
accepted by the Project Prepa- zation, stabilization of outward - In Northern Ghana vetiver
ration Unit of the PAE and sloping terraces, and agro- is proposed for use to trap silt
DVA as the key element of forestry schemes; at dam entrances;
various systems of land use - In Ethiopia vetiver has been - In the Republic of Mali a
aimed at conserving soil and located on several Coffee pilot project design has planned
water. Also, an extension type Authority farms where it had to incorporate vetiver hedges
booklet in Malagasy and one in been introduced in about 1978 into a sustainable farming
French will be distributed by some Indian Extension systems project;
throughout the island. Vegeta- workers who used it as a - In Tanzania vetiver has been
tive contour protection on about natural barrier to the spread of in use as a soil conservation
250,000 ha is to be undertaken Digitaria scalorum and grass by at least one farmer
by the national extension Cynodon dactylis. Also the who has been growing it for
service; Ethiopian Ministry of Coffee about 50 years. He recalls
- On the island of St. Vincent, and Tea Development intends receiving his original planting
West Indies interest in vetiver to publish 2,000 copies of the material from German colo-
grass is reviving amongst Vetiver Handbook in Amharic; nists. He reports no spreading
policy makers and others. The - In the U.S.A. the Soil out of the planted lines in the
grass had been extensively Conservation Service in coop- entire time. Also, CIDA is
planted by the Department of eration with the Agricultural testing it on their wheat project
Agriculture as a contour hedge Research Service plan a series near Arusha;
for soil conservation in the of trials on vetiver focusing on - Identified in Queensland, the
1940s and also had been used soil loss reduction and in-field New South Wales Soil Conser-
by the people as thatching windbreaks. The Forest Ser- vation Department is carrying
material, a composting sub- vice is also reported to be out experimental work on
stance, a perfumery, and a interested in vetiver for forestry vetiver;
boundary marker. Over the last applications. Propagation of - Vetiver grass has been im-
decades it's use had been vetiver is being carried out in ported into New Zealand
forgotten, but recently had been almost a dozen of the Depart- where, after leaving quarantine,
reintroduced into the northeast- ment of Agriculture's Plant evaluation work will be carried
em portion of the island in a Materials Centers; out on it for its applications in
forestry management project by - In Kenya the Soil Conserva- that country;
the Canadian International tion Division of the Ministry of - In the Philippines, Panta-
Development Agency (CIDA); Agriculture is carrying out bagan, vetiver is being planted
- In the Terai of Nepal vetiver performance trials on vetiver in to stabilize eroding hillslopes;
has been used traditionally to Embu, and we have heard from - In Northern Sumatra the
stabilize rice paddy bunds and Mervyn Carnnelly at Lake Ministry of Forestry has a
irrigation field channels, as Nairasha that he has used vetiver nursery and trial area;
well as used as a fodder spe- vetiver for soil conservation for - In East Kalimantan suffi-
cies, for weaving baskets and to many years, cient material has been propa-
make combs (from the roots) - In Nigeria, the state of gated to begin outplanting next
and brooms (from the flowers). Kaduna, vetiver has been found year as contour hedges;
A great deal of interest in as an agricultural boundary - In Indonesia the usage of
vetiver has been expressed by planting, and demonstrations vetiver grass on a large scale
NGOs and project personnel are now underway in Sokoto with oil palm and rubber palm
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has been reported; compiled a microcomputer work by the following indi-
- In Brazil, a 200 ha vetiver spreadsheet that calculates the viduals and institutions:
farm is located in the State of direct costs of a vetiver project - Figuresl,2 and 3;
Rio Grande do Norte.******** including nursery and hedge Table 1, Nos. 1,2,4, and 5; and

planting. The spreadsheet uses Table 2: Dr. Bharad, PKV
VETIVER CATALOGUE information provided by the University, Akola,

user on local input costs, area Maharashtra, India.
ASTAG is putting to be treated and planting - Table 1, No. 3: Dr. A.

together a new slide presenta- geometry. Based on experience Padme Raju, Andhra
tion on vetiver grass and its with World Bank supported Pradesh Agricultural Univer-
uses around the world. The projects in India, the spread- sity, Pahadisharif, A.P., India.
slide show is appropriate for sheet calculates nursery re- We would also like to
use as an information dissemi- quirements, total costs, costs thank the project personnel of
nation and extension tool to per 1,000 planting slips and the Kabbalnala Watershed
introduce vetiver to policy, costs per 1,000 running meters Management Project, the
project and field level person- of hedge as well as per hectare Maheshwaram Watershed
nel, as well as to the general treatment costs. The spread- Management Project, the
project. Each set of slides will sheet allows users to estimate Manoli Watershed Management
come with a script to be read the costs of a vetiver program Project, and the Parvanala
along with the slide show. Sets and compare them with other Watershed Management Project
will be available from ASTAG technologies. Users will want for having supplied much of the
by April 1990 and will cost to supplement the program with management information which
US$ 60.00 each. knowledge of local conditions. comprises this newsletter.*****

A sample of the output from
In March 1990 the the spreadsheet is given below

World Bank will publish the to illustrate the impact of wage T1,Rs p s
3rd edition of the Vetiver field rate and slope class on per
handbook - to be titled: Vetiver hectare costs. The spread- t
-A Hedge Against Erosion; a sheet, in (IBM) Lotus 1-2-3 or : X
name borrowed from (Apple)MS-Works is available
MASDAR, U.K.. The book from ASTAG for US$ 5.00
will be sold worldwide and will (specify size, e.g. 360K, 5.25
be available at most outlets that inch). Comments and sugges-
sell Bank publications; a free tions for revisions of the
copy will be sent to all mem- spreadsheet should be sent to
bers of the network. If you Bill Magrath, ASTAG.
want to purchase extra copies All requests and
($4.95 in the U.S) you may comments may be sent to
contact the nearest World Bank ASTAG at the address found on
Office. It is not copyrighted the bottom of page 1 in this
and we encourage translations newsletter.****************
into local languages. Also
available for free are copies of ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
the list of Vetiver Network
participants. The research results presented

To assist in project in this newsletter were given to
preparation ASTAG has the Vetiver information net-
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vetiver grass.
The Vetiver Information Network will

A) Please ignore the inclusion of a award (i) US $2000 to any individual or agency
corrected Table 3 and ignore the copy of the that can show us another plant species as useful
table on pages 20 and 21 of the newsletter. as vetiver grass and we will also award (ii) the

B) Another table (Table 4) has also been seven top management and/or research results
added since the Newsletter went to the Print provided to us with US $3000, US $2000, US
Shop; this table details the area of nursery $1000 and four awards of US $500, respectively.
needed (hectares) to treat 1,000 hectares of land We will be accepting your letters detailing your
with vetiver grass, based on slope class. In suggestions and findings until March 15, 1991.
reading the table you should bear in mind that At that time an independent, external panel will
the figures were derived assuming hedge estab- choose the awardees; all awards will be made by
lishment at 1 meter vertical intervals. This was May 1, 1991. All valid information received on
done mostly for convenience in adjusting the management, research and other species will be
figures to the vertical intervals desired for a incorporated into a Newsletter for publication by
particular management situation. In general, June 1991.
therefore, the table exaggerates the nursery The award for identification of another
requirements. This is especially true for higher species suitable for use as a contour vegetative
slopes when actual vertical intervals used will barrier for soil and soil moisture conservation,
result in nursery areas at least 70% smaller than across the same range of conditions as vetiver
those given in the table. grass, will be based upon the following criteria:

C) Also note the inclusion of the descrip- i) when planted correctly it will form a
tion of a home made hand level that can be put dense permanent hedge capable of significantly
together simply from a piece of clear plastic slowing surface runoff and spreading it out;
tubing. The original design comes from ii) it has a strong, fibrous root system that
MASDAR in the U.K. and the simplification of penetrates and binds the soil to a sufficient depth
the design by the tying together of the tubes is and that can withstand the effects of soil crack-
owed to Brian Albinson, ASTAG. As carrying ing and tunneling;
out of all agricultural operations along the iii) it is perennial and requires minimal
contour is the basis for conservation farming, we maintenance:
encourage extensionists to either obtain for iv) under the conditions found in farmer's
themselves a commercial hand level or, better, fields (rainfed or irrigated) its seed does not
avail themselves of easy to make and use tech- germinate, nor does it spread by stolons or
nologies such as this one, demonstrate it to rhizomes to become a pest;
farmers and then place it in their hands for use. v) its crown is below the surface, thus

wFk****"*b**"^""w****g**" protecting the plant against fire and over-graz-

RIfartlm HOUC ing;
vi) it does not attract or harbor popula-

Just after "press time" we received a sum tions of rodents, snakes and other pests when
of money to use as incentives for: planted as a hedge;

i) obtaining information on other plant vii) its leaves and roots have a demon-
species (not vetiver grass) that will perform the strated resistance to most diseases, and is not an
same soil and soil moisture conservation func- alternative host for any diseases of economic
tion over as wide a climatic and geographic importance;
range as will vetiver grass; viii) once established it cannot be grazed

ii) obtaining information on management out or have its function as a barrier destroyed by
innovations and research results from users of grazing;
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ix) it will not compete with the crop Within this category, any management-
plants it is used to protect; based innovations must also include a detailing

x) it is inexpensive and easy to establish of the costs.
as a hedge; Evidence of findings should attempt to

xi) it grows under both xeric and aquic include photographic evidence and names and
soil conditions; addresses of individuals or agencies that can

xii) it tolerates a wide range of soil corroborate the findings. For further information
conditions (low fertility, acidity/alkalinity, on documentation of findings contact the Vetiver
salinity, excessively drained/poorly drained soils, Information Network at the address given on
shales, gravels, unfavorable properties such as page 1 of the Newsletter.
high aluminum content);

xiii) it grows across a wide climatic range
(0 degrees C to 45 degrees C and mean annual
rainfall of 300mm to 6,000mm).

In the event that a species which meets
this criteria is not found, an additional eight US
$500 awards shall be made in the management
and research category for vetiver grass.

The awards for management innovations
and research results that lead to better defining
the benefits of vetiver grass will be judged based
on their importance toward:

i) lowering the costs of vetiver grass
propogation (nursery costs), outplanting, hedge
establishment and maintenance;

ii) providing proven low cost, low tech-
nology innovations suitable for small farmers
working with vetiver grass or for off-farm land
stabilization;

iii) providing valid information on the
on- or off-farm impacts of vetiver hedges on any
of the following: soil loss, soil moisture, surface
runoff, shallow groundwater recharge, or crop
yields relative to traditional or improved prac-
tices (for example, contour cultivation with and
without vetiver);

iv) providing information comparing
growth and morphological characteristics of
different cultivars, provenances, or varieties of
vetiver grass;

v) providing the information in iv
(above) across temperature and moisture gradi-
ents;

vi) providing information on economi-
cally important alternative uses of vetiver (for
example, fodder value and yield of fodder per
unit area of hedge).
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___________________________..... Ethiopian Soil Conservation 64L.:t..r.F-m .-0: ick- (0r. t vetiver technology. If you like it, please Spaelng of Hedgerows 65
copy and distribute it widely. Fodder Value of Vetiver 66

In October 1988 the vetiver Aswewill mention inthisNews- Research Update 66
hedgerow technology was introduced letter again, please send us any infor- Current Uses of Vetiver 68
to China. Two years later, China now mation you might have on vetiver -we Letters to the Network 68
has its own vigorous network support- are particularly interested in the obser- Vetiver Bibliography 69
ing a large number of participants. We vations from this last rainy season
would urge that other countries estab- (1990), including any runoff or sedi-
lish their own networks. A lot of letters ment data. Information on next year's Newsletter was mailed, there has a
continuetocomeinfromprivateorgani- programs with vetiver would also be of been a great deal of information col-
zations and farmers. One I received interest. We wish you well for the New lected on vetiver grass and an expan-
recently came from a group of 30 "or- Year and the next Vetiver season. sion of interest both on the part of
ganic"farmers in Karnataka, India. They -Dick Grimshaw government and nongovernmental
had read about vetiver in a copy of one associations (NGO). Here in the United
of our previous newsletters that had States, the Board of Science and Tech-
found itswaytothemthroughthe hands The ewletter nology for International Development
of a number of people. Open to the (BOSTID), National Academy of Sci-
potential of the vetiver technology, they This is the fourth Newsletter ences has been busy locating available
went out and found the grass and are put out by the Vetiver Information Net- literature and research data on vetiver
now trying it out. A good effort. work. Since March 1990, when the last grass. The results have been surpris-

Re: Vetiver Handbook. The ingas itturnsoutthat an extensive body
3rd Edition has been published (in of studies exist, particularly cytological
Chinese) by China's Red Soils Project . studies, on the grass. BOSTID has
and the World Bank is to publish this3rd reported that "vetiver grass may turn
Edition in both Spanish and Portuguese out to be the best known "unknown"
within the nearfuture. If you, or anyone " plant with which they have worked.
you know, would benefit from having a Included withthis Newsletteris apartial
translated copy, let us know. - bibliography of research or other infor-

Vetiver planting material is mation on vetiver grass that might be of
being sent to a United Nations Devel- - a interest. Among them, one article in
opment Program (UNDP) watershed particular is a useful review: Virmani,
project in Iran - and the 'forage' or '- '" O.P. and S.C. Datta. 1975. Vetiveria
'farmer selected' cultivar sent from zizanioides (Linn.) Nash. Indian Per-
Karnataka to China is said to be doing ,, fumer 19:35-73.
well. I am convinced that nitrogen- / * .g The Vetiver Information Net-
fixing mycorrhiza grow in association .. , ' work ftself iscontinuallygrowing. There
with some cultivars of vetiver. I would are now more than 1,500 participants;
be interested to hear confirmation of ' in China, interested researchers and
this from researchers participating in The June 1990 edition of New African vetiver users have started their own
this program. containedthisphotographof Prince Charles network. Still, the Network relies heav-

ASTAG has just presented a planting vetivergrasswhileonarecenttrip ily on its readers to keep us up-to-date
paper"VetiverGrass - A Hedge Against toNigeria. ThePrincevisited ajointBritish on activities, experiences and opinions.
Erosion" at the annual meetings of the CouncillAnambra StateProject on erosion At present, we try respond to many
American Society of Agronomy in their control. Mr. A. Chigbo, the Secretary and requests for country specific informa-
International Agronomy section. The ProjectEngineertoldthemagazinethatthe tion, often times there are Network
theme of the session was 'Developing Prince "broughtprestige to the project ... we participants in that country of whom we
Sustainable Agriculture". We gather knew the grass could work, but the problem know nothing except that they have
that it was well received and a copy is had been to convince the average expressed an interest in locating and
included with this Newsletter. It is a person .... they believe that things are good trying vetiver grass. Any information
useful paper as an introduction to the only when they are costly." thatwereceivecanbevaluableinsaving
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someone else a great deal of time and the end of November. One of the main March 15, 1991. At that time an inde-
effort. Please keep us informed. purposes of the conference will be to pendent, external panel will choose the

evaluate vetiver grass and other grass awardees; all awards will be made by
hedges. The USDA/SCS has been May 1, 1991. All valid information re-

Vetiver Grass S~rnInsrs and carrying out a number of trials with ceived on management, research and
TraSnl_ g vetiver grass. other species will be incorporated into a

Newsletterfor publication by June 1991.
A number of soil conservation Since that time we have re-

seminars and training sessions, involv- VeWrA ds . ceived notification from only one re-
ing vetiver grass hnagve tsaskieons pinvolv in 5 5 0 |search group regarding other species
recent months. In April, the Watershed In our last Newsletter we made with as wide a potential as vetivergrass.
Management Directorate in Dehradun, the announcement that we received a The notification hascome from Dr. B.R.
Indiaorganized acolloquiumon "Use of sum of money to use as incentives for: Hegde, Chief Scientist for the All India
Vetiver in Sediment Control" in which a i) obtaining information on other plant Coordinated Research Project for Dry-
number of papers were presented that species (not vetiver grass) that will land Agriculture in Bangalore, India.
detailed both research and manage- perform the same soil and soil moisture Dr. Hedge and his fellow researchers
ment experiences with vetiver grass in conservation function over as wide a have been working with both vetiver
India. In June a "Vetiver Grass Work- climatic and geographic range as will grass and with a local species of grass,
shop" was held at the Commercial vetiver grass; ii) obtaining information Pennisetum hohenackeri. They report
Farmers'Union in Harare,Zimbabwe in on management innovations and re- that sofarthe Pennisetum shows prom-
which both a research and implemen- search results from users of vetiver ise, forming a good hedgerow under
tation agenda was discussed to facili- grass. An award of US$ 2,000 will be conditions on the research farm. Their
tate the extension and use of vetiver given to any individual or agency that research is continuing and will be pre-
hedgerows in Zimbabwe. Also in June, can show us another specie or species sented to the independant panel that
the "First Training Course on Vetiver as useful as vetiver grass and we will will be judging the Vetiver Awards.
Grass" was conducted in Bhairawa, also award the seven top management If you or your organization
Nepal. The course attracted over 40 and/or research results provided to us wishes to participate, please keep in
participants, mostly from nongovern- with US$3,000, US$2,000, US$1,000 mind the March 15, 1991 deadline for
mentalorganizations. Atthistimethere and four awards of US$500, respec- presentation of your work. At present
are over 19 new nurseries and 32 new tively. Letters detailing your sugges- weare uncertainof the numberof people
trials as a result. In July, a seminar on tions and findings will be accepted until who will competing for these awards. It
"Vegetative Approaches to Soil Con-
servation" was hosted by Ethiopia's Table I. Countries in which Vetiveria zizanioides s currently known to exist.
Ministry of Agriculture. Mr. Meseret LATIN
Wondimu presented a paper entitled AFRCA AS AMvERICA CARIBBEAN PACIFC MISC."The Prospect of Vetiver Grass in Cof-
fee Culture - The Experience of the Algiers Bangladesh Argentina Antigua FIJI France
Ministry of Coffee and Tea Develop- Angola Burma Brazil Barabados New Caedonia Italy
ment" in which he summarized almost Burundi China Colombia Cuba New Guinea Russia
two decades of Ethiopian experience Comoro India Costa RIca Dom. Repub. New Zeaarnd Spain
with vetiver grass. Also, in recent C. Afr. Republic Indonesia Gualemala Halti Ssn LoA
months,trainingwasorganizedthrough Ethiopia Japan Guyana Jamaica TonP
the World Bank for NGOs in Sokoto, Gabn Malaysia Honduras Martinique
Nigeria to establish vetiver grass nurs- Ghna Nepal Paraguay Puerto Rico
eries from which the NGOs will be able Kenya Pakistan Suriname St. Lucia
to establish their own trials. In Guate- Madagascar Philippines St. Vincent
mala, Mr. Mark Wilson, with World Malawi Singapore Trinidad
SHARE/Guatemala, hasformed agroup Mauritius Sri Lanka
of organizations and individuals who Nigeria Thailand
are interested in vetiver grass. The Rwanda
group, which consists of two govern- Reunion
ment agencies, four NGOs, coffee Seycheaes
producers and some other interested Somalia
individuals, isto test and promote vetiver S. Africa
as well as act as a focal point for deci- Tanzania
sion-making concerning the best meth- Tunlsla
ods of promotion. The United States Ugada
Department of Agriculture's Soil Con- Zaire
servation Service (USDA/SCS) will be Zambia
holding a grass hedge conference at Zimbabwe
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would be helpful if you could send a STABIUZING FIELD/
note notifying us of your intentions with RE,%iSO ROADS' Bo Y MISCEL4NiUS
a short description of your work. ____GI ___N__LOC___________N__PATHS ______HE___E

Africa

Burundi X
. Atfr. Rep. X X wa l rierI

-- ur - npUt IS sodOd byei Tha Ethiop mulch/mat-

--. i..B...,. ...................n S ie ... e .nd .. tresses/thatch3.W,x x XThcnoogyfo IntrinI x
Krnq a X

Deveiopmntt (BSI)Sd W=.art Vetiver Q~~~~~~~~Maawl,

~~.AfW~~~~~a ~x x xThe National Research Coun- TSanzia X X Foddar
cil of the United States National Acad- Tunisia x
emy of Sciences is conducting a scien- m bae x
tific audit of the effectiveness of vetiver Asia
grass for erosion control, to culminate
in a report that will be widely dissemi- X odenmar/e x
nated. They will be assessing the India X X barrier/:pa per/
knowledge, promise, and limitations of madttihilchI
using vetiver grass hedgerows for soil Malaeysia X
and soil moisture conservation. The Pa stan x
Academy feels that vetiver grass may IhaLianda x
potentially be utilized across vast areas Pacific
of the world's watersheds, forests and F X X
farms; therefore it is essential that the New Guinea RWeI insects
information necessary to introduce Saa ed barrer
vetiver grass rationally and safely - Latin America
without undue environmental risk-be Costa Ria X X

collected early on. Guatemala Animal bedding
BOSTID is gathering informa- Caribbean

tion and commentary from anyone who Hariatib x X
may have relevant information, not only St. Luda X X

on vetiver grass, but other analogous Trinidad X X
species that may provide a broader Marlinique X
range of suitable biological material for North America
vegetative barriers. In addition to ob- tSA SachetUrepel
servations and insights, BOSTID is Insects/al
looking for your comments, concerns,
and caveats. BOSTID assures us that Table 2. Traditional (non-oil) uses of Vetiveria zizanioides by location,for soil
nothing formal is required, send any conservation and/or other purposes as reported in the literature andfrom
scribbled notes or photos to: correspondents to the Vetiver Information Nentork.

Noel Vietmeyefr
Attn : Vetiver Grass work to gather data on Vetiveria ziza- currently known distribution and some

National Academy of Sciences nioides (Linn.) Nash. The Newsletter of the (non-oil) traditional uses of vetiver
2101 Constitution Avenue. NW would like to acknowledge Mr. F. Cook grass.
Washington. D.C. 20418. USA at the Kew Royal Botanic Gardens in - "Commonly cultivated in the West

They may also be reached by phone: the U.K. and Mr. M. Dafforn at the Indies as a hedge plant." (Hitchcock
202-334-2692; by fax: 202-334-2660; Board of Science and Technology for and Chase.1917)
orbyBITNET: MDAFFORN@NAS.BIT- International Development, National - "Introduced into tropical and subtropi-
NET. Academy of Sciences in Washington cal Tunisia by the Europeans, and is

Contributors of relevant infor- D.C. for providing much of the follow- sometimes planted along tracks to
mation will receive a complimentary ing. conserve the soils." (Trochain, 1940)
copy of the final publication on vetiver A number of sources make ref- - "It was introduced to Fiji in 1907... it
grass. erence to vetiver grass and its role as a is common in most parts of the colony

soil conservation species and as a and (is).. probably the most irportant
hedge plant; some of these observa- soil-binding grass in Fiji... commonly

*-. Rferencs To Votive .Gr -| tions,whichspanthiscentury,aregiven used on rice bunds. for contour lines
below. Also,fromtheliteratureandour and for other soil conservation prac-

A surprisingly large body of in- Vetiver Information Network, Tables I tices." (Parham, 1955)
formation is turning up as part of the and 11 have been compiled to detail the - "Cultivated as a border plant to pre-
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venterosioninBarbados."(Allan, 1957). conservation species, there are also a cattle and sheep". (CSIR 1976).
- "In Gabon it is planted along ditches number of relerences to its other uses - "The pulp is suitable for making straw-
and roadsides to conserve the soil, (aside from oil extraction). Some of boards ... (and) pilot- the grass yields a
delimitfieldboundaries,etc."(Raponda- these observations are given below, chemical pulp that can be used for
Walker and Sillans, 1961) - "Commonly cultivated in the West In- making writing and printing papers."
- "Vetiver is introduced to New Guinea dies .(i) preserves clothes from (CSIR, 1976)
.... theplantitselfisausefulsoilbinder." moths." (Hitchcock and Chase. 1917) - "The aromatic roots are also woven
(Henty, 1969) - "In West Alrica iis used as a borderfor into fragrant mats, baskets, fans, cloth-
- "The plant in Malaya is a good soil roads, gardens, and cultivated fields to ing sachets, and ornaments. The foli-
binder." (Gilliland, 1971) the prevent the extension of Dub grass age is used for thatch and can be proc-
- "The grass is widely used throughout (Desmostachya bipinnata). The leaves essed for the making of coarse paper-
the tropics for planting on the contour are odorless and can be used in their pulp. The species is an important
asananti-erosionmeasure,forprotec- young state as cattle fodder." (Dalziel, medicinal plant." (Lazarides, 1980)
tive partitions in terraced fields, and as 1937) - "Used for stuffing mattresses in the
a border for roads and - "In India screens, fans, and other ar- Central African Republic." (Kew Her-
gardens."(Purseglove, 1972) ticles are made from the roots; when barium Collection: Fay, J.M. 4494)
- "Frequently cultivated in tropical wetted with waler they not only cool the - "Cattle fodder in Tanzania." (Kew Her-
Americaforhedges."(Hitchcock, 1980) air but also make it fragrant. The stem barium Collection: Hill, W.G. 5901)
- "To prevent soil erosion, plants are and leaves are used for making ropes, - "Vetiver is used to cover the ground
often planted on the dikes of rice pad- hats, and double mats. Suitable as pulp around taro to choke out weeds in
dies, river banks, and similar places." for paper production. The roots are Samoa." (Kew Herbarium Collection:
(Lazarides, 1980) used for brush manufacture. When Whistler, A. W3271)
- "Commonly used as a hedge plant in young this plant is much liked by cattle, - "Planted to avoid invasion of weeds in
the Meseta Central of Costa Rica, especially buffaloes. In folk medicine it Barbados." (Kew HerbariumCollection:
planted along the top of road embank- is used to induce sweating and as a Mcintosh, A.G.S. and J.A. Allan 440)
ments in a continuous row, to prevent stimulating agent." (Roshevits, R.Yu.
erosion". (Pohl, 1980.) 1937).
- "Special mention may be made of - "Hot weather tatties, chicks, mats and SEMINAR ON SOIL
vetiver, which has the exceptional abil- fans" (Ramanujam and Kumarl 1963). CONSERVATION IN ETHIOPIA:
ity to withstand high pH and waterlog- -"Vetiver is introduced to New Guinea Vetiver Grass In Use For More
ging. It is one of the very few suitable the roots may be packed with clothes Than a Decade On Ministry of
candidate species [for bringing "hard to repel insects' (Henty, 1969) Coffee and Tea Plantations
barren black alkali land" into cultiva- - "In Malaya the roots are used to pro-
lion). Growing this species is least vide an important curry- stuff." (Gilli- On July 6,1990, a seminar on
expensive as no amendments or tertil- land, 1971) vegetative approaches to soil conser-
izers are needed for its - "The young leaves are browsed by vation was held in Addis Ababa, Ethio-
establishment...this was one of the
preferred species as a "First-Aid" to llddg'rows,fvetirer grass have been in usefor soil conservation and as a source of
reclaim the soil." (Khoshoo, 1987). mulchfor twore than a decade in Ethiopia's coffee plantalions.
- "A common hedge plant in Ghana."
(Kew Herbarium Collection: Akpable,
G. K. 565)
- "Cultivated as a border hedge in Tan-
zania." (Kew Herbarium Collection:
Wingfield, R. 3394)
- "Contour plant in Tanzania." (Kew
Herbarium Collection: Hill, W.G. 5901)
- "Cultivated extensively by Indians in
Natal, South Africa as a hedge plant."
(Kew Herbarium Collection: Pole-
Evans, I.B. s.n. Natal)

"Planted to avoid soil wash and inva-
sion of weeds in Barbados." (Kew Her-
barium Collection: McIntosh, A.G.S. and
JA. Allan 440)

SECONDARY USES OF VETIVER

Aside from information on
vetiver's use as a hedgerow and soil
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pia. The seminar, sponsored by the 3) Mulch: Mulching is a standard prac- ri
Ministry of Agricuhture, included a joint tice on the lower altitude plantations to
paper by the Ministries of Coffee and suppress weeds and conserve mois-
Tea Development (MCTD) and the ture. Vetiver mulch, unlike Pennisetum The spacing of hedgerows to
Peasant Coffee Development and Proj- spp. mulch, does not have to be dried provide adequate control of soil loss
ect Implementation Department down to avoid its establishing and and control of surface runoff is a ques-
(PCDPID). The paper was presented becoming a weed. The vetiver leaf tion which is often answered simply by
by Mr. Meseret Wondimu, Head of mulch lasts longer than other grass a 'rule of thumb". Such rules, however,
Adaptive Research/PCDPID and de- mulches. come from the system of engineered
tailed the experience of the MCTD with 4) Conservation: On slopes over 25% soil conservation works. Their purpose
vetiver grass since its introduction at in Kossa, Sheko, Virgachefe, Haru, Nole is to space the works such that runoff is
the Jimma Research Station in the early Kaba, Gumer, and Gumero vetiver controlled by diverting it safely to drain-

Table Il. A comparison of thefodder value of Vetiveria zizanioides - managedforfodder - with thefodder value of some other
hedgerow grasses and major sources of ruminantforage.

CRJDE ErHER CRJDE TOTAL
PROTEIN EXTRACT. FIBER ASH CALCIUM PHOSPIYRUS

NAME (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Vetiveria zizanioides /1 6.1-6.7 1.1-2.1 38-42 5.3-9.0 0.28-0.31 0.05-0.60
(fresh,young leaves)

Zea mays indantata /2 6.60 1.3 34 7.2 0.49 0.08
(Maize; stover)

Sorghum bicolor 5.20 1.7 34 11.0 0.52 0.13
(Sorghum; stover)

Pennisetum purpureum
(Napier; fresh, late bloom) 7.80 1.1 39 5.3 0.44 0.35

Paspalum notatum 8.90 1.6 30 11.1 0.46 0.22
(Bahia; fresh)

Pasture /3 5.10 0.17 0.07
(grass dominant)

Maize 3.20 0.17 0.07
(cobs maturing)

Millet
3.00 0.10 0.05

Sorghum 2.50 0.1 1 0.05
(heading)

/1 Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). 1976. Vetiveda. p. 451-457. In: The Wealth of India, VoIX. Publications and Informaton
Directorate, CSIR, New Delhi.
/2 National Academy ot Sciences. 1982. United States-Canadian Tables of Feed Composition. National Academy Press, Washington, D.C. USA.
/3 Cochrane, M., Bartsch, B. and S. Valentine. 1983. Feed Composition Tables. Department of Agriculture, South Australia. Fact Sheet No. 29/83.

1970's. hedges have proven effective in mini- ageways and then off the field. With
Some points of interest from mizing soil loss, the transport of fertil- vetiver grass hedgerows we are not

the paper where: izer off site, and in reducing costs asso- interested in diverting surface runoff,
1) Over the last two decades no nega- ciated with ridging and canal mainte- only in stopping its concentration. Runoff
tive effects of vetiver on coffee plants or nance. is allowed to move safely downslope
coffee production have been noted. 5) Secondary Uses: (i) Vetiver grass over the soil surface, being spread out
2) Weed Control: Vetiver grass bound- has replaced the traditional thatching and kept trom concentrating each time
ary hedges stop the encroachment of grass ("Beta") in some areas as it lasts it encounters a hedgerow.
couch grass iDigitaria spp.) and star longer and makes a more rainproof The most common rule for
grass (Cynadon spp.) into the planta- roof; (ii) vetiver grass is a primary mate- hedgerow spacing is to use a 1 to 2
tionsfromroadsidesandsurroundings. rial for mattress stuffing; (iii) vetiver meter vertical interval, dependant on
This has reduced labor and herbicide hedges are planted along streams and slope. On lower slopes (less than 15%)
costs. Inthe Illubador region smallhold- around ponds to filter coffee pulp from the smaller interval is used; on higher
ers are also following this practice. the runoff and minimize water pollution. slopesthe larger. Whetherthis approach
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is adequate or not, it is well to think FODDER VALUE OF VETIVER feed ifit is mnixed with other good qualily
ahead to the tinal results of the GRASS feeds andforages."
hedgerow'sspacing.Aftersomeyears, Vetiver grass is known to
levelling will occur between the ter- Informationonthefoddervalue planted and managed specifically asa
races. Thegreaterthedegreeofslope, of vetiver grass was obtained and foddergrassinthestateofKarnatakain
the more rapidly levelling will occur. comparedwithpublishedvaluesoftwo south India. Planted along the field
The so-called "induced" or "Controlled other grass species which are often boundaries, the grass is cut every two
erosion" terraces that will be formed promoted as useful hedgerow/fodder weeks or less. This practice is carried
should be wide enough to accommo- plantsandwithotherimportantsources on long into the dry season. Dr. B.R.
date the desired cropping and cultiva- of ruminant forage. From the values Hegde,Chief ScientistattheAICRPtor
tion practices, d possible. Forexample, seen in Table Ill, the young leaves of Dryland Agriculture, GKVK University,
plowing with animals will require some vetiver grass can be a useful source of Bangalore, Kamataka, Indiareportsthat
minimum width to allow turning. ruminant forage. This is conlirmed by they have 2 cultivars of velivergrass on

Terrace width will be dictated recent work in Nepal by Dr. SB. Pan- their research farm, one of which is the
by the depth of the workable soil and day of the Central Animal Nutrition locally improved or 'larmer selected
the degree of slope. Hurni (1986) sug- Division in Khumaltar, Nepal. cultivar. As a routine they have cut
gests that a one meter vertical interval Dr. Pandaycarriedoutachemi- them at about 30 cm, 3 or 4 times per
be used on all slopes below 15% and year. Alter the last cutting in June of
that a vertical interval that is 2.5 times this year, followingwhich therewere no
the soil depth be used for all slopes rains, i was noticed that the farmer
above 15% - providing sufficient soil to >-, , selected cultivar did not develop large
allow levelling. a to ., amounts of dried material in the center

Other approaches to spacing : : . . .:: asdidtheothercuffivar. This,andolher
might take into account the interaction '4_ evidence, suggests that the Karnataka
between erosion, the slope and the farmer-selectedcultivarofvetivergrass
slope's length (Universal Soil Loss may be not only superior fodder, but
Equation's topographic factor 'LS) or a i capable of producing fodder longer into
spacing to maintain runoff below some ; ' the dry season.
maximum permissible velocity (erosion A recent lefter from China to
threshold) given slope, soil texture and the Vetiverinformation network reported
crop roughness factor. that workers in a vetiver nursery, upon

From a technical viewpoint, discovery that cows liked the grass,
hedgerow spacings are an area that - sold about 1,000 kg to a local dairy at
would benefit from research; particu- aboutUS$0.21/kg(greenweighl). Past
larly on the effects of spacing on soil informationfromChinaindicatedthalin
moisture recharge. Simple measure- the first year following planting, 200
mentsthatlookatsoilmoisturedistribu- meters of (single line) hedgerow pro-
lion as a function of distance down- duced from 500 kg to 1,000 kg of prun-
slope from the hedgerow would be ings (green weight).
helpful. Dick Crinshawintroduced the Chinese to

From an implementatilon view- velivergrassin /988unier 'TheRed Soils

start. For most small farmers, the ques- Proiecls, Evenonrireveacidicrloeferlili y | RESEARCHUPDATE
tionofspacingmayinitiallybeunimpor- More data has been received
tant. In small fields a good approach cal analysis on the north India-type of from Drs. G.M. Bharad (Professor ot
mighf be to place a border hedgerow vetiver, the wild type which is believed Agronomy and Director of Research,
completely aroundthefield. Thiswould to be less palatable than the farmer- PKV University, Akola, Maharashtra,
demarcatethefarmer'sboundaries,pro- selectedtypestromsouth India. Based India) and A.M. Krishnappa (Opera-
vide a hedge to aid in the control of on analysis of 10 accessions of vetiver tional Research Project, Kabbalnala
runoff from upslope and one to stop soil grass, harvested four times at 15 and Watershed Project). Since 1987 a
loss at the toot of the field. It the farmer 25 day intervals, i was concluded: numberof research station and farmers
finds utility in these hedgerows, then "Vetiver grass has relatively higher tield trials have been carried out to
the question of mid-field hedgerows structural carbohydrates as compared to compare the impacts of vetiver hedge-
may be addressed. Though i may be native grasses and rice straw. On the rows on surface runoff, soil losses and
considered desirable to treat the entire olher hand, it also had optimal levels of crop yields. lntotalthe informationgiven
area at once, an incremental approach CP (crude protein), considered to be below represent 27 plot years of data
that allows the individual farmers to enough to mazimize intake and digestion from two areas (Akola and Kabbalnala)
demonstrate to their own satisfaction of theforage (vetiver grass). From the and two soil groups (Vertisols and
the usefulness of hedgerows may be results obtained it can he pointed out that Alfisols). Thedataisasyetpreliminary,
more successful in the long term veliver grass riuy be used as ruminants' and is not stalistically significant. Table
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Table IV. Synopsis of research data on crop yield, soil loss, and surface runofffrom 1987 to 1990.

Pt YIELD SOIL LOSS RUNOFF
LOCATION YR SLOPE CROP TREATMENT (mm) (kg/ha) (t/ha) (mm)

Andhra 89 <5% Castor Up-and-down 347 1030 64.5
Pradesh Contour 1350 51.0

Vetiver/l 1460 45.5
Vetiver with
ridge & furrow 1600 28.9

Andhra 88 <5% Castor Up-and-down 509 1150 78.7
Pradesh Contour 1520 71.2

Vetiver/2 1560 56.9
Vetiver with
ridge & furrow 1660

Dehra 89 <5% Runoff Cult. fallow 41.0
Dun Plot Contour 22.9

Bench terrace 2.3
Contour bund 4.8
Graded bund 5.6

Panicum 8.1
Eulaliopsis 10.5
Vetiver /2 8.7

Karnataka 87 <5% Millet Up-and-down 505 1860 11.0
Trad. bund 1930 7.4
Graded bund 2412 3.7
Contour bund 2425 1.3
Vetiver/2 2475 2.5

Karnataka 87 <5% Millet Trad. bund 787 2550
Graded bund 2690
Vetiver/2 2710

Karnataka 87 <5% Millet Trad. bund 288 1440 64.8
Graded bund 1520 46.9
Vetiver/2 1530 41.5

Maharashtra 87-90 <5% Various Across 872 1523 11.4 133.9
Leaucaena 1696 6.2 97.7
Vetiver/3 1957 3.3 74.4

/5
Maharashtra 88-90 <5% Various Across 3375

Leaucaena 3684
Vetiver/4 3854

/1 - Vetiver hedgerows in second rainy season (12 thru 17 months since planting).
/2 - Vetiver hedgerows in first rainy season (0 thru 5 months since planting).
13 - Vetiver hedgerows in lirst thru third rainy seasons (0 thru 29 months).
/4 - Vetiver hedgerows in second thru third rainy seasons (12 thru 29 months).
/5 - The data from Maharashtra represents an average of all years.

Sources: Drs. A. Padmaraju and M. Singa Rao, Andhra Pradesh Agricultural University, Pahadi Sharif, Rangareddy District, India.;
Drs. G. Singh, G. Sastry, and S.P. Bhardwaj, Central Soil and Water Conservation Research and Training Inst., Dehra Dun, India; Dr
K.T. Krishnegowda, GKVK University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore, India; Dr. A.M. Krishnappa, Operational Research Project,
Kabbanala, Karnataka, India; and Drs. G.M. Bharad and B.C. Bathkal, PKV University, Akola, Maharashtra, India.
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IV provides a summary of all the avail- Rangareddy District, India. established; and in saline soil -the lit-
able research data on surface runoff, Preliminaryresearchdatafrom erature classifies V. zizanioides as a
soil losses and crop yields from India acidic and slightly alkaline, drought glycophyte and 75% reductions in
between the years of 1987 - 1990. prone soils show no yield reduction in growth rates have been reported at

either finger millet (Eleusine coracana electrical conductivities (EC) of 4.0
Surface Runoff (L.) Gaertn.), castor bean (Ricinus com- (unpublisheddatafrom Dr. S. Miyamoto,

munis L.) orpeanuts (Arachishypogaea Texas Agricultural Experiment Station,
On slopes under 5%, contour L. ) when planted next to vetiver hedge- El Paso, Tx., USA). Other potential

hedgerows of V. zizanioides, planted at rows. Underthe same conditions, maize problem areas for V. zizanioides may
one meter vertical intervals, have re- (Zea mays L.) yield reductions were be in areas with rainfall much less than
duced surface runoff an average of noted in the two rows closest to the 600 mm/yr and/or dry seasons longer
30% (± 23%) / and 47% (± 9%) com- hedge. Results on non-acidic soils than 9 or 10 months.
pared to conventional practices of under semi-arid conditions show no
graded bunds and across slope cultiva- yield reductions in greengram (Phaseo- . ....... ..
tion. Compared to Leucaena spp. IusmungoL.), pearl millet (Pennisetum Letters From Correspo.ider.tsi.
hedgerows, they have reduced surface typhoideumRich.), sorghum (Sorghum
runoff an average of 24% (± 14%). vulgare Pers. 'R-73') or safflower India

(Carthamus tinctoria L.). Aside from
Sediment Yields these crops, interviews with farmers - The Peoples Research Organi-

havesupportedthatcompetitioneffects zation for Grass Root Environmental
Plots and fields with vetiver are minor or unnoticeable in cotton, Scientific Service in Hyderabad has

hedgerows have shown a reduction in rice, and pigeon pea (Cajanus cajan been utilizing vetiver and other local
sediment yields on an average of 74% (L.) Millsp.). It is hypothesized that the grasses as hedgerows for erosion
(± 5%) compared to across slope culti- minimal competition effects are a func- control in their work with small and
vation and 43% (± 19%) compared to tion of root morphology - the extensive marginal farmers. They report that their
graded bunds. Compared to hedge- root system tends to move vertically experience has encouraged them to
rows of Leucaena spp., vetiver hedge- ratherthan horizontally; improved mois- bring large areas under vetiver.
rows have reduced sediment yields an ture and nutrient status nearthe hedge- - A 0.16 ha vetiver nursery was
average of 54% (+ 4%). row and the low nutrient requirements constructed by students of the Govern-

of the grass. ment Junior College, Kadur in Chikka-
Crop Yields mangalur district of Karnataka. The

nursery produced 400,000 slips over a
Cropyielddatacomparingcon- qhe KnownqRange ot Current 7 month period; enough material to

ventional practices of graded bunds Wiso of: tive zid establish a hedgerow about 13 km long
and across slope cultivation with con- i t: .. N .s. (under their semiarid conditions). The
tour hedgerows of vetiver grass shows . .. . material was sold to the state's Water-
that yields averaged 6% (± 10%) and The following information has, shed Development Team and the stu-
26% (± 20%) higherfrom the areas with primarily, been abstracted from the dents utilized the proceeds to obtain a
the vetiver hedgerows, respectively. Vetiver Network's database: television set and library furniture for
Compared to Leucaena spp. hedge- As a hedgerow species, the the school.
rows, yields with V. zizanioides aver- usefulness of vetiver grass has been
aged 10% higher (± 9%). established in the tropics and subtrop- China

ics from sea level to 2,000 m in Uttar
Pradesh, India; over a temperature - Mr. Wang Zhisong, Deputy

Crop Competition Effects range from 38 degrees C mean dry Director of the China Red Soils Project
season temperature/45 degrees C in Fujian reports that their work withInformation on competition ef- maximum in Andhra Pradesh, Indiato a vetivergrass began during the winter of

fects between vetiver hedgerows and 5 degrees C mean winter temperature/ 1988. Less than two years later, the
crop plants have been provided by a minus 9 degrees C minimum and 10 project had established more than 100
number of researchers. The informa- frost days in Cantalice, Italy; in soils km of vetiver hedgerows in tea and
tion below comes from work carried out with pH ranging from 4.5 in Ethiopia citrus gardens.
by Drs. G.M. Bharad and B.C. Bathkal, and China to 10.5 in India; across - The Ministry of Agriculture is
PKV University, Akola, Maharashtra, rainfall zones of 600 mm/yr with a 8 to carrying out research/demonstrations
India;. Dr K.T. Krishnegowda, GKVK 9monthdryseasoninAndhraPradesh, in the provinces of Fujian, Guizhou,
University of Agricultural Sciences, Ban- India to about 6,000 mm/yr in Sri Lanka; Hunan, Jiangxi, and Sichuan with con-
galore, India; Dr. A.M. Krishnappa, Op- and on slopes ranging from 30% to tour hedgerows of vetiver on cultivated
erational Research Project, Kabbanala, 40% in China. The notable exceptions slopes and terraces and with tea and
Karnataka, India; and Drs. A. Padma- to vetiver's usefulness are in areas of fruit. Theresearchcomponentisfocus-
raju and M. Singa Rao, Andhra Pradesh low temperatures - though the extent ing on the biological characteristics of
Agricultural University, Pahadi Sharif, of the grass's cold tolerance is not yet vetiver; hedge establishment and main-
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tenance; hedgerow impacts on fertility, Waes Dve-OPMet management efforts. While not mini-
moisture, crop yie d, and soil losses; as a -- t hlI mizing the importance of the linkages
well as other indirect biological and --pUbl,l, from e WorI4 between upstream landuse and down-
economic benefits. Each of the prov- . - stream environmental quality, the au-
inces established about 13 ha of nurs- thors suggest that there are severe
ery this year, with 33 ha and 67 ha of TheAsiaTechnical Department limits to our ability to manage these
nursery planned for 1991 and 1992. has recently completed a review of wa- linkages in a cost effective manner.

tershed development issues entitled However, they observe a wide range oI
Philippines "Watershed Development in Asia - technological opportunities for intensi-

Strategies and Technologies" (J.B. fying productive activities in the up-
- Mr. Ly Tung, Program Coordi- Doolente and W.B. Magrath, eds.). lands that, in addition to being privately
nator of the Farm and Resource Man- The review arose from the profitable, will ultimately have positive
agement Institute (FARMI), Visayas realization that a number of current and impacts on downstream areas. In light
State Collegeof Agriculture reportsthat planned World Bank-supported proj- of this they conclude by proposing an
vetiver grass is fairly common through- ects in the Asia region deal with the overall approach to watershed devel-
out the lowland rice areas of Leyte. linkages between upland productivity opment that focuses on small farm
Decidingtogiveitatry, FARMIplanted and environmental conditions and are, development and common property
a trial at the beginning of this year on in various ways, motivated by concern management.
"very poor and acid upland soil (pH<5). with downstream impacts such asflood- Additional chapters: i) exam-
Observation to date shows that it grows ing and sedimentation. The review ine the fundamental building blocks of
very well..." focused on deepening the Bank's un- watershed development through a re-

derstanding of watershed development. view of the impacts of a broad range of
Sri Lanka High priority was given to identifying land management technologies and il-

discrete operational problemsthatcould lustrates the potential and constraints
- ,lMr. Keerthi Rajapakse, a re- be better understood from review of facing projectsthat antemptto influence
tired Assistant Conservator of Forests, existing data and analysis. In addition, erosion, runoff and productivity (J.B.
has been instrumental in establishing the review was to provide overall guid- Doolette and J.W. Smyle); ii) deal with
vetiver nurseries in the Kandy District. ance to the Bank's dialogue with bor- the economic analysis of on- and off-
The purpose of the nurseries is to sup- rowers on strategies for resource farm conservation measures (W.B.
ply planting material to farmers, espe- management. Working papers on six Magrath); iii) revegetation of degraded
ciallytobaccofarmers, as soil loss rates issues of direct operational concern land (A.K. Bannerjee); iv) land tenure
from hillside cultivation of this crop are wereinitiated,tobeconductedby World (A. Molnar) and ; v) planning, monitor-
considered to be a major problem. Mr. bank staff and consultants in the con- ing and evaluation (G.S. Morgan and
Rajapakse reports that "the most en- text of ongoing operations. R.C. Ng).
couraging acceptance of this vegeta- Watersheds as hydrologic units Watershed Management in
tive contour method is from the tobacco provide appropriate units for conceptu- Asia - Strategies and Technologies" is
cultivators." alizing and implementing development available through the World Bank's Pub-

investments. They comprise combina- lications Department for US$ 13.95.
Malaysia tions of arable and nonarable land and

drainage lines and are utilized by per-
- Mr. Teoh Cheng Hai of the manent and transient populations with Vetiver 8bITorph.
Golden Plantations Berhad Research varying degrees of skill and commit- A itsi' someof htrr
and Development Department reports ment to long term resource husbandry.
that their vetiver plantings, in soils with The range of issues relevant to water- The following references are by no
a pH of 4.7, continued to tiller satisfac- shed management is enormous and means exhaustive as regardsthe avail-
torily despite a prolonged drought. includes environmental issues, crop and able literature on Vetiveria zizanioides.

livestock production, a whole range of Rather they represent literature that
Japan social and cultural concems, infrastruc- has so far proven to be available; it may

ture planning and entire questions of be located through the publishers, au-
- TheVetiverNewsletter#3has governance and control. The volume thors or libraries.
been translated into Japanese, or so presents the results of a highly selec-
we have heard from the World Bank's tive program of research and consulta- delapresquileduC.ap5VtreSgrtn[iSneg]fourraoerse

office in Japan. A consultant had con- tion. reuseignements sur leur repartition, ecobgie et valuer

tacted the office there requesting infor- In an introductory chapter the forragere. Rev. Elev. 7 [Pansl.to subsribe tothe edtors prsent adscussin of th major - Adam, J,C. 1958. Principales gram,inees naturelles
mation on how to subscribe to the editorspresentadiscussionofthemaor torrageresdei'Afriqueocidentaleayantininioertecon-

Japanese language edition. The Net- watershed development problems of omique pour l'alimentation du betail. Notes Africaines.

work would like to commend the effort the Asia region. Taking a policy and de- Bull. d'inform. at de Correspondence de l'Instit.. Fran-
cais d'Afrique Noir 80.

ofthosewhotranslatedit,andwewould velopmentperspective,thechaptertres - Allan, J.A. 1957. The Grasses of Barbados. Her

certainly like to hear from them as well. to sort out what can and cannot rea- Majesty's Stationer's Office, London.

sonably be expected from watershed - Allen, CM. 1980. Grasses of Louisiana. University of
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Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette, Louisiana 70804. Surbiton, England. 538.
- Andersen, N.H. 1970. Biogenetic Implications of the - International Trade Centre. 1986. Essential oils and - Sethi, K.L. 1982. Breeding and Culbvation of New
Antipodal Sesquiterpenes of Vetiver Oil. Phytochemis- oleoresins: a study of selected producers and major Khas Hybrid Clones. Indian Perfumer 26(2-4):54-61.
try 9:145-51. markets. International Trade Centre UNCTADvGATT, - Sethi, K.L., V. Chandra, and A. Singh. 1976. Adapta-
- Arctander, S. 1960. Columns 649-653 in Perfume and Geneva. bility of vetiver hybrid clones to saline-alkali soils. Pp.
Flavour Materials of Natural Orgin. Elizabeth, NewJer- - Kammathy, R.V. 1968. Anatomy of Vetiveriazizanioi- 166-169 in Proceedings of Second Workshop on Mo-
sey. Published by the author; printed by Det Hof- des (L.) Nash. Bulletin of the Botanical Survey of India didnal and Aromatic Plants. Gujarat Agricultural Univer-
fensbergske Etablissement, Denmark. 10(3&4):283-285. sity, Anand, India.
- Bajpai,P.N.,l.Singh,L.P.Tiwari,O.P.Chaturvedi,and - Kirtany, J.K. and S.K. Paknikan. 1971. North Indian - Sethi, K.L. and R. Gupta. 1980. Breeding for High
J.P. Singh. n.d. Varietal Performance of Khus (Vetiveria Vetiver oils: Comments on Chemical composition and Essenbal Oil Content in Khas (Vetiveria zizanloides)
zizanioides Stapf.). The Punjab Hortcultural Journal Botanical origin. Sdence and Culture 37(August):395- Roots. Indian Pertumer 24(2):72-78.
n.d.:208-211. 396. - Sethi, K.L., M.L. Maheshwari, V.K. Srivastava, and R.
- Baumer, M.C. 1975. Catalogue des plantes utles du - Kumar, S. 1962. Studies on morphological and genetic Gupta. 1986. Natural Variability in Vetiveria zizanioides
Kordofan (Rep. du Soudan) parliculierementdu pontde variability in Vetiveria zizanioides (Linn.) Nash. Masters CollectionsfromBharatpurPart-l.lndianPerfumer3O(2-
vue pastoral. J. d'Agric. Tropical et de Bot. Applique: Thesis, Post Graduate School, Indian Agricultural Re- 3):377-380.
Travaus d'Ethnobotanique et d'Ethnozoologie 22:4-6. search Institute, New Delhi. - Singh, B. and Sankhala, K.S. 1957. From Khas roots
- Bhatwadekar, S.V., P.R. Pednekar, and K.K. Chakrav- - Lavania, U.C. 1985. Nuclear DNA and Karyomorphol- to rooh Khas. Indian Forester 83(5):302-306.
art. 1982. A Survey of Sesquiterpenoids of Vetver Oil. ogical Studies in Vetver(Vetiveria zizanioides L.) Nash. - Singh, U.N. and R.S. Ambasht. 1975a. Biotic Stress
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This is the fifth Newsletter put In this edition of the Newsletter All China Newsletter 79
out by the Vetiver Information Network. we would like to give the readers a Funds for NGOs 80
Since the last Newsletter (#4) was sent preview of some of the reports that we Geographic Distribution 81
out the rate at which we have been re- received and that will be synopsized for NGOsfWorld Bank 81
ceiving examples of research and infor- the June Newsletter. The first is a Alternative Technologies 82
mation on the usage and impacts of report by Dr. P.K. Yoon, Malaysia. In
vetiver grass hedges has increased only two years Dr. Yoon has produced 1989 was the time to get to know the
dramatically. As these results come in, an impressive amount of research. In plant and to multiply it for distribution.
a more coherent picture of the function his own words: "My knowledge of 1990 was the main period for distribu-
ofthe hedgerows hasbeguntoemerge. Vetiver grass starts from 12/4/1989, tion, start some ad hoc trials and set the
For example, information on vetiver whenifirstsawaclumpofratherundis- stage for 'proper'trials in co-operating
hedge interactions with associated crop tinguished-looking grass collected by estates. Thisreportsummarizesmainly
plants is beginning to show that some my colleague, EncikAhmadAzly, atmy efforts of 1989 and 1990. 1991 should
yield reduction may be observed in the request. It looked so ordinary and so see better progress. "
rows nearestthe hedges incertaincrops frighteningly similar to the horrible "Research and Development
(e.g. maize) in certain soils. Whether "Lalang" ! (Ed. Note - Imperata must be well targeted and take cogni-
these reductions result in an overall cylinrirca) However, I had been stimu- zance of local situation. Whereas,
decrease in yield is not yet clear- that lated by the Handbook: " Vetiver Grass Vetiver is promoted by the World Bank
is, yield gains in the other rows may - The HedgeAgainst Erosion"and, hav- as a low-cost hedgerow system for
offset losses in the nearest row and the ing spent more than 30 years visiting controlling soil-loss and improving soil
spacing between hedges will effect the rubber plantings and having seen moisture, this may be true only for the
total number of "effected" versus "non- massive erosion problems especially poorer developing countries. Malaysia
effected". Also,to a great extent, the in- on steep hills, I was prepared to have a is well developed agriculturally and
formation available comes from non- look-see at any economic method. money is readily available foranycost-
replicated plot studies where the re-

sults can only be treated as indicative; Three Year Soil Loss
in single plot studies the differences
caused by between plot variation (such 40 38.5 -Tt-M
as soils, slope position, crop manage- H Max i-ay
ment, etc.) cannotbe ruledoutascauses
of yield differences. This Newsletter 30
contains two examples where prelimi-
nary results have shown some compe-
tition effects (maize) and another show- -c 19 9
ing no such effects (rice and mungbean). : 20
In the next Newsletter we will summa- 9
rize all the current data on vetiver hedge =109
and crop interactions. 10
VETIVER AWARDS

The March 15 deadline for the
Vetiver Research Incentive Awards has
passed and the Network has received 0 VETIVER
some excellent reports from countries ACROSS LEUCAENA BUND
such as Australia, China, India, and TREATMENT
Malaysia. The Networkwishes to thank Figure 1. Three year total soil lossfrom runoff plots in Akola, India. Treatments are
all of the contributors and to let them Across slope cultivation, contour hedges of Leucaena, graded earthen bund (0.2%
know that their work will be going to the slope) and contour hedges of Vetiver grass. Numbers on top are total soil loss (tilha),
independent review panel and the lighter areas represent the maximum one day soil loss.
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effective technologies. My research
targets assess the potential values of Three Year Total Surface Runoff
Vetiver from both ends of the economic
spectrum and, therefore, the early re- 700 - ACROSS
sufts and discussions presented could El BUND
be easily adapted to suit different input 600 El LEUCAENA
requirements." [1 LEUCAER

"Thereportpresentedherecov- g281/
ers work done over a short period of E 400 2%
less than 2 years. Even so, the results !

clearly show the vast potentials of ° 300
Vetiver which are too tempting for any _
one not to look further into it! The future 200
is being written ..............

Dr. Yoon's report provides in- 100
formation on: 0
Vegetative Multiplication: (i) By tillers;
(ii) By culm-branches; (iii) By culm- Figure 2. Three year total surface runofffrom runoffplots in Akola, India. Percentages
cuttings. on top express total runoff as a percentage of rainfall occurring in those storm events
Growth Rates : (i) Effect of shade; (ii) which resulted in surface runoff. The difference between the Vetiver and the Across
Effect of soil types; (iii) Effect of bag slope cultivated plots amounts to almost 200 mm of rainfall, or about one-quarter of the
sizes; (iv) Effectoffertilizer; (v) Effect of average annual rainfall of that area.
spacing cum fertilizer; (vi) Effect of dif-
ferent starting materials on variability of its role in soil and water conservation Vetiver grass in comparison with some
tiller formation and growth rates; (vii) was not realized until 1986 when it was well known pasture grasses; (ii)To de-
Study of the root systems. promoted by the World Bank as a natu- termine the effects of shallow saline
Effect of Vetiver On Soil Erosion : (i) ral, effective and low cost methodof soil groundwater on Vetivergrowth and; (iii)
Demonstration of effectiveness against and water conservation. Vetiver grass To determine the soil salinity level and
top-soil loss; (ii) Growth of vetiver and ispresentlybeingevaluatedasa means plant chloride content of Vetiver grass
its effect on filled earth; (iii) Growth of of gully stabilization in grazing lands." at which toxic symptoms appear and
vetiver and its effect on cut-earth "One of the characteristics of describe these symptoms."
Diseases the soils in the semi arid regions of sub
Adaptive Use Of Vetiver By End-Users tropical eastem Australia is the pres- ... .. . ...... . .
(i) Production of planting materials; (ii) ence of soluble salts and exchange- i; UPDATE1ON v T.V. Ot (. M* b

Ponding; (iii) Erosion control in irriga- able sodium in amounts likely to affect AKOLA; 100tA - NOPIS-Or-Ru
tion piping; (iv) To protect terracing; (v) plant growth. Solodic soils frequently iEAI tA. - :
Erosion control and moisture conser- contain high levels of exchangeable . ..........
vation. sodium and magnesium and low levels Drs. G.M. Bharad and B.C.
Ad Hoc Notes: (i) Different cultivars; (ii) of exchangeable calcium (Isbell 1957). " Bathkal from PKV University in Akola,
Labor; (iii) Weather conditions; (iv) 'In Queensland, most grazing Maharashtra, India have provided the
Fodder production; (v) Mulch; (vi) Tol- land degradation (sheet and gully ero- Network with another season's data on
erance to contact weedicide spray drift; sion) in semi arid regions is often asso- the impacts of vetiver grass hedgerows
(vii) Competition with rubber; (viii) ciatedwithsaline-sodicsoilsandtobe on soil loss and surface runoff. Figures
Competition against other weeds. effective in stabilizing gullies on these 1 and 2 show the soil loss (total and

Anotherexcellentpieceofwork soils, Vetiver needs to be moderately maximum one day soil losses) and
received by the Network was carried salt tolerant. There are practically no surface runoff fromthe plots overthree
out by Drs. P. N. Truong, L.J. Gordon & references in the literature on the salt years and Figure 3 compares these
M.G. McDowell of the Land Manage- tolerance level of Vetiver grass. Only ratestothe control plot (ACROSS)from
ment ResearchBranch Queensland De- one reference is listed in the compre- the top 10% largest storms over the
partment of Primary Industries Bris- hensive bibliography, Plant Response three years. The individual treatments
bane, Australia on the Effects Of Soil to Salinity (Francois and Mass, 1978) are: ACROSS = across slope cultiva-
Salinity On The Establishment And but this does not give anydetailson the tion only; BUND = a graded (0.2%)
Growth Of Vetiveria zizanioides (L.) soil salinity level where Vetiver was earthen bund at a 1 metervertical inter-
Nash". In the introduction to the paper, evaluated for its essential oil produc- valwithcontourcultivation; LEUCAENA
the authors write : tion (Chandra et at, 1968). As a result, = Leucaa leucce2hala contour

"Vetiver grass [Vetiveria k a series of glasshouse and field experi- hedgerows at a 1 meter vertical interval
nioides (L.) Nash] is believed to have ments were conducted to determine with contour cultivation; and VETIVER
been first introduced into Queensland, the salt tolerance of Vetiver grass. The = Vetiveria zizaneoides contour hedge-
Australia in the 1930s as a potential objectives of these trials were: rows at a 1 meter vertical interval with
crop forits essentialoil. In Queensland, (i) To determine the salt tolerance of contour cultivation. Plots are approxi-
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mately 0.35 ha, slopes are less than comment made above regarding per- "On sloping lands, barriers are
2%, soils are vertisols, climate is semi- formance of conservation treatments established across the flow path of
arid. during the extreme events. This figure running water to reduce its flow volume

Referringto Figure 1, in all plots represents the data from the top 10% and velocity, and thereby to conserve
the majority of the soil loss occurred in largest storms over the three years. soil and water which is associated with
year 1 (68% - 79% of the totals) with a These storms also represent the events enhancement in crop productivity. The
substantial proportion of that loss which resulted in the greatest volumes traditionally advocated earthen em-
coming from one storm event; year 1 of surface runoff. The figure shows soil bankment barrier/contour bund is not
was an unusually wet year. The num- losses and surface runoff from the leu- attractive to farmers because of con-
bers on top of the histograms are the caena, bunded and vetiver plots as a structional flaws and poor economics
total three year soil losses and the percentage of losses from the across- onsmalilandholdings. Analternativeis
lighter areas represent the soil lost in slope "control" plot; the absolute the vegetative barrier in the form of
the one major storm event in year 1. As amounts of soil loss and surface runoff grass, shrub ortree hedges andamong
illustrated here, the adequacy of a soil for each treatment are given on top of them, the one which creates a dense
conservation treatment must be judged the histograms. Across all three treat- barrier at the ground surface without a
not on the "average" event but on per- ments, it was in this 10 percentile of longestablishmentperiodanddoesnot
formance during exceptions to the storm events that one-half to two-thirds interfere with crop production process
average. of the three year total soil loss occurred by way of inconvenience in farming,

Figure2showsthetotalamount and about 50% of the total volume of crop shading and competition for water
of surface runoff from all treatments. surface runoff. and nutrients can be preferred. Keep-

ing these parameters in view, a field

Soil Loss/Surface Runoff As % Of Control study was designed to evaluate the
effectiveness of on-contour Vetiver

(from the top 10% storm/runoff events) hedge in conserving soilandwater, and

v252 mm enhancing crop productivity on gently
100 229mm SOIL LOSS % sloping land (about 2% slope; south-
90 k l RUNOFF % east aspect) at the IRRI farm. The study
580l site has medium deep soil of silty clay

c 80 10.6 Vha 1 1 7 n-texture and receives mean annualrain-
70o 60 fall of about 2500 mm."
; 60 _ "Single-line hedges (slips

C50 6.6Vh spaced 8 cm apart) were planted at
8 40 0.25 and 0.50 m vertical intervals (V./.)
O 30 on 18 June 1990. The test crops of rice

20 (IAC - 25) and mungbean (M79- 13-60)
iO were planted in the intervening alleys

0 on 19 June and 3 July, respectively. Six
LEUCAENA BUND VETIVER treatment combinations involving rice

TREATMENT and mungbean crops with hedges at
0.25andO.50m V.I., anda non-hedged

Figure 3. Soilloss and surface runofffrom the largest 10 percentile of storm events control were established in plots of 4.3
occurring over the three years of observation on runoff plots in Akola, India. The great m width and varying length (26-41 m)
majority of soil losses and runoff damages are incurred during the "non-average" storm with three replicates in RCBD. "
events; conservation treatments must be effective during these extreme events if long "Observations on depth of soil
term losses are to be minimized. In all plots, 68% to 79% of the total three year soil accumulation, soil water content in the
losses occurred in one storm event in Year 1, prior to the Vetiver and Leucaena hedges crop root-zone, and crop growth and
becorning fully functional. yield were recorded in the upper and

the lower parts of each alley."
The numbers on the top of the histo- 'The hedges planted almost
grams are surface runoff as a percent OwcNTOUwtEY VeTIV G.A.S .D. concurrently with the test crops took
of the rainfall from storm events which Fon CONSERVING SOIL AND WATER, time in establishment but became con-
caused surface runoff. The difference AND ENHANCiNG CROP PRovUCilVI tinuous in the latter part of the crop
between vetiver and the across slope ON SLOiPNG LANDS growing season. They allowed thereaf-
treatments represents almost 200 mm ter substantial accumulation of eroded
of rainfall. In year 2, a droughty year, The Network recently received soil on their upslope sides that other-
surface runoff from the vetiver plot was the following preliminary report by Drs.T. wise would have been transported fur-
55%, 35% and 41% less than from the Woodhead and T.N. Chaudhaly at the ther downslope compared to the non-
across slope, leucaena, and bunded International Rice Research Institute, hedged control where only the crop
treatments, respectively. Los Banos, Philippines on their work rows allowed some retention of the

Figure 3 is a followup on the with Vetiver grass: eroded soil. Since the hedges were not
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Table 1. Seasonal soil accumulation, soil water content (0 - 60 cm depth) and crop
production averaged over upper and lower alleys and across blocks under
various treatments. (IRRIData)

Treatment Soil accumulation Soil water Crop production
(Hedge) depth (mm) content (mm) (t/ha)

Rice Mungbean Rice Mungbean Rice Mungbean

0.25 m V.I.a 25±3 28±2 319±8 324±8 1.42±0.12 0.81±0.05

0.50 m V.I.a 16±3 18±4 308±10 314±12 1.29±0.11 0.72±0.03

Non-hedged 8±2 15±2 314±10 317±14 1.25±0.10 0.73±0.03
control

aVertical Interval

fully established during the major part and there is no maintenance expendi- Rembau, Malaysia. They have sent a
of the crops' active growth phase, a ture after it gets established. A greater copy of preliminary research results to
distinct advantage in respect of soil efficacy can be expected by establish- the Network detailing the following:
water regime and productivity of the ing the hedge at a relatively shorter "We planted single tillers of
concurrently grown crops was not real- than a longer V.I., and this may be vetivergrass(source:MARDI, Serdang)
ized during this first season. However, realistic as well since it can serve as a in rows at4 m apart inplots on an Ultisol
the hedges established at a shorter VI more appropriate guideline for cultiva- in our station. The plots were 8 m long
of 0.25 m gave marginal increases in tion and crop planting. " by 1.5m wide; three hedges were
crop available soil water retained within "The effectiveness of more fully planted on each at the bottom, middle
the rootzone and in rice and mungbean established hedges in conserving soil and top of the plot. Within the hedge
grain yields (Table 1). The mungbean and water and in enhancing crop pro- tillers were 10 cm apart within rows and
crop (grown without fertilizers) gave duction as also the competitive effectof they established quickly and, within 6
grain yields of higher economic value the hedges on the growth of adjacent months, the gaps between tillers were
than the rice crop (grown with fertiliz- crop rows needs to be further evalu- closed. Plots of 1.5 m by 8 m were
ers). Comparison of grain yields of the ated. With availability of more data, it establishedforobservationalpurposes
crop rows adjacent to and away from may be feasible to assess relative pro- as we did not have enough vetiver
the hedges suggested no shadingl ductivity/profitability of rice and tillers to initiate a replicated trial. The
competitive effect of the hedges on the mungbean as alternative wet-season vetiverplot was compared with a bare-
growth of adjacent crop rows." crops for uplands." soil plot for run-off, soil erosion and
CONCLUSIONS growth of maize."

"The preliminary results sug- ............ "From June 13, 1990 to Janu-
gest that a fully established on-contour tv0 N.RESAP ' $' ary 22, 1991, we took 19 measure-
Vetiver hedge can provide adequate SOEPREUMINARYRESULTSONments of rainfall, run-off and soil ero-
protection against soil erosion on slop- LOS, f AN 1 sion. Over this period of time, the total
ing lands. It should be acceptable to nrn-off was 73% less in the vetiverplot
farmers since the hedge occupies a Drs. K.F. Kon and F.W. Lim than in bare soil and the total eroded
narrow land strip, the cost of hedge have begun trials with Vetiver grass soil was 93% less (Table 2). The maize
establishment is low as the farmers can hedges at the CIBA-GEIGY Agricul- crop was sown late and we did not take
use their own labor in hedge planting tural Experiment Station in Negeri it to grain yield. However, dry matter

Table 2. Conservation of soil and water with Vetiver grass on an Ultisol with a 4% slope at Rembau (CIBA-GEIGY Data)

Treatment RainfallA Run-off Eroded s2il Dry matter of maize
(mm) (1/12 mi) (g/12 m ) (ka/12 m2)

Bare soil 851 28.00 277 2.02
Vetiver grass 851 7.51 20 1.83

AA There were 63 raindays from June 13, 1990 to January 22, 1991.
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production indicated that vetiver grass moderate moisture holding capacity; planting densities X 4 spacings) and
competed with maize, and yield reduc- climate is semi-arid) -3 slips at 5 cm obtained the following results:
tion was about 10% (Table 2)." intervals gave very good survival and Survival. Percentage
CONCLUSIONS rapid hedge closure. survival was about 90% to 95% at six

"The preliminary results are in- - Andhra Pradesh Agricultural Univer- months for all plantings with 2 or more
teresting. Weconcludethatvetivergrass sity, Pahadi Sharit, Andhra Pradesh, slips at all planting intervals; practically
hedges reduce run-off and erosion con- India (soils are reddish sandy loams to there was little difference in survival
siderablyas was claimed in reports that loamy sands (Alfisols); poor to moder- (under trial conditions) as long as at
have been published elsewhere. The ate moisture holding capacity; climate least 2 slips were planted. The data is
disadvantage is that it competes with is semi-arid) - 4 slips at 15 cm inter- shown in Figure 4 where the horizontal
crops for nutrients at a planting dis- vals is reported to give the best results. axis along the bottom (X-axis) shows
tance of 4 m apart. We presume com- - Nanping Prefecture, Fujian, China the plant spacing and the planting
petition can be reduced by spacing the (climate is temperate) -5 to 7 slips at density, for example, "5/1 " means that
vetiver rows further apart, say 6 m or 8 15 cm intervals for poor soils and 3 to 5 every 5 cm there was 1 slip planted.
m." 11slips at 20 cm intervals for good soils. Averaqe Gap Size. R e -

"The vetiver grass on our sta- Thedifferences betweenthese searchers also measured the average
tion appears to be drought tolerant. recommendationsprobably resultsfrom gap size at six months (the end of the
Leavesremainedgreenandplantsgrew differences in the planting materials, growing season) for each of the 16
despite the dry weather. It attracted a the soils, the climate and to a lesser treatments (Figure 5). The best results,
lot of white flies that fed on its leaves. extent, the planting techniques. What in terms of hedge closure came from
Other than this, we have not observed this shows is that the question of QQIL planting 4 slips at 5 cm intervals.
other pests or diseases. " mal practice for hedgerow establish- Looking at Figures 4 & 5 it can
Editors Note: In a followup to the au- ment in a given location is going to be a be seen that while there is an "optimal"
thors, the Network requested further location specific answer. This data can approach, the majority of the other
information regarding competition ef- only be used to suggest general guide- approaches arequite successfulaswell.
fects. The authors responded: lines for management in other locations As such, the data shows that there was
"Yes, we could see competitive effects with other planting materials. It should a good deal of insensitivity to the ap-
on the maize plants. The nearest two be recognized, though, that the optimal proach taken. So even without access
rows to the hedgerow were affected. solution is not strictly necessary or to location specific research one could
The distance between the first rows to always practical. This can be illustrated feel fairly confident that within that re-
the hedgerows varied from 15cm to 60 from the trial data presented by the gion, by planting 2 or more slips at each
cm, there was 70 cm between the rows Operational Research Project in Kab- spot and providing some management
of maize; the maize on the downslope balanala, Karnataka, India. The project inputs (gapfilling, occasional pruning),
side of the hedgerows was more af- researchers planted vetiver at densi- a hedge will eventually result. Gener-
fected. Each hedgerowgrew to about ties of 1 to 4 slips at intervals of 5, 10, ally then, the worse the site the more
10 cm width at the base (3.8% of the 15, and 20 cm (16 treatments - 4 slips one might wish to plant; the faster
plot) with the aerial parts at 50 cm
height about 40 to 50 cm wide (17% of Figure 4. Percentage survival atsix months of Vetiver grassplantings at various
the plot. " The Network wishes to point scgs 4nplantin'ensities. fh horizontal of is reantings at varou
out that the authors state that the plant- spacwngs and planting densitiese he horizontal (X-axis) is read: "511" = each Scm 1
ing distance of 4m apart may be the Ip a pl
main factor here. For this slope class Effect of Plant Spacing and Density on Survival
(4%) hedges would probably be spaced
15m to 25m apart in a farmer's field. 100

HEDGEROW ESTABLISHMENT - PLANT 80
SPACING & DENS4TY 70

Information received by the ~'.
Networkon plantingpracticesforvetiver , 50
grass is presented below. 4 40 '-

- RAK College of Agriculture, Sehore, S/
India (soils are heavy black clay (Verti-
sols); high moisture holding capacity; 20
climate is semi-arid) - 3 slips at 5 cm 10 
intervals gave the best survival (86%). 

- Universityof Agricultual Sciences,5/1 5/2 5/3 5/4 10/1 10/2 10/3 10/4 15/1 15/2 15/3 15/4 20/1 20/2 20/3 20/4Bangalore, India (soils are reddish
sandy loamto sandyclayloam (Alfisols); Spacing (cm)I # of Slips
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one wishes to form a hedgerow, the structure such as road cuts & tills) the Vetiver Grass for Soil and Water Con-
closer together one should plant the extra costs associated wih planting 4 servation. Theseminarwassponsored
slips. slips every 5 cm can be foregone. bytheindo-SwedishForestryProgram.

From the survival data it can be Depending on existing planting mate- In his paper Dr. Subramanian reported
seenthatplantingonly1 slip probably is rial and labor costs, one of the other that his work began in 1987 with the
not a good idea, and this is confirmed three strategies could be chosen. planting of Vetiver grass and 1988 with,
by looking at the data on the average At present, there are a consid- Kolukattai grass (Cenchrus glaucus),
gap sizes. It appears that planting 4 erable number of countdes, soils, and hedge lucerne (Desmanthus virgatus),
slips every 5 cm is the best way to go. climates where various planting mate- and subabul (Leucaenaleucocephala).
However, this would require a large rial-types of vetiver have been planted. According to his paper, the establish-
amount of planting material and more tf you know of the location of some ment and growth ot Vetiver and
time tor planting so that establishment hedgerows, why not go out and take a Cenchrus into hedges was encourag-
costs would be higher and perhaps a few measurements (original spacing, ing, whereas Desmanthus and Leu-
smaller area would then be treated. % survival over 3 to 5 randomly se- caena 'experienced difficulty in estab-
What is needed in addition is an esti- lected sections of 100 meters each, lishing as a hedgeS' He attributed this,
mate of how long it will take to form a average gap size over 10 or so ran- in part to the latter being established
functional, closed hedge so that the domly selected sections of 10 meters from seed and the tormer vegetatively.
tradeoffs between Soil moisture was
costs time and Figure 5. Average size of a gap, at 6 months, in Venver grass hedgerowsasa result of monitoredi com-
careat be explaned the initial spacing and planting density. hedged cont rtocan be exploredhegdcnrlt
and an informed Effect of Plant Spacing and Density on Hedge Closure the other treat-
decision on how ments. Results
much material to 15 (at six months) showed greater
use and how to levelsof soil mois-
space the plant- ture in the hedged
ings can be made. plots with the

Estmated a 10 Vetiverplothaving
Rate of Closure. E the highest per-
Using Figures 4 & w centagesoilmois-
5, there are four CL ture of alt treat-
possibte ap- * 5 ments atal stages
proaches : every 5 -- ot crop growth,
cmplanting4slips; s -. - followed by the
every lOo m plant- .4 Cenchrus treat-
ing 3 slips; every -. . merit. During the
15 cm planting 2 ° 1989-90 period
slips;andevery20 5/I 52 5/3 5/34 10/ 10/210/31tV415/I 15/215/315/420/I 2 (September
cm planting 2 slips. Spacing (cm) / # of Slips through Febru-
Comparing the 4 ary), the Vetiver
planting strategies, we could calculate each) and send the information to the treatment averaged 26% higher soil
that hedgerow closure with: Network where we can compile it and moisture than the control and 3%, 9%
- 4 slips at 5 cm would be about 80% to pass it on to practitioners in that area. and 7% greater soil moisture than the
120% fasterthan with the other3 strate- Do not forget to let us know something Cenchrus, Leucaena, and Desmanthus
gies; about the soils, the rainfall, the slope of treatments, respectively. Dr. Subrama-
- 3 slips at10 cm would be about 10% the land and anything you think of that nian reported that he intends to expand
to 20% faster than with the other 2 mightbeofinterest(isthevetiverfreely his research to compare Vetiver and
strategies; grazed ?, has it been pruned or man- Cenchrus grasses within paired 8 ha
- 2 slops at 15 cm would be about 10% aged etc.). watersheds. Research on this scale
faster than with the other strategy; and should provide very useful data.
- asi s.at 2Qcm wouldbethe slowest.

The location specific conclu- fESsAACH O* VEGETATIVE HEDGEs
sionfromthisdata would bethat the last AT ReoioaL RESEAoCH StION IN STEMBORERS IN VEtIVEFR GRASS
threestrategiesdo not involvegreatdif- 1 T MIL NADU CHINESE RESEARCH iRESULTS
ferences in time to hedgerow closure
(except if the growing season is very Dr. S. Subramanian, presented In 1989 Mr. HuJianyefromthe
shor,t,orexampleonly2orthreermonths a paper entitled Vetiver Vegetative Jiangxi Agrcultural Development Cor-
each year). Unless rapid protection is Hedge - Experience At Regional Re- poration reported that an unidentgied
required (for example in gully stabiliza- search Station, Aruppukkotai' (he is stemborerwasinabout8%ofthevetiver
tion or protection ot high value infra- theHeadoftheStation)ataseminaron plantingsovera200haarea. Inresut,
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a field survey of stemborer damage gene LeBlanc, whose family has grown grow in deeply eroded and other harsh
was carried out and some larvae were vetiver in Sunshine, Louisiana for over soil environments with the help of fertili-
collected for observation. Damage to 100 years, says that when tempera- zation or organic soil amendments.
the vetiver was caused by the borers tures drop below - 130 C that the vetiver
entering the new tillers from the leaf is damaged.
sheathes and bases of stems tofeed on NOTES & LETTERU FnO --
the inner parts and fibrovascular - - CORRESPOItENTt -
bundles. Feeding activity resulted in
wilting of the effected stems and leaves. "The farmers believe that the AUSTRALIA

The borer was identified as a Vetiver grass is more resis- - The Department of Dairy Hus-
Grass Webworm ( Chilo spp., Lepidop- tant, requires less care andas bandry and Breeding in Queensland is
tera, Pyralidae) by Professor Zhang itgrowserectitinterferesless testing Vetiver to control ersoion on its
Shimei of the Jiangxi Agricultural Uni- withcleaningpractices .fyou farmnearBrisbane. After9monthsthe
versity. Only vetiver was found to be a c c y grass was looking quite good, accord-
host in that area; the other surrounding see the Vetiver rows, regular ing to Mr. Chuck Anthoe who was there
vegetation (tea, sweet potatoes, pea- and compact, erect, there is on a recent visit from ASTAG/World
nuts, citrus, napier grass, watermelon, no comparison with Lemon Bank. The Network looks forward to
various vegetables andpaddy rice) was grass with its irregular rows, receiving some good information from

mended control method is to trim the lots of blanks, and leaves in Mr. Pat Thorbon who is conducting this
hedges to about 3 cm above ground at all directions.
the end of the growing season (end of CHINA
Autumn) and the prunings used for pig . Mr. Zhang Guangming of the
or cattle bedding, as fodder or as fertil- Other information of interest Agricultural Development Corporation
izer mixed with farm yard manure and on vetiver was regarding a trial in Lou- in Jiangxi writes:
allowed to sit for a couple of months. isiana with vetiver planted across sev- "By the end of last December 7,800
Prunings should not be piled up until eral small gullies in a military tank test- copies of the Chinese version of the
the next spring. ing facility where vegetation has not Vetiver handbooks had been distrib-

grown for many years and erosion is a uted free of charge to agriculture and
severe problem. The vetiver was re- natural resource agencies in the prov-

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ported to have grown rapidly, and even inces of Guangxi, Hunan, Jiangxi, Fujian
AGRICULTURE'S SOIL QONSEAVATION in the early stages before hedge clo- and Zheyiang; copies had also been
SERViCE WORKSHOP ON THE :Use: sure it caused a significant stoppage of distributed through the China Vetiver
OF GRASS HEadts FoOt RsioS sediment. It was also reported that Network in Sichuan. The rest will be

CONTROL native vegetation began to establish sent to to agencies of research and
:________________________ : - soon after the vetiver lines began to extension, keyfarmersandanyoneelse

In November of 1990 a work- stabilize the area. This supposedly who needs it." He also writes that the
shop was held to report, in part, onwork was the first time in any ones memory at demand for vetiver planting material is
that had been carried out on vetiver thefacility that vegetation had grown on so high that it may be difficult to meet
grass by various Department of Agri- this severely disturbed site. Also, an demands."
culture agencies in the United States. herbicidetrialwithvetivergrass showed
One of the main issues was cold toler- that there was no retardation of growth COSTA RICA
ance with reports that vetiver grass had with use of atrazine or metachlor. In Dr. Jorge Le6n, a botanist and
: (i) "considerable" survival through the fact, growth was better with the use of one of the world's foremost experts on
cold spell of December 1989 in Amer- herbicides as other weed competition Andean agriculture, reported in a letter
icus, Georgia - about 340 North; (ii) was reduced. tothe US National Academy of Science
that in north Texas vetiver was killed The workshop suggested that that plantings of Vetiver grass hedges
when temperatures dropped as low as a criteria be designed for evaluating the are increasing in an area of mixed agri-
- 160 to -180 C over a three day period- potential for grasses as contour vege- culture (small farms) to the southwest
(iii) that a two year old, 38 cm diameter tative barriers. Some suggested crite- of San Jose as borders to prevent ero-
clump of vetiver in Griffin, Georgia was ria were : tiller density (number/unit sion. He states that for this purpose
mostly killed (the clump regrew from area); tiller diameter; rate of growth farmers consider it to be superior to
surviving material on the perimeter) (increase in clump diameter, circumfer- Lemon grass (Cymbopogon citratus)
when temperatures dropped to as low ence, number of tillers); whether or not which had been the preferred species
as -130 and -150 C over a two day individualclumpswillgrowtogetherinto previously. The farmers believe that
period; (iv) in Coffeeville, Mississippi a hedge; whether the grass is killed or the Vetiver grass is more resistant,
vetiver plants that had survived a frost damaged by sediment accumulation in requires less care and as it grows erect
in March of the year were killed when its crown; whether the grass can sur- it interferes less with cleaning prac-
temperatures dropped down to - 160 C viveextendedperiodsofsubmergence; tices. They say the disadvantage is
in December; (v) reports that Mr. Eu- whether the grass can establish and that it is more difficult to separate re-
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Photos I and 2. Thefarm of Mr. and Mrs. Santa Anna in Central Luzon, Philippines. The Santa Anna's began planting contour
vegetative barriers of Vetiver grass two years ago. From iheir experience, they believe that the Vetiver hedges will allow them lofarm
the same fields each year, rather than being forced to be shifting cultivators.

quiring more labor, but as a whole it is mum, Sehima nervosum, and the off i- aware of the importance and diversity
preferred. The farmers also say that cially recommended Panicum makari- of useful native plants they will launch a
they never see it flower, but they ex- kariense) - "it certainly established search for it in the vicinity of the school.
plain that this is due to the fact that they better and puts on far more impressive Mr. Evenson also carried out a litera-
cut the plants twice a year. Mr. Le6n vegetative growthf'. The trials were ture searchwherehefound areference
reports that the Vetiver sample in the started in an attempt to find an alterna- in Vidal's 1960 publication on "The
national Herbarium flowers in October. tive forfanyaa juu terracing as its adop- Vegetation of Laos" where Ht states that
In closing, he writes: "If you see the tion is reported to be constrained by its vetiver is:
Vetiver rows, regular and compact, high labor requirements for construc- Found in periodically inundated marsh-
erect, there is no comparison with tion and maintenance, shortage of tools lands which are characterized by hav-
Lemon grass with its irregular rows, lots to construct them, that the preferred ing a woody overstory and a perennial
ofblanks,andleavesinalldirections. It season for construction work is the dry herbaceous layer (number of grass
is more resistant to stemborers than season when soils are hard, construc- species limited to three). Places ob-
Lemongrass anditlasts longer;Lemon tion costs are relatively high, loss of served: HoueyKao Canal, near Vien-
grass has to be replanted in the rows land from production, and that the ter- tiane.; Nong Bo Canal, north of Vien-
every 4 to 5 years." races require precision design and tiane draining to the Mekhong via the

checking by competent people to as- Nam Pak Sa; Nong Thevada close to
HONG KONG sure that there are no low spots. Vientiane and bordering the Mekhong;

Mr. Ronald Hill, Reader in Mr. Gibberd also reports that he has Nong Na Seng close to Thadeua, east
Geography at the University of Hong found vetiver established on terraces in of Vientiane; Than Tha Ngon some
Kong reports that he obtained vetiver coffee country in the Machakos District 28km to the north of Vientiane; Nam
grass from south China last year and where it was probably planted in the Khem north of Vientiane; Marshes
has begun multiplying it for eventual early 1960's, and even earlierthan that around Pakse;Shallow pools near
use on landslide areas. Mr. Hill reorts (date unknown) are splits of vetiver that Paklfung close to Louang Prabang.
that he is 'currentlymultiplying(vetiver) are thought to have been brought from - Mr. Somphong Pradichit from
on artificial terraces which are cut into the United States and used to protect a the Northern Regional Office of Envi-
the subsoil and weathered rock with a damwallonafarmnearThika. Hesays ronmental Protection, Ministry of Agri-
mixture of sawdust and pig manure to they"arestilleffectivelyprotecting(the) culture and Forestry, Luang Prabang
20 cm depth. This hinders deep root dam wall', writes that the Vetiver Handbook has
penetration andallows easyremovalof been translated into Lao and the script
slips. We have had excellent growth LAO, PDR for the Vetiver Slide Show is currently
with divisions at 4 month intervals." - Mr. J.P.Evenson, Chief Tech- being translated. Also, a vetiver nurs-

nical Adviser UN DP/DTC D, Nabong ery has been established in Xieng Moak
KENYA Agriculture School Project writes that where some local varieties of vetiver
- Mr. V. Gibberd of the Ministry hisschoolisinterestedinvetiverforsoil are being compared with an Indian
of Agriculture's E.M.I. Soil & Water conservation in orchards and upland variety. He reports that the local varie-
Conservation Project writes that trial croppingareas. Hediscoveredthatthe tiesseemtobedoingbetteratthistime.
work has begun on vetiver grass in the Lao he spoke with were very familiar
morearid(<800mrr/yr)zonesof Kenya. with its common name (Faekor Faek PHILIPPINES
So far early trial results indicate that the hom); vetiver is reported to have me- - From Richard Grimshaw, Chief
vetivergrassisout-performingthe other dicinal uses in Lao PDR. Aspartof the of Asia Technical Department, Agricul-
species in their trials (Panicum maxi- school's program for making students ture Division, World Bank:
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"Recently I visited the farm of where it was originally planted with Biological Agent to be Used in Prevent-
Mr. and Mrs. Santa Anna located near cuttings. (2) The farmer leader I spoke ing Soil Erosion (Revegetation)". Fig-
the Pantabagan Dam in Central Luzon, to told me that Vetiver was not popular ure 6, taken from his report, is a map of
Philippines (see Photos 1 & 2). They as the holdings in this sloping land the United Stateswith shadingtodepict
established Vetiver hedges in August topography were generally very small- areas that are potentially suitable in
1988, and now have effective hedges. < 0.5 ha -and farmers felt that the grass terms of temperature (30 days or less of
The land is steep, slopes up to 50%, took up to much valuable land. He also mean annual minimum temperatures
and highly erodible. Normally it would noted that rainfall was not a limiting of 00 C and below) and rainfall (a normal
be subject to a cutandbum rotation and factor at this site, and that further north, annual precipitation of 255 mm or more)
planted to cassava. Over two years the where rainfallis limiting, there was some for Vetiver grass hedgerows.
hedges on the Santa Anna's farm have preference for Vetiveroverotherhedge-
become well formed and because of row species. (3) Imust have examined
frequent cutting - at least every six some 50 Vetiver clumps and was "dis- ExCERPTs FRoarmt: ALL CHNAh
weeks - the hedges are kept low (20 appointed" to find no disease or insect .. VE-riVER NEWs NETWORK:: s. 
cm) andshow little sign of having nega- infestations. I also now have a small NEWSLErR*
tive impact on adjacent crops. Erosion colony of Vetiver growing at home, in
has been reduced significantly and al- pots, in the iRRI Housing compound for The Chinese Vetiver Network,
ready small terraces with risers of up to further observations." which was initiated in October 1989,
50 cm high have been formed. The Editor's Note: The Network has col- has supplied this Network with copies
hedges also grow fairly wellunderpar-
tial shade. The Santa Anna's reactions
include: hedges should be spaced no
less than three meters apart; a clear
recognition of reduction in soil loss and
fertility decline; there is no competition
with other crops; that it is too early to
assess positive impact on yields. They
believe that the Vetiverhedges willresult
in a stable form of cultivation (as against
slash and burn); and that they intend
planting Vetiver on a new farm they
hope to soon have. Alex Coloma of the
NationalIrrigationAuthority was respon-
sible for encouraging the Santa Anna's
to use Vetiver, and he has promised to
monitor its impact more closely now
that the hedges are well established.
One last point from Mr. Santa Anna: "If
Vetiver hedges are to be properly es-
tablished they must be managed and
not neglected. " Figure 6. Shaded areas represent those parts of the United States where Vetiver grass
- Dr. Paul S. Teng, Plant Pa- may potentially be planiedfor soil and soilmoisture conservation.
thologist and Coordinator of IPM at
IRRI, in a letter to the Unites States lected considerable information over of their 4th and 5th Newsletters. The fol-
National Academy of Sciences writes: the last two years on fertility in vetiver. lowing are some excerpts of interest
During December 19901 did pay a visit There are no conclusions yet but we from these:
to a place called Guba which is approxi- feel confident in stating that vetiver grass SURVIVAL
mately 25 km west of Cebu City on the is not known to exhibit invasive behav- 'At the end of March this year,
island of Cebu, in the middle of the ior; based on empirical evidence from the Soil and Moisture Conservation
Philippines. Vetiver has been used for years to decades of observations in Office of Sichuan Province and the Hilly
erosion here by an NGO group for dozens of countries. Under the condi- Area Development Office of Chengdu
several years and I saw stands on tions tound in farmer's fields (rainfed or introduced 12 tons of Vetiver slips from
contours that were about a 0.75 m tall. irrigated), vetiver will not spread from the Jingyang Prefecture of Fujan Prov-
Three points maybe of interest to you: seed and become a weed. ince. Theseslipshavebeenplantedex-
(1) There was quite a proportion of perimentally... Since June, some of
fertile seeds on panicles in at least a USA the experimental locations have sent
third of the clumps. I guess this may - Mr. John Boutwell of the US us growth condition reports and obser-
upset the view that the plant is sterile. Bureau of Land Reclamation carried vation records. According to the Ping-
However, I did not see any evidence of out an investigation for his agency en- shan SM Office: Vetiver was planted on
Vetiver establishment in areas outside titled "Evaluation of Vetiver Grass as a March 29, established itself in 25 days,
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survival rate was 90%.... At the nursery County of Sichuan, a small number of grass nurseries to grow material lor
of Chiyang Village, CentralDeyang Mu "Sticky Worm" activities were discov- trial/demonstration work in cooperation
nicipality, vetiver was planted on March eredintheirnurseryon June26. By July with the farmers with whom the NGOs
28, the slips recovered in 13 days, with 4. 'sticky worms" were found on every were currently working and to provide
a survival rate of 80%.... In the Kuok in- vetiver clump, ranging fronm 2 to 13 tunds to the NGOs to pay Ihe expenses
guo Reservoir area of Fanjihua Munici- worms each. The large worm is about 5 (not salararies) for monitoring the vetiver
pality, vetiver was planted on April 2 1. cm long and 1 cm in diameter. There grassthat isplanted (e.g. mortalty rates,
recovered in 13 days, survival rate was are red dots on the head. They are growth rates, silt buildup, crop yield,
36% According to observation at the commonly seen in paddy and maize any other field observations pertinent
SM Experimental Station of Dujiangkin fields. In the nursery, the worms con to nursery management, and hedge
Municipality, the survivalrate was about centrate on) attacking veliverleaves and establishment or maintenance) for the
40%.. Vetivernplanted in the garden of have left other weeds and grasses first two to three years. This intorma-
the Chengdu Hilly Area Development alone. From the experience of Weidi tion, as well as information on farmer
Oflice hadasurvivalrateofabout 60% County, thepesticide "Rifulene"is more and extension worker attitudes toward
GROWrH effective and has already stopped the the use of the vetiver grass systemwas

"According to the present con- attack. We hope colleagues will pay to be shared with the Wordd Bank and
dition of growth in different areas, the close attention to the presence of pests any interested government agencies,
growth prospects are mixed, and in and diseases on vetiver and inform us organizations or individuals. Now,
most places, the growth has not been in a tir7ely manner so that various almost one year later, in each of these
satisfactory. The main reason for this experimentalunitscouldbe notifiedand countries there are a few NGO groups
has to do with weather conditions and adopt Iheir preventive nmeasures." who have started producing planting
managemnenit. In Sichuan this year. the material and will be establishing their
drought between Spring and Sunmmer first trialswith this coming rainyseason.
had been more serious than nornial, in POTENTIAL AVAILABILrTY OF FUNOS This next year, there is a good
most places, no rain has fallen since FOR NGO TRIAL/DEMONSTRATION possibility that the Vetiver Network/
April. Thiscausedseriouswalerstress WORK WITH VETIVER GRASS ASTAG will have another grant with
to the young veliver seedlings which, if which it will be able to repeat the fund-
not irrigated in time. would die in large Last year the Vetiver Network/ ing of anotherfour or live NGOs in each
quantities Insharpcontrasttothis.last AST'AG was able to ofter funding to a of tour or five countries. We would be
years'plantings suffered less drought few NGOs (nongovernmental organi interested to heartromanyNGOgroups
and have beeii growing well Accord zalions) in Ethiopia, Nigeria, Guate- who are currently involved with agricul-
iiig to the Chengdu HillyArea Develop mata, PhilippinesandNepal Thefunds ture/natural resource management co-
nient Office, the hills planted last year provided starttip costs for small vetiver operatively with small farmers and who
sprouted this spring and maintained
very rapid growth, the rate of growth
was twice as high as any thal was Phiw,,, l'rrir''sri'iir?lun'iniSoialAfrira
plart)edelsewherelastyear(inSichuan) Pholo Cou.,I.y of Mr. Anthony Tanlum
Frorri this we can deduce that vetiver in
itself is drought resisteit, but those
introduced from Fujian needa periodof - .b..-
transition and adaptation.' \& -
VErivER FOR SOIL AND MOISTURE
CONSERVATION

"Since its inlroduction last year,
vetiver cultivation in Pingnan Prefec SI,
lure of Fujian has achieved very good i
results.. In our Prefecture, there has -I X
been a history of Veliver cultivation of
sonie years now, but only the roots
were used for extracting fragrance
Alterayearofexperimentaliori itproved
lobe a goodplant for soilandtnioisture 'j
coniservation: it has wide adaplability, r.
rapid growth, low cost and significant
benefits in soil and moisture conserva-
liol. This years new plantings are not
only extensive in area, but also of sig-
nificant scale."
AN INSECr PEsr ON VETnVER

'According loa letter from Weili
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are willing to and interested in trying If you are aware of the exis- Coimbatore
vetiver grass hedgerows for soil and tence of vetiver grass in any of these University of Agricultural Sciences, Ban-
moisture conservation. If interested, countries, please contact the Network galore
write to the Network at the address at the address given on the last page of Watershed Management Directorate,
given on the last page of the Newslet- this Newsletter. Dehra Dun, UP
ter. Tell us about your group, the work Malaysia
you are currently carrying out and CIBA-GEIGYAgricultural Experiment
something about where vegetative SATioNS CURRENTLY ARRYIN- Station, Negeri Rembau, Malaysia
contour barriers fit within the needs and f t Os¢ s VER - G .V. G Dr. P.K. Yoon, Head Plant Science
farming systems of your client farmers. FOR O ol M- Division, Agri-Bio Corp., West Malay-
To a large extent the countries selected -NSERV-- ON sia
will be dependant on the responses - _-__-_-:_--_-_-_-;_:__________ Nea
that the Network receives. The following is a listing of Central Animal Nutrition Division, Khu-

research institutions and organizations maltar
W -EnE -~i~ER -RAM -. - . (of which we have information) that are

KHEWE TOwr!vER (iRAss Is-NoT... pursuing research on one or more of IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria
the following topics: propagation, es- Papua New Guinea
- - -- tablishment, management or impacts Lowlands Agricultural Experimentation

As the search for vetiver grass of vetiver grass for soil and soil mois- Station
around the world expanded it eventu- ture conservation; the biology, ecology Philippines
ally arrived at the point where it was no or pathology of the species Vetiveria IRRI, Los Baflos
longer so pertinent to ask where vetiver zizanioides . If you are aware of any South Africa
is so much as where it is not. The Net- others, please contact the Network and King Williamstown College
work recently contacted Mr. Mark Daf- let us know. United States
torn, who is studying the geographic Australia Alabama A&M, Normal, Ala.
distribution of vetivergrassforthe Board Dept. of Primary Industries, Agriculture National Academy of Sciences, Wash-
of Science and Technology for Interna- Research Branch, Soil Conservation ington, D.C.
tional Development, National Academy Research Lab., Queensland Ohio State University, Dept. of Agron-
of Science of the United States, to ob- Chia omy (in Costa Rica, C.A.)
tain the latest information on this sub- Institute of Mountain Disasters and the University of Georgia Experimental
ject. Environment, Chengdu, Sichuan Farm, Griffin, Ga.

Mr. Dafforn informed the Net- Kunming Institute of Ecology, Kunming University of Texas, El Paso, Tx.
work that Vetiveria zizanioides can be Ministry of Agriculture (Fujian, Jiangxi, USDA-ARS National Sedimentation
considered pan-tropical. The breaks in Sichuan, Hunan, Guizhou) Laboratory, Oxford, Miss.
Vetiver distribution are more likely in- Red Soils Research Institute, Jiangxi USDA-ARS Plant Introduction Center,
formation gaps rather than physical SouthChina Inst. of Botany, Guangzhou Griffin, Ga.
gaps. At present they have no reports South China Soil and Water Conserva- USDA-ARS-NPS, Beltsville, Md.
or documentation on vetiver in the An- tion Technology Experimental Station, USDA-SCS Plant Materials Center,
dean Region (Bolivia, Peru, Ecuadoror Guangzhou Baton Rouge, La.
Uruguay), NorthAfrica(Mauntania, Mo- EI USDA-SCS Plant Materials Center,
rocco, Libya, Egypt), orthe Middle East University ot the South Pacific, Suva Beltsville, Md.
(from between Israel and Turkey on the Uner USDA-SCS Plant Materials Center,
west to Pakistan on the east). Also, French Institute of Agricultural and Jackson/Coffeville, Miss.
they have no reports of vetiver from : Environmental Engineering Research USDA-SCS Research Laboratory, Ft.
Benin, Cameroon, Ecuatorial Guinea, St-Martin d' Hbres Worth, Tx.
The Gambia, Guinea Bissau, Namibia, lama USDA-SCS Research Laboratory, Lin-
Swaziland, Togo; The Azores, The Andhra Pradesh Agricultural Univer- coln, Nebraska
Canaries, CapeVerde, PrincipeorSao sity, Rajendernagar, Hyderabad, AP
Tome; Portugal or Greece. Mr. Dafforn Central Soil and Water Conservation -.
explains however, that there are a Research and Training Institute, Dehra ION-GOvERNMENTAL QRGNAfZATIONS
numberof reasonsto expectthat vetiver Dun, UP INVOLVEMENT WFIT WORLD BANK
will be found in most of these countries GBUAT, Pantnagar, UP
- for, example countries surrounded ICRISAT, Hyderabad, AP To further NGO involvement in
by others where it does exist or histori- Operational Research Project, Karna- project design, the World Bank has for
cal use in the Mediterranean - he is taka the last two years regularly updated a
confident that it will eventually be found PKV Agricultuaral University, Akola, "List of World Bank-financed Projects
in the majority of these countries. If so, Maharashtra with Potential for NGO Involvement" to
vetiver would then exist throughout all RAK College of Agriculture, inform NGOs about upcoming possi-
the political divisions of the tropics, sub- Sehore bilities for collaboration. The Bank has
tropics, and Mediterranean. Tamil Nadu Agricultural University, also been mailingworldwide its "Monthly
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Operational Summary to NGOs that l:N_______________R____ __W____K_
request it. For further information or to Ti: V tvt INoraa I NjrwOrn
order these items contact: The purpose of the Network is to provide a central point where information

MR. CHRIS HENNIN OR MR. ART THOMAS on the use of contour vegetative barriers of Vetive r grass may be compiled and dis-
EXTIE/WORLD BANK NGO INFORMATION seminatedto all interested individualsfreeof charge. If youwishto jointhe Network,
SERVICE; ROOM T8102, 1818 H ST., request further information or supply information to other users, please write to:
NW; WASHINGTON, D.C. USA 20433. VETIVER INFORMATION NETWORK; C/O MR. J. SMYLE, ASTAG; RM. F 3027; 1818 H

ST. NW, WASHINGTON, D.C., 20433; USA; TEL. (202) 458-2274; FAX (202) 477-
1865

IX0 ALT -8 rRNA1IETwEO; cNNOLOGIEs |

With this Newsletter we would like to begin providing the members of the Network with examples of other, simple low-
cost technologies that can have a significant impact on how natural resources are managed. This first example comes from
the State of Karnataka insouth India. The histograms below show how by simplychangingtree plantingtechniquesthe survival
and growth rates are improved tremendously. Though this data is from a semi-arid zone, moisture stress is a major cause of
mortality and poor growth rates even in humid zones, especially on hillslopes and where soil crusting is a problem. Tree planting
in contour V-ditches optimizes the soil moisture regime for the individual plant to the maximum extent possible short of sub-
soiling.

IMPACT OF PLANTING TECHNIQUE ON SURVIVAL AND HEIGHT GROWTH
IN SECOND YEAR AFTER PLANTING

Second Year Survival As A Function Of Planing Technique Mean Height At Second Year As A Funclion Of Planting Technique
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NOTE : Dale Sels Are Incampte For Some SpecIe-.

LEGEND The data corStained in t graphs above was collected In the Stale of KaTalka by the Kabenele Wgerahe, OPeratkna
Researchtleamninl1989. The three planting technoqus utilzed wer :(I) pitp'snIng . ewAvoion of trlvJNholesor each

DS - 1QabtMAW seeding. pits were approximatley 50 crm square by 30 cm deep: 111) OOLr lotrenches - In coee-actrIioe ft enches are ap
Al - AL0i"I11I& proximately SO cmi by 50 cm and are dug alog the cowtour at I m vertical Wteovals; (II) contour v-ditchs - in croe-se0ion
AA - h&AlAg&QAMI are appoximately 50 cm deep at their deepest point and I m or more in width across the lop. They are dug along the
S.j - Zykjmomcontout at I m vertical intervals.
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ASTAG *, WORLD BANK, NUMBER 6, JUNE 1991 The Vetiver Awards 84
Vetiwer Grass in Malaysia
by Dr. PlK. Yoon 86
Role of Vetiver Grass by

This Newsletter issue presents been receiving a slow but steady Drs. Bharad and Bathkal 97
the works selected to receive the flow of information from people in soil salinity and Vetalerby Dr. P. Troung, al a1. 99
Vetiver Incentive Awards. The the field. But we still are missing Vetiver in Fujian Province
Awards are in recognition both of feedback from the hundreds of by Mr. Wang Zisong 105
the author's personal initiative people who have indicated that VAlChinrAganstlErost 108
andofthe significantcontribution they wish to locate vetiver and by Dr. F. Dinger 1ti
they have made to the wider use give it a try. We hope that some by DtrS Hedge Research
and better management of of you are now carryir.g out some
contour vegetative barriers of work with vetiver, please keep us
vetiver grass. informed - your experience in working and access to informa-

testingandpromotingvetivercan tion in any field or endeavor in
save others both time and false natural resource management/

THE NEWSLETTER starts. And this is true not just for conservation - well, here is a
vetiver, but forthe largerquestion chance to do something about it,

Vetiver Awards of introduction and extension of write I And when you do, let us
This is the sixth Newsletter resource conservation systems. know what othertypes ofinforma-

to be put out by the Vetiver Infor- We now know that, as much as tion would be useful to you in the
mation Network. Thefocusofthis anything else, "sustainable agri- Newsletter.
Newsletter is on presenting some culture" is an information revolu-
of the information that the Net- tion and overcoming many of the Vetiver In Thailand and China/
work has received as a result of critical constraints to the realiza- Other Species With Potential -
the Vetiver Research Incentive tion of a sustainable, productive A Letter From Dick Grimshaw
Awards. In this issue we have agriculture will depend on those On a recent visit to East
tried to faithfully present the ma- who are workina in the field to Asia I had the opportunity to visit
jor work that was sent in by a disseminatetheirknowledae. We Thailand and China. There is a
number of individuals; unfortu- have all heard the years of com- growinginterestinThailandinthe
nately, given the length of some plaints regarding insufficient net- use of Vetiver hedges. Vetiver
of the pieces some heavy editing
was necessary. As a result many - Ei

of the tables, figures and photo- 0 .l. , .'
graphs that came in the reports
have not been reproduced here. I-'; I
The Vetiver Information Network I I
can, however, supply photocop- F I l
ies of the complete reports. .

Reader Participation
Over the last 3 years the I

Network has received a constant
stream of requests for informa- |..' , a. __
tion about vetiver grass; during Photo 1. "There is much more soil erosion in the control estate
the last year the Network has plot. " One of Dr. P.K Yoon's vetlver trials in Malaysia.
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Achnatherum splendens...like Vetiver... itgrows vigorously ...is not considered
invasive..-is stronglyrooted...local people recognize its soil binding properties

(known in Thai as Yaa Faeghom I also spent some time in dense line seeding.
or Yaa Khom Faeg) has been theLoessPlateauRegionofChina Dick Grimshaw
found in its "wild" state in water- and visited one area where ero-
logged areas in Eastern Thailand. sion losses were reputed to be A. ..TRV- A W ....
Mr. Pitsanu Attaviroj of the Land the highest in the world - 60,000
Development Department is tonnes/km2 IThe winters are too Last month a panel of two
demonstrating its use. Also the cold for Vetiver in this region. judges from the Board of Science
Thai-German Land Development However we found another grass and Technology For International
Project near Maehong Soen in that has great possibilities. Its Development at the (United
North-East Thailand is test plant- name is Achnatherum splendens States) National Academy of
ing it. We alsofound it being used (Jiji grass). The grass has very Science reviewedthereportsand
for medicinal purposes by Karen similar features to Vetiveria ziza- information received by the
tribes people near Mae Sa-reaing nioides except that it is confined Vetiver Information Network over
(the Karen call Vetiver Posiakh:). to areas of high ph (7.5+). It is a the last year on management or
Taking account of what we know clump grass, looks very much like research associated with the utili-
about Vetiver and in particular Dr. Vetiver, growsto two meters high, zation of vetiver grass as a con-
P.K. Yoon's work on Vetiver in and is found naturally in saline tourvegetativebarrier. The judges
Malaysia I am in no doubt that swampy areas where it spreads chose amongst the entries based
Vetiverwilldoextremelywellinall through seeds. Like Vetiver when on two equally weighted factors
South-East Asian countries. taken out of this environment it - (i) the contribution made to-

In China I visited two year grows more vigorously and will ward providing significant infor-
old plantings in Chongren County only grow from vegetative slips. It mation about some aspect of
of Jiangxi Province. The grass is not considered invasive. It is vetiver as a species and/or its
has grown very well and is mak- very strongly rooted and the local utilization and/or its impacts and
ing excellent hedges. It is also people recognize it for its soil (ii) the degree of personal initia-
producing a large amount of bio- binding properties. Livestock will tive displayed in carrying out the
masswhich is being usedto mulch only eat the young leaves, and work or providing the information.
citrusandotherfruittrees. lwould like Vetiver is not destroyed by Thislattercriteriawasveryimpor-
guess that Vetiver, with its very sheep and goats. The grass will tant as the resources available to
deep rooting system,iswhen used not grow in acid conditions. We the participants varied greatly.
as a mulch on these heavily do not know how it behaves when The Awardees, selected by
leached red soils is doing an planted closely to form a hedge, the panel, are:
excellent job in recycling leached and it will be test planted as a First Place (US$ 3000) - Dr.
nutrients. Farmers are convinced hedge in this season. Assuming it P.K. Yoon of the Rubber Re-
of its utility and expansion ap- grows into a good hedge (i.e., the search Institute in Malaysia for
pears to be limited to the supply of clumps join together) we will have his comprehensive report on his
seedlings. I was pleased to see an excellent grass for these re- (almost) two years of research
on a yet to be developed 150 ha gions of Asia with very cold win- work on the management and
catchment area that Jiangxi offi- ters. Other biological barriers utilization of vetiver grass. In his
cials have planted Vetiver on the measures that have potential in report Dr. Yoon has made a rigor-
contour in preparation for the fol- these northern areas for nonar- ous study of each and every
lowing years' land clearing. Thus, able land protection include Cara- aspect associated with his work
this next year when the land is gana (a small leguminous tree) with vetiver and provided practi-
openedupforcroppingtheVetiver and Hippophae rhamnoides (sea cal guidelines for utilization and
hedges will be in place to protect buckthorn, a shrub). The trick is to management based on his find-
the newly exposed soils. manage them as a hedge, i.e., ings.
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Second Place (US$ 2000) - Information Network of which Dr. other plant species that would be
Dr. G.M. Bharad from PKV Uni- Zhang is the head. The role of the at least as suitable as vetiver for
versity in Akola, Maharashtra, network in popularizing and pro- creating contour vegetative barri-
India for the consistently excel- viding practical information on ers. A number of individuals
lent research work he has carried vetiver within China is invaluable expressed interest in presenting
out over the last four years on and represents the best of local alternative species, however, in
measuring the on-farm impacts of initiative and innovation in extend- the end only three people did.
contour vegetative barriers of ing technologies for sustaining The review panel felt that while
vetiver grass and leucaena, of agriculture. Mr. Wang Zisong, the information presented was
graded earthen bundsand of farm- Deputy Director of the China Red interesting, none of the three
ing with no conservation meas- Soils Project; this award is given submissions presented sufficient
ures. Dr. Bharad was one of the to further the excellent work of informationforjudgingand/orthey
people who early on grasped the those in Fujian Province who over presented information on species
importance of vetiver grass and the last two years have been which are known not to meet the
the opportunities it opened up in working to define management criteria of, ata minimum, being as
conservation farming; systems, carry out trials and suited as vetiver as a contour

Third Place (US$ 1000) - demonstrate the usage of vetiver vegetative barrier. The Network
Drs. P.N. Truong, I.J. Gordon grass while working with farmers wouldliketothanktheseindividu-
and M.G. McDowell from the Land to extend the vetiver technology. als: Mr. N.B. Hiremath of Karna-
Management Research Branch Dr. S. Subramanian, Professor taka, India (Subabul -Leucaena
of the Queensland Department of and Head, Regional Research leucocephala), Mr. Gao Weisin
Primary Industries, Brisbane, Station, Aruppukkotai, Tamil of Chengdu, China (Napier grass
Australia for their work on the Nadu, lndiaforhisworkon effects -Pennisetum pupureum), and
effectsofsalinityonvetivergrass. of contour vegetative barriers on Messrs. Wang Jing, Su Zhon-
Priortothisworkindicationsfrom soil moisture which compared gren, and Liu Zhengjie (Bhabar
both the literature and other vetiver, leucaena, desmanthus grass- Eulaliopsisbinata). Asthe
sources had led to the unchal- and cenchrus hedgerows. Dr. US$2000 was not awarded, the
lenged belief that vetiver grass Subramanian's work has also Network has utilized these funds
was highly sensitive to saline included the management of to print copies of Dr. P.K. Yoon's
conditions; this work arrives at vetiver. Dr. Francoise Dinger of excellent report; the copies are
different conclusions and poten- the French Institute of Agricul- being disseminated to a number
tially opens up tens of thousands tural Engineering Research, of individuals and institutions
of hectares of degrading saline Grenoble Regional Centre, Natu- around the world who are active
lands worldwide as sites where ral Hazards and Upland Erosion in farming systems and natural
contour vegetative barriers of Control Division, St-Martin resource conservation concerns.
vetiver grass may be utilized to d'H6res, France for his work on Onecopyeachwillalsobesentto
halt and reverse land degrada- multiplication (vegetative and tis- those who submitted alternative
tion. Dr. Troung has also been sue culture) and adaptability to species. The Network can have
active in introducing and spread- sub-humid mediterranean climatic copies of Dr. Yoon's report printed
ing the word about the vetiver conditions in nutrient poor, eroded for interested individuals, though
system in Australia. sites. Dr. Dinger's work could the printing costs are US$ 35/

The Panel also chose four potentially introduce vetivergrass copy as the report contains quite
recipients to receive US$ 500 into a zone in which erosion rates a number of color photographs.
awards for their work. The (as a result of removal of native Anunboundblackandwhitecopy
awardees are: Dr. Zhang Xin- vegetation) are very high and, for may be had for free through the
bao of the Institute of Mountain climatic reasons, revegetation is Network-ascananyotherreport
Disaster and Environment in extremely difficult. featured in this or other Newslet-
Chengdu, China; this award is The Network also had of- ters .
given for the All China Vetiver fered a US$ 2000 award for any The Network would like to
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thank all of those who took the only for the poorer developing 17.1± 1.1 tillers/plant and the
initiative to participate in the countries. Malaysia is well devel- larger bags 25.5 ± 1.6 tillers/plant
Vetiver Awards and to congratu- oped agriculturally and money is (2) Planting in soil beds : (a)
late those whose workwas singled readily available for any cost-ef- 2 rows of tillers were planted with
out by the panel for awards. For fective technologies. My research in-between distances of 6" and
those whose work was not targets assess the potential val- irrigated system and one nugget
awarded, a special thanks is in ues of Vetiver from both ends of of Kokei (6 gm) fertilizer per tiller
order and please be assured that the economic spectrum and, were used Harvesting could be
the Network values the informa- therefore, the early results and done at 5 months, yielding (on 2
tionthatyouprovidedandintends discussions presented could be occasions) 486 clumps with an
to disseminate it widely. easily adapted to suit different average of 21.1 ±0.6tillers/clump

input requirements. and 185 clumps with an average
IE- - iAcr. M A -....i.- On recognizing the poten- of 20.6 ± 0.6 tillers/clump. (b) 6

I-i A- t -flA IN 0tial value of Vetiver, after reading rows of plants were established
-F., I:, S . . GR sS the handbook published by The with in-between distances of 6"

ALAY$L4 i- --- m- -:-World Bank, considerable time and irrigated. Fertilizer applica-
REPORT BY -DR. FK. OON was spent before we managed to tion was dried chicken dung.

locateaclumpof57tillersinTaip- Growth up to 3 months was satis-
My knowledge of Vetiver ing, Perak, on 12 April 1989. After factory but, thereafter, the plants

grass starts from 12/4/1989, when that, the first priority was to multi- in the central rows tend to grow
I first saw a clump of rather undis- ply the plant rapidly before we and multiply slower because of
tinguished-lookinggrasscollected could do any observation and shade-effect. This system should
by my colleague, Encik Ahmad distribution to interested parties. be used only if there were land
Azly, at my request. It looked so A. Multiplication Of Vetiver constraint; otherwise, the 2-row
ordinary and so frighteningly 1. Multiplication using tillers system is much better.
similar to the horrible "Lalang" ! (1) Planting in polybags (3) Planting in soil : A large
(ed. note :Imperata cylindrica) Initially, all tillers were planted in blockofapproximately2o,OOOsq.
However, I have been stimulated polybags with sizes of 7" x 15" feet was ploughed and rotovated.
by the Handbook: Vetiver Grass and 10" x 20". One sixgram nugget Tillers were directly planted with a
-The HedaeAgainst Erosion and, of Kokei (N, P,K,Mg) slow release planting distance of 6" x 6". One
having spent more than 30 years fertilizerwas introduced into each round of dried chicken dung was
visiting rubber plantings and bag and (a drip-type) irrigation applied at one week after plant-
having seen massive erosion system was used. Plants were ing. This approach ensures low
problemsespeciallyonsteephills, divided as soon as they were establishment cost. There was
I was prepared to have a look-see observed to be bag-bound. At 4 little maintenance cost; with plant-
at any economic method. months the smaller bags had ing in the normal rainy season.

1989 was the time to get to
know the plant and to multiply it Figure 1. The number of culm cuttings obtained from vetiver
fordistribution. 1990wasthe main NO. CULM CUTTINGS PER CLUMP
period for distribution, start some 12

ad hoc trials and set the stage for i
'proper' trials in co-operating es- A !\
tates. This report summarizes . A/l V
mainly efforts of 1989 and 1990.
1991 should see better progress. 6

Whereas, Vetiver is pro- 1,V
moted by the World Bank as a 3

low-cost hedgerow system for -
controlling soil-loss and improv- 0 7 21 234 965

ing soi mosue thsmy.etu 1 3 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73ing soil moisture, this may be true
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watering was not needed. Also, roots); C - most vigorous (with new plantlets under mist. Three
there was no weeding nor any roots) - single plant; D - less vig- methods of rooting under mist
pest and disease control meas- orous (with roots) - single plant; E were tested:
ures.Samplingof100clumpsat4 - least vigorous (without roots) - (I) Layering of culms. The
months showed average of 11 single plant; F - Terminal shoots; whole stem was buried in sand-
tillers perclumps (farmer's report). G - Young shoots plants that were bed with the following results af-
This rate of production was con- growing horizontally (with small ter 5 weeks: (a) With leaf-sheath
sidered satisfactory because of roots/without roots). All types intact - 23.2% rooted; (b) With
the low input. produced good root system un- leaf-sheath removed - 28.4%

In Malaysia, labor cost is der mist and transplanting suc- rooted (c) With leaf-sheath slit -
high. Therefore, the following cess into polybags was nearly 35.7% rooted
system has been developed: (2) Rooting of individual node

Fertilizer: use of one nugget with leaf-sheath intact - at 5weeks
of Kokei (6 gm) slow release fer- 5.1% rooted; at 9 weeks 14.6%
tilizer per plant. This is sufficient "Vetiveris easyto multiply rooted.
for 3 months. For longer periods at low cost. Under normal (3) Rooting of individual node
of up to 6 months,a second nug- conditions multiplication with leaf-sheath slit - at 5 weeks
get is required. Dried chicken . ' . . i. 31.4% rooted; at 6 weeks 52,7%
dung is also very effective. byplantigwithtillerswill rooted and; at 8 weeks 76.3%

Watering : The Sumisansui give satisfactoryresults." rooted.
(drip type)irrigation system is Dr. P.K.Yoon Treatment (3) of rooting each
cheapto installandensuresgood - nodal culm cutting with the leaf-
and uniform watering. Timing the sheath slit was the most promis-
planting to coincide with the rainy ing.
season minimizes the need to 100% for all types (lowest 99.6% An assessment of5-month
water. fortype E). The multiplication and old clumps in the ground yielded

Topping:Theregularmonthly growthofthevariousbranchtypes 16.4 ± 1.4 cuttings. The number
topping to 40 cm to encourage will be discussed later. of cuttings from each clump was
tiller formation using a mecha- Ill. Multiplication by culm-cut- highly variable as shown in Fig-
nized grass-cutter which is read- ting= ure 1. Note that the above work
ily available in all estates and It is recommended that was done under mist. However,
most smallholdings. clumps of Vetiver be cut-back to based on experience with other

With the above system, the 30-50 cm to encourage tillering. crops, similar results would likely
cost of production is reduced to a Early observations suggest that be obtained if materials are rooted
minimum. too short cut-backs result in die- in sand-bed under polythene
11. Multiplication by culm- backof manyculmsunderMalay- sheet to keep the atmosphere
branches sian conditions. An ad hoc trial moist; this has not been specifi-

When Vetiver clumps are testing 30, 40, 50 and 60 cm cut- cally tested because of time con-
repeatedly topped at 40 cm and back height suggested 40 cm to straint.
whentheyare morethan3 months be the best with least set-back to Conclusion
old, the cut-culms produced many growth, minimum die-back and Vetiver is easy to multiply
branches at the internode. These good tillering. at low cost. Under normal condi-
branches can be detached for The tops are normally dis- tions, multiplication by planting
planting. A trial was set up to carded after cut-back at of 40 cm with tillers will give satisfactory
studythemultiplicationandgrowth height. However, if the Vetiver results. However, refined meth-
of these culm- branches which clumps are 3 months or older, the ods of vegetative propagation by
were separated into varioustypes cut-tops include many culms. culm branches and culm cuttings
as follows: A - most vigorous with Each culm has varying numbers may be considered from 2 view
young shoots (with roots); B - less of internodal buds which can be points: (1) They will be of little
vigorous with young shoots (with induced to sprout and produce value in mass vegetative propa-
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gation because they may not be spacing of 6' x 6' and in the full 3 months, 15polybag plants were
commercially cost-effective (2) sun. At 3 months aftertreatment, harvested They showed the fol-
Theywillbeofvalueinthefollow- sampleofleavesweretaken from lowing: (i) Plants from the open
ing scenarios: (a) Initial stage of two levels of the leaves to deter- performed poorly under shade;
multiplication of a newly found mine specific leaf areas. (ii) Plants in shade condition
cultivar. (b) Initial stage of multi- Results continuedtogrowpoorlywithpoor
plication of a newly imported cul- Shading significantly in- tillering under continuous shade;
tivar. (c) Where base cultivars are creases the specific leaf area (iii) Plants from shade condition
imported at high cost from other (Table 1) suggesting significant performed well once they are
countries. Certainly these meth- response of the plant. exposedtotheopen. Theconclu-
ods are much cheaper than the At 3 and 4 months after sion is: "Vetiver is not shade-
tissue culture method. However, treatments, 10 polybags each tolerant" but can survive under
once the base source for multipli- were sampled and the soil washed shade (intensity ?) fora period (?)
cation is established, the normal off. Results showed that shading and could be easily rejuvenated if
method of splitting the tillers significantly reduces: (i) tiller for- the shading canopy is removed.
should suffice. In the early phase mation; (ii) plant weight; (iii) shoot In effect, such information
of my work, all methods using all weight; (iv) rootweight butdid not allows usto plan the following: (i)
plant parts are used. This ac- modify the % root/shoot ratio sig- Plant the Vetiver before or at the
counts for the large amount of nificantly. Therefore, we can same time as the planting of the
materials that I have produced conclude that Vetiver (at least the main perennial crop of oil palm or
and distributed. cultivar I have been working with) rubber; (ii) Leave the Vetiver along
B. Growth Of Vetiver is not shade tolerant. It is, how- the terracing to grow or sustain
I. Effect of shade on growth of ever, not expected to be since itself; (iii) When the main crops of
vetiver most grasses are likely to be cli- oil palm or rubber have grown

To be able to use a plant max plants. The good feature is over, the rows of Vetiver can ei-
as for any extended period under thatthe % root/shoot stayed rather ther perish as in oil palm area or
perennial crops, such as rubber constant and we should be able periodically re-established as in
or oil palm, dictates that the plant to modify agricultural methods to rubber during winterng. In either
mustbeshade-tolerantunderthe make the best use of this point. case,theVetiverwouldhavedone
canopy of the main crop. Three (ii). Trial 2 its job of reducing soil erosion.
trials were started to test such The plants from Trial 1 (iii). Trial 3
effect. were used in this trial. Half the Thistrialstudiedthegrowth
(i) Trial 1 plants grown under shade were of plants undervery intense shade

Plants raised in polybags for shifted to the open, while the of (87%) of rubber nursery and
6 weeks, were put under shade reverse approach was applied to also examined 3 possible meth-
(80%) of rubber plants at nursery plants grown in the full sun. After ods of establishing plants in the

field. The 3 planting methods are:
(i) polybag completely removed

Table 1. Specific leaf area (leaf area/leaf weight; cm2/gm) as exposing the core of soil and roots;
effected by available sunlight (ii) base removed and with 4 slits

cut with 10 cm clearance from top20-40cm 40-60cm and bottom; (iii) base of polybag

Shade_ Sun_ Shade Sunremoved. All 3 methods of plant-Shade Sun Shade Sun ing had no influence on the in-

tense shade effect, viz. all plantsMean 157 140 151 142 under rubber performed badly at
s.e.(n ) 4 0 2.1 4.0 2.6 2 months compared with those in
tn-test 10 10 10 10 the open, then eventually, all the

t-test P< 0. 1 plants under the intense shade

died off. The following points are
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SOI1 L TY P E S out in crops which do not producedense canopies or are relatively
gm gm X short. Examples are cocoa, tea,
20 ROOTS 60 TOPS SO ROOT/TOP RATIO etc.

II. Effect of soil types on growth
10 30 25 of vetiver

Plants were grown in
0 0 O polybags filled with 5 soil types

R M SB D S R M SO D S R M sa D S (Keys to Soil Taxonomy, 4th Edi-
gm No. tion, 1990. SMSS Technical
70 TOTAL PLANT 15 TILLERS Monograph No. 6., Blacksburg,

R = Rengam Virginia, USA) 
35 IC gw ~Ms Munchong 10(1 ) Munchong (Typic

S5g. Duloh 1 Hapludox); (2) Rengam (Typic0 *Ourian

0 S - Sogoruna 0 Kandiudults); (3) Durian (Typic
R M SU D S R A SB 0 s Kanhapludults); (4) Sg. Buloh

I (Typic Quartzipsamments); (5)
Figure 2. Effect of soil types on the growth of vetiver. Sogomana (Typic Tropaquepts).

A uniform fertilizer application of
of note: (i) Normally, the % shade situ' before canopy closure have 1 Kokei (6 gm) nugget was used
under mature rubber is not so performed the same? for all treatments. The results,
intense; (ii) The attempt to raise (iv) Nevertheless, all evi- shown in Figure 2 and summa-
polybag plants to establish under dences point to Vetiver being rized in Table 2 show that:
established shade has to be re- shade-sensitive. At what level of (i) Rengam soil producesthe
examined. Direct planting in situ shade would tolerance be pos- biggest numberof tillers;the other
in the ground before shading by sible? 4 types of soil have similar pro-
the main crop may modify the (v) However, because of (i), duction.
response. the possible value of Vetiver may (ii) Rengam gave the best
Conclusion be manipulated in the following drymatterproductionfollowedby

Thefollowing pointsshould manner : Because of the shade Munchong. Sogomana is clearly
be noted: sensitivity and the possible com- the worst soil type (ed. note : this

(i) Very intense shade was petitive effectiveness of Vetiver is a very wet soil).
used. This is of value to study against perennial crops as rub- This trial shows that while
shade tolerance at the prelimi- ber. oil-palm. fruit trees, etc. there is soil type effect on tillering
nary stage; but normal shade in vetiver should be used for: early anddrymatterproduction,Vetiver
rubber is not so intense. functionforsoilandmoisturecon- performs fairly well even in the

(ii) Because of (i), it is impor- servation; allow the Vetiver plants worst soil type. It should be noted
tant to study response to various to fade out because of shading so that the trial is on polybags with
intensity of shading. This is easy as to remove any possible com- filled soil; future work on soil in
to do, using available plastic nets petitive effectwith the main crops; situ may show different results.
but we have delayed this to com- (vi) Trial 2 showed that plants Effect of nil fertilizer and different
bine with studies of different culti- poorly grown under shade were levels of fertilizerwould be of inter-
vars for more meaningful results. rapidly revived upon exposure to estto showwhetherdifficult physi-

(iii) Polybag materials were light. This suggests shade sur- cal characteristics may be ame-
established underexisting shade. vival may be dependent on the liorated by additional input.
The root system at establishment degree of shading, and with the IlIl. Effect of bag sizes on growth
was confined within the bag and periodic dose of more light as of vetiver hedgerows
therefore may not be best ex- during winter period in rubber. Whileitwouldbecheapestto
pressed. Would the planting "in (vii)Vetiverwillnotbeshaded plant Vetiver slips directly, such
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ment of Vetiver hedgerow. The
Tillers Dry weight (gmn) Root experiment continues.

No. Total % IV. Effect of fertilizer on growth
Soil Shoot Roots Plant Shoot of vetiver

Whereas it is generally

'sogonana 8.8 b 29.9 c 11.2 c 41.2 c 40.2a claimed that Vetiver will growunder nutnent-stressed condition
Durian 10.1 b 32.9 c 12.1 bc 45.0 c 37.6ab and whereas it is also generally
Sq. Baloh 9.3 b 37.4 bc 14.3ab 51.7 bc 39.6a expected not to fertilize Vetiver
Kunchong 10.7 b 43.3 b 15.Oa 58.3ab 35.4 b hedgerows under normal prac-tice, it is critical to know the re-
Rengam 13.2a 52.6a 16.Oa 68.6a 31.0 c sponseofVetivertofertilizer.This

is especially so under special
condition where Vetiver hedge-

se (±) 0.11 3.22 0.98 4.12 1.38 rowsneedtobeestablishedvery
LSD (P<0.05 0.3 9.0 2.8 11.6 3.9 rapidly. Examples are highways,

dams, waterway constructions
Table 2. Effect of soil types on multiplication and growth of vetiver. and housing areas in humid trop-

ics with intense rainfalls. The dif-
approach invariably results in: carried out at the time of planting. ferent requirements of cut-earth
requirements for replacement of The planting distance was kept at and filled-earth are entirely differ-
dead plants, filling of gaps of less a constant 6" between clumps. ent and have to be assessed.
vigorous growing slips, slower The time for digging the trench Maximizing production at eco-
establishment and less uniform and for planting were taken. Tim- nomic cost is also important in
establishment. Under certain ing studies show that only the relation to possible production of
conditions as highway embank- larger sized bags of 6" x 13" take fodder.
ments, steep slopes in housing significantly longer time to be (i) Trial 1
estates, etc., it would be more planted and forthe deepertrench This trial compared (5 treat-
advantageous and possibly more to be dug. All other plants in the ments x 4 reps) the use of differ-
cost-effective to use polybag smaller sized bags have similar ing amounts of slow release fertil-
plants. This ensures virtually time requirements. To assess izer; which is conditioned by 2
100% survival, fast establishment growth rates, two measurements factors: easy to control at applica-
and good uniformity; producing were taken at monthly intervals tion and therefore would not con-
the best hedgerows in the short- by: (i)thetopsabove40cmwere found results and economical to
est time. The cost of establishing cut and weighed (dry wt.)- other use in Malaysian context where
hedgerows using polybag plants than inthefirstmonth,theamount labor is expensive. Treatments
will be affected by cost of: bags, of dry matter production was were : no fertilizer - NIL; 1 nugget
filling the bags, digging the trench similar for plants originating from (6 gram) of Nursery Ace - N; 1
and planting the polybag plants. all bag sizes and ; (ii) gap meas- nugget (6 gram) of Kokei - Ki; 2
A trial was therefore started to urements show that the original nuggets (12 gram) of Kokei - K2;
assessthe maximum reduction in larger polybag sizes produce 4 nuggets (24 gram) of Kokei -K3.
bag sizes possible without com- smaller gaps, however, the gaps Response to fertilizer application
promising the quality and speed diminish with time and the differ- was measured by the dry weight
of hedge formation. ences betweenthe differenttreat- of cut-off tops at 40 cm at 3 months

Five bag sizes were used ments also narrowed. Tentative and 4 months after application
that ranged in size from 4" x 6" to conclusion at this stage suggests and the numberof tillers produced
6" x 13" (5 bag sizes x 4 reps x 20 that the smaller sized bags of 4" x at 4 months. The results, which
plants/treatment) and a fertilizer 6" could be the most economical are illustrated in Figure 3 and
application of 1 Kokei/bag was size for fast and good establish- summarized in Table 3 show that
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: (i) Fertilizer aids in dry matter polybagplantsraisedto3months. grownfromtillers,culm-branches
production and tiller production; Onlyforlongerperiodsisanother and culm-cuttings; within each
(ii) even without fertilizer applica- nugget necessary. grouptherearedifferencesmainly
tion,the plants grow and multiply; V. Effect of spacing cumfertil- due to physiological age. This
(iii) increasing fertilizer applica- Ler on growth of vetiver hedge- Chapter looks into the effects of
tion rates did not increase growth rows different planting materials on
and multiplication rates signifi- On any terrain and soil con- subsequent multiplication and
cantly, suggestingthatthe cheap- dition, producing a good hedge- growth rates.
est application rate of one Kokei row is dependent on 3 factors: (1) (i) Different tiller types
nugget is sufficient. The quality of plant materials used; Preliminary observations
(ii) Trial 2 (2) The distances of planting be- have suggested that each clump

This trial tests 3 treatments: tween clumps; (3) The amount of of Vetiver produces different types
one Kokei nugget at beginning of fertilizerused.Atrialwassetupto of tillers; thus their growth and
trial - Kl + 0; one Kokei nugget at testthis using 3 spacing distances tiller formation would be quite
beginning of trial followed by and 3 rates of fertilizer applica- different. This would lead to high
another nugget after 2 months - tions;3-month-oldpolybag plants, variations in response of experi-
Kl + K1; and one Kokei nugget at selected for uniformity, were used mental treatments where assess-
beginning followed by 2 nuggets for all treatments. ment is by tiller formation and dry
after 2 months - Kl + K2. The The preliminary data sug- matter production. This could be
main results were : (i) KI + K2 gests that dry matter production one of the causes of non-signifi-
increases the rate of height perclumpisnotsignificantwhere cant effect of fertilizer, soil types,
growth;while there was no differ- between clump competition has etc. previously reported. The
ence between KI + 0 and Kl + K1; not arisen and that fertilizer plays experimental error may be higher
(ii) dry weight of tops at 3 and 4 a bigger part in field planting than than the treatment effect. To
months were improved by a sec- previously experenced in polybag overcome this, thetillertypes must
ond round of fertilizer, but the 2 planting. The experiment contin- besortedoutandthewithin-popu-
rates of application do not pro- ues. lation studied before planning any
duce different dry matter produc- VI. Effect of different starting experiment. The starting material
tion; (iii) Tiller production was not materials on variability of tiller must be the same tiller type and
affected by fertilizertreatment; (iv) formation and growth rates of fine-tunedto minimize experimen-
dry weight of shoots and whole vetiver. tal errors. The 4 major types are:
plant was increased by the sec- Vetiver plants can be Type A - the most mature
ond round of fertilizer application;
(v) Root production and % root/ Table 3. Effect of fertilizer on multiplication and growth of vetiver
shoot were not affected by fertil-
izer application; (vi) In general, Dry weight (gm) of top. At

40 cm height Tillersincreased fertilizer application lot cutback 2nd cutback No

resulted in higher nutrient value (3 nths) (> 4 mths)

of the leaves and roots.
Conclusion Nil 20.2 c 11.7 b 24.9 c

These 2 trials show that Nursery Ace 25.2 be 18.3a 34.0 b

fertilizer improvesthe growth and
tiller production. However, in- Kokel (1 nugget) 32.7ab 18.5a 32.4 b

creasing the amount of fertilizer Kok*i (2 nuggets) 33.6ab 17.5a 35.8 b

application does not result in
corresponding increase in pro- Kokei (4 nuggets) 37.2a 19.1a 42.3.

ductivity. Therefore, a minimum
amount of fertilizer application of so ( 3.01 1.52 0.137

1 Kokei nugget is sufficient for LSD (P<0.05) 9.3 4.7 0.4
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and multiplies fast. The culm 11. Growth of vetiver and its (i) Trial 1
produces a variable number of effect on filled earth This trial was initiated to
culm-branches; dry matter pro- It is a statutory require- have more detailed measure-
duction is thus highly influenced. ment of the Department of Envi- ments of surface water run-off,
This type is not good for experi- ronment that all latex concentrate soil wash, etc. Experimental plots
mentation; factories must discharge their were demarcated by zinc-sheet

Types B & C - mature tillers effluents into a designed effluent boundaries to measure surface
but with no culm formation. Suit- pond system. The construction of water run-off and soil-wash into
able for raising plants for experi- a new factory in a co-operating the drums. At each level, there
mental purposes. estate necessitate the ponding to were 3 marked wooden pegs to

Type D - youngest tillers. bedonewithbundsoffilledearth. measure top-soil loss. Measure-
Tend to give variable growth. This gave us a good opportunity ments were conducted for a few
(ii) Different culm-branches to test the value of Vetiver to days but with the heavy rains in

Previous work (reported control soil erosion. Three at- October the drums were washed
here) shows that different types tempts were made to plant vetiver away and the zinc boundaries
of culm-branches can be rooted
easily under mist and then trans-
planted easily into the soil. The FERTILIZER EXPT. I
rate of tiller production was stud-
ied and the results showed sig- DRY WT. DRY WT. NO. OF TILLERS
nificant differences of tiller pro- 0 3 MONTHS A ,
duction by the various culm- 3 M

branch types which also lead to
differences in dry matter produc-
tion. For experimental purpose
the different types of culm- 2 *o 25

branhesshould be grouped O

D. Effect Of Vetiver On Soil
Erosion
I. Demonstration of the effec-
tiveness of vetiver against top- - - 0 0

A simple demonstration NIL N KI K2 K3 NIL N Kl K2 K3 NIL N Kl K2 K3

site was set up in a nursery land.
The terrain was gently undulating Figure 3. Effect of fertilizer on multiplication and growth of vetiver.
(40-50 slope) and planting was
across an existing small gully. grass: (1) Demonstration plot set collapsed leading to extensive
After3monthstheVetiverhedge- upon 24/7/1990; (2) Trial 1 setup leakage. It was not possible to
rows had trapped the (eroded) on 31/7/1990; (3) Trial 2 set up on repair this and the trial had to be
top soil and the gully had disap- 3/9/1990. The plants established abandoned. However, visual evi-
peared; in fact the slope has very well , but heavy rainfall over dence indicated the better effect
become platforms between the 4 consecutive days in October of Vetiver to reduce top-soil ero-
hedgerows. This demonstration caused the bunds (on which the sion when compared with estate
sitecontinuestoexistforshowing vetiver was planted) to collapse. practice (See Photo 1).
to interested parties. Invariably all Despitethecollapsethe rowalign- (ii)Trial 2
visitors, to-date, were impressed ments of vetiver plantings were This trial was on bunds
enough to want to use Vetiver on barely out. where filled earth had been in
their land. place for about a month prior to
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MhM____-95-In1 . =physical engineering work. Nev-
-- , 1%*t ertheless, the results are so en-

1W couraging that the owner intends
to repeat and expand the use of
Vetiverandhasofferedadditional
and increased amount of funds
for my future observations.
III. Growth of vetiver and its

Av L o . effect on cut-earth.
The value of Vetiver on

X / t ' > t cut-earth of highway embank-
, i . . ' F'' -ements, etc. are of interest. An

experiment is being carried out
on a co-operating estate using an

Photo 2. The subsoil has collapsed. The Vetiver plots had slipped area of 150 meters width. The
4 to 5 meters from the original level (LO) to the new lower level (L,N). main study tests 2 densities of

planting on: (i) the growth of

the filled earth bunds being laborandfinance,wasexpanded Vetiver and formation of hedge-
planted with vetiver immediately onthedemonstrationplotandthe rows; (ii) surface soil erosion as

upon construction. 2 trials. The collapse of the filled- measured by wooden pegs. Early
The details of the trial are : earthbundswasabigdisappoint- observations suggest that plants

two treatments (Estate practice, ment to us. However, ratherthan grownonthetopterracewithsome
Vetiver hedges @ 1 m V.I.) with showing the failures of the Vetiver top soil are much more vigorous
10 reps. After the collapse in system, it tended to show its in- whencomparedtothosewithonly
Octoberthe interesting phenome- trinsic strength. This is best illus- sub-soil. In the later cases, while
non was that the alignment of tratedintheoverallpicture--Photo the plants established success-
Vetiver planting held very well 3 of the general view of the two fully, their growth is slow and

though the whole top area of soil trials and Photo 4 showing the stunted. This experiment is con-

in the plots had slipped down collapseofthebund. Becauseof tinuing.
(Photo 2). In the plot with the the great height and steep slope E. Diseases
latestconstructedbund,theplants of the bunds, we were too opti- For any introduction and

have been dropped more than 4- mistic not to have taken care of expanded planting of a new plant

5 meters. Examination of the thesub-soilandthepoorphysical species or even a new cultivar, it
various plots showed that the structure by piling. A combination is important that the introduction
Vetiverplantedontheoldestfilled of somestructuralworkandplant- is not an alterative host for any

soil held well and continued to do ing of Vetiver may have over- disease of economic importance
so. Such observationsconfirmthat come the collapse of the bund. to major crops in the country. We,

the root system of Vetiver estab- The main conclusions were: (i) therefore,payspecialattentionto
lishedmostrapidlyandpenetrated the top 1 foot of soil was held any pest and disease affecting

and held approximately one foot together by Vetiver though the Vetiver.
of soil. This trial was abandoned whole area slid down (ed. note: at Results
but the earliest planted block the time of the collapse the vetiver In the period under observa-

continuesto showthe bettervalue plantingswere lessthan 3 months tion, fungal attack was observed
of Vetiverto reduce soil erosion, old); (ii) earlier plantings before andidentifiedas:Nigrosporaspp.,
as compared to normal practice the onset of heavy rain would Curvularia spp., Helminthospo-
of using cow grass and New have allowed longer time for the rium spp. With the help of a my-
Guinea grass. Vetiver to establish further and cologist, we isolated the inocula
Conclusion may have helped; (iii) Very deep involved. We then tried to inocu-

A large effort, in terms of soil fill will still need structural/ late new emergent leaves. Our
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first two attempts failed to pro-
duce similar symptoms despite
using all known information avail-
able to us for such actions. It was
only recently (February 1991) at
the third attempt using cut leaves
in inoculation chamber that we
were able to inoculate and de-
velop symptoms using
Helminthosporium spp. spores.
Nigrospora spp. and Curvularia
spp. were only pathogenic on -
detached leaves which had been
subjected to wounding.
Conclusion

Of the many areas planted,
only 2 sites experienced such
fungal attacks and these are in Photo 3. General view of the experimental sites
the crowded nurseries of RRIM
Experiment Station, Sungei Bu- It is important to identify holders around the area; (ii).
loh; afterthe plants in the affected the correct species (and cultivar) Ponding; (iii) Erosion control in
plotsweretoppedat4Ocmgrowth of the various fungi attacking irrigation piping; (iv) Modify nurs-
continued as normal. Also, as Vetiver albeit on a small scale. ery land topography; (v) Erosion
there were difficulties in inoculat- Such knowledge is not available control and moisture conserva-
ing with the isolated inocula sug- in Malaysia and we therefore plan tion.
gest the fungal attacks to be non- to send our inocula to the British I. Production of planting materi-
virulent. However, on examining Mycology Institute for identifica- als.
the check-list of hosts and pests tion. Based on early experience
in Malaysia, we spot certain po- F. Adaptive Use Of Vetiver By gained, 2 methods were used:
tential hosts of economic impor- End-Users (1) Polybag nursery producing
tance : Vetiver plants have been about 30,000 bags of 6" x 9"

Elaeisguineensis (oil palm): given to many end-users. For il- polybag plants under a Sumisan-
Curvularia lunata (leaf spot); lustration,thisChapterdiscusses sui irrigation (drip-type) system
Curvularia maculans (leaf spot); the uses of the grass by one re- and fertilizer applied at 1 Kokei (6
Helminthosporium halodes (leaf cipient. This is a privately-owned gm) per bag. The polybag plants
spot); Helminthosporium incurva- estate of about 700 acres planted were ready for use in 2-3 months.
tum (leaf spot); Helminthosporlum with rubber and oil palm. As re- (2) Ground nursery. Raised beds
rostratum (leaf spot); turns from these 2 crops are low, were prepared mechanically;

Cocos nucifera (coconut) - the owner wanted to convert to each bed was 3 '12 feet x 50 me-
Helminthosporium incurvatum growing fruit trees. However, the ters with 3 feet spacing in-be-
(leaf spot); estate is sited in an area with a tween. Planting distance of the

Zea mays (maize) - distinct dry spell. A good water tillers were 6" x 6" with each bed
Helminthosporium maydis, source is therefore essential. In producing 1800 clumps. At the
Helminthosporium turcicum (leaf addition, because the land are initialphase,6bedswereplanted
blight); fairlysteep,soilerosionandmois- to produce 10,800 clumps. With

Saccharum officinarum ture control becomes critical. the Sumisansui irrigation system
(sugarcane)- Helminthosporium The main targeted uses for and liberal use of dried chicken
sacchari (sugar cane eye spot), Vetiver in this estate are: (i) Cen- dung, the plants were ready for
Helminthosporium stenospilum terforproductionanddistribution use in the field after 2 months.
(brown stripe). of materials for interested small- However, for multiplication, the
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tated operation and will reduce
costs in the long run. This estate
has mainly undulating to rather
steep land. To create the 1500
sq. feet nursery, the land was

I-/ - '7 ' - X' git' t/vsX ' "';'8bull-dozed and made into 3 ter-
- Q- ; ' races, each withadrop of 1-1 1/2

meters. The embankments were
well protected by Vetiver hedge-

h N ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rows./ , {t -56 ,g . -<; r-< ~ 4 , V. Erosion control and moisture
-:41- / conservation.

v ,jF / j s i , / , ,tit * } ,_ _ "'] ,,7¢t4, .Oil palm and rubber fields
E * -," ,,,r .1 ' ,1 @ S R--. + +;';.- S will be cleared for replanting with

-, I . p. ; ; r - - -- : ;*- -fruittrees.Vetiverplantsarebeing
3 1 1|_ ;- - fruitt ^ i p repsrd to be planted on the

!h;ne-eollapseatthetopo the b*d. Note how ~ terraces to reduce soil erosion
P-hoto 4. The collapse at the top of the bund. Note how the and to conserve moisture.
vetiver lines have remained intact. G. Ad Hoc Notes

I. Labor
plants were left to grow longer. It The owner is so pleased with this Labor cost in the agricul-
was estimated that these beds set of ponds produced at such tural sector in Malaysia is rela-
produced more than 150,000 till- relatively low cost that he is pro- tively highercompared with other
ers after the first 3 months. Cur- ducing more! Also, this attempt developing countries. Therefore,
rently (October 1990), the estate has stimulated the neighboring cost of multiplication and estab-
has 12 such beds. smallholderswhoareintroducing lishment must be looked into.
II. Ponding fish-rearing into their farms. Consequently, we use slow re-

For conversion into any Ill. Erosion control in irrigation lease fertilizer and irrigation sys-
orchard, abundant water is es- e tems. These are all established
sential. Because there is no river With the abundance of and proven practices introduced
in or near the estate, ponds have water available, a complete auto- to the Industry by me and my co-
tobedug.Aseriesofpondsoccu- matic irrigation system for the workers. Use of polybags is an
pying a total of 50 feet width x whole estate was being at- accepted practice and may be
1750 feet length was excavated tempted.Threehillswerealready more cost-effective. Mechanized
and the embankments of filled fitted with drip irrigation. To Mini- topping is obviously more cost
earth and cut-earth were planted mize cost, the main supply pipe effective. A worker can cut a 50m
with Vetiver. Slips with about 5 for each hill must travel from the bed of 6 rowsof plants at6" square
tillers of Vetiver from the ground pond to the top of the hill in the planting, in 5 minutes, i.e. topping
nursery were used. The Vetiver shortest distance, i.e. at a steep of 1,800 clumps.
established very well and the gradient. Such arrangement nor- II. Weather conditions
embankmentsstabilizedveryfast mally creates severe erosion. The high intensity rainfall
to hold 10-1 1 feet of water. An Vetiver planting has effectively in Malaysia dictates that the
interesting observation was that eliminated this problem. (ed. note. hedgerows must be established
the Vetiver survived more than a irrigation pipe was laid in a shal- fast in order to be effective. For
month of being partly or fully lowditchwhichranstraightupthe highway construction, the con-
submerged under water during slope) tract of establishment of cover on
the rainy weather. Another side IV. To protect terracing embankment to control erosion
benefit isthat Chinese carp loves A large nursery is essen- runsinto$100 millionsandthere-
the cut-leaves and now these tial for the estate to propagate fore cost of establishment is not
ponds are also used to rear fish. fruit trees. A level nursery facili- prohibitive. What is expensive is
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thefollowing "repair"work, if there by oil palm empty fruit branches rubber buddings, and (4) Next to
were any failure. Therefore, the where available. A preliminary 9-montholdrubberbuddings.The
main target is to establish the observationcomparingVetivercut effect on rubber as measured by
good uniformed hedgerows fast. tops with lalang has shown that it height and girth will be studied.
The same also applies to land fills was longer-lasting and withoutthe VII. Competition with other
in ponding, irrigation canals, adverse effect of seeding. Analy- weeds
housing estates, etc. sis also show considerable avail- In a commercial ground
l1l. Fodder production able nutrient (N, P. K, Mg). There- nursery, no weeding was carried

Vetiver hedgerows pur- fore, in addition to usage as ero- out. The Vetiver plants in rows
posely grown in the normal path sion and soil moisture control, growswellincompetitionwiththe
thatsheeptravelfromtheirpento Vetiver planting in agricultural weed Borreria spp. and some
young rubber grazing fields were crops would also contribute in sedges. However, it should be
not eaten by them. It seems that terms of a ready and repeated noted that Borreria spp. is nor-
sheep do not prefer this grass if mally regarded as a weak weed.
they have other food. The farmer- The ability of Vetiver to compete
selected variety from India will be with weeds is important because
tried as soon as sufficient materi- ...the results clearly show anyneedforweedingwillincrease
als have been multiplied. Mean- the vast potentials of the cost of multiplication, estab-
while it was noted that the tops of Vetiver which are too lishment and maintenance of
Vetiver, cut at monthly intervals at tempting for any one not Vetiver nurseries and hedgerows.
40 cm height, were found to be to look further into it! H. Trials Being Initiated
readily consumed by sheep and Vetiver plants are being
Chinese grass carp. Therefore, Dr PK Yoon multiplied in many commercial
the rate of dry matter production D * * nurseries of end-users. They are
was studied under the following to be used in co-operative trials
conditions in the ad hoc experi- where all funds will be supplied by
ments: (1) Fertilizer effect, (2) supply of quality mulch. the interested parties. The follow-
Spacing, (3) Soil types. The fod- V. Tolerance to contact weedi- ing summarizes those in ad-
der value of Vetiver reported in cide spray drift vanced stage of being set up.
Vetiver Newsletter No. 4 is most Weedicide spray drift is at Trials 1 & 2: To study the
welcome. Those smallholders times, unavoidable. An incident effect of Vetiver on growth of
who use Vetiver for protection of occurred in one Vetiver multipli- rubber; two different Estates.
erosion in fish pond will be most cation nursery next to a rubber Trial 3: To study the effect of
encouragedtotoptheVetiverand seedling nursery. The weedicide Vetiverto Prevent soil erosion on
feedthefish. Likewise,thoseusing used was Paracol; a contact steep terrain.
Vetiver for soil erosion would be weedicide. Only the tops of the Trial 4: To study the effect of
encouraged to cut the tops for plants were affected and there Vetiver growth on the stability of
fodder. Such repeated topping was good recovery after 21/2 highway embankments.
wouldmakethehedgerowsdense months. I. The future of vetiver in Malay-
and neat. VI. Effect of vetiver on growth of X
IV. Vetiver as a mulch Hevea The report presented here

The effect of mulches on A colleague is looking into covers work done over a short
establishment and growth of possible competitive effect of period of less than 2 years. Even
crops, soil erosion and soil water Vetiver on growth of Hevea This so, the results clearly show the
conservation iswelldocumented. compares with effect of other vast potentials of Vetiver which
In Malaysia, use of lalang (Imper- common weed species. Briefly, aretootempting forany one notto
ata cylindrica) as a mulch is an there are 4 trials: ( 1 ) In pots, (2) look further into it! The future is
accepted practice, though in re- In large polybags buried in the being written ............
centyearsithasbeensuperceded ground,(3) Next to newly planted
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Taking mechanical (structural) productivity, surface runoff and
EXThACrS FROM ROLcF fF- measures to control erosion and soil loss The average main and
VETVY* GRA8W ,Os. 1AJ runoff from these fields is often lateral slopes are 1.6% and 0.7%,

MaAEom Bisy^A7*i il not feasible in these areas. The respectively. Three plots have a. . ... I . cost of structures also act as an shallow soil with a sandy loam
DRS.'4M.8HARAD.ANO B.C inhibitoryfactor. texture and the other four are

HATIKAL - Greenfield (1987) intro- medium-deep soils with a clay
duced the concept of vegetative loam texture. The treatments on

Around 90 percent of the hedges (Vetiver) on the contour the shallow soil plots consist of:i)
area in Vidarbha, apartofsemiarid for in-situ conservation of soil and across the slope cultivation; li)
tropics, are put to rainfed agricul- water in rainfed areas under the contour cultivation along a Leu-
ture. Rainfall in these areas is World Bank-aided Manoli Water- caena keyline and; iii) contour
seasonal, limited and uncertain shed Development Project. cultivation along aVetiverkeyline.
creating dryspell situations which Punjabrao Krishi Vidyapeeth In the medium-deep soils a fourth
result in high between-year an- University was given the task of treatment was added - cultivation
nual variances in yield. Improve- carrying out the research and along a graded bund (0.2%
ment in agro-ecosystems ( pro- training component of this proj- grade). On-farm trials were initi-
ductivity, stability, sustainability ect. Comperhensive on-station ated in the 1988-89 season on
and equitability) in these areas is and on-farm research was formu- farmer's fields in the Chambhai
a priority. Rain water manage- lated and is being executed with micro-watershed (very shallow
ment for improved in-situ conser- continuous refinement since the soil) where the average slope is
vation of natural resources 1987 kharf season. lessthan 2%. The treatments are
(viz.water and soil) has been Materials and Methods : i) along the slope sowing; ii)
identified as a main concern for The on-station research contour sowing along a vetiver
this rainfed agriculture. programme was located in a keyline; iii) untreated nonarable

Very recently the water- model watershed (25 ha) devel- lands and; iv) nonarable landwith
shed has become accepted as oped in 1987 with the central continuous contour trenches.
basic unit for the management of objective of dealing with planning Results and Discussion
organic and biophysical re- for development, execution and 1. Productivity
sources. However, in India, un- monitoring of watershed man- 1.1 Shallow Soils (Model
likesomeothercountries,theland agement activities. Along with Watershed.University farm)
holdings owned by farmers are the development of various sys- Mean productivity of crops
very small and are often divided tems, a monitoring block with viz.green gram + Pigeon Pea-
along (up and down) the slope; seven large runoff plots (128m x Saffower (1987-88), Pearlmillet-
the farmers have a very strong 28m ) was established with the Safflower (1988-89) and
senseofpossessionfortheirland. requiredequipmenttolookatcrop pearlmillet (1989-90) grown on

shallow soils was seen to be fa-
vorably influenced by contour

Table 4. Effect of conservation measures on crop productivity (°/ cultivation. The average produc-
ha) on Shallow Soils in Model Watershed tivity recorded by contour cultiva-

% tion was highest for contour culti-
w inaease vation along vetiver, followed by

Treatment 1987-98 1988-89 1989-90 Tota Mean (-) derease leucaena and across the slope

Across Slope 11.09 20.91 13.72 45.68 15.23 (Table 4)
Cultbason (T,) 1.2 Medium Deep Soils (Model

Contour Culbvation 14.21 21.76 14.91 50.88 16.96 + 11.35 WatershedP University farmg
Along Leuraena (T,) Productivity of sorghum

Contour Cul9vadon 17.34 22.88 18.50 58.72 19.57 , 28.50 hybrid CS1 1-9 (1988-89) with
Along Veuver (T,) contour cultivation along vetiver
.____________________________________________________ _ . .key line was highest. Grain yield
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of hybrid Sorghum was seen to %
be reduced with the graded bund + increase
system when compared with Treatment 1987-88 1988-89 Total Mean (-) decrease
across the slop sowing during a
season with very high rainfall Across Slope 29.26 38.24 67.50 33.75
(1356mm.). Duringtheyear1989- T
90 the increase recorded in yield Contour Cultivation 31.80 41.88 73.68 36.84 + 9.15
of sorghum R-73 by contour culti- Along Leucaena (T2)
vation along vetiver was again Contour Cultivation 33.28 43.80 77.08 38.54 + 14.19
the highest. (Table 5). Along Vetiver (T3 )

1.3 Very Shallow Soils Cultivation Along 27.00 42,82 69.82 34.91 + 3.43
(Manoli Proiect Area) Graded Bund (T4)

On farmers field in the I_I
Chambhai micro-watershed, Table 5. Effect of conservation measures on crop productivity (Q/
contourcultivation along avetiver ha) on Medium Deep Soils in Model Watershed
keyline increased yields 45% in
1988-89 (rainfall = 1109mm) and season and 669 mm the second). tion was mainly due to uniform in-
25% in 1989-90 (rainfall =669mm) Total runoff from along the slope situ soil and moisture conserva-
compared to along the slope cul- sowing, contour sowing along a tionovertheentiretoposequence
tivation. vetiver keyline, untreated nonar- reflected in terms of lesser sur-
2. Surface Runoff able lands and nonarable land face runoff and soil loss. Similarly
2.1 Shallow Soils (Model Water- with continuous contourtrenches contour cultivation along the
shed. University Farm) was445mm,l71mm,378mm,and vetiver key line was found to be

Contour cultivation along 87mm, respectively. more effective in terms of arrest-
vetiver keylines resulted in lower .3. Soil Los ing surface runoff and soil than
total runoff over the three sea- 3.1 Shallow Soil (Model Water- with the leucaena key line. This is
sons. Runoff from the contour shed, University Farm) attributed to the formation of a
cultivation along Leucaena Maximumsoillosseswere dense,uniform and continuous
keylines was lowest in year one; recorded during the month of July barrier. This has also resulted in
Contour cultivation along vetiver followed by August. Soil losses higher productivity. In case of
keylines was lowest in the second were highest 1989 due to the high Leucaena, during the first year
and third years (Table 6). rainfall and increased runoff. the barrier was quite good.
2.2 Medium Deep Soils (Model Cumulative and average soil However, with age, some shoots
watershed University farm) losses were less from the contour began to dominated the adjoining

The surface runoff from cultivation with vetiver keyline seedlings resulting in open barr-
Sorghum was consistently less system than that from the other ers adjacent to the ground sur-
from the contourcultivation along plots (Table 6). face.
vetiver keylines plot for all three 3.2 Medium Deep Soil (Model The graded bund system
years. The runofffromthegraded Watershed.University Farm) was found to enhance runoff and
bund system recorded from July The same pattern for soil soil loss and in high rainfall situ-
to August 1989 was recorded, loss was observed in the Medium ations the productivity was lower
however, the runoff from Septem- Deep Soils as was observed in than even the across the slope
beronwardscould not be recorded the Shallow soils with contour sowing plots. The vetiver barriers
due to over-topping (Table 7). cultivation with vetiver keyline functioned both in low and high
2.3 Very Shallow Soils ( Manoli system showing the least soil rainfall situations and did not ef-
Project Are,) losses. fect the crop in any way. In view

The rainfall recordedatthe Conclusions of the above results, it could be
Chambhai micro-watershed dur- Higherproductivityofcrops inferred that the contour cultiva-
ing 1988 and 1989 seasons was underon-stationandon-farmtrials tion along vetiver key lines for
about 1778 mm (1109mm first with adoption of contour cultiva- raising crops is necessary to
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gully erosion) in semi arid regions
Total Surface Runoff (mm) Soil Loss (Vha) is often associated with saline -
Rainfall

Season (mm) T, T T T, T2 T, sodic soils and to be effective in
1987-88 639 51.1 13.3 25.8 8.3 1.7 2.5 stabilizing gullies on these soils,

(8.0)" (2.1) (4.0) Vetiver needs to be moderately
1988-89 1267 293.2 226.3 167.0 24.3 15.7 6.8 salttolerant. There are practically

(23.2) (17.4) (13.2) no references in the literature on
1989-90 577 69.1 53.6 30.4 1.9 1.3 0.6 the salt tolerance level of Vetiver

(12.0) (9.3) (5.3) grass. Only one reference is listed
Total 2482 413.5 293.2 223.2 34.5 18.7 9.9 in the comprehensive
Mean 827.3 133.9 97.7 74.4 11.4 6.2 3.3 bibliography, Plant Response toSalinity (Francois and Mass,
T, - Across Slope Cultvation, T - Contour Cultivation Along Leucaena, T, - Contour 1978) but this does not give any

Culbvabon Along Ve ver details on the soil salinity level
Figures in parenthesis indicate percent surface runoff where Vetiver was evaluated for

Table 6. Effect of conservation measures on surface runoff and its essential oil production (Chan-
soil loss on Shallow Soils in Model Watershed. dra et al, 1968). As a result, a

series of glasshouse and field
improve productivity and in situ One of the characteristics experiments were conducted to
conservation of soil and moisture of the soils in the semi arid re- determine the salt tolerance of
in rainfed farming. gions of sub tropical eastern Vetiver grass. The objectives of

Australia is the presence of sol- these trials were:
uble salts and exchangeable * To determine the salt toler-

:EX ;pr FROM.EFF sodium in amounts likely to affect ance of Vetiver grass in compari-
sX. S.N XHE >plant growth. Solodic soils fre- son with some well known pas-- A&$..A .Oquently contain high levels of ture grasses.

exchangeable sodium and mag- *To determine the effects of
,,',,OF VEI-''W,M,,,ERIA,, ,,,,,,JW,,,,,,-,DE nesium and low levels of ex- shallow saline groundwater on
- -{L) NASHt B9 D - N- changeable calcium (Isbell 1957). Vetiver growth.
-TRUNG, I.J GORDON &NO In Queensland, most graz- * To determine the soil salin-

-- MG. Mc:Doweu. - ing land degradation (sheet and ity level and plant chloride con-

Table 7. Effect of conservation measures on surface runoff and
Introduction soil loss on Medium Deep Soils in Model Watershed.

Vetiver grass [Vetiveriaziza-
nioides (L.) Nash] is believed to Total Surface Runoff (mm) Soil Loss (tdha)
have been first introduced into Rainfall
Queensland, Australia in the Season (mm) T, T2 T3 T, T, T2 T, T.

1930s as a potential crop for its
essential oil- (P. Cameron pers. 1988-89 1267 341.7 296.6 227.5 173.3 34.9 18.1 8.3 27.3

comm.). In Queensland, its role in
soi an wtercoseraton as 1989-90 577 54.0 37.5 24.4 41.5 1.8 0.64 0.33 1.06soil and water conservation was (9.4) (6.5) (4.2) (7.2)0.3 16

not realized until 1986 when it
was promoted by the World Bank Total 1843 395.6 334.2 251.9 215.2.. 36.7 18.8 8.03 28.4
as a natural, effective and low (1248)

cost method of soil and water
conservation. Vetiver grass is T, = Across Slope Cultivation T, = Contour Cultivation Along Leucaena; T, = Contour
presently being evaluated as a Cultivation Along Vetiver T4 = Cultivation Along Graded Bundpresently eing evaluted as a .Data from July & August 1989 only
means of gully stabilization in Figures in parenthesis indicate percent surface runoff
grazing lands. Not comparable with other figures, as data set not complete
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tent of Vetivergrass at which toxic The column experiment was set the volume and the salt concen-
symptomsappearandtodescribe up to determine the effect of tration of the treatment solution
these symptoms. shallow saline watertable on used.
Experimental Design Vetiver and Paspalum. A field The salinity levels taken at

An integrated series of pot, trial was also established to cor- harvestwereconsideredastreat-
column and field experments relate the results of pot and col- ment levels. There were four sa-
were carried out to achieve the umn experiments to field condi- linity levels including the control
objectives mentioned above. tions. treatment in the first pot experi-
Three pot experiments were Methods ment, three in the second and
conducted. Experment 1 com- I. Soil salinity levels of the pot eight in the third.
paredthe salttolerance of Vetiver experiments 11. Column Experiment

Four salt concentrations,
Table 8. Mean EC values (1:5 and se), Chloride and Sodium similar to those used in experi-
levels in soils of different treatments under Vetiver, Rhodes and ment 1, were used in this experi-
Paspalum grasses of Experiment 1. ment. For each treatment Vetiver

and Paspalum plants growing in
______ separate columns stood in a tray

Treatmint EC(1* EC ** Cl Na. of 1 Ocm depth. This tray was re-
Sdludon EC _ filled with the treatment solution

0 0.05 0.64 21 0.07 daily and the solution was re-
(Contol) placed once a week. Again the

6 1.17 15.02 1814 4.42 soil salinity levels taken at har-
12 2.08 26.71 3325 8.30 vest were considered as treat-

12.08 26.1 32.30 ment levels.
18 3.34 42.89 5597 12.68 III. Field experiment

All EC in mSa' Two rows of Vetiver plants,
approximately 80m in length each,

C1- in mg/L were established across a drain-
age line where saline seepage

Na* (exchangeable) in mequiv/lOOg water flowed after rain. The com-
EC 1X5 (Electrical conductivity soil/water ratio) position of this seepage water is

similarto that of the water used in
**EC. Electical conductivity (Satumration extract) the glasshouse experiments. The

salt concentration ranged from 6
to 14 mScm-1 depending on previ-

with Chlofisgayana(c.v. Pioneer) Different soil salinity levels ous rainfall.
(Pioneer Rhodes grass) and were obtained by watering the IV. Harvest
Paspalumdilatatium(Paspalum). pots with a saline solution of vari- Six weeks after planting all glass-
Rhodes was the most salt toler- ous salt concentrations (the treat- house experiments were har-
ant and Paspalum the second ment solution). Daily watering of vested by cutting all green mate-
most sensitive species among the the pots with the treatment solu- rials at the crown level.
ten tropical grasses evaluated by tion was undertaken to maintain Materials
Russell (1976). Experiment 2 in- field capacity. Although the pots 1. Soils
vestigated the effects of osmotic were free-draining, salt accumu- A Udalf soil with 10% clay
stress, caused by high soil salin- lation occurred in the top soil. To was used in the glasshouse ex-
ity level, on mature plants of the reducethisaccumulation,thepots periments. This soil has very low
three grasses. Experiment 3 de- were flushed with 500ml of treat- levelsofchlorideandsolublesalts.
termined the soil salinity level at ment solution every week. The The field experiment was estab-
which yield was reduced by 50%. final soil salinity levels varied with lished on a Typic Agiustoll soil
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Rhodes Vetlver Paspalum urements to ECse (EC saturation
Treatment extract). Plants respond to salin-
SolUtion gpot Sol EC_* g/pot Soll EC,* glpot soil ity at water contents equal to or

E EC.* drier than saturation. EC is the
0 21.50 13.24 15.44 so

(Contol) (100)** 0.37 (100) 0.9 (100) 0 most dilute soil solution concen-
a a a tration that plants could be ex-

6 13.02 7.93 5.98 pectedto encounterand hasbeen
(60) 16.80 (60) 15.79 (39) 12.32 used widely to relate plant re-
b b b sponse to soil salinity across a

12 8.00 1.55 1.07 range of soil textures.
(37) 30.56 (12) 25.80 c7) 23.75 The relationship between EC

is 1.52 0 0 1:5 and ECse can be calculated
(7) 42.88 (0) 37.36 (0) 48.4 using a water content conversion

_ d c c factor. Although the chemistry of
LSD59 4.17 2.97 2.61 solutions is profoundly affected

All EC values in mScm1l by water content, if the salts are
essentially all Cl and there are

* Mean values for 0-12 cm depth limited levels of partially and slowly
** Relative yield expressed as percentage of yield from control treatment. soluble salts, a reasonable con-

version based on water content
a,b,c,d - Treatments with similar alphabet ale not significant at 5% level. can be determined (Shaw et al

1987). The solutions used in this
Table 9. Dry matter yields of Rhodes, Vetiver and Paspalum at experiment were dominantly chlo-
four soil salinity levels in Experiment 1. ride salts, hence ECse was calcu-

lated using the following equa-

with 25% clay in the top 10cm and air dry soil, and 5000g of soil was
50% at 30cm depth. used in each column, giving the EC =EC 5 [500 + 6ADMC /SP]

II. Saline water overall soil depth of 50cm (after
Saline water used in the settlement). where ADMC = air dry moisture

glasshouse experiments was V. Fertilizers content (g/lOOg) and SP = satu-
collected from a seepage pond To compensate for the low ration percentage (g/100g).
nearthe field trial site. This saline soil fertility level in the pot experi- The ECse figures used
waterwasdilutedwithde-ionized ments, a relatively high rate of throughout the text have been
waterto the required salt concen- fertilizer application was needed. calculated as above, and to main-
trations for each treatment, im- A complete mixture, including tainconsistencyallfurtherelectri-
mediately before watering every micro-nutrients (Zn, Cu, Mn, Mo, cal conductivity figures will be
day. Fe and B) was used and the N,P,K discussed as ECse'
Ill. Planting materials rates were 184,104 and 144 kg/ In the pot experiments a

Slips of Pioneer Rhodes ha, respectively. wide range of soil ECse was ob-
and Paspalum grasses, compa- Results And Discussion tained by watering the pots with
rableinsizetoVetiver,wereused 1. Soil Salinity Levels the treatment solution as de-
as planting materials. Electrical conductivity (EC) scribed in Section 3.1. The ECQ0
IVQontainers was determined using a 1:5, soil recorded forexperiment 1 ranged

Black polyethylene pots deionized water suspension at from 0.96 to 42.89 mScm-1, for
(17cm x 17cm) were used in the 250C. To enable a more consis- experiment 2 from 23.88 to 73.44
pot experiments and PVC pipes tent comparison with published mScm-1 and for experiment 3 from
(11 cm (dia) x 60cm (long)) were literature and to assess more fully 3.39 to 20.92 mScm-1.The values
used for the column experiment. the plant response, it was de- for the column experiment were
Each pot was filled with 2700g of cided to convert all EC 1:5 meas- from 2.63 to 52.26 mScm-1.These
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values cover a wide range of soil
salinity levels, ranging from non
toxic to highly toxic concentra- aao a Experiment 1
tions. a Column experiment

Both soil chloride and so- * Experiment 3
dium concentrations also in- \ -- 

creased proportionally with the
salinity levels of the soil (Table 8). -, 50

A?Despite the weekly flushing, con- > 24
siderable amount of salt concen- 15.5
trated in the top 3cm of soil.
11. Salt tolerance of Vetiver

Table 9 shows that Vetiver 20
grass has a very high salt toler-
ance level, much higher than 0o
Paspalum and almostcomparable 0 10 20 30 40
with Rhodes. When yield was Soil ECse (mS/cm)
expressed as a percentage of
control treatment yield, Vetiver '
grasses produced as much growth Figure 4 Soil ECse values for.a 50% Vetiver yield reduction in pot
as that of Rhodes (60%) with soil and column experments.
EC., up to 16 mScm-1. At higher
salt levels (EC., > 16 mScm-1) salting in sub-tropical Australia. were affected by the high salt
Vetiver yield reduced more Dryland salting is one of the main level. Photos 5 and 6 illustrate the
sharply than Rhodes. causes of scald erosion in graz- root distribution pattern of Vetiver

Using NaCI, Russell (1976) ing lands in Queensland. Results and Paspalum from Experiment
reported that among the ten most from the column experiment indi- 2. Figure 5 indicates that 50%
commonly used pasture grasses cate that Vetiver grass is much yield reduction occurred when soil
in sub-tropical Australia, Pioneer more tolerant of high saline wa- EC., reached approximately 15.6
Rhodes could stand the highest tertables than Paspalum, particu- mScm-l.
soil salinity level (ECu. = 23.2 larly at higher salt levels (Table The deeper rooting charac-
mScm-1) before its yield was re- 10).Thiscouldbeattrbutedpartly teristic of Vetiver and the typical
duced by 50%. Results from to the different root distribution salt distribution profile of the soil
experiment 1 indicate that soil charactersticsofthetwograsses column may explain why under
EC., at approximately 17.5 mScm- and partly to the salt profile in the the same treatments, particularly
1 reduces Vetiver yield by 50% soil column. at higher salt concentration, the
(Figure 4). This represents a very Table 11 shows a very high relative yield of Vetivergrowing in
high soil salinity level and it com- salt accumulation in the top 5cm thecolumnswashigherthanthose
pares very favorably with that of of the soil column, a typical salt growing in the pots. (Tables 9 and
Rhodes in this experiment (ap- distribution profile under shallow 10). The total soil depth of the
proximately 22.5 mScm-1). Soils saline groundwater conditions. pots was only 12cm so Vetiver
with EC., of 16 mScm-' or higher Vetivergrass is knownto bedeep roots probably could not escape
are considered to be highly saline rooted and tends to develop roots from the high salt levels in the top
by the United States Salinity labo- vertically ratherthan laterally, thus soil.
ratory (1954). having a better chance of escap- IV. Effects of saline water on
ll. Effects of shallow saline ing the high salt concentration in mature Vetiver
groundwater the top soil of this experiment. In experiment 2, well estab-

Salineshallowwatertables Conversely, Paspalum roots lished plants, which had been
are often associated with dryland whicharemoreevenlydistributed grown under non-saline condi-
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tions for five weeks, were wa- 15.49 mScm-1 for top 50cm) and between July and mid December
tered with saline solutions to the appearance of salt toxicity 1990.229 mm of rain fell between
examine the adaption of mature symptoms. Growth ofVetiverplant mid December and early Febru-
plants to saline water. grown onthe higherpartwasalso ary 1991. Vetiverrespondedvery

Results from Table 12 poor (40cm) and this was most quickly to the rain and warm
showthat mature Vetiver, Rhodes likelyduetomoisturestress,rather weather (temperatures ranged
and Paspalum plants were not than salt toxicity as soil salinity from 20.50C to 31.10C in January
adversely affected by saline wa- level was relatively low and there 1991). Vetiver growth more than
ter. Growth of Vetiver was not were no symptoms of salttoxicity. doubled over a five week period.
greatly affected by relatively high On the other hand, the intermedi- Severe salt toxicity symptoms
salinity levels which had de- ate area between the two above were no longer observed in new
pressed yield considerably in positions produced excellent plant growth.
experiments 1 and 2, suggesting growth (80cm).Thiscanbeattrb- VII. Soil salinity level for 50%
that mature Vetiver roots can tol- uted partly to better soil moisture yield reduction
erate considerably high salt lev- and partly to lower soil salinity at Dry matter yield of Vetiver
els in the soil solution. Therefore, lower depths. These results sup- grass from experiment 3 is much
once established, Vetiver can port the finding of the column higher than that from experiment
tolerate fairly high concentrations experiment that the deep rooting 1 over the six week period. This
of salt over a considerably long characteristics of Vetiver could higher yield can be attributed
period. escape the high salt concentra- largely to warmer growing condi-
V. Effects of soil salinity on tions of the surface soil. These tions and better planting materi-
Vetiver growth under field results also confirm that Vetiver als used in this experiment. While
conditions has a high salt tolerance. the temperature ranged between

Two rows of Vetiver grass VI. Recovery after rain 120C and 280C (spring) for ex-
were planted across a saline Following the very dry period periment 1, the range was be-
seepage depression in an attempt
to stabilize a gully head 5m fur-
ther downstream. Vetiver slips Table 10. Soil ECse and dry matter yield of Vetiver and Paspalum
were planted in late summer grasses from the column experiment.
(February 1990) and good rain Vetfver Paspalum
fell after planting. However avery Treat_t
cold winter (-60C minimum grass Soud EC glpt Soll EC. g/pot Soll EC,*
temperature) and averydry spring 0 6.26 12.38
followed (only 26mm of rain fell (con - ) (98)** 3.39 (100) 5.91
between July and mid December
1990). Soil on the higher part of 6 (140 11.49 (42) 9.3
the slope was very dry, whereas a b
soil on the lower part was moist 12 3.63 1.74
due to seepage. Despite the un- (57) 13.60 (14) 12.70
favourable conditions, Vetiver b b
grass grew well and the effect of 18 1.72 0.27
soil salinity was clearly obvious. (27) 20.92 (2) 18.87

_ _ _ _ _ _ ~~~~c b _ _ _

The difference in plant growth LSD 5% 1.29 5.86
can be attributed to both soil sa-
linity and soil moisture. Poor AD EC values in mScmt'

growth (40cm height) of plants M values for 0-50 cm depth
grown in the lowest part was most
likely dueto high soil salinity level. ** Relative yield expressd us percentage of highest yield
This is supported by the high saltlevel ofsupportedby the son value o a,b,c, Treatments with similar alphabet an not significant at S% level.level of the sol (mean value of
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least 50%.Ve-iver Paspalum IX. Symptoms of saline toxicity

Soi Depth Treatment Soluton (EC) Treatment Solution (EC) Under glasshouse condi-
(cm) 6 12 18 6 12 18 tions,symptomsofmildsalttoxic-

So. EC, .mScz) .ity first appeared on young shoots.
- oD EC (mScm-_) The whole plants had a dull bluish

0 - 5 28.37 26.96 52.26 20.03 25.16 27.60 green colorin contrasttothe bright
5 - 10 8.97 11.31 16.18 6.44 11.93 14.12 green color of the healthy plant.5 - 10 897 11.3 16.18 .44 11.3 14.12 Under moderate toxicity, chloro-
10 - 20 9.24 12.62 16.05 5.34 12.20 14.12 sis started from leaf tips so the
20 - 30 10.12 12.11 14.12 5.16 10.12 14.12 lower part of the leaf remained

green. As the severity of the
30 -40 7.70 9.51 12.08 5.78 9.91 18.36 symptoms increased, the whole
40 -50 4.57 9.05 12.30 2.63 7.45 12.54 leaf became chlorotic and all

young emerging leaves were
Mean lL49 13.60 20.92 9.53 12.70 18.87 completely bleached. Even un-

All EC values in mScmY der the most severe toxicity, nonecrotic spots were noticed, the
Table 11. Salt distribution of soil columns of the column whole leaf was chlorotic, bleached
experiment and dried up. These symptoms
tween 220C and 380C (summer) increases. Figure 5 shows that a were more common when soil
for experiment 3. Faster growth leaf chloride concentration of EC reached 23-24 mScm-.
and highertemperatures required approximately 3.6%, is associ- Under field conditions, older
more water, and led to higher soil ated with ayield reduction of 50%. leaves first turned light purple in
salinity levels. As aconsequence, Howeverthis chloride concentra- color and dried up from the tip. In
fora50%reductioningrowth,soil tion cannot be considered asthe more severe cases the whole
EC. needs to be at approximately critical level, as results from the shoot became chlorotic and dned
24 mScm-1 (Figure 4). field trial showed that leaf chlo- up. The chlorotic leaves in the

Figure 4 shows that for a ride only reached 0.97% when field were not as bleached as
50% yield reduction the soil ECse plant growth was reduced by at those in the glasshouse.
ranged from 15.5 (column experi-
ment), 17.5 (experiment 1) to 24
mScm-1 (experiment 3). For a Figure 5 Effects of soil salinity on Vetiver shoot chloride content
similar yield reduction (estimate
by plant height), the value of 15.6
mScm-1 was obtained from the
field trial. This value (15.6 mScm- 100
1) relates best with that from the
column experiment and it may be so
explained by the fact that values
from the column experiment and 6_ . _ 36

the field trial were mean ECse of -. 40

the top 50cm of soil whereas the
soil of experiments 1 and 3 only CY. 20

reached 12cm depth.
VIII. Plant Chloride concentra- 0
fl o n 

In general, the chloride con- Plant Chioride (7.)

centration of Vetiver leaves in-
creases as the soil salinity level
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Photo 5. Root distribution pattern of Vetiver Photo 6. Root distribution pattern of Paspalum at
grass at varying salt concentrations varying salt concentratlons

Conclusion erance of some tropical and lemperate leg. EXCERPTs FRom THE
This series of experiments ames and tropical grasses Australian Jour-

nal of Experimental Agriculture and An.mal ExPERImeNTS AND
indicate that Vetiver grass has a Husbandry 16: 103-1 09. POPULARIZATION OF VETIVER
fairly high level of salt tolerance, 5 Shaw, R.J 11 988) Soil salinity and sodcity.
especially in mature plants. Its In Understanding Soils and Soil Data. (Ed I F GRAss, NANPiNG
salt tolerance is almost as high as Fergus) pp.109-134. Australian Society of PREFECTuRE, FujiA.N

Soil Science Inc. Queensland Branch, Br,s-
Rhodes. Yield reduction of 50% bane. Australia. PROVINCE, CHI'NA By MR.
can be expected when soil salin- 6. Truong, P.N. and Scattini, WJ. It19901.WAGZSN

r~~~~r'r ~~~~~Vetiver the hedge against soil erosion
9

AGZSN
ity (E . of the top 50cm reaches AustralianJournalofSoilandWaterConse,-
between 15 and 24 mISCm' but vation 3:16-1 8. Three years have passed and
more commonly near 16 mScm . 7. Unned States Salinity Laboratory (1 9541 ehv civdsm ucs

Diagnosis and improvement of saline andal weaeci-esmeucs
Plant chloride content is not a kaline soils. USDA. Agricultural Handbook in research on propagation and
reliable indicator of salt toxicity in No. 60 (U.S. Government Printer). utilization of vetiver grass.
Vetiver grass.

Vet iver was foundto be highly Table 12. Soil ECse and dry matter yields of mature Vetiver,
tolerant to shallow sali ne grou nd- Rhodes and Paspalum plants after six weeks exposure to saline
water and could recover very wtr(xeiet2
quickly after rain. These attrib- wtr(xeiet2
utes make Vetiver a suitable 6 8 9 10 12 1S 18 LSD

species for stabilization and reC- Rbod, Gir.,
lamation of saline lands, espe- Yield- n.i. ni1. n i. n.i. 22.99 16.34 16.43 5.s.
cially in conjunction with gully Soil EC.C 50.72 72.16 73.44

stabilization. Ve'iver
Bibliography Yield* 13.3 16.7 n.i. 13.7 n.j. n.j. n.j. ns

1. Chandra, V.. Singh, A. and Kapoor, L.D Soil EC.- 23.88 30.30 37.75
P119681 Eperimental cultivation of some en- Paspalum

sential odl bearing plants in saline soils. Per- Yield 8.98 r. 11.19 n.i. n.i. n.i. n.j. .
fumery Essenatal Oil Records 59: 869n73 Soil EC. 2. 29.76
2. Francois, LE and Maas, E.V. 119781. - - - FROM THE
Plant response to salinny - An Indexed Bib ,i noinfcri
liography USDA, Science and Education s nt innplgrses aEd
Admin Ad M-W/6, October 1978.
3 Isbell, R F 119571. The soils of the rngle- n.s. non signiricant aLi5% lnvel
wood-Talwoodt iIta-Glenmorgan region, A

Queensland. Queensland Bureau of Investi- 5Dty Auttar yield gCpot
galion Technical Bulletin No.d .4Man values (mScbut) for 0-12 cni depTh
4. Russell, J.S. 119761 Comparative saltass

water ad couldrecov9rvery {rhodesanpaspalmB9lantaiStersxwveeksxposureosa 10n



Depth of Width of Roots July will make for multi-peaks in
Roots Roots in 6.25m2 Number of mots at dapt growth; cutting from October to

Treatment (cm) (cm) prorile 0-20cm 20-40cm 406cm Novemberwilldelayflowenngand

Oil Seed 55 42 165 120 30 15 another growth peak will appear
Cake

- this can be made use of to
Lime 35 35 41 32 9 0 obtain more fresh cuttings.

CaMg 40 40 55 28 27 0 Nursery Establishment
Phosphate In 1989 we started with a

Pig 46 36 78 45 28 5 20mu (1.3 ha) nursery and today
Manure we have six nurseries totaling

Control 50 35 50 20 20 10 48mu (3.2 ha); the six nurseries
can supply 50,000kg/yr of vetiver

Table 13. Root development under different manure treatments. slips. We have also developed
70mu (4.7 ha) of deserted vetiver

Utilizing Local Vetiver Grass was held between the Ministry of plantation, through weeding and
Our prefecture introduced Agriculture and the Water Con- management, into a nursery. We

and planted vetiver grass as an servancy Ministry. This meeting have so far supplied 80,000kg of
aromatic oil crop in the 1970s; moved the work on vetiver into a vetivertotheProvincesofJiangxi,
later this cultivation was aban- new stage in which a greater Guizhou,andSichuanandtoother
doned because of the low eco- extension effort will be made. prefectures in our province.
nomic benefits. We were thus 1. Local vetiver grass growth Research
able to secure grass locally from The climate in the prefec- I. Effects of different base
Jianyang and Guangzhe Coun- ture is of the middle sub-tropical fertilizers
ties. Wefirstdidtral plantingsfor mountain-type. There are 1,668 A5x3fertilizertrial(12plants/
protecting the steep slopes of to 1,972 hours of sunlightlyr; replicate) was carried out to
project tea farms and orchards. annual average temperature is compare applications of oil seed
In 1989 we dug up 50,000 kg of 17.50C to 19.30C; in winter mini- cake (1Og/plant), lime (42g/plant),
the local vetiver and trial planted mum temperature is -5.80C to - calcium magnesium phosphate
it on 29 farms. The planting area 9.50C; maximum temperatures (17 g/plant), pig manure (42 g/
was 2,000 mu (133 ha) or 120 km are from 390C to 41.40C. The no plant), and no fertilizer; though
of hedgerow. Since planting the frost period ranges from 254 to quantities differ, costs for each
hedges have grown well despite 305 days. Annual rainfall is treatment is the same. The trial

the cold winters, drought, flood- 1602mm to 1890mm. Local con- was carried out in a red soil (ed.
ing. Under normal conditions of ditions provide that the growth of note: red soils = Udults; acidic;
water and fertilizer, survival rates vetiver follows a general pattern high Al saturation). Table 13
areover90%,tilleringratesare4- of : i) late March to early April shows the results on the plant
12 tillers/planted piece, grass establishedvetiverbeginstogrow root growth. Oil seed cake pro-
height can reach 1.5m. The func- again; ii) from late April to middle moted the best root growth fol-
tion of the grass for soil and water July is the period of fast growth- lowed by pig manure. Table 14
conservation is outstanding. To many cuttings of fresh, young shows that oil seed cake and pig
date, vetiver grass has now been leaves can be had during this manure's effects were about the
planted on 50 project farms in our time; iii) growth slows from early same in aboveground biomass
prefecture, planting over 3,500 to middle July through middle production. Oil seed cake ma-
mu (233ha)with 195kmofhedge- October as the grass moves into nurethan isthe mosteffective for
row to protect 10,000 mu (666 ha) the reproductive stage ; iv) from establishing vetiver grass in the
of land. Jianyang County has earlytomiddleOctober,flowering marginal red soils, followed by pig
established about 6,100 meters begins and seed bearing takes manure. Theeffectivenessof lime
of hedges. placeinNovember;v)aftermiddle and calcium magnesium phos-

To further experiment and November senescence begins. phate was not very outstanding;
popularizevetiver,ajointmeeting More frequent pruning in May to though height and tillering under
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these treatments was better than
in the control, the plants were Average Height Aboveground
slender and aboveground bio- Treatment Tillers (cm) Biomass (kg)
mass reduced. This may have
been a function of treatment-re- CilaSeed 23.7 136.3 5.0
lated change in pH and a de-
crease in available nitrogen. Lime 12.0 96.7 1.7

II. Vetiver growth on barren CaMg 17.7 104.0 2.4

iand$ Phosphate
After six months, two area of

vetiver planting were compared. Manure 23.7 124.3 5.0
Vetiver that was planted in good
soils averaged 147 cm in height, Control 10.0 94.0 2.6

26.4 tillers/plant, and 136 fibrous
roots whereas vetiver planted in Table 14. Treatment effects on aboveground biomass
barren, poorsoils averaged 87cm
in height and 5.9tillers/plant. With tative hedges in combination with side on a 200 slope (36%). Both
fertilizer the vetiver on the barren vetiver grass. More work must be areas were made completely bare
soils would have done better but done in this area to see if such of vegetation. On Plot A,3 hedge-
that it grew at all in the barren combinations may form more ef- rowsofvetivergrasswereestab-
areas shows its resistance. fective hedges. lished; a runoff collection pond
Ill. Cold tolerance of vetiver VI. Experiment of different was dug at the base of each plot.

In 1976 temperatures plantingplames Preliminary results from a few
dropped to-9.50C, existing vetiver Vetiver was planted in 6 dif- storm events showed that the
oil plantations were not killed out. ferent locations (farms) in the vetiver plot had lost 60% less soil
These abandonedplantationsstill project area. Grass height, and (115.8kg vs 284.9kg) than the
exist . grass clump weight appeared to untreated plot. This study will
IV. Effect of varied planting becorrelatedwiththesoilorganic continue long term.
densities matter and available N. Table 16 IX. Stemborers

A 4 x 3 planting density trial summarizes the results. Stemborers attacked a
was initiated in 1990; soils were VII. Experiment with vetiver as a vetiver planting in atea plantation
red soils. Plant spacings of 15cm, contour vegetative barrier in 1990. Across the effected area
25cm,35,cmand45cmweretred. Vetiver was planted within a an average of 1.5%to6%ofindi-
The 15cm and 25cm plant spac- chestnut plantation to see if it vidual plant's tillers were killed by
ings were best, allowing a func- would form an effective vegeta- the borers. Control may be
tionalhedgetoformwithinayear. tive barrier. Three kilometers (3 achieved by insecticides or with
Results are presented in Table km) of vetiver hedgerow was cultural practices. The borers lay
15. planted in a 200 mu (13.3 ha) theireggs (which will overwinter)
V. Experiment of combining plantation. Planting was done at in early to middle September on
different hedge plants a 1 Om horizontal interval, with 3 young and tender growth, there-

A5x3experimentthatlooked slipsofvetiverplantedeach2Ocm. fore pruning should stop in the
at the effects of interplanting Within one yeardense, functional autumn to allow growth to harden
vetiver with other species (big hedgerows had formed;the aver- off before the egg-laying period.
mungbean, daylily, broadleaf age numberof tillers/planting spot Benefits Of Vetiver Planting
barnyard grass, Japanese grass) was 18.7. I. Preventing walls and ridges
versus vetiver by itself on hedge VIII. Pilot experiment of vetiver of terraces from collapsing
formation. Big mungbean was contour hedges for controlling The cost of protecting ter-
unable to survive the barren and surface runoff races with stone walls is Yuan
droughty conditions but the other Two runoff plots of 1 00m2 22,500/ha whereas protecting
species did survive to form vege- each were established side by with vetivercostsonlyYuan 1,900.
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Also, according to multi-site ex- Interclump distance ments, and 1 acted as a control
permental datathe soil and water (cm) without applying external treat-
losses in some tea farms is seri- Initial (Replicate Number) ments. 30 culms were planted in
ous and the terrace walls col- Spacing I II UII Avg every set of the experment. In
lapse easily without protection 15cm 9 8 4 7 about 7-10 days, new buds ap-
with vetiver. Terracing alone peared on the branches, in 10-15
reduces soil losses on the aver- 25cm 10 6 11 9 days, new roots begin to emerge.
age of 63%; terraces with vetiver 35cm 23 20 20 21 By September, the number of
plantings reduce soil losses 87%. young shoots to appear in each
II. Preventing drought. decreas- 45 cm 26 23 20 23 set of the experiment are as fol-
ing temperature and storing Table 15. Effects of initial plant lows: Set A: 23 tillers, 77% suc-
waterr spacing on hedge closure at six cess; Set B: 20 tillers, 67% suc-

Cutting vetiver hedgerows months cess; Set C: 2 tillers, 7% success;
three times a year and spreading Set D (control) : 1 tiller, 3% suc-
the clippings as a mulch in tea cess. It is seen that without any
plantations and fruit orchards has by vegetative propagation. In external treatment, the success
reduced runoff an additional 7%; India,whereV-grassisverypopu- rate is very low. Sets A & B have
temperature in the top 15cm of laritis propagated mainly by split- a high percentage; planting culms
the soil was also decreased 50C tingyoungshootsfromtheplants. has a practical value. On August
compared to unmulched. Using On the average, such method 24, we tried the experiment for a
vetiver from the in-plantation reproduces 12 young shoots per second time, we repeated the
hedgerows can save Yuan 450/ year. This rate of reproduction is experiment with Sets A & B and
ha/yr by replacing rice straw. very slow, and it requires digging we obtained results which were

into the original clumps. In order close to the first one. Set A:
EXC iRS FROLm: TH - to promote reproduction, and not planted 30 culms with 22 suc-

CIIINA VErIVER NEWSLEITER; to dig into the V-grass clumps, we cessfully establishing and Set B:
i o. ti-}6 FEBR 1991,. t tried planting from culms. Basi- planted 30, culms with 19 suc-

cally, we have succeed. In Au- cessfully establishing. Overall,
gust 10, 1990, we did an experi- planting of culms to reproduce V-

JVetnver Grass News from ment. The experiment contained grass is successful. This requires

In Sprng of 1989, a com- 4 sets, 3 applied different treat- no digging, it makes use of the
pany in Jiangxi introduced some
pnyoung VJiangx (V-grass)etomay Table 16. Site effects on vetiver grassyoung Vletiver (V-grass) to many
big provinces. The Jiangxi Prov- Sum ot
ince tried and planted 3,500 kg V- Org. Avail. Avail. Avail. Leaf Roof'

YerMatter N P K #of Length Area Weight Weight
grass among 15 special fields. Location Planted (%) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) Tillers (cm) (cmz) (kg) (kg)

The V-grass being planted were 1 90 0.60 23.8 1.8 0.30 3.5 122 110 0.17 0.09
about 5,000 m long, they spread x 10
over an area of 360 mu (15 mu = 2 90 1.19 32.2 2.5 0.36 6 360 20 0.17 0.09
lha). The V-grass hedges are x 20
formed and sediment buildup is 3 90 1.37 32.7 3.0 0.65 8 880 50 0.58 0.33
occurring. The effect of soil and x 30
water conservation is very obvi- 4 90 1.48 42.9 2.3 0.30 12 1080 50 1.28 0.68
ous. As it is proved, V-grass is an x 35
ideal plant for soil and water 5 89 1.60 48.1 2.6 0.26 18 1620 50 1.43 0.83
conservation, it is worthy of pro- x 40
motion. 6 89 1.99 57.4 2.7 0.36 41 6150 100 5.8 3.34

V-grass do not produce x 58
seeds, it can only be reproduced "Cross-sectional area occupied by the roots (vertical spread x horizontal spread)
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cut-offs of the V-grass shoots to
grow the plant. This method of 4/20 5/21 5/28 6/4 6/11 6/18 6/25
reproduction is very fast. This Average Height 0.12 13.5 20.5 26.5 31.5 36.8 51.4
experiment was carried out dur- (Cm)
ing a dry and hot season which
affects budding and growth of V- AVerage NUmber 1.3 2.7 3.7 4.5 5.4 7.2 10.9
grass. If the experment were T
carried out in a warm and humid Table 17. Observations on early growth of vetiver grass in
spring weather, it is expected that Sicuan
V-grass would have a higher
growth rate. 120C, at 30 cm deep is 10.20C. ered leaves would be trimmed,
Vetiver Grass News from From budding to April, some 40 the branch is kept within 15-25
Hunan Province days, its average growth is 17.5 cm. Transplanting with soils can

Theexperimentsiteislocated cm, its average branching is 1.5. guarantee 100% survival rate.
between the northern equator of After May, average temerature is This procedure eliminates the
25" 44' to 26" 13' and eastern 24oC, highest average soil temp: period of budding, and it promotes
meridian of 113" 27' to 114" 14'. at 10cm deep is 16.20C, at 20 cm fast tillering.
The weather here is hot and deep is 14.2 0C, at 30cm deep is Observationsonearlygrowth
humid, the land is high above sea 12.40C. Growth is rapid, it aver- (see Table 17) showed that when
level and is surrounded by moun- ages about 1.1cm/day, average dailytemperatureaverages200C,
tains. Over the years, it averages branching is 2. When the weather V-grass grows about 1cm/day
about 1689.6 sunny hours per is hot in the summer, V-grass and a tiller is produced every 7
year,temperatureaveragesabout grows even faster, it reaches days. When daily temperature
14.9 - 15.9°C. The highest tem- 1.5cm/day and average branch- averages 250C, V-grass grows
perature is 35.50 C, and the low- ing is 3. Between the peak month about 2 cm or above per day, and
est is -90 C. No snow days aver- of May and Aug, some insects 3-4 tillers are produced every 7
age 240 days/yr, average annual affect the growth of V-grass. days. From 12/27/90 to 3/27/91
rainfall is 1578 mm, average Vetiver Grass News from average growth within a
annual evaporation is 1323 mm. Sichuan Province subsample (n=12) was 12.3 till-

In Winter of 1989, V-grass A nursery site is located in a ers/plant.
was planted in red and yellow rural area which is surrounded by As a benefit from the man-
soils. There was no rainfall for 57 rivers, it is located nearN31 018'5" agement of the nursery fodderfor
days straight. V-grass survival rate by E1040 23'. Planting began on cows is produced from the prun-
was above 90%. After 5 months March 27,1990; 60 mu have been ing of the plants.
of rough management, its aver- planted. The site is alongside a In1990,betweenAugustand
age yearly growth rate is 142 cm, river and was used previously for September, there was some prob-
the highest is 231 cm. Yearly till- growing vegetables. The land is lem with worms. These worms
ering rate is about 15.8 young sandy, it contains 2.5% organic penetrated into the stems of the
shoots, the most is 44. The root matter, 0.125% nitrogen, 15 ppm V-grass and caused the stems
was as deep as 125 cm. active phosphorus, 125 ppm ac- and leaves to wither and die. After

It has been observed that V- tive potassium, 110 ppm potas- discovering this, on August 10,
grass is very sensitive to tem- sium, pH is 7.0. Experience in the tips of leaves and stems were
perature. V-grass planted in win- the nursery has shown that when cut and chemical sprays were
ter 89 began budding in February the V-grass clump has more than used, but in early September, the
90. By the middle of March, there 20 tillers it is ready to be divided. situation got worse, chemical
are as yet few young shoots. This division can be done 4 times spray were applied again, after 3
During March and April, the tem- a year. From our experiments, if days, all worms were dead. No
peratureislow,avg20.8"C.High- the avg temperature is above diseases were during the whole
est average soil temp: at 10cm 12"C, V-grass can be trans- growth period.
deep is 140C, at 20 cm deep is planted. Retired roots and with-
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> Exc~n~rs FA A until 10 October, providing mate- ing capacity of the soils. For
PI{EUA1*tARV Sway - rialfortesting. Thefirsttrialswere vetiver grass we considered that

. .Veriv. . to determine vetiver's cold toler- the lack of snow as an insulating
VI ~~~~~~ace, trials were carried out con- blanket for the plants protection

-E Fc: UTIIFAT... currently in Draix (Haute-Prove- during freezing weather was po-
.W.ThS .s~*~r AGAINST nce Alps)and in Grenoble (Isbre). tentially aconstraint. In Grenoble,

X.OSION B o-- - Draix is located in the mid- plants were placed in a green-
.:NGER mountain country of the Mediter- house and received little sunlight,

t- ;-ti;:-:;-: -:-- -l ranean, soils are highly erodible nor were they watered during the
Propagation Of Vetiver black marls located between winter.

ProagtonbOfeVtiveswere toas850m to 1200m above sea level. None of the plants in Draix
The objectives were to as- Climate is Mediterranean withdry survived the winter and in

under our climatic conditions; its summers (some few, occasional grenoble, only 3 (GV) vetiver
aptitude for vegetative multiplica- storms) and most precipitation plants survived out of the 34
tion(thecurrent ethod formpropa- occurring in spring and fall. Win- planted. The survivors did not
gation); to develop in vitro (tissue recover well, showing little vigor
culture) multiplication techniques - by August 1990 they had only
and to introduce and put onto the The objectives were to produced 3 or 4 tillers/each.
marketintheMediterranean basin ascertain Vetiver's Research work was also
both the plant and planting tech- performance under our carried out in the center at Ecully
niques. cltc c on both the Indian (LV and SV),niq.climatic conditions; its and New Caledonian vetiver. The

ecoty of ve from tni aptitude for vegetative objective was to look at vegeta-ecotypes of vetiver from India - t iemlilctoncniea
one from the regional research multiplication; to tive multiplication In considera-
station in Paiyur and the other develop tissue culture Piants were placed inpotsatfurefrom ~ ~ ~~ deeo Plnt weree placedlura inr pot at four*from a state horticultural farm in m u It i p Di c a t i o n different dates and grown for tenThimmapuram;the lattertype with '
a finer leaf so that the two types techniques and to weeks. Fertilization waseveryos
were referred to as large vetiver introduce and ty test coldtoleranceand withinda
(LV) and small vetiver (SV). In Vetiver onto the market greenhouse where they were
August 1989 we received another
type with a New Caledonian in the Mediterranean exposed to natural light condi-
provenance; this type also had a basin tions and extended (16 hours/daylight using a mercury vapor lamp)finer leaf than the LV-type. We Dr. Franqoise Dinger light conditions. At the end of ten
named it for its provenance as weeks note was taken of the
"NC". In total we had 53 plants growth. Results showed that the
with which to begin work. Indian plants were very sensitive

Halfofthevetiverwassentto ters are cold with little snow; be- to the cold though the winter of
the Centre de Formation et de tween Decemberand March there 89/90 was not severe (min. temp.
Promotion Horticole (CFPH) in are an average of 90 icy days. - 6' C). Tillering rate was low in
Ecullywheretheywouldalsocarry Average annual rainfall is 900mm 6 winter period and no .
out experiments in vegetative and occurring over about 80 raindays; the intercerod andno s
tissue culture propagation. charactenstically, rainfall events cant Influence on tilrenng was
CEMAGREF Tests are intense and of short duration. observed as a result of dffering
I. Cold tolerance Constraints to the development plants with the greater amount of

The vetiver plants were of the local vegetation in this zone light exhibited a greaterdegree of
placed in containers filled with a are the high insolation (i.e. strong homogeneity in growth rates and
potting mixture (1/2 sand and 1/2 sunlight), unfavorable rainfall had betert growth tesnd
compost) on 20 July and grown distrbution, and low water hold-
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Caledonian plants, which were
observed under greenhouse Hodge October November December January February

conditions only, appeared to re- Vetler 12.8 123 104 86 76

spond to the longer photoperiod
with greater tillering. We con- Conchrus 11.1 11 5 10 9 94 84

cluded that the Indian vetiver is Subabul 12.9 92 6.7 72 5.2

freeze-constrained under a tem-
perateEuropeanclimateandthat Desmanthus 11.4 11.1 10.2 90 7.9

photoperod seems to influence
growth and rhizogenesis but this Table 18. Effect of hedging (by species) on soil moisture (%) -
conclusion requires further con- 1988/89
firmation.
II. Tissue culture germination; tests in somatic argentea is being compared to

Based on work that had been embryogenesis to develop resis- the vetiver. No results are yet
done previously with mediums for tance and to look at mycorrhiza- available at this time.
multiplication of Alpine Bluegrass tion for optimization of plant multi-
(Poa aipina), vetiver grass was plicationandgrowth. Major-scale EXCERPTS FROM VE7IVER
tested in the mediums which had testing of vetiver for erosion con- VEGErATIVE HEDOGE
produced the best results. The trol, perfecting of management EXPERIENCEAr REGIONAL
results with the vetiver were not techniques, and marketing feasi-
as good; the vetiver did less well bility studies will also be carried RESEARCH STAT7ON
though rooting was not a prob- out during this third phase. ARUPPUKOTTAI By DR. S.
lem. Continuance of this work IV. Field Testing SUBRAMANIAN
has now provided nearly 5,000 Six sites were chosen for
plants to be outplanted in tests of testingofvetivergrassasahedge- For sustained agriculture,
hedgerow formation and effi- row species based on microcli- conservation of agricultural as-
ciency. No particular problems mate (so results will be transfer- sets are essential. This is more
have been noted to date with ei- able to arid and semi-ard Medi- true in dryland agriculture. Land
ther diseases or pests. terranean sites); on soil (to begin andwaterarethetwo major natu-
Ill. Conclusions work on finding a vegetative solu- ral resources which need efficient

Studies covered growth, tion to controlling erosion on blue management to ward against
development and propagation marl soils) and strategic consid- degradation of the environment
through two work phases: (1) erations. The sites are all located and of agricultural productivity.
laboratory, where a few samples on a massif where the forests Various soil conservation meas-
were reproduced and (2) larger have been burned off and Ca- ures have been attempted and
scale multiplication,where tissue lamagrostis argenteais common. contour bunding had been ac-
culture was used to provide suffi- Soils on 5 of the 6 sites are blue cepted in India on slopes up to
cientmaterialforfurthertestingof marls and the other is a friable 6%. The system is effective,
vetiver for erosion control and on clay. The altitudes of the sites however, it is not without difficul-
conditions for reproduction. rangefrom430mto510mabove ties. (In) deep vertisols, where
Resistancetocoldwasalsotested sea level and have aspects of shrinking and swelling results in
inareassubjecttofreezingcondi- north, south, southeast, east, cracks up to one meter in depth,
tions and the ecotypes tested did northeastandwest. Slopes range contour bunds get destabilized
not perform well. Further work from a nearly level area on one and become ineffective. Also
should evolve based on testing of site to 35% to 70% on the others. saturation of soils and waterlog-
other ecotypes (e.g. Himalayan) Four of the six sites are planted ging behind the bund result in
which may display greater cold with tissue cultured plants and poor crop stand and growth.
tolerance. the other two with vegetatively Anotherdifficultyisthatlandhold-

A third phase of work, com- propagated stock. On one site ings in India are small and this
ing up, will study flowering and the native species Calamagrostis type of bunding requires co-op-
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. mulation behindthecontourvege-
Hedge September October November December January February tative hedges when we had a

Vetiver 12.6 21.2 23.0 21.0 19.5 17.3 storm of 250 mm on a single day
on 30.11.90 and 524 mm during

Cenchrus 12.1 20.1 22.8 20.4 19.2 16.9 the week 28h October to 3 rd No-

Subabul 12.1 20.6 20.4 19.3 17.7 15.3 vember.

Desmanthus 11.9 19.0 23.0 20.1 18.1 15.7

Control 12.1 17.2 17.4 16.4 15.1 13.1 - E'VTiVE, I T .

Table 19. Effect of vegetative hedging (by species) on soil
moisture (lo) - 1989/90

The purpose of the Network
erative efforts to achieve safe The tabulated data shows greater istoprovideacentral pointwhere
disposal of surplus water; in prac- moistureconservationthroughthe information on the use of contour
tice this cooperation is only vegetative hedge (Tables 18 and vegetative barriers of Vetiver
achieved in stray instances. 19). Among the hedging systems grass may be compiled and dis-
These factors necessitate new tried, the vetiver hedging system seminated free of charge to all
thinking on contour bunding, has recorded higher percentage interested parties. If you wish to
especially for deep vertisols; of soil moisture at all stages of the join the Network, request further
vegetative hedges seem to offer crop, followed by cenchrus hedg- information or supply information
an advantage. ing system . to other users, please write to

Tamil Nadu Agricultural Uni- Based on the experience of
versity, Regional Research Sta- the first two years we are now Vetiver Information Network;
tion began in 1987 experimenting planning and also planting with c/o Jim Smyle, ASTAG;;
with Vetiver (Vetiveria zizanioi- Vetiver, Cenchrus and Desman- Rm. F3067
des); Kolukkattai grass (Cenchrus thus in two mini-watershed areas 1818 H St., NW
glauca) which had been found to of 8 ha each to study their relative Washington, D.C.
bethemostdroughttolerantgrass performance in conserving soil 20433, USA
in this part of the country. Hedge and moisture. We are also plan- Tel. 202-458-2274
Lucerne (Desmanthus virgatus) ning interbund management prac- Fax 202-477-1865
and Subabul (Leucaena leu- tices to further improve the sys-
cocephala) were added to the tem. Amongthevarioushedging
trials in 1988. materials, vetivergrass isthe best

The establishment growth known plant at this time, which
and coverage as a hedge was can be used to help prevent sheet . .. . ........ . .... . ....
quite encouraging with vetiver as erosion and increase moisture Ihe findins- te .. rtati. ns
well as Cenchrus grass. The es- conservation. and onlusions xprnese
tablishment was quick probably As the station does not have h ths .. the....
due to the fact that vegetative silt measuring devices we are not uthors a Mnd Xu r0 at 
parts; plantlets for vetiver and able to record soil erosion. From
grass slips for cenchrus, were our visual observations we used ttbuted Il n tnan.rtc
used. However, the seed propa- to have rills and sometimes gul- . -; -the Worl -.. k---
gated Desmanthus and subabul lies in a field of 4.00 ha of about
experienceddifficultyin establish- 1.2% during earlier years. After
ing as hedge. establishment of the Vetiver and

We monitored the mois- Cenchrus vegetative hedges soil
ture in the hedged portion as well loss has been greatly reduced.
as in the control with no hedge. We could also observe silt accu-
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tion of vetiver grass. We could have Indigenous Soil Conservation 118
_is~ |~w ~ done so, we have quite a bit of informa- CIAT Trials 120

done ~~~~~~~~~~Crop Yield 121tion here. But, what we do not have are Mulch and Termites 121
This is the seventh Newsletter your concerns, ideas, issues, knowl- Network Letters 121

and also, the largest in terms of articles edge, techniques, or needs, because
that have been sent in by you who are you have not told us and we have not
on the Network. Putting this publication asked you. So now we are asking you,
togetheris becoming progressively eas- please turn to page 16 and fill out the
ier as more and more people are get- form you find there on propagation; do
ting involved with their own research, not mistake it with the form you will find One final note for all of you dog
trials and use of vetiver. It is very on page 15 - that one is to get your fanciers, Mr. Richard Skolnik, of the
rewarding for us to get your comments free copy of the Board of Science and World Bank reports that Dog Fancy
and put them together like this to send Technology for International Magazine says vetiver can be used as
back out to others. It gives those of us Development's (BOSTID) book on a natural flea repellant.
who are spending too much time with vetiver grass, to be published soon.
paperworkasensethatweareapartof And on that subject, BOSTID
something more practical and useful. took its expert panel consisting of Drs. CORRECTnON ON VETiv :A AWARPEES
Thanks to all of you who are and have Norman Borlaug, Rattan Lal, and -
been looking for good ideas and who, Hugh Popenoe to Louisiana to view Mr. Wang Zlsong, the Deputy
more importantly, have been willing to the US Soil Conservation Services Directorof the China Red Soils Project,
give those ideas a try. vetiver plantings. The panel (which has informedthe networkthattheaward

Please read this before you also includes Dr. David Plmental) will of US$500giventohimfortheworkcar-
goon to read other things in this News- soon be making their recommenda- ried out in Fujian Province should not
letter. In this issue we had wanted to tions to BOSTID regarding vetiver. We be credited to him alone. He writes that
put in a special section on the propaga- look forward to reading their ideas and in carrying out the work (described in

suggestions. Vetiver Newsletter #6, June 1991) his
cooperators were Mr. Wong

Photo 1. At the Agricultural Research Service's Sedimentation Laboratory in Oxford, Changzhang, Mr. Llu Songting, and
Mississippi, USA flume studies show the structural strength of vetiver grass and its Mr. Huang Jlanling. We apologize for
ability to control runoff when planted as a hedge. Phdxo oDurtesy oft he USDA/ARS Sedirnentation Labora- ouroversight andcongratulate Messrs.

Wong, Liu and Huang on their excellent
work and on their award.

UPDATE ON TiE PTENTIAL
_ J , / AVAILABILITY OF FUNDi FOR NGOs

4 ,;4 if. / *, Zz^/ X x-;-In our Newsletter #5 in March
of 1991 we announcedthattherewasa
good possibility that we would be able

j_jt<;n -;X 9-_. o.- ; -. tofind grantfunding in orderto support
_ ! r - t A>D 4zJ .S4> -9; - t>v^ -- ~~NGO groups currently involved in agri

who wished to try vetiver grass hedge-
rows ior soil and moisture conserva-
tion. Since last March we have heard
f rom a numberof interested groups and
individuals who eitherare already start-
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ing work with vetiver or have a keen
desire to do so. Well, it is almost 9
months later and we are still writing
proposals and looking tor a source to
provide us with a "Technology Fund".
We wish to establish this Fund, not only
for vetiver grass, but also tor work with
other promising technologies that can F- ' _
improve our management ot natural
resources both on-farm and otf. We
have been receiving favorable com-
ments on our proposals, but as yet no
money. So, to all who have replied, be
assured that we are keeping a special
file with your requests. To those ot you
thal have not gotten in touch with us
and would like to, please do. We can
make no promises, but we are trying
and we are optimistic. In the meantime,
keep up the good work

PI.. co-u-,1 Dor S Jaa-. Tatil Nadu AQ-sIhural U-asrail;. Ilsa

WOULD You LIKE A FREE COPY Of Photo 2. Contour vegetative barrier of vetiver gra.s at TasniNlNadu Agricultura
BOSTID's UPCOMING PusLICATnoN Universiy in India. This ,niversity is one of tie no. nlore ihan 45 institulions

ON VETIVER GRASS ' worldwide u-ho are carrYing oat research on the use of veliver rassfor soil and soil
nwzistulre conservation

The National Academy of Sci- year because ot degradation. This land
ences is preparing a report on vetiver East Anglia Norwich, UK. comes primarily from the 11% of the
and its potential. The final report, a "Soil is in a perilous state. total land area (about 1500 million ha.)
book of 150 pages or so, will be pub- 'Textbook'conservalionisnotsworking; which is currently suitable for agucul-
lished in a tew months. They will make some argue that it should theretore be lure. FAO's view is that soil and water
it widely available to politicians, admin- appliedwith redoubled vigour. But there conservation measures must be ex-
istrators, financiers, agrcultural plan- are altematives and this article exam- tended to a quarter of all farmland by
ners, entrepreneurs, researchers in ines some of the new initiatives being year 2000.'
many disciplines, and field workers. t tried by conservationists." "Networking. The sharing ot expen-
should help get vetiver better under- "Conservation was built on an ences is one way to promote conserva-
stood and appreciated. engineering approach. It the soil should tion. Research networks dothis, sowhy

An appendix in the book will starttomove,Ihentheresponsewasto not implementation agencies? Soil
givetheaddressesotvetiverresearch- build a barrier to arrest turther move- conservation cuts across disciplinary
ers andusers. Do youwant to be listed? ment. It sounded sensible but it ignored barriers erected by subjects as diverse
It so, please fill out the torm found on a fundamental factor- namely, that as agriculture, economics, engineer-
page 15Lj. Everyone replying will re- the conservation measures were lack- ing, extension, forestry, sociology and
ceive tree copies of the report when it is ling the symptoms and not the disease. soil science. It therefore demands input
published. Having your name listed in The soil had already started to move: from many specialists andcoordination
the book is likely to toster professional the conservation would merely try to between government departments."
contactswiththosewhowanttoemploy stop it going further.' "Most developing countries do
vetiver in their own programs. "Fortunately there are alterna- not have the specialists or institutions

tives that work with nature, strengthen- with the expertise to tackle soil degra-
ing preventative systems and support- dation and to design appropriate meth-

SEEDS OF CHANOE IN SOIL ing biological processes which restore ods to tackle the problems. It is a major
CONSERVATION soilquality.Moslconservationresearch- challenge for small countries where

ers are concentrating their efforts on trained manpowerisscarce. Evenlarge
Thefollowingisabstractedfrom these alternatives. Before looking at countries such as Indonesia struggle

Dr. Michael Stocking's article of the some of the iniliatives, what is the cur- when specialists are not used to work-
same name in the March/April 1991 rent state of soil degradation?' ing together. Regional networks are an
issue of International Agricultural De- "Soilerosionthreatensmillions answer.
velopment Dr. Stocking, a soil scien- of people in developed and developing Local Knowledge. Professionals
tist, is currently the Dean of the School countries alike. FAO estimates suggest need to recognise that they are not the
of Development Studies, University of that we are currently losing between 5 sole repository of knowledge. Local

and 7 million hectares of good land a people have much to otter in their own
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struggle to conserve soil and water theirneglectofthemeasuresthatmuch tionbetweentherootsofaplanttandthe
resources without professional help. that is sold as conservation is unwork- vegetative parts of a fungus. Mycor-
These efforts, frequently the result of able, impractical and sometimes even rhiza help plants take up nuthents and
decades of accumulated experience, detrimental to society and the environ- soil water more efficiently; this is very
were often rejected by experts as rudi- ment. Structures such as terraces and important underconditions where nutri-
mentaryandinefficient. But evidence is check dams were previously seen as ents or moisture are limited. In their
gatheringthatfarmerswill maintain and the starting point. But the new philoso- work, they found that by inoculating
even expand such measures, while at phy, Francis Shaxson of FAO assures vetiver roots with certain fungi, early
the same time neglecting important us, "assumes that the primary thrust is growth and establishment of vetiver
techniques. So who is wrong?" better soil management, with structures was much better. The authors point out
"Husbandry. Part and parcel of such only used when they are unavoidable." that if we establish plants with the right
changes in thinking is that far from This emphasis on production and mycorrhiza to rehabilitate and stabilize
being simply a set of techniques, soil making soil conservation worthwhile to degraded lands, then the fungi can
conservation is about harmonising the the land user would seem a far wiser benefit other crops that will eventually
viewsof conservationists-savingsoil, basis for a long-term strategy to re- be grown there.
preventing off-site impact, concern for verse the appalling decline in the qual- Theywrite: "Mycorrhizalfungi
society as a whole with the needs and ity of our soil resources." occur in nearly all soils on earth and
aspirations of form a mutual-
farmers. It is istic symbiosis
about land hus- 5 N 100 (an association
bandry or how beneficial to
to gain an ac- I both) with the
ceptable living 4 80 roots of most
from the land DRY PT , r ERtR 0 r terrestrial
without jeopar- WT COXON BA R < plants. The ar-
dising the fu- i to buscular my-
ture. The con- H 3 60 Z corrhizal fungi
trol of soil ero- _0 (AMF) occur
sion will follow _ 6 over the widest
as a conse- ' ecological
quence if good > 2 ...... 40 I- range and are
husbandry is ar c o m m o n I y
achieved. In C) found in asso-
medical anal- ciation with
ogy again, it is 20 g most of the
understanding important agri-
the root cause cultural and
of the problem 0 _ . ._ _ _::::- _ .- 0 horticultural

rather than theCO T -oGE P crops. Most
symptoms." CV ETL MOS GEO VER plants in natu-
"Political Will. MYCORRHIZAL TREATMvENT ral ecosystems

Tracing back Figure 1. Inoculation of the roots of vetiver grass with mycorrhizalfungi improves growth will also have
the causes of- significantly. Note that while some of the fungi were better than others in promoting biomass well developed
ten leadstofail- production, even the least successful of the fungi still improved the average biomass mycorrhizas.
ure in govern- production by over 50% comparedtothe control The growth of
mentpolicyand many plants
the institutions that government sets up can be improved when inoculated with
to effect the policy. It is here, with suffi- MYCORRHIZA AND VETIVER - effective strains of AMF in soils low in
cient political will, that the greatest -REHASILTATINO DEGRADED LANDS plantavailablephosphate(P),primarily
advances could be made in promoting as a result of more efficient uptake of
soil conservation. If governments The following preliminary re- this nutrient. At present, however, in-
through their policies made it worth- suIts were provided by Drs. J.C. Dodd, oculum must be produced on the roots
while for a farmerto conserve soil, then S.Wlllamsand P. Jeffrlesof the Durrell of a suitable host plants such as onion
soil degradation would be a thing of the Institute of Conservation and Ecology/ in temperate regions and a forage leg-
past." Biological Laboratory at the University ume like Pueraria phaseoloides or

"Justifiably soil conservation of Kent, Canterbury, UK in an article Sorghum spp. in the tropics, since they
has developed a bad name, especially entitled The Effect of Arbuscular cannotyetbegrownonsyntheticmedia.
in many developing countries where its Mycorrhizal Fungi on the Growth of AMF can have other beneficial effects
techniques have beenforced on unwill- Vetiver. The authors'work with mycor- on plant growth including increased
ing peasantry. People have shown by rhiza-a term for a particular associa- toleranceof waterstress and helpingto
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bind soil particles into more stable microorganisms such as AMF and Alcorn State University, Lorman, Mis-
aggregates by their extensive mycelial rhizobium bacteria if the growth of leg- sissippi, USA. Dr. Igbokwe and his
network outside the root. The latter umesisenvisaged.Manytropicalplants colleagues carried out two field experi-
could be of considerable importance in (cassava, legumes and fruit trees) ments to evaluate the survival and
aiding the stabilization of badly eroded depend on their mycorrhizal symbiosis growth potentials of four different ac-
areas orthe recuperation of soils in hilly for efficient uptake of nutrients in poor cessions (geographical sources) of
areas along with Vetiver for example. soils. If Vetiver plantlets were inocu- vetivergrass (from India) as affected by
The possibility that AMF could aid the latedwithAMF, appropriate forthe soils fertilization. They found that fertiliza-
early growth and establishment of in which they were planted, then they tion increased the numberof tillers and
Vetiver and allow the buildup of mycor- would benefit not only from coloniza- seedheads per plant in 1990; and in-
rhizal populations, in soilswhere the in- tion of their own root system but also in creased the plant height, the number of
digenous fungi have been removed by aiding the buildup of inoculum for the tillers, seedheads per plant and the
loss of top soil, has great potential for rootsof othercropspeciesbeinggrown plant's biomass in 1991.
the rehabilitation of degraded land." in association, such as legumes. This They also found differences

"In a small experiment here in multidisciplinary approach to the recu- between the vetiver plantings which
UK we evaluated the effects of four peration of degraded soils may bring resulted from the different plant's ori-
different AMF on the growth of Vetiver more successful results in the long- gins. The individual accessions showed
microplants weaned into peat and term." differing plant height, number of tillers
supplied by MASDAR (UK). The ex- "We would like to express our and seedhead in 1990; and differing
periment occurred between 20 August gratitude to Mr. Glenn Allison of plant height only in 1991. The interac-
1990 and 25 March 1991 in a heated MASDAR LtD, UK for his collaboration tion between fertilizer and accession
greenhouse where the minimum tem- in supplying Vetiver plantlets.' was significant for seedhead in 1990
perature was maintained above 120C. and plant regrowth in 1991. The au-
Three-litre pots were filled with a non- thors concluded that the accessions
sterile sand (pH 7.3 in 0.01M CaCl) 'E.tK OF.ACIESiaO i tested can be established successfully
andfree of AMF. Fivefungaltreatments VtRIAB1LITY ";AND 'FERTILIZATION on the soil type in which the experiment
were established; Glomus etunicatum, r, EtA8S LHMEN.T -AND T took place; that they respond to soil-
G. geosporum, G. mosseae, G. ver- ' VETIVER GRASS IN A FIt.o applied NPK fertilizers; and they can
siforme and a non-inoculated control. :;;-:::: : . sur ivethemildwintermonthsinS
25 g of chopped roots of maize, colo- ;-W}- :: E |. :. ?; :i::E UR4£R pi,,-west Mississippi. The authors also
nized by the appropriate AMF, were The following research article measured biomass production and
placed below a plantlet in the planting was received by the Vetiver Network reported that the combined root and
hole of each pot. Each treatment had from Drs. P.E. lgbokwe S.C Tlwarl shoot biomass productions after six
six replicates. Water was given weekly J.L Buflon andR.E Waters,Jr from months of regrowth could range from
to bring pots back to field capacity.

Plants were harvested at the end of the Table 1. Treatment effects on plant survival, plant height, number of tillers and
experiment and the dry weight of plant
tops and the percentage of root colo- seedheadfortLon 1990
nized by AMF assessed."

"Figure 1 shows that G. mos- Treatment (No.iAccession) (m) (No./Plant) (No./Plant)
seae, G. geosporum and G. etunica-
tum increased the dry weight yields of
Vetiver compared with both the non- Fertilization:
inoculated control and plants colonized
by G. versiforme. Plants inoculated with Ferti I ized 6.69 1.91 9.96 4.48

Unfertilized 6.94 1.89 6.38 2.24the former three AMF also had the LSD, 5* NS NS 1.64 0.37
highest levels of root colonization (Fig. CV, %. 4.23 8.05 13.58 9.87

1). The linear correlation between dry Acio
weight and the percentage of the root
system colonized by AMF inthis experi- 196257 6.88 1.83 8.13 3.54

ment was very positive (r = 0.814)." 213902 6.7635 2.023 9.54 4.04
"These data indicate that AMF 302300 7.00 1.71 6.08 3.30

could help the early growth and estab- LSD, 5% NS 0.11 1.26 0.41
lishment of Vetiver plantlets in alkaline CV,. % 6.50 5.42 14.64 11.54

soils where there are no indigenous Interaction:
AMF, such as in badly eroded hill ar- Fertilization X
eas. This and other evidence infers that Accession NS NS NS

the recuperation of soils and soil fertility
must include a regeneration of the soil
microflora and especially the beneficial Y Survival after initial transplanting of 7 plants per accession.
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176,798 kg/ha for one of the acces- as P deficient. Because of the increas- sub plots 1.42 m x 1.07 m and repli-
sions (lowest) to 353,596 kg/ha for ing interest in vetiver, and limited infor- cated 4 times. A total of 7 plants were
another (highest); plant spacing was mation on its adaptation and fertilizer transplanted into each subplot. Mois-
20.3 cm x 20.3 cm. requirements in the United States, this ture was limited to the initial hand wa-

Introduction. "Realizing study investigated the survival poten- tering immediately after transplanting,
Vetiver grass potential for becoming a tial and fertilizer effect on the growth of plus natural rainfall. The average
hedge grass in the United States, as four vetiver accessions in field nursery monthly rainfall during the first year of
well as for its industrial applications, its in Southwest Mississippi." this study was 0.18 cm. The average
propagation and nursery establish- Method. "Two field experi- monthly soil temperature at the same
ments are being carried out in some of ments were used to evaluate the sur- period was 22.440C for the morning
the United States Department of vival and growth potentials of both fer- and 31.220C forthe afternoon. OnJune
Agriculture's Plant Material Centers, to tilized and unfertilized 196257,213902, 5, 1990 each of the fertilized plots re-
determine its most appropriate propa- 271633 and 302300 (Indian) vetiver ceived 240.8 kg/ha of 13N-13P-13K.
gation method, adaptation potential and grass accessions planted in a field Weeds within the experimental plots
for increasing the available plant mate- nursery. A split plot arrangement in a were controlled by hoeing and hand
rials already in the country. Greenfield randomizedcompleteblockexperimen- pulling, whereasthe surroundingswere
(1989) noted that Vetiver grass grows tal design was used, with fertilization as mowed as needed. Pesticides were not
faster in nursery and produce more main plots whereas vetiver grass ac- used in this study since pests were not
tillers in shorter period of time if they are cessions made up the subplots. The observed. Plants were allowed to over-
fertilized with phosphatic fertilizer in experiments were conducted on a winterwiththeseedheadsunharvested.
combination with some form of nitro- Memphis silt loam (Typic Hapludalf: Data were analyzed by the analysis of
gen. Sreedharan and Nair (1975) re- fine,mixed,thermic)soilatAlcornState variance and means separated by leas,
ported that application of 20 kg/ha each University, in Lorman, Mississippi. Soil significant difference (LSD)."
of P and K2O increased the oil yield but extractable nutrient level was medium "On April 22,1991 the number
not the root yield. Increasing the rate to for Phosphorus (68.32 kg/ha), low for of plant regrowths from the 1990 fertil-
30kg/ha each did not improve response, Potassium (216.16 kg/ha), very high for izer field study were counted, and per-
but30kg/haPaloneincreasedoilyield. Magnesium (1130.08 kg/ha) and very cent regrowth was used to estimate
In India no difference in growth re- high for Zinc (8.18 kg/ha). Soil pH was cold tolerance for the 4 vetiver acces-
sponse was observed between fertil- 5.3." sions."
ized (40 kg/ha N and 40 kg/ha P) and "Single tillers obtained from "After cold tolerance evalu-
unfertilized vetiver in one plot (at 70 vegetatively propagated (root division) ations, missing plants were replaced
days) and no response until about 8 vetiver grass accessions from the for each accession on April 23, to initi-
weeks in a second plot (Vetiver News- Regional Plant Introduction Station in ate the 1991 study period. On May 8,
letter, 1990). Vetiver has also been Griffin, Georgia were transplanted to plots were fertilized as for 1990. All
reported by the same source to estab- field nursery on May 29, 1990. Each production practices were as in 1990.
lish well in soils that are characterized accession was spaced 20.30 cm on The average monthly rainfallduringthis

second year of this study was 0.95 cm.
Table 2. Treatment effect on plant regrowth, plant height, number of tillers, and plant The average monthly soil temperature
biomass, 1991. at the same period was 22.430C for the

Pl ant Biorass morning and 28.72°C for the afternoon.
Regrowth Plant Height Tillers Seedhead Root & Shoot Data were analyzed as for 1990."

Treatment (%) (m) (No./Plant) (No./Plant) (Kg/Plant) Results and Discussion. "In
1990, fertilization increased the num-
ber of tillers and seedheads per plant,

Ferti I ization: while accession variability influenced
Fert, I i zed 90.25 5.12 12.06 5.50 1.48 plant height, numberof tillers and seed-
Unfertilized 86.75 3.93 4.26 1.66 0.51 head per plant (Table 1). Tillers were
LSD, 5%/ NS 0.92 1.16 1.65 0.61
CV., T 15.69 18.10 12.68 41.03 54.24 greater (9.96 per plant) for fertilized

plants than (6.38 per plant) due to un-
Accession: fertilized plants. Seedheads per plant

196257 93.00 4.90 8.06 4.31 1.46 were also greater for fertilized plants
213902 85.88 4.20 8.56 2.44 0.73 (4.48) compared to 2.24 from unfertil-
271633 91.13 4.80 9.06 3.31 0.95
302300 84.00 4.10 6.95 4.25 0.82 Ized plants.
LSD, 5%- NS 0.40 NS NS NS 'The greatest plant height val-
CV., %13.77 11.91 39.22 72.50 59.24 ues of 2.03 metre occurred in acces-

Interaction: sion number 271633. The number of

FertiJization X tillers per plant was greatest (9.92) in
Accession ** NS NS NS NS accession 213902, and least (6.08) least

in accession 302300. Seedhead per
plant was significantly greater (4.04) in
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I favor Mura (Vetiver) over Gliricidia since it will not give me problems when
it matures. With Gliricidia its laterally growing roots interfere with land

preparation, resulting in so much delay ..... quote from Filippino farmer

accession 271633 and least (3.30) in kg/ha for accessions 213902 and 213902) to 353,596 kg/ha (accession
accession 302300." 196257, respectively . 196257)."

"The numberof seedheads per "Fertilizer x Accession interac- Acknowledgment. "The au-
plant was significantly different due to tion was significant for plant regrowth. thors wish to thank the United States
the Fertilizer x Accession interaction." Fertilizedplantsreducedwithinrowplant Department of Energy, and Mississippi

"Percent survivals were 95.57 spacing in the range of 77 to 88mm Department of Energy and Transporta-
and 99.14 for fertilized and unfertilized comparedthe range of 62 to 76mmdue tion Division, Economic and Commu-
plants, respectively. Percent survival to unfertilized plants, after 4 months of nity Development for funding this proj-
for plant accessions 196257, 213902, regrowth. Accession 271633 had non- ect. Special appreciations to Mr. Doral
271633 and302300were 98.29,94.71, significantly highervalue forgap reduc- Kemper, and Southern Regional Plant
96.43 and 100.00, respectively (not In tions than other three accessions used IntroductionStation, Griffin, Georgiafor
the table). In this study (not In the table)." providing seeds and seedlings used to

"Vetiver grass cold tolerance Conclusion. "Data from Initlatethisstudy.Theauthorsalsowish
was not affected by fertilization and thesestudiessuggestthatvetivergrass tothankDrs.SamuelDonald, Johnnle
accession variability (Table 2). How- accessions 196257, 213902, 271633 ColIlIns,CharlesTlIlmanandMr.Tom
ever,fertilizedplotshad90.25%ofgrass and 302300 can be successfully estab- Collins for their support and encour-
regrowth as compared to 86.75% for lished on the Memphis silt loam soil of agements; and Larry Russell for as-
unfertilized plants. Cold tolerance Southwest Mississippi if growth factors sisting with planting, field maintenance
among accessionswashighest, 93.000/o are not limiting. These accessions will and data collection; Ms. Janice Carter
due to 196257, and least, 84.00% due respond to soil applied NPK fertilizers, for typing the manuscript."
to 302300 accession." however the extent of response will

"Data due to Spring 1991 fertili- depend among other factors, on sea-_.
zation were significant for plant height, sonal variations and their genetic vari- PHILIPPiNES * ThE iRVDUCTIOl4 OF
tillers and seedhead perplant, and fresh abilities. High coefficient of variability .'oiTWR'OVgSA
weight. Their respective higher value of reported in this study could contribute IN'G"E'NOUS TcNOLOOY O O
5.12m (height), 12.06 (tillers), 5.5 to nonsignificant difference among ANl nAThX S'NE'R 
(seedheads) and 1.48 kg/plant (fresh some parameters tested. Greater .......

weight) were due to fertilization as number of tiller productions could lead Dr. Ly Tung and Ms. FatlmaT.
compared to their respective lower to faster trapping of sediments on the Balina of the Farm Resource and Man-
values of 3.93m, 4.26, 1.66, and 0.51 uphill side of the rows, resulting in ear- agement (FARMI) Institute at Visayas
kg/plant from the unfertilized plots. lier erosion control from fertilized plots, State College of Agriculture in Leyte
Accession variability influenced plant compared to unfertilized plots. Data have provided the Network with the
height. The greatest plant height value also indicate that when these vetiver lollowing piece:
of 4.9m was due to 196257 accession." grass accessions are grown in South- ". As iarm density has in-

"Based on 20.30 x 20.30cm west Mississippi, their survival poten- creased the fallow cycles are reduced
plant distance, and plant fresh weight tial after a mild winter season could to a few years at most, farm sizes
values (Table 2), total biomass produc- range from 84% for 302300 accession decline, and fallow cycles are replaced
tion from these 6 month old vetiver to 93% for 196257 accession. Com- by continuous cropping. Subsequently,
grass regrowths could range from bined root and shoot biomass produc- many of the cereal-based farming sys-
123,516.39 kg/ha to 358,439.72 kg/ha tions could range from 123,516 to tems in such areas are unsustainable
for unfertilized and fertilized plots, re- 358,440 kg/haforunfertilized andfertil- because of soil erosion and soil nutrient
spectively. Similarly, the biomass pro- ized plots, respectively. The biomass depletion. One of the technical possi-
duction by vetiver accessions could productions by vetiver accessionscould bilities to address the problem is the de-
range from 176,798 kg/ha to 353,596 range from 176,798 kg/ha (accession

Table 3. Soil loss as effected by contour hedgerow vegetation, Claveria, Philippines, August 1988 to April 1990.

Hedgerow Spe-ciBe S;oil loes (cm

G1li i o i di vcl nd Pa: , 0. 0 38
NaPieZ- gareM° 062
GII C.zIcI.I and Napier 1 38
CG ixc-i-d1Ja alone 1. 5)

Open field ( commuon,/local pjract i cew) 4 .20
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velopment of contour hedgerow farm- and/or animals cause broken strips." bility to an acid infertile upland area of
ing systems. Although scientists per- Searching forTechnological Matalom was done by the Project in
ceive many benefits of the hedgerow Improvement - The Mura grass. January 1990. A dry spell struck the
system technology, its adoption rate by "Research on the use of natural grass area from February through May of the
upland farmers is disappointing." strips has received very little attention same year. When Mura survived this

"In January 1990, FARMI/ to date (Garrity, et al 1991). The grass drought, its adaptability to the uplands
ViSCA started to implement a project strips are simple to install and have low and its being drought-tolerant were
entitled UplandAgriculture, Philippines. or no labor requirements but show an confirmed."
The project funding comes mainlyfrom outstanding capability to reduce soil Creating Awareness Among
the International Development Re- loss,acharecteristicwhich makesthem Farmers. "Somel2farmersfrom3ba-
search Center (IDRC) of Canada." potentially superior to the commonly rangays were invited to view a slide

"FARMI selected a pilot re- recommended, introduced species show on the Mura grass technology.
search site covering five upland baran- (Table 3). After the slide show, they were brought
gays in the municipality of Matalom, 'An interesting grass species to the trial planting area of Mura. Sub-
province of Leyte. Two of the selected was first observed by the authors in sequently, some 10 farmer-participants
barangays are characterized mainly by August 1989 in barangay Anolon, signified their interest to try it in their
calcareous soils where corn is most Hindang, Leyte. The grass was found farms. The Project provided some plant-
widely grown. The otherbarangays have grown by some farmers along the dikes ing materials to interested farmers in
strongly acidic, degraded, and infertile of lowland rice fields for the purpose of one barangay. In the other two baran-
soils where upland rice is predominant. holding the soil. In a Visayan vernacu- gays, the farmers secured the planting
Aclose studyof the production systems lar, farmers call it Mura. Aftera period of materials by themselves from nearby
in these barangays reveal that farmers verification, it turned out that Mura in lowland areas."
have developed their own technique to Anolon is actually Vetiver grass. Inter- Testing and Feedback by
fight soil erosion." estingly, many of the farmers thought Farmers. "Initially, onefarmerplanted

Learning from Farmers. that Mura was not adaptable to the Mura in the lowland, two planted both in
"Through this project, we first noticed in uplands. The first trial planting of Mura the lowland and upland, and seven
the two calcareous-soil barangays the (5 rows at 1lOr/row) to test its adapta- planted in the upland only. To date
existence of natural grass strips in many
sloping fields (mostly 10%-40% slope). Table 4. Number of rows and total length of Mura (Vetiver) grass planted by
These are narrow (0.5m - 1 m wide) demonstration farmers in barangay Matalom, Leyte, Philippines.
contour strips left unplowed and al-
lowed to vegetate naturally. They are Barangay/ No. of ruwq tilanted Total lenizt (mlputinatthetimewhenapieceoffalow .Farmer Lowland Upland Lowland Uplandput In at the time when a piece of fallow --- ---- ---- ---- ----- --- - ------ ---
land is brought into cultivation. The A. Esperanza
distance (surface run) between strips 1 4 4 48.6 50.0')

2 2 22~~~~~~4.4 30.00may range from 4 m to 10 m (Ly Tung 2 2 52 72.00

and Alcober, 1991). The above tech- 4 1 - 12.00

nique is locally termed as "cemento- 5 2 - 45.f7

cemento" or "kahon-kahon." 7 - - 20.00
"As of April 1991, about 34

percent of the total 396 households in Sub-Total 7 15 78.0 229.00

barangays Altavista and Templanza e. Altavista

haveadoptedthistechniqueof soilaand 1 - 1 - 26.00
water conservation. Ninety-six percent 2 - 2 - 76.753 -3 - 67.00
of farmer-adoptors have indicated that 3--- --- --- -- - --- --- --- --- ---
their primary reason for adopting is to Sub-Total 6 - 169.75
check soil erosion (Balina et al, 1991). .. ..- --an-

Of late(June1991),weobservedthata c. Templanza 1 1 84.00

good number of adoptors in these ba- 2 2 16.00
rangays have expanded the technique 3 16 210.00

to their other land parcels that are Sub-Total 19 - 312.00
brought into cultivation afterfallow.".- - - - - --

"The natural vegetative filter D. San Salvador

strips are not without problem, how- 2 - 2 - 64.00

ever. As the dominant grass species 3 - 8 - 222.40
are eithercogon (Imperata) and/or low- 4 - 3 - 62.00

statured native grasses, the strips are Sub-Total - 16 - 413.20
not strong enough to hold the soil, . .
especially on steep slopes (more than Total 17 7 56 78.00 1123.95

18%). Accordingtofamners, heavy rains .-
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before attempting to introduce techno-
_ 5-- t ~ logical improvements. In the long run

the simple grass (Vetiver) stnps will not
remain simple. They provide founda-
tion for subsequenf diversification into
more labor-intensive hedgerow enter-
prises. This diversification is being
looked into by the project.

"Based on) the Project's eXperi-
ences and reinforced by recent iitera-
ture on the use of Vetiver grass for soil
and water conservation around the
world, the Project has prepared and
pretested a leaflet written in Cebuano
fordistribution to all farmers covered by

iito 1 - the Project. However, if shoutd also be
5 useful for other upland farmers in Re

gion Vlil*

FOm THE INTERNATIONAL CENTER
PlidCaA^a acvtCa.-- Fon TRoPIcAL AGRICULTURE (CIAT

I'Photo 3. Cjassizta in an trosion control exeriment ae ith tei-cr arid Aru,0c js rin't;
.sh-,iniria lit sign oz f i-erxi i'tiion effects of veieer in cassact er'lai. Dr. Douglas R. Laing. Deputy

Director General of CIAT in Cali, Co-
(June 1991 the number of farmers in growing rootsinterlere with land prepa- lombiawrites
four barangays who have tried/ex- ration, resulting in so much delay. "I enclose for your information
panded planting Mura has increased to 8. "I have observed that Mura some photographs taken recently in
17 (Table 4). As reflected in the table, contributes much to the control ot top- Mondomo Cauca, Colombia showing
all farmers but one planted Mura in the soil erosion. The transported soil is vetiverwith Arachispintoi Ibelieve this
uplands. The number of rows planted accumulated along the Mura hedges is a first. The results seem to be shap-
varied from farmertofarmerwithafotal where it is trapped. Where there is no ing up quite well from various view-
lengthof 1.124 metersfortheuplands." Mura the rate of erosion is really high points. Thetinalresullsattheendofthe

'Farmers' feedback was taken and a lot of gulleys are fornted. I have first year and particularly after 2 or 3
andthelollowingcommentsweregath- observed atl these things alter Ihe re years will really tell. At the moment
ered. cent (super) typhoon Ruping." erosion is at a minimum in the vetiver
1 As hedgerows in the upland, 9. "I havealsoobservedthat Mura plolsandcassavaseemstobegrowing
Mura seems tobe stronger than cogon can tolerate partial shading caused by well without competitive effectsclose to
because it is deep-rooted, the ipil-ipil." the barriers."
2. Mura does not grow tall com- "As of June 1991, one farmer "The idea of the Arachis asso
paredtoleguminoustrees/shrubssuch has already expanded the planting of ciationistoprovide asourceof nitrogen
asGliricidia,thuspruningisnotneeded. Mura in another parcel ot his farm and for the system as a whole. Arachis is
3 Less water can pass through there are six who are planning to do the shade tolerant and fixes nitrogen quite
the Murahedgerowsduringheavy rains same when tIre rains cone. Some of well in acid soils at intermediate alti-
once they are already established, them have cited insufficient planting tudes, i.e where most of the erosion
4. Mura is better than cogon materials, al. present, as a constraint seems to take place in the tropics. Over
because its root growth is vertical while for expansion The commeits of farm- time there couldbe a reasonable contri-
Cogonhaslateralrootswhich produce ers who have planted Mura suggest butionofnitrogenprovidedfromthisas
newshoots: hence, more maintenance that they are optimistic about its per- sociation. TheArachiscouldalsobecut
for cogon is needed. formanceashedgerowsintheuplands." for fodder without endangering the
5 Crops such as corn and rice Conctuding Statement. vetiver as a hedge against erosion.
planted near Mura hedgerow show "After a year 17 upland farmers have This would reduce one of the main
better performance, tested and adopted Vetiver grass for constraints in the use of vetiver per se,
6 Mura has an expanded/dense soilandwaterconservation. Indicatiorns i.e its tow acceptability to bovines."
base which can serve as a physical are that the technology will be spread "The experiment istheworkot
barnerpreventingsoilandwaterto pass and be sustained even if the project no Mr Martin Ruppenthal from the Uni
through. longer exists. A main ingredient lead- versity of Hohenheim,working at CIAT
7 "I favor Mura over Gliricidia ing to such a good adopfion rate in a in a collaborative project funded by the
since it will not give me problems when short period of time appears to be the BMZ. We will keep you posted on ttie
it matures. With Glincidia its laterally following, learning from farnmers first outcome
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H UPDATE FROM KARNATAKAF INDI Combination of mulch Number Number of Number of
ON THE EFFE "¢4t m4EfAt"YE- No. type and horticultural of troes treet-k teskle

,BARRIERS ON Cno, ,O,P ELD A, ND SOiLI plant type observed by white ant by white ant. . . . . . . . . .. . .-. -. : .:. : . : . . .

-;- - -1. Hulch of wild erase
manure in coconut trees 6 4 ( 80X ) I ( 20X )

Dr. B.R. Hedge from the Uni-
versity of Agricultural Sciences in Ban- 2. Mulch of wild grass
galore (who has been carrying out re- manure in mango trees 6 ( lOOX ) 2 ( 40X )
search involvingvetiver hedgesforover
4 years now) has provided the Network 3. Mulch of bananas stes
with some information from the 90-91 in cooonut trees 5 0 0 X ) 0 ( 0 X )

Annual Report of the AICRP for Dry-
land Agriculture. In comparing a con- 4. Kulch of vetiver manure
trol plot (no hedgerows, graded bunds in coconut trees 6 0 ( 0 X ) 0 ( 0 X

at top and bottom of plot), a plot with a
vetiverhedgerow(inplotcenter,graded i. Mulch Of vetiver manure

bunds at top and bottom of plot) anda in mango trees 6 0 ( 0 X ) O ( 0 X

plot with a Pennisetum hohenackeri
hedgerow (in plotcenter, graded bunds Table 5. Effects of mulching with native grasses (wild grass, banana stems and vetiver
at top and bottom of plot), he reports grass on white ant (termite) attacks and mortality in some horticultural crops.
that there was no influence of the vege-
tative hedgerows on overall yield of ant attacks and the percentage of the and the percentage of trees killed by
millet. This is significant as the crop trees killed by white ant attack. From white ant. That vetiver is as effective
rows adjacent to the hedgerows exhib- the data it can be seen that there is a as banana stems is important as it is
ited some competition effects. Yields in significantdifference betweenthe three impossible to fulfill the need for mulch
the adjacent two or three rows (editor: mulches used - cuttings from the wild with banana stems. It is suggested
these would be located within about grasses, banana stems and vetiver that further more detailed research
30cm to 50cm of the hedgerow) were grass cuttings. The use of banana shouldbecarriedouttotesttheuseful-
reduced from, in one case 0% (row 3) stems or vetiver grass as mulch de- ness of vetiver mulch in preventing
upto a maximum of 52% (row 1) in creasedtheintensityofwhiteantattack whiteantattackonhorticulturalplants."
another case. This suggests that yield
increases in the interior rows would
have had to occur in order to offset the
losses due to competition at the hedge. Letters From Vetiver Network Correspondents
Soil losses in the three plots during that
year were very low due to rainfall
charecteristics; losses were .49, .51,
and .54t/haforthevetiver,pennisetum, Australia - Vetiver Newsletter."
and control plots, respectively.

The Network has received in- Dr. Paul Truong, the recipient
formation through Dr. Noel Vietmeyer of one of the Vetiver Awards for hisA :- PRELiMINARY. STUDY :ON VETE R at the United States National Academy workon saline tolerance invetiver, writes

-GRASS MUI.CH Ef#t O WWh of Science, that, according to Mr. R.S. that he is continuing his salinity work
A. T (T SEIWE) AT..K. i .-... Junor, Commissioner, Soil Conserva- and, in addition, hopes to set up trials to

H- O1CTICOLTURnAL PLANrrN0$- tion Service, New South Wales, the evaluate the effectiveness of vetiver in
Australian Soil Conservation Service's stabilising coal mine overburdens. He

From the Staff of the Water- "interest in Vetiver has been reawak- writes: "If thistrialis successful, Vetiver
shed Technology Development Cen- ened and currently we are undertaking will provide our mining industry with a
ter in Solo, Central Java, Indonesia: a major project to evaluate vetiver in low cost and effective means of re-

"The objective of the study is to four states of Australia. The project is claiming mine wastes."
determinetheusefulnessofvetiverleaf coordinated through our Plant Materi-
for preventing white ant attack of horti- als Centre and the officer responsible is Bhutan -
cultural plants. The study is executed Mr. Ken Reynolds. Over the next
in an area of marginal and shallow soils three years vetiver will be evaluated at Possible First Vetiver Planting
at Gunungsari, Sub-district of Wonose- a wide range of sites, in various envi- n Bhutan
goro, Boyolali." ronments and for different uses.

"Table 5 shows the number of Throughout the duration of the project, Mr. P.G. Harrison writes from
treesobserved,theintensityofthewhite results will be distributed through the the Department of Primary Industries
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Costa Rica

Six Years of Vetiver Use

, _ Dr. C. Buttord Briscoe writes
that he now has about six years expe-
rience with hedgerows of vetiver, lemon-

Dz 3J - grass (Cymbuopogon citratus). and cit-

L Y ' t£' -X[ * _ ronella (C. naudus) on his farm in a
humid zone ("Ten days without rain is
rare") receiving about 2400 mm/yr rain-
fall. He reports that there had been no
apparent differences between the

. hedgerows until 1990,when, rnorethan
90% of his lemongrass (apparently)

,;.S died of a root rot. Other than this, he
tells us that there are no visually obvi-
ous differences in the densities of the
three hedgerow types, nor has he ob-

Photo 4. Digging Vetiveria in the Benue Floo(iplain near Dewsa. N-heria served any die out in the centers of any
of the hedgerow species... which he

and Fisheres in Australia that he be- in a collaborative project with the mnsti suggests may be due to annual trim-
lieves that, what may be the first vetiver tuto Nacional De lnveshigauao Agraria ming. He reports that flowering in the
plantings in Bhutan, have beenput in at on agricultural and forestry research, plants is rare to nonexistent. Dr. Brs
Pemagatshel this last February. Mr. writes that their project has introduced coe also states that on a consultancy to
Harrisoninformsthe networkthatplant- vetiverto Santiago Island: SI. Vincent, West Indies this year, he
ingmatenalwasobtainedthroughWorld "A supply of the grass was toundlhatlemongrassisconsideredto
Bank staff from Kathmandu and that brought out from England in February be an important pest. i flowers and
they had excellent establishment with 1991 and is now growing well in a seedsabundantly,andhasspreadover
newtillersappeanngonlylOdays after nursery. When the rains start, these considerable areas.
transplanting. They planned to try and plants will be divided and should pro-
distibute vetiver to farmers this last vide enough material to plant a demon- Hong Kong
July or August. stration tral on a steeply sloping site.

SurvivalandgrowthofvetivergrasswilI A Perspective On "Good" vs "Bad"
Bolivia be monitored and its effects on soil Fodder Grasses For Erosion Control

erosionandcropyieldwillbeobserved."
Mr. Mathleu Kulpers, Project "CapeVerdeforesters,soilcon Inthe May1991 edition of Asia-

Coordinator of a cooperative program servationists and agriculturalists are Pacific Uplands - A Newsletter for Sci-
between the Ministry of Agriculture and very interested in vetiver. They have entists, Dr. R.D. Hill ot the Department
Campesinos (MACA), the Corporation been very helpful with respect to allow- of Geography & Geology, University of
for the Development of Cochabamba ing it to enter the country and providing Hong Kong writes about upland devel-
(CORDECO) and the United Nations materials necessary to build an en- opment in Guizhou Province, P.ROC.:
informs the Network that they are be- closed nursery. Many Cape Verdians 'For higher moretemperatear-
ginningtodevelopaprogramtoassess have requested planting material and eas pampas grass (Cornaderia argen-
and utilize vetiver grass hedgerows. are very curous to see it it will grow suc tea) may offerpossibilities and or lower
Mr. Kuipers has also provided us with cessfully here, If it does, i is likely that more tropical areas Veliver may be
Ing. Altredo Ballerstaedt's (MACA) the National Soil Conservation Service suitable for erosion control. Neither is
translation of the Vetiver Handbook as will use it regularly in their campaign to good quality fodder. This is important
well as an introduction that Ing Baller- control soil erosion " since good-quality fodders are likely to
staedt haswrittenonthevetiversystem "Vetiver grass has also been be environmentally-sensitive,orrequire
for Bolivia. introduced to the second-largest island, significant inputs (which no tarmer can

Santo Antao, by a Dutch agricultural atford and would not use anyway on
Cape Verde project. Unfortunately, I have been public-access grazing lands) More

unable to contact them. If any groups importantly, vigorous low-quality fod-

Vetiver Introduced To "New" Country from Cape Verde have responded to der is likely to suffer less cutting or
your (Network), I would like to know of grazing pressure and thus continue to

Ms. Frances Harris, a Plan( them." be effective in erosion control, espe-

ScienMst with the Henry Doubleday oally it planted, as recommended, in a
Research Associaton who is working double-row hedge along the contour."
Research AssociaTion who is wor*ing Dr Hill is publishing this news-
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letter for the Pacific Science Associa-
tion as a medium for the sharing of
news and views, for the informal publi-
cation (in brief) of research reports and
for documentation on management
systems which are economically and 4
environmentally sustainableforthe utili-
zation of the Asia-Pacific uplands. If
you are Interested In joining this net- n
work, contact Dr. Hill at the Univer- .w . - - '
sity of Hong Kong. 

(Editors note : there are two points in
Dr. Hillrs article on which we would like
to comment. The first is to note that in
some areas pampas grass is consid- * : - * -.
ered to be a serious weed, and the N-V ~'
second is to state that the Network . .S i' 
does not recommend double rows of
vet iver in areas where control of sheet
and rilI erosion are desired. Double __

rows may, however, be desirable or 
necessary in situations where runoff is
concentrated, for example, stream Phdo courtesy ot R.S. Patil
banks and active cutting areas in gul- Photo 5. Mr. Patil's vetiver about 90 days after planting from single tillers.
lies.)

macultu re, organic farming, vetiver been instrumental in promotion of vetiver
India importance in soil erosion and other grass in China, writes: "Under the

related methods of sustainable Agri- influence of vetiver establishment in
Letter From A Karnataka Farmer methods in our area." the Red Soils project area, Jiangxi Is

now expanding its planting area. By the
Mr. R.S. Pathl of Hombal, Mauritius end of 1990, we had established a

Gadag, Dharwad writes to the Network protection area of 5,000 mu (332 ha),
that : More Evidence That Vetiver Grass nurseries of 100 mu (6.7 ha) with six

"I am happy to give you my Hedges Stop Encroachment of millionplantingslips. Vetiverisnotonly
feedback from my last 6 months of Weeds Into Farmer's Fields planted in the Phase I Red Soil project
work. During the summer I found our area. In mid-March, 1,500 county gov-
Forest Department'svetivernurseryand The following information was ernment staff and farmers were organ-
requested a supply ..... I was able to sent to the Network by Dr. Noel Viet- ized to plant 30,000 meters (protection
makevetiverbunds (hedges)on8acres meyer and comes from a communica- area 1,000 mu) of vetiver strips with
of Black-cotton soil land (ed. note. high tion by Dr. Jean-Claude Autrey, Head 700,000 slips in proposed phase 11
shrink/swell clay soils subject to deep of the Plant Pathology Division of the project area. In Xinf eng county, 100,000
cracking when they dry - Vertisols). Mauritius Sugar Industry Research slips (protection area 100 mu) have
This land has been planted on all Institute. been planted at the edges of level
boundaries .... (and) divided into two "Any sugar cane grower in trenches,inthesoilplugsofgulliesand
equal parts with khus (vetiver) planted Mauritius will tell you that vetiver is around the slopes of hills on the con-
across the waterway. A total of 67 used both for erosion control as well as tour. Priority will be continuously given
acres (drains) through this land to some sort of barrier to prevent noxious to planting material and planting qual-
anotherfarmer'sland. Anotherfarmof weeds such as Cynodon dactylon to ity."
my own has also been planted .... there penetrate fields from roads. The abun- "Recentlyatrainingcoursewas
I have planted khus on 3 boundaries (of dant root system of vetiver is ideal for sponsored in Nanchang for an environ-
a) 7.5 acre land (and have) made 16 this purpose." mental protection forestry project. Par-
parts. Everywhere I have used single ticipants from 16 provinces discussed
rootlets (plants)." People's Republic of China vetiver establishment. Special funds

We are encouraging farmers have been allocated to Jiangxi and
to make vetiver nurseries on their own Plantings Expanding in Jianaxi Guangdong provinces fortrial planting.
landthrough a small group, afarmerto Mr. Liao Baowen, from the Tropical
farmer association called'DHARLTRI'. Mr. Zhang Guangming, a Forest Institute of the China Academy
Already foursmall nurseries have been regular contributor to the Newsletter of Forestry came to Jiangxi ADC on
established....We are promoting Per- and one of the individuals who has April 14 for information and handbooks
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on vetiver. He says that the Institute, Provincesince1971. Ithasbeenplanted was put in Aprl 1990. Today the grass
which is near the South China Botani- as clumps, not as hedgerows, primarily is growing and tillering well, and the
cal Garden where three people have for stabilizing soil, for pickling spice bottom hedge, forexample, hadbuiltup
started research on vetiver, and the (from the root), and for fuel from the between 70 and 100 mm of soil in just
Forest Bureau of Yangxi county in stalk. Mr. Qiu notes that vetiver has a the first 7 months !
Guangdong province will plant a 150 large range of adaptability from acid Another remarkable approach
mu (10 ha) vetiver demonstration for a soils (pH = 4.5) to alkaline soils (pH = in South Africa has been achieved by
forestry project." 8.5) and from mountainous uplands the Institute of Commercial Forestry

(mean winter temp 70C; min = -7°C; 35 Research. Vetiver has now been ac-
In Fujianprovince,the Network frost days; 10-15 snow days) down to cepted by the forestry industry on fire

is informed that under the direction of sea-level. breaks;whichhavebeenamajorsource
the Water and Soil Conservancy, two of erosion up until the introduction of
more counties (Anxi and Jianyang) will Vetiver Is A "Delicious" Spice the vetiver hedges. The insurers of this
put in vetivertrials on about 255 mu (17 industry have accepted the concept of
ha). The trials will consist of hedges on Mr. Gao Welsin of the Institute vetiver hedges, onfire breaks, not being
sloping agricultural fields, in gully con- of Mountain Disasters and Environment a potential fire hazard. In June of each
trol, to stabilize collapsed slopes, to in Chengdu informs the Network that year, the hedges are herbicided with
stabilize fruit/tea terraces, to protect new economic uses for vetiver grass Gramoxone and burnt a week later.
ponds, and along roadsides. The trals are being found in China. He tells us Within two weeks the hedges come
will monitor impacts of vetiver on ero- thatvetiverisbeingfoundusefultofeed back as green belts across the fire
sion, runoff, soil nutrients and work at fish andalso "Anotheruseof V.grassis breaks."
enhancing management techniques. to be used as a spice, especially with

meat. These dishes are verydelicious." Thailand
Rates Of Tillerina Sipnificantlv

Increased By Prunina Republic of South Africa 'Faek' Well-known in Thailand

According to work carried out Private FirmStabilizes The following are some ex-
by Mr. Chen Cayang and Mr. Cheng Difficult Sites cerpts from two articles passed on to
Hong of the Department of Water and the Newsletter. The first is by Dr.
SoilConservation, Nanchang Water Re- Mr. Anthony Tantum has been Weeachal Na-nakorn, who is the Co-
sources and Hydropower Academy in working with vetiver grass since 1966, ordinator of the recently established
Nanchang, Jiangxi, the rate at which when he first saw the Mauritians using Thai Vetiver Network, wrtten in re-
tilleing occurred in vetiver was defi- vetiver grass hedgerows to stabilize sponseto some question arising from a
nitelyaffectedbypruning. lntheirtrials, drains on a sugar estate in the Lower seminaron Vetivergrass given in Thai-
pruning of vetiver in late August had Shire Valley; today he has a private land last May. The second is from
increased the rate of tiller formation by company which specializes in land Richard Grlmshaw, Chief of the World
71% at the end of one month and by stabilization with vetiver grass hedge- Bank's Asia Technical Department,
83% at the end of the second month; rows. In a recent letter to Dr. Noel Agriculture Division and gives some of
they conclude that pruning should be Vietmeyer at the United States Na- his impressions from his May trip to
carred out prior to flowering, but after tionalAcademyof Science, Mr. Tantum Thailand to speak at the seminar on
growth has begun to slow so as to recountsthelollowing: Vetiver.
maintain the maximum photosynthetic "In 1990, Neils Carsten of the Those interested In joining the Thai
surface during the perod of optimal Roads Department (Cape Provincial Vetiver Network can contact Dr. Na-
growth. The authors carried out their Administration) asked (me) if vetiver nakorn at The Forest Herbarium,
work in six locations, between latitudes could solve a serious erosion problem Royal Forest Department, Phahol-
N18010' and N36033' ( rainfall 706 to at the Stellenbosch flyover (Exit 22 of yothin Road, Bangkok 10900.
2,000 mnVyr; lowest temperature -90C; Hwy N2 to Cape Town). The embank- "According to interviews with
soil pH = 4.5 to 5.6) and make the ment was very steep; the 'soil" pure the Department of Biology, Faculty of
observationthatbasedonthefirstyear's white sand. Vetiverwas planted in April Science, Chiang Mai University, and
cdata,sofarvetiverapcplearas tco besuffi- 1990,closely spaced and without fertil- reference to the Royal Forestry
cientlyadaptedtothisclimaticrange for izer. Virtually all plants survived,and Department's Directory of Plants in
use as a soil and water conservation their growth was good. Natural terrac- Thailand, vetiver grass, known in the
species. They will continue monitoring. ing was already visible before the end scientific name as Vetiveria zizanioi-

In Zheaiang, Vetiver Grows In of the year." des, is a plant under "Faek" family in
InCZejiaold VetiveraGrows In "In another trial in the Stellen- Thailand. The new generation who are

bosch area (on the R44 road to Paarl), not familiar with rural life may wonder

Mr. Qlu Jiye of Zheiaing has asteeproad bank with very poor sub- astowhatis Faek."Faek" iswell known
wYttetoten t im us that solwasplanted. Nothing grew in the among Thai people in many provinces

veiteer tgorasshea twobeket nortemdusn that whiteclayswith redpatches until vetiver because it can be used for house and
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-l - , / X *:aw'z-s__ X also require less maintenance. Thetwo
_9 , / |t#?/i,gp^DtXmost commonly used conservation

_iJ f t/ hedges were Leuceana spp. (a Shrub
1Y, f t g hedge)andgrassstripsofvariousspe-

J, ~~~~~~~~~~~~cies."
"Vetiver may well prove to be

readily adoptable by the local farmers.
Presently, they are showing increasing
interest in grass strip conservation -
even on the steepest slopes (over50%
slope). The main problem with the

t-k \.h#'t ite ] ( - ,,igrasses being used are their spreading
, 4 Z _ -' habits and limited longevity."

USA

Vetiver hedgerows have been
established by the Soil Conservation
Service in and near Baton Rouge,
Louisiana under the initiative of Mr.

Phdo courtesy of the USDAIARS Sedirmentation Latoratory, Oxiord. MWsissippl. Mike Materne of the SCS with the aid of
Photo 6. Water is ponded to the depth of 30 cm during a test run at the Agricultural Dr. Kitty Derstine and Ms. Cindy
Research Service's Sedimentation Laboratory in Oxford, Mississippi, USA. Shexnayder. In one particularly im-

pressive trial, the SCS has planted
farmhouse roofing. However, accord- the following rainy season. This qualifi- vetiver hedges to test their ability to
ing to people inthe countryside, natural cation means that it is likely to be suit- controlgulliesandarrestsedimentflows
Faek is now becoming scarce. People able for use as a plant for soil and in a military tank testing ground at Ft.
have begun using Imperata cylindrica moisture conservation because there Polk, La. Planted in May 1990, the
for roofing instead. In their opinion, are often fires on upland crops during hedgerows have established well and
roofing made from Imperata cylindrica the dry season. It is under an experi- begun to trap sediments. During 1991,
is not as effective as that made from mentation as to how quick native Faek Louisiana has had record rainfall (it is
Faek because Faek leaves, when as- in Thailand can thrive on in time in rainy their wettest year on record) and under
sembled into a band, can aggregate season for effective soil and moisture these extreme conditionsthe structural
themselvestightlyduetothecharacter- conservation." integrity of the vetiver hedges in the
istics of the bottom end of its leaf. As a active drainageways has not been
result, rain water does not hold on nor From Richard Grimshaw's compromised - more than 50 cm of
leak. Due to its more durability, its price TriptoThailand sediments have built up behind the
is higherthan roofing madefrom Imper- hedges despite their not being fully
ata cylindrica." "Duringthe month of May (May closed yet.

Where Can Faek Be Found In 21 to May 24) 1 visited Mae Hong Song
Thailand? "Faek is commonly Province in Northern Thailand. Specifi- Vetiver Barriers Pond Water
found in the low plateau lands of the cally I visited the Royal Project (near
Nakhon Sawan and Uthai Thani prov- Chiang Mai) and the Thai-Australian Further evidence of the struc-
inces; where it grows along the edge of Project at Mae Ho (near Mae Sa-reang) tural strength of vetiver hedgerows has
swamps and roads. The specimens in and the Thai-German Project at Nam beenprovidedtotheNetworkbyDrs.S.
the collection of the Botanical Center, Lang in Pang Ma Pha District. I was Dabney and G. Dunn at the United
Royal Forestry Department, come from impressed by the efforts being made to States Department of Agriculture's
areas of 250 metres MSL in Nakhon help the Hill Tribes and by the indige- AgriculturalResearchServiceSedimen-
Patchasimaprovince,400metresMSL nous farming practices by these Hill tationLaboratoryinOxford,Mississippi.
in Phayao province and 800 metres farmers. Clearly bush fallow/crop rota- In a flume study, water flowing at 28
MSL in Mount Phu Kradung in Loei tions are being reduced in duration and liters/sec (flume width 61 cm) was
province. Since natural Faek can be soil fertility is declining. Soil loss due to ponded to a depth of about 30 cm
foundthrivingindifferentenvironments, erosion is extremely high - sometimes behind a vetiver hedge; gravity head
it can be said that Faek can endure more than 100 tons/ha per annum." loss through the hedge was about 23
occasional floods, droughts and low- "ExperimentalworkbytheThai- cm; it can be seen that leakage be-
quality soil." Australian, and Thai-German projects tween the glass and the hedge contrib-

Faek and Soil and Moisture confirm that vegetative systems of soil utesto reduced effectivenessinponding
Conservation. "According to a World and moisture conservation are signifi- the water. Photos 1 & 5 show that the
Bank report, Faek which was burnt in cantlysuperiorto engineered/structural vetiver hedge is only slightly deflected
dry season could thrive on again during systems. Not only are they cheaper but by the flow.
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Editors Note: We have seen re- started a vetiver grass nursery in order
More On Drought and peatedly that vetiver grass is capable to bulk up to plant in other places espe-

Cold Tolerance of surviving under some fairly rough cially on the waterways in the fields."
conditions and handling;that is one of

Two areas of concern are the reasons why it is well adapted for Notes From A Long Time Vetiver User.
vetiver's ability to establish under diffi- use as a soil conservation species. It
cult, particularlydrought,conditionsand is not, however, a very good idea to The Network received this let-
its ability to withstand cold. The follow- take the approach that vetiver does not ter (excerpts from it are given below)
ing letter from James E. Eagan of need any care in order to establish and from Mr. Jano Labat, who has known
Esparto, California provides the Net- grow. All plants benefit from careful of vetiver for some years, but, only re-
work with some information of interest: handling and good planting practices. cently had become aware of its use for

.An associate of mine vis- Bettermangementmeansgreatersur- soil and water conservation. Since
ited Sunshine, Louisiana and made ar- vival, faster establishment, better then, through his own efforts, Mr. Labat
rangements to ship 3 square feet of growth, andoverallbetterresults. Poor has written a small pamphlet on vetiver
Vetiver grass root to me in Woodland, management and careless planting, grass to pass out to his fellow farmers
California. We started propagating the particularly under dry conditions, can and within which he has offered to help
Vetiver from tillers in about 200 pots in resultin failure with vetiverasitcan with them with more information or planting
my small backyard in Woodland. Dur- any plant. material. The Network would like to
ing July of 1989, I was forced to sepa- recognize Mr. Labats initiative and
rate and transplantthe tillers undervery Zimbabwe commend him for his activist approach
hot and adverse conditions. Water was toward providing solutions to problems
a serious problem due to Californias Protecting Valuable Irrigation Works - in this case, the use of vetiver to
drought conditions. As a result irriga- control soil loss.
tions were sparse and the tillers were Thefollowing excerpts arefrom "I mustsaythat, although Ihave
severely stressed. Quite frankly, I a letter written by Mr. Alan Norton, beenassociatedwithVetiverforquitea
expected a near zero survival rate. I Project Manager of the Rupike Irriga- number of years, I was not aware of its
was surprised that I lost less than 10% tion Scheme. many uses until February (1990, when
of the materials. However, due to the "I am currently installing the I saw) yourbooklet and newsletters and
stress the plants were very slow to Rupike Irrigation Scheme on behalf of (Tony Tantum from Howick, Republic
develop and averaged about one foot the Rio Tinto Foundation. My interest in of South Africa) told me of his pro-
of height during the next six months. Vetiver grass started because of my gramme. Needless to say I am an
In Decemberof 1990the hardestfreeze concern at the large areas of denuded addict of Vetiver since. Recently I have
in at least 50 years struck our area. borrow pit (approx. 15 ha) left by the beenseeTonyandseefirsthandallhis
Night time temperatures stayed be- contractors who constructed the dam. work. I was most impressed."
tween 10 and 20 Fahrenheit (-1 2C to - The borrow pits are within the immedi- "I have already established a
7C) for approximately 17 to 20 days. At ate dam basin, largely on slopes greater nursery of 3.2 ha. on my farm. The
theendofthistimealloftheplantswere than 5% and on highly erodible granite- grass was planted on 15 March 1991
brown and wilted right to ground level. derived soils. Already there has been under flood irrigation. You might be
There was only a hint of green remain- much visible soil wash into the dam interestedto knowthatto controlweeds
ing on a few of the plants. I again fromthepitsinadditiontotheconsider- I have sprayed the Vetiver with herbi-
expected nearly a 100% loss. Amaz- able amountsfromfartherupthe catch- cide three days after planting, at a
ingly enough all but a few plants showed ment. The installation of the dam, irriga- concentration of 3 litres/ha. The herbi-
signs of new growth in about 6 or 7 tionfacilitiesandassociatedinfrastruc- cideusedwasATRAZINE500FW(47%
weeks. The actual rate of loss was 2% ture represents a large investment and atrazine, 3% active triazines, 50% in-
or less." we do not want the life of the project erts). There were no ill effects to the

"One fact that I should have shortened unnecessarily by siltation of Vetiver."
mentioned earlier is that the original the dam. We have attempted to plant
root stock that was obtained from Lou- Vetiveron the contour inthe borrow pits
isianawas airfreighted to me in Califor- in order to check the erosion. Much of
niainburlapsacks.Therootswerekept the grass is on decomposing granite
moistinawheel barrowfor2weeks and with thus very little soil for root develop-
covered with newspapers until my ment. Also the cattle and goats in this
associate and I had time to separate area are so desperate forfood that they * d E
andplantthetillers. (Otherplantswhich feed on the grass not only when it is
are now growing very well) were liter- young and palatable, but also when it is
ally started from scraps that I had dis- dry and/or fully grown in its coarse
carded as meaningless during the ini- state. However, despite these set backs
tialplanting. Obviously, lamimpressed and a long dry season, the grass is
with the durability of Vetiver grass." surviving in most places. We have
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ASTAG', WORLD BANK, NUMBER 8, JUNE 1992 Vetlcer Awards 128
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THE NEWSLETTER the awards. In particular we would More Ad Hoc' Trials
like to thank Hls Majesty, The King Vetoer in Louisiana, USA 133

Quite a bit has taken place of Thailand. His Majesty had pre- An Update on Salt Tolerance 133
in the few months since our last viously expressed a very keen in- Vetloer in P.R. China 134

Newsletter, amongst which is that terest in the vetiver technology; one Golden Hope Plantation's
Dick Grimshaw, the division chief of of the King's special interests being ExperIence with Vatlver/Malaysial37
ASTAG, has been able to raise thedevelopmentofthetribalpeople VetiverTrlalsatCIAT/Columbis 139
$32,000 for this next year's Vetiver in the hills of North East Thailand, HerbicIdes for Vetiver 141
Incentive Awards. An article in where deforestation is accelerat-
this issue gives further information. ing, where soil erosion rates are
Additionally, the first International very high, and where there is a
Vetiver Technology Workshop, need to diversity away from grow-
sponsored jointly by the Rubber ing poppies. The King had been
Research Institute of Malaysia and quick to see the value of Vetiver
the World Bank was held in Malay- grass for soil and moisture conser-
sia in April. Also in that month, the vation and he started a testing pro- lands while reducing excess runott
second Ethiopian vetiver grass gram in 1991. Soon afterthat, Dick and the problems that excess
workshop was held in Addis Ababa, Grimshaw was asked to meet with causes. The King then gave a
thisworkshopwas jointlysponsored him and discuss the Thailand pro- generous gift of US$ 10,000 to be
by Ministry of Agriculture and Envi- gram further. During the audience used to promote research with
ronmental Protection and Develop- The King expressed his belief that vetiver through the Network's
ment (MOAEPD) and the World Vetiver could well be the answer to Vetiver Incentive Awards program.
Bank and brought together those in stabilizing Thailand's fast eroding In the last Newsletter (#7)
Ethiopia either working we published a ques
with vetiver or inter- Photo 1. A well-establisted vetiver hedge along a roadside in tionnaire on Network
ested in its use. Both Malaysia not only stabilized the road's edges, but also stopped participants experi-
workshops were given and held a boulder rolling down the slope Pholo taken atone of ences, needs and sug-
excellentreviewsbythe Dri Yoon's demonstration areas. Phnobra^VFSmyie gestions regarding the
participants and in the propagation of vetiver
Ethiopian workshop Dr. grass. Due to the un-
Mestin Abebe, Vice expectedly large re-
Minister, MOAEPD sponse. we are delay-
promised the support , ing the publication of
of his Ministry in seeing our Propagation
the vetiver technology r - Newsletter"issue to the
demonstrated and ex- L -' .". . next one after this one
tended in that country. , As yet we have not had
We have more on the ' the time to put together
Malaysian workshop in , rM , all of the responses so
this Newsletter. itwill be late Augustor

On the sublect earlySeptemberbetore
oltheVetiverlncentive _ thatissuewillcomeout.
Awards, the Network In the last few
wishes to thank those , ,,- . - weeks, Dick Grimshaw
who providedfunds for .: ,' returned from China
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and had a few observations to pass given. The Network has split the
along to the Network: -E T- S Giv ... awards in order to encourage a
"China's Ministry of Agriculture JUNE 1 number of different, valuable ar-
(MOA) is well convinced on the use KiecTQ ND : T eas. Please note that 'Work of
of Vetiver on slopes of less than 15 A interest" is indicative only, we do
degrees (30% slopes). They still . not want these categories to limit
have some doubts as to its effec- Once again Dick Grimshaw anyone, on the contrary we en-
tiveness on steeper slopes, par- has persevered in finding funds courage any useful and practical
ticularly where soils are very shal- which can be utilized to recognize work outside these areas as well.
low. They also worry that farmers those 'jobs well done' by both indi- Be assured that any one sharing
do not see any direct economic viduals and groups in promoting, information on an area not con-
value to Vetiver - in other words it managing and researching the use tained below will have their work
has no value for paper, etc. - of vetiver grass for contour vegeta- treated equally with thatwhich does
making its extension difficult. My tive barriers. This time the Network fall under the categories set out
view is that there are direct eco- has a total of $32,000 to award. below. Wherever appropriate and
nomic benefits, such as forage, The Network wishes to thank His possible, costs or cost estimates for
thatch, andmulch, butthese are not Majesty, The King of Thailand for implementation of recommenda-
immediatelyperceived by the farm- his support and contribution to the tions should be included in order to
ers. MOA will be taking steps to award fund. The Network would allow potential users to fully weigh
improve its information campaign also like to thank Messrs. Kall and the utility of the recommendation
for Vetiveras wellas forotherprom- Wood, respectively the World Bank for their situations.
ising technologies such as grain Vice-Presidents for East Asia & The Network will be accept-
amaranth for fodder. " Pacific and for South Asia, Mr. ing your'entries'until April 15,1993.

'Another point of interest James Eagan of the Yolo County At that time an independent, exter-
from my trip is that Iha ve for the first Flood Control and Water Conser- nal panel will choose the awardees
time seen quite well established vation District in California, USA, (with the exception of the Yolo
'living walls'(cattle proof hedges) in and Mr. Reglnal Pollack of Wash- County Award, see below); all
China. They (many kilometers of ington, DC for their contributions to awards will be made by June 1,
them) are located alongside the the Award fund. 1993. All materials received should
main road from Beijing to Mutianyu Below are the categories be sent with the understanding that
(Great Wall) some 36 km from the within which the awards will be they will not be returned and that
Great Wall Hotel, at a place called
Niulanshan (Cowshed Hill). These Photo 2. Assistant Professor Zheng Songfa making observations on the growth
livestock proof hedges are protect- of a vetiver hedge in a runoff plot where vetiver hedges are being tested for their

i impacts on soil loss and runoff control in eucalyptus plantations. The research
Ing large orchids of peackes, anu is being carried out at the Research Institute of Tropical Forestry in Longdong,
consist entirely of Black Locust Guangzhou, P.R. China PhtocouftsyofDrsZhe D.ZhengSand JaoS
(Robiniapseudoacacia). With a little f.

better planting (a double row, and
closer interline spacing), and im-
proved management (specifically
the cutting and maintenance) Black
Locust should make a very robust
and effective hedge, as well as pro-
ducing wood for fuel and poles."

"Recently, the Chinese have
translated from English to Chinese
the excellent report done for the
GTZ by Dr. Guido Kuchelmeister
entitled Hedges for Resource-poor
Land Users in Developing Coun- ' " 

tries. The report, published in 1989
is a comprehensive detailing of
(Continued on page 18,
see Grimshaw's Remarks)
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they will become public information a function of its roots, strength of groundwater recharge. Awards =
and shared with the Vetiver Net- topsandhedge-formingability;pest 1st - $2,000; 2nd - $1,500; 3rd -
work. All relevant information re- repellencyeffectsbytype;allelopa- 1,000.
ceived will be incorporated into a thy; cold or drought tolerances;
Newsletter (or Newsletters if war- pests and/or diseases; mycorrhiza Management
ranted) for publication by July 1993. and vetiver; pH-related questions Work of interest on: pests,

(eg. absolute tolerances, Al toxic- their importance/significance and
The Awards ity, P deficiency); and other physio- management (insects and/or

logical characteristics. weeds); "how-to" guides for most
The King of Thailand Vetiver Awards = 1 st - $2,500; 2nd - efficient propagation and/or viable,
Research Award. $1,500; 3rd - 1,000; 4th - 4 awards alternative propagation methods

His Majesty, The King of of $500 each. (eg. layering); "how-to" guides for
Thailand has offered $10,000 in most efficient establishment of
awards to promote the dissemina- Engineerlna Appilcatlons hedgerows (be specific about soils,
tion of useful and practical informa- Yolo County Flood Control and climates and land use conditions);
tion on vetiver grass. One-half of Water Conservation DIstrIct establishment and management
thesefunds($5,000)willbeawarded Award for most comprehensive system costs under varying condi-
seperately to the individual contrib- and/or unique viable applications tions; "how-to" guides on mycorrhi-
uting the most significant piece of for vetiverin stormwater and waste- zal inoculation of vetiver; manage-
research work. water reclamation. The winner of ment of vetiver hedgerows for sec-

this award will be determined jointly ondary benefits; economic analysis
Research Awards by Mr. James Eagan, General Man- of the benefits of vetiver hedgerows
The Plant ager of the Yolo County Flood relative to other approaches; im-

Work of interest on : Vetiver Control and Water Conservation pacts on soil loss, runoff/soil mois-
taxonomy , eg species/varieties/ District and Mr. R.G. Grimshaw, tureandcropyieldsonsteepslopes.
types, their identification & com- Chief, ASTAG/World Bank. Award Awards = 1st - $2,500; 2nd -
parison of characteristics in: growth = $2,000; $1,500; 3rd - 1,000; 4th - 4 awards
and/or management needs and/or Other work of interest on: of $500 each.
palatability/non-palatability and/or stabilization of cuts and fills, protec-
applications based on differences tion of infrastructure from run-on Promotional/Extension Work
and/or pollen, flower, seed fertility/ and sedimentation, stabilization of and/or Materials
sterility by type; effectiveness as the infrastructure:soil interface, Best Video Awards= 1st-$1,150
soil/water conservation species as stabilization of canals and ponds, and a painting contributed by Mr.

Reginald Pollack, a renowned
Photo 3. Roadside stabilization with vetiver grass includes protecting culverts contemporary artist, 2nd - $600,
from scouring. Photo taken at one of Dr. Yoon's demonstration areas. 3rd - $250; please include an eng-

-_____ t 4>_ Photoby Jwrm Snybe lish-language script if there is any
untranslated speech in the video.

video, editing, etc is appreciated,
0mE , q > ; SrX X - K the content of the video will be more

important. Do not worry if your
video is not a 'professional' produc-
tion.
Best Photograph, Poster, or
Drawings. Awards = 1st - $850,
2nd - $400, 3rd - $250.

Please include any neces-
sary descriptions, explanations or
translations with the submitted ma-
terial. Materials d have to be in
english, but a translation is required

on a separate piece of paper.
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Best Proven Approaches for be included. Awards = 1st - $300, year, personally organized the
Extenslon/Technology Transfer. 2nd - $200, 3rd - 10 awards of workshop.
Awards = 1st - $500, 2nd - $300, $100 each. The main presenters - Drs.
3rd-$200,4th-5awardsof$100 G.M. Bharad (India), M. Materne
each. (USA), P. Truong (Australia), P.K.

Tell us your story of how you | Fl'rtgiNioNAtV0rivEK: Yoon (Malaysia) and Zhang Xin-
have been successful in promoting K .KW6R acs*i$ Kj bao(China)-paper'sareexcerpted
and extending the use of contour ..in this Newsletter where appropri-
barriers of vetiver grass so that we A jointly sponsored Rubber ate. Newsletter #6, in which the
can pass it on to other extension- Research Institute of Malaysia work of the recipients of the Vetiver
ists. Please include photgraphic (RRIM)/World Bank workshop was Awards was published, contains
evidence and testimonials from held between April 13 and April 16, either all or part of some of the
farmers/users in your area. 1992 in Malaysia at the RRIM Ex- presentations, therefore only that
Farmer Awards periment Station at Selangor Darul information not to be found in #6 is

These awards will be given Ehsan near Kuala Lumpur. Some presented here.
outtofarmerswhoare usingvetiver 85 persons from nine countries - In addition to the main pre-
grass hedges and have sufficient Australia, China, India, Malaysia, senters short talks were also given
experlence to be able to discuss New Zealand, Srl Lanka, Thailand, by a representative of the Golden
what they are doing, tell how they the USA and Viet Nam - represent- Hope Plantatlons/Malaysla, Mr.
work with other farmers and/or Ing government, public and private John Greenfleld (the Initiator of
report other farmer's opinions of research institutions, development the vetiver system). Mr. Richard
what they are doing, give their agencies, and field practitioners Grimshaw (Chief, Asia Technical
honest opinions of vetiver's attended. Only 5 formal papers Agriculture, World Bank), and Dr.
strengths and weaknesses, and were presented at the Workshop S.L.Seth (AdditionalCommissioner
recommend to us what we should with most of the time devoted to Watersheds/MinistryofAgriculture,
be telling other farmer to convince field visits showing the practical India).
them to give it a try. The form applicationsofvetivergrassforsoil - .,,.Y

provided on the back page of the andmoistureconservation. Dr.P.K. <A 9 tilALsONV8t.N -
Newsletter may be used and/or a Yoon of RRIM, who should be Pe
voice recording of the farmers with familiar to Network participants as
an english translation;photographic the person whose work received The following article con-
evidence should, if at all possible, the first place Vetiver Award last tains excerpts from the paper pre-

Table 1. Effect of fertilizer and spacing on vetiver -- Tops (gm, dry wt.) per lom of hedgerow

Spacing Month after treatment
(cm) 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 10 12 13 15

15 176a 449a 475a 370a 745a 855a 666a 1568a 2285a 1777a 2021a

30 90b 238b 282b 312a 59ab 742b 663a 1481b 1889b 1594a 1967a

60 42c 130c 18oc Igib 388c 472c 438b s91b 1261c 1136b 1438b

I.e. (+) 6.93 17.5 21.7 23.5 41.7 37.3 36.7 82.0 100.6 105.9 116.8

LSD(P<0.05) 21 53 65 71 126 112 111 247 303 319 352

Fertilizer

Fl 94 221b 257b 254b 498b 622b 561a 1318a 1735a 1465a 1747a

F2 111 324a 3688 327a 656a 759a 616a 1322a 1889a 1540a 18708

-.e. (+) 5.7 14.3 17.7 19.2 34.0 30.5 29.9 66.9 82.1 86.5 95.3

LSD(P<0.05) - 4.3 53 58 103 92 - - - - -

Means vith the same superscript alphabelts are not significantly
different at P<0.05
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Gap reduction effect of weeds if they were left
Gap distance (cm) (cm) unattended.

10-12 12-13 Trial 1
Treatments 10 mths 12 mths 13 mths mths mths Atrialwasconductedon the

competitive effects of vetiver and
30 cm F1 16.8 b 16.2 b 15.3 b 0.6 b 0.9 b other weed species on the growth

30 cm F2 15.7 b 15.1 b 14.3 b 0.7 b 0.8 b of rubber clone RRIM 901 at the
Rubber Research Institute Experi-

60 cm F1 44.3a 42.8a 41.3a 1.5a 1.5a mnSainSneBlhMly
* * ~~~ment Station, Sungei Buloh, Malay-

60 cm F2 43.6a 42.2a 40.7a 1.4a 1.5a sia. The rubber plants and weed
species were planted in perforated

se (+) 0.50 0.44 0.39 0.12 0.15 polythene bags, 95 x 150 cm filled
LSD (P<0.05) 1.6 1.4 1.2 0.4 0.5 with 256 kg of Sungai Buloh series

soil which is sandy in texture. Of the
grasses tested, all effected both the

Means with the same superscript alphabets are not significantly growth (girth) and dry matter pro-
different at P<o.05 duction. Reductions in girth, com-

Table 2. Effect of fertilizer and spacing on vetiver - interclump gaps. pared to the control, ranged from
8.2% with Imperata cylindrica to

sented by Dr. P.K. Yoon from the Results and Conclusions 26%with Pennisetumpolystachion;
Rubber Research Institute of Ma- This exercise was not de- vetiver reduced girth by 14.9%.
laysia at the recent Vetiver Confer- signed as a proper trial and there- Other species tested were mixes of
ence in Malaysia. A more complete fore the conclusions are tentative. Eleusine indica + Paspalum conju-
presentation of Dr. Yoon's work was Additional fertilizer seemed to have gatum (12.4% reduction) and Otto-
printed in Vetiver Newsletter #6 in an effect on dry matter production chloa nodosa + Ischaemum mu-
"Excerpts From A Look-See At in the early months, but the higher ticum (18.1% reduction). Dry mat-
Vetiver Grass In Malaysia - First level did not produce any increase ter reductions, compared to the
Progress Report". The following later. Spacing plays a bigger role in control, ranged from 27.2% with
presents only the information not dry matter production; the wider Imperata cylindrica to 53.2% with
found in Newsletter #6. spacing produces significantly Pennisetum polystachion; vetiver

higher dry matter per clump. The reduceddrymatterby37.7%%. The
The Effects of Spacing Cum Fer- reverse was noted in dry matter other species reduced dry matter
tilizer On Growth Of Vetiver production per linear distance re- by 28.5% and 44.4% for Eleusine
Hedgerows flecting the interaction of individual indica + Paspalum conjugatum and

Treatments testing three plant growth and the planting den- Ottochloanodosa+Ischaemummu-
spacings (15cm, 30cm, and 60cm) sity. There isatimexdensity change ticum, respectively. This severe
x two levels of fertilization (Fl - one which will only be apparent if the reduction in growth of rubber was
6 gm Kokei fertilizer nugget at 0, 4, trials are carried out over a long due to the competitive effect of the
and 8 months, followed by one 15 period with time sequence studies. roots of weeds which were confined
gm Field King fertilizer nugget at 12 Time x density changes and dry within the limited area of the poly-
and 15 months; F2 - same as Fl matter yield will be affected by the thene bag.
except three Kokei nuggets used at vigour of planting materials. This Trial 2
0, 4 and 8 months and two Field information is useful in the estab- In the field trial at Sungei
King at 12 months and three Field lishment of Vetiver for: i) produc- Chinoh Estate, Perak, Malaysia,
King at 15 months). Assessments tion of fodder and ii) production of vetiver was planted around 2 whorl
of dry matter were based on pro- source materials for paper pulp. rubberbuddingsofcloneRRIM937.
duction from tops cut above 40 cm The results showed at 6 months
Table 1), gap measurements (Table Competitive Effects of Vetiver that vetiver reduced the girth of
2) were begun at month 10 (due to and Other Weed Species on Rub- rubber 14.2%. This could be due to
staff constraints) at which point it ber the massive roots, and the erect
was not possible to measure the In rubber plantings much and tall Vetiver which shaded the
gaps in the 15 cm treatments as the effort and cost have been expended rubber plants. Further recordings
error in measurement would have to control weeds. This study at- were taken at 14 months. During
been too great. tempts to quantify the depressive this period from 6 to 14 months, the
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vetiver was slashed three times at around trees, 46 cm radius common) infections have shown
50 cm height and the leaves were After the 6 months growth, thatthefungioccuronlyinwounded
used as mulch. At 14 months, the girth measurements of rubber portions (cut ends, pinpricks, etc),
Vetiver was less competitive and showed that producing mulch from therefore they are considered as
rubber girth was reduced by only the hedgerow (linear) planting of secondary invaders.
8%. Vetiver resulted an increase in the In February 1992,theleaves

In these two experiments, mean treegirth by5.8%, 10.1%and of some vetiver plants in a crowded
the competitiveness of vetiver to 14.7%, respectively, compared to nursery were observed to be cov-
rubberwasmoresevereinthepoly- Tl, T3 and T4. Mean girth incre- eredwithdarkpowderyfungalcolo-
thene bags than in the field be- ment was increased 14.3%, 24.4% nies which could be easily peeled
cause of the confinement of roots and 30.2% by mulching from the off. This fungus has been identified
within the polythene bags. In the hedgerows versus Ti, T3 and T4, asMeliolasp.afungusbelongingto
field, the rubber roots will outgrown respectively. The 46cm radius a group commonly known as sooty
the root zone of the Vetiver. Manur- planting seemed to be growth de- molds. Meliola species are de-
ing will be difficult if the Vetiver are pressive. These results are only scribed as common in the tropics,
planted too close to the rubber
plants. Slashing of Vetiver to pre- Table 3. Herbicides and rates of application for control of some weed species
vent shading of young rubber and in vetiver hedgerows.
mulching will benefit the growth of
rubber. Weeds Herbicides Rates

Use of Vetiver Prass As In Situ Chromolasna odorata Ally 20 DF 150 g/ha

Trlal 1 (Siam weed) 2,4-D Amine 1.50 I/ha
Alternate plots of (linear) Starane 200 1.25 I/ha

plantings of vetiver hedgerows and
a leguminous ground cover were Mikania micrantha 2,4-D Amine 1.00 I/ha
planted in early 1991 on a large Starane 200 0.50 I/ha
scale (with 3 replicates) to compare
mulching with vetiver grass to nor- Pueraria phaseoloides Ally 20 DF 100 g/ha
mal estate practices. The vetiver Starane 200 0.375 I/ha
was slashed twicetoprovide mulch,
viz.JulyandOctoberl991.Todate, Asystasia intrusa 2,4-D Amine 0.50 and 1.50 iha
data analysis suggests that there Starane 200 0.3 I/ha
are no significant differences be-
tween a vetiver mulch and a legumi-
nousgroundcoveronrubbergrowth tentative at this early stage. This generally occurring in the crowded
at 5 months. At 11 months, in one trial continues. and shady conditions where the
of the three blocks, the mulching plants are found. Severe attacks
showedeffectsonaveragetreegirth Dlseases of Vetiver can be detrimental through cover-
(a 9.1% increase) and tree girth In Newsletter #6, it was ing overthe leaf surfaces and thus
increment (a 22% increase). The reported that a fungus, reducing photosynthesis.
trial is continuing. Helminthosporium sp., had been
Trial 2 found on vetiver, since then that Control of Noxious Weeds In

A randomized block experi- fungus has been reclassified as a Vetiver Hedgerows
ment with 4 treatments x six repli- Bipolaris sp. or, specifically, Bipo- Weeds grow luxuriantly
cates of: laris maydis(Nisikado and Miyalce) under Malaysia's high rainfall, tem-
TI - Control, normal estate practice Shoem. In Malaysia this fungus is perature and humidity, making their
with leguminous ground covers not considered an important plant control necessary in situations
T2 - Vetiver hedgerow, 15cm spac- pathogen; though it is recorded on where severe infestations would
ing maize, which is not a major Malay- result in poor vetiver hedgerow
T3 - Circular planting of vetiver sian crop. Additional observations establishment. Based on ad hoc
around trees, 61 cm radius on the (previously reported) Curvu- experiments in the establishment
T4 - Circular planting of vetiver laria sp. and Nigrospora sp. (not of Vetiver hedgerow, the various
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herbicides and rates recommended India through the Soil Conservation that vetiver grass has performed
to control various common weeds Service's Plant Materials Centers, well up to our expectations."
are shown in Table 3. the accession which we have been "We can definitely say that

using in our field trials is the "Sun- vetivergrassishydrophytic, butalso
-UALrA"ni 'EXPERtENCE WIT' shine" vetiver from Sunshine, Lou- grows well under the extremes of

'''-'Vr"T'J'"'''' '" ' '~S1 -' '''' isiana. This particular accession dry conditions found in Louisiana.
RES E ':,'." . '.AT R ,E'SE , was obtained from Mr. Eugene Vetiver's main drawback is that it is

wolk"HW § l LeBlanc whose family has grown not sufficiently cold tolerant to be
vetiver for generations." useful across Louisiana, or the

The following article is a "Our field testing of vetiver majorityof the United States. Based
summation of Mr. Mike Materne's hedgerows has been mostly car- on work by Dr. Gill Lovell at the
presentation at the recent Vetiver ried out with the military. Vetiver Agricultural Research Service, the
Conference in Malaysia. Mr. hedgerows have been established threshold value for vetiver appears
Materne is with the United States by the SCS to test their ability to to be a soil temperature of 5°F (-
Department of Agriculture's Soil control gullies and arrest sediment 1 5°C)."
Conservation Service in Baton flows in a tank testing ground at Ft.
Rouge, Louisiana. Polk, La. Planted in May 1990, the

"Though vetiver grass has hedgerows have established well .$.:LT TOLEnAgEoF ETIVER -
been in Louisianaforover 100years, and begun to trap sediments. Dur- ETWER
it is just in the last 3 years that we ing 1991 we had record rainfall .'RKS' '''
have begun to look at it as a soil (wettest year on record) and under
conservation species for what we these extreme conditions the struc- The following article con-
refer to as "stiff grass" hedgerows. tural integrity of the vetiver hedges tains excerpts from the paper pre-
Ourearly field trials were conducted in the active drainageways has not sented by Dr. Paul Truong at the
to look at vetiver grass' environ- been compromised - more than recent Vetiver Conference in Ma-
mental tolerances - its water, nu- 50 cm of sediments have built up laysia. Dr. Truong is from the
trient and soil needs, primarily. behind the hedges despite their not Queensland, Australia's Govern-
Though we have had access to a being fully closed yet. Based on our ment Department of Primary Indus-
number of vetiver accessions from three years experience we can say tries. The piece below is a sum-

mary of Dr. Truong's latest efforts
Figure 1. Salinity response for Vetiver grass. on the saline tolerance levels of

vetiver. A presentation of his earlier
100 DI work was printed in Vetiver News-

R - letter #6 in "Excerpts From Effects
e s of Soil Salinity On the Establish-
I n ment and Growth of Vetiveria ziza-
a X nioides". The following presents
t ; Yr = 100 - 4(ECse - 7.5) only the information not found in
i \ \ Newsletter #6.
v 60 Background and Method
e 50 ..... In the previous series of

y 40 207 ' trials, the effects of soil salinity on
Y 40 - 20dS/r / \ Vetiverwerestudiedunderanopen
e system where water with various
I saline concentrations was used to
d 20 irrigate the plants and excess water

was drained off. Although weekly
(%) ______________________________________ flooding was carried out to mini-0 O -. ECse (dS/m)* mize salt accumulation in the soil,

0 5 1 0 1 5 20 25 there were some doubts as to the
, . . . . . . .' Added Salt critical saline values obtained from
0 5 1 0 1 5 (g/pot) the trials.

- Soil salinity at planting This series of experiments
was carried out under a close sys-
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ten to overcome those doubts. The
same soil and the same saline water
were used and the range of soil
saline levels were obtained by
adding appropriate quantities of
saline water to the soil. After drying
out the soil was thoroughly mixed,
fertilizer added, repotted in a strong
plastic bag, and brought to approxi-
mately field capacity soil moisture
levels before planting. The pots
were weighed and brought back to
field capacity soil moisture levels
daily using de-ionized water. After
12 weeks of growth, plant tops were
harvested.
Results

Figure 1 shows the relation-
ship between relative yield and soil Photo 4. Along the North-South Highway in Malaysia, Dr. Yoon is carrying out
saline level at planting. The critical trials on the use of vetiver hedges to stabilize road cuts. In this area high
level was approximately 8 dS/m rainfall results in soil 'blow outs". The control area in the foreground of the
and the 50% yield reduction level photo is rapidly degrading while the vetiver plot on the far side remains stable.

was at 20 dS/m which is within the
range obtained by the last series Chinahas22%oftheworld's describe the application and dis-
(15.5 to 24 dS/m). This trial con- population, but only 7% of the semination of the Vetiver Grass
firms the findings of the previous world'sarableland. Notonlytheflat hedge technique in China.
series and using the US Saline Valley plains, but also many hill
Laboratory standards, Vetiver can slopes have been exploited for cul- Blological Behavior
be used on moderately saline (4-8 tivation in upland regions in China. Temperature. Vetiver Grass has
dS/m) and very saline (8-16 dS/m) The extensive cultivation brings been planted experimentally in 9
soils. about severe soil erosion problems; provinces of Southern China and in

In another trial where saline a considerable amount of cultivated 4 provinces of Northern China. The
water was added to fully estab- slope land has been degraded into grass grew well during the sum-
lished plants results indicate that bare rock slopes. Protecting culti- mers in both Southern and North-
Vetiver growth was not significantly vated slope land has priority over ern China, but it could not survive
affected within the range of soil other aspects of soil conservation the cold winters in Northern China.
saline levels between 4.6 and 10.5 in China and traditional terraces are Observations show that the grass
dS/m. This again confirms the re- still the principal practice against sproutedwhenmeandailytempera-
sults of the last trial. soil erosion. Terraces require heavy ture was >120 C, grew normally at

labour and are very costly to build. >170 C, and grew fast at >250 C.
For steep slopes (>20°), farmers do The grass could survive slightfrosts

tt i s- t X -71 not like to adopt terraces because and snows, but it died out whenever
the terrace walls will occupy too the soils froze. The subtropical

.IaRKsHoP . much land;they are anxiousto seek climate of southern China up to the
....... :: -- aother cheap and reliable techniques Yangtze River is favourable, but the

The following article was to protect cultivated slope land temperate climate of Northern China
presented by Dr. Zhang Xlnbao at against soil erosion. is not.
the recent Vetiver Conference in Many thanks to Mr. Richard Soil The grass has grown nor-
Malaysia. Dr. Zhang, of the Ch- Grimshaw, who introduced the mally on various soils and with pH
engdu Institute of Mountain Disas- Vetiver Grass hedge technique into ranges from 5.0 to 8.5 - such as
ters and Environment of the Ac- China in 1988 and promoted the red soil, yellowsoil, paddysoil, allu-
ademlca Sinica and Ministry of technique to farmers and officers at vial soil, and lithological soils. Fer-
WaterConservancy, heads China's all levels. Since then,the technique tile loams and sandy soils are the
Vetiver Information Network. has been spread over 8 provinces most favourable. Where soils are

in Southern China. Here, I briefly sticky or shallow and underlain by
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hard bedrock, the grass grows ploughed furrow that is 15-20 cm than 90%. In Deyang, Sichuan
slowlyinthefirstyearastherootde- deep. Planting density is3Ox4O cm vetiver was split and replanted 4
velopment is difficult under those or 30x30 cm. One mu (.067 ha) of times in 1990. The original 2 mu
conditions; but it grows much better nursery needs about250 kg of plant- (.13 ha) nursery was enlarged to 10
in the second year. Soil fertility has ing material. After the planted slips mu (.67 ha) and 15 tons of planting
a great effect on the grass growth. begin to turn green, human waste material was produced from 250
Forexample,afteroneyearsgrowth or nitrogenous fertilizers are used kg. The nursery reported that, once
a clump of vetiver grass had 30 to as top dressing. Survival rates established and growing vigorously,
50 tillers (on a lithological soil of varied from 45-95% in 1990, mainly the grass was kept pruned back to
weathered granite in Fujian) with depending on temperature and soil 50 cm to promote tillering. In Chon-
fertilization, but only 10 to 15 tillers moisture conditions. Analyses of gren, Jlangxi Mr. Zhou has suc-
without fertilization. observational data from various cessfully used stem cuttings to
Moisture Vetiver grass per- multiply vetiver grass.
sists well under very dry soil con-
ditions. The grass survived dry Appilcatlon and Dissemina-
seasons without watering during _tlon
1990 and 1991 in the dry and hot Vetiver Grass was first in-
valley of Yuanmou in Yunnan troduced into Hainan Island
Province. The annual precipita- from India as a perfume oil
tion and average temperature plant in the 1950's. It subse-
there are 613.0 mm and21.9 0 C, quentlywas planted in Fujian,
respectively, and only 14% of Guangdong and Zhejiang
annual precipitation occurs dur- - provinces for this purpose,
ing the dry season (from Novem- however, farmer interest
berto May). Thegrassalsogrew declined as root prices were
well under very wet soil condi- low. Since 1988 the tech-
tions based on observations in a nique of using vetiver for soil
vetiver grass nursery located on conservation has spread over
verywet land and surrounded by the 8 provinces of Southern
rice fields in Dujiangyan City, Si- '; X -A China, with support from the
chuan. World Bank, Water Conser-
Pests and Diseases Paddy vancy Ministry, Agriculture
borers were reported in all plant- a. Ministry and local govern-
ing places in Southern China. In ments. The first field work-
the worst case, about 39% of the a shop of Vetiver Grass in China
grass was effected by the borer. was held in Saowu, Fujian, in
In the drier and hotter valley re- * T- October 1989. In the work-
gions of Yuannan, the borerprob- *' shop, two Ministries decided
lem was not severe. Armyworm ' to set up a 'Vetiver Grass
has been reported to occur in the Network" based at the Ch-
humid and mild springsof Kuizhou engdu Institute of Mountain
andSichuan. Bothproblemswere pho AhlPhoto by Jame Sm Disasters and Environment.aondroichyuaing otprbemswiies.e Photo 5. A hillside road in Malaysia stabilized by The Network has 150 mem-controlled by usingpesticides. A vetiver hedges. The hedge, in controlling runoff be Nowork has 150 and
smut was found growing on over road's edge, has protected the entire surface bers now, and has edited and
vetiver this autumn in the garden to the extent that native grasses are establishing published 9 newsletters.
of the Chengdu Institute of Moun- themselves evenly across the road. Photo taken Vetiver In Fujian and Jlangxl
tain Disasters and Environment. at one of Dr. Yoon's demonstration areas. In Fujian and Jiangxi, under

the World Bank-financed Red
Nursery Practices Soils Project about 1000

Nurseries are usually set up places showed that vetiver grass hectares of arable land, mainly
on fertile land of sandy soil or loam should be planted when the mean valuable tea and orchard terrace
with reliable irrigation. Manure is daily temperatures are higher than land, have been protected by using
commonly used as a base fertilizer. 150C. In 1991, the survival rates of vetiver grass hedges; scarcity of
Slips with 2-3 tillers are planted in a vetiver in most nurserieswas higher planting material has constrained
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Water Ash Raw Fat Raw Protein Raw Fibre Other
(%°) (%) (%) (%) (0/6) (%)

78.7 1.8 0.4 3.3 7.1 8.8

Table 4. Nutritional analysis of vetiver grass from P.R. China.

this effort. The grass has mainly fully used to stabilize roadsides and hedges were planted in April 1990
been planted on terrace edges to irrigation ditch banks. on 2 ha of nearly bare slopes of
strengthen earth banks. Farmers Vetiver In Yunnan Province weathered granite to control severe
have used grass cuttings as a mulch In Yunnan province, vetiver sheet and rill erosion. The vertical
in their orchards. Vetiver grass grass was experimentally planted interval between adjacent hedges
hedges have also been success- in the dry and hot valleys of was 2 m, slopes were 100. Two
fully used to control slope failures in Yuanmou and Dongchuan in 1990. years later, comparing data from
weathered granite hills (a mixture of Ittolerates the dry climate well. Two the two runoff plots (1 control plot, 1
water erosion and gravitational nurseries of 10 mu (.67 ha) were set vetiver plot) showed that water and
erosion) in Xingao County, Jiangxi. up in 1991 and trails on protecting soil lossesdecreased 25%and70%
Contour hedges were planted on cultivated slope land without ter- from the vetiver grass plots.
bare slopes of the loose weathered race and of controlling severe soil Cost data from Sichuan
granite as a pioneer species to erosion on bare rocky slopes in shows that the cost of terracing
provide stability. Afterward, trees debris flow gullies will be initiated in cultivated slope land is about 300
were planted on the accumulated 1992. Yuanpermu(aboutUS$825/ha). It
soils captured by the hedges and Vetiver In Hunan, Gulzhou, Zhejl- is only about 60 Yuan per mu (about
by year 3 the previously bare slope ang and Guangdong Provinces US$ 165/ha) using vetiver grass
was totally covered with young pine In Hunan, Guizhou, Zheji- hedges.
trees, various shrubs and grasses. ang and Guangdong, vetiver grass Direct economic benefits
Farmers have also successfully has been experimentally planted from Vetiver grass may the crucial
used vetiver hedges to protect canal and growing well since 1990. Nurs- factor of whether farmers adopt the
banks. eries to multiply the plant for trial grass hedge technique for soil
Vetiver In Sichuan Province plantings have also been set up in conservation in China. Young cut-

In 1989 Sichuan Province each. In Hunan, a trial was set up tings of Vetiver grass have been
received 20 kg of vetiver grass from to use vetiver hedges to control used to feed cows, goats, pigs and
Jiangxi. It was experimentally severesoilerosioninteaoil(camel- fish in China. Nutrition analyses
planted In four counties and grew lia) orchards. show that the cuttings are good
well. In 1990, 12 tons of planting livestock fodder (Table 4). In 1990,
material obtained from Fujian was Ecological & Economic Benefits the Pinshan Soil Conservation
planted in 6 nurseries across the In Jianyang, Fujian two Station, Pinshan, Sichuan, used
province and 200 tons of planting runoff plots were set up on culti- Vetivergrasscuttingsasfishfodder
material were produced by spring vated land with a slope of 300 to test and produced 1396 kg of fish with 5
of 1991. In April of 1991 a Vetiver soil and water conservation bene- tons of vetiver grass and 2 tons of
Grass workshop was held in Si- fits of vetiver grass hedges. The rye grass. In 1 989, fish production
chuan. At the workshop, the Pro- experiment ran from May 1990 to of the station was 1156 with 6.5
vincial Soil Conservation Depart- September 1990. The treatments tons of rye grass. The Vetivergrass
ment decided to set up twenty mu were cultivation up and down slope nursery in Deyang, Sichuan sold
(1.33 ha) of trials in the hill and with a sweet potato crop and the young cuttings of vetiver grass to a
mountain areasof eastern Sichuan. same treatment, but with three milk cow farm in 1990. The price
Most of the vetiver grass hedges across slope vetiver hedges. Each was 0.1 Yuan per kg (US$ 18.4/ton)
were planted on terrace edges to plot was 20m in length and sm in of young cuttings. It is estimated
protect them; cuttings from trial width. Datashowedthatwaterand that the vetiver grass hedges in 1
areas are now being used to feed soil losses decreased 56% and mu (.067 ha) of cultivated slope
cows and fish. Additionally, vetiver 95%, respectively, from the vetiver. land (about 200 m in length) can
grass hedges have been success- InAnqi, Fujian,vetivergrass produce 500 to 1000 kg of young
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cuttings. It means that farmers can canals, ditches, roads, highways
get50-100Yuanpermu(US$9.2to and railways as a bio-engineering Soil No.of tillers
18.4) from vetiver grass hedges. It method. Condition 5 months 8 months
was reported from the Red Soil Finally, I think that Vetiver Subsil 4.8 7.6
Project that Vetiver grass cuttings grass hedges can be considered as
were used as a mulch material in- part of an ecological agriculture ToI 4 291
stead of rice straw in orange or- system in the mountain and hill opsi
chards;thiswouldequalasavingof regions of southern China. The
about 100 Yuan material costs per hedges can protect cultivation land, Table 6. Multiplication rates of
mu for the orchards (US$ 275/ha) if the young cuttings of vetiver grass vetiver under two soil conditions.
vetiver hedges planted in the or- and crop straws are used as live- theMalaysianAgriculturalResearch
chards supplied the mulch instead. stock fodder/bedding, and the live- and Development Institute (MARDI).

stock manure is returned to cultiva- Slips in small polybags were ob-
Discussion tion land. I propose to set up an tained from Ciba-Geigy (4 slips to-

From present experience, experimental vetiver grass eco- tal) in December 1989 and MARDI
the following points can be made agriculture demonstration farm. If it (12 slips total) in May 1990. These
regarding vetiver use and adopta- succeeds, vetivergrass hedges will 16 pieces of materials were multi-
bility by farmers. First, the prob- have a bright future for protecting plied by conventional and micro-
lems with adoptability are that the cultivated slope land in most of the propagation techniques for plant-
farmers are not yet very interested mountain and hill regions in China. ing on our estates for erosion con-
in Vetiver Grass hedges in some trol. In September 1990, 2 slips of
areas because : i) vetiver grass is vetiver from India referred to here
not a high value plant and land for GOLDEN HOPE PLANT -":-NS 'India grass" were received from
cultivation is very limited; and ii) 001T1VE. E1" vA. Mr. R.G. Grimshaw of the World
crop yield does not appear to in- -7e-E BIE V6ET- Bank; they are currently under
crease in the first year, though it will multiplication. If our work confirms
apparently increase from second vetiver to be cost-effective, com-
year. The following article by Drs. mercial scale planting could be

Second, I think that without Khalrudin Hashim, C.H. Teoh and considered in estates where soil
subsidies the technique would be Ismall Hamzah was presented at erosion is likely to be a problem
mainly applicable to: i) protection the recent Vetiver Conference in Early experience with con-
of cultivated slope lands in remote Malaysia. ventional propagation revealed that
mountain regions where cultivable This paper reports early vetiver from CIBA-GEIGY and
land resources are not too limited; experiences on the utilization of MARDI multiplied at about similar
ii) to control severe soil erosion in vetiver for erosion control in Golden rates as shown in Table 5. The ma-
areas too difficult for other soil Hope plantations. Our interest in terialswereraisedincylindricalplas-
conservation practices, such as the vetiver grass was aroused by the tic containers 27.5 cm in diameter
granite mountain and hill regions in World Bank's handbook: "Vetiver and 30.0 cm in height. For the low
SouthernChinaandthedryandhot Grass - The Hedge Against Ero- moisture regime, two holes were
valley regions in southeastern sion". Planting materials were ob- made at the bottom of the contain-
China; and iii) to protect banks of tained locally from Ciba-Geigy and ers while for the high moisture re-

gime the two holes were located on
Table 5. Multiplication rates of vetiver from two different sources in Malaysia the sides at 10 cm from the bottom

of the containers. The soils used
Moisture No. of tillers were Munchong series and the

Source Regime 21 days 47 days 101 days vetiver plants were fertilized once
with NitrophoskaYellow(15:15:6:4)
fertilizer at 5g/container two weeks

Ciba-Geigy Low 3.8 11.7 32.7 afterplanting. Therewerenodiffer-
High 4.4 10.7 30.6 ences in multiplication rates of

vetiver grown between different
MARDI Low 2.7 8.2 27.3 moisture regimes or the two

High 3.3 11 .2 30.3 sources. This was not unexpected

as Ciba-Geigy materials suppos-
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edly originated from MARDI. (Mimosa invisa and Boreria latifo- to 16,000 shoots. Once the base
No direct comparison was lia) and grasses (Paspalum conju- numberof shootsforsubculturing is

yet been made between MARDI gatum and Axonopus compressus) available, it would be a matter of
and India grass as the latter was growing among vetiver. Herbicides growth room space and demand
acquired much later. We were more were applied using a knapsack that would determine the volume of
interested in multiplying them to sprayer at an equivalent 400 litres production necessary for a particu-
serve as stock materials. After one of spray solution/ha. Metsulfuron- lar month.
year, the two slips have been multi- methyl provided the best control of Although vetiver could be
plied to 1,134 slips and outplanted broadleaf weeds with no effect on propagated from stem nodal cut-
in the ground. India grass was vetiver and grasses. Acceptable tings by conventional means the
observed to be very vigorous, it kill of B. latifolia was obtained with rate of lateral shoot development is
also has several different charac- bentazon, 2,4-D amine and flur- slow compared with micropropaga-
teristics from the MARDI vetiver. Its
leaves are bluish green and it read-
ily produces culms (ed. note: culm = Using internodal stem cuttings of matured tillers, the
a stem with joints) whereas the rate of multiplication is from 8 to 16 fold within four
MARDI vetiver possesses green weeks. Thus, if one begins with 1,000 shoots initially,
leaves and does not produce culms
as readily. within four weeks the total number of shoots available

As we are using vetiver would be between 8,000 to 16,000.
solely for erosion control we have _
resorted to minimum inputs in our
approach to establishing vetiver
hedges. A comparison of the multi- oxypyr, however, they were ineffec- tlon. The percentage of lateral
plication rates of vetiver under two tive on M. invisa and grasses. shoots from such cuttings after four
soil conditions viz. subsoil by the Glyphosate was effective on weeks is about 70%, and root for-
edge of a road and on a topsoil as a grasses while fluazifop-butyl was mation is sparse. By the in vitro
fence around a nursery, are re- only effective on P. conjugatum. method roots are usually readily
corded in Table 6. Unfortunately, both were phytotoxic formed within two weeks after the

Initial growth was slow in to vetiver, particularly glyphosate. multiple shoots have been trans-
both soil conditions, however, the It is of interest to note that in the ferred from the multiplication stage
rate of tillering increased markedly treatments where glyphosate was to the rooting medium. Once they
at the eighth month in the vetiver applied immediately after trimming are removed from the rooting me-
grown on top soil as compared to of the vetiver good control of the dium and transferred into polybags
that grown on sub-soil. It was seen other grasses was achieved with vigorous growth occurs and the
that our planting of single slips at 50 minimal scorching effect on vetiver. survival rate is almost 100%.
cm proved too far apart to form a Using the micropropagation For long distance transpor-
rapid continuous hedge. From this, technique, vetiver was multiplied tation vetiver plantlets are sent out
it is obvious that the planting inter- and supplied to 12 Golden Hope as bare rooted material from the
val of 10 - 15 cm recommended by estates in peninsular Malaysia and production centre to the site of
the World Bank would be more Sabah. The significant advantage nursery establishment. The shoots
appropriate to achieve quick hedge of the micropropagation technique are usually removed from the root-
formation. The closer planting in- is that large numbers of plantlets ingmediumandwrappedwithmoist
tervals should be considered for could be obtained within a short paper towels. So far we have suc-
sub-soils or poorer soils. Use of time and furthermore, production of cessfully established vetiver grass
multiple slips could ensure even plantlets may be regulated or pro- on estates in Sabah viathis method.
more rapid closure of the hedge. grammed according to demand. The establishment success was

In establishing a vetiver Using internodal stem cuttings of reported to be almost 100%.
nursery using slips, weeds were matured tillers, the rate of multipli- To date, more than 14 km of
seen to overwhelm the grass. As cation isfrom8to16foldwlthinfour vetiver hedge have been estab-
manual weeding is both laborious weeks. Thus, if one begins with lished for erosion control. Growth
and expensive, a trial was under- 1,000 shoots initially, within four of vetiver has been satisfactory and
taken to determine six herbicides weeks the total number of shoots they are performing as expected.
for eradication of broadleaf weeds available would he between 8,000 The labour cost for field planting of
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vetiver in small polybags into the Table 7. Cassava and forage productivity, soil loss and runoff data for a range
field was about $99 per 1 OOm of of cassava production systems compared to bare fallow on an Oxic Dystropept'
hedge (about US$40). However, at CIATs Santander de Quilichao Station, Colombia (1,000m altitude; growing
using bare root slips from estab- season rainfall, 10 months 1240mm)
lished stocks, the field extraction
and planting costs was $47.50 per System Cassava Fresh Root 12 Forage Yield Rurioff Runoff Soil Loss
100m of hedge (about US$19). Yield, v/ha t/ha mm % t/iha
Acknowledgement (1 0 months) Rainfall (11I months)

The authors would like to
thank Golden Hope Plantations
Berhad for permission to present 1 BareFallow na na 144.0 11.6 142.0
this paper. We would like to record 2. Cassava on Flat

our appreciation to Mr. K.H. Yeow Cuftivalion 35.7 na 46.0 3.7 8.3
of World Bank for introducing us to
vetiver and Ciba-Geigy, MARDI 3. Cassava on Contour

and Mr. R.G. Grlmshaw [World Ridges 35 6 na 44.0 3.5 3.1

Bank) for providing our initial vetiver
stock material. 4. Cassava Underplanted

with Zornia 27 2 3.4 80.0 6 5 27.4

*-ttoM Y*~ It4T A SE.:E 5. CassavaUnerplanted

Dr. Douglas Lalng, Deputy Direc- 6. Cassava urderplanledFOR. DoulasLang,DeptyDlrc- withhudzu 207 2.9 43.0 3.5 15.4
tor General of CIAT writes:

In Newsletter #7 of Novem- 7. Cassava on Flat with

ber 1991 I promised to bring the Elephani Grass Strips 13 236 5.3 50.0 4.0 4.0
Network members up-to-date on
the research conducted at CIAT on 8. Cassava on Flat wilh

erosion control in cassava produc- VeliverGrass Hedges /4 34.0 1.1 45.0 3.6 1.3

tion systems. We at CIAT have 
been researching this subject for 1 - Acid soil (pH 4.2). Al saturation 50-85%, low nutrient status in shallow A horizon (1 5-25cm); average
many years. Recently, various ini- slope 0-15%.

2 - Cassava yields for 11 months (1 990-91); Vetiver plots planted one month after other treatments thustiatives have come together in a cassava yield for treatment 8 was adjusted to an 11 month basis using growth in root yield
series of experiments being con- per day data available from a similar experiment on the same station in the same year.
ducted in a collaborative project 3 - Area occupied by elepahant grass is 25% of the plot.

4 - Area occupied by vetiver grass is 12.5% of plot area; Vetiveria zizanioides was transplanted andbetween CIAT and the University of under planted (only under grass barrier) with Arachis pintoi at time of planting cassava.

Hohenheim. The results reported
here are the work of Mr. Martin
Ruppenthal who is about to leave contour ridges; involving a consid- be that elephant grass could be
CIAT to finish writing his PhD thesis erable amount of manual labor. used for fodder.
in Germany. Treatments 4, 5 and 6 were de- Treatment 8 is cassava

The long-term treatments at signed to study cover species planted on the flat with vetiver grass
two locations involve a series of (Zornia, Centrosema and kudzu) barriers occupying about 12.5% of
cultural options that we have devel- underplanted beneath the cassava the plot area. The vetiver grass, not
oped over the years, compared two to provide not only groundcover but the cassava, is underplanted (at the
cassavatreatments viz: the system soil improvement possibilities. same time as the planting of the
used byfarmers in the region (treat- Treatment 7 is cassava planted on cassava) with the forage legume
ment #2 -planting cassava at about the flat with elephant grass (Penni- Arachispintoi. All these treatments
10,000 plants/ha in rows 1 m apart, setum purpureum) living barrier are compared to a clean weeded,
no other cultural practices). The strips where the grass occupies bare fallow (treatment #1) where
other treatment (#3) is cassava about 25% of the total plot area. the soil is allowed to erode in accor-
planted on (about) 30 cm high The advantage of this system would dance with the rainfall received.
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Figure 2. Cassava/Vetiver -- Contourbarrier; Yields per row (each row pattern of the vetiver grass on an
contains six plants) in kg of fresh roots and leaves and stems. acid oxisol soil (ed. note - oxisol =
20 - ferralsol in FAO taxonomy) at the

CIAT-Quilichao station. It is clear
that the species has a cone-shaped

15 - root system where the major roots
penetrate more or less vertically

.- >> . . ... .... and then fan out slightly at deeper
10 - .Roots depths-in these highly aluminum

.. Leaves & toxicity-affected subsoils. Analysis
Stems of the vetiver grass roots have

5 -.. i:'-,;,:, .... -. shown it to be extremely mycorrhi-
. M 2 .... h v . 5 . 7 . 2 ............ zal with three fungal species identi-

fied on the same roots providing
0- _ _ 2 _ t/ _ t/ . X < ........................ a < z _- ..... colonization levels greater than
HEDER 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 HEDER 80%. The demonstrated vigor of

vetiver on very poor soils is clearly

The data in Table 7 shows
the final results from the first year at Figure 3. Cassava/Elephant Grass Contour barrier; Yields per row (each row
one site in terms of fresh cassava contains six plants) in kg of fresh roots and leaves and stems.
root yield, forage yield from the 20
associated legume or grass spe-
cies, runoff (and runoff as percent-
age of rainfall) and soil loss in tons
of dry soil/ha over an 11-month 15
period. The data clearly supports
the view that vetiver grass is by far E. Roots
the best living barrier that CIAT has 1 . Leaves &
evaluated in the sense that the yield Stems
of cassava has not been affected,
i.e. considering that 12.5% of the
plot area is occupied by the grass
strips, and given that the vetiver
grass was only established at the " 2 3.4. 6 .W
same time as the cassava.

Runoff in the vetiver grass
plots was extremely low represent- grass. As the soil and nutrients related to this phenomenon.
ing only 3.6% of the total rainfall accumulate on the uphill side of the The one major doubt we
received and the s oil loss was an vetiver it is expected the Arachis will have with respect to vetiver is re-
wnsignificant 1.3 tons/ha compared produce more fodder in coming lated to its palatability and digesti-
with 142 tons/ha in the bare fallow years ... bilityforbovines. If adoptionistobe
plot. These results are extraordi- Y In Figures 2 and 3 we show successful in the region we have to
nary considering that the vetiver the competitive effects of the two find an economic use for the grass
was only established at the same grass species on cassava in terms strips. We are carrying out digesti-
time as the ca ssava was plahted of per row yields at various dis- bility studies (in-vitro and in-vivo) to
whereas the e lephant grass ad tances from the grass strips. You find how vetiver grass compares
been pre-established long be ore can see that cassava growth was with other tropical grass species in
the planting of th e cassava. The not affected by the vetiver grass terms of some critical parameters.

ished fopming a dense nat undebr whereas the elephant grass had Once again we have proved
thevetvergrss edg ad i hep-severe competitive effects (proba- that there is nothing new in the

igthevetivergrsihengandiprshealpy bly root zone competition) on cas- world. In our on-farm research with
ing to stop erosion and presumably sv .vetiver and limoncillo we have
is providing nitrogen to the vetiver sava. vtvradlmnil ehv

We have studied the rooting uncovered the fact that vetiver grass
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"We are convinced at CIAT, both in our on-station and on-farm research with
farmers in the mid-altitude acid soil tropics, that vetiver grass is probably the
best living barrier one could possibly ask for in terms of its low competitivity
with the associated crop and its extremely effective erosion control .........

(known as 'Tiva' to the local people) of the Network to think about this N ... .. G.-
has been growing in the region for and to contribute accessions from C- NTRO:
many years. We visited a farmer various sources to somebody who
near Jamundi Valle (1000m alti- could begin a breeding program. P.E. Igbokwe. S.C. Tiwari, J.L.
tude)whohasplantedvetivergrass This program would have to be Burton and R.E. Waters, Jr., Al-
around his house to stop the land associated with scientists who can corn State University, Larman,
from slipping away, thus stabilizing measure palatability and digestibil- Mississippi.
the foundation. Unfortunately, he ity (in-vitro and in-vivo) so that we
had not planted the grass in his can see if we can come up with a This study investigated the
cassava field which is eroding very fodder grass which is more accept- efficacy of glyphosate, sethoxidim
heavily nearby. Tiva has been able to animals and without losing and fluazifop-p-butyl in controlling
grown in the Valle del Cauca for vetiver'ssuperbfeaturesasahedge vetiver grass accession 271633 at
many years and one of the reasons against erosion. 3 different stages of its growth in
it has not spread is probably be- We are convinced at CIAT, greenhouse ground-beds and in
cause of its apparently low palata- both in our on-station and on-farm field plots.
bility to bovines. research with farmers in the mid-

In response to this we have altitude acid soil tropics, that vetiver Materials and Methods
made a small collection of some of grass is probably the best living Both greenhouse and field-
the local vetivergrass materials that barrier one could possibly ask for in experiments were used to evaluate
have been planted by farmers and terms of its low competitivity with 3 postemergence herbicides for
found some variation among ac- the associated crop and its ex- vetivergrass control atAlcorn State
cessions in leaf'softness'. Included tremely effective erosion control University. The study investigated
in the above studies on digestibility characteristics. Terraces are al- the effect of postemergence appli-
is one of these 'softer' selections. If ready forming behind the vetiver cations of 6.32 kg active ingredient
any members of the Network have grass and the second year's har- (ai)/haofglyphosate(N[Phosphono-
comments to make on this issue we vest seems to be pointing toward methyll glycine), 0.52 kg ai/ha
would be delighted to receive them. longer term benefits. We will keep Fluazifop-p-butyl ([R1 -2-[4-[[5-
The accession originally obtained the members of the network posted [trifluoro- methyl]-2-pyridinyl]-
by CIAT for our work was found on these results as they come to oxy]phenoxyl] propanoic acid), and
growing in the botanical garden at hand. Contacts with CIAT for the 1.04 kg ai/ha sethoxydim
the National University in Palmira. immediate future should be made ([2]1[ethoxy-imino] butyl]-5-[2-eth-
CIAT now has small quantities of through Dr. Karl Mueller-Saaman ylthiol propyll]-3-hydroxy-2-cyclo-
sexual seed of this accession if or Dr. Mabrouk El-Sharkawy in hexen-l-one) on vetiver grass con-
Network members are interested the Cassava Program. trol. A completely randomized
they should contact Dr. M. Iwanga experiment design was used in this
(see editor's note below). Obvi- Editor's Note: The Net- study. Herbicide treatments were
ously we will continue to look for work urges extreme caution when either applied at one, two or three,
more such variation including ma- dealing with vetiverpropagation with months after the transplanting date
terial for high elevations in the trop- seed. One of the most important to represent the immature, mature
ics. characteristics of vetiver grass is withoutseedheads,andmaturewith

The above discussion on the fact that it can be introduced seedhead growth stages, respec-
palatability for bovines and the with little or no fear that it will be- tively. Treatments were made with
possibility that there is variation come a weed. However, if one abackpackknapsacksprayerat20
within vetiver grass points to the begins selecting for plants which psi. Also, Ortho X-77 was used at
urgentneedforabreeding program are more easily established from the rate of 14.79 ml per 3.671 of
devoted to this activity somewhere seed, a problem may be created solution as a surfactant for each of
in the world. I would urge members where one did not exist before. the herbicide treatments.
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Greenhouse Experiment: Table 8. Herbicide control of vetiver grass in the greenhouse.
On March 25, 1991 seeds … -- ......................................., .......

of vetiver accession 271633 were
seeded in inserts containing Pro Herbicides Applied One Monih After Transplanting
Mix BX® as a growing medium and eDays From Herbliade Applicaions]
placed on a greenhouse bench. On Rate
April 25, seedlings were trans- Herbicide Kg ai/ha 7y 30X 60
planted into the greenhouse ground-
beds with pH of 6.5. Plants, which
were at 5-leaf stage with an aver- Control 0.00 0.0 NIL NIL
age height of 12.7 cm, were spaced Glyphosate 6.32 6.5 Perfect Perfect
20.3 cm within each row. Fertiliza- Fluazifop-p-butyl 0.52 2.1 Perfect Perfect
tion with Ca[NO3]2 was at the rate Sethoxidim 1.04 7.9 Perfect Perfect
of 112.1 kg N/ha and irrigation was LSD. 5% -- 0.5 -

as needed. Visual ratings were C.V. % - 8.7 -

used to determine herbicide effects
on vetiver grass at one week, one
month and two months after each Herbicides Applied Two Months After
application was made. The rating Transplanting
of 10 signifies complete control by
herbicide,whereas 0 signifies no Control 0.00 0,0 0.0 0,0
control. Glyphosate 6.32 5.2 9.9 10.0
Field Experiment FluaziFop-p-butyl 0.52 2.2 8.7 8.9

On July 29, 1991 seeds of Sethoxidirn 1.04 1.4 8.4 8.7
vetiver accession 271633 were LS. 5% -- 0.9 0.6 0.7
seededasforthegreenhousestudy. C.V. % 29.6 6.8 7.3
Plots were disked, harrowed and
made weed free before seedlings
were transplanted one month from Herbicides Applied Three Months After
seeding. Transplants, which were Transplanting
at 5-leaf stage with an average
height of 12.7 cm, were spaced Control 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0
60cm x 90cm. Soil pH was 5.3. Glyphosate 6.32 3.2 9.2 9.9
Fertilization with NH4NO3 at the Fluazifop-p-butyl 0.52 0.6 2.6 2.8
rateof293kg/hawasbasedonsoil Sechoxidim 1.04 1.6 2.5 2.8
testresults.Moisturewaslimitedto LSD. 5' -- 0.7 2.4 0.8
hand watering with can immedi- C.V % -- 36.3 46.7 15.6
ately after transplanting plus natu-
ral rainfall. Visual ratings were as in XNIL indicates no control; Perfect indicates complete control.
the greenhouse study.

Y Based on a scale of 0 to 10. where 0 signifies no control . and 10 signiries corn-
Results and Discussion plete control.

For the greenhouse experi-
ment Vetiver grass control due to after thirty days of applications. For sate had the highest control ratings
herbicides applied either one, two herbicides applied two months af- of 3.2,9.2and9.9afterseven,thirty
or three months from the date of ter grass transplanting, glyphosate and sixty days of application. The
transplanting is reported in Table 8. had the highest control rating of 5.2, values were significantly different
For herbicides applied one month 9.9 and 10.0 after seven, thirty and from valuesduetoothertreatments
after grass transplanting, sethoxi- sixty days of application, respec- and the control.
dim had the highest initial grass tively. Such values were signifi- For the field experiment
control rating of 7.9 after seven cantly different from values due to (Table 9), herbicides applied one
days of application. Aperfect[100%] other treatments and the control. week after grass transplanting,
control of vetiver grass was ob- Forherbicidesappliedthreemonths sethoxidim and glyphosate had
served for all herbicide treatments after grass transplanting, glypho- perfect control of vetiver grass after
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Table 9. Herbicide control of field-grown vetiver grass. grass control was also perfect for
. -.---------------------------------------------------------- fluazifop-p-butyl and was signifi-

cantly better than sethoxidim effect
Herbicides Aplied One Week After Transplanting and the control. No data was col-

Weed Control Visual Rating Periods lected two months after herbicide
[Days From Herbicide Applications] application since all plants were

Rate killed by freezing temperature. For
Herbicide Kg ai/ha 7y 30X o0 the same reason, no data was re-

ported for herbicides applied two
months after transplanting, and no

Control 0.00 0.0 0.0 NIL herbicide application was made
GlIyphosate 6.32 10.0 10.0 Perfect three months after transplanting.
Fluazifop-p-butyl 0.52 7.6 9.0 Perfect
Sethoxidim 1.04 10.0 10.0 Perfect Conclusions
LSB. 5% -- 0.4 0.9 -- Findings suggest that
C.V. % - 6.8 3.3 -- glyphosate, fluazifop-p-butyl and

sethoxidim will effectively control or
-.................. -- .....-........ ................m .. .. S.'''''' surpress the growth of vetiver grass

in greenhouse ground-beds and in
Herbicide Applied One Month After field plots. Glyphosate which had a

Transp,lanting near complete control of mature

Control 0.00 0.0 0.0 __Z vetivergrasswithseedheadsinthe
Glyphosate 6.32 10.0 10.0 greenhouse is considered superior
Fluazifop-p-butyl 0.52 2.0 10.0 -- to fluazifop-p-butyl and sethoxidim
Sethoxidim 1.04 2.8 9. -- at the rates of their applications in
LSD. % -- 0.4 0.4 -- thisstudy. Aperfectcontrolofvetiver
C.V. % -- 6.8 3.3 -- grass can best be achieved by the

application of these herbicides one
...... . -- --. -... ---- --------- ------ ------." -- - ...... month from grass emergence or

earlier.
Herbicide Applied Two Months After

Transp I anting Acknowledgment

Contro I 0.00 __Z The authors wish to thankControl1 0.00 ---- - -

G I yphosate 6.32 -- - - the United States Department of
Fluazifop-p-butyl 0.52 -- -- -- Energy and Mississippi Depart-
Sethoxidim 1.04 -- ment of Energy and Transporta-
LSO. 5% - -- tion Division, Economic and
C.V., x -- -- -- -- Community Development for

funding this project. Special appre-
ciations to Dr. Doral Kemper, ARS

X NIL indicates no contro 1: Perfect indicates complete control. National Program Leader, Soil Sci-

Y' Based on a scaIe of 0 to io. where 0 signifies no control. and 10 sinifies comn- ence, Beltsville, Maryland, andYpBased ontarscal. of to10whee 0sinifesno ontol* ad 0 sGni con-Southern Regional Plant Intro-
plate control, duction Station, Griffin. Georgia

Plants were killed by freezing temperature. hence no data collected. for providing seeds and seedlings
used to initiate this study; Dr. Seth

one week of spray. These effects tions after two months. For herbi- Dabney, Agronomist, ARS Sedi-mentation Laboratory, Oxford, Mis-were significantly better than those cides applied one month aftertrans- sissippi, and Mr. Thomas Collins,
due to fluazifop-p-butyl application planting, glyphosate had a perfect Soil Conservationist and SCS Liai-
and the control. However, control of control after one week of applica- son to ASU for their valuable sug-
vetiver after one month of applica- tion. This effect was significantly gestions and assistance with mate-
tion was not different for treated better than fluazifop-p-butyl, rials for literature search: Drs.
rows. All treated rows had perfect sethoxidim and control. After one Samuel Donald, Johnnie Collins
control due to herbicide applica- month of herbicide application,
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and Charles J.D. Tilman for their "No longer should (people) view vetiver grass as an
encouragements: Ms. Janice Car- 'exception rather than a rule'. Vetiver hedgerows are a

proven technology that should be considered byall ....
Literature Cited ness is in the engineering areas- with agro-chemical residues. Pre-
1. Ashour, F.M. 19B0. Physiochemical proper- foexml
ties and chemical composition of vetiver oil. for example, stabilization of road- liminary work -such as that by Dr.
Annuals of Agricultural Science. Moshtohor sides andponds. With vetivernow Mlyamoto in Texas who found that
12:183-197. engineerscouldconstructeffluent vetiver,whenplantedinstormwater
2. Bibhas. Ray. S.B.D. Agarwal and C.J. Frid- n c o e v
rickson. 1975. Control of Perennial grass in ponds on hillsides, something which detention ponds, was a very effi-
forest lands with application of herbicides. Indian has not been possible before. cient scavenger of the lead con-

3 Dickens R. and G. A. Buchanan. 1972 Another area of unexploredpoten- tained in urban runoff -points out
Herbicidal control of Cogongrass in Alabama. tial is the use of vetiver hedgerows that this remarkable plant has tre-
Proc. Southern Weed Sci. Soc. 25:393. to reduce non-point source pollu- mendous potential beyond that
4. Greenfield. J.C. 1989. Vetiver grass. The from and for the which we are to
ideal plant for vegetative soil and moisture con-
servation. World Bank Publishers. hedges themselves to help reno- exploit. Let us get on with the
5. Hernondez. T.J. 1970. Bermuda grass re- vate runoff waters contaminated needed work."
lease on Southern highway row with Bromacil or
Diuron-MSMA combination. Proc. Southern
W eed Sc. Soc. 23. ........... E , .....E.,-.

6. Jan. S.C.. S. Nowicki. T. Eisner. and J. Mein- Crepnet
wald. 1982. Insect repellents from vetiver oil. Letters From Vetiver Network Correspondents} |
Tetrahedron Letters. 23[45]:463g-4642. . ......... .....
7. MilIhollen. R.W. 1967. Control of Johnson-
grass on ditch bank with soil and foliar applied HONG KONG -
herbicides. Proc.SouthernWeedSc. Soc. 20:21- tends to slow or cease during the
8. Shibamoto. T. and 0. Nishimura. I 982. Iso-
lation and Identification of Phenols in Oil of Calorimetric Value of Vetiver - dry season. At this stage, when the
Vetiver. Phytochemistry 211[3]: 793. Dr. R.D.HIII, University of Hong grass becomes tough and unpalat-

......... .- ............ - :-- -E. Kong able to animals, it is useful as a
GfIJM,K ... .... - ,-, .E D .MAR... From the viewpoint of farm- bedding material or as a mulch for

ers in developing countries, one of crops; vetiver mulch breaks down
(Continued from page 2) the objections to the use of Vetiver rather slowly under dry conditions.

is that it gives limited direct return, Use as fuel is thus an alternative.
the state of knowledge on hedge- especially from plantings for ero- This was investigated at Kadoorie
rows. the Chinese transcation was sion control. As is well-known, Agricultural Research Centre, Uni-
done by the Middle-Reach Bureau vetiver is of indifferent quality as versity of Hong Kong, employing a
of the Yellow River Conservancy fodder for animals, fortunately so, standard semi-micro method of
Commission and interested mdi- .. .''Ciduaisshoulad contacesttem idirectl in fact, since it proves to be re- analysis by bomb calorimeter. In
viduals should contactthemdirectly markably persistent in the face of February 1 992 (dry season)

toOarrange last coIes." thatheavy grazing and, providing a fair samples were analysed in field
"iketobrine last issue thasNewettI wul stubble (20-30 cm) survives, its condition i.e. without prior drying.

about where we stand todayhonsthe sediment-trapping abilities are Theaveragemoisturecontent(eight
usage of vetiver grasst As a tech- substantially unimpaired by graz- samples) was determined to be 11
nology, contour barriers of vetiver ing or by cutting. per cent. Calorimetric analysis of
grassofor controlofso il barnderuoff v in A possible alternative use the eight samples showed a mean
garasr's foricontold ofve soil ud runof i of vetver is as fuel where quick heat gross heat of combustion of 18.6
armner's tields have matured rap- is required, as in the traditional KJ/g with arangefrom 19.1 to 17.8

idlyld inpthlannrst few y ieas N eopger Chinese cooking method employ- KJ/g.should planners and field people ing a stove fueled by dried plant These results fall within the
who are proposing and promoting materials and hemispherical iron range of calorific values for grass,

sotivconservrassasanexception te g es v pan (wok). Over very large areas of fern and herb species commonlyvetivergrassasanexceptionrather southern China wood, grass, fern used for fuel in southern China

aproven technology thateshouldb e and herbs are cut, sorted and dried reported for oven-dried samples by
considered by all soil conservation for fuel; an activity that essentially Chen (in litt.) i.e. 21.5 to 16.5 KJ/g,
agencies and agricultural projects. maintains the vegetation as scrub with a mean of 19.3 KJ/g.
Where we need to get on with busi and grass or fern land. In mon- Future work will focus upon

soonal ctimates, vetiver growth the nutrient-value of residues after
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Crude Crude Crude

Vetiver Water Protein Ash Fiber Ca P

Variety (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Fujian 43.2 0.44 4.5 22.2 0.22 0.076

Incian 39.5 0.68 4.4 20 0.18 0.068

Table 10. Nultrtion analysis o/t wo different accessions of (dry) veliver in China

burning. It should be noted also gerand Kwara states. Recognizing ters height during the rainy season
that Vetiver may be of some value itsusefulnessandadaptabilityunder spanning over 3-5 months. The

as feed for grass-eating freshwater varied savannah agro-climatic vegetative growth provides animal
fish such as grass carp. Trials will conditions, progressive farmers in fodder either cut and carried or

begin shortly at the South China Kano, Katsina, Sokoto and Bauchi grazed in the open after the agricul-
Agricultural University. states had planted Jemma grass tural crops have been harvested.
Acknowledgements over the decades for boundary During the dry season green parts

Calorimetricdeterminations demarcation, not realizing that it are relished by cattle. When pro-

for Vetiver were made by Ms. also possesses soil and moisture tected, they flower and form pan-
Dorothy Yu at the Kadoorie Agri- conservation uses. Under semiarid icles 15-70 cmslong which aregen-

cultural Research Centre, Univer- and sub-humid climatic conditions, erally sterile.
sity of Hong Kong (Prof. D.K.O. clumps sprout and attain 1-2 me FACU, in cooperation with
Chan, Director) wherealsothecom- Agricultural Development

parativedeterminationswere Units(ADPs)initiatedvetiver
made by Mr. Chen Rongjun. Photo 6 A coffee plantation protected by vetiver pilot activities in 1987. The

hedges in Indonesia. P-,OIC.yOIPC Ro* first materials came from the

NIGERIA - . 4 r Plant Introduction Bureau ot
the Indian Agricultural Re-

The tollowing contribution to ', ,^* search Institute in New Delhi.

the Newsletter was received Ini 9,8 , Inl98S, Mr. R.G. Grimshaw
from Mr. H.S. Randev, a r ',4 of the World Bank identified
Forestry Specialist now liv- 4 the local Jemma grass as

ing in the United States, who S Vetiveria nigritana which

workedforanumberofyears could serve equally etfec-

with the Federal Agncultural tively as the Indian Vetiverla

Coordinating Unit (FACU ) . zizanioides. During 1989the
in Kaduna, Nigeria. first pilot plantings were

Vetiver Grass Technology .- 0 made in farmers fields to test
In Nlgeria -' the etfectiveness of Jemma

Vetivergrass, locally ' ' '. , forarresting soil erosion. To

namedJemma'grassinthe . - ' , . date, activities are confined
Northern states, grows natu- , , r > . ~~ < ' , to demonstrations, though
rally along the rivers Niger, -. farmers In the Mannbilla

Benue and their tributaries fateau athed vetive

especially in fadama lands . U plateauadpedcaetIv

which are characterized by ~~~~~~~~~planting on a large scale. Inwhich are characterized by * u * ~ ~ * , ' ;' this latter case, NGOs
deep heavy soils with tavor , t~,(mostly farmers clubs) were

able moisture conditions. In provided input and techni
itswildstatethegrassgrows - cal support including train-

gregariously, but is local- ing in multiplication of vetiver

ized, in the lowlands ot ' stock for Sokoto state in

Bauchi, Sokoto, Gongola, ' ' , 1990. As part of FACU

Borno, Kano, Plateau, Ni- ,,, support, information from
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the Vetiver Network was summa-
rized in the form of technical notes
and distributed to ADPs for dis-
semination to farmers. In addition,
FACU compiled a technical note on
Irrigated Nursery Techniques for
Vetiver Grass Multiplication.

Vetiver grass multiplication
and its use in land management
forms an important component
under the new National Agricultural
Technology Support Project", which
is currently in the negotiation stage.
If funded, this project would have
the capacity to provide about 24 Figure 4. Mr. Jano Labat suggests that vetiver slips be plugged in to gully
million slips for farmers field over a banks rather than trench planted. He reports that with this method there is less
5 year period in the states of Kano, chance of the slips washing out before they take root.
Bauchi and Sokoto.

P. R. CHINA - SOUTH AFRICA - things such as creeping grasses."

Mr.LiZoueJiangxi Mr. Martin Bothe wrote to the Net- TANZANIA -Mgr. Llu Zhou Lln from the Corpor work to describe a unique applica-
Agricultural Development Corpora- tion for vetiver grass, one which Mr. Poul Rlchardt Jensen, Agri-
tion sends the Network the follow- readers should note: culture Adviser, HIMA-DANIDA,
ing information on the fodder value "I planted Vetiver right Iringa writes:
of vetiver grass : across the lowest spots within the "We are just about to finish

lv We ... collected 5 kg of low-lying places on my land. It was distributing about 50,000 splits of
(vetiver) variety (ed. note:this is the not long after that vetiver "dams" vetiverto farmers inthe projectarea.
farmer selected variety from south popped up and collected a lot of Agreed, it is not very much but this
Iniarmerch iselectdmvariy used asou other grass, debris, mud, etcetera. is what we can handle this season.
India which is commonlyr used as a The waterwhich, after it works itself We will try to increase our nursery
fodder grass) and the Fujian vari- through the vetiver is now almost production to 100,000+ this year
ety. We noted at the plot that the 100% clear. I also planted vetiver all but at the same time we try to advo-
Indian vetiver is much shorter andldianr er greenthan the Fujia arvan- across between my dykes. In such cate the farmers own multiplication.
darker green than the Fujian . places it holds the water back long Mostly because it seems as if the
ety, which Is tall and light green. enough so that it soaks into the useofvetiverisevergoingtoreach
Aftertakingthecuttingsweimmedi- ground between the dykes. As a anywhere then we will have to
atelydrove toa dairy farm where we result, the water level rose in the operate in numbers of many million
divided four dairy cows into two boreholes which were drilled along- splits and not just in numbers of
groups. Wefeed onegroupwith the side the dykes. If people, govern- thousands as today. And that will
Indianand the other withthe FuJian ments, municipalities, mining com- be difficult to manage in central

that the cows liked to eat it and panies, farmers etc. plant Vetiver nurseries."
there was no obvious difference my way then floods all over the

etweren t cows eating of the two world will be somewhat reduced ZIMBABWE -
between the ate all of th. we and even avoided in many places."
varieties; they ate all of both. We Mr. Bothe included a hand Mr. Jano Labat, the Director of
tried again on another farm with drawing with his letter which shows VetiverGrassStabilization (Pvt) Ltd.
small amounts of vetiver given to 8 his planting configuration, with the writes
cows, only one cow refused It. I rows of vetiver planted across the "...Right now we are going
also sent samples of the two vanae- low spots and up to higher ground through one of the worst droughts
tiestoa labfor anutrition analysis, so that flow will not bypass the we have ever had. For the last four
the results are presented in Table hedges. He writes: years we have received below 50%

"When the lowest areas fill up, then of normal rainfall and this year, so
such areas can be used to plant far, we are 20% below. We need a
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miracle to come through, otherwise comes from G.T.Z., the German aid slips being washed away (see fig-
the sugar industry will collapse." mission, butthereagain thedrought ure 4). If this idea is helpful to

"Another sad part of it is, is not helping." someone I will be happy.
that no rain means no vetiver to go "As a matter of interest I
out planting in the lands for another send you the best way that I have Editors Note: Mr. Labat's
year, and another year means tons seen to plant vetiver in gullies: letter points out the need for not
and tons of soil will be washed away Plant the vetiver slips across the only for perseverance in introduc-
with any little amount of rainfall that gully. When going up the banks, ing new technologies, such as
we might receive. I have written, I instead of making a trench, use an vetiver, but also the critical need for
have travelled, I have shown the augurto drill holes ata45 angle into good extension materials that can
vetiver slides to many people; to which the slip is inserted. Caution be self-explanatory, eye-catching
Government officials, to farmers, to must be taken that the roots do not or interest inspiring, practical and
peasants. Everybody is impressed, end in a J at the bottom of the hole. effective. Please, if you have any
you leave the meeting feeling good To avoid J-rooting, once the slip is ideas, work on them, test them,
and expect a positive reaction, but in the hole, ram the soil back lightly refine them and then, let us pass
in vain. I would like to send extracts and pull the slip up slightly, and then them along to others. Remember
from the Newsletter to our farming ram the soil in firmly. By doing so to look at the article in this Newslet-
magazine, The Farmer, that I might the soil is hardly disturbed and ter on the latest round of Vetiver
reach more people. The only posi- remains firm in between the slips Awards where extension-oriented
tive attitude I have received so far with less chance of the soil and the work is being emphasized.

ADDENDUM
Just before we went to the print shop, Dr. Laing sent the Network the resullts from CIAT's second year of

vetiver research (the first years results are contained in this Newsletter). The results speak for themselves.

2.::..:5.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . .. ..................... x

Dr. Douglas Lalng, Deputy Director General, writes as follows:

The results of the second harvest (1 991-1992) are now available. The data on cassava yields, forage
yields, soil loss and run-off are similar to the 1990-1991 cropping year (Table 11). The cassava crop in 1991-1992
was harvested at 11 months.

The data are remarkable. Cassava with vetiver barriers in 1991-1992 yielded higher than the traditional
cassava system even though the vetiver grass occupied 12.5% of the plot area. The elephant grass and the other
legume-based treatments reduced whole plot cassava yields significantly as was the case in 1990-1991. The
yields on the actual area cropped to cassava was 26t1ha suggesting that the vetiver barriers are having a strong
positive influence through factors such as soil fertility maintenance (i.e. reducing nutrient loss in run-off water or
in eroded soil) or in water availability (i.e. by slowing down rate of run-off and conserving water for longer periods
in the subsoil). This year the vetiver has had competitive effects on cassava yield in the first row next to the grass
barrier but this was compensated for by the higher yields in the intermediate rows, i.e. giving a net positive effect
on cassava yields for the whole plot area. It will be interesting to see the competitive effects of vetiver in the third
cropping year which is now planted. The forage yields obtained are to be expected given the difference in plot area
occupied by the elephant grass in relation to the vetiver barrier. Clearly the forage quality of elephant grass is
superior to vetivergrass. The importance of breeding or selection to improve forage quality of vetiverwithout losing
its superior qualities in soil and water conservation cannot be overemphasized.
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On another matter we have had a response from Dr. N. Vletmeyer of the National Research Council
(BOSTID) with respect to the advisability of exchanging sexual seed of vetiver grass. The concern was expressed
that vetiver accessions with sexual seeding capacity could increase the potential of the species to become aweed.
We at CIAT fully agree that this species is too valuable for human kind and the above outcome should be avoided
at all cost. On the other hand, we feel that researchers will need fertile accessions for breeding to improve such
characters as forage quality. we will definitely hold any shipments of vetiver sexual seed until this matter is clarified.
It would be useful to have opinions from other members of the network. CIAT has oniy one accession which has
actually produced any seed so far. The amount of seed produced is extremely low compared to most of the other
tropical grasses with which we are working. Exchange of seed only between breeders could be an environmentally
acceptable solution to this very real problem.

The University of Hohenheim-CIAT project has now taken vetiver and other grasses and legumes into on-
farm conservation research in the Cauca Department of Colombia.

Farmer resistance to vetiver seems evident because of the lower forage quality of the species. This will
be my last communication on this project. In future all enquiries should be addressed to Dr. Karl Mueller
Saemann, Dr. Mabrouk El-Sharkawy or to Dr. Masaru Iwanaga (Genetic Resources UnitUCIAT). The latter will
be handling the matter of seed exchange (or not). It has been a pleasure to participate in this very exciting global
effort on this excellent species.

Table 11. Cassava and forage productivity, soil loss and runoff data for a range of cassava production systems for 1991-
1992 harvest compared to bare fallow on an Oxic Dystropept " at CIA Ts Santander de Quilichao Station in Colombia
(1000m altitude, rainfall 1625 mm (11 months).

System Cassava Frcsh Root 2 Forage Yield Run Off Run Off Soil Loss
Yield, t/ha t/ha mm % t/ha
(11 months) (11 months) (12 months) Rainfall (12 months)

1. Bare Fallow - 195 12 210

2. Cassava on Flat
Cultivation 22.7 - 81 5.1 4.6

3. Cassava on Contour
Ridges 23.3 - 63 3.9 3.8

4. Cassava underplanted
with Zornia 12.9 2.4 119 7.4 0.9

5. Cassava underplanted
with Centrosema

catiSliium 13.2 3.5 91 5.7 1.2

6. Cassava underplanted
with Kudzu 16.0 1.9 91 5.7 4.0

7. Cassava on flat with
Elephant grass strips' 16.2 4.6 93 5.8 3.5

8. Cassava on flat with
Vetiver gr,ass strips 23.5 2.4 81 5.1 1.2

1 Acid soil (pH 4.2), Al saturation 50%/-85%, low nutrient status in shallow A horizon (15-25cm); avg. slope 15%.
2 Cassava yields for 11 months; Vetiver barriers planted 12 months earlier.
3 Area occupied by Elephant grass is 25% of plot area.
4 Area occupied by Vetiver is 12.5% of plot area; Vetiveria zizanioides underplanted with Arachis pintoi.

.m~.x.:.:.:.:. ~' ,'.............' .... .M.
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THE NEWSLETTER constraint to meeting demand for Nursery Management 151
planting material. The remaining Low input Nureries 154planting remaining ~~~~Raised Bed Nurseries 155
individuals did not specify why they CHntaiserized Nurseries 156

In Newsletter #7 (11/91) the feltthatfuturedemandwouldnotbe Mechanized Nurseries 157
Network sent out a questionnaire possible to meet. Alternative Propagation Methodsl6e
on the subject of the propagation of Of the 89 persons responding Tissue Culture 162

vetiver. Part of our concern in in the affirmative to the question Commercialization 162

sending this out was to get at the about being able to propagate suf- Vetiver Awards Reminder 163
question of how demand for vege- ficient vetiver, nursery production
tative material might be met on a rateswerehighfor18,moderatefor
large scale. In the questionnaire we 23, low for 10, and 5 relied on native
asked for information from people grass populations; 2 respondents
and also requested them to tell us relied on containerized plant pro-
what information they needed. This duction using polybags. Those with
Newsletter is in response to what high nursery production rates
people have told us and what they tended to be in tropical climates, Proposed Strategles To Meet
have told us theywould like to know. about evenly humid and semi-arid; Propagation Needs
Our intention is to provide informa- those with moderate rates tended Those who responded to the
tion for each level ot vetiver produc- to be in humid areas, and about survey generally did not seem to be
tion from small-scale to large-scale; evenly distributed between tropical concerned about meeting central-
we also hope that this may provoke and subtropical areas. ized targets or the size of areas that
some further response on ques- potentially could be covered. Their
tions regarding propagation. answers reflected an attitude that

Photo 1. Vetiver's massive root small-scale propagation by a large
Questlonnalre Results system. Pttroconsy .r. Pt.l.uon number of farmers, NGOs, locally-

In total we received 148 re- based projects, etc will solve the
sponses, of which 115 came from . ,jaj problem. Almost 80% of the re-
people who have vetiver. Out of spondents indicated that the long-
those with vetiver, 89 see no prob- , term needs must be met throughi
lems with propagating sutticient - such a de-centralized approach.
material to meet future demand for Other recommendations included
establishing vetiver hedgerows, micropropagation (tissue culture),
whereas 17 respondents did feel containerized propagation, and
that there would be some prob- large-scalegovernmentorcommer
lems. The rest either did not com- cial nurseries. Discussion of all of

ment or were not sure. There were the above techniques are contained
no apparent regional or climatic k. in this Newsletter.
trends amongst those who re-
sponded in the negative. ~ Absolutely DO NOT Plant

Among the 17 who felt that fu- Vetiver Seed
ture demand could not or would not - i> Several respondents to the
be possible to meet, 6 reported ' - , - 4. . vetiver propagation questionnaire
poor nursery production rates and 3 -, recommended using seed and this
responded that lack of funding and/ is something that we feel is an ex-
orgovernmentsupportwasthe main t Iremely dangerous idea. One of the
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greatest advantages of vetiver is
that it has not spread as a weed
from seed and become a pest. The
northern Indian-types of vetiver,
however, which flower and seed
freely do produce some seed which
is viable and will germinate - usu-
ally only under a fairly narrow range
of conditions such as are not nor-
mally found in agricultural areas
(rainfed or irrigated). However, a
program of propagation through
seed would result in selection for
plants with a greater potential for
becoming invasive. In this fashion
we could create our own weed
problem. The Network requests
that vetiver users take the respons-i
bility to not begin, or, if already
propagating from seed, to halt all Pyuto g,vigo y of Dr. P.ma troan
seed-based propagation. Please Photo 2. Vetiver protecting a paddy field along a river in Bangladesh.
be aware that it may only take one and become pests and 2) plants when planting the collected mate-
incidence of vetiver spreading from from seed display a high degree of rial in your nursery, throw away
plants selected for their ability to heterogeneity whereas clonal ma- older plant parts that have flowered
sexually reproduce to cast suspi- terial is uniform; in a hedgerow a or seeded. Once having flowered
cion on vetiver's use. We have a high degree of uniformity is desir- and gone to seed, vetiver (and all
good technology, let us not lose it able. Therefore, the Network urges other plants) will exhibit reduced
intentionally, extreme caution when dealing with vigor and decreased growth rates.

vetiver propagation with seed. One Use young, vigorous plant material
Throughou th.e. history T of the most important characteris- both in planting the nursery and in

.... whe .... . fNU n tics of vetiver grass is the fact that it establishing hedges.
can be introduced with little or no country,

Do Not Use Seeds I The Net- fear that it will become a weed.wulunant. W e
work very strongly urges all people However, if one begins selecting for
who are working with and selecting plants which are more easily estab-
vetiver to avoid the use of seeds. lished from seed, a problem may The following is abstracted
Throughout the history of vetiver's potentially be created where one from a recent report by Dr. P.K.
movement around the world, up to did not exist before. Select, collect, Yoon from Bangladesh i
today when it is found in almost and use vegetative material, NOT With the gready availability of
every country on earth, we do not SEED i Vetiver growing wild in the country,
have any reports of vetiver's spread- When collecting material bear the first reaction was that nurseries
ing as a weed from seed. Yet we in mindthatthere maybe more than would be redundant. When needed,
know that there are accessions one cultivar of Vetiveriazizanioides Vetivercouldbe collectedand trans-
which flower and seed freely and availabletoyou. Itwould be wise to ported back for planting. However,
whose seed can be brought to ger- put out trials in your area using as the above assumption may be af-
minate. We consider that vetiver many different provenances of fected by: i) transport and collec-
seed is notgoodfortwo reasons: 1) vetiver as possible. This is not to tion costs and logistics; fi) adverse
vetiver seed, when viable germi- say that a start cannot be made with weather condition, e.g. the project
nate under a fairly narrow range of the planting materials on hand, team was supposed to collect the
conditions - conditions which are rather that for long term promoti on plant materials for planting in early
not normally found in agricultural of vetiver as a conservation species July, but the collection was not
areas (rainfed or irrigated). We it would be prudent to ensure hay- carried out because of flood; iii)
consider this to be advantageous ing the best material possible for some of the Vetiver plants in the
as then the plants do not spread Your area and conditions. Finally,
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field may be weakened by over- '| propagation questionnaires, the
grazing. worst nursery production rates

In addition to the concerns that How Long Should Vetiver Be tended to be in colder locations.
Dr. Yoon raises above, again, with Grown In The Nursery ? However, notice the word "tended",
collection from native populations Nursery establishment should about one-third of the locations in
there is the question of selecting take place sufficiently in advance of which the best production rates
types which reproduce more read- the optimaltime for hedgerow plant- occurred were colder and about
ily from seed. One must consider ing in order that an adequate supply one-third of the worst production
carefully the circumstances under of material is assured. "Sufficiently rates came from nurseries in the
which one finds the wild vetiver. If in advance" will be determined pri- warmer locations. Vetiver is atropi-
plants are non-uniformly spread marily by management inputs and cal plant. It prefers a warmer cli-
along a waterway or within a flood climate. Analysis of the information mate. It is also a C4 plant, that
plain orwetland, this would suggest that came in on the propagation means that as temperature rises,
that this particular type was not questionnaires showed no correla- vetiver will continue to grow faster
readily establishing from seed. If, tion between rainfall, minimum and faster as long as it is not con-
however, there are large, uniform temperatures, or length of growing strained by moisture and lack of
patches or areas of vetiver this may season and months in the nursery nutrients. Therefore, in areas where
indicate a potentially weedy type. temperature is a constraint to nurs-
Even in this first case, caution is Number of Slips ery growth, the strategy should be
urged. Perform afew tests yourself Months In High Average to have the vetiver as well estab-
on the germination rate of the seeds. Nursery Yield Yield lished as possible coming into the
If the seed readily germinates un- warmer months. Best estimates
der controlled conditions, look for 3 22 14 suggestthat minimum soil tempera-
other sources of planting material 4 29 17 tures above aboutl50C are neces-
where this is not a problem. 5 37 20 sary for growth to begin. Locate

6 44 23 nurseries where soils warm the
7 51 26 fastest in the spring, be sure that
8 59 30

.DIFFERETR 8 56 33 cold air drainage is good. Moist
.'-""vAi :THEIRSPEIFI 10 73 36soils heat up and maintain heat

ATTRlBU N11 81 39 better than drier soils. If possible,
-- -. ER 8 1 .2 88 43 mulch the nursery with the vetiver

24 176 81 cuttings going into the cold period.
This is an area where we are Table 1. Nursery production rates as Produce strong plants, they resist

sorely lacking in information and it estimated from information provided cold better and grow faster-irri-
is becoming more and more critical. by respondent to the vetiver gate, fertilize and weed the nursery!
We know that there are differences propagation questionnaire. Anothersuggestion from Mr. Gueric
between various accessions of . Boucard of Leakey, Texas is tovetiver vandouhisis repaccedyiorne ° oryield of planting material from the burn back the vetiver if its leaves
vetiver and this Is repeatedly borne nursery. Even the amount of time are killed by a frost. He says if youout whenever comparisons are over which vetiverwas grown in the wait for it to dry out after the frost,
made between gross morphology nursery was not a particularly good then burn it, it will come back earlier
and biomass production. We have measure of how much planting and more rapidly in the next grow-
strong evidence to suggest that material might be produced. This ing season.
vetiver from north India represents suggests that the most important In answerto"How Long Should
a different type than vetiver from variable is the management which Vetiver Be Grown In The Nursery?",
south India. What we lack is spe- is put into nurserying....the better we cannot answer that for you.
cific knowledge that lends itself to the management, the faster the Since it will depend on your local
improved management and plant plants grow and the higher the conditions, use your own judge-
selection. Any ideas out there how production. Good management ment and experience ask the opin-
we can solve this problem? Any equals good yield. ions of others who are good with
volunteers? This is perhaps the Undoubtedly climate does af- plants and know your area. Man-
priority area for vetiver research at fect growth and even the best man- age your nursery so as to get the
this time. agement cannot overcome all cli- best production possible. What the

matic constraints. In looking at the Network can tell you is the average
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pose at all. They contend that vetiver
slips omly grow after they put out
new roots. Plant 2-3 tillers every
15cm to 40cm depending on the
level of inputs and time in the nurs-
ery. Nurseries where little fertiliza-
tion and/or little or no irrigation is
available should be spaced farther
apart. Longer nurserying periods
mandate wider spacings as well.

2:i ,Between rows, a spacing of 15cm
e';v to 40cm is also appropriate.

FertlIlzation
_I ii<iji If possible, soil testing should

be done to ascertain the levels of
*^- available soil nutrients and aid in

, .S4^: ~ ' e '9_r-' 6 <' '^'9''4x-X*',j* ................... 't''S~ .....deciding the nursery's fertilizer re-
gime. Optimum levels of fertiliza-

Phtocuny ofM.tC^= tion are not known at this time,
Photo 3. Roadside stabilization with vetiver in Malaysia. Plantings were however the benefits of fertilization
established from vetiver nurseried in polybags. to nursery production are certain.

nursery yields thatwere reported to clayey. If the ribbon breaks easily it Workin the United States has shown
us in the propagation questionnaires is a clay loam. If the ribbon does not an increase in tiller production of
and they are reported to you in and is flexible, it is a clay. Neither of 56% one year and 183% the next
Table 1. these two are recommended. year between unfertilized and fertil-

Reportedly, vetiver grows bet- ized vetiver (Igbokwe, et al, Vetiver
Nursery Soils ter under slightly acid soil condi- Newsletter #7). This particular

Sandier textured soils are pre- tions. experiment was conducted using
ferred as this makes it much easier 241 kg/ha of 13-13-13-31 kg/ha
to lift the vetiver clumps at harvest. Nursery Preparation total N, 14 kg/ha available P, and 25
However, sandy soils are drought Land should be prepared as kg/ha water soluble K - in soils
prone soils. It is by far the best would be done for any crop to pro- with extractable nutrient levels of
practice to irrigate your nursery; in vide a well-aerated rooting zone, 68 kg/ha (moderate) and 216 kg/ha
sandy soils it is an absolute neces- clods broken up, etc. If available, it (low) of P and K, respectively. In
sity if you wish to achieve even is always good to incorporate farm India 250 kg/ha of di-ammonium
average production rates. Network yard manure, animal manure (pig phosphate is recommended. This
correspondents generally recom- manure seems best), green ma- is the equivalent of 53 kg/ha of N
mend sandy to loam soils. These nure, and/or oil seed cake during and 58/ha of P. Mr. John Green-
types of soils can be identified by land preparation. field had earlier noted that use of
simple means. Moisten the soil and phosphate and nitrogen together
squeeze it in the hand - sands will Planting of Vetiver was beneficial. It is also reported
stick together in a clump, but the Irrigate the soils or wait until from Indiathatsplitdosesof ureaat
clump will easily crumble when soil moisture levels are good, prior 45, 75, and 105 days after planting
touched and handled.Asandy loam, to transplanting into the nursery. is beneficial. Doses of urea at 50-
will bear careful handling without Plow a shallow furrow to accomo- 125 kg/ha- 21 kg/ha to 58 kg/ha N
breaking. A loam soil can be handled date slips such that not more than 2 - were reported.
freely without breaking. cm of the tops would be buried in

It is strongly recommended to the furrow. Do not worry about the Irrigation
avoid clayey soils for nurseries. To amount of root on the slips, vetiver Irrigation is absolutely essen-
identify these soils, again, moisten will establish without roots. Some tial to good production rates in the
the soil and squeeze it between persons with practical experience nursery. The purpose of nurserying
your thumb and forefinger. If you in growong vetiver report that resid- is to provide optimum conditions for
can form "ribbons" with the soil it is ual roots on the slips serve no pur- the plant in order to maximize pro-
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duction. Dryland nurserying of
course can be done, but it simply 4

will not produce the amounts of
materialthatirrigatednurseriescan.
Irrigation, in combination with good
management practices, can more V

than pay tor itself by reducing the -

unit cost of planting material to in-
significant sums. Without irrigation -;

and management, labor costs will -

keep the unit cost of planting mate-
rial high as production will be low.
The only good alternatives to irriga- ~ i='
tion are nursery establishment in 4

landscape positions which main-
tain adequate levels ot soil mois-
ture throughout the nurserying pe-
riod (e.g. bottoms of gullies with - ; -
watersheds over 10 to 25 ha, along -- A oo,,y 01, P.K 00..

stream banks, etc.). Photo 4. Attendees at the April 1992 International Vetiver Workshop inspect

In the semi-arid zone ot India, one of Dr. Yoon's hedges. Less than two years old, this well-formed hedge has

on soils with low water-holding ca- already trapped a substantial volume of sediment.

pacities, irrigations are given every
4 to 5 days for the first two months sate), Fusilade 2000 (fluazifop-p- lariasp.,andHelminthosporiumsp.)

and about every 7 days thereafter. butyl), and sethoxidimate will effec- by Dr. Yoon. Treatment consisted

tively kill vetiver (Igbokwe, et al, oftoppingtheaffectedplotsat4Ocm
Weeding Vetiver Newsletter #8) and there- and was effective.

Nurseries should be weeded fore are not recommended. Dr. InWeiliCounty,SichuanProv-

as necessary. Weed competition Yoon, in Malaysia, has also reported ince, P.R. China a so-called "sticky

can affect nursery production. Un- that Paracol damaged vetiver tops worm" - a 5cm long x 1cm in

weeded nurseries in Andhra when it drifted onto them uninten- diameterwormwithareddotonits
Pradesh, India were reported to tionally. In this case, however, the forehead-was found in their nurs-

produce 60% less tillers than plants fully recovered within 2.5 ery and seemed to be concentrat-

weeded nurseries. Nurseries in months. ing on vetiver leaves to the exclu-

Malaysia reported that vetiver grew sion of other available weeds and

well in competition with Borreria sp. Pruning grasses. Control was achievedwith

and some sedges, though noted From all accounts pruning in- a contact insecticide.
that Borreria sp. is a weak weed. creases tiller production; pruning The Boucards in southern

Establishment of nurseries in on a monthly basis is suggested. Texas report that they had severe

sand to loam soils will reduce labor Pruning below 40cm is not recom- damping off problems some 15

needed for weeding. Row spacing mended at this time. According to years ago when they first began

to accommodate mechanical or our best information, pruning below planting vetiver. Control was

animal drawn implements for inter- this level may retard growth. Prun- achieved through application ot

row cultivation may also reduce ings can be used as mulch to re- fungicides. (ed. note: damping off,

weeding costs. duce water losses and slow weed acommon nurserydisease, hasnot

While herbicidesgenerally are growth. If labor is expensive, a been reported in any other nurser-

cost-etfective in nursery use, the mechanized grass-cutter would ies with which the Network is aware

Networkhaslittleinformation atthis would decrease labor input to less and so does not appear to be a

timeonspecificherbicidesandtheir than 1.5 mandays/ha per cutting. common phenomena at this time.)

use along side of vetiver. From The Network has no reports of

India, Atrazine is reported to be in Pest Management significant nursery pests or dis-

nursery use and in Malaysia work is Fungal attacks have been re- eases.

being carried out on this subject. It ported within crowded nurseries in

is reported that Roundup (glypho- Malaysia (Nigrospora sp., Curvu-
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Culling planning perspective this makes put in the ground, it will not grow.
A nursery should have the goal sense. One should never start off This is not to say that if you cannot

of producing only high quality, by asking, "How cheaply can I do affordirrigation,fertilizerandalotof
healthy, and vigorously growing this?" The correctquestion is "What labor that you cannot nursery
plant material. It is only such mate- is the best job that I can do with the vetiver; rather if you cannot provide
rial which makes anysense to plant, resources at my disposal?" In nurs- these things frompurchased inputs,
regardlessofwhetheritisvetiveror erying of vetiver (and most other you can provide a better environ-
any other plant. It is extremely fool- activities) there are economies of ment through planning. Below are
ish to waste time and resources scale and inputs- the bigger the some ideas.
planting poor quality material out in operation the cheaper the unit cost Anumberof suggestions come
the field. It can cause frustration, of production and up to some opti- from the Network on how to mini-
extra labor, and even failure. To mum the returns to production for mize inputs for vetiver production.
achieve the aim of providing farm- anygiven input will often more than Most of these suggestions would
ers with good quality material one pay for themselves. That having beappropriateforthe individual user
of the simplest things a nursery can been said, what we have presented or small groups.
do is just throw away any plant inotherarticlesisamixofbasicand -noformalnurseries,justplant

whichdoesnotlookgood. Produc- ideal practices. It is up to you to slips along the roadside, etc. On
tion planning the coffee plan-
should allow for I, tation we leave
a minimum of themfor2years
15% - 20% of during which
total estimated timewecutthem
production as *. for mulch. We
being substan- getup to 250 till-
dard. If in doubt, ers/plant. From
throwitout.Train Mr. ShImells
yourself and/or . -.- _,; Kebede in
your nursery Ethiopia, where
workerstogetrid has about
ot poor plants 500km ot vetiver
and poor plant hedges on the
parts. At harvest, plantation where
throw out tillers he is located.
which are not PR ln
healthy and vig- S double rows of
orous. Make : -- , vetiver as
sure that if you PPo Aim rde rnaynfJ-E- siyi hedges, next
p u r c h a s e Photo 5. An informal, roadside nursery in an Ethiopian coffee plantation. These year uproot one
vetiver, that you plants may be left for 2 years and produce up to 250 tillers/plant before they are row and use it to

Y harvested for hedgerow plantings within the coffee fietds. rowfand use ithtolet it be known gapfill the other.
that you will only buy quality tillers. judge the resources that you have Then plant another double row with

Also, this is one area of nurs- available relative to the work you the rest, repeat each year. Plant a
ery management on which the wish to accomplish and figure out nursery only if votiver is scarce.
Network has little information. If what is the best job you can do in From Mr. R.S. Patil.
you have a nursery, let us know propagation. Aswe have said be- - maintainasmallnurserywith
what percent cull you find neces- fore,vetiverisatoughplantandwill yeararoundproduction, takeplants
sary. grow under some fairly unfavorable whenever you need them. Always

conditions. But it is a plant and it is replant what you take, when you
LOWINPUT NURSERIES AND Low toughonlyrelativetootherplants ... it take it. From Mr. F.W. M'buka.

COST PRODUCTION you do not get water to it, it will not - casualpropagation of plants
grow; if it has no nutrients upon wherever there is space and good

Previous articles in this News- which to draw, it will not grow; if it is moisture such as paddy bunds,
letter have stressed a high input ap- choked out by weeds or stomped banks oftanks, andstreams. From
proach to vetiver nurserying; from a on and grazed from the moment it is Mr. Mihlr Kumar Jha.
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- establish local, farmer-man-
aged nurseries in the wetter sites
within each watershed - in all wa-
tersheds a spot can be found that is
wet throughout the year. From Mr.
Gunnar Jakobsen.

- contract with farmers to pro-
duce small amounts, give them
enough material to establish about
a 750 plant nursery. Buy it back at
an agreed upon price. From Mr.
P.C. Romkes. njrr;f'i''"''""w 

- provide credit and procure-
ment contracts to small farmers.
From Mr. KonaJe Gopalkrlshna.

- small individual nurseries
andfarmernurseriesarebest. From
Mr. Ran It Kumar Roy ,Mr. M. Ph~oto cow%sy of Dr. PA.KooMr. RanJi KumarRPhoto 6. Where a house once stood along this riverbank in Bangladesh, a
Singa Rao, Mr. Chris ElJkemans, vetiver hedge continues to protect the site long after the occupants who planted
and Mr. Vaughn Redfern. it moved away.

- take tillers from established
hedges. From Mr. Michael tillers per clump (farmer's report). rows of vetiver slips which will be
Poshkus and Mr. Alemu Mekon- This rate of production was consid- planted across the bed. Based on
nen. ered satisfactory because of the experience in Malaysia, if time in

- small nurseries, plant at the low input. the nursery is to be more than 3
onset of the rains; good water sup- Production from Dr. Yoon's low months, than ideally no more than 2
ply makes all the difference. From input nursery, at 4 months, would rows of vetiver should be planted in
Mr. Michael Poshkus. provide enough material for about each bed. This is because growth

- if there is no hurry, simply 40 to 60km of hedgerow. This up to 3 months has been satisfac-
remove slips from your own estab- assumes a 20% cull and 2 or 3 slips tory, but after that the plants in the
lished plants year-by-year and ex- every 15cm. centralrows tend to growandmulti-
tend the length of the hedge. From ply more slowly as a result of the
Mr. C. Buford Brlscoe. shading effect. Unless land is a

- nursery in damp valley bot- NuRsEYn IA constraint, or nurserying will not go
toms. From Mr. Robert J. Sims. BEDS past 3 months (or the time at which

Dr. Yoon also provides us with -_-_-.___-_-_- _-____ under your nursery conditions the
his redpe for a low input nursery: Raised beds may have an ad- plants would enter into severe light

A large block of approximately vantage over planting in the ground competition), then 2 rows of vetiver
0.2 hawasploughedandrotovated. based on reduced labor inputs for slipsplanted 15cm apart works well.
Tillers were directly planted with a harvesting of the plants and weed- If you can (or must) use more than
planting distance of 15cm x 15cm. ing. The raised beds themselves 2 rows, then the bed width should
One round of dried chicken dung might be formed either by hand or not be any wider than what can be
was appliedatone weekafterplant- with a walking tractor, with the latter easily managed or about lm.
ing. This approach ensures low the less expensive of the two. In To ensure good growth, one
estalishment cost. There was little areas where labor costs especially nugget of Kokeilplant (6 gm of 5-5-
maintenance cost- with planting limit nursery management options, 5-1(Mg)) is recommended. Dr. Yoon
in the normal rainy season, water- this system may result in lower plant also recommends the Sumisansui
ing was not needed. Also, there production costs. tube irrigation system (produced by
was no weeding nor any pest and The following information Japan) as in the polybag nurseries.
dlsease control measures. Plants comes from the Network's all- In harvesting his nurseries at 5
were growing well by 2.5 months around expert on vetiver, Dr. P.K. months, on 2 occasions the aver-
andmanagedto compete with other Yoon of Malaysia. age yields from the 2 plant/row
weeds. Sampling of 100 clumps at The width of the bedsprepared system were 21.1 tillers/plant
4 months showed average of 11 should be based on the number of (±0.59)and2O.6tillers/plant(±0.92),
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based on counting 486 and 185 ticular situations. The advantages polybag materials with their vigor-
plants, respectively. of containerized stock are: First, ous root systems encased in a core

Ina6plant/rownursery, plants plants grown in containers are of soilwill allowearlyestablishment
were established on a 15cmx 15cm planted in the field with well-devel- and growth when transplanted. In
spacing, with a Sumisan- Photo 8, it can be seen
sui irrigation system in that the root system is
beds that had received a well-developed and has
liberalapplication ofdried bound the soil in the
chicken dung. Each bed container effectively.
wasabout lmx50m with Finally, polybag produc-
0.9mspacingin-between tion should rarely result
and had 1800 plants. In i n plants which must be
total, 6 beds were3planted "M culled. Nursery output
with 10,800 plants. The *~should be close tol100%
plants were ready for use of production.
in the fieldafter2 months; T ; . *** Situations under
however, for multiplica- , _ which the increased
tion, the plants were left cost may be justified
to grow longer. It was es- would normally be
tima ted that these beds .those where protection
produced more than of high value infrastruc-
150,000 tillers after the ture is the goal. Ex-
first 3 months. amples of this might be

On a per ha basis, for the farmer who has
Dr. Yoon's production is onstructed a new
equivalent tou about house on a steep slope,
189,000 plants produc- for new road cuts, on
ing about 2.63 million till- ~ ~~any fill slopes or main
ers in 3 months. This is s irrigation canals. Liter-
sufficient planting mate- rcally anywhere where
rial to establish about a the cost of stabilization
1316km to 195km of would be measured
hedgerow assuming2or At co s t against the replace-
3 slips each 15cm, with- Ment costs of the infra-
out any culling of plants.<- structure should stabili-
In practice, it is a good Photo coust ofcDr. Pai Yoon zation methods fail.
idea to assume that oto 7. A polybag nursery in Malasia. Containerized stock
some percentage of plants should oped, relatively undisturbed root might also be found economic in
not be utilized as there will be some systems. This reduces establish- stabilization of gullies. Mr. Mike
older, less vigorous material. As- ment time considerably. Second, Materne, with the U.S. Soil Conser-
suming a 15% cull, this still leaves planting with containerized stock is vation Service found that he could
adequate material to establish 110 almost equivalent to putting out a take containerized plants and, us-
to 167km of hedgerow using top one year hedgerow immediately. ing old welding rods as pins, estab-
quality plants. At close spacing, the containerized lish hedges rightacross areaswhere

material with its larger plants, in concentrated flows were causing
effect, gives an almost functional active down-cutting. The potential

CONTAINERZED NURSRY STOCK hedgerow within the time it takes for use in these areas - infrastructure
the roots to penetrate the surround- protection and gully control - is

A number of individuals on the ing soil and anchorthe plant. Thirdly, enormous.
Network are currently using under high stress situations, e.g. According to some of the writ-
polybags or other containers in very poor and friable soil with low ings of Dr. P.K. Yoon, polybags
which to nursery vetiver. While nutrient content, severe erosion (0.05mm) of 5" x 7" work well.
costs are higher using this method, from multiple directions, and diffi- Multiple tillers can be used instead
it has certain advantages for par- cult climatic conditions, the use of of single tillers. This way the tillers
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primarily need only to regenerate i'
their root systems; accordingly, the
time in the nurserytoproducequality
plants may be reduced. IN f I

In preparing tillers for polybag
planting, Dr. Yoon suggests that , 'X
the tops should be cut to about 20
cm with the roots cut to 4-5cm. At
planting, not more than 2cm of the
tops should be buried. To ensure
good growth, especially of the root
system, one nugget ot Kokei (6 gm I

of 5-5-5-1(Mg)) should be put into
the polybags one week after plant-
ing.

He reminds us that vetiver is
sensitive to shade and the arrange- Pht-o c-Y 01 Dr. P.K Yoc

ment ot polybags is therefore criti- Photo 8. A comparison of the root systems of plants raised in polybags and the
cal. Only 2 polybags per row should roots of freshly cut tillers. The ages of the polybag plants are given. Note the
be used. With more polybags per active root mass after 2, 3, and 4 months

row, the plants in the centre will be ing material (with more than 10 till- Their interest in vetiver farming in
shaded and thus perform poorly. ers) for US$ 0.05 ea. recent decades has been to pro-
For the same reason the spacing A plan for an irrigated 10-acre duce oil from the root, however,
between the polybag rows should polybag nursery (4 ha) in Bangla- their operations for this purpose
be one metre. A good arrangement desh showed estimated nursery would equally serve for mechanized
is shown below in Figure 1. startup costs at US$ 3,000. The nurserying and hedgerow estab-

Dr. Yoon prefers mechanized nursery would produce 1.3 million lishment. Please note that the
watering to normal watering be- plants annually on a 4 month cycle, Boucards operation is an irrigated
cause of better control of the quality i.e. raise and distribute 3 lots of one, as should be any nurserying
of watering. The Sumisansui tube plants/year. This would provide operation.
irrigation system (produced by enough planting material for 195 InAmerican agriculture, large-
Japan) is favoured in Malaysia kmothedgerow/yearwhenplanted scale"isarelativeterm. American
because it is cheap to install. on 15cm centers. Recurrent costs Vetivert Corporation or A VC (ed.
However, any irrigation system may would be covered under the US$ note the Boucard's company) has
be used and he has seen seen 0.05/polybag plant. hadupto200acresofvetiverunder
overhead sprinkler systems that Dr. Yoon suggests regular cultivation in South Texas, and
appear to meet the need. monthly pruning to 40cm to encour- called it large-scale vetiver farming,

On a recent consultancy to age tiller formation. primarily because of its large drain
Bangladesh, Dr. Yoon estimated on the company's small research
the cost ot the system described and development budget. On the
above. Such an arrangement, in MECHANIZED NURSERYING OF other hand, A VC's farming partner
Bangladesh, would allow produc- VETIVER FOR LARGE-SCALE has some 5,000 acres under the
tion of one polybag of quality plant- PRODUcInON plow at any given time, and another

5,000 acres in cow pastures and
Figure t. Arrangermient of polybags idle farm land. But, certainly, the
for a veliver nursery The following article was con-

followinyMr.Guei ocr large-scale mechanized propaga-tributed by Mr. Guertc Boucard, tion of vetiver would seem to have
who, with his brother Victor, has consofrabeverit o
operated the largest vetiver farm (of considerable meint.
which we are aware) in the world. The queston that arses is,
The Boucards have been involved how does one propagate vetivert
with vetiver for more or less their on a large scale? Propagating

entire lives as their father was an vetiver on a large scale is relatively
2enthusiast about the plant as well easy, because there are only a5 or

, I r 1 > ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~20 mistakes and pitfalls to avoid.
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Holland, and Intemational There is, however, one impor-
Harvester. tant distinction which separates

Needless to say, full vetiver from other labor intensive
mechanization of the vetiver crops, and makes all the difference
crop is an absolute neces- in the world. Fruit and vegetable
sity for large-scale propa- crops have to be harvested within a
gation, especially in the narrow time window, and very large
United States. Often how- scale operations of several thou-
ever, the patient and skillful sand acres are rarely practical.
modificationofexistingcon- However, vefiver is a perennial
ventional farming machin- grasswhichcanheharvestedatvir-
eries can produce satisfac- tually any time of the year (at least
tory results. One may find in south Texas). A 3.000 acre farm,
that a 90% mechanization taken a day at a time, is the same
of a particular agricultural as a 16 acre Mom & Pop farming
operation may be commer- operation.
cially acceptable. while the Some ofthespecializedvetiver

_ 111 Wachievement of the 100% farming machinery developed by
< mechanization goal maybe AVC is described below.

* 11 S"; v -,-A $1 Million down the road, 1.Vetiver transplanter. The_ and bring little additional AVC transplanter is a 4 or 6 row
profit. It is along these lines machine for 30 " to 38 " rows requir-

_Ph.-, > *X;Sr >,4 h that A VC has developed its ing two men per row to plant 8" to

Photo 9. The Boucard's vetiver root digger own special machinery. It 10" tall vetiver seedlings of 2" di-
(harvester), must he stressed however, ameter, 3" deep, and 18" on the

thatregardless of all thespe- row. A mechanism allows the injec-
Unfortunatelyin agriculture, it takes cial farming equipment developed tion of water and fungicide, root
one full calendar year to discover byAVC, vetiverremainsin the cate- activator, oranyotherchemical with
the results of each mistake and gory of labor intensive crops, such each seedling. The machine is a
correct them. Therefore, afternearly as vegetable crops, fruit crops, and modified tobacco transplanter which
20 years of experimentation (17 to tobacco. canplant8to 10acresperday. (ed.
be correct), AVC can make some
basicrecommendations forthe large Photo 10. Mr. Victor Boucard holds up a clump of vetiver which was harvested
scale planting and harvesting of with their root digger. P¶oICOyOfJo.n J*

vetiver, to those who may wish to
do so. It should be noted that cer-
tain requirements which pertain to
high quality root production do not
apply to the growing of vetiver for
seedling harvest. For instance.
vetiver will grow in sand, heavy
clay, rocky soils, volcanic soils, in
swamps, in saline river deltas, and
just about everywhere in tropical
and subtropical climates, but the
goodroots with high quality oil occur
onlyinafewoftheabove. Oncethe
right soil and geographical location
has been selected, the main prob-
lem lies in the development of
adequate farming machinery. Un-
fortunately,specializedvetiverfarm-
ing machinery is not to be found in
the catalogues of John Deere, New
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Photo coezl.y of Joan ktA Photo courtesy of Joan Now

Photo 1 1. The Boucard's vetiver stump slicer which cuts Photo 12. Mr. Gueric Boucard demonstrates how a
clumps into 5cm x 5cm blocks for use in the planter. mechanized planting unit works.
note: Mr. Boucard has confirmed The cost of manual shaving of root tion takes place.
that his planter could be modified from the clumps will have to be 4. Vetiver stump slicer. After
easily to both accommodate closer offset by revenues from the sale of shaving the roots, the clumps with
spacings between slips and plant- the clumps. 8" long leaves remain to be divided
ing across steep (by United States 3. Vetiver root digger. After up into seedlings of the adequate
standards) slopes, modifying, testing and destroying uniform size to accommodate the

2. Vetivergrass mower. AVC several potato diggers, peanut dig- mechanical transplanter. AVG has
can assert with confidence, for gers, rock pickers etc, A VG devel- devised a machine with two sets of
having tried them all, that no com- oped its own hea vy duty vetiver roo t gang saws which slices the clump
mercial mowers of any design, digger. This implement must be into clusters of seedlings (4 to 6
currently available on the U.S. pulled by avery large 4-wheel drive seedlings per cluster) measuring 2"
market, will mow a 24" diameter tractorsuch as the Steiger tractor or by 2', 8" long. This machine would
vetiver clump. The special sickle other makes of similar horsepower not needed be needed if preparing
bar mower designed by A VG and and wheel traction. The machine large 12"diameter clumps for plant-
mounted on a New Holland self- goes 16" deep and uproots two ing fast-developing erosion hedges.
propelled mower will even mow rows of vetiver clumps with each This is not to say that the smaller
vetiver to ground-level at nearly pass. Given good loose sandy soil, seedlings could not be used for
normal mowing speeds. In the event the roots are shaken clean before erosion hedges. But the shorter the
that all the clumps will be used falling into the wagon riding next to growing season, and the shorter
either for replanting or for sale to the digger. In less advantageous the rainy season, the more advis-
others for erosion hedges, the en- soil conditions, the roots have to be able it is to plant large clumps in
tire field will have to be mowed 8" shaken again by means of a sta- order to get the hedge established
abovegroundinordertoaccommo- tionary tumbler, at the processing quickly.
date the mechanical transplanter. shed where the seedling prepara-
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Mr. Boucard provides some
estimated cost figures for a mecha-
nized 3,000 acre (1215 ha) vetiver
farm, more about which can be
found in this Newsletter on Page 14
in the article entitled "The Potential
For Commercialization of Vetiver"

I ALTERNATIVE PROPAGIATION 1

The paragraphs immediately _l
below are taken from BOSTID's up- ll
coming publication: Vetiver: Thee|
Thin Green Line Against Erosion. i

Currently, vetiver is propa- 
gated mainly by root division or
slips. These are usually ripped off
the main clump and jabbed into the
ground like seedlings. Although the Photo courtesy ol Joan lilbr

growth may be tardy initially, the Photo 13. The Boucard's multi-row vetiver planter. The tank on top holds a
plants develop quickly once roots liquid fertilizer/fungicide mixture which treats each piece of planting material as
are established. Growth of 5 cmper it is put into the ground.
day for more than 60 days has been MultIpication By Culm-
,measured in Malaysia. Even where plant. Laying the culms on moist Branches
such rapid growth is not possible, sand and keeping them under mist When Vetiver clumps are re-
the plants often reach 2 min height results in the rapid formation of peatedly topped at 40 cmand when
after just a few months. shoots at each node. This is an they are more than 3 months old,

It is easy to build up large effective way to propagate new the cut -culms produced many
numbers of vetiver slips. The plant plants from hedge trimmings, branches at the internode. These
responds to fertilizer and irrigation . Cuttings. One Chinese branchescanbedetachedforplant-
with massive tillering, and each tiller farmer has successfully grown ing. A trial was set up to study the
can be broken off and planted. It is vetiver from stem cuttings. The multiplication and growth of these
important to put the nurseries on cuttings, each with two nodes, are culm- branches which were sepa-
light soil so the plants can be pulled planted at a 60 degree angle and rated into various types as follows:
up easily. then treated with a rooting A -most vigoro us with young shoots

Planting slips is not the only hormone-in this case, IMA (indole (with roots); B - less vigorous with
way to propagate vetiver. Other acetic acid). He achieved 70% young shoots (with roots); C -most

vegetative methods follow: survival. An interesting point was vigorous (with roots) - single plant;
* Tissue culture. Micropropa- that the original stems were cut in D - less vigorous (with roots) - single

gation of vetiver began in the late December, buried in the ground pat es ioos(ihu
1980s ~~~~~~over winter, then,sesti9wr roots) - single plant; F - Terminal

* Ratooning. Like its relative taken from these in early spring and shoots; G - Young shoots plants
sugarcane, the plant can be cut to planted in April. that were growing horizontally (with
the ground and left to resprout. The following is reprinted from small roots/without roots). Ailltypes

*Lateral budding. Research- Dr. P-K- Yoon's article in Vetiver produced good root system under
ers in South Africa are having suc- Newsletter #6 . Since the mist and transplanting success into
cess growing vetiver "eyes"~(inter- Newsletter's readership extends poyaswsnrl10%fal
calary buds on surface of crown) in beyondthose on our mailing list, we types (lowest 99.6% for type E).
seeding dishes. want to be sure that this Newsletter The multiplication and growth of the

* Cuims. Young stems easily is as complete as possible for those various branch types will be dis-
form new roots. This can be an who may not have access to the cussed later.
effective means for propa gating the previous ones.
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Multiplication By Culm-Cuttings has not been specifically tested my work, all methods using allplant
Itisrecommendedthatclumps because of time constraint. parts are used. This accounts for

of Vetiver be cut-back to 30-50 cm the large amount of materials that I
to encourage tillering. Early obser- Conclusion have produced and distributed.
vations suggest that too short cut- Vetiver is easy to multiply at
backs result in die-back of many low cost. Under normal conditions, Different Tiller Types
culms under Malaysian conditions. multiplication byplanting with tillers Preliminaryobservations have
An ad hoc trial testing 30, 40, 50, will give satisfactory results. How- suggestedthateachclumpofvetiver
and 60cm cut-back height sug- ever, refined methods of vegetative produces different types of tillers;
gested 40cm to be the best with propagation by culm branches and thus their growth and tiller forma-
least set-back to growth, minimum culm-cuttings may be considered tion would be quite different. This
die-back, and good tillering. from 2 viewpoints: (1) They will be would lead to high variations in

The tops are normally dis- of little value in mass vegetative response of experimental treat-
carded after cut-back at of 40cm propagation because they may not ments where assessment is by tiller
height. However, if the vetiver be commercially cost-effective (2) formation and dry matter produc-
clumps are 3 months or older, the They willbe of value in the following tion. This couldbe one of the causes
cut-tops include many culms. Each scenarios: (a) Initial stage of multi- of non-significant effect of fertilizer,
culm has varying numbers of inter- plication of a newly found cultivar. soil types, etc. previously reported.
nodalbuds which can be induced to (b) Initial stage of multiplication of a The experimental error may be
sprout and produce new plantlets newly imported cultivar. (c) Where higherthan the treatmenteffect. To
under mist. Three methods of root- base cultivars are imported at high overcome this, the tiller types must
ing under mist were tested: costfrom othercountries. Certainly be sorted out and the within-popu-

(I) Layering of culms. The these methods are much cheaper lation studied before planning any
whole stem was buried in sand-bed than the tissue culture method. experiment. The starting material
with the following results after 5 However, once the base source for must be the same tiller type and
weeks: (a) With leaf-sheath intact - multiplication is established, the fine-tuned to minimize experimen-
23.2% rooted; (b) With leaf-sheath normal method of splitting the tillers tal errors. The 4 major types are :T
removed - 28.4% rooted; (c) With shouldsuffice. In the earlyphase of Type A - the most mature
leaf-sheath slit - 35.7% rooted. and multiplies fast. The culm

(2) Rooting of Individual Photo 14. A mist chamber and sand bed for prdcsaviblnuero
node wooithgle f-set Intactdua propagation of vetiver from culmns. produces a variable number ofnode with leaf-sheath Intact propagation of vetiver from cPhoto cortvsy of Dr PAK Y.oo. culm-branches; dry matter pro-

at 5 weeks 5.1% rooted; at 9 ^ - duction is thus highly influenced.
weeks 14.6% rooted. This type is not good for experi-

(3) Rooting of Individual . mentation;
node with leaf-sheath slit - at . Types B & C - mature till-
5 weeks 31.4% rooted; at 6 _ . - ers, but with no culm formation.
weeks 52,7% rooted and; at 8 Suitable for raising plants for
weeks 76.3% rooted. experimental purposes.

Treatment (3) of rooting Type D - youngest tillers.
each nodal culm cutting with the ¾ e Tend to give variable growth.
leaf-sheath slit was the most
promising. - Different Culm-Branches

Anassessmentof5-month FMW7 Previous work (reported
old clumps in the groundyielded Jhre) shows that different types
16.4± 1.4 cuttings. The number of culm-branches can be rooted
of cuttings from each clump was oE' easilyundermistandthen trans-
highly variable. Note that the planted easily into the soil. The
above work was done under t rate of tiller production was
mist. However, based on expe- studied and the results showed
rience with other crops, similar significant differences of tiller
results would likely be obtained production by the various culm-
if materials are rooted in sand- l branch types which also lead to
bed under polythene sheet to - differences in dry matter pro-
keep the atmosphere moist; this duction. For experimental pur-
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pose the different types of culm- ers in garden-size plots, in coun- acre per year (grass farming only),
branches should be grouped sepa- tries such as Haiti, Indonesia, China, the costofbiomass fuel would trans-
rately. etc. Apparently, producers in the late into US$ 0.002 per KWh, not-

Reunion Island and Brazil do have withstanding the cost of operating
larger fields and some degree of the power plant. Power utilities

TISSUE CULTURE 1 mechanization. A vetiver planta- would purchase the electricity at
- tion of 1,000 acres would have to about US$0.03 per KWh, generat-

There are a number of indi- claim a 10% market share and one ingmorethanUS$3millionofreve-
viduals on the Network who are new 2,000 acre would immediately nuesforthe farm. Or, the dry, pellet-
currently working with tissue cultur- create a glutand, typically, the price ized vetiver leaves could be sold as
ing of vetiver. For a listing ot those of the oil would drop below the cost roughage to feed mills, or as fuel to
individuals names and addresses, of production for several months, existing power plants and cement
please write to: hurting all the producers in third kilns at US$ 10perton, for US$ 1.2

James Smyle world countries, and perhaps put- Million per year, without the capital
Attn: Vetiver Tissue Culture ting them out of business. cost and the headache of running a
1818 H St. NW However, the large-scale power plant or any other major
Washington, DC 20433 mechanizedpropagation of vetiver industrial facility.
USA would seem to have considerable After 3 years, the diameter of
Specify whether you currently merit in other areas of agriculture, the vetivert clumps will become so

are carrying out tissue culture with such as a combined biomass fuel large that they will touch each other
vetiver or if you are in need of infor- productionandasa sourceofvetiv- on the row, and become too large
mation on how to tissue culture er seedlings for planting erosion (about 24 inches diameter) for the
vetiver. hedgesin the entire Southem United mower wheels to ride on the soil

States and Mexico. For instance, between the rows. The clumps will
based onAVCs ownyieldsofvetiver have to be uprooted, divided up,

THE POTENTIAL FOR grass per acre, a 3.000 acre irri- andreplanted, the latter which would
COMMERCIALIZATION OF VETIVER gated vetiver farm could produce require only 20% of the uprooted

120,000 tons per year of dry bio- vetiver. There will be considerable
mass fuel (vetiver leaves).

The following Is abstracted Vetiver being a perennial Pholo 15. Tisue culturing ot vetiver.
from a very interesting letter which . s c h r
Mr. Gueric Boucard sent to the grass which can he har-
Network. It envisions the develop- around, the entire 3,000
ment of a unique, vetiver-based, acres could he mo wed
farming/commercial operation. once or twice a year at the

As producers of vetiver and rate8or 16acresperday

other essential oils, it would be far(say a maximum of 50
for American Vetivert acres a day to make up for
Corporation's (A VC) principals to ainy days), and up an
caution vetiver enthusiasts that averain da and unis an
vetiver farming for the purpose of daverage of32 tonsofue per

root roducion nd esentia oilhour to fire a boiler. Again,
production is not to be looked upon based on A VC principal's
as a new crop for every farmer to own experience of firing
get into on any significant scale, boilers with waste biomass
We estimate the world consump- on a smaller scale, such
tion of vetiver oil from all sources to an amount of fuel (taken at
be 2, 000 drums peryear or rougttly 6, 000 btu,b) couldproduce
1 million pounds (see editors note, sufficient steam to gener-
below). Based on the yield of roots ate 14 Megawatts of elec-
per acre and the yield of oil per ton trcy ASming that e
of roots, this translates into approxi- operation of such a large-
mately 10,000 acres of vetiver scale vetiver grass farm
worldwide, planted by small farm- would cost US$100 per
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rootproduction from this operation, add up to more than US$4.2 million, At that time an independent, exter-
and although the quality and the and do a lot of good things in the nal panel will choose the awardees
yieldof the roots of 3year oldplants process. A rough estimate of capi- (with the exception of the Yolo
is poor, sufficient oil could be ex- tal and operation costs forthis hypo- County Award, see below); all
tracted from such roots to pay for thetical 3,000 acre vetiver opera- awards will be made by June 1,
the operation andgenerate a profit, tion wouldbe US$5million, of which, 1993. All materials received should
without upsetting the vetiver oil 60% would be for the irrigated farm be sent with the understanding that
market. Texarome Inc., of Leakey, andirrigation system, 20% for farm- they will not be returned and that
Texas, a distiller of essential oils ing andprocessing equipment and they will become public information
has a standing offer to purchase buildings, and 20% for operating and shared with the Vetiver Net-
vetiver roots at US$350 a ton. At a capital. work. All relevant information re-
root yield of 3 tons per acre, this ceived will be incorporated into a
translates into over US$ 1 million of Ed. Note: According to infor- Newsletter (or Newsletters if war-
additional revenues for the farm. mation from the International Trade ranted) for publication by July 1993.

Still, some 70% to 80% of the Centre, in 1986 the world trade in
uprooted clumps would be avail- vetiveroilcomprisedabout250tons The Awards
able for sale to farmers for planting or 550,000 pounds. World demand The King of Thailand
erosion hedges. Assuming thatone- for vetiver oil has not significantly Research Award.
thirdof the farm(1,000 acres) would increased in recent years nor does His Majesty, The King of Thai-
be replantedeveryyear,justso that it appear to be doing so now. land has offered $10,000 in awards
no plant is ever more than 3 years to promote the dissemination of
old, then 1,000 acres of 3 year old useful and practical information on
clumps up to 24" in diameter would RINDER - IVER AWARDS: vetiver grass. One-half of these
produce 2.6 linearmilesperacre, or E I , JUNE1993 funds ($5,000) will be awarded to
a total of 2,600 solid miles of vetiv- the individual contributing the most
ert clumps 24" wide. Preferably, Please remember that once significant piece of research work.
such large clumps should be at again the Network has found funds
least quartered forplanting erosion which will be utilized to recognize Research Awards
hedges with clumps of 12"diameter those jobs well done' by both indi- The Plant - Total $7,000
on 18" centers. If that is the case, viduals and groups in promoting, Work of interest on: Vetiver
then, afterusing20% forreplanting, managing and researching the use taxonomy, e.g. species/varieties/
the 1,000 acres could fumish of vetiver grass for contour vegeta- types, their identification & com-
enough extra material to tive barriers. A total of $32,000 will parison of characteristics in:growth
plant12,480milesoferosionhedges be awarded. Below are the catego- and/or management needs and/or
per year - assuming the clumps ries within which the awards will be palatability/non-palatability and/or
are quarteredandplanted 18"apart. given. The Network has split the applications based on differences
Given the economy of scale, if the awards in order to encourage a and/or pollen, flower, seed fertility/
12" diameter clump seedlings were number of different, valuable areas. sterility by type; effectiveness as
to be sold to farmers at US$ 0.05 a Please note that "work of interest" is soil/water conservation species as
piece, the farming operation would indicative only, we do notwantthese a function of its roots, strength of
have additional revenues of categories to limit anyone, on the tops and hedge-forming ability;pest
US$2,196,480. From the point of contrary we encourage any useful repellency effects by type; allelopa-
view of the erosion fighting farmer, and practical work outside these thy; cold or drought tolerances;
could plant one mile (5,280 ft) for areas as well. Be assured that any pests and/or diseases; mycorrhiza
US$176. After just one summer's one sharing information on an area and vetiver; pH-related questions;
growing season, the vetiver would not contained below will have their and other physiological character-
grow to a solid and permanent worktreatedequallywiththatwhich istics. Awards = 1st- $2,500; 2nd -
hedge. The cost of doing the same does fall under the categories set $1 ,500; 3rd - 1,000; 4th - 4 awards
thing with any other erosion fighting out below. Wherever appropriate of $500 each.
methodwouldbesignificantlyhigher and possible, costs or cost esti-
and perhaps prohibitive for most mates for implementation of recom- Engineering Applications -
farmers. mendations should be included. Total $ 6,500

As shown above, the total The Network will be accept- Yolo County Flood Control
yearlyrevenuesofsuchafarmcould ing your'entries'until April 15,1993. and Water Conservation District
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Award for most comprehensive and/ hedgerows (be specific about soils, Best Photograph, Poster, or
or unique viable applications for climates and land use conditions); Drawings. Awards = 1st - $850,
vetiver in stormwater and wastewa- establishment and management 2nd - $400, 3rd - $250
ter reclamation. The winner of this system costs under varying condi- Best Proven Approachesfor
award will be determined jointly by tions; "how-to" guides on mycorrhi- Extension/Technology Transfer.
Mr. James Eagan, General Man- zal inoculation of vetiver; manage- Awards = 1st - $850, 2nd - $400,
ager of the Yolo County Flood ment of vetiver hedgerows for sec- 3rd -$250; please include photgra-
Control and Water Conservation ondary benefits; economic analysis phic evidence and testimonials from
District and Mr. R.G. Grimshaw, ofthebenefitsofvetiverhedgerows farmers/users.
Chief, ASTAG/World Bank. Award relative to other approaches; im Farmer Awards-Total $1,500

$2,000; pacts on soil loss, runoff/soil mois- These awards will be given
Other work of interest on tureandcropyieldsonsteepslopes. outtofarmerswhoareusingvetiver

stabilization of cuts and fills, protec- Awards =1st - $2,500; 2nd -$1,500; grass hedges and have sufficient
tion of infrastructure from run-on 3rd - 1,000; 4th - 4 awards of $500 experience to be able to discuss
and sedimentation, stabilization of each. what they are doing, tell how they
the infrastructure:soil interface, work with other farmers and/or
stabilization of canals and ponds, Promotional/Extension Work report other farmer's opinions of
groundwater recharge. Awards = and/or Materials - Total $5,000. what they are doing, give their
1st - $2,000; 2nd - $1,500; 3rd - Best Video. Awards=1st- honest opinions of vetiver's
1,000. $1,150 and a painting contributed strengths and weaknesses, and

byMr. Reginald Pollack,arenowned recommend to us what we should
Management - Total $7,000 contemporary artist, 2nd - $600, be telling other farmer to convince

Work of interest on: pests, 3rd - $250; please include an eng- them to give it a try. The form
their importance/significance and lish-language script if there is any provided on the back page of
management (insects and/or untranslated speech in the video. Newsletter #8 (6/92) may be used
weeds); "how-to" guides for most While the quality of the video, edit- or a voice recording of the farmers
efficient propagation and/or viable, ing, etc is appreciated, the content with an english translation; photo-
alternative propagation methods of the video will be more important. graphic evidence should, if at all
(eg. layering); "how-to" guides for Do not worry if your video is not a possible, be included. Awards = 15
most efficient establishment of 'professional' production. awards of $100 each.

AU of: t^eBlh W et 
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by Dr. P.K. Yoon 169

and demonstration work that is practi- Effects of Extreme Soil p,1
NW: S - . -.I cal. How can someone know if what by Dr. P.N.V. Truong 175

______________________________ they are doing is truly useful, truly prac- Application of Molecular Diagnostics,

tical unless they get out and work with By or. S. Kresovuch, et al. 177
the users ? So, first we would like to Materne and Ms. $chexnayder 178

It has been almost one year since thank all of you who participated in this Effects of Shading and Cutting,
our last Newsletter. Our intention was year's competition, especially those of by Dr. Xia Hanping 178
tohavethisparticularoneinyourhands you whose work did not receive an Effects of Hedges and Mulch,to haethispartiularne inyour ands you vvoewr i o eev n by Dr. Chen Kai 179
by July, because this is a very important Award. Almost everything we received Soil Salinity Tolerance,
issue. In this Newsletter (#10) we an- was good and represented excellent by Mr. G. Cook 180
nounce the winners of the Vetiver initiative. Secondly, we congratulate Stabilization of Roadcuts,by Mr. A. Tantum 181
Awards. However, an administrative ourAwardeesfortheirfinework. And, Vetiver Protected Channels,
restructuring andsubsequentchanges, lastly, we challenge you all to now get by Dr. Sahu, at al. 181
including the termination of ASTAG as out and put your information to work. Vetiver in Hong Kong,
adivision,hasslowedusdownabit ... but The Network is doing what it can to by Dr.eR.D. Hill 182Vegetative Hedgerows,
it has not in any way diminished our pass your ideas and recommendations By Dr. Tlwari, et al. 183
desireto getthewordouton vetiverand on to others, but it is more effective if Soil and Water Conservation,
to keep you up-to-date. you, yourself extend it to those nearby by Dr. D.V. Rao 183

The majority of what you will read who would benefit from your knowl- byEDrs.agari ano deshrom 14
in this latest issue comes from the infor- edge. Research is only the beginning. Experiences with Vetiver,
mation that was sent in to us for the All of those who receive an Award by Dr. G.M. Bharad 185
Awards competition. In the judging this yearorwho received an Awardlast The Largest Vetiver Planting
there was quite a bit of discussion over A Commercial Source of Vetiver 187
how to rank the entries. Last year the Photo 1. His Majesty, King Bhumibhol Report on Mortality 187
judges hadtwo criteria: (i) thecontribu- Adulyadejof Thailandplanting a vetiver
tion made toward providing significant grass hedge. His Majesty is heading a
information about some aspectof vetiver country-wide initiative on soil and water year will be receiving a certificate within
as a species and/or its utilization and/or conservation with vetiver grass. the next few months that notes their
its impacts and (ii) the degree of per- PhotocowoyyofW. T. S4mL achievement. We are currently having
sonal initiative displayed in carrying out the certificates designed and printed.
the work or providing the information. Because of the length of many of
This latter criteria was and still is very the entries and the large numbers of
important as the resources available to photographs and iigures which we
the individuals varied greatly. However, C. received, it was not possible to include
this year, because there were a number v - everything that we desired in the News-
of instanceswherethereweremorede- letter. We have had to do some fairly
servingindividualsthanprizes,wecame . heavy editing and as such some read-
up with a third criteria to solve this ers may wish to request unedited ver-
dilemma. We also looked at the _s_ - ,f>>f .................. t. > -sions of some of the pieces. To do so,
individual's contributiontoward promot pleasewrite to either Dick Grimshawor
ing the Vetiver Technology. That is, : myself, Jim Smyle, at the address on
given the choice between two good the last page of this Newsletter.
pieces of work, the individual or indi- As previously mentioned, the
viduals who were trying to apply their Vetiverlnformation Networkisno longer
findings and/or who were working with a part of the Asia Technical Depart-
users and actively promoting vetiver ment, Agriculture Division (ASTAG)
would be awarded the prize. The Net- 4 because that division has been elimi-
work feels that it is important that these nated. As a result, our Newsletters may
Awards be utilized to promote research ' not be coming out as often as they have
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stemmeasurements, stem mappig and
other parameters for physical charac-

\ . 37 . | { g/ V * terzation of vetiver grass for use in
identifying effectiveness and utility of
other grasses for stiff grass hedges.

Fourth Prize (US$500) : Drs.
Kresovich, Lamboy, Li, Ren, Szewc-
McFadden and Bliek of the United
States for their work on DNA finger-
printing of accessions and clones of
vetiver grass.

Fourth Prize (US$500): Drs. Xla
Hanping and Chen Kal of the People's
Republic of China will share this award

3 tillers > 5 tillers It 5x71PB 3t 5%711P8 for their separate works on vetiver's
Rare rrs Bare rooit soil 5xP growth habits and interactions with

2 weeks after tralnplanting orchard crops.
Photo coursy of Dr. P.KL Yoon Fourth Prize (US$500) : Mr.

Photo 2. A comparison of root development at two weeks after transplanting Gregg Cook of Australia for his work in
between bare rootandpolybag vetiverplanting material. From left to right, 3 tillers, comparison of salinity tolerance in two
bare root; >5 tillers, bare root; 1 tiller, 5"x7"polybag; 3 tillers, 5"x7"polybag. accessions of vetiver with two native

grasses.
in the past, but be assured that they will to Dr. P.K. Yoon of Malaysia for the
be published as often as we can man- tremendous body of analytically rigor- ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS AWARDS
age. Already we have enough informa- ous and eminently practical and useful
tion on "Non-Award" items to either work that he has done. The Network First Prize (US$ 2,000): Dr. P.K.
double the size of this Newsletter or put would like to recognize his achieve- Yoon of Malaysia for his work on high-
out another one in the next couple of ment in single-handedly extending our way and road stabilization, stabilization
months. To those of you that have sent knowledge of vetiver and its manage- of culverts and drains and stabilization
us pieces to put in the Newsletter and ment so significantly across almost all of irrigation canals in Bangladesh.
do not see it here, I assure you it will be aspects of interest to users. Congratu- Second Prize (US$1,500): Mr.
in the next one which should be out lations, Dr. Yoon. Anthony Tantum of South Africa for his
after the first of the year. Keep up your work on highway stabilization.
good work and keep sending us infor- RESEARCH AWARDS Third Prize (US$1,000) : Drs.
mation. We will always put it to good Sahu, Sharma and Nayak of India for
use. First Prize (US$2,500): Dr. P.K. their work on stabilizing small irrigation

Yoon of Malaysia for his work on pro- channels with vetiver grass.
;: i: S THE ::A WARDS.; - i i duction of quality planting material, roots Yolo County Flood Control and

and root regeneration and response to Water Conservation District Award
As you read down the list of management by different vetiver culti- (US$2,000) for vetiver use in storm and

Awardees, you inevitably will notice that vars. wastewater reclamation: No Awardee.
one individual, Dr. P.K. Yoon of Malay- Second Prize (US$1,500) : Dr. Surprisingly, the Network received no
sia, has managed to secure the bulk of Douglas Lalng (ex- of CIAT), Mr. submissions in this area. This is one
the honors. This researcher, Head of Martin Rupenthal and the University area where vetiver is a natural as a
Plant Sciences (now retired) at the of Hohenheirn/CIAT program on up- biological filter!
Rubber Research Institute, early on land erosion control for their work in the
recognized the potential of vetiver for study of roots, mycorrhiza and rooting MANAGEMENT AWARDS
Malaysian agriculture. Taking the ini- patterns; digestibility/palatability of
tiative, he searched for months to find a vetiver cultivars; and vetiver/legume First Prize (US$2,500): Dr. P.K.
few plants, raised funds entirely on his plantings. NOTE: This work is not YoonofMalaysiaforhisworkonestab-
own from private sources and began published here, refer to Vetiver News- lishment, management and mainte-
the process leading to his highly suc- letters 7 and 8. nance of vetiver for a wide range of
cessful research and field applications. Third Prize(US$1,000):Dr. Paul uses and conditions which has resulted
This year the Vetiver Incentive Awards Truong of Australia for his work on in entirely new applications and ap-
recognize the enormous influence that vetiver's tolerance to extremes of pH. proaches to utilization of vetiver grass.
this one individual has had. Fourth Prize(US$500) :Mr. Mike Second Prize (US$1,500) :

The King of Thailand Award of MaterneandMs.ClndySchexnayder Messrs. Gueric and Victor Boucard
US$5,000 for overall excellence goes of the United States for their work on for their work in mechanizing the pro-
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duction and planting of vetiver. In'or- the extension posters he creates. FARMER AWARDS
mation on their work may be tound in Second Prize (US$400) : Mr.
Vetiver Newsletter t9. Mekonnen of Ethiopia for his photo- Ftrst Prize (US$300): Mr. Max-

Third Prize(US$1,000): Mr.Mlke graphicrecordof vetiverusage in Etho- lme Robert of South Atrica
Materne for his work on propagation, pia. Second Prize (US$200) : Mr.
establishment and demonstration ot ThirdPrize Notgivenasnoother Kulkarni ot tndia
vetiver grass. Mr. Materne's work has eligible visual materials were received. Third Prize (US$100) : Mr. Le-
been a turning point for focusing atten- bene of Ethiopia
tion onthe stiff grass hedge technology Extension/Technoloov Transfer Third Prize (US$100): Mr. Sun-
in the United States First Prize (US$500) : Messrs. day of Nigera

Fourth Prize(US$500): Dr. R.D. Vietmeyer and Dafforn of the United Thlrd Prize (US$100): Mr. Ng-
Hill for his work on establishment of States for their dedication in making wainmbl of Cameroon.
vetiverondifficultsites.theintroduction surethatthe"vetiverstory'reachedthe Third Prize (US$100): Mr. Patil
of its use into Hong Kong and its fuel widest possible audience worldwide. of India
values. In addilion, Dr Hill's support ol SecondPrize(US$300):Dr.G.M. Thesixadditionalthirdpnzeswere
the Vetiver Network through his News-
letter "Asia Pacitic Up-
lands"hasbeeninvalu- '
able T 4

Fourth Prize
(US$500):Dnrs.Tiwarl,
tgbokwe, Burton and
Waters for their work '' a
onthe impactsolvetiver
grass hedgerows for
erosion control -

Fourth Prize P
(US$500) : Dr. Rao of
India tor his work on
economic analysis of -_
the impacts of vetiver 
grass on the farm and
watershed levels

Fourth Prize
)US$500): Drs. Sagare 1''"t it
and Meshram ot India
for their evaluation of Phlo .yiD'.PK Yo

vetiver hedgerows coat Photo 3. Excavation reveals the quantity of soit trapped by this 24 month old hedgerow in
pared to graded bunds Malaysia Approximately 55cm of soil have been deposited.
and other vegetative Bharad of India for extending his re
hedgerows search work and practical experiences not awarded as no other eligible entries

directly to farmers and other users were received
PROMOTIONAL/EXTENSION WORK AND Third Prize (US$200) : Mr. Max-

MATERIALS ime Robert of South Africa for the larg- LETER FROM DiCK GRIMSHAW
est (known) individual plantings of

Best Video Award vetiver hedges (146 ha) Mr Robert Let me first congratulate all the
First Prize (US$1,150): Dr. P.K. began planting vetiver only in 1989. prize winners for this year's Awards.

Yoon for his video record of the entire Since then, he has protected his sugar- We have awarded $28,000 to more
range of his accomplishments, demon- cane fields, stabilized culverts, drains than 30 vetiver participants Particular
strations, trials and research and a river bank, and protected young congratulations to Dr. P.K Yoon of

No Second or Third Prizes are to trees The demonstration effect from Malaysia who has won the King of
be given as no other eligible videos one motivated farmer, such as Mr Thaitand's Award for overall excel-
were received Robertl can be tremendous lence in furthering use and knowledge

Fourth Prize (US $100) : Drs. about vetiver Also special mention
Best Photograph Poster or Drawincs Khandwe and Saran for their Hindi should be made of Noel Vietmeyer

First Prize (US$850) : Dr. language extension leaflel on vetiver and Mark Datforn, both of the National
P.K.Yoon for his phololournalism-ap- hedgerows for soil and moisture con- Academy of Science, who were re-
proach to his work with vetiver and for servation sponsible for the production of 'The
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SjrJ E 4 In the Central
Americancountnesthere
is great awareness that
more attention must be
giventosoilconservation.
In these countries, with
neither formal conserva-
tion agencies, nor avail-
able funds for conserva-
tion grants, their focus is
onlowcostbiologicalsys-
_ems. Vetiver fits their
needs well and will do
well throughout the re-
gion. One thought that
struck me was that not
only do the large farmers
need to improve on-farm

30 months soil conservation, but
those same farmers could

- ill mliii huLl I =iniA dowellbygrowingvetiver
Photo cowtesy of Dr. P.K. Yoon planting material for thlb

Photo 4. This 30 month-old hedgerow is farther downslope from the one shown in Photo #3. smaller and poorer up-
The wooden peg in the center of the hedge was placed at the time of planting, with the painted land farmers. Often large

portion above the ground. Note the compactness of the hedge with many live culms; there is and small farmers reside

no dead center. It can be seen here how the crown of the vetiver climbs with the accumulation in the same watersheds,
of trapped soil. The marks on the rulers are spaced 10cm apart. and it would be to the

advantage of the large if

Thin Green Line". Lastly, I thank people on most sites that I visited - some with they could provide plant-
like Alemu Mekonnen of Ethiopia who over a 60% slope. Apart fromfarm use, ing material to the small - I would imag-
sent mean excellent setof photographs it has great potential for checking the ine itwould also be good forcommunity
of vetiver in Ethiopia, some of which mass of widespread erosion point relations as well.
were used in the recent publication sources found along unprotected road A couple of other snippets that
"Agri Business, World Wide", andfarm- sides and from hillside slumps. might interest you. Peter York from
ers in Karnataka, India, who just write In Honduras, LUPE, a USAID- Zimbabwe Tobacco Board writes to
simple one sentence letters - Thank supported conservation group, is very say that oven dried vetiver has a fuel
you, we read, we did and it works". strongly promoting vetiver. In this energy of 17.5 MJ per kg. This is
What more do we need? country it is seen as the best grass for equivalent to about 56% of the energy

Recently I visited six Central the creation of barrier hedges. In Gua- value of coal. So maybe we have a
American countries (Panama, Costa temala the NGO, SHARE, is working small farmers fuel (Vetifuel) in vetiver
Rica, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicara- with 20 other NGOs to establish vetiver to replace tree fuel, and if grown as a
gua and Guatemala). Vetiveris known in all the key highland zones of the conservation hedge on the farm, per-
in all six countries, but is used most country. SHARE reports that vetiver haps rural women would love it. Any-
widely in Costa Rica, Honduras, and grows well at all its altitude testing sites body interested in researching what
Guatemala. In Honduras the grass is including the highest at 2,800 meters. might be the the right sort of stove for

known as "zacate violeta" and in Guate- Some Guatemalan coffee plantations vetiver and other phytomass fuels ?
mala 2acate valeriana". In Honduras it have used vetiver for at least 20 years (S.O.S. to UK's Intermediate Technol-

is used widely for medical purposes, to stabilize water ways, ditches, and ogy Group)
and has special use (as a tea from the road sides. The only constraints to Ted Rice of the Word Bank has a

root) for curing hangovers, and calming widespread adoption of the technology farm near Recife (northeast Brazil).
the nerves of people and horses! In are lack of farmertraining, lack of infor- When looking for vetiver to conserve
Costa Rica vetiver has been used for mationflowandplantingmaterial. Allof his farm he found to his amazement
fiveorsixyearsbycoffeefarmersinthe which could be resolved given the (and shame!) that vetiver had been
southwest as a hedge against erosion, necessary funds. I was pleased to see planted 30 years ago by the Federal
and with the arrival of a nasty fungal that in Costa Rica soil conservation is Highways Authority to maintain the
attack that is wiping out lemon grass, nowacompulsorysubjectintheschool shouldersoftheroadadjacenttoTed's
vetiver is expected to be used more curriculum, and that grass barriers with farm, and he had never noticed - Ted is

widely in that country. It grew very well vetiver is one of the lessons. an economist so he has an excuse!
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Colln McLoughiln of Vancou- resorted to sequential photography
ver called me the other day to say that A L Sz AT - : which can give a clear picture of the
he had planted vetiver (using some performance of vetiver under various
coldtolerance"snakeoil"onlyknownto MALA`VS: i. - conditions. Consequently, I have built
Colin) at 590 North, and it is surviving. -- A SeCONk P0Ofliss REPoR- up a large library of photographs on
Has anybody else had success under By Dn. PmK'. 0: o, different aspects of vetiver hedgerow
suchnortherlyorsoutherlyconditions? technology. However, such records,

Jano Labat of Zimbabwe writes Dr. Yoon is now retired from the involving many photographs, would be
to say that he thought that he had lost Rubber Research Institute of Malaysia too expensive to reproduce. Accord-
his 3 ha vetiver nursery to drought - it and is pursuing his passion for vetiver ingly, I attempted to video-record the
looked completely dead. In 1992 it grass on his own. photographs. Originally, I was hoping
received only 60 mm total rainfall, and I met Vetiver grass on 12/14/89 that the video recording would serve as
of that 15 mm was a single occurrence. and spent the rest of the year getting to my Second Progress Report. But as
In mid-December, the rains broke and know her. In 1990 some ad hoc trials this is the first time I am using a video
within two weeks his nursery was alive were started. The First Progress Re- camera, the quality of reproduction is
again. I get the impression that in port summarizes the efforts up to Feb- rather poor, the colour is distorted and
Zimbabwevetiverhasagreatpotential, ruary 1991 (See Newsletter# 6). After thedefinitionsarenotclear. Therefore,
but is being held back by disinterest in that Reportwas circulated byThe World this hastily written report includes only
some Government agencies. If any of Bank I was honoured to be asked to certain selected photographs.
you readers are cotton and tobacco organise the First International Vetiver The First Progress Report sum-
growers, vetiver could provide the Workshop in Kuala Lumpur. I have marizes mainly the efforts of 1989 and
conservation technology that you are since been requested to carry out con- 1990. In the preparation of this Second
looking for. sultancies in Thailand and Bangladesh. Progress Report, which starts thereon,

Jef Embrechts from Belgium In my own country, I was asked by the materials that were already in the First
writes to say that following Dr. Yoon's Public Works Department to assess Progress Report are generally left out.
visit to Bangladesh his company is the potential uses of vetiver as biologi- However, those trials which were initi-
testing out vetiver on the flood embank- cal protection of highway embankments ated as stated in that report will now be
ments that protect the land from sea in Sabah and along the East-West discussed in fuller detail as additional
surges. Vetiver is doing well, so he Highway. In the local scene, I was data are available.
says, under quite saline conditions. invited to lecture to Members of the This Second Progress Report

Harbans Slngh from Haryana, Institute of Engineers, Malaysia; The concentrates on five main themes pre-
India, tells me that he planted vetiver Director-General and staff of Malay- sented as 5 separate parts. They are:
as a farm boundary hedge some four sian Highway Authorities; Director and 1) ProductIon of Quality
years ago. It grew well, and acts as a staff of the Institute of Highway Re- Planting Materials
good stock fence. He tried Bougainvil- search, Malaysia; Site highway engi- 2) Establishment and
leabutfounditdifficulttomanage. Four neers in Sabah and site engineers of Management of Quallty
years later his neighbors have ap- East-West Highway. In addition, I was Vetiver Hedgerows
proached him for some vetiver planting visited by many interested parties, both 3) Use of Vetiver Grass as
material - a good example of how slow locally andfromoverseas, and received Mulch In Rubber Plantings
and cautious farmers are when adopt- much correspondence and feed-back 4) Vetiver Uses - Case Studles
ing new technologies. from interested parties, especially from 5) Observations to Show

Following the current Mississippi those in the Vetiver Network. Special Characteristics of
flooding, perhaps the United States All the above interactions and Vetiver Hedgerows
Army Corps of Engineers might care activities serve to stimulate my interest Readers may find that there is
to take a hard look to see how vetiver and increases my awareness of the much emphasis on quality planting
could be used to stabilize flood levees potentials of vetiver hedgerows. It also material and quality hedgerows. The
along the southern reaches of the Mis- makes me conscious of the many prob- quick establishment of quality hedge-
sissippi. lems and how little we know about the rows is critical undertropical conditions

Finally, from the new Minister of plant. From all these I was able to with heavy monsoon rain. It will be jus-
Agriculture In Fiji, Mr V.F. Dreuni- better target my simple investigations tifiable to use quality hedgerows for
misimisl, commenting on NAS's "The to solve specific needs or answer spe- protection of expensive structures such
Thin Green Line" - "I have a keen cific questions. ashighwayembankments,culverts,etc.
interest in this grass as I know what a In the conduct of my trials, collec- Quality hedgerows will cost more, but
friend it is to farmers. I was a Technical tion of quantitative data is difficult in they may not be necessary under many
Field Officer with the South Pacific Sugar many cases because of staff constraints other circumstances. I am not after a
Mills andcan vouch forallmentionedin and logistics problems. Also, much of perfect system, only aiming for a cost-
the book." vetiver's adaptive performance cannot effectivesystemtosuitprevailing needs.

be easily quantified. I have, therefore, The readers will have to calculate the
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Tillrs Mean Drv Welght (g)
Mean per Bag Tope Roots Total

Cutlvar 3x5 46 5x7 6x9 Mean 3x5 418 5x7 6x9 Mean 3x5 4x6 5x7 6x9 Mean 3x5 4x6 57 6x Mean

hos 7.0 8.4 9.6 10.2 8.8 15.3 22.4 25.6 27.4 22.7a S.1 5.1 7.0 7.1 6.1a 20.4 27.6 32.6 34.5 28.8a

PeaftB4mw 5.0 3.8 5.4 6.8 5.3 13.4 13.5 21.5 27.9 19.1 b 3.0 2.7 4.1 7.9 4.4b 16.3 16.2 25.7 35.8 23.5b

Taiping 6.4 8.6 7.4 7.4 7.5 12.3 16.5 18.3 18.0 16.3 cd 3.0 6.6 6.1 7.0 6.4a 15.3 22.1 24.4 25.0 21.7b

Sabah 5.4 5.8 8.8 9.6 7.4 11.0 12.0 21.5 27.2 17.9 bc 2.7 3.5 5.8 6.3 4.6 b 13.7 15.5 27.3 33.5 22.5 b

Sbakiamrnm 5.8 6.6 7.2 9.2 7.2 10.7 14.6 22.9 23.3 17.9 bc 1.9 2.7 4.3 5.6 3.6 C 12.6 17.3 27.2 29.0 21.S bc

Raub 6.0 5.6 7.0 7.2 6.5 10.9 11.8 19.3 20.1 15.5 d 2.1 2.7 3.5 5.1 3.3 c 13.0 14.5 22.8 26.2 18.9 c

d c b a d C b a d C b a
Mean 5.9 6.5 7.6 8.4 12.3 15.2 21.5 24.0 3.0 3.7 5.1 6.5 15.2 18.9 26.7 30.5

Mean. whh the same subscript are not silnlficantlv ditferent at P.cO.05

Table 1. Effect of cultivar and bag sizes (inches) on dry weight (g) of vetiver tops. Measurements taken at 15 weeks after

planting.

Benefit:Cost Ratio under their own re- 4) Effect of Cultivar and Polybag The very old container plants are not
spective requirements. Sizes on Growth good for subsequent growth in the field

The results of the trials and other 5) Raising Vetiver Plants in as the old roots are so bag-bound that
ad hoc observations carried out so far Biodegradable Containers they do not regenerate. The optimum
and the feed-back information have duration seems to be about 23 weeks,
shown clearly that vetiver hedgerows Root Regeneration but it may not be economically satisfac-
have tremendous potential for many tory to keep plants for such a long time
areas of human activities. In the next This section examines the regen- in the nursery.
few years we should translate them to eration of cut-roots in slips. The old

reality in practical applications. Thetrip roots do not regenerate. They do not Effect of Tiller Numbers

has just begun, but we can see the evenform any secondary roots. Asthe at Planting on Growth

ultimate glorious goal at the end of the old roots do not regenerate, they are

journey! only useful for anchorage. New roots The target is to improve materials

are only formed from the new tillers or for transplanting out earlier than 4
PRODUCTION OF QUALITY PLANTING from the nodes of the old culms. There- months in the nursery but still maintain-

MATERIALS fore plantings using slips with cut roots ing the samegood root mass atthe time
would be very slow in establishment of transplanting. This attempts to find

The quick establishment of good and growth relative to container raised out whether quality planting materials
hedgerows is important for tropical slips whose roots have been regener- can be produced in a shorter time by
conditions where heavy monsoonal ated before outplanting. using more tillers as starting material.

rains will wipe away any poor planting. Trial 1 - This trial compares the
This is particularly critical for structural Effect of Age of Polybag use of 1, 3 or 5 tillers at the time of
works such as highway embankments, Plants on Subsequent Growth planting into polybags. Harvesting of

road shoulders, bridge abutments, cul- plants were carried out at4, 6,8, 10 and
verts, etc. Early work has shown that plants 12 weeks after planting. On each occa-

To be able to produce quality at4monthshaveagoodrootsystemfor sion, 10plantswere randomly selected
hedgerows, quality planting materials transplanting and will take off immedi- from each treatment, roots washed,
must be used. Good planting materials ately to produce good hedgerows photographed, the number of new till-
must still begin with young and active quickly. This section investigates the ers counted and the dry weights deter-
tillers. In the First Progress Report, I optimum duration for raising container mined. Plants starting with 5 tillers
devoted a lot of attention to propagation plants in the nursery. Plants raised up have a lower number of new tillers
techniques and also pointed out the to 11,16, 23 and 51 weeks in polybags compared with those started with 3
effect of various tiller types on subse- were transplanted into the ground. tillers or 1 tiller. It is difficult to get 5
quent growth. Readerscanrefertothat Weekly examination shows very good tillers in a clump without resorting to
for more information. This part concen- regeneration and early growth of the usage of the more matured culms; and
trates on: I root system of 23 week and also 16 the older the materials, the slower they
1) Root Regeneration week plants. Plants raised for 11 weeks are at producing new growth. There-
2) Effect of Age of Polybag Plants show early growth but were less vigor- fore, to use 5 tillers will include using

on Subsequent Growth ous. Growth of 51 week-old material older culms which are not the best for
3) EffectofTillerNumbers at Planting was very poor. Previous experience use in the production of quality planting

on Growth has also shown that older (70 weeks) material. The usage of 5 tillers is also a
polybag plants perform even worse. waste of materials with little advantage
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Bag Sizes Gap (cm) At Months After Planting
(Inches) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12

6x13 8.2b 6.7b 5.8bc 5.3b 4.9b 4.0 c 3.3b 3.0b 2.6a 1.3a 1.0a
6x9 8.5b 6.7b 5.6 c 5.1 b 4.8b 4.0 c 3.3b 2.9b 2.5a 1.1a 0.3a
5 x 7 8.4 b 7.0 b 6.0 bc 5.4 b 5.Oab 4.3 bc 3.7 b 3.1 b 2.5a 1.2a 0.5a
4 x 7 9.7a 7.9a 6.6a 6.0a 5.4a 4.8a 4.2a 3.8a 3.Oa 1.8a 1.3a
4 x 6 9.3a 7.6a 6.2ab 5.4 b s.1ab 4.4ab 3.7ab 3.4ab 2.9a 1.5a 0.9a

s.e. (+/-) 0.20 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.17 0.23 0.25 0.21
LSD (PM0.05) 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 - - -

Means wfth the same subsacrint a not sioniflcantly different at PcO 05
Note, Data on 10 and 12 month are too variable and should not b used. t Is arsented hre only for the record.

Table 2. Effect of bag sizes on hedge closure. After three months, the size of the polybag used had no apparent effect
on the rate of hedge closure. The data above shows the gaps between clumps (cm) over time (months) afterplanting.

gained. Polybag plants with 1 tiller as Effect of Cultivar and Indian cultivar is 69% better and Parit
starting material produced new tillers at Polvbag Size on Growth Buntar 23% better than the Taiping
the fastest rate. This supports my ear- cultivar. Thisisapreliminarytrial. Even
lierworkthatweshouldusegoodyoung The cultivar used in all the earlier so, there are clear indications that cul-
active tillers forearlygrowth. The mass trialswascollectedfromTaiping. Since tivars like India and Parit Buntar may
of roots produced by polybags that then, we have made other collections. performbetterthantheTaipingcultivar.
started with 3 tillers was greater after 8 Those cuhtivars with enough materals
weeks than that of 1 tiller after 10 or 12 for study and especially for destructive Raising Vetiver Plants in
weeks. Where the root system is con- sampling, come from Pant Buntar, In- Biodegradable Containers
cerned, 8 weeks with 3 tillers starting dia, Sabak Bernam, Sabah and Raub.
matenalcaneasilybesubstitutedforl2 A trial was set up to study the different Allthecontainerplantsdiscussed
weeks with 1 tiller. growth rates of these cultivars and how so far use plastic bags which are not

Trial 2 - Polybag plants pro- they are influenced by bag sizes. At 15 biodegradable and therefore not envi-
duced from 1 tiller and 3 tillers were weeks, harvesting was carried out with ronmentally friendly. We therefore in-
planted into the ground. There was not 10 plants per treatment. Only the 4 vestigate other biodegradable contain-
much difference in plants started with 1 smallerof the bag sizes were harvested ers to access whetherthey can be used
tiller compared with those from 3 tillers. then as the larger bag sizes of 6" x 13", as substitutes for polybags. Two types
However, those plants started with 3 7"x 15" and 8"x 12" are considered too were tested: (i) paper pots imported
tillers were more uniform than plants large for practical use. There was a fromJapan,and(ii)bagsmadefromold
started with 1 tiller. On that basis alone, decrease in the number of tillers and newspapers. At 6 weeks the growth of
it would be advisable to use 3 tillers as top dry weights production from the plants in newspaperbagswas satisfac-
starting materials. largest bag to the smallest bag. The tory. However, the newspaper bags

Trial 3 - This compares the results are summarised in Table 1. The had started breaking down and by the
performanceof polybagplantswith bare Indian cultivar was the best performer. 12th week, most of the paper bags
root slips (Photo 2). Those bare root It is 30% betterthan the Taiping cultivar were broken. Therefore, we must find
slips with more than 5 tillers were faster in the top dry weight, 13% higher in the a system to prolong the life of newspa-
growing than those with only 3 tillers, root dry weight. Overall it was perform- per bags or try other types of papers.
buteventhosestartedwithmorethan5 ing 33% betterin dry matter production This should be the subject of future
tillers had much less roots than con- when compared with the Taiping culti- investigation. Growth of plants in paper
tainer plants. For 15 week-old con- var. In the case of the Parit Buntar pots was very good if theywere under-
tainer plants there was not much differ- cultivar, it was 17% better for the tops. laid with a polythene sheet, but if they
ence in growth between those started (Note: Taxonomic studies have not were not underlaid and lefttouching the
with 3 tillers, compared with those been done to confirm that these are ground, the growth was poor. Paper
started with 1 tiller. However, the nurs- distinct cultivars.) The topping of the bags were also found to be satisfactory
ery time for the 3 tiller material could materialsforall7bagsizesat40weeks, for continued growth upto 3 months at
have been only 8 weeks, in which case, suggests that there is not much differ- which time the plants were ready for
it would have performed better than ence in dry matter production between field planting. However, they cost 10
materal started from 1 tiller (Photo 2). those raised in 5" x 7" polybags and times more than polybags and there-

thoseinthelargerpolybagsnorwiththe fore are not economical to use.
smaller bag of 4" x 6". But the 3" x 5"
polybag produced lesser tops. The
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EFFECT OF UNORTHODOX ROOTING-

MEDIA ON VETIVER GROWTH

Why this approach? The most
important reason is the cost of trans-
porting polybag materials. The use of
polybags with good soil produces qual-
ity planting materials. However, unless
the polybag plants can be raised on
site, transporting of these planting
materals tend to be very expensive.
Because of that problemwetestedother
potting materials which are lighter and ,

at the same time may perform better. i
Many materials were tested including
saw dust, paddy husk, empty old palm X E K 
bunches, etc. with generally disappoint- Photo W*y of Dr. P.KL YVOn
ing results. So far, foam is the most Photo 5. Layering --attempting to protect a slope with a vetiver cover. The old
promising unorthodox root-media. culms are being pegged down using U-shaped steel wires. Where available,

We also investigated the influ- stones are used to hold the culms down.
ence of light conditions, testing growth
under full sun and 65% daylight. The require: Effect of Bag Sizes on
various durations under mist frame and 1) replacement of dead plants Establishment of Quality
irrigation sprinklers to produce the 2) filling of gaps of less vigorous Vetiver Hedgerows
desired quality of the planting materials growing slips
was also studied. Previously I have re- 3) slower establishment The total cost of establishing
ported that vetiver is sensitive to shade, 4) less uniform establishment hedgerows using polybag plants will be
but nurseries are still set upunderneath Undercertain conditions, such as greatly affected by bag size, in that
trees or by the side of houses, etc. highway embankments, steep slopes these are reflected in the costs of: i)
where the light condition is not full in housing estates, etc., it would be bags, ii) filling the bags, iii) transporting
daylight. In addition to the poor growth more advantageous and possibly more the bags, iv) digging the trench, and v)
of the shaded nursery plants, the poorer cost-effective to use containerized plantingthepolybagplants. Atrialwas
quality appears to continue into the plants. This ensures virtually 100% therefore started to assess the practi-
ground after transplanting; growth in survival, fast establishment and good cality and cost-effective reduction in
the first 4 weeks was distinctly inferior uniformity, producing the best hedge- possible bag sizes without compromis-
to plants raised in full sun. Vetiver is rowsintheshortesttime. Inaddition,to ing the quality and speed of hedgerow
shade sensitive, and nursery plants assess the Profitability Index or the formation.
should never be raised under shade. Benefit:Cost Ratio, consideration must Five bag sizes (4"x6", 4"x7", 6"x9",
Usage of the foam method ensures be given to the cost of repair of any 5'x7", 6'x13") holdingdifferentweights
much better subsequent growth when failed structure and the inconvenience! of soil were used. The planting dis-
compared with bare root tillers. In cost of failure which disrupts other tance was kept at a constant 15cm
addition, the usage of the foam ensures economic activities. For example, a between clumps. Fertilizer application
easy and cheaper transportation costs failed road embankment could cut off was 1 Kokei (6g of 5-5-5-1 (Mg)) per
and easy and cheaper distribution in transportaffectingtheeconomyof many point at the time of planting and then 2
the field. The development of the foam activities. Kokei nuggets at 5, 8 and 11 months.
system (*) is most encouraging. More The approaches affecting produc- Also at 11 months, 2 Field King Nug-
work will be carried out on more de- tion of quality hedgerows are: gets (15g) were applied. Good hedge-
tailed comparative studies. 1) Effect of Bag Sizes on rowsformed afteronly8weeks growth.

Establishment of Quality Vetiver The gaps in the hedgerow were
(*)Patent pending. Hedgerows measured at monthly intervals. It is

2) Effect of Spacing cum Fertilizer interesting to note that the plot coeffi-
ESTABLISHMENT AND MANAGEMENT on Growth of Vetiver Hedgerows cient of variance (c.v.) increases with
OF QUALITY VETIvER HEDGEROWS 3) Use of Selective Herbicides to the months after planting. This should

Maintain Quality Vetiver be expected as the error of measure-
It would be cheapest to plant Hedgerows mentwillincreaseastheabsolutevalue

vetiver slips directly into the ground. Thesearediscussedinthefollow- becomes smaller. C.V.s of the first 6
However, compared to containerized ing sections. months are readily acceptable while
plants, such an approach can often those of 7 - 9 months are tolerable.
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conclusions are tentative. More fertil-
izer treatments and wider range of
spacing would be preferred. Additional
fertilizer seemed to have an effect on

l l l iS t -- . dry matter production in the early
months, but the higher level did not

plays a big role in dry matter produc-
tion; the wider spacing produces sig-
nificantly higher dry matter per clump.

I The reverse was noted in dry matter
- . i _ - production per linear distance, reflect-

ing the interaction of individual plant
71X growth and the planting density. There

_ _;o .. Aisanapparenttimexdensityinteraction
-_ 2 . 6 and 30cm spacing seems to have
11 1 " t 2 WEE1KSt caught up with the 15cm spacing after

- 8 months. However, 60cm spacing
Ptotoccu,byofDr.P.K.Yoon stayed consistently lower. The dryPhoto 6. After 12 weeks, layering of culms had produced good results. The matter studies, the measurement of

embankment seen in Photo 5 is now covered with vetiver. inter-clump gaps and gap reduction,

strongly indicate that close planting of
However, the data from 10 and 12 the absence of measurement of the dry 15cm is preferred for quick establish-
months are too variable. Thus the weights of tops and roots of plants ment of a functional hedgerow. Use of
validity of the mean as an indicator is raisedindifferentbagsizesbeforetrans- layering of culms to fill the gaps be-
questionableandgapmeasurementfor plantingtotheground. Thesetwopoints tween wider spacing is of little value.
planting distance of 15cm should not be should be included in subsequent trials
considered after 9 months. involving different cultivars. Despite Use of Selective Herbicides

At the beginning, the inter-clump the limitations in the trial, the results To Maintain Quality Vetiver
gap size was determined by the differ- showed that plant growth in the small- Hedgerows
ent bag sizes since the planting dis- est bag size treatment of 4" x 6" pro-
tance was constant. Later, any change duced similar inter-clump gap size from Weed management is an impor-
would be due to the different growth the fourth month and similar dry matter tant aspect in the maintenance of qual-
rates of plants from different polybag productionfromthe second month after ity vetiver hedgerows. In Malaysia,
sizes. planting. Thus, the conclusion is that weeds grow luxuriantly under high rain-

Table 2 summarizes the gap re- the small bag size of 4" x 6" could be the fall, humidity and temperature. These
ductions between measurements. most economical size for f ast and good weeds compete with the vetiver directly
Other than the period of 2-3 months establishment of vetiver hedgerows. for nutrients, water and light. The last
after planting, they are not influenced Myearliestworkuses6"x9"bags factorismostimportantasvetiverisnot
by the original bag sizes used. This holding 1,486gofsoilperbag.Thiswas shade tolerant. In a severe weed-in-
suggeststhattheclumpsweregrowing later changed to 5"x 7", thus reducing fested situation, even an established
(expanding) at the same rate, though the weight to 837g. Now the weight vetiver hedgerow will weaken and be
they may haveoriginatedfromdifferent could be further reduced to 401g/bag. less effective for its intended purpose.
bag sizes. This weight decrease is substantial Aweed is a plant growing where it

The tops above 40cm were cut espedallywhenplantshavetobetrans- is not desired. In vetiver hedgerow
andthedryweightdetermined. Forthe ported from central nurseries to field establishment and maintenance, the
first 10 months this was done monthly, sites over long distances. weeds are mainly grasses and broad-
thereafter, it was carried out at 2- leaves. The grasses are less impor-
monthly intervals until the trial stopped Effect of Spacing Cum Fertilizer tant. The more damaging weeds are
at 16 months. Other than the first on Growth Of Vetiver Hedoerows broadleaves such as Asystasia intrusa,
month's measurements, the top dry Chromolaena odorata (Siam weed),
weights from all bag sizes were not (Ed. Note: Only conclusions are Mikania micrantha and the leguminous
significantly different. presented from this particular piece of creepers normally grown as covers in

In using quality polybag plants, work. Those desiring the full text may agricultural plantations. These latter
the transplanting success was 100%. write to the Network) are the most noxious because they
However, the trial did not include a swarm over, strangle and shade out the
treatment of using slips of newly cut Since this was only an observa- vetiver hedgerows.
tillers. Another weakness in the trial is tion trial for practical application the Based on other ad hoc experi-
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ments in the establishment of vetiver Trlal 6 - This is sited on very
hedgerows, the various herbicides and steep land with very poor soil (Gajah USES OF VETIVER - CASE STUDIES
rates recommended to control other Mati) in North Peninsular Malaysia
weeds are as follows: where there is a very pronounced dry Thispartof the report summarises
Chromolaena odorata (Siam weed) - spell. The trial is a randomized block the adaptive uses of vetiver on 3 com-
Ally 20 DF (1 50g) or 2,4-D amine (1.5L) design of 7 treatments x 9 replications. mercial estates. More details are found
or Starane200 (1.25L) Treatments are: 1) circular planting of in the video recordings which features
Mikaniamicrantha-2,4-Damine(1.0L) vetiverat 18"fromtrees with 20 plants/ the time sequence photos of specific
or Starane200 (0.5L) tree;2,3&4)circularplantingofvetiver sites of interest and the current situ-
Puerariaphaseoloides(legume)-Ally at 24" from trees with 10, 13 and 26 ation existing as at March 1993. The
20 DF (100g) or Starane200 (0.375L) plants/tree; 5 & 6) linear planting of followingphoto-essaysattempttohigh-

vetiver,6" and 12" away from trees; and light only the major points of interest.
USE OF VETIVER GRASS AS IN SITU 7) control with legume covers (estate (Ed. Note: The Newsletter, un-

MULCH IN RUBBER PLANTINGS practice). fortunately, cannot present this portion
The effect of vetiver as in situ ofthereporttoyouasitutilizesabout9O

The good growth of vetiver, under mulches on the early Hevea growth photographs to tellits stories. We hope
many adverse conditions suggests it to over 1 -2 years are ratherdisappointing. that in the coming year we will be able
be highly competitive. In a preliminary In 2 trials no effect was detected, while to find sufficient funds to allow the
trial, vetiver without regular slashing, in another3trials,vetivergrowing round Network to edit Dr. Yoon's videos and
has been demonstrated to be competi- a Hevea plant seem to be competitive add in these photos which we would
tive against Hevea (rubber); the diame- and suppressingthegrowth andgrowth then make available to Network mem-
ter growth of young Hevea was de- rate of Hevea. Linear planting of vetiver bers at cost. Any semi-professional
pressedwhenvetiverwasplantedwithin was beneficial for Hevea growth in two editors out there who can volunteer to
24". On the other hand, vetiver's growth trials in the earliest girth measurements help us ?)
characteristic can be exploited for vari- but thereafter is depressive though not
ous uses as in situ source for mulch as severe as circular plantings. All the OBSERVATIONS To SHOW SPECIAL
when the tops are regularly slashed. above suggest that vetiver is competi- CHARACTERISTICS OF VETIVER
Six experimentswere set uptotestthis tive; this could be due to excessive HEDGEROWS
in three estates. The experimental number of vetiver plants used and the
details are: vigorous growth of vetiver. However, it This part examines certain spe-

Trial 1 - Altemate plots of linear should be notedthat normally, in Hevea cial characteristics of vetiver hedge-
planting of vetiver hedgerows and leg- research the girth rates of the first 2 rows:
ume covers were replicated 3 times. years are rarely used to assess the 1) ResIstance to Fire Damage:
This is a large scale observation area overall effect on the immaturity period A trial in ex-mining land was
comparing the effect of mulching pro- of 4 - 5 years. We shall continue to severelydamagedbyafire. Sequential
duced by the vetiver hedgerows with monitor the results Special attention examination atweekly intervals showed
normal estate practice. will be paid to the effect of shading on fast and good recovery.

Trial 2 - The design is random- the growth and competition of vetiver Vetiver hedgerows recovered
ized blocks with 4 treatments x 6 repli- as the Hevea canopy close over. rapidly from fire damage. The older
cations. Treatments are : 1) control anddry partsof thevetiverclumpswere
with legume covers; 2) linearplantingof burnt, but culms which were green and
vetiver at 6" from trees; 3 & 4) circular active were only damaged in the upper
plantings of vetiver at 18" and 24" from
trees. Table 3. Chemical analysis of soils used in Dr. Truong's experiment #1 on the

Trial 3- This is sited on a steep impact of acidic conditions on vetiver.
slope. Vetiver is linear planted as
hedgerows for mulch in a block flanked
by commercial practice on either side. Soil pH (1:5 water) : 3.65 Cu : 0.1 mg/kg

Trial 4- Trial layout is similar to EC : 0.55 mScm' Zn : 4.0 mg/kg
that of Trial 1, but replicated 5 times. cr : 358 mg/kg Mn : 2.0 mg/kg

Trlal5-Doublegroupingoftreat- NO3- * 45 mg/kg Fe : 286 mg/kg
ments in a 5 x 5 Latin square was
adopted for this trial sited on hilly ter- P04 115 mg/kg Al (exch) : 9.1 meq%
rain. Thetreatmentsare:1)control-No Ca :1.30 meq% Ex Acid :10.30 meq%
vetiver; 2 &3) circular planting 24" from Mg :1.95 meq% Al saturation : 62%
treeswith 13 and 26vetiverplants/tree; Na :1.65 meq%
4 & 5) circular planting 18" from trees K : 0.74 meq%
with 10 and 20 vetiver plants/tree.
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portions. The lower parts, near the In the First Progress Report, it menthaditsoldculms peggeddownby
crown and partly buried in the sand, was pointed out that buds in the nodes U-shaped steel wire or split bamboo.
were not burnt. Similarly, there was of old culms can be induced to produce The results from this simple demon-
little sign of damage to the massive root new plants. Layering of the culms, stration attracted a lot of attention dur-
system buried in the ground. Within a either detached or still attached to the ing the First International Workshop in
week, new tillers were produced from mother clump, was used to produce Kuala Lumpur 1992. The method using
the unbumt portion of culms. By 4 culm branches for muKiplication. the split-bamboo did not give satisfac-
weeks, all clumps have recovered, with The same method of layering tory result as the lower portions of the
vigorous new growth. could be used to establish new plant- culms tend to curve up; few new plants
2) Growth In Hlghway Embank- ings. A trial was carried out to deter- were produced at those portions and
ments with Dlfficult Soll Types: mine the success of such an approach. those plants so produced, hanged in

A very difficult area on a highway 245 culmswere pegged ontothe ground the air and did not take root. The culms
embankment was used to test this. by a U-shaped steel wire. Very good pegged down by U-shape wire pro-
These trial results clearly show that the results of new plant production were duced very good results and the slope
vetiver root system will seek out any obtained in the open (Photo 5). Only on the embankment was soon covered
weak point in a difficult soil structure. 14.1% of the culms failed to produce by vetiver plants (Photo 6).

A small stretch of the North-South any plants. 27.3% of the culms pro- Biologically, vetiver is a clump
Highway near Taiping, Perak Darul duced 2 new plants each while 33.3% grass of erect habit with no running
Ridzuan, was specially selected be- produce 3 - 5 new plants each. Be- rhizomesorstolons. However,thistrial
cause the maintenance engineers had neath the canopy shade of the Hevea shows that vetiver can be converted
failed to establish any grass covers plants, the production of new plants into a runner, if necessary, by layering
despite repeated attempts. Vetiver was poorer with also less new plants the culms.
hedgerows, however, established well per culm.
and showed good results. The tops of The distances where the new THE EFFECTs OF EXTRME SO.IL
thevetiverhedgerowsgrewwell. Exca- plants were produced on the culms :H O VTIER GRQWTI-
vation of the two difficult soil types in were measured and partly mapped . - -- . -
this small area showed that vetiver roots schematically. New plants were pro-
will seek out any weak spot in the soil. duced within 0.5m of the hedgerow and
Despite the relatively poor root system tended to be produced at the furthest Dr. Truong is currently working
that was able to develop on these diffi- end; the youngest portion of the culm. with the Queensland Department of
cult sites, the highway engineers were This could be partly due to the shade Primary Industries in natural resource
most impressed by the performance of effect imposed by the overshadowing management.
these vetiver hedgerows to trap soil- hedgerow. However, the more likely
wash and other debris from polluting reason is the age of the buds on the The main objective of this series
the drain. Also, by slowing down the culms;youngbudstendtosproutfaster. of experiments was to study the effects
run-off, the hedgerows have allowed A simple demonstrationof the use of very low and very high soil pH levels
other grasses to grow where they were of layering to protect the embankment and their associated nutritional prob-
not able to earlier. was set up. A 15 month-old vetiver lems on the growth of vetiver grass.
3) Excavation of Vetiver Hedges: hedgerow at the crest of an embank-

Excavations at various sites were
done to study the soil trapped by vetiver Table 4. Sulphur and CaCO3 rates used to modify pH levels in Dr. Truong's
hedgerows in cross-sectional soil pro- experiment #1. Basal dressing equivalent to 184 kg/ha of N, 144 kg/ha of K
files, the dynamics of the growth of and micronutrients (Zn, Cu, Mn, Fe and B) and 50 kg/ha of Ca as CaC12
vetiver hedgerows, and the root sys-
tem. Photos 3 and 4 serve to highlight
certain special features of the vetiver Treatment Fertilizer (t/ha)
hedgerows. Elemental S CaCO3 Basal Dressing
4) Layering InVetiverHedgerows:

Vetiver was chosen for hedge- Control 0 0 No
rowsbecauseof itsnon-spreadingchar- 1 5 0 Yes
acteristics. It is distinctive and compact 2 2.5 0 Yes
and is an effective biological barrier for 30 0 Yes
soil erosion and moisture conservation. 4 0 0.25 Yes
However, under certain conditions it
may be desirable to produce blanket 5 0 0.50 Yes
cover for the whole area. By layering, 6 0 1.00 Yes
newshootsareproducedfromtheculms 7 0 2.50 Yes
and we can make vetiver grass into a 0 5.00 Yes
"runner" of sorts. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __Yes
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PLANTING HARVESTING Al toxic level for vetiver could be much
TREATMENTS higher than 68%. If the critical Al toxic

pH Al* Mn* pH Al* Mn* level of vetiver was between 68% and
87%, then vetiver would be extremely

0 3.9 9.1 1.6 4.0 8.8 2.0 tolerant to Al toxicity. At this level
1 2.1 78.0 24.0 2.0 75.0 24.0 vetiver would be much more tolerant to
2 2.3 75.0 22.0 2.2 79.0 22.0 Al toxicity than some of the most toler-
3 3.8 10.5 2.1 3.8 10.3 2.0 ant crop and pasture species. A rela-
4 4.3 6.0 1.4 4.4 5.6 1.0 tively Al tolerant crop, would respond to
5 4.9 2.1 1.3 4.8 2.0 1.0 liming when Al saturation percentage

of the soil was at 15% or higher. This
6 5.4 0.2 1.0 5.5 0.1 1.0 experiment shows that when essential
7 7.3 0.1 T 7.3 T T nutrients are adequately supplied,
8 7.4 0.1 T 7.6 T T vetiver growth was not improved by

in meq%; T =Trace liming even when soil Al saturation
percentage was as high as 68%.Table 5. Soil pH, exchangeable Al and exchangeable Mn levels at planting and It was also observed that propor-

harvesting times. tionally more fine roots occurred under

AcIDIC CONDITIONS Therefore the nutritional problem low pH and high Al saturation percent-
caused by the change of pH would be age than under low Al conditions.

Asoilwith extremely lowpHwhich most likely due to the change of Al The results of this experiment
is known to cause Al toxicity in corn was concentration rather than Mn. From indicate that vetiver is extremely toler-
used in this pot experiment. The very other work it has been observed that in ant to high soil acidity and particularly
high level of exchangeable Al and rela- most cases, where both soil Al and Mn Al toxicity. This high tolerance to Al
tively low exchangeable Mn concentra- are high, plant growth reduction is due toxicity may be traceable back to its
tion of this soil suggested Al toxicity to Al not Mn toxicity. natural habitat. Vetiver is commonly
rather than Mn toxicity would be the Table 6 shows that when ade- found in the tropical and sub tropical
main problem of this extremely acid soil quately supplied with essential nutri- wetlands of Asia where acid sulphate
(Table 3). Eight levels of soil pH were ents, vetiver could produce excellent soil with extremely high level of ex-
obtained by applying varying quanti- growth even under extremely acid changeable Al in the dry season, com-
ties of elemental S and CaCO3 to the conditions (pM = 3.8) and at very high monly occurs.
soil. All eight treatments also received level of soil Al saturation percentage
abasaldressingofN,P,K, Caandmicro (68%). However, vetiver could not ALKALINE CONDITIONS
nutrients. In addition, a control treat- survive at Al saturation level of 90%.
ment was also included where no S, These results indicate that vetiver An extremely alkaline and sodic
CaCO3 orbasal fertilizers were applied Is highly tolerant to low pH and high Al soil was used in this experiment. The
(Table 4) saturation percentage in the soil, al- soil, an18month old spoilfrom an open

The required quantities of S and though these results did not show the cut coal mine, was highly erodible and
CaCO3 were thoroughly mixed with the critical toxic level of Al. Observation very difficult to revegetate. Table 7
dry soil of each pot. Following the appli- during the trial indicated that the critical shows that this soil is extremely alka-
cation of S and CaCO3, soil moisture
was kept at field capacity level for two Table 6. Dry matter yield of vetiver. These results indicate that vetiver is highly
weeks before planting to allow for the tolerant of low pH and high Al saturation.
stabilization of soil pH. Basal fertilizers
were applied at planting. Forwatering, Treatment D.M. Yield Relative yield
a closed system was used. Each pot (glpot) (%)
was lined with two plastic bags to
prevent leakage. Soil moisture during 0 29.0 100
the trial was brought to field capacity by 1 0
daily watering with deionized water. 2 0
Plants were cut at crown level eight 3 47.5 164
weeks after planting. 4 47.8 165

Table 5 indicates that the quanti-
ties of S and CaCO3 used provided a 5 49.4 170
wide range of pH levels. Although both 6 46.5 160
exchangeable Al and Mn concentra- 7 49.3 170
tions were directly affected by soil pH, 8 46.9 162
exchangeable Al had a largerresponse. I
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Phot . ol J, P. T-kga - Pbolo -our.y ol M.. P. To,.o
Photo 7. Excellent growth of vetiver in a highly alkaline and Photo 8. Excellent response to N and P application.
sodic soil with adequate supply of N and P. 1 = Control, no Vetiver did not respond to gypsum. 1 = Control, no
fertilizer; 2 = Treatment 1, 100 kg/ha N and 110 kg/ha P. fertilizer; 2 = 100 kg/ha N and 110 kg/ha P; 3 = 4 Vha

gypsum, 1 10 kglha N, 220 kg/ha P; 4 = 8 t/ha gypsum, 200
line and sodic with high levels ot Mg as kg_/ha N, 110 kg_ha P.
well. The exchangeable sodium per- andIIokg/haofPbutnogypsum(Photo Because ongins and genealogies
centage (ESP) was 33%. It is also very 8). These resuts indicate that vetiver ofvetivergrassarepoorlydocumented,
low in N, P, Ca and S. canbeestablishedonveryalkalineand andmorphologicalunitormityand infre-

A Pot experiment with four repli- highly sodic soil with the application of quent flowering precluded proper iden-
cated and two levels each of fertilizer 100 and 11 0kg/ha of N and P, respec- tification of selected clones, we em-
grade di-ammonium phosphate (DAP) tively. This experiment shows that ployedmoleculardiagnosticslinkedwith
and gypsum was carried out. For wa- vetiver can be established and main- rigorous biometric analysis to
tering, the same system was used as tain good growth in very alkaline and
fortheprevious experiment. All plants sodicsoilwhenNandPareadequately 1) establish if molecular diagnostics
were harvested 10 weeks after plant- supplied might be useful to resolve identity
ing. questions among vetiver grass

Only a very small reduction in soil acsin n lns
pH (from 9.6 to 9.0) occurred in treat- APPLTCATiOtN OF MOLECULAR 2) implement a strategy, experimensal
ments which had received fertilizer ap- DIAONOSTICS FOR protocol and analytical approach for
plications. At the end of 10 weeks, DISCRIMINATION OF ACCESSIONS the application of this approach toward

in all treatmentseceiin fvetivzerowth AND CLONES OF VETIVER GRASS broader issues in plantgenetic resource
(Photo 7). Vetiver grass has a moder- BY DR. S. KREsovicH, aETA conservation and use.I I ~~~~~~~~~~Accessions of vetiver grass were
ately high level of tolerance to Na toxic- obtained from various sources. Tested
ity as it can be established and flourish Drs. S. Kresovich, WF. Lamboy, were Huftman - an accession re-
at ESP level of 33%. The overall result Li Rugang, Ren Jianping, A K Szewc- ceived as two clones of undetermined
is typified by the difference in vetiver McFadden andS M. Bliek are currently origin (s);wBoucade- an accessionned
growth between the control and treat- working with the USDA-ARS, Plant origin (); Boucard' - an accession re-
ment #1 which only had 100kg/ha of N Genetic Resources Unit, Cornell Uni- and/or Guatemalao and P11f6257 - an

accession received as three clones of
Indian origin.

Table 7. Chemical analysis of soils used in Dr. Truong's experiment #2 on the DNA was extracted from young
impact of alkaline conditions on vetiver. leat tissue of each clone, amplified and

analyzed.
Soid pH (1:5 water) 9. 5 Ca (AMc) (meq %) 6.0 The data support with a high de-
EC mScm' 036 Ma (Alc) (neq %) 20.0 gree of certainty (P>0.05) that the ac-0.36 Mg (Alc) (meq %) 20.1) cession 'Huff man' and 'Boucard'were
Cl mg/kg 256 Na (Alc) (meq %) 12.0 essentially the same genotype. The
NO3- mg/kg 1.3 K (Alc) (meq %) 0.43 three clones of accession P1196257,
P0 4 mg/kg 13 CEC * (meqo %) 36 on the other hand, were found to be
SO S mg/kg 6.1 geneticallyunique. Areviewofrecords

(Aic) = Alcohol extract, *at pH 8 5 (the accession was provided from a
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Total Stem Sample Stem Total % Compared Total Area % Area Compared
Count Average Compared to Vetiver to Vetiver Total Area Compared to Vetiver to Vetiver

Vetlver 589 294.5 ----- 10,066 mm2 ------ ------
M. sinensis 629 314.5 + 20 + 6.8% 5,606 mm2 - 4,460 mm2 - 44.3%
M. zebrlnus 1,455 413.0 +118.5 + 40.2% 7,057 mm2 - 3,010 mm2 -29.9%

Table 8. A comparison of stem count and area occupied by stems for vetiver and two species of Miscanthus -- a clump
grass under testing by the US Soil Conservation Service as a cold climate substitute for vetiver. Sampling consisted of
measurements taken on two plants of each species; all plants were the same age.

government plant materials center) vetiver grass available for field trial in the meeting in Oxford, Mississippi of
show that this accession was intro- the United States. Serious considera- the WorkGroupon Grass Hedges (cum
duced into the United States as a vege- tion must be given to any planned intro- Vegetative Barriers) For Erosion Con-
tative propagule, but seed was subse- duction or improvement based on the trol.
quently produced and collected domes- characteristics of this genetic spectrum. Some of these vegetative barriers
tically. Progeny of the seed increase Moreextensivesurveysand/oracquisi- (VBs) planted 30 months ago have now
were grown and then vegetatively tionsofmaterialavailablegloballywould accumulated about two feet of sedi-
propagated. On further investigation, aid vetiver grass researchers as they ment in front of them. Native plants
one of the clones within this accession attempt to resolve the chronic problem which could not grow on the scoured
was found to have a mixture of geno- of soil erosion. hard beds of these wash areas prior to
types among its individual culms, i.e. (*) Ed. Note: Mr. GuericBoucard the vetiver hedge plantings are invad-
the plant was a mixture of genotypes. believes that the clones designated ing the accumulated sediments rapidly
The mixture of genotypes among the 'Huffman' have their origins in Guate- providing additional stability to these
three clones of accession P1196257 mala. soils. The vetiver grass has sprouted
can be explained by its history of sexual from the nodes on portions of the stems
ratherthan vegetative propagation. As OMP MASUR buried by the sediment. The vetiver
to how an individual (supposedly) clone O -.......A.. plants have adapted to the sediment
could be, rather, a mixture of genotyps deposition and are growing well. Ex-
is a matter of conjecture. One likely BY MF ME. M A- . . tensive vetiver and miscanthus barriers
hypothesis is that unmonitored vegeta- - CHEXA planted about 18 months ago are all
tive propagation occurred among ac- . E : performing as barriers to water and
cessions. Both Mr. Materne and Ms. sediment accumulations. The miscan-

The work done here highlights Schexnayder currently work with the thus begins growing about 6 weeks
how detection of genetic similarities U.S. Soil Conservation Service in Ba- earlier than the vetiver (in the spring),
and differences is important when clas- ton Rouge, Louisiana. but the extremely rapid summer growth
sical morphological characterization of the vetiver produces more volume of
information was of limited value. There The following are excerpts from stem growth and results in denser
are currently over 20 accessions of Mr. Materne's December 1992 talk at hedges (Table 8, Figures 1,2, and 3).

Clipping hedges increased the stems

Figure 1. A stem map of Miscanthus sinensis; each dot represents one stem. per plant. Burning the hedges when
Marks on the scale are in centimeters. The area mapped is 25cm x 80cm, and they were dry increased mortality. Fer-
represents a section of Miscanthus hedge. tilization gave dramatic increases in

growth rates of the VBs. Elevation
profiles along the beds of the gullies

. . . - ..... across which hedges were planted in
.. .. . . , . . *--- - . . . . . ~~~~1991 are showing significant deposi-

*.:* . , , , , * @ ,, , , ,. * * * tions of sediment in front (upslope) of
. . . . . ... . * -those hedges.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ... . . .. . ......... ....... ........ .

. .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ... ........... ...... ........--,:,: 
. : * .. * . : . .. - CThE WTHO.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ......:.... ER
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . *. ' ...-. .. ,, ',.'.'.'-'-.....-

. . T....
E . . . ::- --- -l:- - B SD~~~~~~y R. XIA HGPiS

Dr. Xia is with the South China
______________________________________________________________ Institute of Botanynstitutetofeoota o inini uanggnhoou,PPRC
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- .. .... .. .. .: .: ,:..:,,. : :.:.:. :.: 1 ..

-. . ... .. ... . . .. . . . . .. .. Dr. Chen is currently working with
. .. . . .... *- the Department of Horticulture at

Nanjing Agricultural University in Ji-
angsu Province, PRC.

_ I 2 4l izl Nlid;44 lkilk il#lrlRai laaia*l;lXtdBased on 4 replicated trials in our
department's orchards we have come
to the preliminary conclusion thatvetiver

Figure 2. A stem map of Miscanthus zebrinus; each dot represents one stem. hedgerows and mulches have a signifi-
Marks on the scale are in centimeters. The area mapped is 25cm x 80cm, and g g

represens a secion of iscanths hedge cant, beneficial Impact on a number of
represents a section of Miscanthus hedge. micro-site factors. We attribute its util-

ity, and thus Its beneficial impacts, to:
Four treatments comprising two do so, cutting must be timely and not i) its rapid growth and significant accu-

groups (shaded/non-shaded and toofrequentorgrowthwillbelost. Rates mulation of annual biomass and ii) its
pruned/non-pruned) were established of tiller production between pruned and excellent adaptability to the periods of
in March of 1992. With the exception of unpruned vetiver remained about equal extreme temperatures and water stress
the treatments themselves, all man- until after the third pruning, when the found in the eroded red soils regions of
agementwas uniform acrosstreatments rates of the pruned vetiver fell to 78% of southern China.
(e.g. weeding, watering, fertilization). the unpruned. With no further pruning, Mulch production from vetiver
Beginning when the first new leaves similar tillering rates were once again hedgerows (in tons green weight per
appeared, the shade treatment was achieved. However, non-pruning of 100 m2 of hedgerow) averaged 11.4,
applied (75% shade) and maintained vetiver slows growth, that is, if allowed 14.7 and 17.8 in years 1, 2 and 3,
for 15 weeks (March 26 to July 9). to grow into the reproductive stage respectively. (Ed. Note: 100 rni of
Pruning treatments were applied three growth rates will diminish. Therefore, Ht hedgerow was equivalent to about 230
times (June 9, September 9 and De- is suitable to prune vetiver twice annu- linear meters of hedge)
cember 8). ally. Once in February to March, and Hedgerows,functioningi)aswind-

As expected, while under shade the second time in August to Septem- breaks, ii) to shade the soil, and iii) as a
the rate of tiller formation was much ber. This will accelerate tiller formation source of mulch provided a synergistic
lower than in the non-shaded plants. relative to unpruned vetiver. effect resulting in amelioration of the
Upon removal of the shade, however, micro-climate. For example, on 22
tillering rates were very close between August 1992 the differences between
the two treatments. We could conclude the controls and the vetiver treatments
that shading only has a temporary ef- were measured. Air, soil surface and
lect on vetiver. However, the effect of
shading on plant height and dry weight
persisted. Height growth of the shaded Figure 3. A stem map of Vetiveria zizanioides; each dot represents one stem.
treatment, measured by monthly net Marks on the scale are in centimeters. The area mapped is 25cm x 80cm, and
increments, was85% of the non-shaded represents a section of Vetiver hedge Note the density of the vetiver hedge
treatment in the four months following relative to the Miscanthus hedges.
removal of the shading. Dry weights of --

the shaded vetiver were only 52% of
the non-shaded. We conclude that
when vetiver is planted in association -

with crops, it should be done at the .. .::

same time or earlier than the crop and ..

kept the maximum distance possible ... .: .......... ............ .........
away from the crop. ........ ....... ...........

. .. .. ~~.............. .......... ....... ............Pruning of vetiver at 30cm was - : - ::::::::*: ::--....::::: . ::::::
carried out three times. It is believed -.
that pruning can enhance the rate of .. ..

tillering. Ourobservations showthatto _
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Mean Daily Relative Sol[ Surface Temperature Rhizosphere
Air Temp. Humidity Mean Daily Max Min Fluctuation Mean Daily Soil

Treatment (C) (%) (C) (C) (C) (C) (C) Moisture

Control 29.3 59.2 33.8 58.6 22.5 36.1 29.2 17.4%
Vetiver 26.5 63.5 28.7 39.5 24.2 15.3 27.5 20.2%

Table 9. Micro-climatic improvements associated with mulching and vetiver hedges combined.

rhizosphere temperatures were all lower through statistical analysis. salt solutionswere made up daily. These
in the vetiver treatments. Also, in the - To determine the Lethal Dose concentrations were: 20 mS/cm, 15
vetiver treatments, relative humidities 50%, or LD50, for each species. mS/cm, 10 mS/cm, 5 mS/cm and 0 mS/
and soil moisture co ntents were higher; - To compare the results with Paul cm. Degree of error = -0.1 mS/cm at
diumal temperature fluctuations were Truong's results (Ed. Note: see Vetiver 18.4 degrees C.
less than half of the control's (Table 9). Newsletters #6 and #8) and make V. zizanioides tolerance to salt

Three years of mulching and ero- comment on the differences. was high and even at the highest salt
sion control with the vetiver hedges - To make comment and concentration there was still active
also significantly improved the orchard recommendations on the potential of growth in some of the culms. TheLD 5

soil's physical and chemical properties the various species. forshootgrowthwascalculated at 14.15
(Table 10). The plant material was divided mS/cm while the LD., for total growth

In view of our findings we have into individual culms (growth shoots), was 14.75 mS/cm. This result com-
extended the use of vetiver throughout except for the Lomandra longifolia, pareswellwithPaulTruong'swork(17.5
the orchards in our experiment station. which was trimmed so that the most mS/cm). The accuracy of Truong's
.. E M : -E--dominantandcentral stemwasthe only work is limited by the range over which
TH-: SOIL Siu.i.r i. ANCE one left. The leaves on all of the spe- the experimental Soil ECse was con-
......... ; ... ... .cieswere then trimmed to approximately ducted. This experiment was conducted

.a~..V - - 10cm and the roots were trimmed to a over a greater range of treatments. It
- OMPA1d. WflTW- NAIIVE similar length. The soil used was sup- can be confidentlyconcludedthat Vetiv-

AuSRMA.NPtOESplied by the N.S.W. Soil Conservation eria zizanioides has a very high toler-
,... ........:.-.0.-l .00 .U ............ "......

...... M. .-. Service/Kempsey Division. This soil ance to salt. V. zizanioides has a LD.
was a f ree draining black coastal sand. range of 13 - 17.5 mS/cm. Soil ECse at

Mr. Cook is a student at the Uni- The sets of culms were then planted 16 mS/cm or higher are considered to
versity of New England in Australia. into 17cm by 17cm black polyethylene be highly saline by the U.S. Salinity

pots. Each pot was fertilized with 5 Laboratory.
This paper investigates 2 native grams of slow release fertilizer. (Total Of the fourtypes of grass tested.,

species, Vetiveria filipes and Loman- N - 18%, Total P - 2.6%, K - 10%, S -4%, V. zizanioides shows the highest po-
dra longifolia and compares their soil Ca - 0.6%). The plants were then tential for the construction of hedge-
salt tolerance with that of Vetiveria ziza- watered daily for one week so as to give rows as a soil conservation measure in
nioides and Vetiveria zizanioides var the plantstimeto acclimatize aftertrans- saline soil areas. It can be confidently
Grafton. The objectives were: plant stress. concluded that it has a very high toler-
- To set up a pot trial to test the salt There were 5 salt concentrations ance to salt. According to the U.S.
tolerances of each species. used in the experiment by 4 species by Salinity Laboratory Soil ECse at 16 mS/
- To establish the relationships 5 replicates per species. This pot trial cm or higher is considered to be highly
between soil ECse (Electrical set up was done in accordance with the saline. Lomandra longifolia exhibited
Conductivity soil extract, a unit of methods laid out in the N.S.W. Soil greatersalt tolerance (LD 0s=23. 2mS/
measure to describe soil salinity) and ConservationTechnical Handbook"Pot cm and 20.0 mS/cm, for shoot and total
the Relative Yields (increase in biomass) and Field Trials" (Anon. 1984). Each of growth,respectively), but its open form

the pots was free draining. Five NaCI and sexual reproduction make it less

Table 10. Impact on soil properties of 3 years of mulch application and protection with vetiver hedges.

Bulk
Density Porosity Organic

Treatment g/cm3 (%) pH Matter N P K Ca NMg Zn B

Control 1.35 48.6 4.7 1.03% 0.47% 0.07% 0.24% 2.52% 0.74% 0.01% 0.001%
Vetiver 1.26 52.4 5.4 1.49% 0.64% 0.09% 0.75% 5.26% 0.92% 0.03% 0.001%
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desirable as a hedgerow species. It mined principally by soil texture and
does, however, have a very dense and stability. Earthenchannelsshouldbe
soil binding system of roots. V. ziza- TABIL-T ES- built with stable side slopes and with
nioides var Grafton appears to have a TEDlv R P.OTECT RDRATIO banks strong enough to carry the re-
salt tolerance similar to that of V. ziza- Sely. It has been
nioides. Thisvariety'sabilitytotolerate ora recommended that the side slope of 3:1
repotting stress and osmotic stress is, (H:V) is suitable for channels con-
however, considerably lower than that Drs. A.P. Sahu, S.D. Sharma and structed in sandy loam or porous clay
of V. zizanioides. Additionally, it is SC Nayak are working with the Col- soil and that permanent irrigation chan-
known to set viable seed, from whichit lege of Agricultural Engineering and nels should nothave side slopes steeper
readily reproduces. V. filipeswas found Technologyr OUATu Bhubaneswari In- than 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical. Where
to have the lowest salt tolerance (LD., diaT ' a polyethylene has been used as a liner
= 11.1 and 10.9 mS/cm for shoot and to prevent seepage, the protective soil
total growth, respectively). Addition- Conveyance and distribution of cover placed over it also limits side
ally, though ft exhibited vigorous root water are integral parts of any irrigation slopes and permissible velocities. A
growth, its roots did not form the type of project. Unlined earth channels are 3:1 side slope has been recommended
dense mat desirable for soil conserva- frequently used in the water convey- by some, though the National Commit-
tion. ance systems. These channels are tee on the use of Plastics in Agriculture

At this stage, the critical factor usually designed in trapezoidal sec- (NCPA) recommends a minimum side
limiting V. zizanioides use in Australia tions. The flowing water in the earthen slope of 2:1 where earth cover is used
is the evaluation of its weed potential. channels cause erosion and sloughing for LDPE film lining. But a flatter slope

of side slopes. In the long run the side is required depending upon properties
-: -SRBiU-AM&-w y slopes become flatter and the channels of the cover material. Using flatterSTA0ILI~A11 ... taemreo.es.aablcshps slopes, as in LOPE film lining, largerH - - ta~~~~'Lnke mrore or less parabolic shapes. aeswlb o ycntuto RO0CT$WTH :VE-IiVER:: Th eincpct ftecanli, areas will be lost by construction of

therefore, changed with the change of channels
Taentumeoperatesihfits cross-section. As a potential solution to this prob-

Mr. Channel side slopes are deter- lem, the ability of vetiver grass to pro-
sultingfirm. Oneofhisprimeobjectives tect side slopes from erosion and to
istodemonstratethevalueofvetiver . . stabilize the channel sections was
grass in soil conservation and civil Photo 9. Vetiver demonstration plot, highway tested. Whether or not it would be
engineering in South Africa. roadcut in South Africa. oedges were planted effective was assumed to be a func-to protect gunited surfaces from runoff.tinothplt'rotste,..

Photo co.sy of L. #.Tan talion of the plant's root system, i.e.
The face of a roadcut was density or soil binding capability and

gunited along its entire length in depth of the effective root system.
1990/91. In addition, vetiver grass Two rectangularfield channels
was planted above one section of (one lined with LDPE and the other
the gunited road cut to observe its _ . . unlined) were laid out (20cm wide x
impact (if any). The lines of vetiver -. v 20cm deep, gradient = 0.1%, length
were planted and then left alone. =19m)withverticalsidesandvetiver
No fertilizer or irrigation was ap- grass was planted in lines 10cm
plied. As there was no mainte- > - back from the channel lips; a 10cm
nance, vetiver slips which washed spacing between plants was util-
out prior to establishment were not ized. Soils were a sandy loam with
replaced. Primarily, washouts oc- , a maximum (dry) bulk density of
curred among the vetiver lines that - .- , 1 .75gm/cm3.
were at the bottom (downhill side) of > . After planting, the vetiver was
the planting. The top lines suffered - A allowed sufficient time to establish
littlewashout. Thegunitedsurfaces before water was run through the
below the vetiver hedges, in subse- channel. Water flowing through a
quent inspections, were found to be steep-sided (in this case, vertical)
in good condition (Photo 9) In the channel will erode the sides until
areas with no vetiver hedges above ~ .such time as a stable condition is
to control runoff, the eroding of the 3 j l achieved. An average of 10 liters/
gunite was well advanced (Photo second was run through each chan-
10). The non-protected areas will nel forone hourperday. Waterwas
require re-guniting with in a short -j s ^ runthroughtheunlinedchanneland
period. i the LDPE lined channel for a total of

i-il 4*M w.. ~ YL t+> i ' tt9 and 6 hours, respectively. Table
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prefer to do this using soil augers as
these disturb the soil much less than
using conventional hoes or pick-axes.
Once the vetiver is established Stylo
and Cajanus are sown in contour fur-
rows. This experiment has just begun
and will continue in the 1993 planting
season.

Our initial vetiver planting, on 18
January 1993, was less than success-
ful. Slips were trimmed to 30cm of leaf
before planting at 15cm depth. This
proved to be too shallow, and of the 300
or so slips planted 18% were subse-
quently blown out and died. Several
weeks of strong winds - the site is an
exposed ridge -, temperatures below
150 and little rain also contributed to
further losses, a further 39% had (ap-
parently) not established when we sur-

Photocoursy ofW. Tantium veyed the planting on 29 March 1993.
Photo 10. Where no vetiver hedges were planted to control runoff, the gunite The burnt area we are planting is the
has begun to erode. result of an uncontrolled fire which oc-

curred in early November 1992. We
11 shows the details. ever, the spring of 1992 was early and wanted to plant the site immediately

The side slopes of the field chan- was very wet so that the high rate of after thefireto protect itbut we delaYed
nels planted with vetiver remained ver- survival (98%) that we observed may the planting because we thought to be
tical in the lined channel and nearly so be atypical. By mid-1992 the plantings too late to rely on residual soil moisture
in the unlined channel. This indicates had hedged up, except in gully floors ate to in re soil more
the high efficiency of the vetiver root where wash-outs occurred, and adven- as we had in the abovementioned Jor-
system in binding and holding the soil titious plants had begun to cover the further planting in late March will be
together. It also suggests that in de- surface above the hedges. Soil forma- more successful sinc te aspring flush
signing channels with vetiver grass, tion has begun in the trapped sediment of growth had by then begun. Further
one can go for earthen channels with and this has been assisted by periodi- plantings at monthly intervals are
much steeper sides in sandy loam soil. cal cutting of the vetiver to 30cm and planned.
Since the vetiver grass protected chan- throwing the cut material upslope of the In Hong Kong we prefer to use
nels can maintain steeper sides, they hedges to form a mulch. The mulch stiff, old tillers and new tillers planted
occupy less space as compared with persists for up to a year and while together in the same hole. There are

en channels. adding nutrients also protects the soil two reasonsforthis. Ourmotherstock

VE Tg tIR v sucefrm ri.ndropimpact Tsandtre- has been in the same plot for severaldiuces sediment mnobilization. This plant-MY DR. RD. Ligwsudrgvrmn uevso years because high labour costs and
limited demand for slips have made it

Dr. Hill works with the University and some objection on aesthetic uneconomic to divide and replant. More
of Hong Kong and is th editorof the ,grounds has, apparently, been made to importantly it isdesirable thatthe'comb-

ofia-Hongi Kongandis thewseditor.oh using vetiver. Monitoring of the build- iike' action of the vetiver in trapping
Asia-Pcific pland Newsltter.up of soil above the hedges has proved sediment begins at once. If using young,

A number of experimental plant- impossible in this public-access area green, relatively flaccid planting mate-
ingsfor erosioncontrol have been made as erosion-pins inserted for measure- rial there is a delay until it matures and
since 1989, some of which have been ment purposes have been pulled out. stiffens up. On some sites pebbles and
previously reported in Vetiver Newslet- This part of the experiment has there- small boulders are mobile and by using
ters. One, a planting carried out in 1991 A further recent planting ispartof stiff, mature material these are trapped
on eroding, decomposed granite of very a study to establish contour planted even by very new plantings.
low nutrient status at Jordan Valley is hedges of two fodders - Stylosanthes
nowflourishing. This plantirig was made for wet-season production and Caja-
at the beginning of the dry season to nus cajan tor dry-season production.
testsurvivalof thetillerswiththefurther Vetiver is first planted for erosion con-
objectofseeingifvetiverplantingmiwht trol in single contour rows at 10cm
provide dry-season employment. How- spacing on burnt-over grassland. We
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200mm wire was determined by five accessions, the average rate of gap

VYEGETATIE -HEDEROWS FOR measurements at 5 randomly selected closure (lateral growth) was 124.2mm,
locations. Similarly, for each grass and the average increase in soil eleva-

EROSION CONTROL IN accession within each block, monthly tion was 47.9mm.
SOUTHWESTERN MSSISSIPPI measurements were taken to deter- These findings suggest that:

-: - - BY: DR. TIWAni, ET AL.- - - mine the rate at which the gaps be- - These grass accessions are well
tween the clumps of grass were clos- adapted to the Memphis silt loam soil of

Drs. S.C. Tiwari, P.E. lgbokwe, ing, i.e. rate of hedge formation. Data Southwest Mississippi, and will slow
J.L. Burton, andR.E. Waters, Jr. are all collected on soil elevation and gap runoff and cause the deposit of
associated with Alcorn State University closure during the two years of study sediments when planted for use as
in Lorman, Mississippi, USA. were analyzed by the analysis of vari- vegetative barriers.

ance and means separated by the - Average slope between two

A field experiment was carried to Duncan multiple range test. hedgerowscan be reduced significantly
investigate four vetiver grass acces- There were no statistically signifi- in only two growing seasons. In this
sions (Nos. 196257, 213902, 271633 cant differences between the different trial, average slope was reduced by
and 302300) and a switch grass (Pani- grasses tested and the rates of hedge about 67%.
cum virgatum) accession "Alamo" for formation or sediment accumulation The authors wish to thank the
sediment retention on an undulating (Table 12). However, soil elevation United States Department of Energy
field with a 6% slope. The study was (sediment accumulation) was highest and Mississippi Department of Energy
conducted on a Memphis silt loam (Typic due to vetiver grass accession 271633, and Transportation Division, Economic
Hapludalf) soil. A randomized com- and least due to the vetiver accession and Community Development forfund-
plete block design was used. Planting 302300. The percent change in eleva- ing this project.
was done in single straight lines across tion was similarly highest due to vetiver
the slope with four replications (blocks) grass accession 271633, and least due SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
per accession. Each block was 7.6m to the grass accession 302300 A DIMENSION QF SUSTAINABILrTY AT
long and was planted with 10 plants The gap closure rate was highest THE WATERSHED LEVEL
from each of the five grass accessions due to vetiver grass accession 302300, B D. D Y AO
planted 16cm apart. A 3.6m wide area and least due to the other vetivers and I
immediately above each hedgerowwas Alamo grass accessions. The percent
k<ept tree of vegetation by constant gap closure was similarly highest for Dr. Rao is working with the Insti-
kelptitio to y Idone vetiver grass accession 302300. tute of Economic Growth in New Delhi,
cultivation torepresentafarmland prone A'--hough all grs cesos India.
to soil movement due to tillage and sHhoughtall grass accessions sedia
absence of ground cover. A wire showed potential frctoin si- Our study pertains to the Mahes-
200mm above the ground level was mentmovementonaMemphissiltloam rsde ot e
stretched abovethe grass planting line soil of Southwest Mississippi, it is ob- waramwatersheddevelopment project
and used to determine changes in soil served that vetiver grass accession In Ranga Reddy district of Andhra
elevation. This field study, which be- 271633 seems to have the greatest Pradesh. One ofpthejoutstandint tea-
ganonMay5,1991 (hedgerowplanting potential for the control of sediment tumes of this project is that the soil and
date), was terminated June 30, 1993 movement even though vetiver grass moistureconservationencompaSsboth
aftertwo growing seasons. At the end accession302300seemstohavefaster engineering structures and vegetative
of the first growing season, all were rate of hedge formation than the other barriers with khus (vetiver) grass
pruned to 25cm. Every month, the rise accessions in this study. After 13 hedges. Astratifiedrandomsampleof
in soil mass along the line beneathithe months of growth in this area, for all 121 farms was surveyed during the

year 1988-89 in the project area to
analyze the relative merits of different

Table 11. Effectiveness of vetiver in stabilizing irrigation channels. The conservation technologies and ap-
sideslopes of the vetiver-protected irrigation channels remained nearly vertical, proaches adopted at the watershed
indicating the high efficiency of the root system in binding soil. level.

The conservation measures un-
dertaken are expected to increase the

Average BotAom Depth of D D yield and value of crops. An impact
Channel Top Width, Width, Section (T - B) (T- B) Sideslope assessment shows that the yields of

Descriptlon T (cm) B (cm) D(cm) 2 2 H:V sorghum-pigeonpea and castor are

Unlined, 51.2% and 17.5% higher, respectively,

protveted 32.6 29.0 16.2 10.2 84.4degrees 01 :1.0 on farms with engineering measures
than that of those with no conservation.

Llned They are 74.2% and 32.6% higher,
(LDPE film), 22.2 22.2 17.2 infinity 90 degrees 0.0: 1.0 rsetvl,o am ihvgttv
vetiver respectively, on farms with vegetative
protected measures. Similarly, the incremental
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Soil MaBB Elevation Y Lateral Plant Growth X
Grass Soil Elevation Elevation Gap Filling Gap Filling
Accession (m) () (m) ()

Switch "Almo" 47.78 23.89 122.70 86.17

Vetiver 196257 51.53 25.76 124-95 87-75

Vetiver 213902 44.20 22.11 122.83 86.25

Vetiver 271633 54.30 27.15 122.70 86.17

Vetiver 302300 41.08 20.54 127.58 89.59

Mean 47.78 23.89 124.15 87.19

Cv, % 36.41 36.41 4.08 4.08
X - Based on the initial wlthin row plant distance (152.4mm)
Y - Based on the Initlal helght of stretched wire from soll level

Table 12. Hedgerow effect on soil mass elevation, rate of gap filling.

land values are 25% and 45% more tive measures of conservation to con-
with engineering and vegetative meas- tain soil loss as a whole. Further, in- nii (Tikhadi). The study areas receive
ures than that of lands with no such comecanalso be increased. Obviously, about 840mm average annual rainfall.
measures. These conservation meas- there is no conflict here between opti-
ures need regular care and mainte- mal land use with conservation and VETIVER vs. BUNDING
nance. For instance, the decrease in income maximization. To sum up, soil
productivity and land values on farms and water conservation programs are Experimental plots were located
with old bunds that were constructed profitable if they are implemented on a on shallow, relatively flat areas (22cm
15-20 years ago indicates further deg- watershed basis with regular care and soil depth, 1.5% slope). The plot soils
radation of dry lands. This suggests maintenance. Vegetative barrierswith comprisedLithicUstorthentswithmois-
that stabilization of conservation struc- khus hedges are found to be more tureholdingcapacityat-0.3barand-15
tures is crucial. profitable, even during the initial stages, bar, 38% and 25%, respectively. Avail-

The results of benefit cost analy- due to their efficiency and low cost. able water content was 170.3mrrVm.
sis show that the annual incremental Thereforethevegetativemeasuresare Treatments comprised cultivation
net benefit for sorghum-pigeonpea and expected to be in large areas in years to across the slope and along graded
castor are Rs. 300 and Rs. 291 /hectare come by virtue of their replicability, effi- bunds with 0.2% grade at 1 m VI (verti-
with engineering measures over that ciency and profitability. cal interval) and contour cultivation
with no conservation measures at their . ____________:_V_:_: along with vetiver hedgerows (0.5m
market prices. The benefits are Rs. EVALUATION OF VETIVER .:: VI). Subplot treatments included vari-
453 and Rs. 480 for these crops with i: tems: sorghum, oot-
vegetative measures. Similarly the ...... GER ton and mungbean; sorghum +
incremental net present values, NPVs, !LATivPE .TORGADED BUNDS AND mungbean (2:1); and cotton +
are higherforvegetative measures, i.e. Q kTHE VEGETATIVE HEDGEROWS mungbean (1:1). Net plot sizes were
Rs. 3045 and Rs. 2839/hectare for SBi:DRS. SAoARE AND MESHRAMX 96.2mx9.8m. Recommendedratesof
sorghum intercrop and castor, respec- NPK were utilized for each crop.
tively. Whereas the NPVs are only Rs. Drs. B.N. Sagare and S.S. Leaf area (LA) of functional leaves
1101 and Rs. 586/hectare with engi- MeshramareworkingwithPKVUniver- of representative plantswas measured
neering measures at 12% discount rate. sity, Ako/a, Maharashtra, India. by automatic leaf area meter and leaf
However,theannualbenefitsandNPVs area indices were calculated. Periodic
are much higherwith castorwithvege- During the period 1989 through soilsamplesfromoto22cmdepthwere
tative measures at their shadow prices 1991, data was collected to compare collected for gravimetric moisture de-
as castor earns foreign exchange. the impacts of vetiver hedgerows rela- termination and soil moisture storage

Optimal land use strategies sug- tive to graded bunds and other vegeta- calculations. Moisture Use Efficiency
gest that within the available resource tive barriers of Leucaena leucocephala (MUE) was calculated on the basis of
constraints, greater areas, as much as (Subabul), Cymbopogon flexuosus yield (kg/ha) divided by total moisture
80%, should be brought under vegeta- (Lemongrass) and Chrysopogonmarti- use by crop. Detedmination of NPK
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status of soil was carried out before and versus the others. N was 2.9% and Leucaena, lemon grass and chrysopo-
after the harvest of crops. 1.9% higher, P2 O5was 6.6% and 2.7% gon treatments increased seed cotton

Maximum increases in LA was higher and K20 was 11.5% and 7.7% yield by 24%, 15% and 11%, respec-
recorded with vetiver hedgerow treat- higher in the vetiver plots versus the tively, versus the across the slope cul-
ments (with contour cultivation) as across slope and graded bund plots, tivated plots.
comparedtocultivationacrossthe slope respectively. Highest gross monetary return
and graded bunds at all the stages of (Rs. 4734/ha) and benefit:cost ratio
crop growth. Average LA in vetiver VETIVER VS. OTHER (1.55) were recorded due to vetiver
hedgerow treatment was 20.6% and VEGETATIVE BARRIERS barriersfollowedbyleucaenaandlemon
12.5% greater than across the slope grass barriers (Table 15).
and graded bund treatments, respec- To assess vetiver hedgerows in Highest mean soil moisture per-
tively. relation to other vegetative barriers, a centage, profile and available moisture

Maximum enhancement in yields randomized block design experiment storage were recorded due to vetiver
of sorghum, cotton and mungbeanwas with three replicates was conducted andleucaenahedgerows. Lemongrass
due to vetiver hedgerows followed by during 1992 using cotton as a test crop. and chrysopogon hedgerows recorded
graded bunding and across the slope. Plot soilscomprised Typic Chromusterts comparatively less available moisture
Average increase in total productivity of moderate depth on relatively flat ar- than that of vetiver and leucaena barni-
due to vetiver hedgerows was 17.1% eas (58cm soil depth and 2% slope). ers. This mightbedueto highermortal-
and 32.3% as compared to cultivation Moisture holding capacity at -0.3 bar ity rates in lemon grass and chrysopo-
along graded bunds and across the and -15 bar were 40.4% and 19.4%, gon hedgerows, which resulted in de-
slope, respectively (Table 13). respectively. Treatments included creasing intake of water and available

The highest monetary returnswas across the slope cultivation and con- soil moisture.
obtained with vetiver hedgerows fol- tour farming along with various vegeta- Maximum MUE (0.80 kg/ha/mm)
lowedbycultivationalonggradedbunds tive hedgerows: Vetiveria zizanioides was found with vetiver hedgerows fol-
and across the slope. Vetiver hedge- (vetiverorkhus), Leucaenaleucoceph- lowed by leucaena (0.75 kg/ha/mm),
rows recorded maximum benefit:cost ala (Subabul), Cymbopogon flexuosus lemon grass (0.70 kg/ha/mm) and
ratio followed by across the slope and (Lemongrass) and Chrysopogonmarti- chrysopogon (0.69 kg/ha/mm). This
graded bunding (Table 14). nii (Tikhadi) established at 0.5m verti- indicated that growing of cotton along

Graded bunds and vetiver hedge- cal interval. Net sizeof plotswas98.2m withvetiverhedgerowsgave moreyield
rowswerefoundcomparableinrespect x 14.8m. The recommended dose of of cotton per mm of water as compared
of mean moisture use by various crops. NPK was applied to all the plots. Mois- to leucaena, lemon grass and chryso-
However, MUE within the vetiver plots ture use, MUE and soil nutrient status pogon hedgerows.
was 17.2% and 33.1% higher (i.e. was estimated as per previously de-
greater production per unit of water) scribed. I VIXPERIENCES WT YETIVER:
thanthatforgraded bunding and across Yield of seed cotton from vetiver DA . G.M. BHARAC
the slope treatments, respectively. withcontourcultivationplotswas25.5%

Residual soil nutrients consistently greater than that from across the slope Dr. G.M. Bharad is working with
tended to be higher on the vetiver plots cultivation without any hedgerows. PKV University, Akola, Maharashtra,

India.
Table 13. Total productivity (q/ha) by treatment and by crop.

Dr. Bharad has been working with
Sorghum + Cotton + vetiver grass on, primarily, Black Cot-

Mung Mung Mung Pooled ton soils (vertisols) since 1987. His
Treatments Sorghum Cotton Bean Bean Bean Mean work has been covered in a number of

Acrosstheslope 18.10 7.83 1.89 19.67 8.09 11.12 previousNewsletters. Inordertoavoid

redundancy, only a few excerpts from
Vetiver hedgerows 23. 36 9. 51 3. 38 25. 86 1 . 42 14.71 his paper, a compendium of his man-

agement and research experience, are

Graded bunds 19.38 9.02 2.49 21 .08 10.84 12.56 published below.
Selection of non-flowering mate-

Mean 20.28 8.79 2.59 22.20 10.12 rial: Variationinthefloweringpatterns
of our vetiver stocks was observed. It

SEm +/- CD 5% was also seen that flower culms die in
Main treatments 0. 38 1.45 the next season and flowering dimin-

ishesplantvigor. Non-floweringclumps
Sub treatments 0. 31 0. 89 were identified, propagated and planted

Interaction effect 0. 55 1. 56 out in lines in 1991. Neither in 1991 or
1992 did any of this material flower.
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Sorghum + Cotton + On our existing fields, to change
Mung Mung Mung Pooled from our current practices to that pres-

Treatments Sorghum Cotton Bean Bean Bean Mean ently applied was considered undesir-

Across the slope I . 84 2. 26 0 .68 2. 29 2. 69 95 able for a number of reasons, both
economic and practical. In short, the
current system would be too costly to

Vativerhedgerows 2.48 2. 76 1. 22 3.41 3.79 2.73 apply, would take up land and restrict
mobility. Through MASDAR I acquired
a copy of your vetiver handbook, the

Gradedbunds ; 26 1.54 0.44 1. 60 1.98 1.36 concept made so much sense that I
started implementing the hedgerow
system right away and to date have

Mean 1.86 2.19 0.78 2.43 2.82 planted 146 hectares to this system. I
am now into the fourth growing season

Table 14. Benefit: Cost Ratios by treatment and by crop. using the vetiver system and I am very
pleased with it (Photo 11).

The material from this line is being THE LAR E The vertical interval (VI) between
further tested and multiplied. (KNOWN) hedgerows varies from between 3 to 7

Selection and preparation of plant- IINDIVIDUAL PLANTING OF meters. Vetiver grass can be planted in
ing material: Old material with senesc- VETlIVER -HEDGEROWIS cane fields either during the planting
ing or dead flower culms should be By MR. M. ROBERT operation or in a ratoon crop. Most
rejected. Prune shoots to 15-20cm and .: .: .: : : : E I important,thevetivermustneverbecut
leave 5-7cm of roots to help anchor the Mr. Robert is a private farmer in back to promote tillering if the sugar
slip. Treatment of stacked material with South Africa. cane is going to cause too much shad-
25g9l of copper oxychloride is a good ing. Then when the sugar cane is cut,
idea. This letter has been written to cut the vetiver back. In our area, the

Planting : Be absolutely sure that inform the Network of the progress of vetiver would be cut back once in every
the soil iswell-compacted back around vetiverplantedonthesugarcanefarms, 12 to 18 months. The operation to
theslipswhentheyareplanted. Failure Vallonia Estate. The total area of the promote tillering will cease once the
todothisisoneofthemajorreasonsfor farms is 300 hectares. Vetiver was desired hedge thickness has been
high mortality at planting. introduced to this area from Mauritius achieved. Burning of vetiver also pro-

Gapfilling : Vetiver normally es- about 70 years ago by my grandfather, motes tillering.
tablishes in within 2 to 3 weeks after the late Mr.Charles De Charmoy. The An effective planting approachfor
planting. Gaptilling should be done 3 to grass has been planted on the sides of using vetiver in watercourse stabiliza-
4 weeks after planting. Later than this, roads on the above mentioned estates tion is shown in Figure 4. It is very
well-established, containerized plants for the past 40 years. important that the first line of grass is
should be used to fill gaps. The most common method of soil planted just above the base (line 1) and

Maintenance: Pruning is essen- conservation on sugarcane farms in thereafter work your way up the slope
tial and should be carried out 2 to 3 this area is to establish fields as strips (lines 2 and 3). The vetiver planted
times during the rainy season; how- aligned horizontallyonthecontour. The across the base (A) can be taken out
ever, pruning should not be below 40 to field boundaries are infield roads which once natural grasses are growing so as
50cm or it will effect vigor and growth. are spaced according to slope and soil not to impede the flow of water. The
When weeding the field NEVER throw type. lines 1, 2 and 3 will always remain.
the uprooted weeds into the hedge- Neverplantjusttheonelineontop(e.g.
rows. Do not plow or cultivate within
20cm of the hedge until it is well-estab- Table 15. Gross returns and benefit: cost ratios of vegetative treatments
lished. May burning of hedgerows helps versus across the slope cultivation.
to keep them termite-free.

Gully stabilization : Rows of Treatments Gross Returns (Rs/ha) B C Ratio
vetiver planted at a 0.5m vertical inter- Across the slope 3812 1 . 24
val appears to work well. Be sure to
plant the vetiver in a V-shape, with the Vetiver 4734 1 . 55
point of the V upstream. This lessens
the chance forwashouts. Where wa- Leucaena 4664 1 .52
terways or drains exit fields, two or
three lines of vetiverplanted acrossthe Cymbopogon 4336 1.42
waterway and tied into single lines of
vetiver planted on the field boundary is Chrysopogon 4241 1 .39

effective to control runoff and scour.
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. about roughly US$400/27.3 kg carton.
This material is the'Boucard'clone

that was DNA fingerprinted as related
in the molecular diagnostics article in
this Newsletter, and is genetically dis-

A @~_l - tinct from the 'seedy' vetivers.
For more information contact*

American Vetivert Corporation, Inc.
P.O. Box 166

Leakey, Texas 78873
Fax (210) 232-5716

REPORT ON MORTALITY IN

VETIVER HEDGERIOWS IN INDIA I
Jim Smyle, editor of the Vetiver

- :W lXf S ~9,Newsletter, visited the Maheshwaram
{E '~ ~ ^ '' ~ ' > i' ' t>' 't-gwatershed in Andhra Pradesh, India.

- * + > | *' 5 o _o*, < r >. iif*-. During the visit he investigated reports

-Photo courtesy o aMr. IL Robert ofdiebackinestablishedvetiverhedge-Photo ~ ~ ~ rws Thels foloin summarizes his
Photo 11. Vetiver hedgerows on Mr. Robert's farm in South Africa (1991). rows. The followng summanzes his

line 3) as you will get undermining in the short term I truly believe that one can
waterway and eventually the bank will expect an increase incropyields. Some i was able to observe a range of
collapse. of my own experiments have proved conditions under which older, estab-

When using vetiver in gully stabi- this to be the case. intact and functional through to condi-
lization, where possible, shape the gully tions where once functional hedgerows
orbankbeforeplanting. Rowsofvetiver A COMMERCIAL SOURCE FOR had virtually disappeared. These ob-
planted half a meter apart will soon VETIVER PLANTING MATERIAL servations led to the formulation of the
stabilize it. VE.E_ PATNGMTR_A_erain_ldt_tefrmltono_h

We also stabilized a river flowing followingopinionsonthe vetiverhedge-
through the farm using vetiver in con- One of the most common ques- rows and causes of the observed die-
junction with indigenous trees. tions asked of the Network is "Where back.

Leechee trees were also planted can I obtain vetivergrass ?". Recently, No single cause of the die-back is
together with vetiver. "Half-moons" of a new source has come to the attention apparent, rather it appears to be a
vetiver were planted on the downhill of the Network. The American Vetiv- combinationoffactorsleadingtolossof
side of the tree to retain moisture. No ert Corporation, Inc. has informed us the hedges.
young trees were lost in the 1992 that they now can offer vetiver planting Vetiver is close to the edge of its
drought even without irrigation. material in commercial quantities range in terms of available moisture,

All vetiver planting is done manu- through the mail. The material they with "available moisture" defined as a
ally using between 3 and 5 slips, in offer comes in two forms function of the combination of rainfall
clump form, which are dipped into wa- 1) Vetiver clumps of 15cm to (semiarid zone with an average mois-
ter and planted 15cm apart. All the 20cmdiameter. Roughly,a15cmclump ture deficit period of 9 to 10 months
planting material is cut back to 200mm comprises about 50 tillers. Leaves and each year (*)), soil moisture holding ca-
before planting. For maintenance, the roots are trimmed and it is treated with pacity (low) and soil depth (shallow). It
vetiver is cut back periodically to 50cm fungicide and packaged in 27.3 kg therefore is not as vigorous as it is
in height to assist tillering. While young cartons for shipment. The cost (not under more humid conditions. How-
plants are growing, hand weeding is including shipping from Dilley, Texas) ever, it still is sufficiently adapted to the
required; however, once mature chemi- is US$6/clump or about roughly climate and soils in the Maheshwaram
cal weedkillers can be used which do US$300/27.3 kg carton. watershed to be useful so long as it is
not affect the vetiver. 2) Vetiverplantlets,comprised not subjected to prolonged periods of

The use of the vetiver system has of about 3 or 4 tillers/plantlet. The high stress.
proved to me that in the long term it is plantlets are about 5cm in diameter at To varying degrees - minimal in
the most effective and cheapest form of the base. Leaves and roots are trimmed protected areas with some irrigation, to
soil and moisture conservation. A lot of and it is treated with fungicide and severe in rainfed areas under fallow -
interest is being shown in vetiver and it packaged in 27.3 kg cartons for ship- white ant (termite) nestingwithinvetiver
is just a matter of time before more ment. The cost (not including shipping clumpsseemstobehavingtheeffectof
people start making use of it. In the from Dilley, Texas) is US$2/plantlet or suppressing regrowth of new tillers
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In summation, it appears that a
|6I 114 C0A'V.s I D6 hierarchy of problems exists. Firstly,

1A1.6 PI 44, a. the white ants suppress regrowth
3 making the plants vulnerable to graz-

ing. Secondly, grazing pressures keep
the plants from maintaining themselves.

tX1E \ \ >Thirdly, under the prevailing climatic
and edaphic conditions the plant is
unable to overcome the stress.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1E- AA St-'

' >i4 #xoL ' A'4vAA The main concern at this point is
to ascertain to what extent the causes

I X P L of mortality in older hedges are ame-
cN i \ / ~ ^ /nable to management and under what

circumstances such management prac-
110,A tices would be practical. Since it ap-

Xko^,se % pears that die-back in the older hedges
dw so/ is a function of white ant activities both

| / suppressing regrowth in the hedges'
centers and thus leaving the plants

i v v / vulnerable to grazing, the first step is to
l Aw / / targetwhite ant control. Two strategies

should be trialed by the project as a
short term stop gap:

-s f- / -- Annual burning of hedgerows in
order to remove dead material upon
which white ants feed. Hedgerows can

/ be burned sometime in January through
3 i. E i /May within farmer's fields (' ). With

* OW-+ ° S protection of the fields from grazing at
onset of monsoons, the hedgerows

X = could recover sufficiently to provide
some runoff control by the time the
more intense rains of late July and
August occur. ICRISAT's runoff plot

Figure 4. Mr. Robert's approach for stabilizing watercourses. This is a method vetiver trials could include burning of
which Mr. Robert has used successfully on his own farm. Note the lines of vetiver as a treatment to verify the
vetiver running parallel to the direction of the flow. efficacy of this approach under local

conditions.
within the centers of the clumps. The are better able to persist. However, Chemical control. The current
medium term effect is for the hedges to even under these conditions lack of practice of using BHC or Aldrin at time
become hollowed out. The hollowing regrowthinthecentersanddryseason of planting gives only short term
reportedly becomes noticeable about grazing pressures are still causing loss protection to the plants; also these
year 4 after planting. of function and mortality such that the chemicals are undesirable both from

With the hollowing of the clumps, utility of the hedgerows for controlling environmental and human health
the only new tillers are those which are runoff and sediment is being lost. aspects. Any annual applications of
coming out on the periphery. These Underprotectedconditions-e.g. insecticides are probably impractical
young tillers are not protected by the in irrigated horticulturalplantingswhere and most chemicals capable of
presence of the older, woody growth. increased soil moisture levels minimize providing ongtemprotection arehighly
As a result, grazing commonly keeps the incidence of white ants - vetiver toxicandenvironmentallyunsafe Some
the new tillers cut down near ground hedges are well-able to maintain them- relatively new granular formulations
level. selves. recommended for forestr use may

Wherefields are notcultivatedfor Under rainfed conditions where rryomme y ioruiorese use may
one to two seasons, unrelieved grazing grazing does not occur, the vetiver release long acting (5 to 7 years)
pressure exhausts the roots and the hedges are in decline from (white ant- formulations that have low toxicity and
clumps die and the hedges disappear. caused) lack of regrowth in their cen- are considered to be environmentally
Where fields are cultivated, the plants ters.
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acceptable. (ii) Shading out of hedges as associ- persistence when itbecomesthe norm

Concurrently, research support is ated forestry species overtopped and andtheplants are notallowedtorecover.
needed to verify the cause of mortality. closed canopies and; (iii) Farmers pil- - Repeated plowing operations
Studies which should be done could ing of weeds and other residues on immediatelyalongthehedgesdamages
include: hedgerows. plants and causes mortality. While
-- Ascertain the impact, if any, of such plowing is necessary to control

termite nesting on regrowth of the HEDGEROW MANAGEMENT hedge width, it probably is undesirable
centers of vetiver. Possible until the hedge attains a width of about

mechanisms of suppression could be: Generally farmers (and often 50cm.
(i) Mechanical: the walls of active termite project staff) seemtobeoperating under Undoubtedly, greater levels of

nests as well as the material from the assumption thatthe vetiver hedges managementinputsareneededinorder
abandoned termite nests which washes require no management. There are no to sustain the vetiver hedgerows, par-
into the centers of the clumps appears systems which do not require manage- ticularly under the semi-arid conditions
to have a high bulk density. New, ment. For example, experience and in the Plains. This should not necessar-
young tillers may be unable to push experimental data indicate that, for ily be a drawback. Narrow, stiff grass
through this material and, then the example : hedgerows as a technology for control-
covered portions would be shaded out; -- Some parts of the plant should be ling surface runoff are likely to maintain
(ii) Chemical: there may be some culled as they have low survival rates; a relative advantage in establishment
allelopathic mechanism with termite culling, however, is not carried out; and maintenance costs over structural
castings which suppresses vetiver -- Soil moisture levels are critical to and other vegetative (e.g. grass strips,
regrowth; (iii) Biological: increased vetiver establishment - however, woody perennial hedgerows) ap-

humidity levelswithin termite nestscould planting reportedly continues almost proaches.
promotefungal, viralorbacteral activity irrespective of rainfall in order to meet
inimicable to the growth of vetiver. targets. The example in Rajasthan of Footnotes
-- Verify that the fungi on older farmers carrying out their own planting (*) According to Nieuwolt, S.,
clumps is saprophytic, rather than appears to be the best solution here. 1977, Tropical Climatology, John Wiley

pathogenic (i.e. causing mortality); -- Plantingdepth and re-compaction and Sons Ltd. London, England. pg.
- Continue pruning studies to look of soil around slips is essential, yet one 191-92.
at effects of long term, continuous can commonly observe that these are (**) There may be conflicting pd-
grazing which keeps plants below 20cm not done correctly. orties in terms of when to burn. lntui-
in height; and -- Any gapfilling should be done in tivelyitmakessensetoburnthehedges
- Carry out accession trials to the first year, yet gapfilling is not as early as possible to remove the dry
ascertain if any provenances or types commonlycarriedoutimmediatelyorat materal before white ants nest. How-
of vetiver are better suited/more all. ever, preliminary data from Maharash-
resistant to white ants, drought, etc. -- Pruningofhedgerowsisbeneficial tra indicates that later burning (April) is
The traditional, so-called "farmer to their growth and vigor; however, preferred as early burning stimulates
selected" vetiver from the Kabbalnala/ pruning below about40cm stressesthe growth which is grazed or dries out in

Gundalpet area should be tested plants. The majority of hedgerows the dry season - this reduces plant
immediately. observed were well below 40cm or, if vigor in the early monsoon season.

Other apparent causes of decline above this height, were generally
and mortality in hedgerows related to: unpruned. Theformersituationisalmost
(i) Farmersplowingthroughthehedges; certainly detrimental to long term

1 The fninsntp =, x
of thNS: #uthor Bnk
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VETIVER NEWSLETTER
NEWSLETTER OF THE VETIVER INFORMATION NETWORK, The next Newsletter, #12, will be pub-

NUMBER 11, JUNE 1994 lished very shortly and will contain feed-
back from many of you who have kindly
supplied information to the network, as

a IlBT~EV iv ' iwell as some notes on my recent visit tR
3 \ ~~~~~~~~India where there are some interesting

... >R { | \1 E A I s L i a activities occurrng in the use of vetiver.

Dlck Grlmshaw
This newsletter has been entirely pre-
pared by the vetiver users of Thailand
andwe give specialthanksto Dr. Sumet
Tantlvejkul, Secretary-General, The DeveIopr 
Office of the Royal Development Proj- Developm ent
ects Board. The newsletter provides an and Promotion of
interesting account of the remarkable a dP otin f
progress that has been made in the
introduction of vetiver in a relatively short the Utilization of
time. It is particularly important in that it l
describes how a major-country wide mi- ' Vetiver Grass in
tiative has been undertaken involving Ve ie G a s i
policy makers, agencies, officials and
the general public. I believe that we can Thailand
all learn a lot from this inHtiative in Thai--__
land, and I hope that it inspires some
readers to mount similar efforts to re-
duce soil losses and improve water
conservation. The Thai initiative also e
reflects on the professionalism and lead- _
ership of Thailand's King, His Majesty,
King Bhumibhol Adulyadej. His Maj-
esty has provided the leadership, and
has demonstrated his keen interest
through His personal participation and
that of His Family. He has clearly in-
spired his people to act. He has also
inspired a lot of people outside of Thai- Photo # 1. Bronze sculpture, by Reginald --
land, and in recognition of this, the Pollack, of Vetiveia zizanioides presented j
Vetiver information Network, at a private to His Majesty The King of Thailand, by The r' -

ceremony at the Royal Chitralada Pal- Vetiver Information Network.ceremon at theRoyal hitralaa Pal-Photo Credit: R.G.Grlmshaw 
ace, awarded His Majesty a specially
commissionedbronzevetiversculpture. where we are today. Fortunately we "-

have not lost him. He will be establishing
I would also like to take the opportunity a vetiver network for Central and South
of the occasion of this Newsletter to America, and I hope, overtime, those of
notify you that Jim Smyle will, from the you from that part of the World will direct f -' t 
beginning of June, be full time in Central your queries to Jim. He will respond to
Americaworking out of San Jose, Costa you in Spanish!! His address in Costa Photo#2. His Majesty The King of Thailand
Rica. I would like to take the opportunity Rica will be: James Smyle, R UTA, Barrio andHerRoyalHighness the Princess Mother
of this newsletter to thank Jim for all the Escalante, Del Parque Francia, 25 Met- discussing the merits of some good quality
hard work that he has put into the Net- ros Sur, Casa #342, San Jose, Costa vetiver planting material at Doi Tung
work both in the field and for the News- Rica. Tel (506) 255 401 1; fax (506) 222 Development Project.
letter. Without him we would not be 6556. Photo Credit: Dr. Sumet TantveJkuI
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lines. When inter-cropped with field ect is intended to be an experiment withI: : crops it should preserve moisture in the rapid resu/ts. In conclusion, planting
BACKGROUND soil, absorb nitrogen, andprevent toxic, smaller clumps at closer distance is

and other chemicals from flowing into appropriate. The verticalintervalbetwe en
Thailand's soils are currently deteriorat- rivers and canals. Moreover, vetiver rows should be two meters according to
ing at an unacceptable level that have grass should be planted around reser- the technical paper; the interval being
reached a crHtical stage. Statistically, voirs to prevent the soil from collapsing measured vertically along the slope of
one third of the country, equivalent to into and filling up the reservoirs, as well two meters descending from top to bot-
107 million rai (17 million ha -1 ha = as preserving the soil surface at the tom. The interval might not aMAays be 2
6.25 rai) has been seriously affected by upperpartof the reservoirs andacceler- m. distance, but can be 1.50 m. asprac-
soil erosion, particularly in the northern, ating tree growth in forest areas which ticaL At 1.50 m. apart, it might be more
north-eastem, central and southem parts rde6ive adequate water. In addition, there 'comfortable' since it is approximately
of the country. shouldbe a study on efficiencyof vetiver the height of a person. If it is 2 m., a

grass in controlling the spread of the person would have to stretch, but this is
The problem arises from continuous lalang grass (Imperate cylindrica) in the also practical, since it would enable the
misuse and non-protection of arable areas where the lalang is wide spread. person to view the second row rmore
lands, deforestation, expansion of the At the upperpartof the reservoirs, vetiver easily'.
business and industrial sectors into ag- grass should be cultivated to trap sedi-
ricuftural areas and increase in popula- ments and absorb chemicals and toxins Following His Majesty's inKtiatives to use
tion, all of which combine to force farm- before flowing into waterways. These vetiver grass for soil and water conser-
ers to exploit and devastate forest lands substances are then stored in the root vation, government and non-govemment
in the high plains or mountainous areas and stem until they transform into fertil- agencies gave greater attention to the
including the cultivation of short term izer useful for plants. It is important to impotance of soil and water conserva-
crops without appropriate preventive photograph the vetiver before and after tion. The Office of the Royal Develop-
measures against soil erosion. Recog- the experimentation Additionally the ment Projects Board provided a central
nizing the importance and necessity of results should be recorded with respect coordinating role for 16 agencies: De-
solving the problem, His Majesty the to vetiver's growth, i.e. stem and root; partment of Land Development, the
King initiated the use of vetiver grass for capability of vetiver grass in conserving Royal Forestry Department, Department
conserving soil and water and improving soil, increasing soil fertility and preserv- of Agriculture, the Royal Irrigation Deprt-
the environment in cultivated and for- ing soil moisture as well as studies on ment, Department of Agricultural Exten-
ested areas. His Majesty's initiative differentspeciesandecotypes of vetiver. sion,Officeof AgriculturalLandReform,
concerning vetiver grass was first re- Department of Livestock Development,
ceived by Dr. Sumet Tantivejkul, Secre- His Majesty the King has paid regular Department of Border Patrol Police,
tary-General of the Office of the Royal visits to various areas where vetiver Department of Public Welfare, Office of
Development Projects Board, and other grass is grown in order to observe the the Accelerated Rural Development,
concerned people on June 22, 1991 at results of the experimentation and give Department of the Royal Highways,
the Royal Chitralada Palace as quoted advice. Furthermore, His Majesty do- Kasetsart University, Chiang Mai Uni-
below: nated US$10,000 from His private fund versity, Khon Kaen University, Prince of

to the Vetiver Information Network to Songkla University and Scientific and
"Vetiver Grass is a plant which has a support research on vetiver grass and Technological Research Institute of
deep root system penetrating straight itsuses. HisMajestymadethefollowing Thailand.
into the soil and spreading like an under- observations to Dr. Sumet Tantivejkul
ground fence capable of filtering sedi- on August 28, 1993 at the Royal Chitra- These agencies were assigned the role
mentsandprotecting soilsurface runoff. lada Palace. to conduct studies and experiments on
Given these favourable characteristics, cultivating and using vetiver grass at
studies and experimentation on the cul- Vetiver grass must be planted 15 cm. different locations and under different
tivation and use of vetiver grass should apart for large clumps and 2-3 cm. apart uses. In order to allow the activities of
beconductedatthe RoyalDevelopment for small clumps. However, the latter these agencies to operate in a coopera-
Study Centres and other appropriate approach using small clumps at 2-3 cm. tive and consistent manner, former Prime
locations on a wide scale, and consis- interval is believed to be more effective Minister Anand Panyarachun, in his
tent with topographical conditions of the as it will economize the planting slips capacity as the Chairman of the Royal
areas. On mountainous locations, vetiver and form a dense hedge within a few Development Projects Board, mandated
grass should be planted as horizontal months. Byusing large clumps with wider the establishment of the Committee on
contour hedges across the slopes and intervals, it may take about 2 years for Development and Promotion of the Utili-
gullies forprotection againstsoilerosion the hedge to become effective. This zation of Vetiver Grass under His
and slippage and the maintenance of time frame is too long. The plantings at Majesty's Initiatives on June 24, 1992.
moisture in the soil. On theplains, vetiver the Doi Tung Project are rather expen- The late, His Majesty's Privy Councilor,
grass should be cultivated around or on sive because vetiver grass is planted in His Royal Highness Prince Chakra-
cultivation plots, in one or two contour a very dense hedge. However, the proj- phandphensiri Chakraphand, was the
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President of the Committee, with the officials and field practitioners, as Vetiveria zizanioides (Nasn).This
Permanent Secretaries of the participat- well as overseas training in specific species is able to adapt very well and
ing Ministries and Director Generals of fields ontechnologyforthe utilization grow fast in various environmental
different agencies acting as the execu- of vetiver grass. conditions. Most of the exotic types
tive members of the Committee. The whichwereintroducedfromIndia,Sri
Secretary-General of the Royal Devel- Demonstration and promotion of cul- Lanka and Indonesia are especially
opment Projects Board was appointed tivation in targeted areas Dlan fo- selected plants and are treated un-
asthe member and secretary. This Com- cuses on campaign promotion on the der the factors different from the
mittee is responsible for formulating use of appropriate vetiver species natural conditions, such as regular
policies and guidelines in the develop- (Vetiveria zizanioides), appointment cutting, in order to accelerate stem
ment and promotion of the use of vetiver of the Office of the Royal Develop- propagation, limit the emergence of
grass according to His Majesty's initia- ment Projects Board andthe Depart- inflorescence and prevent cross
tives, as well as montoring and provid- ment of Land Development to be the breeding and mutation. The vetiver
ing suggestion concerning the operation central agencies to distribute the grass which is commonly found in
of the projects. correct species/ecotypes of vetiver natural habitats in Thailand adapts

grass; and to prevent the uses of itself to suitthe different conditionsof
On August 13, 1992, the Chairman of wrong species which may become the ecosystem, exhibiting many in-
the Committee on Development and noxiousweedsanddamagethecoun- florescences and cross-pollination
Promotion of the Utilization of Vetiver try. At present, the agencies have every year.
Grass officially set up the Master Plan produced and propagated more than
Team on Development and Promotion 3 million tillers fordistribution to other Although the cross-pollination makes
of the Utilization of Vetiver Grass, and agenciesforfurtherpropagationpur- thevetivergrasstoleranttodiseases
the Monitoring and Evaluation Team, poses. and climatic crisis, mutation may
both involving representatives from the cause the unsteadiness and reduc-
agencies.TheMasterPlanTeamdrafted Monitoring and evaluating plan: The tion of the volatile oils. The blade of
a master plan for the development of the Committeeon Developmentaand Pro- the grass is 45-90 cm. long and 0.6-
vetiver grass program, the features of motion of the Utilization of Vetiver 0.9 cm. wide, curved on upper sur-
which reflected the consistent and sup- Grass is responsible for studying face and flat near the apex, with a
portive framework of an operation due documents, collecting field data, in- smooth and waxy texture, and dark
for completion within 2 years (1993- terviewing the field implementing of- green in color. The color of the lower
1994). ficials for field data and taking photo- surface is palerthan that of the upper

graphs. Moreover, the responsible surface. The septum can be seen
The Master Plan contains five plans for agencies in the areas where vetiver clearly especially at the basal and
the overall operation of the project as grass is grown are required to report middle part of the blade; whereas,
follows: the results of the operation to the the midrib is obscured and buried in

Committee every four months, in the the blade.
Research. investigation and experi- form of a published report, including
mentation plan is subdivided into detailed data analysis. The reports The one year vetiver has long roots
three groups comprising: the botani- would be further disseminated. that enable it to penetrate more than
cal and genetic research group; ap- one meter below the soil surface.
propriateness of the utilization of The results thus far of the monl- This depends on soil conditions and
vetiver group; and propagation of torlng and evaluation ofthevetiver on the strengthof the plant. In alluvial
vetiver grass using tissue culture plantings In the targeted areas sandysoil,thegrasswillproducethe
techniques group. from October 1992 to September longest root possible. On December

1993 are summarized below: 19, 1991 at the Doi Tung Develop-
Public relations plan involves mak- ment Project, Chiang Rai Province,
ing of posters, publications, leaflets observations showed (by digging
and brochures; promotion through STUDY AND RESEARCH around the grass and washing off the
various sources of mass media; soil with water) the deep and expan-
making of video and slides; organiz- sive pattern of the root of the Surat-
ing of seminars targeting 200 con- Collection of Species of Vetiver Grass: Thani ecotype grown on laterite soil,
cerned officials per year throughout The Department of Land Development the upper part being alluvial and the
the country as well as preparation of has collected all the species of vetiver lower part being clay. The vetiver
occasional exhibitions. grass, both locally and abroad, to grow grass which was 7 months old had

in different habitats of the country so as leaves 1.50 m. high and roots pene-
Dissemination of knowledge plan em- to conduct a comparative study on their trating vertically 3.10 m.
braces organization of training for growth in different conditions of habitats.
the trainers from concerned agen- Currently, the vetiver grass can be clas- Vetiveria nemoralis (Camus).This
cies, practical seminars for research sified into two species as follows: species is known as the local vetiver,
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and appears limited to the South- late shape in outline. total of four milliontillers in the fiscal year
east Asian region which embraces 1993. The purpose is for distribution to
Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Viet- The leaf texture is coarsely rough otheragenciesforfurthermultiplication.
nam and Malaysia. Nevertheless, and slightly waxy making it fade in
there is no evidence of its uses. appearance. The color of the lower
This type of vetiver grass is nor- surface of the leaf is the same as that
mally found in dry areas or in the oftheuppersurface exceptitispaler.
typeofsoilwhichallowsgoodwater The septum can not be seen;
drainage in every region of Thai- whereas,themidribishardandforms
land, especially in dipterocarp for- the prominent ridge.
ests. However, the species is rare
on the peninsula. The grass grows The root of this type is shorter than
wellinareasexposedtobothstrong that of Vetiveria zizanioides. The
and moderate sunlight. The upper- grass of about one year produces a
most part of the 'bush" bends down root which is 80 - 100 cm. long. The
in the same manner as in C;ym inflorescence can appear in many
opogon Sp. The stem does not different colors, particularly that of
stand upright as in Vetiveria ziza- the Uthai Thani and Nakhon Pranom
nioides. In some areas, the grass ecotypes.Commonlyfoundarethose
forms a dense bush serving as ranging from creamy white to pur- Photo #4 Propagation of vetiver grass in
ground cover over a large area, for plish red. plastic bags conducted in Department of
example, in the area of Wong Tee Land Development's various stations in the
Kai at Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Production and Propacation of Tillers: countfY.
Sanctuary, Uthai Thani Province. The Department of Land Development Photo credit: Dr. Sumet Tantivelkul
Those grown in dipterocarp forests is the principal govemment agency re- The rest will be distributed to interested
are often threatened by forest fires sponsible for producing and propagat- farmers and used in demonstration ac-
becausetheirdry leaves can easily ing vetiver grass. The Department tivities in other locations under the
catch fire. However, since the basal been propagating 10 ecotypes of vetiver Department of Land Development.
part of the bush is very dense, it is which are primarily selected according
not easily destroyed by forest fire, to their individual locality. These eco- .p
and new leaves emerge shortly types are Loei, Nakhon Sawan, Kam- The production and propagation of
afterwards. The Vetiveria nemoralis phaeng Phet 1, Kamphaeng Phet 2, Roi Royal Development Study Centers,
leaf is 35-6 cm long, 0.4-0.6 cm. Et, Ratchaburi, Prachuap Khiri Khan, where it is mostly used. The Doi Tung
wide, and pale green. The trans- Surat Thani, Songkla 3 and Sri Lanka. Development Project, the largest pro-
versesectionof leaf showstriangu- The Deparment intends to propagate a ducer in the country, has also been

producing a large number of tillers for
uses in the project. At present, it has
reached a total of eight million tillers,
most of which are the Surat Thani eco-
type of Vetiveria zizanioides. The most

. . .... ~~~~~M, popular method of propagation of vetiver
M A7 < is by shoot separation, since the grass

can produce many shoots at a fast rate.
The propagation of vetiver using this

11 1. technique is pertormed in three ways: in
plastic bags; in raised fields; and in large
cultivated plots.

eStudy of Propagation of Vetiver Grass
Using Tissue Culture Techniques:
Since propagation of vetiver grass in
plastic bags imposes problems on trans-
portation, Dr. Uthai Jaranasri, of the Doi
Tung Development Project, has suc-
ceeded in propagating vetiver grass

Photo #3 Different ecotypes of vetiver grass after one growing season at the comparative using a tissue culture technique using
experimentation plot at the Pikun Thong Royal Development Study Centre. maristematictissue of the inflorescence.

Photo credit: Dr. Sumet Tantivelkul This method is appropriate because it
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minate. The reason is believed to be be-
cause of defective seed collected from

/ } 8 .̂ -$st - i the immature inflorescence. Afterstudy-
ing the development stages of the
vetiver's inflorescence from flower to
seed, Dr. Weerachai Nanakom (Botani-

~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~cal Garden Organization) found that
,,,, = underoptimumconditions, seed can ger-W lfmnae

01 

Photo # 5. Propagation of vetiver grass in large cultivation plots at the Doi Tung
Development Project. Photo credit: Dr. Sumet Tantivelkul

does not promote mutation; besides, ers produced by this technique are then
tiny vetiver tillers make it easy for trans- planted on sites of the Kasetsart Univer-
porting large quantities to other areas. sity and Kamphaengsaen Campus and
Moreover, the Department of Botany, show healthy growth. Photo # 7. Vetiver seed having sticky,
Kasetsart University (Deputy Professor tapioca like, brown color texture.
Kamolpan Namwongseprom and Assis- Study of Germination of Vetiver Grass Photo credit: Dr. Sumet Tantivelkul
tant Professor Malee Nanakorn, 1992) Seeds: The Huai Hong Khrai Royal De-
has experimented with this technique velopment Study Centre (by Chiang Mai v : -
using lateral or terminal buds of vetiver University) and the Kung Krabaen Bay
in order to promote rapid multiplication. Royal Development Study Centre (by Hi,
The experimentation indicates that 70% the Department of Land Development)
of plantlets survive which renders the have studiedgerminationofvetiverseed
method effective. The vetiver grass till- and reported that the seed does not ger-

Photo 8. Different stages of germination.
Photo credit: Dr. Sumet Tantivelkul

Study of Efficiency of Vetiver Grass in
Soil and Water Conservation in Agricul-

O lil | - lll l | - > ^ tural Areas: Presently, experiments
relating to the efficiency of vetiver in soil
and water conservation have been con-
ducted in many agricultural areas

/w- _ <- throughout the country. The agencies
responsible for the projects are the De-

Photo # 6. Between the fingers is the maristematic tissue which will partment of Land Development, the
develop into an inflorescence, and in the bottle is the seedling (plantlet) Royal Irrigation Department, Kasetsart
of vetiver produced from the tissue culture of the buds. University, Chiang Mai University, Khon

Photo credit: Dr. Sumet Tantivelkul Kaen University, Scientific and Techno-
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logical Research Institute of Thailand rated Soil Rehabilitation Project in ment Study Centre, Sakon Nakhon. The
and Department of Agricultural Exten- Ratchburi Province and in Suan Phai Regional Forestry Office, Petchburi
sion. Most of the experiments have only Ruak at the Sirikit Conserved Forest Province, has grown vetiver (with sup-
just started and the monitoring work in Project. Most of the plantings died. plementary and occasional watering)
the field has not yet been conducted. From this experimentation, it can be on hard pan soils, and found that

concluded that the vetiver grass hardly vetiver shows moderate growth. The
grows under shade. At the Khao Hin result showed that vetiver grass roots
Som Royal Development Study Centre, can successfully penetrate hard soil.
Chachoengsao Province, experiments
on the cultivation of vetiver grass, both
of Vetiveria zizanioides and Vetiveria
nemoralis, under an eight year para-
rubber plantation revealed that these
two species responded to shade to a
different degree. Only 50% of the Khao
Hin Somecotype of eiei eoa

survives, whereas, the Surat Thani
ecotype of Vetiveria zizanioides showed
increase in height despite little branch-
ing. The Khao Hin Sorm Project finds
that In flooded areas the Surat Thani
ecotype of Vetiveria zizanioides had 

good growth.

Photo#11. Vetivergrassofoneyearandsix
months old can grow well in laterite soil.

Photo credit: Dr. Sumet Tantivelkul

Study on Cultivation of Vetiver Grass to
Maintain Moisture for FruCrops: The
Khao Hin Sorn Royal Development Study
Centre conducted an experiment on the
cultivation of vetiver grass in a circle
around fruit trees and obtained unfavor-

Photo #9. Seedling at four days develops able results, for the likely reason that the
clear spines on the edge. vetiver grass blocks the flow of soil

Photo credit: Dr. Sumet Tantiveikul _ moisturetothefruittreesand/oreffectof
competition between the vetiver grass

Study on Root System of Vetiver Grass: - and the fruit trees. Additional studies on
The Khao Hin Sorn Royal Development _ cultivating vetiver grass in semicircles
Study Centre has conducted the study around the fruit trees are being under-
on root system of the six ecotypes of taken, but have yet to be analyzed.
vetiver by planting the material in indi-
vidual rows measuring one meter wih DEMONSTRATION
vertical interval of 50 cm. and digging the AND IMPLEMENTATION
soil to observe the root depth. The Doi
Tung Development Project has also stud- Photo#10. Vetiveratsevenmonthsgrown ______________________________

ied the growth of the root of the Surat onnaturallooseandsolidlateritedeveloped
Thani ecotype and indicated that vetiver a 3. 10 meters long root. Cultivationof VetiverGrassonthe Banks
grass at seven months of age had a Photo credit: The Doi Tung Development ofthePond: Cultivation of vetiver grass
height of 150 cm. and a root 3.10 meters Project, Chiang Rai Province on the banks of ponds to collect sedi-
long. ments and prevent collapse of newly

At the Kung Krabaen Bay Project, constructed banks was successful and
Study on Growth of Vetiver Grass under vetiver grass survives on laterite soils efficient.
Crntical Conditions: Vetiver grass was and in spaces between rocks on road-
planted under shade in the conserved side slopes (where it is a good soil
forest at the Khao Cha-ngoom Deterio- binder). The Puparn Royal Develop-
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sion has cultivated vetiver grass for
demonstration and propagation pur-

-~- -_ poses in area covering 5,870 sub-dis-
tricts in 73 provinces, each with one
kilometer of vetiver.

The Royal Forestry Department has

_ < .. vcultivated altogether 1,408,500 vetiver
_t - - -tillers within 60 watershed manage-

ment units in Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai,
Phayao, Phrae, Nan and Lampang
provinces.

The Royal Irrigation Department has
propagated and conducted studies and

_F - I __ _ research on general aspects of vetiver
- _ 3¢; 4 ! i <- ' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~grass as well as the use of vetiver grass

Photo 1 12. Vetiver planted to bind earth banks which were constructed to prevent the to conserve large water resources.
brackish water from flowing into the fields at the Pikun Thong Royal Development Study
Centre. Photo credit: Dr. Sumet Tantivelkul

The Office of Accelerated Rural Devel-
Cultivation of Vetiver Grass to Rehabili- opment has cultivated 803,673 vetiver
tate Deteriorated Soil: The Khao Chan- tillers in the area of reservoirs and

Cultivation of Vetiver Grass on Earth goom Deteriorated Soil Rehabilitation check weirs in Lampang, Lamphun,
Banks: At the Pikun Thong Royal De- Project, Ratchburi Province, demon- Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai, Phayao and
velopment Study Centre, Narathiwat strated the cultivation of vetiver grass Phrae provinces.
Province, vetiver grass has been as horizontal contour hedges on slopes Border Patrol Police Headquarters has
planted on earth banks built to obstruct of hard, dry and barren laterite soil that cultivated 626,175 vetiver tillers within
the flow of brackish water into f armers' are affected by surface run-off. Cultiva- schools and villages under their re-
land.Theresultsindicatethatthegrass tion of vetiver grass in this manner re- sponsibility, covering an area of 124
maintains the shape of the banks and duces erosion, allowing water to pene- rai.
reduces the degree of damage from tratethesoilandincrease soilmoisture.
the brackish water. The resuKt is that the yellow barren soil

became coveredwithfreshgreenplants; The Department of Public Welf are has
Cultivation of Vetiver Grass in Water a condition that indicates an improve- cultivated vetiver grass withint area
Gullies: Demonstrationofusingvetiver ment of soil quality to the extent that of the Hill trinbe Development and Wel-
grasshedges inthe inverted"V" shape, could eventually come back into gricul- fare Centres in the northern part of
and other configurations, have been tural use.
carried out at the Huai Hong Khrai
Royal Development Study Centre, Prevention of the Collapse of High Road The Department of Li c ha 
Chiang Mai Province; the Kung Kra- Cuts and Road Shoulders: Vetiver has ducted studies on efficlency of vetiver
baen Bay Royal Development Study been cultivatedon steep road shoulders grass for feeding animals in terms of
Centre, Chantaburi Province; and the in the Doi Tung Development Project. nutritious value
Khao Chagoom Deteriorated Soil Re- The results are under study. The Departmentof Agrculture hascon-
habilitation Project, Ratchabur Prov- ducted studies on the efficiency of
ince. Cultivation of VetiverGrass toTrapToxic veter ss as t ofiiegrated

Substances: Thedemonstrationiscon- vetiver grass as part of integrated
Cultivation of Vetiver Grass to Reha- ducted along the edges of the reservoirs farming systems
bilitate and Improve Deep Gullies: At atthe HuaiSai Royal DevelopmentStudy
the Kung Krabaen Bay Royal Develop- Centre with the objective of preventing The Royal Highway Department has
ment Study Centre, vetiver grass has toxic substances from the nearby golf cultivatedvetivergrass along road em
beencultivatedinassociationwithsand course flowing into reservoirs. bankments.
bags to arrest sediments in deep gul- The Office of Agricultural Land Reform
lies. At the Doi Tung Development Other agencies which have carried out has cultivated vetiver grass along the
Project, the vetiver grass has been experimentation on vetivergrass are as banks reservoirsanddikes wthin Udon
cultivated in small gullies by the road follows: Thani, Nakhon Ratchasima, Nong Khai
sides to collect sediments and reduce The Department of Agricultural Exten- and Lop BuRn provinces.
the velocity of water flows.
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with part of the tillers and young leaves.
Research shows that vetiver grass can

bet used as animal fodder.

Making herbal medicine and fragrance.
It is reported that vetiver grass has tradi
tionally been used as ingredients in an-
cient herbal medications which are ca-
pable of eliminating stomach gas, and

Ihe DatntfCretePotreating stomach problems. The root can
be extracted for volatile oil which is made
into fragrance and thus, becomes com-
mercially beneicial and valuable.

I NTERIM REVIE j

Photoper3aVtiverpatdo u nilsoes ofDewymonstructed rodCo r entrs ofotesUiriation o Vetiver Grass Undeue peetn lvl,t ecag xeri
Coeroonandicllase DeofnctrtoUns and to r ssbozefil emankmn wate coTngserveiopnment HisMaesty, Initiaticviewons, theOfic ofpthe
Pgrojcut,ra CoinRPopevaines. Photoaltoe Cways:Suerad u Roys;al Deelopmen Projlects Boad, osacls

of the plot is 10 raiwith 32,800vetiver inthe coodminitationg aency orgaize aouin
thler.Cliainovevr Depaamen of Cooperative Pro pacticaulf seinar ine ojchivsang aiprov-c

mQ ha preare proagaton pots toumaximize land usloe.sIt reuse anhe ince onreptemtbereit 1-4,1993. the pur-
and Denuagtednth mfLnembersofpten sumarized wase folows pose was tcoffer the opportunit forities
cooperativaes to6722 patciaeinthver atili- reprsenttive fro paricpain agen-s thate
wthieso the Commna yCoperatdidveloUmnits Inatermslof benvionmentalt bands) bilgc uris,btherate the Dpolc akimng oLandim

Coopratves emostraionCentes,Conservation ofvetiver grass can broec ue plemening rleves t clexchigange eperipga-
Cooerativestfi Demnstato Unitols;andfo soil a ainds watrlcoservaioninnan engpciesacademcoviepeoinets,ergandopn
sagriculIsttural Cooprtvs Theian toal arao as:ios as welll asisproblemsnandnoobstacles

tiller s.uyo h s fvtvrgas Cultivation of vetiver grass astormizntaisn a tch fulfill wthe objpectie and peivrtodc
rootandvoltileoilextactin fom co ntegournhdge monislopes tordcetether grveatetmenefts aecoring. Toe His

rothe Dpartment ofradDgaDetrt o ae lwadt nces h aet' nitities.rctclseia
has ultiate 5,37,24veivetilers trvappiong of solvedimentras (the lattectfrscetsstcncasnfedrc

wThin thiearsteas of landsevelopment ing atuallyt becmae eath banks).raeso Furthnermore,giti the Depart ent ofLnd

stations througho utKaen the Princeountry.;klahillsidedit Development has bmeentation of thehe

Cultvatin o vetvergrastoprotct jeadin rolin ceeolletin and Propagt-o

Thae Scien tifead stehnolotianl Re s gully rons reaac z ation of V etive r G rass Under

edoston thfi c e yus of vetiver grass'nabil Cultivation of vetiver grass to pment H oMajesty's Initiativesp tn veptmiver 1t
Proect, aind volatie roi fextacio from iondianals, kude n e oher vernment Proaencies. The De

root.wap,tme organi aand prgacti semnar
TheDepartment ofClvne oratsrss P to pOracil se mina rsnandfiePrac-

heotIn U ani vears ofe Ras ati Ch aoo insaxmae and buseh Ite use s or titioner working ith thdert3 oje one
and ecmonuraentnd PInemers of tont. hillside ditches Deovs: pose sofpm oentan opomrtunith Utio i-
aetive s dct alsti e rctiviarc zasion of Vativerpart Gcas ngder -is

Conpeffcenyofvtive rgmnsrassion vanrios cultirvation ofVetiver grass ton prevuent Majmest'nitiatilvels, ton Sxhneptember2-

Cooperativetfor soil and water nservaionirs to ents andemice s, ad opin-

Agrcuturl ooertiver rss chtoan brea asos Overall, h afporlementind oseminars

entth coplonents,1 ri.e lea3280eves errot tsfarnrostorehnheirndpinte dipestofaproject d impementaltionars-

protectagainstCsoldeteroratonand Feeding animals suchas cattle andgoats also laid the foundation and prepared-
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ness on the part of the project officials to eral of the Department of Land Develop-
be able to accommodate the organiza- ment Research and demonstration on
tion of the 1995 international seminar on the use of vetivergrass forsoil and water
vetiver grass in Thailand in partnership conservation.
with the World Bank. The two seminars
have further led to constructive under- M. R. Dlsnada DIskul, Director of the
standing of the following viewpoints: Doi Tung Development Project.

Propoagation andthe useof vetivergrass
Project operations in general, results for embankment stabilization and pro-
and activities, should be reported and tection against soil collapse along the
presented to the concerned parties ev- slope of highway embankment and cut.
ery year. Moreover, a yearly conference
to discuss progress and encourage ex- Mr. Taweep Taweepanich, Director
change of viewpoints should be organ- General of the Department of Public
ized. Welfare. Demonstration and promotion

on the use of vetiver grass on high
With regard to the collection and evalu- plains.
ation of species and ecotypes of vetiver
grass, there should be a discussion on Mr. Taweesak Sesavel, Director-Gen-
the methods, use and standardized clas- eral of the Department of Livestock. Re-
sification. search on evaluation of the nutritious

value ofVetiver grass for animal fodder.
Study and research work should be
broadened in order to cover a variety of Dr. Weerachal Nanakorn, Director of
fields. Characteristics of vetiver grass the Botanical Garden Organization.
should be considered in full details so as Study and classification of species and
to promote various and appropriate uses ecotypes of vetiver grass.
by taking account of the direct use in soil
and water conservation, along with indi-
rect and economic uses in which vetiver
grass can beneficially coexist with other
plants.

In the future, there should be greater
emphasis placed on extending the ad-
vantages of vetiver grass for on-farm
soil and water conservation. There is a
need to furthe evaluate whether the
technology is accepted by farmers. The
promotion of the use of vetiver grass at
present is limited by seedling propaga-
tion and transportation from nurseries to
the planting areas, especially on slopes
which rely solely in rainwater.

-- CNTA(T PERSQNS
The Vetiver Information Network,

Interested people can access additional Room MC 8-307, Asia Technical De-
information regarding Thailand's vetiver partment, The World Bank, 1818 H Street
program by contacting the following per- N.W, Washington DC. 20433, USA.
sons: Tel.# 202 - 458 - 2282

Fax. #202 - 522 - 1658
Dr. Sumet Tantivejkul, SecretaryGen-
eral, The Office of the Royal Develop- he f indings,: interpreatIor and _on
ment Projects Board. Research and psrns eiressedcindthis Newslette
utilization of vetiver grass in the Royal re -entirely those of the aUthpor an(
Development Study Centres. hould not be attributedinn anyway toth

MWaua,DrcoGe- a.VETRN..EWSLTTE #1. 1

Mr. Sltthilarp Wasuwat, Director Gen-
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formation from users inAsia, Africa, and NUMBER12

Commentary Central America. Some notable activi-ties are taking place in southern Africa
following John Greenfield's visit in No-

This newsletter, number 12, pulls to- vember 1993. Steven Carr, from l_!
gether information from a number of
states in India, that we recently visited, to stabilize
that are in the process of developing ts ivery largeyhighway embank-
comprehensive watershed develop- ments in Malaysia. Paul Truong contin-
ment programs. The states include Y ues to dera the tolrc of
those from the relative high rainfall ar- Y E:TiYg vetiver to very high levels of toxic mi-
eas of eastern India (Onssa> 1,000 mm ecU erals, in this case manganese. Ray

of annual rainfall) o the drought proneWijewardene of Sri Lanka reports on
western India (Rajasthan) where rain- f the nclsion of vetiver hedges as part
fall is sometimes less than 300 mm. We o the SLsstemafor soil and mois-
visited three groups of programs: The ture conservation in tea and tobacco.
Pilot Project for Watershed Develop- -A dt
ment in Rainfed Areas (covering the
states of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, your countries, some of you may be
Madhya Pradesh, and Maharashtra - Involved In the sale of planting ma-
started in 1984 - recently completed and terial - a word of reminder that we
under evaluation); The Integrated Wa- must aim to produce high quality
tershed Development (Plains) Project planting material and handle It prop-
(covering the states of Orissa, Gujarat, erly, and reduce transportation time
and Rajasthan - started in 1990); and to a minimum to assure high survival
the Integrated Watershed Development rates.
(Hills) Project (covering Jammu andKash)ir, Punjab, vryngJam and During the past six months, the NetworkKashmir, Punjab, Haryana, and Photo #1. Eco-Link - a SouthAfrican has sent to selected participants a num-
Himachal Pradesh - started In 1990)p NGO's promotional poster for using ber of interesting documents. These
The main objective of all the poj vetiver grass for soil and water include (a) Technical Information Pack-to improve farm incomes and nonfarm conservation. Photo credit ..Sue Hart age Volumes 1 and 2 -these volumes
land productivity, through interventions
that include: in-situ moisture conserva- Malawi, reports a growing interest in of thewnork submittednfort last year's
tion measures, rehabilitation of de- vetiver in his country, as there is also in the work sbmitte f latiyer's
graded lands and gullies, planting of Zimbabwe, Zambia and South Africa. Seotil eroAsiwoanrds(bolof EmbVankmenots
trees, shrubs and grasses, livestock Ato Akalu, from AddisAbaba, has re- in Bangladesh by P.K. YoonC (c) Neem
developing, the training of participants, ported on the effective application of iangae_sh byRK. ooncem
and expanding the use of NGOs. The vetiver in Ethiopia. Jano Labat (Zim- A Tree for Solving Global Probems by
newsletter will focus on vetiver and re- babwe) and Tony Tantum (South Af- the U.S. National Research Council;
lated in-situ moisture conservation com- rica) both report new interest in the use and (d) a manual on 'Communications
ponents. of vetiver for mine dmstblzio.for Technology Transfer in Agriculture"ponents. of vetiver for minedump stabilization, by the U.S. Academy of Educational

P.K. Yoon (Malaysia) has once again
You will also find in this newsletter in- demonstrated how vetiver can be used Development. Anyone not receiving
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these papers and who would like a copy (vertisols) soils, particularly black
please let us know. We will bulk up the shallow soils, show significant incre-
responses and get a print rerun in Oc- mental yields (Chart 1). This tech-
tober. nology has a good chance of suc-

cess (Photo 2) under rainfall re-
India - A Progress gimes of more than 700 mm, and

on selected moisture rich sites (suchReport as gully bottoms, river banks and
saline areas) in areas where rain-

In-situ moisture conservation. applied in fall is less than 700 mm.
a number of forms, has proven in all
localities to have been successful in: * Othergrasshedges: Otherspecies
improving crop yields; tree and shrub are being tested. These include
survival and associated growth rates; Saccharum munia, Agave sislana,
reducing rainfall runoff and soil loss, and Eulaliopsis binata. and Pennisetum
improving ground water recharge. purpureum. Saccharum and
There are differences as to the degree Eulaliopsis are difficult to establish
of success between technologies and as effective hedges (as amply dem-
between sites: onstrated at the Kandi Research

Station in Punjab and by their gen-
* Contour. across the slope cultiva- eral absence in the project areas.

fjQ: This measure has virtually zero Agave has potential in the very dry
cost and depending on soil type and areas, particularly on nonfarm land. Photo # 2. Dr. Bharad's Informa-
rainfall has, compared to traditional Napier grass (P.Purpureum), unless tion Board at his 20 ha experirntal
along the slope (AS) methods, in- fully protected, has no chance of site at Akola. Photo Credit

survival under drought or uncon- ...R.G.Grlmshaw

farm land, is now a widely accepted
technology as is the basis for land
preparation for tree planting. Sur-

60% vival rates are normally well above
\0% _______________ |80 to 90%, and growth rates have

50% . \ | | VotlVri4dg,.DS improved significantly. CCVD is
40% . \ - occasionally modified as a trench

30% \ LeucanaHedg.-DS rather than a NV" ditch; there ap-
. Graded Bund -DS pears little evidence for the addi-

20% Hodge -SS / \ l L/2' .tional expense involved in trench-
10% * o L ^ $2 | r _-Vet.rHodg,-S ing. CCVD at 8 meter horizontal

-0---> Leana Hrd -SS intervals in most cases reduces run-
0% off by as much as 97%.

ID e:3 X0 o 01 01 X
-10 % X n > o 

* Chisel plouhing: This technique
as being experimented in Rajasthan
involves ripping to 50 cm depth, in

Chart #1. India, Maharashtra, Akola. A comparison of the impact of three contour lines 2-3 meters apart, us-
soil and water conservation sytems on shallow (SS) and deep (DS) black ing a chisel plough powered by a
vertisols measured as percentage incremental yield increases. Source 40 HP tractor. It has good potential
Dr. G.M.Dharad.

and may have equivalent water con-
creased yields of annual crops from servation benefits as CCVD. More
10% to 25%. trolled grazing conditions. Over testing is required.

95% of all grass hedges appear to
* Vetivergrass hedges: 1 5%to > 50% be based on vetiver grass. Reduction in rainfall runoff: At all long

incremental crop yields are reported term experimental sites, vetiver grass
ascomparedtoAScultivationmeth- * Continuous Contour 'V Ditch hedges reduced rainfall runoff better
ods. Vetiver when planted on black (CCVD). CCVD as applied to non than any other method under on-farm
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24% for earth bunds. Similar results
were obtained under operational re-
search projects in Karnataka and at

0.8 ICRISAT. In physical terms, a vetiver
11987/1990 RO - Runoff hedge will reduce soil loss from about

0.7 * SL -SolLoss 8 -11 tons (somtimes very much higher
D 1 9 9 0 /19 9 4 SS-ShalowSoil rates i.e.> 40 tons) per ha to 2-3 tons

0.6 ̂  . 11 987/1 994 D D Soil per ha. This is well within acceptable
VET - Vebvsm

0.5 LEC Laucear soil loss limits.
B l - Giadad Buir

0.4 Gully and structure stabilization: There
0.3 appears to be virtual unanimity of the

superior performance of vetiver for gully
0.2 stabilization and for the stabilization of

structures. This is because in most
o0.1 cases there is better moisture conditions

on water course sites, and vetiver grows
particularly well under such conditions.

x °°# to wj w ° is ° iu m ° ifi ° ix : °' F The most impressive results appear to
Q 0 0 Q 1k t bein Orissa,where in someareasthe

0 0 Q > > use of vetiver has been a traditional
cc___________________________________________________________ practice for stabilizing outflows in field-

to-field irrigation of paddy fields (Photo
Chart # 2. Comparison of different conservation barrier treatments atAkola P)hulbaniP and Jagganath Pr9asad Dis
Maharahtra. Incremental soil loss (SL) and nun off (RO) reductions expressed tricts to stabilize earthen spill ways, gully
as a percentage of the control (along the slope cultivation). Source...Dr. G.M. check structures etc.
Bharad. c

conditions. CCVD, supported by
vetiver, performed best under nonfarm
(nonarable) conditions. Runot reduc-
tions varied between 35 and 70% with | _.-_, 
the best results on shallow soils. There - .-
seemed not much difference between
runoff reductions at ICRISAT
(Hyderabad -red soils) and Akola '

(Maharashtra -black soils). As a rule
of thumb, Vetiver hedges were signifi-
cantly better at reducing runoff as com-
pared to both Leuceana sn. hedges and
earth bunds (Chart 2). The probable ..

reason for this is vetiver's ability to .

spread water more evenly, bring water
velocity to a minimum, and, via its deep
root system, provide a better infiltration
zone at the hedge barrier.

Reduction in Soil Loss: At all sites,
vetiver hedges proved significantly bet-
ter than other technologies for reduc- Photo # 3. Orissa, India. For generations, farmers have used vetiver
ing soil losses. For example, on shal- grass as a means of stabilizing paddy field bunds at the point of outflow
low soil, at Akola, soil losses were re- to the lower field. Photo credit ... R.G.Grlmshaw
duced by a mean of 70% over 6 years
compared to 45% for Leuceana and
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Ground water recharge: As should be 40
expected by the positive nunof reduc-
tions, ground water shows significant 3 35

S~~~~~~~~~~~~~recharge where in-situ moisture conser- > l C.,
vation techniques are being practiced. r 2 1
At Manoli (Maharashtra), as a result of 25
ground water recharge, some 319 new E 20 -
wells have been dug, and over 500 ha s
of land has been brought under irriga- IC,
tion. At the research farm at the Uni- 0O
versity of Akola, it is estimated that re-
charge has improved by 30%, and is
sufficient to drip irrigate 25% of the unit 0
areaifputunderperennialhorticulture. 1988 1989 1989 1990 1990 1990 1990 1991 1992 1993
We may well find that this recharge,
If properly used, will be one of the 0 Vetver+ contour 1;I Cmss slope (CS) +burds 0 Along Slope (AS) +

most Important economic benefits cuftivation (CC) bWnds
from in-situ conservation. X

Technical issues, obser-
vations and recommen- Chart # 3. India, Mahahrashtra, Department of Agriculture annual crop cutting

dations statistics on farmers' fields from Manoli VlStershed comparing the impact of dif-
ferent land treatments on incremental yields with along the slope cultivation as

Vetiver..G.rass: In most instances, the base comparator. Source...Maharashtra D.O.A

vetiver should be the preferred species
on the basis of its functionality and its experiments should be made in plant- per linear meter and is probably eco-
adaptation to a wide variation in site ing vetiver directly into chisel plough rip nomical. Further testing of this tech-
conditions. There appears to be few lines (a continuous lateral column of nique should be carried out. In dry ar-
problems where there is no major wa- water can be expected in these rip lines eas, site location will be an important
ter stress. There can be problems in immediately after a rainfall occurrence). factor in using vetiver. In all areas, the
drought years, and when planted on In Rajasthan, 100% first year survival correct time of planting (early in the
soils with extremely limited water capac- has been achieved by using vetiver slips monsoon - Kashmir and other Hima-
ity. For instance, in Rajasthan, trials grown in containers (4 inch polybags). layan eco-sites in early spring) will ef-
show that the survival rate of vetiver in The cost is about Rps. 4 (US $ 0.125) fect survival rates considerably.
the first year increases from 55% to 80%
if grown in the bottom of a 'V" ditch as
against on the top of the 'V" ditch bank.
The same applies to planting vetiver on
the edge of inward sloping terraces on
the steep slopes of the Shivalik Hills.
The latter have very shallow to no soil
at all, and the terrace lips are devoid of Ai
moisture. In these cases, it is better to
plant at the intersection of the terrace
bed and riser. The effect should be the
same, but more moisture will be avail-
able for hedge establishment. (Inciden-
tally on the deeper and wetter soil of
Assam, it is reported that planting
vetiver on the lip of terraces has re- Photo #4. Maharashtra, Akola. Use of vetiver to protect raised beds
duced terrace collapse from 25% to in wet areas. Photo Credit....G.Grlmshaw

zero). It is suggested that in dry areas,
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it is agreed that many of the failures the hedge. If farmers could relate therefore be able to deal with the
can be attributed to the incorrect appli- the use of vetiver wih the signifi- problem through cultivar selection.
cation of technology including: use of cant recharge o ground water and it is very Important to test out
poor quality planting material (perhaps the consequent improvement in well under different ecological condi-
even dead), delays between removal and pumped water. adoption ot the tions the main vetiver cultivars
from nursery and actual field planting technology could be expected to available In yourcountries as has
(more than two days delay results in accelerate. been done in Thailand. In India, it
only 60% survival), planting at the wrong is reported that over 100 cultivars
time (late in the wet season), and some- At the end of the day, farmers are exist. Apart from testing for die-
times deliberate mismanagement (yes, looking for yield increases. Chart back, testing will enable appropri-
i's true) ot the planted material. # 3 shows, from a random sample ate cultivar selection according to

of farms in Manoll Watershed need and rainfall conditions. (It
There are two immediate near Akola, that a vetiver hedge should be noted that in Thailand, of
.Tnere are tw,ro Immediate barrier consistently (where re- 30 cultivars site-tested (20 sies).
problems effecting the use corded) shows the highest Incre- about 8 have been recommended
of vetiver grass barriers: mental yield Increase, whatever tor use). Additionally, bad manage-

the crop. Cultivation on the con- ment practices, such as ploughing
Farmeracceoance:Farmes are tour Is the next best technology, through the hedges, dumping crop
Farme accplan : Frmer are The relative small difference be- residues on hedge rows, and tail-

slow to accept the technology. It will tween the two may be the reason ure to fill gaps and control livestock,
take time, maybe four years. for why the adoption ofvetiver grass hasalsoiledlo the destruction ofthe
tarmers to adopt a new technology barriers Is rather slow. The key hedge rows. These bad practices
particularly one that, to the farmer's to accelerated adoption will come can be reduced through better
eyes, appears to have no immedi- through better farmer training farmer education.
ate short term benefits. There is a and greater farmer comprehen-
needto greatly improve farmerpar- sion of the other benefits (par-
ticipation in the use of, and the mar- ticularly long term)
keting of the technology. Farmers ta eie egsA
need proper training in all that vetiver hedges 
of the technology including reasons Provide.
tor using it (conservation, risk reduc- Vevrdibc:Ith
tion, crop yield increases, thatching, drier areas (<c 600 to 700
mulching, todder, handicrafts), and mm) and on shallow
proper training in its application. A soils (< 15 cm), vetiver
social marketing strategy should . .
be developed that would include may be subject to dihe
demonstrations, training, radio,TV, tourth to sixth year after
and written propaganda. The mar- lnig hsi cm
keting plan should take account of planting. This is com- i
the role of all the stakeholders in- overgrazing. Dieback is phofo #6. Vetiver planted in a triangular
cluding farmers, extension, re- associated with termie
search, conservateion and forestry iwedge' at the bottom ofa gully in Orissa. Photo
staff. Farmers are likely to adopt the trough...hatOthertermite
technology more quickly in the bet- damage may be a sec-
ter rainfall areas (>700 mm). Farm- damageymayob a sec-
ers should be involved in the pro- Mnattackrbysayroot ungusrocc Other Observations
duction ot vetiverplanting slips, and ring under condkaions of moisture

stra,ion should not be paid to plant stress. This fungus has been iden- Regeneratina vetiver hedoes: Under
the material on their farms. Farm- tifled by AKV Akola. It can be con- dry hostile farm conditions, it may be
ers need tolteamigood management tained. Investigations by Dr. B.S. necessary to replant vetiver hedges
practices including gap tilling cut- Hegde at Bangalore (Karnataka) every 6 to 10 years. The cost of this is
ting cr fodder, burning for termgie show that vetiver cuftivars difer in minimal. Probably no more than the
control, and adjacent cultivation susceptibilitytoltenmites(orperhaps cost of 1 man day per 100 running
techniques to minimize damage to
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is also an ef- in this area.
f e c t i v e
method of Vetiver and gullies: Vetiver will be most
flushing ex- effective when planted as a hedge
cess salts across the gully floor, and along the bot-
from saline ar- tom of the gully wall adjacent to the gully
eas (Akola floor. In such cases the vetiver hedge
District - will reduce undercutting and will allow
Maharashtra, a slow collapse of the gully wall to form
and Bhilwala an angle of natural repose. Of course,

__¢ . s .>>< > *>'; :2- District - where the gully wall is sloping, vetiver
F; : E Rajasthan). can also be planted along the wall, but

one can often see poor growth when
I i s e la B= are n planted along the top lip of the gully with

welcomed by vertical sides because of limited soil

Photo #6. India -Phulbani District, Onissa Containerised vetiver
plants ready for transport to field site. Note nurseries are in close
proximity to final point of planting. Photo Credit... H.S.Kumar

A usefulI techni= has been developed vetiver in the higher
by Dr. Bharad, at Akola, in the use of rainfall areas, or along
planting vetiver to protect the edge of paddy field bunds -
raised beds (8 sorghum rows wide) on could this be because
wet badly drained black soils. A good the soil is moist, as
crop of sorghum can be grown on the would be the root sys- Photo #8. India. Phulbani District, Orissa.
raised bed, and the surplus water tem of vetiver? In the Vetiver used for spillway stabilization - note
drained off to the inter-bed area is dry areas, there is vetiver has been hea vily grazed. PhotoCredit.
enough to support paddy rice (Photo ample evidence of rats R.G.Grlmshaw
4). Vetiver can also be used to spread making their homes in
flood water on gently sloping lands and vetiver hedges (as seen
can help channel the surplus along at the Kandi Watershed Research Sta- moisture (Photo 5).
vetiver defined waterways.This system tion in Punjab). In the latter case, the

vetiver roots are Vetiver nursery information It is impor-
dry, and probably tant that farmers get involved in produc-
make a pretty ing vetiver slips. They can do it easily,
good habitat for and often they have better land result-
rats. The rat is- ing in better output. The following data
sue is more likely from Akola gives some indication of pro-

: 1 1 to relate to mois- duction costs (note US 1 = Rps 30):
-~ ~ ~~, ture conditions

*- -erather than to * Nursery production: 40 - 70 tons of
*r , _root odor. Inter- slips per ha. 40 slips/kg @ Rps.

estingly, we 2/kg i.e. Ps. 0.05 per slip.
heard recently
that USDA Wild- * Planting material requirement for
life Research nursery establishment at 20 x 40
Center at Den- spacing is 2.5 tons per ha.

-it^t-9; g ./8 i r2 ver Colorado
7Kbwit u X is->s ra !_ 1 -. may be doing * Net nursery income approx. Rps.

Photo #7 India. Phulbani District India. Gully stabilized with some research 24,000 per ha.
vetiver at 1 year old. Photo Credit.. H.S Kumar
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tive soil and water conservation mea- years, there was a deposition of 44.6
Hedge establishment. Rps. 120 per sures at three sites with rainfall ranging tons/ha of soil on the vetiver plot, and a
running 100 m (6x3x1 00x0.05) - from 900 to 1,200 mm. Dr. D. P. Nema, soil loss of 350.6 tons/ha on the barren
Rps. 90 + labor + transport. Director of Research, has sent us some plot.

of the results. All the sites are classi-
Photo 6 shows some good quality poly- fied as semiarid. Studies were carried At Sehore, Vindhyan Plateau, measure-
bagged vetiver produced at Phulbani, out in planting vetiver in gullies on the ments of soil loss/deposition at two
Orissa, used for stabilizing gullies and Kymore Plateau. It was found that due vetiver contour hedges showed that
spillways (Photos 7 & 8). to the high velocity of rainfall, in order over 6 years soil deposition had in-

creased from 6.8 cm to 19.1 cm and that
by the fifth year (due to the increased

Soil Loss - density of the hedge) soil erosion had
Treatment/grasses Run off - mm Kg/ha beenreducedtozero.

In comparative trials to evaluate survival
rates of grasses, it was found that

Dlscharge 180 litters per vetiver had the highest survival rates OL
hour, 60 mm applied. zizanioide -98.3%, Soghumhalepe
Vetiveria zizanioides 2.4 14 - 92%, Cymbpogan martinii - 83.7%,
Cymbopogon martinii 8.7 48.5 Saccharum munia - 78%, Cynadon
Panicum maximum 6.1 33.9 dactylo - 16.7%).
Saccharum munia 10.7 209.4
Fallow Field (control) 1 2 2 203 Another study compared runof and soil
Fallow Field (control) 1 2 2 2 3 losses between grasses. The results are

shown in -Table 1:

Dlscharge 2,400 litters
per hour, 40 mm applied ______ _____

Vetiveria zizanioides 20 201.3 Rajasthan - the Dri-
Cymbopogon martinii 21.6 216.3 est Region of India -
Panicum maximum 22.4 218.6
Saccharum munia 25 3495.8 Vetiver's Limit?
Fallow Field (control) 3 0 6716.2

We received a special report on experi-
mental studies involving some of the ag-

Table 1. India - Madhya Pradesh. Comparison of effectiveness of ronomic features of vetiver grass. Ex-
different grass species in controlling erosion and runoff when periments were carried out at five sites
grown as a barrier hedge. Source ... Dr. D.P.Nema on soils that were primarily sandy loam

to sandy clay loam Alfisols. Average
annual rainfall, depending on she was
from 300 mm to 630 mm. The average

India - Madhya to assure high survival rates, vetiver number of rainy days per annum varied
needed to be planted in more than one from 12 to 29. The pH was between

Pradesh - Vetiver: row across the gully or be reinforced 8.3 and 9

Its Application to wsthloouse pstonbesd vaetiver alstdonve Generally under these dry conditions

D t l, poly-agein Orissa). soil moisture is the critical factor in es-Black Vertisols - tablishmentandgrowth. The work, un-

Great Possibilities Another experiment compared plots, tions by Dr. Mahnot at the College ofone barren and the other having atinbyD.MhoatheClgef
vetiver hedge (3 rows at 1.1 m vertical Technology and Engineering at Udaipui;

The Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa interval) + natural grasses + wild fruit is worth following, and some of his three
Vidyalaya (University) at Jabalpur has trees, both on a 4. 1% slope. After three years' experiments are recorded below
been conducting research into vegeta-
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* Underdry conditions, vetiver should Because vetiver is very responsive to diatelyl" The issue of farmer adoption
be planted 10 to 20 cm apart with 3 moisture availability at the time of plant- of vetiver is critical and requires special
slips per planting hole. The differ- ing, and conversely is diflicult to estab- attention in designing and implement-
ence in spacing was not significant, lish under very dry conditions (as in ing soil and water conservation pro-
but survival increased from 51% (1 Rajasthan during the past two or three grams.
tiller) to 82% (3 tillers). years), it will be essential to look into

different establishment techniques that The following quote sums up the difer-
* Inorganic and organic manures and involve optimizing soil moisture at plant- ence between adoption and non-adop-

polymers had an impact on survival. ing time. The use of polybags is clearly tion:
The most cost effective and practi- a successful technique, but may be too
cal was farm yard manure, which expensive for general use. On the other ,There Isa huge difference be-
when applied at 0.6 kg per meter, hand, it may be quite economic for use
resulted in survival of 87% (control under special circumstances involving tween telling someone to do
67%), tillers per clump - 24 (con- the stabilization of costly structures. something because It Is good
trol 10.5) and girth of clump - 44.5 forthem and explaining learly
cm (control 22 cm). Kerala - the Church why something Is goodso that

• Vetiver planted in bottom of 'V dich and Vetiver they can make up their own
resulted in highest survival of 80% minds" Isabel Carter
after one year. The Archbishop of Trivandrum, the Too often we tend to 'tell' farmers; the

* If field planting was delayed to 3 Most Reverend Benedict Mar successful vetiver programs should be
days after lifting from nursery, sur- Gregorlos writes to say that he has characterised by the inclusion of a well
vival rates were reduced to about started the multiplication of vetiver and thought out action plan that includes
70%i is widely promoting its use. He sees a good farmer programs that explian the

good potential for vetiver in sea shore benefits and use of vetiver (through, for
* Polybag-raised vetiver plants had stabilization - Kerala has 600 miles of example, quality promotional programs

98% survival as compared to bare eroding shoreline. He writes, 'Although and training).
rooted vetiver - 17% (2 tillers per vetiver is a native of Kerala. It is very
planting hole). much neglected. People emotionally

care for crops that bring money imme-

Figure 1. The width of the avenues between the double-hedgerows varies between 6 and 7 meters depending upon the
tea clone used and the corresponding planting density The total width covered by the hedgerow, inclusive of the vetiver-
grass strip need not exceed 1 meter Spacing between hedge row and tea row 1 to 1.5 meter a = 40 - 50 cm, b - 100
cm; c = 6 - 7 meter. Source... Tea Research Institute of Sri Lanka, and the Upper MaheiaiO W stershed Management ProjecL
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leguminous hedge row and a Watson in the Philippines is a well
single row of vetiver (known in known technique and the incorporation
Sri Lanka as Savandra grass) of vetiver into SALT provides pretty
aligned on the contour with 6 nearly a fool proof system. Just one
rows of tea between hedge more bit of history. Back in 1947, vetiver
rows. A 1.5 m space is allowed hedge rows were identified by Eden (the
between hedge row and the recognized 'tea" scientist at that time)
first line of tea (Figure 1). as the best means of erosion control in

<2 , ;, , There are eight different spe- tea following experimentation in the
cies of leguminous shrubs that Usambara Mountains of Tanzania. So
can be selected according to there is nothing new in this technologyl
site and end use. Ray wrkes If you need more information on this ap-
to say that they now have more plication in Sri Lanka I suggest you write
than 6,000 ha of degrading tea to the Tea Research Institute of Sri
and tobacco lands under this Lanka, St. Coombs,Talawakelle and/or

Photo # 9. Malawi. Vetiveria zizanioides system. Benefits include im- The Upper Mahaweli Watershed Man-
hedge protecting a young pine plantation. Photo proved soil nutrition, reduced agement Project, PO Box 98, Kandy Sri
credit..Stephen Carr erosion and improved soil Lanka. Fax 08 32343. They have pro-

moisture which together adds duced a very simple and descriptive
Sri Lanka -Tea - up to sustainable and increased tea and brochure about the system.

tobacco yields. It also results in reduced
SALT and Vetiver costs because drains no longer fill wth A Malawian

sediment, and eventually he thinks that
Grass Hedges drains will not be needed. The SALT Initiative

(Sloping Agricultural Land Technology)
Ray WiJewardene has developed a system pioneered by Rev. Harold Stephen Carrwritestosaythat vetiver
'sustainable land management system workshops have been started in Malawi
for tea" that combines a double row of for all senior soil conservation oficers.

1-1~ / z[He has sent some good photos of

demonstrations (photos 9 & 10). He
- _ ;y whas encountered problems in some

i.r; _j < > / F 9_nurseries from a fungus that has led to
5 -' X f F ' "" ireduced growth in the nurseries and ex-

tensive dieback in the field. It has been
identified as Helminthosporium spp. I

pp- _7P-, r wonder if there is any relationship with
the Indian problem mentioned above.
Perhaps Malawian and Indian research-
ers could exchange some views. The
wife of one of his farmers was 'delighted/ ~~~~with vetiver stalks which made far bet-
ter fire lighters than other local grasses
(Hypperhenias) particularly on damp

-_ ,; 4,mornings." IFAD is reportedly about to
implement a project in Malawi that will
use vetiver as a key technology.

Photo # 10. Malawi. Vetiver hedge Photo # 11. Bangladesh. Vetiver can
protecting fruit orchard. Photo credit be propagated from nodal shoots.
... Stephen Carr Photo Credit... Pou Jensen
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Please note we are told that the Gov-

Philippines Bangladesh Vetiver ernment spends over $150 million a

On-Farm Research is Ideal Plant for
Notes Erosion Control and

The Farm Resource Management Insti-
tute (FARMI) of the Eastern Visayas has Stabilization
initiated a project on the 'Adaption/
adoption oi Appropriate Upland Tech- Pou Jensen of the Royal Danish Em-
nologies at Punta". One of the studies bassy in Dhaka (previously she was a
includes the adoption of contour hedge vetiver enthusiast in Africa) wrotes to say
rowsusingvetivergrassasthefounda- that vetiver is quite common ins
tion. The activity is not yet completed, Bangladesh. Its local name is Binna or
but it is promising that the initial 40%/6 Binda and is used for thatching fodder 
turn out of targeted clientele who are and bund protection. There is plenty of n
adopting the intervention on contour vetiver in the Chittagong District and 
hedge rows using vetiver grass on a trial she says it is also used widely in the 
basis is indeed noteworthy Observa- she says it isaysthe
tions show that the receptivity of farmer northern Dinajpur District. She says thattionowpatorsspomi the reeptvn of farrigi- she has not seen any flowering vetiver
,ooperators is promising; from the ongi- - yet In drier areas, she has found that

nal two farmers, it had risen to 15 - 20 vetiver can self-propagate at the stem Photo 1 12 Zimbabwe - Centenary
farmers at the time of the report. We nodes (Photo 11). We have seen this Vetiver used to stabilize wall of dam
will keep a watch on this study. phenomena in other countries. It pro- on tobacco farm. Photo Credit ... Coiin

vides a means of multiplication, and of Nethersole

course is the basis for 'layering" of
vetiver. As a reminder, we have copies yearl formbaintmenaneo rtbiiveratind se
of P.K. Yoon's report on embankment wall emibanklment stabilizations-
stabilization in Bangladesh (it contains ter
some very useful photographs). If you eraby.
would like a copy, please let us know. Zimbabwe-Com-

mercial Farming
Applications

Colin Nethersole is a relatively new
vetiver user. He farms at Centenary,
and incidentally has the nicest vetiver
logo that we have seen. He has used
vetiver to protect a dam wall (see photo
12), and is about to protect 30 hectares
of his farm using the vetiver as contour
hedge rows. He has established a num-
ber of nurseries and has vetiver plant-
ing material for sale. He reports that
most seeds seem to appear sterile; no

Photo # 13. Zimbabwe - Chiredzi. Jano Labat's sugar cane field drain protected visible pest or disease problem, and no
by vetiver grass. Hippo Valley Estates are now following this practice. John nematode damage to roots; vetiver
Greenfield on left side. Photo credit... John Greenfield shows very vigorous regrowth are burn-

ing; vetiver is not a weed problem; and
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_' * < . ~ - Chirundu. The seeds are sterile, the
grass is used to thatch huts, and the

_._ ~-* >_ cane-like stems are used to make the
walls of their huts. The local names are

_ w > . * , 8 ^ - ZMasanga" in Tonga, and "Masindasulu'
. <e ** §- ~ in Goba. Felix Kalikit, who is multiply-

ing vetiver for farmer soil conservation
trials has confirmed that the vetiver is
V. zizanioides. For those of you work-
ing in northern Zambia, V. zizanioides--N ai i \lbt, - .is available at Mpika Research Station.
Also John Greenfield found it at Msamfu
Research Station, in the early 1980s,

*_,.Agb w *e~^ t < - 9- h .where i had been established in the
; .. ; * e *>~~ <-.. ^ \. Xie_ 1 + 4Q - same lines for 60 years. Bob sees (and

we agree) that it is very important that
; - -a L ; *&>~>t + 9. i;; - * -ws -- k farmer managed vetiver nurseries are

nt ;;---; .\ ---< t- ' established so that farmers can see how
the plant grows and behaves before it
is established on the farm. In the

ffi i i-;,l*a*6Nij6, Gwembe Valley, vetiver was sold for
thatch - so here we have an alternative
economic use.Photo # 14 .Malaysia - East - West Highway. Stabilization of down slope fill of

highway using Vetiveria zizanioides. Six months old vetiver planted from Ch A Fix
containerised grown plant material. Consulting Biologist -P.K. Yoon. Photo credit... i na - Fx or
PK.Yoon Soil Aluminium
in fact keeps invasive weeds out, and United Kingdom, Toxicity"
reduces the need for herbicides. He
seems pretty happy with vetiver, grow- An NGO at Work
ing it on sandy to sandy loam soils, tem- Mr. Xia Hanping from the South China
perature range 10°- 300 C, and rainfall Bob Mann of the Methodist Relief and Institute of Botany reported on some of
averaging 800 mm (the last two years _opMent f the that his or- his Institute's experience in Guangdong
>600 mm). Develatopmnt Fund wiestalse vthatr his ors- Province. Using vetiver, some 400 ha

ganization has established vetiver nurs- of severely eroded lands in four coun-
Jano Labat from Chiredzi, the ariso tPb in thenGnebe Valleeynt Zamia,t ties have been brought under control.
network's most dynamic and dedicated also at Pobe in BeniO a recent visit At one area, known as "the Red Desert",
vetiver user in Zimbabwe, has used to northern ghana he found vetiver erosion has been completely controlled
vetiver in a number of ways on his farm, (Vetivervaoirs tana) on the banks of over two years, and has resulted in eco-
including for the stabilization of drains reservoirs near the town.of Wa In the nomic and environmental benefits. One
(photo 13). He has been working with west. The local peoplen simply know It interesting observation relates to
Zimbabwe's largest sugar estates - as conservation grass brought to the vetiver's ability to decrease the content
Hippo Valley Estates Ltd. - which pro- area many years ago by engineers who of exchangeable aluminium, and take
duce 250,000 tons of sugar per year were bulding the dams. It was surviv- up other toxic minerals. For further in-
Hippo's Assistant Field Manager, John ind well In this very dry area. He un- formation on these initiatives in south
Kavumbura, wrote to Jano, "Wa now drsall dsi notheast LnGhana,u grows inatue China, refer to the special edition of the
believe there is no other grass that will rally in northeast Ghana, but not in the Vetiver Information Network bulletin of
serve the same purpose as vetiver December 1993.
grass, and to this end we have em- In the Gwembe Valley, a drought
barked on an ambitious program of stricken and very poor area adjacent to
planting vetiver to the tune of 6 km per Lake Kariba, Bob Mann and Felix
section per month. All our vetiver will Kalikiti (a Zambian forester) found
be planted in drains..." vetiver in a remote valley south of
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and 15). It seems that Malaysia's en- time out to look at vetiver. He writes 'It
gineers are impressed as the demand was quite clear that Vetiver had been
for containerised grown vetiver planting extremely effective in controlling sheet
material is greater than supply P.K. is erosion. Vetiver hedges were also ex-
also helping a company in Spain to get tremely effective in protecting the banks
started in vetiver. One of the many of waterways and strengthening bunds,
reasons that he Is so successful Is even under extremely saline condfions
that he combines his great depth of .....v because of neglect and lackof main-

depends on assuring that the tech- ers reacted by tearing out the whole
X w i s nology Is applied properly For those thing rather than restoring the hedge to

of you who know the plantation indus- the original dimensions ....vetiver
try (RK. is a rubber scientist), a key to hedges have been damaged by cane
success is in the correct application of trucks, since the hedges have impeded
technology. The same should apply to the trucks, large gaps have been cut in
small farmer and engineering uses of the hedges with consequence reduction
vetiver as well. P.K. has recently been in conservation effectiveness .... the
to Spain to help establish a vetiver grass Chief Extension Officer, Mr.
operation there, it will be interesting to Subramanlan, indicated that vetiverdid
hear his views on the possibility of us- well under tree crops including tea, and
ing vetiver grass in Mednerranean type needed no maintenance as the shade

, ^ D - _ climates. from the trees reduced the vigor of the
grass..."

Photo # 15. Malaysia - East - West Nepal - Abundant
Highway. Cross section of vetiver Ethiopia - Vetiver
hedgerows (photo#14) across roadfill Opportunities, but
embankment. Note overlay lying on could be the Key to
original land form (see root - lower Very Few Takers
right). Vetiver roots have struck Soil and Water
through fill into original material - some The Community Welfare and Develop-
measure 3.4 meters. Photo ment Society of Nepal is undertaking Conservation
credit:...P.K.Yoon trials using vetiver. Other users in Nepal

might be interested in contacting the
Society for more information. We are Ato Akalu Ngewo from Addis Ababa
concerned that a lot more use could be has written to say that there is a grow-

Malaysia made of vetiver in Nepal, but we don't ing interest and use of vetiver in west-
get much feedback, and there seems ern and southern Ethiopia. There are aThe Wizard at to be little promotion of the technology number of NGOs promoting vetiver and
It has been used successfully on irriga- the Fincha Sugar Estates are using itWork!! Highway tion projects in theTerai, and for hill road for erosion control. Ato Akalu writes

Stabilization embankment stabilization in eastern "...With the devolution of power to the
Nepal. Please, could readers of this regions, many institutions, NGOs, civic
Newsletter in Nepal give us some feed- organizations, development associa-

P.K. Yoon, the winner of the King's back. tions are mushrooming in all regions 
Award for Vetiver Research, has ex- It is interesting to note that all of them
tended his initial trials on Malaysia's Fiji - Where it All aspire for relief, rehabilitation and de-
East-West Highway to a large test site e velopment through conservation and
on a very unstable section of the High- Started other infrastructural development...
way affected by serious slippage. Al- Government is also making a conducive
though only planted within the last six atmosphere for NGOs to participate in
months, the hedges have been well es- David Meadows, the World Bank's co- rural development .... The coming three
tablished and are effective. (Photos 14 conut specialist, while visiting Fiji, took or four years could be crucial for Vetiver
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-* ., by . . + _ ing tested vetiver with farmers for the
last four years, and convinced of its util-
ity, have, we understand, decided to go
ahead with a program that will train 22
other NGOs in Guatemala and 3,500

-vJw + _^ 2. i R"25*- ........ -- e.4'- .'farmers in the use and merits of vetiver
grass hedgerows. Those Panama read-

..2L 4 j 'errsi> _ ers who are always looking for vetiver
We now have confirmation that it is

growing and thriving.

Indonesia -River

Bank Stabilization
We have heard from Dr. Ramu, River
Basin Adviser, that the Directorate of
Water Resources has the funding to
establish four substantial test sites in

Photo 1 16. South Africa - NataL Maxime Robert's main farm drain running different river basins in Sumatra in or-
through a sugar cane field stabilized with vetiver Note the spurs to deflect storm der to study and test the efectiveness
water tfrom the center. Photo Credit ... John Greenfield of vetiver for river bank stabilization.

Grass Technology (VGT) promotion, tri- Vetiver hedges have been tested in a Soth Af N
als, demonstrations, research and de- number of areas in Kenya, and have Su rica - ew
velopment in Ethiopia, and the oppor- been found to be effective. Perhaps it Horizons
tunity should not be missed ..... I be- might be a good idea to test vetiver in
lieve that the jump start of VGT could the tea and coffee growing areas. If
be turned into sustainable vegetative anybody needs further information, Tony Tantum is the Network's key per-
soil and water conservation develop- please contact Jacob Kampen at the son in South Africa and has been in-
ment in Ethiopia.." There has been World Bank's office in Nairobi or fax the strumental in the promotion of vetiver
some excellent work done with vetiver Vetiver Information Network directly - grass technology. Under SouthAfrica's
in Meftu (Western Ethiopia) and there USA - 202 522 1658 new govemment, opportunities abound
are some very good opportunities forthe for using the technology for the conser-
technology in this highly erodible but po- Costa Rica d vation of natural resources. In previ-
tentially very fertile country. Ato Akalu an ous Newsletters, we have reported on
has been the driving force behind the Central American Tony's work, but would remind you that
introduction of vetiver in his country, and in South Africa the technology has al-
The Network would like to congratulate Growers ready been effectively applied to: on-
him on his efforts. Those NGOs and farm conservation (Mr. Maxlme Rob-
others who participate in the Vetiver In- Accelerating Inter- ert - Photo 16); highway stabilization;
formation Network and who are work- erosion control on firebreaks; railroad
ing in Ethiopia and want to know more est in Vetiver embankment stabilization; building site
about the technology should contactAto stabilization; and now the mining com-
Akalu Ngewo at his home address - Following a Vetiver Network visit to panies (Anglo American) are taking a
PO. Box 1562, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Costa Rica last year, the Department keen interest in using vetiver grass to

of Agriculture has stepped up its pro- stabilize mine dumps . The Network
Kenya - Slow motion of vetiver in the south of the suggests that containerized growncountry, particularly in coffee growing vetiverbe used for this task, since mine
Progress, but areas. We look forward to hearing more dump soils are generally very bad (low

about the program there, as well as in pH, devoid of nutrients, and often withOpportunities other Central American countries, fol- limited water). Tantum also suggests
lowing Jim Smyle's establishment in that Salt bush will grow on these mineAbound San Jose. SHARE - Guatemala, hav- dump 'soils", and is quite a good stabi-
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lizer.
spacings required for conventional strip
cropping, but are far less sensitive to the

Australia - Believe it magniude of discharge There appears
to be a limited range of slopes for whichor not the hedges alone would provide adequate
protection against erosion. Note this ex-

Paul Truong has just completed a study periment was carried out on vetiver grass
on the tolerance of vetiver grass to man- of less than one year old. Experiments
ganese toxicity. Together with its tolerance will continue with mature hedges.
of aluminium toxicity the results help to
explain why it can thrive on poor and hos- . . .
tile environments. He was unable to in l l.1<i. 7i >.
duce Mn toxicity when reducing soil pH C.
to 3.30 and increasing extractable soil Mn
to 578 ppm (Photo 17). Planit Mn at
890 mg/kg was also very high without
showing any toxicity symptoms. In com-
parison Mn toxic contents of some of the
common crops are 217 ppm for sorghum,
494 ppm for cotton, and 210 ppm for com.
Paul adds that he hopes to start a project
looking at some of the nativeAustralian
vetiver species such as V. filipes Photo 17. In search of Vetiver,
Veloa,Vpauciflor, V. rigida. This Photo Credit ... Charles Maquire
would be a valuable contribution to ex-
panding our knowledge about vetiver
grass. Are there any of our readers pre-
pared to help finance this new task?

Paul Truong has received funding to test
out vetiver to replace terraces on very
steep sugar lands near Cairns
(Queensland), and for the replacement
of stubble-fallow strips in a strip cropping
layout an the flood plain in the sub-tropi-
cal/temperate region near Brisbane. The
objectives of this latter work would be to
monitor in the field the efectiveness of
the hedges in spreading flood flows and
in reducing flow velocities and soil move-
ment -- Altogether about 10 km -- of
hedge. In connection with the latterPaul
Dalton and Dr. Rod Smith of the Univer-
sity of Southem Queensland have car-
ried out experiments to determine some
of the hydraulic characteristics of .
vetiver hedges. The first years re- Vetiver Information Network, Room MC -8-307, The World Bank, 1818
sults are positive and it appears hy- H Street N.W. Washington D.C. 20433. U.S.A.
draulically feasible to use vetiver Tel. # 202-458-2282
hedges to control flood flow and ero- Fax # 202-522-1658
sion on cropped flood plains. The ,
hedge spacings required are compa-
rable to, and slightly greater than, the strip -The findings, interpretations and conclusibns expessed in this Newsl6etter are:I

I entirely those of the authors,:and should; notbe attributeddto the VIrdBank k
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Vetiver Grass
The Hedge against Erosion

The World Bank
Washington, D.C.

The views and interpretations expressed This is because excessive runoff prevents the
in this handbook are not necessarily those of the land from making effective use of the rain that
Executive Directors of the World Bank or the falls. The prime cause of soil erosion and exces-
countries they represent. The map accompanying sive rainfall runoff is the removal of vegetative
the text was prepared solely for the convenience ground cover by human and livestock popula-
of readers; the designations and presentation of tions-one of the dire consequences of our
material therein do not imply the expression of continuing and accelerating overuse of the
any opinion whatsoever on the part of the World world's land resources.
Bank, its affiliates, or its Board or member
countries concerning the legal status of any Topsoil losses in the past have brought
country, territory, city, or area, or of the authori- down whole civilizations. The Mayas of Central
ties thereof, or concerning the delimitation of its America are one example, and North Africa
boundaries or national affiliation. used to be the "granary of the Roman Empire."

Soil erosion is truly a global problem, and the
(First edition 1987, Fourth edition April 1993) need for conservation has become critical in
Cover design by Bill Fraser many countries. For example, more than half of
ISBN 0-8213-1405-X India's cropland is losing productivity because

topsoil is being washed or blown away faster
Preface than natural forces can replace it. Reducing the

topsoil layer means reducing plants' access to
For at least the next decade environmental issues essential soil nutrients and water.
will dominate the agricultural and natural re-
source sectors. Already the focus of much Changes in farming practices have made
attention are the problems of deforestation, the problem worse in recent years. In response to
increased flooding by major rivers, and reduced the growing need for grain for exploding human
dry-season water flows for irrigation and urban and livestock populations, farmers switched
and industrial supplies. Not enough attention, from traditional rotations and multiple cropping
however, has been given to the massive problem to continuous-row cropping, a practice that
of soil erosion and, more specifically, to the need encourages rainwater to run off the land at a
to reduce soil and water losses caused by exces- faster and more destructive pace. As a result
sive rainfall runoff. Of the 11 million hectares of crops are denied the moisture they need for
forest cut down each year, one-half is estimated optimum growth.
to be needed to replace cropland that has gone
out of production owing to erosion and the Recognizing the problem, top-level
consequent loss of fertile soil. At the same time, policymakers in many countries have devoted
many millions of hectares of land once deemed substantial portions of their budgets to finding a
cropland with high potential are annually being solution. But the sums allocated are often insuf-
downgraded to land with low potential and high ficient, costs are too high, and many of the
risk, even in areas receiving substantial rainfall. conservation techniques attempted have been

ineffective and are inappropriate for small
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farrners. Soil erosion continues at an accelerating
and alarming rate. Governments have only We have learned during the past few
limited access to public funds. Many think that years that the introduction of a new technology
farmers should bear the cost of soil conservation, requires persistence and patience. We believe
but most cannot afford to unless cheaper meth- that the effort and persistence of the many new
ods-preferably linked to direct income ben- promoters of vetiver technology are paying off;
efits-can be identified that are acceptable to both the demand for and use of the technology
farmers. are accelerating. If the system is adopted to the

extent that we hope, two landmark objectives
This handbook has been prepared to will be met in the effort to help more and more

support fieldworkers and farmers in developing of the developing world reach a sustainable basis
vegetative systems of soil and moisture conser- for rainfed agriculture and land resource conser-
vation that will meet the requirements of small vation; namely, soil stability and in-situ moisture
farners in developing countries, most of whom conservation. We are indebted to many workers
reside in the tropics and semitropics. Experience active involved with this technology. We have to
has shown that conventional systems of earth realize the early users of the technology: farm
bunds or terraces on small farms are expensive such as those in south India whose ancestors
and in many cases, especially in modern times, have used the grass for centuries; sugar compa-
ineffective. When applied correctly, vegetative nies in the West Indies and Fiji that have suc-
systems of soil and moisture conservation- cessfully used the technology for more than fifty
particularly the system of hedges of vetiver grass years; and West African farmers such as the
described in this handbook-have proved Hauser of Nigeria, who know well the merits of
cheaper and more effective. the grass farm boundary markers. We must

recognize the dedication of John C. Greenfield,
Since the publication of the first edition who renewed the use of the technology in India

of this handbook in 1987, we have learned that during the 1980s and was responsible for the
Indian farmers near Mysore have been using preparation this handbook. We must also ac-
vetiver grass as hedges for perhaps as long as knowledge the contribution of the agricultural
two hundred years. This fact has given the new staff and scientists in the Indian states of Andhra
users of vetiver grass more confidence in the Pradesh, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, and
technology. Since 1987 the technology has been Maharashta who have dedicated part of their
tested in the field in many countries-India, work to establishing this technology for farmers
China, Philippines, Indonesia, Nigeria, Madagas- in these poverty-stricken areas of India. Most
car, Brazil, and Australia, to name a few. Soils recently we must acknowledge efforts by the
and climate vary tremendously within this group. management and staff of China's Red Soil
For example, in China vetiver is being grown as Project who have taken the lead in testing and
hedges on 60 percent slopes to protect tea and demonstrating the technology in their country in
citrus crops on low pH (4.1) red soils. In India it the hope of aiding the rmillions of farmers who
is being used successfully on black cotton soils live on the badly degraded soils of south China.
(severely cracking vertisols) on slopes of 2 Finally we have to thank the World Bank staff in
percent or less. In other countries such as New Delhi and Washington, D.C. who have been
Trinidad, it has been used for years to stabilize responsible for editing this handbook and the
rock-based roadsides. In every case this unique two earlier editions published under the title,
grass has displayed the same extraordinary Vetiver Grass (Vetiveria zizanioides): A Method
characteristics that make it an ideal low-cost, of Vegetative Soil and Moisture Conservation.
non-site-specific system for controlling soil loss
and improving soil moisture. This handbook is intended primarily for
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practitioners and users, and as in previous billions of tons of soil every year. As raindrops
editions we ask for your views and ideas so that pound the ground, particles of soil are knocked
they can be incorporated in future editions. loose and then carried away by the runoff. This

runoff further strips unprotected areas of their
R. G. Grimshaw valuable topsoil and becomes the muddy water
Chief, Agricultural Division that ends up in drains, streams, and rivers. sheet
Technical Department, Asia erosion leads to more striking forms of erosion-

Region rills and gullies, for example, the focus of most
The World Bank conservation efforts to date. Although not as
Washington, D.C. spectacular, sheet erosion does leave visible

marks, as shown in Figure 1: soil collecting
behind obstructions on a slope (such as the brick

Contents in example A); stones left behind by the runoff
because they were too heavy to be carried away

Sheet Erosion 218 (B); or moldy mounds of soil and other debris
Rainfed Farming 219 trapped under branches, twigs, or even clumps of
Vegetative Contour Hedges 222 straw (C).
Establishing Vetiver Hedges 229
Moisture Conservation 233
Why Vetiver Grass Is the Ideal Plant
for the Vegetative System of Soil
and Moisture Conservation 234

Other Practical Uses for Vetiver Grass 235
Management Tips 241 A
Common Names for Vetiver Grass 244 c

Map: b,
Countries Using Vetiver Grass 2 16

Box:
Vetiveria 227

Tables:
Table 1. Slope, Surface Run, and Vertical Figure 1. Signs of sheet erosion
Interval 245
Table 2. Cost of Land Treatment with The effects of sheet erosion are more
Contour Hedges of Vetiver Grass 247 readily apparent in forest areas that are devoid of

ground cover-and in fields or wastelands with a
Vetiver Grass: The Hedge against Erosion few standing trees-where the loss of soil

exposes the roots of the trees (Figure 2). Water
Sheet Erosion can then easily pass beneath the trunks of the

trees and between their roots. Once all the soil
Sheet erosion is the most damaging form of that supported them and gave them life is
erosion, mainly because it is often not recog- washed away, the trees will be washed out of the
nized and therefore seldom treated. Triggered by ground as well.
rainfall, sheet erosion accounts for the loss of
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slope, and, if the hedges have been planted at
the correct vertical interval (see page 40),
without further erosive effect.

The amount of soil lost through sheet
.- ' ' _E erosion is alarming. Figure 3, which depicts

two surviving plants whose roots prevent sheet
at: t }? erosion, shows how the amount can be mea-

-1 -; ; sured. In this case a layer of soil 50 centimeters
----- ---- s-:-* -- deep-as measured by the distance between

e;---; ::;- the top of the plant mounds and the present soil
Runoff Exposed roots surface-has been lost across the entire area of

the field since the plants became established.

Figure 2. sheet erosion and Trees

Trees by themselves do not prevent
soil losses caused by sheet erosion; forests
do, with their thick litter and low-growing -

vegetation. In areas where forest cover is not * --; ~ -

possible or practicable, vegetative barriers -* -

can be used to stop the loss of soil. Fibrous- _
rooted shrubs and grasses planted as hedges
along the contour of the land slow the runoff,
spread the water about, weaken its erosive
power, and cause it to deposit its load of
valuable soil behind the hedgerows. As a
result the runoff proceeds gently down the Figure 4. Traditional Rainfed Farming

Rainfed Farming

The traditional way of farming in rainfed
a 1|11 f _____ --- a 11 |areas, no matter how flat the land may seem,

is along the slope, or up and down the hill
(Figure 4). This system encourages runoff

,, \ . -;Slope and soil loss and thus makes sheet erosion
\ ~ A ,/ {@ f |worse. Often more than 50 percent of the

rainfall is lost as runoff and thereby denied to

50 centimeters of topsoil the crops, and the steeper the slope, the faster
has been washed away and more erosive the runoff. Rainfall is less

effective because the water is not given a
chance to soak in. By plowing along the
slope, the farmer in Figure 4 is unknowingly

Figure 3. Loss of Topsoil
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encouraging the rainfall to leave his field. soil to make the bank and channel shown in
Figure 6, a 5-meter-wide strip of land must be

Figure 5 illustrates the method advocated taken out of production over the entire length of
in this handbook-the use of vegetative contour the bank. This represents a loss of 1 hectare of
hedges to prevent erosion and conserve natural productive farmland for every 20 hectares of
moisture in the soil. Once established, such land treated with embankments or bunds.
hedges need no maintenance and will protect
the land from erosion for years, as they build up
natural terraces. In contrast to the planting
furrows in Figure 4, those at A in Figure 5 Earth bank,

follow the contour of the land as laid out by the orbund

vegetative hedges (B). A

B
/ j *~~~~~~~~----- 5 meters - j- a--!il

f et J=b!<r\< 1l ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Over time,
-- 4'0 < k !a !1ll,!l -!!!IIthe bank "melts"

Figure 6. Constructed Method of Soil
Slope Conservation

Figure 5. Farming with Vegetative Countour Hedges
Figure 7 shows the unnatural way the

land is drained by this system. All of the runoff
Constructed earthen embankments, or is channeled sideways and dumped into a water-

contour bunds, have slowed erosion throughout way that no small holder would want running
the world since the 1930s. But this method of through his or her farm. This system makes the
soil conservation creates an unnatural system of areas below the banks too dry, and the channel
drainage and is no longer considered appropriate areas too wet, for optimum crop production.
for small holders. The embankment in Figure 6
was constructed with topsoil taken from point A, In contrast, the vegetative method of soil
which was thereby transformned into a channel to and moisture conservation uses nature to protect
convey the runoff sideways.. But the bank is itself. In the system demonstrated in this hand-
made of the same soil it is supposed to protect, book with vetiver grass (Vetiveria zizanioides),
and because its construction makes the slope only a 50-centimeter strip-or one-tenth of the
steeper, over time the bank will erode and "melt" land occupied by earthen embankments or
away.. Then it will have to be replaced-at great bunds-is taken out of production (Figure 8).
cost to the farmer. Moreover, to collect sufficient Because the grass root divisions, or slips as they
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Near Mysore in the southern Indian state
of Karnataka (in the villages and hamlets

5 Runoff . Rain of Gundalpet and Nanjangud, for ex-
ample), farmers have been maintaining
vetiver hedges around their farms for more
than a hundred years. To keep the hedges
narrow, the farmers simply plow around
the edges of the hedgerows whenever they
plow the rest of the field for cropping. The
hedges are in perfect condition and pro-
vide permanent protection against erosion.

Figure 7. Drainage Under the Constructed System

are called, are planted in a single plowed furrow,
little soil is disturbed. And whereas earth banks
have to be made with bulldozers or by hired
labor, the vegetative system requires no special
tools or labor beyond that which a farmer would
already have.

The bottom illustration in Figure 8
shows what happens over time in the vegetative
system: the runoff drops its load of soil, the grass
tillers up through this silt, and a natural terrace is
created. The terrace becomes a permanent
feature of the landscape, a protective barrier that
will remain effective for decades, even centuries.

When the runoff reaches the vegetative
hedges, it slows down, spreads out, drops its silt
load, and oozes through the hedgerows, a large
portion of the water soaking into the land along
the way (Figure 9). No soil is lost, and there is
no loss of water through the concentration of
runoff in particular areas. The system requires no
engineering-the farmers can do the whole job
themselves.
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Figure 8. Vegetative System of Soil Conservation plant's spongy root system, pictured at D,
binds the soil beneath the plant to a depth of
up to 3 meters. By forming a dense under-
ground curtain that follows the contour of the

J land, the roots prevent rilling, gullying, and
tunneling. The strong aromatic oil they

I Rl//, contain makes the grass unpalatable to
rodents and other pests; many Indian farmers
report that it also keeps rats from nesting in

Vetiver grass the area. Because the dense root system
1 t 1 i / Vetiver grass repels rhizomes of grasses such as Cynodon

'-f I *i#L~r ldacrylon the hedgerows prevent them from
entering the farn field and becoming a weed.

,S I N>X>> />S And according to the farmers near Mysore
t}g l l >%z///W/-m/ the plant's sharp, stiff leaves keep snakes

away as well.
centimeters 

To be effective as a method of soil
conservation, the vegetative system must
form a hedge, as shown in Figure 11. Al-

> K s\, i l t/'< though under certain circumstances thick
7 Wt \\ I lXlv / / hedges can be forned in one year, it gener-

a ntatural \<\Ail ,0 ,>, ally takes two to three growing seasons to
terrace forms establish a hedge dense enough to withstand

\\\,3 Ay,118 >// torrential rains anL protect the soil. During
_ /t1'x' tf the first two seasons, and sometimes the

-3 W //ffi1 third, the plants need protection, and any
gaps in their line have to be filled. (During
the first two seasons it should also be easy to
see the silt being trapped behind the plants as
they are establishing, a phenomenon that
extension workers should try to point out
when explaining the system to farmers.)
Although the earth banks used in the conven-
tional method of soil conservation are effec-
tive immediately, they break down over time
and frequently burst open in heavy rain-
storms. Once the hedge has been established,
it will neither wear out nor require further

Vegetative Control Hedges maintenance, other than periodic trimming.

Figure 10 presents a cross-sectional view of a Trimming the hedges to a height of 30-50
vegetative contour hedge at work. The leaves centimeters prevents them from seeding, makes
and stems of the vetiver plant slow the silt- them thicken up, and thereby increases their
loaded runoff at A and cause it to deposit the silt effectiveness in filtering runoff. In several
behind the plant at B while the water continues villages and hamlets near Mysore, the farmers
down the slope at C at a much slower pace. The trim their hedges every two weeks throughout
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Figure 9. Drainage Under the Vegetative System Figure 10. Cross Section of a Vetiver Hedge

Runoff - Rain ,, V.

\^1 , > .- ~Vegetative hedges I

B

the year and feed the young palatable leaves to
their livestock. They are thus ensured a year- D
round supply of stock fodder regardless of
rainfall.

It has become evident that many
fieldworkers-and even research work-
ers-lack a clear understanding of what is
meant by "the contour." Figure 12 illus-
trates a common misconception: that a
furrow plowed along "the main slope"
follows the contour. This is incorrect. A ......
true contour embraces all slopes, major or
minor; it is a line of equal elevation around
a hill. The furrows in Figure 12, which
starting from point A follow the main slope
straight down to point C instead of curving
around the hill, are not on the contour and _.
therefore will neither conserve moisture
nor prevent erosion. The true contour, Continuous hedge---with no gaps

pictured in Figure 13, runs from A to B to
D and continues around the hill, maintain-
ing equal elevation all the way.

Figure 11. Vegetative System
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Figure 12. False Contour
contour line A has been "averaged" into the
smooth curve of line B. To control sheet
erosion, the hedges and plow furrows (crop
lines) need only follow line B. The silt filtered
from the runoff will build up behind the
hedges and eventually form a natural terrace.

Ay -;>>>s< B Because the hedges run across the slope, the
~--. *w*-tt .s \\ ends of each hedgerow should be turned up

the slope to prevent runoff from spilling
around the sides-this will encourage natural

-;,}:S7-?^ Nt,8AS %,> terraces to form more readily and prevent
% _ -)<,t,,,^ ̂ &'1 :\ erosion at the ends of the hedgerows, espe-

> 8 < c cially in steep lands.

Figure 14. Averaged Contour

Because the earth banks conventionally
are used to control erosion must convey the
runoff to a waterway off to the side of the field, Hill Natural gullies

they have to be constructed on the exact contour.
As shown in Figure 14, such a line (marked with
pegs at A) can be difficult for the farmer to
follow when plowing. The vegetative hedges, ,i / A
however, do not have to be exactly on the con- ' ,
tour to provide effective soil and moisture -(

conservation since their purpose is to reduce the B - -

velocity of the water as it passes through them
and not to channel the water elsewhere. Once the

In Figures 15 and 16 we see two farmers,
D \ A and B. Both are good farmers, but A in

Figure 15 is a wise farmer; he has protected his
A = = land against soil loss by planting vegetative

hedges on the contour, and he is using the
hedgerows as guidelines to plow and plant on

c c the contour. The furrows created in this fashion
will hold rainfall and store extra moisture in
the soil, thus allowing crops to withstand long
periods of dry weather. What farmer A is doing

Figure 13. True Contour costs no more than what farmer B in Figure 16
is doing. All that is involved is a change in

contour line has been pegged in (see page 30), management.
the extension worker can smooth it out to make
it easier for the farmer to follow. In Figure 14, Farmer B is a good farmer, but he is not
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Figure 15. Protected Farm Figures 17 and 18 illustrate what hap-

pens when the two farming systems are
exposed to heavy rainfall. Farmer A's
field is protected by the vegetative
hedges, and there is no loss of soil (Figure

-^*,,+ 17). The contour furrows store all the
rainwater they can hold. Any surplus
rainfall runs off, but the vetiver hedges

Fa /control the flow-slowing it down,
spreading the water about- and cause the

\S f i ~ ~ > silt to be deposited. As a result the runoff
is conducted down the slope in a safe,

< ~~>- --*- nonerosive manner.

On Farmer B's unprotected land, the
rainfall runs off at great speed, taking
along his fertilizers and topsoil. The
uncontrolled ride down the slope causes
unnecessary and damaging erosion (Fig-
ure 18). Because the runoff races by so
quickly, no moisture is stored. Rainfall is

farming wisely; he is not thinking. By plowing only 40-50 percent effective, and farner B is
just straight up and down the slope he is encour- always complaining about droughts. Ultimately
aging the rainfall to run off his farm, taking his he will have to abandon his farm because there
farmyard manure and an irreplaceable layer of will be no soil left in which to grow crops.
topsoil along for the ride. The rainwater runs off Farner A will never have this problem; his
so quickly it does not have a chance to soak into yields will increase over the years.
the soil, and thus his crops have no protection
against dry spells.

Figure 16. Unprotected Farm

.-..--- ~'~'~-~?7' Farn2er B:-
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Figure 17. Rainfall and the Protected Farm

Rain 40'raw

ver
,>X.G\--- ~ . . t hedge

Vetiver N
hedge

Water being held

Figure 18. Rainfall and the Unprotected Farm

Rain.
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Runoff 6t$
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Vetiveria

Of the ten species of coarse perennial grasses
found in the tropics of the Old World that belong
to the tribe Andropogoneae, Vetiveria zizanioides
has proven ideal for soil and moisture conserva-
tion.

V. zizanioides (L) Nash (2n = 20) Khus;
vetiver grass; a densely tufted, awnless, wiry,

* c \q l # glabrous perennial grass that is a "shy breeder"
and is considered sterile outside its natural

, X , habitat of swampland. It has no rhizomes or
x 1!4\8 i / stolons and is propagated by root divisions, or

slips. The plant grows in large clumps from a
t t / \ ~~~~~~much-branched "spongy" root stock (view A)

with erect culms 0.5-1.5 meters high (B). The
leaf blades are relatively stiff, long, and nar-

' 'DI"' x 3 \ row-up to 75 centimeters long and no more
than 8 millimeters wide-and although glabrous

B / are "downward rough" along the edges. The
lower glume is muriculated. The panicle is 15-40

centimeters long (C); joints and pedicels, gla-
brous. Spikelets are narrow, acute, appressed,
and awnless (D). One spikelet is sesile, hermaph-

\ /1~i~j 1 1 rodite, and somewhat flattened laterally with
\ W / i, A short sharp spines. It has a glabrous callus, three

XI/l0 8 v ' [ stamens, and two plumose stigmas. The other
spikelet is pedicelled and staminate. Some

Magnified cultivated forms rarely flower.
0', ;' ,,4S.> Xl~x /4

Both a xerophyte and a hydrophyte, V

Vetiveria zizanioides zizanioides can withstand extreme drought-
perhaps owing to the high salt content of its leaf
sap as well as long periods of inundation (up to
forty-five days has been established in the field).
It has an exceptionally wide pH range, seems to
be able to grow in any type of soil regardless of
fertility, and has been found to be unaffected by
temperatures as low as -9° Centigrade.

V zizanioides does not produce seeds
that germinate under normal field conditions. V
nigritana (the Nigerian species) does seed, but
the seedlings are easily controlled.
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Figure 19. Farmer A's Crop

Figure 21. Marking the Contour

Vetiver -

grass
contour

Xf ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Farmer B

Figure 20. Farmer B's Crop

Figure 22. Plowing on the Contour
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Thanks to his vetiver contour hedges, of soil and moisture conservation.
farmer A obtains an excellent crop (Figure 19).
Because the soil has retained ample moisture Like any long-lived plant, however, the
from earlier rains, his crop is benefiting from the vetiver hedge system normally takes two to three
warm sunshine, all the grains are filling, and the seasons to become fully effective. You cannot
crop stand shows even growth. Farmer A will plant a mango tree today and expect to pick
reap a high yield. mangoes next month! But it is possible to get

some immediate effect from the system by using
In contrast, farmer B has a disappointing dead furrows until such time as the vetiver grass

harvest (Figure 20). His crop has all but failed, can be established. This preliminary stage of the
and what little remains-growing in patches system is depicted in Figure 23. While waiting
where some moisture was trapped-is being for vetiver planting material to be produced in
dried out by the sun. Only a small percentage of the nursery, the farrner laid out the contours,
the grain will fill, and the resulting crop is prepared seedbeds following the contour fur-
uneven. Farmer B can expect a low yield. Yet he rows, and every 5 or 6 meters double plowed a
planted the same crop as farmer A and used the dead furrow. The two dead furrows in the figure
same fertilizer, both crops were planted at the have been planted on the contour to pigeon peas
same time and received the same amounts of and intercropped with six rows of groundnuts.
rainfall and sunshine. Unlike his neighbor, The shape of each seedbed is shown beneath the
however, farmer B lost most of his fertilizer, crop illustration: DF marks the deeper dead
together with 60 percent of his rainfall and a furrow, PP the row of pigeon peas it supports.
layer of soil from his farm possibly a centimeter Eventually, vetiver grass will be planted in some
thick-all because he did not plow on the con- of the dead furrows, but in the interim these
tour and use vegetative hedges to protect against furrows themselves will provide a bit of protec-
erosion and help his cropland retain moisture tion against runoff. Planting the vetiver grass
from the rain. If he had taken the advice of his will stabilize the whole system, as shown in
extension service and plowed and planted on the Figure 24, where a vetiver hedge has taken the
contour, farmer B could have obtained the same place of one of the dead furrows.
high yields as farmer A.

Establishing Vetiver Hedges
Having leamed his lesson, farmer B

contacts his extension worker, and together they The next few pages provide step-by-step
mark, or peg out, contour lines across the old instructions on how to establish a vetiver hedge.
furrows (Figure 21). This simple process re- Also included are tips on handling the planting
quires virtually no engineering skills-only the material, the best time to plant, and what to
use of a small hand-held level. The extension expect after the grass is planted.
worker stands at the edge of the field and,
sighting through the level, has farmer B move up The first step is to obtain the planting
or down the slope until the two men are standing material, usually from a vetiver nursery. If
level, at which point the farmer marks the spot vetiver grass is unknown in your area, check
with a peg. In Figure 21, the contour line (X) has with the nearby botanical gardens. Ask them to
already been pegged out, and the farmer has but look up Vetiveria zizanioides. If it has been
to follow the line of pegs with his plow (as collected, the herbarium sheet will show what
shown in Figure 22) to create the furrow in the plant looks like, note where the specimen
which to plant the slips of vetiver grass that will was found, and provide the local name of the
eventually form a contour hedge. This is all that plant. Vetiver is found throughout the tropics and
has to be done to establish the vegetative system has been grown successfully as far north as 420
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latitude. Vetiver nurseries are easy to establish. root divisions, or slips, should be planted in a
Inlets to small dams or water holding tanks make double or triple line to form parallel hedges
the best nursery sites because water en route to across the streambed. The hedgerows should be
the dam or tank irrigates the vetiver grass, which about 30-40 centimeters apart.
in turn removes silt from the water. Large gullies
protected with vetiver grass also make good
informal nurseries. For best results, the vetiver

Figure 23. Initial Setup

| F Groundnuts

.'!/ - ~ti r. 'e'i-e

DF ~ ~ hedge

24. Stabilized System
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To remove a clump of vetiver grass
from the nursery (Figure 25, illustration A),
dig it out with a spade or fork. The root system
is too massive and strong for the grass to be
pulled out by hand. Next tear a handful of the
grass, roots and all, from the clump (B). The
resulting piece, the slip, is what gets planted in
the field (C). -r '

Before transporting the slips from the
nursery to the field, cut the tops off about 15-

Figure 25. The Planting Material

(II& Figure 26. Preparing the Slip

_ \< \20 centimeters above the base, and the
A v- 8' Ui s \ \ roots 10 centimeters below the base. This

bs; ,< 2 tJ\ 1X.\s will improve the slips' chances of sur-
vival after planting by reducing the
transpiration level and thereby prevent-
ing them from drying out. As shown in
Figure 26, all that is needed to prepare
the slips for planting is a block of wood
and a knife-a cane knife, machete,
cutlass, or panga will do. The finished
planting piece is shown in Figure 27.

ijI k ' t xL / Although vetiver grass can be
planted from single tillers (when plant-
ing material is scarce), this practice is
not recommended for grass to be planted

~~~.J'( ~~~~~~in the field because it takes too long to
form a hedge. Fertilizing the slips with

/ i ','-it ! \ 4.y,,,j diamonium phosphate (DAP) encourages
fast tillering and is helpful both in the

,p ! , - g nursery and in the field. To do this in the
field, simply dibble DAP into the plant-

Z !- ' ing furrow before planting the slips.

Always plant the slips at the
beginning of the wet season to ensure
that they get full benefit of the rains.
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Planting vetiver slips is similar to planting rice can withstand up to one month of dry weather.
seedlings. Make a hole in the furrow that was Some slips may die, however, and leave gaps in

the hedge line. These gaps should be filled by

Figure 27. The Planling Piece planting to new slips. In some instances it may
be possible to use the live flower stems, or culms
(see the illustration on page 14), of neighboring
plants-simply bend the culms over to the gap
and bury them. The live stems will produce
roots and leaves at the nodes.

Magnified x 1/4 Of course for this or any vegetative
system to work, the plant mustform a hedge;
otherwise the system cannot act as a barrier
against soil loss. Planting the slips too far apart

Figure 29. What to Avoid

plowed to mark the contour. Push the slip into
the hole, taking care not to bend the roots -

upward. Then firm the slip in the soil. Ten to A.
fifteen centimeters from the slip, along the
same contour furrow, plant the next slip, and ; > W
so on (Figure 28). Only a single row of slips
need be planted. If planted correctly, the slips V

Figure 28. Planting the Slips

(Figure 29) would render the
system almost useless be-
cause they would take too
long to form a hedge and
would provide little protec-
tion. Moreover, without the extra support
of a hedge to hold the soil, fertilizer, and
moisture against the vetiver grass, the
plants would not be able to survive the

i } 1; f; 1t1 worst droughts. Even in arid areas that
I F ' +~ \tff v receive less than 200 millimeters of rain a

year, an effective vetiver contour hedge
10-15 centimeters could ensure its own viability. The

combined effect of contour cultivation and
the hedge's performance in slowing and
spreading the runoff is to increase infiltra-
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tion of water into the soil. Thus the hedge can edges of the hedgerows will remove any tillers
help itself to what might be the equivalent of half that encroach upon the field and will thus pre-
again as much rainfall. vent the hedges from getting too wide.

For the system to provide maximum Moisture Conservation
protection against erosion, the hedgerows should
be spaced apart at the proper vertical interval Although measures to retain natural moisture in
(VI). The VI is the vertical distance from one the soil are essential to all rainfed farming
hedgerow to the next one down the slope. The systems, the art of in-situ moisture conservation,
actual distance measured along the ground, as it is called, is rarely practiced and not widely
called the surface run, depends on the steepness understood. There is no such thing as flat land;
of the slope. With a vertical interval of 2 meters, water runs off all land. No matter how flat it may
for example, the hedges on a 5 percent slope seem, all land must be contoured if it is rainfed.
would be about 40 meters apart whereas those on Earthshaping, land leveling, and similar tech-
a 2 percent slope would be about 100 meters niques are required in irrigated areas only;
apart. As shown in Figure 30, the surface run rainfed areas must be contoured. Figure 31
between hedgerows planted on a 57 percent shows what happens when land is planted on the
slope with a VI of 2 meters is about 4 meters. "flat" without the benefit of contour furrows.
For a more comprehensive look at the relation-
ships among slope, surface run, and vertical In view A the rain runs straight off the
interval, see Table 1 at the back of this hand- field. View B shows the results: because no
book. In practice, a VI of 2 meters has generally moisture has been stored, the plants wilt and die
been found to be adequate. in the sun. View C shows the same area planted

to contour furrows, with a pair of dead furrows
Once the hedges have been established in taking up the surplus runoff until such time as

the vetiver can be planted. Rain caught and
held in each furrow's microcatchment has the
chance to soak in. Each furrow can hold 50
millimeters of rainfall, so in most storms
there is no runoff. Thanks to this natural

_______________ Slope =57 percent system of water storage, the plants can
4 / benefit from the sunshine, as shown in view

D. In view E one of the dead furrows has
been planted to vetiver grass to stabilize the

VI 2 meters system.
n=4 rmeters - .;,,X

A vetiver grass hedge is the key to the in-
situ moisture conservation system. Once
established, it serves as a guideline for
plowing and planting on the contour, and in
times of heavy storms it prevents erosion
from destroying the farmer's field. The
beauty of the plant is that, once it has estab-

the farmfield, the only care they will need is lished the hedge, the hedge is permanent.
annual trimming to a height of about 30-50
centimeters to encourage tillering and prevent Figure 32 is a diagrammatic representa-
shading of the food crops. Plowing along the tion of what a vetiver grass system would look
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work is needed, and maintenance is minimal.
The farmers each have their own supply ofFigure 31. The Benefits of Contour FurrowsThfamrechavteiowsupyf
vetiver planting material. Should a gully start
to form anywhere, vetiver can be obtained

- rj <;. i 0 - -; from an existing hedge and planted across the
incipient gully to prevent its spread-perma-

A Runoff _ nently and at no cost except for the farmer's
A -Runoff _ own labor.

Why Vetiver Grass Is the Ideal Plant
for the Vegetative System of Soil

Bwm , _ - and Moisture Conservation

Although many grasses and trees have been
tried over the years as measures to prevent
erosion, to date only vetiver grass has stood
the test of time. As made clear by the follow-

c ~~~- - U~ ing list of its characteristics-erived from-S1ipe _ observations of Vetiveria zizanioides

throughout the world-this truly remarkable
plant is ideally suited for the vegetative
system of soil and moisture conservation. No

_N .> - ; i other grass is known to rival its hardiness or
* _ * > ) \ diversity.

D

When planted correctly, V zizanioides will
quickly form a dense, permanent hedge.

I !14 l /,<> * It has a strong fibrous root system that

/ -------- Vetiver hedge penetrates and binds the soil to a depth of up
to 3 meters and can withstand the effects of

Ff- - v t ¢ ¢ ; Figure32. Vetiver System

Farrn boundaries
like in a small holder farming area. As can be Vetiver grass

seen, it fits into the individual farm systems contour hedges

perfectly. There are no waterways, no
earthworks. Most farmers have one line of -

vetiver roughly in the middle of their fields,
no matter what the shape; long fields may
need two lines to stabilize them. Although /
each field has its own line or lines of vetiver, .
the entire hillside is protected against erosion ---- '

because each line protects the ones farther
down the slope. Under this system, once the .--- 4A , > -
hedges have established, no further protective
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tunneling and cracking. ground from the onslaught of the next rains.
* It is perennial and requires minimal mainte-
nance. Other Practical Uses for Vetiver Grass
* It is practically sterile, and because it produces
no stolons or rhizomes it will not become a Apart from its success as a system of soil and
weed. moisture conservation, vetiver grass has proved
* Its crown is below the surface, which protects effective for a variety of other purposes. One of
the plant against fire and overgrazing. the most important is to stabilize the terrain as
* Its sharp leaves and aromatic roots repel ro- well as such structures as dams, canals, and
dents, snakes, and similar pests. roadways. Figure 33, for example, shows how
* Its leaves and roots have demonstrated a vetiver can be used to stabilize a typical paddy
resistance to most diseases. field that relies on earth banks to keep irrigation
* Once established, it is generally unpalatable to water at the correct level. These banks (top
livestock. The young leaves, however, are illustration) can be worn down by the action of
palatable and can be used for fodder. (In wind-churned water (lap erosion) and the activi-
Karnataka, India, a cultivar of V zizanioides ties of rats, crabs, and other hole-burrowing
selected by farmers has softer leaves and is more pests. The subsequent large-scale erosion, not to
palatable to livestock. This cultivar is also more mention the loss of expensive and in some cases
dense, less woody, and more resistant to drought irreplaceable irrigation water, could lead to loss
than some of the other available cultivars.) of the crop.
* It is both a xerophyte and a hydrophyte, and
once established it can withstand drought, flood, Vetiver can be planted on top of the
and long periods of waterlogging. paddy banks to stabilize them. Vetiver grows
* It will not compete with the crop plants it is
used to protect. Vetiver grass hedges have been Figure 33. Stabilizing Earth Banks
shown to have no negative effect on-and
may in fact boost-the yield of neighboring
food crops.
* It is suspected to have associated nitrogen
fixing mycorrhiza, which would explain its ., '., >2; ¶ -

green growth throughout the year. as a h X 'c *
* It is cheap and easy to establish as a hedge
and to maintain-as well as to remove if it is Breached

no longer wanted. bank
* It will grow in all types of soil, regardless of
fertility, pH, or salinity. This includes sands,
shales, gravels, and even soils with aluminum
toxicity.
* It will grow in a wide range of climates. It is
known to grow in areas with average annual 3 t -

rainfall between 200 and 6,000 millimeters 4,

and with temperatures ranging from -9° to 45 -
Centigrade.
* It is a climax plant, and therefore even when Vetiver
all surrounding plants have been destroyed by
drought, flood, pests, disease, fire, or other
adversity, the vetiver will remain to protect the
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well under these conditions and does not suffer lines. A row of trees is planted close to the edge
from the occasional inundation. In addition, its of each ditch, and vetiver grass is planted in the
roots contain an essential oil that repels rodents. ditches (Figures 35 and 36).
Furthermore, because its roots grow straight
down and not out into the crop, the grass has no Under this arrangement of planting, the
effect on the rice or its yield. Each year the runoff between one row of trees and the next one
vetiver can be cut back to ground level to pre- down the slope collects in the vetiver-lined
vent shading of the crop.

Figure 35. Nurturing Trees
In an analogous example, vetiver can be

used to maintain river levees by preventing them
from being eroded back into the fields (Figure
34). It can also be used on river flats to prevent
silt from entering the watercourse from the Fruit tree
runoff from surrounding fields.

Vetiver's stabilizing influence is espe-
cially useful in steep and rolling country, where Vetiver

the distribution of moisture cannot be controlled. grass

5 -ii:,,y,hedge
Figure 34. Protecting Riverbanks . heg

V ditch

ditches. (There is usually sufficient drainage
ontour hedge Rver on the slopes to preclude the possibility of

waterlogging.) Thanks to the effects of such

Figure 36. Stabilizing Tree Crops

- -Fruit trees Vetiver grass

Unsuitable for the cultivation of cereal or other contour hedges
annual crops, such areas can be successfully
planted to perennial tree crops on the contour
when stabilized by vetiver grass. Most attempts
to grow tree crops on steep hillsides are aban-
doned because the resulting poor, uneven stands
are not worth the cost of maintenance. Figures
35-37 show a method of establishing tree crops
on such hills using contour vetiver hedges. First
the contours of the hill are pegged out. Next, by
hand or with a bulldozer and ripper unit, the
farmer digs shallow V ditches along the contour
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water harvesting, the rows of trees do not Figure 38. Masonry Terraces

have to be planted as close together as the
trees within a row. Initially, the V ditch Masonry walls
will provide a measure of runoff control, n w

thereby increasing the soil's moisture Broken by runoff

content, and both the vetiver and the B by r
planted trees will benefit. By the time
the ditch "melts" away after a couple of
years, the vetiver hedge will be estab-
lished and performing its function of
increasing the infiltration of runoff,
halting the loss of soil and soil nutrients,
and creating a natural terrace.

Because the collection of runoff in
the contour ditches has the effect of
doubling or tripling the amount of effec-
tive rainfall, fruit trees planted by this
method need no irrigation in the first three
years of establishment. The whole system - t. 
is stabilized by the vetiver grass lines.

After the vetiver hedges have
properly established, the vetiver grass can
be cut down to ground level when the dry season breaks.
sets in and its leaves used as a mulch at the base
of the fruit trees to help retain stored moisture Forest trees should be planted by the
(Figure 37). The advantage of using vetiver for same method. Where this has been done, the
this purpose is that its leaves harbor few insects results have been spectacular: more than 90
and last well as a mulch. Vetiver hedges also percent of the seedlings so planted survived the
protect the young trees in the hot summer 1987 drought in Andhra Pradesh, India, whereas
months by providing some indirect shade and in 70 percent of the other seedlings died.
the colder winter months by acting as wind-

In the Himalayan highlands, where

Figure 37. Vetiver as Mulch farming is carried out on terraces, vetiver
grass is now being used to stabilize the
masonry risers that have been erected over

Mulch the centuries. Without some form of vegeta-
Fruit trees tive support, these ancient structures require

continual maintenance. If one riser washes
out during a heavy storm, other terraces
farther down the slope often suffer consider-

I W -e- xOstt°tttege u able damage because of the domino effect.
~. iecvt r°v WecJ CO Figure 38, which depicts a typical terrace

system in the hills, shows the type of damage
frequently sustained. To allow for drainage
between the stones, the masonry risers are not
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bound together with mortar. If the walls were established, the vetiver hedges should take most
solid, instead of just a small section falling out of the erosive power out of this runoff as well as
the whole wall might collapse and trigger a protect the edge of the terraces.
landslide that could destroy the entire farm.
Although these terraces have done an excellent As shown in the close-up in Figure 40, the
job through the years, they do exact a toll in the masonry risers are vulnerable because they are
form of crop losses, and they require a lot of simply stones stacked on top of each other and
hard work in repairs. are usually 2 to 3 meters high. Because its strong

root system can easily penetrate to the bottom of
When the vetiver system of stabilization was the risers, vetiver grass can be used to protect the

explained to the hill farmers, they wanted to entire rock face.
plant as many areas as possible. In a World
Bank project begun in 1986, vetiver grass was Figure 40. Close-up
planted along the edge of the terraces during the
rainy season in the hope that its strong root 14- Vetiver grass hedge

system would reinforce the masonry risers.

Figure 39 shows what the vetiver grass- Field crop

protected terraces should look like once estab-
lished. The grass is planted only at the extreme X,

edge of each terrace, so as not to impede the
essential drainage between the stones. Accord- Masony wal

ing to the farmers, what causes most of the
damage during heavy storms is the cascading of
water down the slopes and over the top of the ^ Vetiver roots

masonry terraces, especially if the water has a
chance to concentrate into a stream. Once

Figure 39. Protecting Masonry Terraces

Vetiver grass
contour hedges In another project in the Himalayan

highlands, in areas with no masonry terraces to
halt massive sheet erosion, vetiver grass con-
tour lines are being established to determine
whether the n4tural terraces that build up behind
the hedges will form a base of stable land for
the production of fuelwood and fodder crops. In

@*Si- China in the provinces of Jiangxi and Fujian,
vetiver grass hedges are being used to protect
the edges of citrus and tea terraces.

Vetiver grass is also used to protect road
cuttings, as shown in Figure 41. In the West

- - :; Indies, the plant has been used extensively for
the stabilization of roadsides and has com-
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pletely prevented erosion for years. People in Figure 42. Stabilizing Wasteland Areas

St. Vincent use it to line the outer edge of the
tracks to their houses. The grass has exhib- Vetiver grass

ited a remarkable ability to grow in practi- contour hedges Eroded gully

cally any soil. In Andhra Pradesh, India, for
example, it was observed growing at the
Medicinal and Aromatic Research Station at
the top of a bare hill. Even though the soils
there are skeletal-granite boulders had to be
bulldozed to make a plot for the grass-and
are deprived of most of the benefits from
rainfall (since they are located at the very top ully plug

of a hill), and supported no other form of M g
growth at the time, the vetiver grass showed
no signs of stress. A plant that can thrive
under these extreme conditions should be
able to do an excellent job of stabilization
almost anywhere.

and Vetiveria zizanioides, respectively, have
The use of vetiver grass in wasteland survived as the climax vegetation for hundreds

development has recently been tested, and of years. When planted as contour hedges in
vetiver has proved effective as the initial stabiliz- wasteland areas-the first stage in the stabiliza-

tion of such areas-V zizanioides reaps
the benefits of any surplus runoff and

Figure 41. Protecting Roadsides harvests organic matter as it filters the
runoff water through its hedges. Because
the foothills of the Indian Himalayas are

Vetiver grass very young geologically, they are highly
contour hedges erodible; planting vetiver contour hedges

around these slopes and then across the
short erosion valleys will stabilize these
areas. A masonry plug at the end of the
system allows silt to build up and give the
grass a basis of establishment (Figure
42). The same would apply to normal
gullies as shown in Figure 43. Once

lIR o a oad established, the grass would terrace the
-1w- gullies.

Using vetiver grass to stabilize
riverbanks and canal walls is another
recommended practice. In an experiment
in Tanzania, on the road to Dodoma, a

ing plant. In the Sahel region of Africa (in the road engineer used vetiver grass to protect the
state of Kano in Nigeria) and in Bharatpur in wing wall of a bridge on one side of the river and
central India, under the extreme conditions of constructed the usual concrete wing wall on the
constant fire and drought, Vetiveria nigritana other side. Some thirty to forty years later, the
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Figure 43. Stabilizing Gullies

-- -Vetiver hedges
Erosion guly

Vetiver grass

concrete wall had already collapsed into the
river, and the bank it was protecting was eroded. Figure 45. Protecting Irrigation Canals

On the other side, the vetiver grass was still
holding the bank in perfect shape. Figure 44
shows how vetiver grass can be used to protect fills with silt at point B.
the river approaches to a bridge.

To overcome this problem, vetiver grass
Figure 45 shows how vetiver grass can should be planted parallel to the upper and lower

be used to protect the banks of a major irrigation sides of the concrete conduit. As shown in the
canal. bottom illustration, the upper hedge will prevent

silt from entering the canal, while the lower two
hedges will prevent erosion and thereby keep the
concrete structure from being undermined by

Figure 44. Protecting Bridges rills or gullies.

A similar approach can be taken to
protect dams. Small dams are silting up at an

-7a _ alarming rate throughout the world. Once they
Vetiver grass become filled with silt, they are of no further
wing walls _ 

use-and in many cases there is no other site
suitable for a new dam. If vetiver grass is planted
around the sides of the dam, as shown in the top
illustration in Figure 47, the silt carried by
runoff from the surrounding hills will be trapped
before it reaches the dam. And vetiver hedges
planted across the inlets (A) of small dams on

The contour irrigation aqueducts that lead intermittent streams will protect the dams from
back from the main canal around the foothills to siltation. In time these hedges will form stable
the upper reaches of a command area suffer from terraces that can be used for cropping or tree
siltation and erosion as they wind their way planting.
round the slopes. The typical problem is depicted
in the top illustration in Figure 46: the concrete In the bottom illustration, vetiver has
conduit is undercut by erosion at point A and been planted on the walls of a dam to protect
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Figure 46. Protecting Acqueducts around the world. To make it easier to spot
seepage along the toe, or bottom, of dam
walls and canal banks, vetiver should not be

B . planted in those areas.

The versatile vetiver plant has numerous
more common applications as well. It makes

A.., queduct good bedding for livestock because it soaks

up the urine and stays dry longer. Ultimately,
it makes good compost. In countries with
strong winds, vetiver grass hedges make

Vetiver grass good windbreaks to protect young fruit and

contour hedges timber trees. The grass also serves as a
firebreak. Vetiver is used as thatch for roofs
of houses, sheds, and shelters and as mulch
for tree crops. The grass is woven into
baskets, and the leaf midribs and flower
stems make excellent brooms.

Management Tips

In the preface of the first edition we asked
users to give us their views and share their

Figure 47. Protecting Dams experiences. Below are some of the responses
we received.

Vetiver grass lines General observations

* Well-grown vetiver hedges result in less
runoff and improved groundwater supplies.
Dry-season streamflow improves under the
hedge system of in-situ moisture conserva-
tion.
* In most instances on slopes of up to 5
percent, about 10 centimeters of silt is depos-
ited behind the hedges annually.
* In addition to its use for soil and moisture
conservation, vetiver is being used for fodder,
thatch, mulch, livestock bedding, windbreaks,
roadside protection, and brooms.

____ 5 - * Where hillside crop drainage is required-
Vetivr ga-- as in the case of tobacco ridges on a graded

slope-vetiver hedges act as an excellent
buffer against erosion if placed on the con-
tour at fixed intervals on the hillside.

them from being worn down by rill erosion, a * The majority of a vetiver plant's roots grow
problem afflicting many unprotected earth dams straight down for at least 3 meters. Other roots
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will grow out into the field for up to 50 centime- for two-year-old hedges on 2 percent slopes).
ters, but they do not significantly affect crop The time to wilting in one demonstration on
growth-probably because of the high moisture alfisols increased from seven days to twenty
content of the soil associated with the hedge. when in-situ moisture conservation measures
- Vetiver hedges take about three years to be were applied.
fully effective under low rainfall conditions. If * An interesting technique observed in China
vetiver slips are planted 10-15 centimeters apart, was the plaiting, or interlacing, of vetiver leaves
the hedge will form more quickly. Even where and stems from separate, neighboring plants to
there are gaps, interplant erosion does not seem create a temporary barrier until the full hedge
to be a problem because the roots join together in could be established.
the first year to form a subsurface barrier. * The cost of vetiver hedges depends on the
* Where vetiver is planted along the edge of availability and cost of planting material. In
terraces, forward-sloping terraces are better than India the initial cost of hedge establishment is
backward-sloping terraces because less runoff is estimated at US$8 per 100 meters of hedge, $6
removed by the terrace back channels. Also, of which goes for planting materials and other
because one can dispense with the back chan- inputs. Once the live material, in the form of a
nel-and also in some instances the front chan- hedge, is on the farm, the cost to produce new
nel, where constructed-more land will be hedges is relatively low-it may be as little as $2
available for cropping. The ultimate objective per 100 meters. Under such conditions the
should be to dispense with terracing, where economic rate of return is more than 100 percent.
possible, through the use of vetiver hedges, so Where the slopes are less than 5 percent and the
that the topsoil can remain relatively undis- hedges are spaced about 40 meters apart, 250
turbed. meters of hedge is required per hectare at a cost
* Vetiver has been observed growing under of between $5 and $20 (see Table 2 at the back
conditions ranging from 200 to 6,000 millimeters of this handbook).
of rainfall annually and at 2,600 meters above
sea level. It survives snow and frost and grows Selection of planting material
on most types of soil. It obviously grows better
where the soil is moist and fertile, but even * In Karnataka, India, to date six cultivars have
under adverse conditions it grows extremely well been identified. One cultivar selected over the
compared with other grasses. years by farmers exhibits superior characteristics
* Vetiver in many countries has been infected for hedge formation, fodder, and insect-, disease-
with brown spot. The disease does not seem to , and drought-resistance.
have an adverse effect on its growth, however. A * When selecting material, choose plants that
few instances of black rust have been observed exhibit resistance to pests and diseases and that
but are not significant. In India the rust seems to tiller well.
be vetiver-specific and does not cross infect * Where winters are cold, select material that is
other plants. In China vetiver has been attacked more tolerant of cold temperatures.
by stem borers, but in most cases the borer dies
once it gets in the stem. Farmers are generally Nursery establishment
unconcerned and tend to respond by selecting
plants that are more pest- and disease-resistant. * Vetiver planted densely in large gullies can be
* Some early results from India, on both alfisols used for replanting elsewhere. Gullies make
and vertisols, indicate that rainfall runoff was good informal nurseries because often they are
reduced from 40 percent to 15 percent (com- permanently moist and have conditions good for
pared with the control), and silt loss was reduced growth.
from 25 tons per hectare to 6 tons per hectare (all * Stem and root cuttings grown under plastic
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may be a cheap way of vegetative propagation.
* For optimum tillering, nurseries should be
fertilized (150 kilograms per hectare of nitrogen)
and irrigated (especially in very dry areas).
* Nursery plants should be cut back to about 30-
50 centimeters to encourage tillering.
* The best nurseries seem to be in loamy sands to
sandy-clay soils where the drainage is good and
where it is easy to dig up the plants for trans-
planting. We have seen excellent nurseries
(when well watered) in sandy areas near peren-
nial rivers.

Field Planting

* As long as the vetiver is planted when the
ground is wet, it can survive a long period of
drought after planting.
* On very small farms and fields where land is
scarce and where farmers are reluctant to plant
across their fields, vetiver should be planted on
the field boundaries.
* On nonarable lands that are heavily eroded,
vetiver should be planted first in the gullies and
around the gully heads. The material from the
gullies can then be used for planting across the
slopes in subsequent years.
* Gap filling is essential and should be done at
the beginning of the wet season. The possibility
of "layering" live stems across the gaps should
be tried as a gap-filling measure.
* To encourage tillering and hedge thickening,
the grass should be cut back to 30-50 centimeters
after the first year. Cutting in the first year does
not seem to have any incremental impact on
tillering.
* White ant infestation (attacking dead material)
can be controlled by applying 1 kilogram of
BHC for every 150 meters of hedge line.
* Once the vetiver has established (one month
after planting), plowing a small furrow immedi-
ately behind the vetiver hedge line helps to
capture runoff and results in better growth of the
plant.
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Common Names for Vetiver Grass Fulani: So'dornde, So'mayo, Chor'dor'de,
Ngongonari, Zemako

China: Xiang-Geng-chao Philippines: Ilib, Mora, Moras, Moro, Muda

Ethiopia: Narawasta, Raiz de moras,
Amharic: Yesero mekelakeya Rimodas, Rimora, Rimoras,

Tres-moras,Vetiver, Amoora,

Ghana: Amoras, Anias de moras, Giron
Dagomba: Kulikarili Sahel:

India: Bambara: Babin, Ngongon, Ngoko ba
Hindi: Bala, Balah, Bena, Ganrar, Songhai: Dii

Fulani: Kieli, Dimi, Pallol

Urdu: Khas Sarakolle: Kamare
Uengdui: Khas-Khas Mossi: RoudoumBengali: Khas-KhasGrm: Kiade
Gujarati: Valo
Marathi: Vala Khas-Khas Senegal:
Mundari: Birnijono, Sirum, Sirumjon Wolof: Sep, Tiep
Oudh: Tin Fulani: Toul
Punjabi: Panni Tukulor: Semban
Sadani: Birmi
Santali: Sirom
Telugu: Avurugaddiveru, Kuruveeru, Sierra Leone:

Lamajjakamuveru, Vettiveeru, Su: Barewali
Vidavaliveru

Tamil: Ilamichamver, Vettiver, Vilhalver, Temne An-wunga ro-gban
Viranam Sr-

Kannada: Vettiveeru, Laamanche, Kaadu, Sri-Lanka:
Kardapaajj.hll Sinhalese: S aivandera, SvandramiulKaridappasajJe hallu

Malayalam: Ramaccham, Ramachehamver, Thailand: Faeg
Vettiveru

Indonesia: Aga wangi, Larasetu, Larawestu,
Raraweatu

Sudanese: Janur, Narawastu, Usar

Iran:
Persian: Bikhiwala, Khas

Malaysia: Nara wastu, Nara setu, Naga setu,
Akar wangi (fragrant root),
Rumput wangi (fragrant grass),

Kusu-Kusu

Nigeria:
Hausa: Jema
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Table 1. Slope, Surface Run. and Vertical Interval

Degrees Percent Gradient Surface run (a) (meters)

1 1.7 1 in 57.3 57.3
2 3.5 1" 28.6 28.7
3 5.3 1" 19.1 19.1
4 7.0 1 14.3 14,3
5 8.8 1 11.4 11.5
6 10.5 1." 9.5 9.6
7 12.3 1" 8.1 8.2
8 14.0 1" 7.1 7.2
9 16.0 1" 6.3 6.4

10 17.6 1" 5.7 5.8
11 19.4 1" 5.1 5.2
12 21.3 1" 4.7 4.8
13 23.1 1" 4.3 4.5
14 25.0 1" 4.0 4.1
15 27.0 1" 3.7 4.0
16 28.7 1 3.5 3.6
17 30.6 1" 3.3 3.4
18 32.5 1" 3.1 3.2
19 34.4 1 3.0 3.1
20 36.4 1 2.8 3.0
21 38.4 1" 2.6 2.8
22 40.4 1l 2.5 2.7
23 42.5 1 2.4 2.6
24 44.5 1 2.3 2.5
25 46.6 1" 2.1 2.4
26 48.8 1" 2.0 2.3
27 51.0 1" 2.0 2.2
28 53.2 1" 1.9 2.1
29 55.4 1" 1.8 2.1
30 57.7 1" 1.7 2.0
31 60.1 1" 1.7 2.0
32 62.5 1" 1.6 1.9
33 65.0 1" 1.5 1.8
34 67.5 1" 1.5 1.8
35 70.0 1 1.4 1.7
36 72.7 1" 1.4 1.7
37 75.4 1" 1.3 1.7
38 78.1 1" 1.3 1.6
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Degprees Percent Gradient Surface run (a) (meters)

39 80.1 1 " 1.2 1.6
40 84.0 1" 1.2 1.6
41 87.0 1" 1.2 1.5
42 90.0 1 1.1 1.5
43 93.3 1 " 1.1 1.5
44 96.6 1" 1.0 1.4
45 100.0 I" 1.0 1 4

a. The figures for the surface run are based on a vertical interval (VI) of 1 meter. To use
this table, multiply the surface run by the VI: for example, with a VI of 2 meters on a 70 percent
slope, the surface distance between vegetative barriers = 2 x 1.7 = 3.4 meters.
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Table 2. Cost of Land Treatment with Contour Hedges of Vetiver Grass
by Slope Classification and the Cost of Labor (U.S. dollars per hectare)

Slope Daily Cost of Labor
L $.5 $1.00 $1.0 $L5Q.0 $5 $

0-1 2.43 3.44 4.45 5.46 6.47 7.48
1-2 7.29 10.32 13.35 16.38 19.40 22.43
2-5 17.02 24.08 31.15 38.21 45.28 52.34
5-10 36.46 51.60 66.74 81.88 97.02 112.17
10-15 60.77 86.00 111.24 136.47 161.71 186.94
15-20 85.08 120.40 155.73 191.06 226.39 261.72
20-30 121.54 172.01 222.48 272.95 323.42 373.89
30-40 170.15 240.81 311.47 382.12 452.78 523.44
40-50 218.77 309.61 400.46 491.30 582.15 672.99
50-60 267.38 378.41 489.45 600.48 711.51 822.55
60-70 316.00 447.22 578.44 709.66 840.88 972.10
70-80 364.61 516.02 667.43 818.84 970.25 1,121.66
80-90 413.22 584.82 756.42 928.02 1,099.61 1,271.21
90-100 461.84 653.62 845.41 1,037,19 1,228.98 1,420.77
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The Role of Vetiver Grass in Sustaining Agricultural Productivity.

Richard G. Grimshaw. Asia Technical Department, The World Bank,
Washington, D.C. USA.

Introduction. Results and Discussion.

This paper summarizes the work to date in the Claim # 1. A vetiver grass hedge is an effective
resurgence of the use of vetiver grass, the most measure for soil and moisture conservation.
widely used species being Veriveria zizanioides, Research at ICRISAT, India [10] compared
as an important technology for sustaining agri- VGT with stone barriers, lemon grass, and bare
cultural productivity in the tropics and semi- ground (control) under natural (total rainfall 689
tropics. As a result of an early initiative by the mm.) and artificial rainfall conditions. In all
World Bank [1] vetiver grass was first intro- cases VGT was the most effective technology.
duced to development projects in India as a low VGT reduced rainfall runoff by 57%, and soil
cost vegetative system for soil and water conser- loss by over 80%. At CIAT Colombia [11],
vation. This paper sunmmarizes the findings of a researchers compared vetiver to other vegetative
growing number of independent scientists [2, 3, systems grown in conjunction with cassava. At
4, 5, 6] and users [7, 8] of vetiver grass. Soil 11 months (rainfall 1240 mm.) soil loss was
fertility maintenance and soil moisture availabil- reduced from 142 tons/ha for bare fallow to 1.3
ity are the two most important elements that are tons per ha. for vetiver. Rainfall runoff was
critical for assuring sustainable agricultural reduced from 11.6% to 3.6%.
production. Vetiver grass provides a widely
applicable technology that is practical, proven, Claim #2. Vetiver grass will grow over a wide
cheap, and profitable. The Vetiver Grass Tech- range of site conditions. Australian experiments
nology (VGT) is simply the establishment of a under saline, sodic, and acid conditions demon-
narrow (less than 1 meter wide) live stiff grass strated vetiver's tolerance to a wide range of
barrier across the slope of the land. When conditions and will grow in pH levels ranging
applied correctly the technology is effective on from 3.8 to 9.9. Other trials demonstrate its
slopes from less than 1% to up to 100%. A well xerophytic and hydrophytic characteristics.
established vetiver grass hedge will slow down Vetiver's cold tolerance limit is around -10
rainfall runoff, spreading it out evenly, and will degrees C.
trap runoff sediments to create natural terraces.

Claim # 3. Vetiver grass is non competitive with
Methods and Materials. adjacent crops. All evidence indicates that

vetiver does not reduce significantly adjacent
The use of VGT is set out in a small handbook row crops. Experiments demonstrate no yield
for farrners. The claims that were made for VGT loss reduction of cassava when grown with
under this ard subsequent editions [9] were often vetiver hedgerows. Similar results are recorded
disputed by scientists, and as a result, have and in India and Malaysia.
continue to be intensively investigated. This
paper draws on this work and on field observa- Claim # 4. Vetiver grass is not a weed, it is not
tion by the author. invasive. There is no evidence of vetiver being

invasive under upland rainfed conditions. There
is some evidence of natural spreading under
swamp conditions. Vetiver grass at a site in
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Louisiana has not flowered in 25 years. In to deter rodents and other animals.
Zambia, vetiver grass hedges at Msamfu Re-
search Station have remained intact for more Claim # 9. Vetiver grass needs no maintenance
than 60 years. or management. Experiments have shown that

management plays an important role in the
Claim # 5. Vetiver grass is extremely resistant to efficiency of vetiver hedges. Just "sticking the
pests and diseases. There is evidence from India grass in the soil and forgetting about it" is not a
that when dead vetiver plant material is effected good technique. In India and the Philippines
by termites that there may be an alleopathic farmers who have understood the technology and
reaction that effects the living part of the plant. manage it properly have effective systems.
Management by buming may eradicate this
problem. Claim # 10. Vetiver grass is a low cost and

economic system of soil and moisture conserva-
Claim # 6. Vetiver grass is not eaten by live- tion. Economic analyses compared establishing
stock. Where there are other more palatable vetiver grass hedges at less than $30 per ha. with
grasses vetiver grass is normally ignored by more than $500 per ha. for conventional engi-
livestock. It has been observed on many occa- neered terraces. Economic rates of return for the
sions, under farm conditions, that if the hedge is latter are around 20% compared to more than
managed correctly regular harvesting of young 90% for vetiver. Short term crop yield gains
leaves is possible, and that these young leaves have been demonstrated in India resulting in
provide a maintenance ration. In Texas, under estimated Benefit Cost ratios of more than 2:1.
irrigated conditions, production of dry matter at
more than 100 tons per ha. per annum, equiva- Conclusions
lent to about 350 tons of fresh leaf, has been
achieved. The foregoing establishes strong evidence that

vetiver meets the requirements of a long term,
Claim # 7. Vetiver grass can be used for struc- low cost, vegetative technology for soil and
tural strengthening of earth embankments, moisture conservation. The proof not only rests
drainage lines, roads, and gullies. There is in the above experimental results but also in an
evidence to support the use of vetiver for em- expanding group of users around the world,
bankment stabilization. There are positive including the mass introduction of VGT in
reports of vetiver being used to reduce erosion in Thailand [ 12, 13]. Vetiver has special merit in
small dam spillways in Zimbabwe, gullies in its characteristics as a durable, relatively inert,
Fiji, and drainage ways in Guatemala, South and highly effective grass that when grown as a
Africa, Malaysia, and Nepal. VGT can be used hedge halts sediment flows and reduces rainfall
effectively for the stabilization of irrigation run off. Vetiver may prove to be a key technol-
channels. VGT has been used in many countries ogy for the sustainability of tropical and semi-
as an effective means for gully control. tropical agriculture.

Claim # 8. Vetiver grass is fLre resistant and
repels rodents and other animals. Vetiver is well Footnotes.
known for its resistance against fire in sugar
cane fields that are bumt prior to harvesting. [1] Greenfield, J.C. 1989. Vetiver Grass
Vetiver is used to protect firebreaks from ero- (Vetiveria sp.): The Ideal Plantfor Vegetative
sion. Young bumt vetiver under Malaysian Soil and Moisrure Conservation. Asia Technical
conditions recovered fully in four weeks. There Department, The World 13ank, Washington DC.
is conflicting evidence on vetiver's effectiveness
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VETIVER INFORMATION NETWORK

SPECIAL BULLETIN DECEMBER 1, 1993

I have just completed a very inter- and senior Government ministers of
esting visit to Thailand, Hong other countries to take advantage of
Kong and China, and rather than the technology. In recognition of his
wait until Newsletter # 11 (some- actions the Vetiver Information Net-
time next year), I thought I would work awarded His Majesty a special
send out this bulletin now so that award, "For Technical and Devel-
you can share some of the pleasure opment Accomplishment in the
and insights of my time in these Promotion of The Vetiver Tech-
three countries. nology Internationally". The

award is a specially commissioned
Thailand bronze casting of vetiver grass and

the soil that it protects.
Thailand in a very short time span
(two years) is moving very fast in The King wants quick and qual-
its use of Vetiver grass for soil and ity results. So his strategy has been
moisture conservation. In short to lead the effort with an aggressive
Thailand's program is very good. A field program backed by properly
lot is happening, and a lot more is funded research. Research is very
likely to happen in the future. much "learning by doing". You can

never say you have failed unless
I had the honor to represent you have tried first. As a conse-

the Vetiver Information Network at quence, there is fast progress in
the presentation of "The King of Thailand.
Thailand Award for Vetiver" to Dr.
P.K. Yoon of Malaysia by His Maj- The King places great emphasis
esty King Bhumibhol Aduluyadej at on the production of high qual-
the Chidlada Palace, Bangkok, on ity planting material - this
October 30th, 1993. Dr. Yoon must means that any part of a nurs-
be congratulated for his outstand- ery plant that has flowered
ing work and his contribution to should be culled (most nursery
the development of the Vetiver plants over four or five months
Grass Technology (VGT). have many flowering stems -

unless cut regularly. These
As many of you know, The should not be transplanted). In

King, having carefully studied VGT, line spacing, the plants should
initiated a special program in Thai- be as close as possible (if you
land for the use of Vetiver grass can afford it). Aim for 10 cm.
some two years ago, and since then between planting stations. If
has personally been involved in the you have a nearby source of
program. During this time he has water and can water the plant-
actively encouraged Heads of State ing slips, then plant before the
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onset of the rains. Don't use Development Project, Chieng
accessions that produce seeds Rai.
that germinate. These are pretty
simple specifications. Follow * Shade tolerant experiments at two
them, and you will have a suc- sites near Chiang Mai. Chiang Mai
cessful program. Finally, use Royal Development Project.
your common sense and act
now. Perhaps we should call * Vetiver grown under passion fruit
these "The King's Rules." (60% shade) as a conservation mea-

sure on steep slopes (30 to 40%) at
In the past two years, Thailand Mai Tae. Chiang Mai Royal Devel-

has made significant progress in the opment Project.
use of VGT. A fully coordinated na-
tionwide research program has been * Standard runoff small plot trials at
established that is testing out various Huai Hong Krai. Chiang Mai Royal
vetiver accessions at some 20 differ- Development Project.
ent sites from the brackish water
coastal areas in the south to the high * Trials with different vertical inter-
mountains in N.E.,Thailand. Over 30 vals between hedge rows (1, 2 and 3
different accessions of vetiver grass meters, on very steep lands (up to 65
have been identified indicating a %). Very impressive - fully formed
wide range of characteristics, and a hedges within 14 months and signifi-
start has been made to classify these cant terrace development behind the
accessions. In addition, another spe- hedges. Mai Tae and Pang Da.
cies of vetiver grass has been identi- Chiang Mai Royal Development
fied, Vetiveria nemoralis, an upland Project.
species, in contrast to V. zizanioides
that is a wetland species. y nemoralis * Vetiver hedge terraces on farm
appears to have on average more land, use of vetiver as mulch, with
tillers, and is blockier in shape. It fruit trees, and with agro forestry.
looks good and deserves further Mai Hair, Pang Da, Mae Tang.
testing at field scale. Chiang Mai Royal Development

Project, Doi Tung Development
Trials testing the use and effec- Project. Chieng Rai. Chantaburi.

tiveness of vetiver hedges are under- also Land Development Depart-
taken country wide. These trials and ment.
pilot programs include the following:

* Nursery technology and plant han-
* 20 centers throughout the country dling - Experimental Center - Doi
testing the growth and characteristics Tung Development Project.
of vetiver at sites representing dif- Chieng Rai. Mae Tang Experimental
ferent ecotypes. Center - Chiang Mai Royal Devel-

opment Project. Rayong Experi-
* Road cut and embankment stabii- mental Center - Land Development
zation (very large sections of up to Department.
100 ft elevation over more than 1 km
of new mountain road), Doi Tung * Tissue culture propagation of
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vetiver. Doi Tung Development Fax # 2806206
Project. Chieng Rai.

M.C. Bhitsatej Rajani,
* Pollution control - controlling Director,
fertilizer runoff from golf courses. Royal Development Project Office,
Utilization on saline and acid soils. Chiang Mai,
Office of The Board of The Royal Thailand.
Development Projects. Tel # (053) 212204.

Fax # (053) 278997
* Dam stabilization and reservoir
stabilization and silt protection. M.R. Disnada Diskul,
Chiang Mai Royal Development Director,
Project. Doi Tung Development Project Office,

Chieng Rai
* Use of vetiver as material for handy Thailand.
crafts, thatching etc. Doi Tung De- Tel # (053) 767001.
velopment Project. Chieng Rai. Fax # (053) 767077.

D Investigations are starting on the Dr. Withoon Chinapan,
possibility of inoculating vetiver slips Vetiver Program,
with mycorrhiza so as to improve Department of Land Development,
performance under hostile site condi- Phaholyothin Road,
tions. Bangkok. 10900.

Thailand.
His Majesty the King of Thailand and
the staff of the Royal Development * Under the vetiver program more
Projects are very willing to share than 30 different vetiver accessions
their expenses. To this end: both of V. zizanioldes and Y,

nemoralis have been identified and
m the network will devote the next classified. Many have widely differ-
newsletter #11 entirely to the Thai- ent characteristics. The following are
land experience, and vetiver users currently recommended as being
and promoters in Thailand will pre- suitable for hedge development. Note
pare articles for # 11. those that have fertile seed charac-

teristics are not included:
* vetiver users and others are wel-
come to contact Thai vetiver users Vetiveria zizanioides - Acces-
directly. In the first instance you sions V4,V9,V23, V28. Indian
should write to one of the following: Karnataka, Suratani.

Dr. Sumet Tantivejkul, Vetiveria nemorali - Acces-
Secretary General, sions V6, V7, V8, V13, V20, V22.
Royal Development Projects Board,
78 Rajdamnern Nok Avenue, These cultivars and others are
Bangkok, 10300. available from the Doi Tung Develop-
Thailand. ment Project, Chieng Rai, as tissue

Tel # 2806231 cultured plantlets (40 plantlets on
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agar) in a bottle at approx. US $200 planted. At six months, 1 ha of nurs-
per bottle (including packing and ery will produce a minimum of 1.25
shipping). If you are interested in million bare rooted vetiver slips,
getting hold of any of this material enough for about 42 km. of hedge (3
please get in touch with the Doi Tung slips per planting station, each sta-
Development Project. If you have tion 10 cm. apart). The farmer earns
special requirements such as saline, US $ 2,600 per ha. on the sale of
shade, or other specific types you quality vetiver slips.
should indicate your need. Inciden-
tally, I was impressed by how the * The total cost of production and
Karnataka and Suratani accessions planting of slips grown in polybags is
performed over a range of condi- approx. US $ .60 per meter.
tions.

At Dol Tung 160 km of hedge has
The Thais are eager to share thus far been planted.

with you their experiences, and wel-
come visits to Thailand to see their * Under difficult conditions a farmer
work to date. I recommend that you can plant about 100 meters of hedge
take an opportunity to see the wide in one day. (In India under easy
range of work being undertaken conditions, 200 meters a day can be
there. It is the most comprehensive planted by one person).
that I have seen, and in my view it is
the best place in Asia to see a vetiver * Care needs to be taken. Better
program in action. The Thais admit survival when slips are kept wet un-
that they have a lot to learn yet, but der wet sacking or between layers of
they have a lot to offer the rest of us. cut vetiver leaves. If transported in a
If you want to visit Thailand's vetiver truck, avoid parking in hot sun,
work, I suggest that you contact Dr. avoid cooking the slips(Dr. Yoon's
Sumet Tantivejkhul, Secretary Gen- advice).
eral, The Royal Projects Development
Board. * Humic acid has been used very

successfully to induce root growth in
The following are some other inter- young tillers. Tlllers are soaked in
esting points that I picked up during bundles for three days in a tank
the visit: (made from a large culvert ring) in

1:1000 part solution of humic acid
* To date some US $ 1.2 million have and water. Strong rootlets appear
been allocated by the Royal from the culm after three days. This
Projects Development Board for enhances growth of polybagged
research activities. plants. (Perhaps it would enhance

bare rooted field planting as well).
* At the Dol Tung Development
Project, which incidentally is closely Incidentally the Thais are about
and actively watched by Her Royal to support some experimental work
Highness the Princess Mother (who is in Laos, and the Vetiver Grass Tech-
93 years old), some 20 million nology will be part of that effort.
vetiver slips have been produced and
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Hong Kong China

I met with Ron Hill of Hong Kong Because of bad weather, I had to
University and Richard Webb who cancel my visit to Fujian Province
is responsible for Municipal Land- where I would have seen the vetiver
scaping. Both were testing vetiver on that was planted from 1989 onwards.
some pretty hostile landscapes. Ron In those days Mr. Wang Zisong
Hill introduced the first vetiver grass frequently reported on progress
to Hong Kong three years ago, and there. On my return to Washington, I
planted it on the University Research found a short report from Mr. Shi
Farm in the New Territories. He has Fu Qing [Fujian Provincial Agricul-
shown that the accession from tural Department, #183 Gu Ping
Guangdong ( China) grows well on Road, Fuzhou, Fujian Province, China
some pretty hostile granitic soils that Tel. (0591) 813420. Fax # (0591)
are subject to drought and fire in the 852407]. He reports that since 1989,
dry season. Richard Webb's job is to they now have vetiver planted at 39
revegetate the steep and eroding sites with a total of 160 km. of hedge.
lands overlooking (and to the north) They have sold 49 tons of planting
of the airport. We spent an interest- material to other provinces. More
ing afternoon scrambling around recently they have planted chestnut
these hills. Webb had planted his trees protected by vetiver (one line
first vetiver two years ago, and had of vetiver to three lines of chestnuts).
planted between the hedges Acacia He reports that vetiver grows well,
mangium and other trees. The and although he doesn't write it, we
vetiver had grown well on granitic can assume that vetiver hedges are
weathering material with virtually no functioning successfully, since with
topsoil. It had trapped the silt and limited resources, their program
other trash and had significantly continues to grow. It will now accel-
improved the growth of the tree erate rapidly with the start of the
seedlings. Both Webb and Hill are Second Red Soils Project (World Bank
now converts to the system. On the funded) when some 40,000 km. of
whole they had done a good job, hedge is expected to be planted in
considering neither had seen vetiver over 100 pilot watersheds in five
or the results from vetiver other than provinces in China located south of
their own work in Hong Kong. If the the Yangtze River.
'King's Rules" were applied, the re-
sults would be even better! I was able, however, to visit

Guangdong Province and travelled to
Vetiver users passing through Hong Xingning and Wuhua Counties to see
Kong and who are interested in the the large scale testing of vetiver on
stabilization and rehabilitation of some very hostile sites. The work in
hostile sites might like a walk in these two counties is carried out
these hills and should conduct Ron jointly by the respective county Soil
Hill or Richard Webb (tel # (852) and Water Conservation Bureaus and
9820703; Fax # (852) 98211452). I the South China Institute of Botany. I
am sure good advice will be welcome. visited three sites of interest. The

first was on steep (15 - 20" ) heavily
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eroded land that had been planted to tures due to vetiver barrier, and
vetiver and eucalyptus in 1991. Prior excellent vetiver growth through the
to revegetation measures, the site heavy silt deposits. Further up the
was virtually a moonscape devoid of gullies, there existed very good
all vegetation, and is locally known growth of other species - grasses and
as the 'Red Desert." The soils are shrubs - due partly to the much im-
lateritic red earths developed from proved soil moisture regime in the
purple arenaceous shales with a pH micro catchments concerned. At
of 4.0. The treatment of the 40 ha another site, vetiver rows had been
site was successful. In this case, established across a wide expanse of
vetiver had been used to stabilize a seasonal river bed. These rows were
contour ditches and earthen gully about 50 meters long and covered an
check structures. The vetiver has not area some 60 meters deep. As a re-
grown too well on the top of the sult, the river bed exhibited signs of
banks, probably because there is stabilization and significant silt depo-
virtually no moisture. On the other sition within the vetiver area. River
hand, where vetiver had been flow was being diverted over time to
planted at the bottom of the struc- a restricted channel, and eucalyptus
tures, there had been good growth trees planted within this dense mass
(in these cases relating to moisture of vetiver were thriving. Vetiver
availability). The use of structures to showed no sign of stress from high
support vetiver in the early years of volume flood water flows. Further
growth, under these conditions, down stream, vetiver had been
seemed to be the right approach, planted to protect earth banks (bed
because, as the check structure silted bars) that were used for redirecting
up, the vetiver hedge grows through the water flow to dissipate hydraulic
the silt and becomes an ever-rising energy in a zig zag course down
barrier. The experimental team that stream. The vetiver showed no signs
includes Mr. Xia Hanping (one of our of distress and the banks were in
prize winners this year) will look into very stable condition. This work is
the moisture stress aspects. the responsibility of Zen Guo Hua

and Jiang Lin She of the Bureau of
The site in Wuhua County was Water and Soil Conservation Experi-

even more impressive. Here, a large mental Station, Wuhua County,
catchment of at least 10 sq. km. was Guangdong.
being studied and test sites treated.
At a number of sites, vetiver was The Forest Research Institute in
used to stabilize the sediment build Guangdong is doing some interesting
up behind very small earth check work in reducing soil erosion in euca-
structures (max. 15 meters long) lyptus plantations using vetiver
located in steeply dissected gully hedges. I did not visit the site, but
areas. The vetiver, in these cases, was from the photographs, it appears
planted as a band of vegetation along that good vetiver hedges have been
the upside foot of the check struc- established under eucalyptus, and
tures. The results after two years that erosion has been reduced sig-
were exciting - a stable structure, nificantly over a two year program.
defused velocity flows above struc- Interestingly, very little else besides
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vetiver will grow under eucalyptus. ment, PKV, Akola, Maharashtra, In-
By the end of the second year, when dia, the recipient of vetiver awards
the hedge was well established, soil for research in 1992 &1993, writes,
loss had been reduced to 2.9 tons per . .. we have introduced vetiver
ha. compared to 17.6 tons for the hedge technology on deep black
control which had no hedge (an 83% saline belt of this region covering 3
reduction). Vetiver hedges reduced lakh (300,000) ha area in this season.
rainfall run-off by 28%, and tree The results are encouraging. Other
growth was improved by as much as traditional technologies for soil con-
20%. These experiments are being servation have failed in this region.
continued, however, they do confirm The farmers are very much con-
what we are finding elsewhere. For vinced with vetiver. In my opinion,
those of you working in Vietnam, the vetiver hedge technology will be the
potential use of vetiver for erosion main component for in-situ soil and
control looks extremely promising, water conservation ..." In another
and a visit to Guangdong might be letter, he writes "....at this University
useful. farm, I have tried to develop vetiver

hedges on lands under surface irriga-
Those of you who require more infor- tion. Observations over a period of
mation or who want to visit the work three years are encouraging in terms
in Guangdong should get in touch of convenience in layout preparation
with any of the following: (border and furrow), uniformity in

water application resulting in uni-
Prof. Liang Chen Ye. form crop growth over the entire
Prof. Guo Zhenyan. field, minimum water losses espe-
Mr. Liu Shizhong. cially at the tailends and very good
Mr. Xia Hanping. crop yields. It appears even in [irriga-

tion] command areas, we can give up
The above are all of the South China costly and unnatural land shaping
Institute of Botany, Academia Sinica, grading operation. During this Rabi
Wu Shan, Guangzhou, China. [winter] and summer season we are
510650. Phone. (020) 7705626. planning to have quantitative moni-

toring of different aspects...." If any-
Also you can contact Mr. Zhen De one would like to take these matters
Zang of the Tropical Forestry Insti- further, you can contact Dr. Bharad
tute, Chinese National Academy of at Punjabrao Krishi Vidyapeeth, PO
Forests, Guangzhou, Guangdong, Krishi Nagar, Akola, Maharashtra
China. 444104, India Tel. 26840.

Other News The Boucard brothers of the
"American Vetivert Corporation" of

On my return from this trip, I found Leakey, Texas (fax 210 232 5716)
many letters from vetiver users, some report a growing demand for vetiver
of which I quote from below: plants. Their main problem now

being how to ship live plants over
Dr. G.M. Bharad, Professor of long distances without high losses.

Agronomy and Watershed Manage- Perhaps Dr. Yoon can advise. They
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mention that Mr. Jano Labat of Zim- biological engineering tool. Proposals
babwe - one of our key vetiver pro- have been prepared to carry out pilot
moters there visited American studies in North Sumatra on the
Vetiver For those of you who may be Batang Serangan River to protect the
new to the network the Boucard nght bank with vetiver spurdikes, on
brothers have many years of experi- the Habil River Control Project to
ence in the mechanized management dissipate hydraulic energy using bed-
of vetiver. bars and vetiver hedges (basically

the same as what is appearing to be a
The Director General, of the successful approach in Wuhua

Department of Curriculum and In- county in Guangdong), and at the
struction Development, of Thailand's Sirmonda River Outfall Control
Ministry of Education, has sent me Project, Lake Toba, to stabilize the
the published Thai translation of river mouth and river banks in a
John Greenfield's, "Vetiver Grass: combination of gabbions and vetiver.
The Hedge Against Erosion", which is Those of you who have an interest in
to be now part of the school curricu- these proposals or who may want to
lum in Thailand. offer advice might want to contact

Dr. Ramu directly at tel.(021) 739
Mas'ud Panjaitan of CARE 1959 or fax (021) 520 4232.

Indonesia,writing from Mataram,
Lombok, says that the Karnataka John Greenfield has just
(Indian) variety is growing very well visited southern Africa, we will re-
and "...having seen the growth of port fully on his visit in the next
vetiver and come across the local news letter. However he found that a
variety grazed by livestock at both number of vetiver users were apply-
Lombok and Wonogiri, I am sure that ing the technology incorrectly by
this grass will solve our fodder prob- using the grass to stabilize contour
lem especially during the 9 month bunds - i.e. planting on the top of the
dry season ... the combination of bund. This is generally a useless
vetiver and tree legume leaf which practice and does not take ad-
have been growing on farmer's land vantage of vetiver's ability to
will be the cheapest way to overcome filter out sediments and spread
the feed problem for cattle." Mas'ud water. We can achieve better and
is also working with forage amaranth cheaper results with vetiver hedges
and is reporting some good results and no bunds.
for varieties D-881 and R -104. In my
view forage amaranth (high yield of Some special requests. There
biomass and high levels of protein) are a lot of you doing some pretty
would make an excellent feed if fed interesting things with vetiver, and
with vetiver. the technology is spreading. Please

write in and tell us your news, so that
Dr. K.V. Ramu, River Basin we can share it with others. Also

Adviser of the Ministry of Public remember that nothing we write is
Works in Indonesia writes that the copyrighted, so I hope that you are
Directorate of Rivers is making seri- copying these news letters and pass-
ous efforts to introduce vetiver as a ing them on to other potential users.
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Better still, translate them into your
local language.

Finally, we seemed to have
failed you by not being able to pro-
vide funds for start up operations, or
for research and other experimental
work. It appears that there are plenty
of funds available for studies etc. but
little for developing and disseminat-
ing a practical useful technology like
vetiver grass technology for soil and
water conservation. If anyone has
some bright ideas on how to raise
more money, or know of a source of
institutional funding I would appreci-
ate hearing from you.

New Year's Greetings to you all.

Dick Grimshaw.
December 1, 1993.

Asia Technical Department,
The World Bank.
1818 H Street N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433
USA
Phone: 202 458 2282
Fax: 202 522 1658
(This is a new number).
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land rehabilitation 85
maintenance of underground moisture 198
mine dump stabilization 201
oil extraction 64
on rainfed farmland 99
preventing collapse of terraces 108
prevention of cultivation weeds 19
prevention of deforestation 192
prevention of sedimentation in canals 198
prevention of yield reduction 68
protection of cleared areas 42
protection of sloped lands 74, 181
protection of terracing 95
reclamation of eroding or abandoned lands 8,41, 115, 169, 257
rehabilitation of deteriorated soil 197
roofing and household uses 198
secondary uses 64,65
to trap toxic substances 197
watershed development 61, 201
weed control 65
thatching material 13

Vetiver handbook 217
Vetiverlnformation Network 39,61, 71, 80,83, 84, 113, 127,149,165,169, 191, 199,201

Vetiver symposia,
First Intemational Vetiver Workshop 130, 169
First Training Course on Vetiver Grass 62
Second Ethiopian Vetiver Grass Workshop 127
Seminar on Soil Conservation in Ethiopia 64
Seminar on Vetiver Grass for Soil and Water Cons. 77
Soil Conservation Service Workshop... 77
Vetivei conference in Malaysia 131, 137

w

no entries

x

no entries

y

no entries

z

no entries
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